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Nanostructured materials have been at the cutting edge of modern materials
science. This exciting field started in 1981 when Herbert Gleiter published his
first papers on the unique and outstanding properties of nanostructured materi-
als. The second surge in the field occurred in 1993 when Ruslan Valiev at-
tempted to process nanostructured materials by the top-down approach of se-
vere plastic deformation (SPD). The advantage of SPD is that it can process na-
nomaterials with large dimensions and no porosity, which paves the way to na-
nomaterials in bulk shape or, as we call them here, ’bulk nanostructured
materials – BNMs’. Since 1993, SPD techniques have experienced exponential
development, which is why the majority of the chapters in this book are con-
cerned with them. At the same time, bottom-up techniques such as ball milling
and consolidation, and crystallization from the amorphous state are also signifi-
cantly represented in this book as these methods are promising techniques and
have their own advantages. Moreover, the processing techniques largely deter-
mine the properties and dimensional limits of BNMs. For this reason we have
devoted several chapters of the book to various processing methods for produc-
ing BNMs.

This book aims to collect the whole spectrum of current knowledge on BNMs.
In addition to metals and alloys, it also includes nonmetallic nanomaterials
such as semiconductors and ceramics. Several large chapters are devoted to the
mechanical properties because they have been well investigated and understood,
probably due to their close relevance to commercial applications. Certainly, an-
other reason for their thorough understanding is due to the progress made by
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which have become increasingly impor-
tant to the field of nanomaterials. Therefore, one chapter of this book has been
devoted to MD simulations.

BNMs also exhibit unique and interesting magnetic properties. Two chapters
of this book present the magnetic properties of BNMs, which focus on hard
and soft magnetism, magnetostriction and magnetoelectric properties.

A good understanding of properties demands reliable acquisition of micro-
structural data. This book comprises several chapters that describe characteriza-
tion methods being used to study nanostructural features of BNMs. Naturally,
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HRTEM is the first choice for characterizing the nanostructures down to atomic
resolution. Recently, advanced diffraction techniques, especially in combination
with high-intensity synchrotron and neutron diffraction for in-situ investiga-
tions, have also proven to be very powerful in global structural information such
as texture, internal strains, dislocation density and type, twin density, etc., which
means that HRTEM and diffraction techniques yield complementary informa-
tion on the nanostructures of BNMs.

The two final sections of the book discuss unique applications of BNMs,
which not only benefit from the refined grain structure but also – as in case of
SPD-processed BNM – from the high densities of SPD-induced lattice defects.
On the one hand, these nanostructures allow for significant enhancement of
diffusion processes, e.g., in applications like hydrogen storage and nitriding of
steels. On the other hand, high defect densities promote the occurrence of
phases that usually do not form under normal temperature, pressure and alloy
content. Nanostructurization also promises attractive potentials in improving
the mechanical properties of micro-electronic-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
of material surfaces, as well as in increasing the properties of materials for
medical applications, including biocorrosion resistance. The last chapter of the
book discusses the advantages and viability of BNMs in commercial applica-
tions, in terms of technological innovation, industrial areas and possible turn-
overs.

In our opinion, the research and development of BNMs will make significant
progress in the next few years to make them ready for several commercial appli-
cations. This will be achieved by further improving several material properties
including ductility and fatigue strength. Different processing methods that are
described in this book might be combined to produce BNMs with the desired
material properties.

Our thanks go to the colleagues who contributed to this book, and to the Wi-
ley-VCH publishing team, who kindly advised and helped us in editing this
book. We are also grateful to our families, who showed much understanding
and patience during the work. We hope that the readers of this book will find it
informative and useful in their research and development of BNMs.

October 2008 Michael J. Zehetbauer & Yuntian T. Zhu
Editors
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1.1
Introduction

Since the title of this book is “Bulk Nanostructured Materials” it seems appro-
priate to first discuss what we mean by “bulk” and “nanostructured” and to con-
sider where the topics covered in this book fit into the general large and diverse
field of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Nanostructured materials have been
defined as materials that have at least one dimension in the “nanoscale” (typi-
cally 1 to 100 nm). Thus, depending on the dimensions in which the length
scale is nanoscale, they can be classified into a) nanoparticles, b) layered or la-
mellar structures, c) filamentary structures, and d) bulk nanostructured materi-
als [1]. The nanoparticles can be considered to be of “zero” dimensionality and
examples include a large range of nanoscale powders of interest for diverse ap-
plications such as dispersions in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. Quantum dots
for optoelectronic applications may also fall into this category. A layered or la-
mellar structure is a one-dimensional nanostructure in which the magnitudes
of length and width are much greater than the thickness that is nanoscale. Thin
films for electronic device applications are examples of this category. Two-di-
mensional nanostructures have the length much larger than the width or diam-
eter and nanowires or nanotubes may fit this division. The nanostructures that
contain the “bulk” definition relevant to this book are three-dimensional and
consist of crystallites, or in certain cases quasicrystals and/or amorphous
material that are nanoscale in dimension. While it has been the convention to
classify “nanocrystalline” bulk crystalline materials as those with a grain size
< 100 nm, this arbitrary classification may not always be the most appropriate.
Perhaps a definition based on the specific size-dependent property that exhibits
a critical dimension in the nanoscale regime would be more fitting. An example
of this dimensionality of certain properties is the ferromagnetic coercive force,
Hc. It has been found that the dependence of Hc on grain size (D) changes dra-
matically from a 1/D dependence for larger grains to a D6 for grain sizes less
than about 100 nm as shown in Fig. 1.1 [2]. This occurs when the grain size be-
comes smaller than the ferromagnetic domain (Bloch) wall thickness such that
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the domain wall now samples several, or many, grains and fluctuations in mag-
netic anisotropy on the grain size length scale that are then irrelevant to do-
main-wall pinning and therefore to Hc. Another example of size dependent
properties is the critical current density in type-II superconductors. The size
scale property of interest in this case is the superconducting coherence length
that is approximately the distance over which there are strong correlations be-
tween superconducting electrons [3]. For high-field type-II superconductors this
distance is of the order of 5–10 nm. This, in turn, determines the geometry of
the fluxoid lattice that occurs in an applied magnetic field and must be pinned
to obtain high values of critical current density (Jc). In fact, it is found that
grain boundaries are very effective pinning sites that result in high values of Jc.
The Jc of the commercial superconducting Nb3Sn is controlled by grain size
and is inversely proportional to grain size, with grain sizes of 50–80 nm provid-
ing high values [4]. The situation for mechanical strength is less clear since
there is an essentially continuous increase in strength or hardness as the grain
size is reduced to the nanoscale. This is reflected in the empirical Hall–Petch
behavior that has been modeled by the interaction of dislocations with grain
boundaries [5]. Pile-up of dislocations at grain boundaries is considered to be
the mechanistic process responsible for the resistance to plastic flow from grain
refinement. Several authors [6–8] have suggested divisions of the grain size
scale into regions wherein dislocation-based plasticity is dominant (typically
from about 10 nm grain sizes and larger) versus the regime below about 10 nm
(“nano-1” [6]), where grain-boundary deformation processes are likely. The
scheme according to Cheng et al. [6] is shown in Fig. 1.2. The dislocation
regime is further divided [6] into the “traditional” regime (typically greater than
1 �m grain size) where both grain boundary and intragranular dislocation
sources are operative, from the regime (from about 10 nm up to nearly 1 �m)
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Fig. 1.1 Coercive force, Hc, as a function of grain size.
(reproduced with permission from Ref. [2], page 415).



where only grain-boundary dislocation sources exist, and even further subdivi-
sion into an “ultrafine” regime (from about 30 nm to 1 �m) where unit disloca-
tions are dominant and a “nano-2” regime where partial dislocations are respon-
sible for the deformation. These divisions were based upon both experimental
results and computer simulations. However, recent in-situ straining experiments
in the electron microscope [9–11] suggest dislocation activity, including pile-ups,
may occur at grain sizes down to at least about 20 nm. While more experimen-
tal studies, along with modeling and simulations, are needed to better clarify
this topic, it seems clear that an arbitrary cutoff of 100 nm below which we de-
fine “nanocrystalline” may not be realistic and indeed many interesting mechan-
ical properties are found at grain sizes from 100 nm to 500 nm (“ultrafine
grains”), a regime more accessible for many of the processing methods. How-
ever, hardness and strength typically reach maximum values at grain sizes be-
low about 50 nm so this regime would appear to be of most interest from a sci-
entific point of view. So we can leave the “nanostructured materials” definition
somewhat cloudy, and move to the definition of “bulk”. This presumably refers
to samples that are not particulates, thin films, or nanoscale wires, but to mate-
rials containing many nanoscale grains being of potential usefulness for appli-
cations requiring their geometry. If thick enough, perhaps coatings should fall
into this category.

In 1997 the author was part of a panel sponsored by the US National Science
Foundation and other agencies through the World Technology (WTEC) Division
of the International Technology Research Institute that assessed the R & D sta-
tus and trends in nanoparticles, nanostructured materials, and nanodevices.
The present author was responsible for the area of “consolidated materials”, that
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Fig. 1.2 Deformation mechanism map for fcc metals.
Strength curve is based upon copper. (reproduced with
permission from Ref. [6], Fig. 1).



is, bulk nanostructured materials and wrote the chapter in the book that sum-
marized the panel‘s findings [12]. This chapter, like the present book, empha-
sized mechanical behavior, with some discussion of ferromagnetic materials as
well as hydrogen storage and corrosion behavior. Thus, the topics of this book
are part of the large field of nanoscience and nanotechnology. However, bulk na-
nostructured materials are often “left out” of topical conferences and journals
specific to nanoscience and technology. In many cases, “nano” refers to the size
of a component – particle, thin film, or wire – and not to the microstructure of
a bulk sample. It is the author‘s perception that most of the papers published
in the topics of this book are found in the conventional materials science and
engineering and physics journals rather than in specialized “nano” journals. For
example, looking at a recent issue of the Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science &
Technology (a weekly multijournal compilation of the latest research on nanos-
cale systems) not a single paper of the 110 papers in the issue were in the area
covered by this book. This is typical of many other new journals devoted to na-
noscience and technology, and to many topical conferences in the field. Of
course, the topics of this book are well covered in numerous symposia that are
parts of materials science meetings such as TMS or MRS, or in topical meet-
ings devoted to the subject. It is well known that the impetus for the interest in
this now large subfield of materials science came from the research of H. Glei-
ter and coworkers in the early 1980s when materials with nanoscale grain sizes
were prepared by the inert gas condensation method and their properties were
found in many cases to be dramatically different from those of conventional
grain-size materials [13]. The explosion of research in this field that has oc-
curred since these initial discoveries has been influenced by the advances in
three important technological areas [14]:
1. new and improved processing methods to provide nanocrystalline materials
2. new and improved characterization of materials at the nanoscale in terms of

spatial resolution and chemical sensitivity
3. new and improved understanding of the relationships between nanostructure

and properties.

The remainder of this overview chapter will be devoted to a description of the
state-of-the-art of these three technological streams and their influence on bulk
nanostructured materials.

1.2
Processing

Processing of bulk nanostructured materials can in principle be accomplished
by either the “bottom-up” assembly of atoms or molecules into nanoscale clus-
ters that require subsequent consolidation into bulk material, or the “top-down”
methods that start with a bulk solid and obtain a nanostructure by structural de-
composition. The bottom-up methods include the inert gas condensation and
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compaction technique that stimulated the field. This technique consists of eva-
porating a metal inside a chamber containing a partial pressure (typically a few
hundred Pascals) of an inert gas, e.g. He, such that the evaporated atoms collide
with the gas atoms inside the chamber, lose their energy, and condense in the
form of small discrete crystals of loose powder. The condensed fine powders col-
lect on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cold finger and are stripped off by an annular
Teflon ring into a compaction device. The details of this process and improve-
ments to the original design have been published [15]. While this method has
provided the materials for the seminal early studies of the properties of nano-
crystalline materials, it suffers from both the limited size of samples that can
be prepared and from the common problem of two-step methods in that the
compaction step may not provide completely dense or bonded material in spite
of improvements to the process.

Chemistry is based upon the reactions and manipulations of atoms and mole-
cules and the synthesis of nanocrystalline materials by chemical reactions pre-
dates the recent development of this field. Chemical synthesis of nanoscale ma-
terials has been reviewed by Chow and Kurihara [16]. In terms of bulk nanos-
tructured materials these methods are two-step in that the particulates formed
by the chemical reactions require consolidation. Of course, historically and in
the present, the resultant nanoscale particulates can be used as such in applica-
tions ranging from catalysts to cosmetic powders. An example of a structural
bulk material prepared by chemical reactions is WC-Co. Kear and coworkers
[17] have developed a process in which fine and uniform precursor powders are
obtained by spray-drying (solvent removal) of homogeneous aqueous solutions
of soluble salts of W and Co. This precursor powder is reduced with hydrogen
and reacted with CO in a fluidized-bed reactor to yield nanophase WC/Co pow-
der. After consolidation by sintering, the grain size was on the order of 200 nm.
These materials provided superior mechanical properties in terms of hardness
and toughness compared to larger grain size conventional WC-Co.

Electrodeposition can be classified as a “bottom-up” method of preparation of
nanocrystalline materials and also as “one-step” since no consolidation step is
needed. Thick electrodeposits may be considered to be bulk materials. Since the
late 1980s electrodeposition has been studied as a method to produce nanocrys-
talline materials and it has moved into the commercial production of such ma-
terials. Much of the work was pioneered by Erb and coworkers and this subject
has been reviewed by Erb et al. [18]. Using special processing methods, a large
number of metals, alloys, composites, and ceramics have been electrodeposited
with nanocrystalline microstructures. Electrodeposition occurs by the nucleation
of crystallites on the substrate surface and their subsequent growth along with
nucleation of new crystallites. In order to obtain a nanocrystalline grain size,
nucleation events should be favored over growth. The variables in electrodeposi-
tion include bath composition, bath pH, temperature, overpotential, bath addi-
tives, and direct current vs. pulse electrodeposition. It has been stated [18] that
the two most important mechanisms that are rate-determining steps for forma-
tion of nanoscale grains in electrodeposition are charge transfer at the electrode
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surface and surface diffusion of adions on the crystal surface. One method to
inhibit growth of nucleated crystallites is by reducing the surface diffusion of
adions by adsorption of foreign species (which may be referred to as “grain refi-
ners” or “additives”) on the growing surface. Most such additives are organic
materials and may become trapped at the grain boundaries and are presumably
responsible for the brittle mechanical behavior observed in nanocrystalline ma-
terials processed by electrodeposition with additives. Since high overpotential fa-
vors extensive nucleation, pulse plating, as a powerful method to achieve high
overpotentials is a technique to synthesize a nanocrystalline structure without
the use of additives. In the codeposition of alloys, the solute ion can act like an
organic additive but without the deleterious embrittlement effects. Therefore,
there are several processing strategies that can be used to provide artifact-free
bulk nanocrystalline materials by electrodeposition. Some of the examples of
bulk nanocrystalline materials that exhibit optimized combinations of strength
and ductility, to be discussed in the section on properties, were made by electro-
depostion.

The ball milling of powders – mechanical attrition – has been a popular
method to produce materials with a nanocrystalline grain size [19]. The ball
milling of powders can be divided into two categories: 1. the milling of elemen-
tal or compound powders – “mechanical milling”, and 2. the milling of dissimi-
lar powders – “mechanical alloying”, in which material transfer occurs. This
subject has been reviewed by a number of authors [20, 21]. Besides being dis-
cussed in the examples of general reviews of ball milling, this specific topic has
also been reviewed [19]. Mechanical attrition has been found to refine the grain
size to the nanoscale of all solid elements studied. The minimum grain size
achieved is dependent upon a number of process and material variables [19].
The minimum grain size obtainable by milling has been attributed to a balance
between the defect/dislocation structure introduced by the plastic deformation
of milling and its recovery by thermal processes [22]. The minimum grain size
is plotted against the melting temperature of the element in Fig. 1.3. At least
for the lower melting metals, there appears to be an inverse dependence of
minimum grain size on melting temperature that is consistent with the compe-
tition between defect creation and removal. It is clear that mechanical attrition
can produce nanocrystalline materials with fine grain sizes such that for higher
melting point metals, grain sizes below 10 nm can be achieved. However, in or-
der to attain bulk material, the powders need to be consolidated. The ability to
maintain the very small grain sizes in as-milled material and obtain artifact-free
bulk samples with minimal grain growth remains a challenge.

For all the “two-step” processes for formation of nanostructured materials the
first step provides a nanoscale particulate, or as in mechanical attrition, a pow-
der particle with a nanoscale microstructure. These particulates must then be
consolidated into bulk form. The consolidation problem remains an active area
for more research and development and has not been adequately resolved to
date. The problem is to form good atomic bonding between the particulates by
a combination of pressure and temperature such that theoretical densities are
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reached along with the complete interparticle bonding. This should be done
without significant coarsening of the nanoscale microstructure or by introduc-
tion of any structural defects or unwanted phases. This topic has been reviewed,
for example, by Groza [23] and Mayo [24]. Most consolidation methods have
used pressure-assisted sintering approaches. Shear stresses are most effective in
collapsing pores and also disrupt surface oxide layers. Since deformation pro-
cesses that have significant shear stress components are desired we can list the
processes in order of decreasing effectiveness as follows: extrusion – sinterfor-
ging – uniaxial hot pressing – hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Nonconventional
consolidation methods for densification of nanocrystalline particulates include
microwave sintering, field-assisted sintering methods, and shockwave consolida-
tion.

The possibility of producing very fine grain structures by severe plastic defor-
mation was suggested by research using conventional deformation methods
taken to very high degrees of strain. It has been known for many decades,
going back to the 1950s, that the structure of deformed metals can change with
increasing plastic deformation such that random dislocation arrays can lower
the energy of the system by “self-assembly” into “cells” or “subgrains” such that
there is a high dislocation density in the cell walls and a lower dislocation den-
sity within the cells. The cells are typically the result of plastic deformation, the
cell boundaries are somewhat diffuse. Subgrains, like cells, show small misor-
ientations with their neighbors, but have sharper boundaries, and are formed
by plastic deformation and thermal recovery processes. In most cases, the early
studies of microstructures produced by severe plastic deformation gave cell or
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Fig. 1.3 Minimum nanocrystalline grain size for ball-milled
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subgrain sizes in the micrometer down to submicrometer size scale, but not
into the nanoscale. One exception to these results is from the work of Rack and
Cohen [25], who reported the cell structure developed in a series of Fe-Ti alloys
deformed by wire drawing to large values of true strain up to about 7. The size
of the cells decreased with increasing deformation, and reached values of about
50 nm at the highest strains. However, these were all cells with very low angle
misorientations. In recent years special methods of mechanical deformation
have been developed for producing submicrometer and even nanoscale grains
with high-angle grain boundaries. These methods, the microstructure devel-
oped, and the properties of the materials with the refined grains so produced
have been reviewed by Valiev et al. [26] and form much of the content of this
book. The major methods of severe plastic deformation, in addition to mechani-
cal attrition, are severe plastic torsion straining under high pressure (HPT) and
equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP). In the case of HPT a disk-shaped sam-
ple is compressed to pressures of about 2 to 6 GPa and then one of the dies is
moved with respect to the other. With enough rotation very large values of
strain can be achieved, well into the 100s. This method has been used to
achieve submicrometer grain sizes and in some cases even nanocrystalline grain
sizes. The ECAP method that allows for the deformation of bulk samples by
pure shear was first developed by Segal et al. [27]. In this method a billet is
pressed through a die with two channels at angles of intersection typically 90 to
120�. The billet is subjected to severe deformations without changing its dimen-
sions. Multiple passes through the die provide accumulative strain. The grain
sizes developed by this method are typically in the submicrometer, 200 to
300 nm, range. A large body of experimental research and modeling studies has
been reported for this technique. There are examples of submicrometer-size
grain structures induced by the severe strain of ECAP in several metals that
provide an excellent combination of both increased strength along with good
ductility [28]. Other severe plastic deformation methods that will be described in
more detail in the book include accumulative roll bonding [29] and friction stir
welding [30]. It appears that the total strain provided by a given deformation
process is in large part responsible for the final grain size that can be obtained.
This must be a function of the dislocation density that can be obtained and its
subsequent rearrangement by thermal processes. The processes that can provide
the highest practical strain levels would be HPT and mechanical attrition of
powders. The former has typically been limited to rather small disk samples
although recent work is directed to scaling this to larger cylinders [31]. Mechani-
cal attrition typically results in a powder product that then requires consolida-
tion. Recent results on in-situ consolidation during ball milling of several ductile
metals and alloys have been reported. The processing challenge is to produce
nanocrystalline materials with the finest grain sizes to maximize strength, but
without artifacts that might compromise ductility, and in sufficient size for me-
chanical testing and applications.
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1.3
Characterization

An important aspect of the ability to study and develop nanocrystalline materi-
als is the improvement of techniques to probe the spatial and chemical nature
of nanoscale regions such as grains, precipitates, and grain-boundary chemistry.
X-ray diffraction line-broadening analysis has been used to estimate the grain
size and lattice strain of nanocrystalline materials. These techniques for the
most part are not new and have been reviewed and discussed in a number of
papers. There are several factors that can cause broadening of X-ray diffraction
peaks and care must be taken in the separation of these effects. Instrumental
broadening (quality of the alignment, receiving slit, etc.) must be corrected for.
The problems with such corrections and the use of reference standards have
been discussed [32]. A number of different analyses can be performed to deduce
the crystalline size and the internal strain present in the sample. The most used
of these methods are the Scherrer [33], the Williamson–Hall [34], and the War-
ren–Averbach [35] methods. While the simple Scherrer method only provides
an average unit cell column length, the Williamson–Hall and Warren–Averbach
techniques also give estimates of the lattice strain. If the grain-size distributions
are narrow, then the X-ray technique can give good values for the average grain
sizes [36]. Ungar and coworkers [37, 38] further modified the peak profile analy-
sis methods of Williamson–Hall and Warren–Averbach to estimate grain-size
distributions as well as dislocation density and dislocation arrangements. Gener-
ally, grain-size determination by the use of X-ray diffraction line-broadening
analysis is only advised if the average grain size does not exceed 100 nm and
the grain-size distribution is narrow. Correction for instrumental broadening be-
comes critical for grain sizes greater than about 30 nm. In cases where an inho-
mogeneous grain-size distribution exists, with some grains > 100 nm, other
methods, in particular, transmission electron microscopy, must be used.

Transmission electron microscopy, TEM, is one of the most direct methods
for the determination of the grain size. High-resolution TEM can reveal grains
at the smallest sizes as well as information on the nature of the grain bound-
aries. More sophisticated Z-contrast imaging can provide chemical information
regarding grain-boundary segregation [39]. The advantages of TEM are obvious
in terms of providing direct images of the grain size, shape, and size distribu-
tion. The analysis of the micrographs involves the application of straightforward
stereological relationships, which provide various possibilities to characterize
the grains. In order to get accurate statistical information on nanocrystalline
grain size by TEM, dark-field TEM must be carried out on many fields of view
in many samples.

Other methods that can be used in certain cases to measure nanocrystalline
grain size are high-resolution scanning electron microscopy [40], atomic force
and scanning tunneling microscopy [41] and Raman spectroscopy [42].
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1.4
Properties

1.4.1
Mechanical Properties

One of the areas of research on nanocrystalline materials that has received ex-
tensive study is their mechanical behavior. The great interest in the mechanical
behavior of nanocrystalline materials originates from the unique mechanical
properties first observed and/or predicted by the pioneers of this field, Gleiter
and coworkers [13]. Among these early observations or predictions were:
� Lower elastic moduli than for conventional grain size materials – by as much

as 30–50%,
� Very high hardness and strength – hardness values for nanocrystalline pure

metals (~ 10 nm grain size) that are 2 to 10 or more times higher than those
of larger grained (> 1 �m) metals,

� Increased ductility – perhaps even superplastic behavior – at low homologous
temperatures in even normally brittle ceramics or intermetallics with nanos-
cale grain sizes, believed to be due to grain boundary, diffusional deformation
mechanisms.

While some of these early observations and predictions have been verified by
subsequent studies, in particular the high hardness and strength values, some
have been found to be due to high porosity in the early bulk samples (for exam-
ple the low elastic moduli observed) or to other processing artifacts, and not in-
herent properties of the nanocrystalline materials. The ductility issue remains a
subject of present research, and while most nanocrystalline materials do not ex-
hibit the high predicted ductilities, and in fact show little ductility in tension
[43], there are recent examples of good ductility along with high strength in a
limited number of cases [44–46].

Three major limitations to ductility for nanocrystalline materials can be iden-
tified. These are: 1. artifacts from processing; 2. force instability in tension; 3.
crack nucleation or propagation instability. Porosity was a major artifact, espe-
cially for earlier studies of metals made by the inert gas condensation method.
Even when theoretical density is attained, complete particle bonding may be
lacking. Nanocrystalline materials made by ball milling of powders also can suf-
fer from lack of complete bonding after power consolidation. The surfactant
that is sometimes used to prevent excessive cold welding during milling can
prevent complete bonding during consolidation and therefore limit ductility. An-
other popular method for producing nanocrystalline materials is electrodeposi-
tion. While this method is “one-step” in that it does not require consolidation of
particulates and the problems associated with this, most of the nanocrystalline
materials made by electrodeposition have also exhibited very poor ductility, pre-
sumably due to the additives often used to attain a nanocrystalline microstruc-
ture, as discussed in Section 1.2. However, as will be described below, several
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examples of high strength and good ductility are observed with electrodeposited
nanocrystalline materials produced without the use of organic additives.

Necking generally begins at maximum load during tensile testing. The
amount of uniform elongation depends upon the strain hardening such that
true uniform strain �u�n in a cylindrical specimen (or �u�2n for a sheet)
where n is the strain hardening coefficient. For an ideally plastic material (such
as amorphous alloys) where n�0, the necking instability would begin just as
soon as yielding occurred. This criterion implies that the sample is mechani-
cally stable until the rate of strain hardening falls to a level determined by the
flow stress (and prior strain) at that time. Materials with a high capacity for
strain hardening are therefore stable, while those with little capacity for strain
hardening are potentially unstable.

Elongation to failure in tension is plotted vs. grain size in Fig. 1.4 for a variety
of metals and alloys. It is clear that for most metals with grain sizes below
about 30 nm the elongation to failure values are very low, typically less than 2–
3%. Since this graph was originally published [43] several new datum points
have been added that show significant ductility for grain sizes of �30 nm. These
more recent breakthroughs in ductility will be described below.

As described above, strain hardening is needed in order to minimize mechan-
ical instabilities that lead to local deformation (necking) and failure. The ability
to strain harden therefore becomes an important criterion for ductility in nanos-
tructured materials. An approach that has been used to provide strain harden-
ing in nanostructured materials is to introduce a bimodal grain-size distribution
by appropriate processing methods. The supposition was that the larger grains
should deform by the usual dislocation mechanisms and provide strain harden-
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Fig. 1.4 Elongation to failure in tension versus grain size for
a variety of metals and alloys. (reproduced with permission
from Ref. [43], Fig. 1).



ing, while the smaller nanoscale grains would provide the strength and hard-
ness.

Results of Ma and coworkers [46] have provided a dramatic example of combi-
nations of high strength and high tensile ductility. Copper was rolled at liquid-
nitrogen temperature to high strains of 93% to create a high dislocation density
that does not dynamically recover. The as-rolled microstructure showed the high
dislocation density along with some resolvable nanoscale grains with dimen-
sions less than 200 nm. Annealing for short times at temperatures up to 200 �C
provided for the development of grains with high-angle boundaries that were in
the nanoscale or submicrometer size range. Some abnormal recrystallization
was observed such that for annealing at 200 �C for 3 min, about 25% volume
fraction of the samples consisted of grains 1–3 �m in diameter. Rolling the Cu
at room temperature did not provide sufficient dislocation density to accomplish
the subsequent nanoscale/submicrometer grain sizes on annealing. This work
on Cu gave stress–strain curves for annealed coarse-grained Cu, Cu rolled to
95% at room temperature, Cu rolled to 93% at liquid-nitrogen temperature, and
these samples annealed for 3 minutes at either 180 or 200 �C. The optimum
properties were obtained for the mixed grain size material with the 1–3 �m
grains embedded in the matrix of nanoscale and submicrometer-size grains.
This material had a high yield stress of about 340 MPa, a total elongation to
failure of 65% and uniform elongation of about 30%. The ductility was thus
comparable to that of annealed conventional grain size Cu, but the yield
strength was almost 7 times higher.

Lavernia and coworkers have prepared a commercial Al alloy, 5083 [47] and
an Al-7.5% Mg alloy [48] by cryomilling followed by powder compaction by hot
isostatic pressing and extrusion. The cryomilling of Al alloy 5083 [48] resulted
in a nanoscale microstructure with average grain size about 30 nm. After hip-
ping and extrusion the grain size remained mostly nanoscale at an average val-
ue of about 35 nm. However, some larger grains were also observed in the TEM
analysis. The stability of the nanoscale grain size during the elevated tempera-
ture compaction steps was attributed to the large number of various precipitates
including several intermetallic compounds such as Mg2Si and Al3Mg2 as well
as compounds formed from interstitial impurity atoms, namely AlN and Al2O3,
which presumably retard grain growth by Zener pinning of the grain bound-
aries. A few larger micrometer-size grains were formed by secondary recrystalli-
zation. These large grains were believed to be responsible for the good ductility
observed in these materials along with large increases in strength. Guided by
these results, an Al-7.5% Mg alloy was cryomilled to nanostructured grain sizes
[49]. The cryomilled powder was then combined with either 15 or 30% by vol-
ume of unmilled alloy powder, which was made by powder atomization and
had micrometer-scale grain sizes. The powders were then consolidated by hip-
ping and extrusion to bulk samples for tensile testing. The additions of larger
grains to the nanocrystalline matrix increased the tensile ductility from about
1.4% to 5.4% elongation, with some decrease in strength values but still about
four times the yield strength of conventional Al 5083.
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While nanoscale grain boundaries have been the focus for increasing strength
in studies of nanocrystalline materials, twin boundaries can also be an effective
obstacle to dislocation motion and a potent strengthener. Lu and coworkers [49]
have reported the synthesis of nanoscale growth twins in electrodeposited Cu.
The Cu grain sizes were of the order of 400–500 nm and the twin lamellae
thicknesses ranged from averages of about 100 nm down to < 20 nm. The yield
strength of the Cu followed Hall–Petch behavior with increased strength as twin
lamellae spacing decreased. Increased ductility also was observed with decreas-
ing twin lamellae spacing. The Cu with the finest twin lamellae spacing shows
both high strength and ductility. Higher strain hardening than conventional
grain size Cu is also noted.

While some strategies for optimization of strength and ductility, such as bi-
modal grain-size distributions, compromise some strength for ductility, there
are several recent results on nanostructured materials where strength levels are
high and good ductility can still be achieved. These results are for nanocrystal-
line materials with small grain sizes (< 30 nm) and with relatively narrow grain-
size distributions such that no grains > 50 nm are present.

Electrodeposited Co metal has been prepared with a small average grain size
of about 12 nm and with a fairly narrow grain-size distribution of ±7 nm [44].
This material had the hcp structure with no trace of the fcc phase, that is, it
had the equilibrium structure for room temperature. The hardness, yield
strength, and ultimate tensile strength for this nanostructured Co were 2–3
times higher than for conventional grain size Co. The nanocrystalline Co exhib-
ited elongation to fracture values of 6 to 9%, which are comparable to those for
the conventional grain size Co. Of great interest is the dependence of the me-
chanical behavior of the nanostructured Co on the strain rate of the tensile
tests. Applying lower strain rates resulted in higher flow stress and tensile
strength at relatively constant yield strength. This behavior is in contrast to the
usual response of a material in which dislocation slip is the dominant mecha-
nism. In such materials higher strain rates result in higher tensile strength.
The authors suggest this response of nanocrystalline Co to changes in strain
rate are typical of materials that deform predominantly by deformation twin-
ning. That is, higher strain rates result in lower flow stress and tensile strength.
They therefore suggest that the dominant deformation mechanism in their na-
nocrystalline Co is twinning. More studies, in particular high-resolution TEM or
in-situ TEM under stress, are needed to confirm these ideas about twinning de-
formation.

Li and Ebrahimi [45] have prepared nanocrystalline Ni and Ni-Fe alloys by
electrodeposition without the use of any additives that might induce embrittle-
ment. Their samples exhibited excellent strength values along with good ductili-
ty. The Ni sample had a grain size of 44 nm and the Ni–15% Fe sample had a
9 nm grain size. The fracture behavior of the alloys was very different even
though both exhibited good values of elongation. The Ni sample had an elonga-
tion of about 9% and also showed significant reduction of area and ductile frac-
ture behavior consistent with that for other ductile fcc metals and deformation
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by dislocation motion. While the Ni–15% Fe sample also showed reasonable 6%
elongation, the reduction in area was negligible and fracture appeared to be
brittle. TEM revealed grain-boundary cracking. The authors suggest that the Ni–
15% Fe alloy with the average grain size of 9 nm was below the “crossover”
grain size from dislocation dominated deformation processes to grain-boundary
deformation processes such as grain boundary sliding. In spite of this apparent
brittle fracture behavior good ductility along with high strength were observed,
suggesting processing artifacts did not affect the mechanical properties.

The in-situ consolidation of ball milled powders in several metals has allowed
for the production of artifact-free samples for tensile testing. Bulk nanocrystal-
line Cu spheres were synthesized using a combination of liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature and room-temperature milling [9]. Spheres with diameters up to about
8 mm were obtained that could be pressed into disks from which samples for
mechanical testing could be machined. TEM results shown in Fig. 1.5A indicate
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Fig. 1.5 TEM observations of the typical mi-
crostructure in the in-situ consolidated nano-
crystalline Cu. The bright-field TEM micro-
graph (A) and the SADP [the upper left inset
in A] show roughly equiaxed grains with ran-

dom orientations. The statistical distribution
of grain size (B) was obtained from multiple
dark-field TEM images of the same sample
(reproduced with permission from Ref. [9],
Fig. 1).



that the consolidated Cu consists of equiaxed nanograins oriented randomly, as
can be seen from the corresponding selected area diffraction pattern, the upper
left inset in Fig. 1.5A. Statistical analysis of multiple dark-field images reveals a
monotonic lognormal grain-size distribution with an average grain size of
23 nm (Fig. 1.5 B). Density measurements, scanning electron microscopy of the
sample surfaces, and TEM analysis show that no porosity is introduced during
the in-situ consolidation of nanocrystalline Cu. The chemical analysis of the con-
solidated nanocrystalline Cu indicated that the oxygen content increased from
0.10 at.% in the starting powder to 0.29 at.% in the final product. The measured
Fe contamination was less than 0.1 at.%. Therefore, it may be concluded that
the nanocrystalline Cu made by the above procedure is free of artifacts in that
there is no porosity, no debonding, and minimal impurity contamination.

Tensile test data for the in-situ consolidated nanocrystalline Cu is compared
with the stress–strain curve for conventional grain size Cu in Fig. 1.6 [9]. In the
case of the nanocrystalline Cu, the 0.2% offset yield strength (�y) and the ulti-
mate tensile strength (�u) reach values of 971±12 MPa and 1120±29 MPa, re-
spectively. This �y value is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of
coarse-grained pure Cu samples, and �u of the nanocrystalline Cu is about five
times higher than that of the coarse-grained Cu sample. The hardness value of
this nanocrystalline Cu is 2.3 GPa, which is consistent with the Hall–Petch be-
havior of Cu. Therefore, it is concluded that the high values of hardness and
yield strength are due to the small grain size (23 nm). These strength values are
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Fig. 1.6 True stress versus true strain for bulk in-situ consoli-
dated Cu in comparison with that for coarse-grained Cu and
nanocrystalline Cu made by the inert gas condensation and
compaction technique. (reproduced with permission from
Ref. [9], Fig. 2).



comparable to the highest values observed for nanocrystalline Cu but more sig-
nificant is the good tensile ductility observed with 14% uniform elongation and
15% elongation to failure. This ductility is much greater than previously re-
ported for nanocrystalline materials of this grain size and even somewhat great-
er than the ductility of the nanotwinned Cu [49]. Another important feature of
the stress–strain curve (Fig. 1.6) is the large strain hardening observed in the
plastic region that suggests a high lattice dislocation accumulation during the
plastic deformation up to failure. Strain hardening is often limited in nanocrys-
talline materials at grain sizes where dislocation activity is believed to be diffi-
cult. In-situ dynamic straining transmission electron microscope observations of
the nanocrystalline Cu were also carried out, which showed individual disloca-
tion motion and dislocation pile-ups. This suggests a dislocation-controlled de-
formation mechanism that allows for the high strain hardening observed.
Trapped dislocations were also seen in individual nanograins.

An artifact-free bulk nanocrystalline Al-5% Mg alloy was also prepared using
in-situ consolidation during ball milling at liquid nitrogen and room tempera-
tures [50]. The average grain size, determined by TEM, was 26 nm with a rela-
tively narrow grain-size distribution. The nanocrystalline structure produced
was a supersaturated solid solution of Mg in Al. The tensile behavior of the na-
nocrystalline alloy showed an extremely high strength. The tensile yield
strength reached 620 MPa (four times that of the coarse-grained Al-5083 alloy),
and the ultimate tensile strength was 740 MPa. A significant tensile ductility
was obtained with an elongation to failure value of 8.5%. Strain hardening was
also observed, which is suggested to originate from dislocation accumulation
during plastic deformation.

1.4.2
Magnetic and Other Properties

Nanocrystalline materials have been studied for possible use in applications of
soft magnetic materials, hard magnetic materials, and magnetic storage media
[51]. The first two topics may be classed with bulk nanostructured materials.
Soft ferromagnetic materials for potential use in transformer cores, inductive
devices, etc. have been mainly developed by the partial crystallization of amor-
phous precursors to precipitate the nanocrystalline phase which may be � FeSi
(FINEMET), � Fe (NANOPERM), � FeCo, (bcc), �� FeCo (B2) (HITPERM) [52].
The small single-domain nanocrystalline ferromagnetic precipitates in the amor-
phous matrix give these alloys their unique magnetic behavior. The averaging of
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy over many grains coupled within an exchange
length gives the very low coercive force and low energy losses (narrow B/H hys-
teresis loop).

Hard ferromagnetic nanocomposites have been found to exhibit a variety of
interesting properties [53]. For example, exchange coupling in magnetically hard
and soft phases can increase magnetic induction by the phenomenon of “rema-
nence enhancement”. In the Fe90Nd7B3 composition, a nanoscale mixture of the
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hard Fe14Nd2B phase and the soft � Fe phase exhibit high coercivity along with
high values of remanent magnetization. This is associated with exchange cou-
pling between the hard and soft phases which forces the magnetization vector
of the soft phase to be rotated to that of the hard phase. The requirements for
this behavior are a nanocrystalline grain size and a degree of coherence across
the interphase boundaries sufficient to enable adjacent phases to be exchange
coupled.

Other properties of bulk nanocrystalline materials that are important and will
be addressed in the book are hydrogen-storage materials and surface properties
such as corrosion resistance.

The following chapters written by authors with expertise in their fields will
expand on the brief overview given here as well as related areas not covered in
this short introduction. The result should definitely show that bulk nanostruc-
tured materials are an important part of the “nanocrystalline revolution”.
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Ruslan Z. Valiev and Airat A. Nazarov

2.1
Introduction

During the last decade, fabrication of bulk nanostructured metals and alloys
using severe plastic deformation (SPD) has been evolving as a rapidly progres-
sing direction of modern materials science that is aimed at developing materials
with new mechanical and functional properties for advanced applications [1].
The principle of these developments is based on grain refinement down to the
nanoscale level in bulk billets using severe plastic deformation.

SPD processing refers to various experimental procedures of metal forming
that may be used to impose very high strains on materials leading to excep-
tional grain refinement. Recently, the main principles and definitions in SPD
processing have been discussed in detail [2, 3]. Following these principles, the
unique feature of SPD processing is that high strain is imposed at relatively
low temperatures (usually less than 0.4 Tm) without any significant change in
the overall dimensions of the workpiece. Another feature is that the shape is
retained due to the use of special tool geometries which prevent free flow of
material and thereby produce a significant hydrostatic pressure. The presence of
this hydrostatic pressure is essential for achieving high strains and introducing
high densities of lattice defects that are necessary for exceptional grain refine-
ment.

SPD-produced nanomaterials are fully dense and their large geometric dimen-
sions make them attractive for efficient practical applications.

Fabrication of bulk nanostructured materials using severe plastic deformation
is becoming one of the most actively developing areas in the field of nanomater-
ials [4–6], and SPD materials are viewed as structural and functional materials
of the next generation of metals and alloys.

Today, SPD techniques are emerging from the domain of laboratory-scale re-
search into commercial production of various ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials.
This change is manifested in several ways. First, it is characterized by the fact
that not only pure metals are investigated, but also commercial alloys for special
applications; second, by the requirements of economically feasible production of
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ultrafine-grained metals and alloys associated with developing SPD techniques.
In the following we will consider these new trends in SPD processing and high-
light some key results on the developments of the nanoSPD materials science
and applications. We also report here new results on finding novel SPD proces-
sing routes used to produce bulk ultrafine-grained materials with a small grain
size refined down to a typical nanorange of 40–50 nm and less.

2.2
Developing SPD Techniques for Grain Refinement

2.2.1
The Principles of SPD Techniques

High-pressure torsion (HPT) and equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) are
the SPD techniques that were used in the first works to produce nanostructured
metals and alloys possessing submicrometer- or even nano-sized grains [7, 8].
Since the time of the earliest experiments, processing regimes and routes have
been established for many metallic materials, including some low-ductility and
hard-to-deform materials. High-pressure torsion and ECAP die sets have also
been essentially modernized [2, 9]. Several other techniques of SPD processing
are now available as well. The major methods of the fabrication of UFG materi-
als that are already established alongside with HPT and ECAP include multidir-
ectional forging (MDF), accumulative roll bonding (ARB), cyclic extrusion and
compression (CEC), repetitive corrugation and straightening (RCS) and twist ex-
trusion (TE). These various processes have been considered recently [2] and here
their principles are outlined for comparison.

High-pressure torsion refers to processing in which the sample, generally in the
form of a thin disk, is subjected to torsional straining under a high hydrostatic
pressure: the principle of HPT is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1 (a) [2, 10,
11]. The disk is located within a cavity, a hydrostatic pressure is applied, and
plastic torsional straining is achieved by rotation of one of the anvils. In order
to achieve pressures higher than 2 GPa, it is generally preferable to use a modi-
fied geometry with the cavities placed in each of the two anvils, as shown in
Fig. 2.1 (b) [11]. If there is no outward flow of material, the disk thickness re-
mains constant and the true torsional strain, �, is given by �� (r/h)�, where r is
the distance from the center of the disk, � is the torsional angle in radians, and
h is the sample thickness. An alternative relationship is also available if there is
some outward flow of material between the two anvils and a corresponding re-
duction in the value of h [10]. For comparison with other SPD methods, the
true equivalent strain, �, can be calculated using the relation �� (1/a)�, where
the parameter a takes either the values from a plastic flow criterion (where
a�2 for Tresca and a��

3 for von Mises) or from the Taylor theory for poly-
crystals (where a�1.65 for texture-free face-centered cubic [ fcc] metals and de-
creases slightly to lower values during continued deformation). The relatively
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small disks used in conventional HPT are attractive for products such as small
bulk nanomagnets with enhanced soft and hard magnetic properties, arterial
stents, and devices for microelectromechanical system applications. There have
also been recent attempts to extend HPT to include the processing of larger
bulk samples [12].

Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [13] is at present the most developed
SPD processing technique. The progress in ECAP processing has been dis-
cussed quite recently and has been reported elsewhere [9]. As illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, during ECAP a rod-shaped billet is pressed through a die constrained
within a channel that is bent at an abrupt angle. A shear strain is introduced
when the billet passes through the point of intersection of the two parts of the
channel. Since the cross-sectional dimensions of the billet remain unchanged,
the pressings may be repeated to attain exceptionally high strains. The equiva-
lent strain, � introduced in ECAP is determined by a relationship incorporating
the angle between the two parts of the channel, �, and the angle representing
the outer arc of curvature where the two parts of the channel intersect, �. The
relationship is given by [14]:

� � �N�
�

3��2 cot����2� � ���2�� ��cosec����2� � ���2��	 �2�1�

where N is the number of passes through the die.
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Fig. 2.1 The principle of HPT: (a) tool with a sample located
within a cavity in the support anvil and (b) tool with cavities
in both anvils.

(a) (b)



During repetitive pressings, the shear strain is accumulated in the billet, lead-
ing ultimately to a UFG structure. In practice, different slip systems may be in-
troduced by rotating the billet about its longitudinal axis between each pass [15]
and this leads to four basic processing routes: there is no rotation of the billet
in route A, rotations by 90� in alternate directions or the same direction in
routes BA and BC, respectively, and rotations by 180� in route C [16]. When
using a die with a channel angle of ��90�, route BC is generally the most ex-
peditious way to develop a UFG structure consisting of homogeneous and
equiaxed grains with grain boundaries having high angles of misorientation.

There have also been numerous recent modifications of conventional ECAP
that are designed to yield more efficient grain refinement including the incor-
poration of a backpressure, the development of continuous processing by ECAP,
and others [9].

The technique of accumulative roll bonding (ARB) makes use of a conventional
rolling facility. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3 [17], a sheet is rolled so that the thick-
ness is reduced to one-half of the thickness in a prerolled condition. The rolled
sheet is then cut into two halves that are stacked together. To achieve good
bonding during the rolling operation, the two contact faces are degreased and
wire brushed before placing them in contact and the stacked sheets are then
rolled again to one-half thickness. Thus, a series of rolling, cutting, brushing,
and stacking operations are repeated so that ultimately a large strain is accumu-
lated in the sheet. It is possible to heat the sheet when rolling but at a tempera-
ture where there is no recrystallization. For the ARB process, the equivalent
strain after N cycles, �N, is given by �N�0.80 N [17].

In practice, the UFG structure produced by ARB is not three-dimensionally
equiaxed but rather there is a pancake-like structure that is elongated in the lat-
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Fig. 2.2 The principle of ECAP.



eral direction. This microstructural feature is the same irrespective of the types
of metals and alloys. The ARB process has recently been applied successfully
for the production of metal-matrix composites as well [18].

Multidirectional forging (MDF) was applied for the first time in the first half of
the 1990s for the formation of UFG structures in bulk billets [19, 20]. The pro-
cess of MDF is usually associated with dynamic recrystallization in single-phase
metals/alloys.

The principle of MDF is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and it assumes multiple repeats
of free-forging operations including setting and pulling with changes of the axes
of the applied load. The homogeneity of the strain produced by MDF is lower
than in ECAP and HPT. However, the method can be used to obtain a nanos-
tructured state in rather brittle materials because processing starts at elevated
temperatures and the specific loads on tooling are relatively low. The choice of
the appropriate temperature–strain rate regimes of deformation leads to the de-
sired grain refinement. The operation is usually realized over the temperature
interval of 0.1–0.5 Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting temperature, and it is
useful for producing large-sized billets with UFG structures [21].

Cyclic extrusion and compression (CEC, also sometimes called “hourglass press-
ing”) is performed by pushing a sample from one cylindrical chamber of diame-
ter do to another with equal dimensions through a die with diameter dm that is
markedly smaller than do [22]; the principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Thus, the
processing induces extrusion and the chambers provide compression so that,
during one cycle, the material is pushed to first experience compression, then
extrusion, and finally compression again. The true strain produced in one cycle
is calculated as ���4 ln(do/dm). In the second cycle, the extrusion direction is
reversed, leading to the same sequence of deformation modes. The process can
be repeated N times by pushing the sample back and forth to give an accumu-
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of ARB [17].



lated true strain of (N��). With a diameter ratio of typically dm/do�0.9, the
strain imposed on the material in one cycle is ���0.4. Accumulated true
strains of up to 90 have been reported [22] with sample dimensions of about
25 mm in length and 10 mm in diameter. The deformation speed is as low as
�0.2 mm/s in order to limit heating of the specimen to < 5 K. Although the
strains reached with this method are much higher than those with any unidir-
ectional SPD technique, the microstructure and/or mechanical properties are
similar because of the extra annihilation of dislocations due to the cyclic charac-
ter of the straining [23].

Repetitive corrugation and straightening (RCS) was introduced recently and the
principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [24]. In a repetitive two-step process, the work-
piece is initially deformed to a corrugated shape and then straightened between
two flat platens using a processing cycle that may be repeated many times. The
RCS facility illustrated in Fig. 2.6 subjects the workpiece to both bending and
shear, which promotes grain refinement. Processing by RCS was used to produce
nanostructures in a copper sample with an average initial grain size of 760 �m [24,
25]. A similar procedure was used later for grain refinement of aluminum [26].
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Fig. 2.4 The principle of MDF: (a), (b) and (c) show setting
and pulling along the first axis, (d), (e) and (f) show setting
and pulling along the second axis, and (g), (h) and (i) show
setting and pulling along the third axis [19].



An advantage of RCS is that it can be adapted easily to current industrial roll-
ing facilities. It is not difficult to machine a series of corrugating teeth into the
rollers of a conventional rolling mill, thus enabling the RCS process, and this
has the potential of producing nanostructured materials in a continuous and
economical way [27]. The RCS technique is currently in the early stages and
further research is needed to develop the process to a mature SPD technique
for producing nanostructured materials. One critical issue is the need to design
equipment and processing schedules for improving microstructural homogene-
ity.

The use of twist extrusion (TE) for grain refinement was introduced in 2004
[28] and the principles are illustrated in Fig. 2.7. During TE, a workpiece is
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Fig. 2.5 The principle of CEC.

Fig. 2.6 The principle of RCS [24, 25].



pushed through an extrusion die whose cross section maintains its shape and
size while it is twisted through a designated angle around its longitudinal axis.
As a result, the workpiece regains its shape and size after each TE pass and
thus it is possible to repetitively process a sample for excellent grain refinement.
A variety of cross-sectional shapes, but not circular geometries, are possible with
this technique. In practice, and by analogy to HPT, the plastic strain is not uni-
form across the cross section but the plastic strain increases with the distance
from the axis so that the more distant regions have a finer grain size. This mi-
crostructural heterogeneity leads to inhomogeneous mechanical properties with
the cross-sectional center having the lowest strength. It is anticipated that the
microstructural homogeneity may improve with increasing numbers of TE
passes.

To date, the developed SPD techniques have been typically used for laborato-
ry-scale research. The requirement of economically feasible production of ultra-
fine-grained metals and alloys that is necessary for successful commercialization
raises several new problems in the SPD techniques development. The most top-
ical tasks are to reduce the material waste, to obtain uniform microstructure
and properties in bulk billets and products, and to increase the efficiency of
SPD processing.

One example of solving these tasks is by way of developing continuous ECA
pressing [29] and multistep combined SPD processing [30] for fabrication of
long-sized rods aimed at setting up commercial production of nanostructured
Ti materials for medical applications. Some new results of these works are pre-
sented below.

2.2.2
Continuous ECA Pressing

It is known that the ECAP technique in its original design has some limitations
for practical utilization, in particular, a relatively short length of the workpiece
that makes ECAP a discontinuous process with low production efficiency and
high cost. In addition, the ends of a workpiece usually contain nonuniform mi-
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Fig. 2.7 The principle of TE [28].



crostructure or macrocracks and have to be cut off, thus a significant portion of
the workpiece is wasted and the cost of the UFG materials produced by ECAP
is further increased.

The key to wide commercialization of UFG materials is to lower their proces-
sing cost and waste through continuous processing. Several attempts have been
made to this end. For example, repetitive corrugation and straightening (RCS)
[24, 25] is designed for processing of metal sheets and rods in a continuous
manner. The coshearing process [31] and the continuous constrained strip
shearing (C2S2) process [32] were recently also reported for continuous proces-
sing of thin strips and sheets to produce UFG structures. However, the question
of further improvement of microstructure uniformity and properties remains
topical in the development of these techniques.

Among recent interesting studies, combining the Conform process with
ECAP to continuously process UFG materials for large-scale commercial pro-
duction has been demonstrated [29]. In this invention, the principle used to
generate frictional force to push a workpiece through an ECAP die is similar to
the Conform process [33], while a modified ECAP die design is used so that the
workpiece can be repetitively processed to produce UFG structures.

The principle of the ECAP-Conform setup is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 2.8. As shown in this figure, a rotating shaft in the center contains a
groove, into which the workpiece is fed. The workpiece is driven forward by fric-
tional forces on the three contact interfaces with the groove, which makes the
workpiece rotate with the shaft. The workpiece is constrained to the groove by a
stationary constraint die. The stationary constraint die also stops the workpiece
and forces it to turn an angle by shear as in a regular ECAP process. In the cur-
rent setup, the angle is about 90�, which is the most commonly used channel
intersection angle in ECAP. This setup effectively makes ECAP continuous.
Other ECAP parameters (die angle, strain rate, etc.) can also be used.
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Fig. 2.8 Schematic illustration
of an ECAP-Conform setup.



In [29] there has been used commercially pure (99.95%) coarse-grained long
Al wire with a diameter of 3.4 mm and over 1 m in length for processing by
ECAP at room temperature with 1–4 passes with route C, i.e. the sample was
rotated 180� between ECAP passes. The initial Al wire had a grain size of 5–
7 �m. Presently, processing of similar rods from CP Ti (Grade 2 and 4) is un-
derway.

Figure 2.9 shows an Al workpiece at each stage of the ECAP-Conform pro-
cess, from the initial round feeding stock to rectangular Al rod after the first
ECAP pass. As shown, the rectangular cross section was formed shortly after
the wire entered the groove (see the arrow mark). The change was driven by the
frictional force between the groove wall and the Al workpiece. The frictional
force pushed the wire forward, deformed the wire to make it conform to the
groove shape. After the wire cross-section changed to the square shape, the fric-
tional force per unit of wire length became larger because of larger contact area
between the groove and the wire. The total frictional force pushed the wire for-
ward from the groove into the stationary die channel, which intersects the
groove at a 90� angle. This part of the straining process is similar to that in the
conventional ECAP process.

TEM observations showed that ECAP-Conform led to microstructure evolu-
tion typical of the ECAP process [34, 35]. Figure 2.10 clearly indicates that the
ECAP-Conform process can effectively refine grains and produce UFG struc-
tures in Al and now in CP Ti. The tensile mechanical properties of the as-pro-
cessed Al samples after 1 to 4 passes are listed in Table 2.1. It is obvious that
the ECAP-Conform process has significantly increased the yield strength (�0.2)
and the ultimate tensile strength (�u), while preserving a high elongation to fail-
ure (ductility) of 12–14%. These results are consistent with those for Al pro-
cessed by conventional ECAP [34]. We also found that in the case of CP Ti
strength grows by more than 2 times after the processing as compared with the
initial material, and this fact is also consistent the results obtained for Ti sub-
jected to conventional ECAP.
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Fig. 2.9 An Al workpiece in the
process of ECAP-Conform.



Thus, the newly developed continuous SPD technique, ECAP-Conform can
successfully produce UFG materials. The continuous nature of the process
makes it promising for production of UFG materials on a large scale, in an effi-
cient and cost-effective manner. However, further study is needed to investigate
its ability with respect to grain refinement and properties improvement of var-
ious UFG materials.

2.2.3
Combined SPD Processing

While solving the problem of fabrication of nanostructured Ti materials for
medical applications, the advantage of combining ECAP with other techniques
of metal forming such as rolling, forging or extrusion has been demonstrated
[36, 37]. These advantages are connected with effective shaping of long-sized
semiproducts (sheets, rods) as well as further enhancement of properties of
UFG materials. For example, in Grade 2 CP Ti high strength (YS�980 MPa,
UTS�1100 MPa) with elongation to failure ��12% was attained using ECAP
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Fig. 2.10 TEM micrograph from the long-
itudinal section of Al wire processed by
ECAP-Conform with four passes.

Table 2.1 Yield strength �0.2, ultimate tensile strength �u,
elongation to failure �, and cross-sectional reduction
(necking) � of Al samples processed with 1 to 4 passes.

Processing state �0.2

[MPa]
�u

[MPa]
�

[%]
�

[%]

initial Al rod 47 71 28 86
after 1 pass 130 160 13 73
after 2 passes 130 170 12 72
after 3 passes 130 160 14 76
after 4 passes 140 180 14 76



and extrusion. Also, the results of studies on processing of Ti rods of over 800
mm in length and 6.5 mm in diameter by a combination of ECAP and thermo-
mechanical treatment (TMT) including forging and rolling are very impressive
[30].

Figure 2.11 presents TEM micrographs of CP Ti subjected to ECAP+TMT,
� = 80%. It can be seen that the combined processing results in significant addi-
tional grain refinement down to 100 nm in comparison with 300–400 nm after
ECAP; however, a considerable elongation of grains takes place. Mechanical test-
ing has shown (Table 2.2) that TMT after ECAP results in strength growth of CP
Ti and the record values of �0.2 and �u are observed; at the same time, sufficient
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Table 2.2 Mechanical properties of Grade 2 Ti billets at different stages of processing.

State �u

[MPA]
�0.2

[MPA]
�

[%]
�

[%]

Initial 440 370 38 60
ECAP 4 passes 630 545 22 51
ECAP 4 passes+TMT
�= 80%

1150 1100 11 56

Fig. 2.11 TEM micrographs
displaying the microstruc-
ture of Grade 2 Ti after
ECAP+TMT, �= 80%:
(a) cross section;
(b) longitudinal section.



ductility is preserved. It is important that these strength values of nanostruc-
tured CP Ti are visibly higher than those values of the Ti-6%Al-4%V alloy that
is presently widely used in medicine and engineering.

It is also interesting that the microstructure and properties of the obtained
rods are rather uniform, the dispersion of mechanical properties along the rod
length does not exceed ±5% [38]; at the same time, material utilization rate to-
tals 0.65. This shows great prospects for the use of combined SPD processing
for commercial production of semiproducts made of Ti for medical application.

2.3
The New SPD Processing of Bulk Nanocrystalline Materials

Since the first works dating back to the early 1990s [7, 8], SPD techniques have
been used mostly because of their ability to produce ultrafine-grained materials
through microstructure refinement in initially coarse-grained metals [3]. The fi-
nal grain size produced depends strongly on both processing regimes and the
type of material. For pure metals the mean grain size is typically about 100–200
nm after processing by HPT and about 200–300 nm after processing by ECAP.
For alloys and intermetallics the grain size is usually smaller and in some cases
it is in the range of 50–100 nm. However, it is very important for fundamental
tasks and many advanced applications to have bulk nanocrystalline materials
with a mean grain size less than 30–50 nm. Is it possible to produce such mate-
rials using SPD techniques? In recent years this problem has become the object
of special investigations using two approaches: SPD consolidation and SPD-in-
duced nanocrystallization of amorphous alloys.

2.3.1
SPD Consolidation

Already in the early work on consolidation of powders [39, 40] it was revealed
that during HPT high pressures of several GPa can provide a rather high den-
sity close to 100% in the processed disc-type nanostructured samples. For fabri-
cation of such samples via severe torsion straining consolidation, not only con-
ventional powders but also powders prepared by ball milling can be used.

HPT consolidation of nanostructured Ni and Fe powders prepared by ball
milling [39, 40] can be taken as an example. The conducted investigations
showed that the density of the samples processed at room temperature is very
high and close to 95% of the theoretical density of bulk coarse-grained metals.
After HPT consolidation at 200 or 400 �C the sample density is even higher and
reaches 98%. TEM examinations showed the absence of porosity. The mean
grain size is very small; it is equal to 17 nm and 20 nm for Ni and Fe, respec-
tively. It is also very interesting that the value of microhardness of the Ni sam-
ples produced by HPT consolidation was 8.60 ± 0.17 GPa, the highest value of
microhardness mentioned in literature for nanocrystalline Ni. It is worth men-
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tioning that SPD consolidation is the most successful in conditions of low-tem-
perature superplasticity.

2.3.2
SPD-induced Nanocrystallization

Recent investigations also show that SPD processing can control crystallization
of initially amorphous alloys that may result in the formation of bulk nanocrys-
talline alloys with a very small grain size and new properties [41–43]. In [43]
this approach is used to produce and to investigate Ti-Ni alloys widely known as
alloys with shape-memory effects.

As the material for this investigation, two alloys of the Ti-Ni system were
used: melt-spun Ti50Ni25Cu25 alloy [41, 43] and cast Ti49.4Ni50.6 alloy [44, 45].

The amorphous structure of Ti50Ni25Cu25 alloy was confirmed by TEM and X-
ray investigations (Figs. 2.12 and 2.13) [4, 43]. However, after HPT at room tem-
perature, although the diffraction methods still indicated the amorphous struc-
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Fig. 2.12 TEM images of rapidly quenched alloy Ti50Ni25Cu25:
(a) initial state (dark field); (b) after annealing at 450 �C for
10 min; (c) after HPT (dark field); (d) after HPT and anneal-
ing at 390 �C for 10 min.



ture of the alloy, TEM studies showed the appearance of many nanocrystallites
with very small sizes of about 2–3 nm (Fig. 2.12 (c)).

The essential difference in behavior of this alloy in the amorphous state and
after HPT was revealed during subsequent annealing. As can be seen in Fig
2.13, the amorphous alloy was crystallized and changed its phase composition
after the annealing and further cooling to room temperature.

In the coarse-grained alloy Ti50Ni25Cu25, the temperature of martensite transfor-
mation upon cooling is �80 �C, which is why there is a martensite phase in the
alloy at room temperature. In this connection, the existence of only the austenitic
phase after HPT and nanocrystallization can be related to the martensite transfor-
mation retardation in the alloy with a nanocrystalline grain size. This fact was pre-
viously reported in literature for ultrafine-grained Ti-Ni alloys [46]. Concerning the
alloy Ti50Ni25Cu25, the critical point is the grain size of about 100 nm. Martensite
transformation does not take place at room temperature below this size.

The amorphous state in the Ti49.4Ni50.6 alloy can be obtained directly as a re-
sult of HPT processing (P�6 GPa, n�5 revolutions) [44, 45]. Then the homoge-
nous nanocrystalline structure was produced by annealing of the HPT material
(Fig. 2.14). For instance, after annealing at 400 �C for 0.5 h the mean grain size
is about 20 nm (Figs. 2.14 (a) and (b)), and after annealing at 500 �C it is about
40 nm (Figs. 2.14 (c) and (d)). It is worth mentioning that according to HRTEM
observations after such annealing there are no regions of amorphous phase and
grain boundaries are well defined, although there are still small distortions of
the crystal lattice near some of the boundaries.
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Fig. 2.13 X-ray diffraction patterns of the Ti50(Ni, Cu)50 alloy:
(a) initial rapidly quenched alloy (1); after annealing at 300 �C
5 min (2); after annealing at 450�C 5 min (3) with the phase
B19; (b) alloy after HPT(1); after HPT and annealing at 300 �C
5 min (2); after HPT and annealing at 400 �C 5 min, with the
phase B2 (3).



Tensile mechanical tests showed that the amorphous nitinol produced by
HPT had much higher strength in comparison with the initial microcrystalline
state [44], but it was essentially brittle. Nanocrystallization results in the record
value of strength for this material equal to 2650 MPa with an elongation to fail-
ure of about 5%.

Thus, SPD consolidation of powders and SPD-induced nanocrystallization can
be regarded as new SPD processing routes for fabrication of bulk nanocrystal-
line materials. One of the advantages of this technique is its ability to produce
fully dense samples with a uniform ultrafine-grained structure having a grain
size under 40–50 nm. Studies of the properties of these materials are of great
interest for ongoing research because deformation mechanisms and, as men-
tioned above, phase transformations can basically change in materials with a
small grain size [1, 47].
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Fig. 2.14 TEM micrographs of the Ti49.4Ni50.6 alloy after HPT
and annealing at 400 �C (a, b) and at 500�C (c, d) for 0.5 h:
(a, c) bright-field images; (b, d) dark-field images.



2.4
Structural Features and Enhanced Properties in SPD-produced Nanomaterials

As was noted above, the average grain size achieved in pure metals using var-
ious SPD techniques usually lies in the range of about 150–300 nm, but in al-
loys it may be significantly smaller [3]. For example, using HPT with the inter-
metallic Ni3Al produced a grain size of 60 nm and in TiNi alloys processing by
HPT led to a complete amorphization [44, 48]. At the same time, the structural
features of SPD-processed metals are quite complex and they are characterized
not only by the formation of ultrafine grains but also, as a consequence of this,
by high density of interfaces. Numerous structural studies of SPD nanomater-
ials have led to an important conclusion that the grain boundaries (GBs) in
these materials have a specific, nonequilibrium structure [3, 46], which is char-
acterized by the presence of a high density of dislocations.

The concept of nonequilibrium GBs was established due to earlier investiga-
tions of the behavior of GBs under external influences [49]. Trapping of disloca-
tions in GBs during plastic deformation results in an accumulation of specific
defects in the GBs called extrinsic grain-boundary dislocations (EGBDs). The
GBs containing EGBDs induce noncompensated long-range internal strains and
have an enhanced energy and are commonly referred to as nonequilibrium
GBs. As very large plastic strains are applied for the preparation of nanomater-
ials and, therefore, the density of EGBDs can be very high, the role of nonequi-
librium GBs in the properties of these materials is expected to be particularly
important.

The nonequilibrium character of GBs in SPD nanomaterials is proved by a
number of experimental data obtained using various complementary methods.
First evidences were obtained during TEM studies, which showed that for nano-
materials prepared by SPD a specific strain contrast on GBs and extinction con-
tours near the GBs are typical [3, 46]. Moderate annealing results in a relaxation
of the GB structure that does not involve any significant grain growth. The ex-
tinction contours in the grains disappear, and the GBs acquire their usual band
contrast. Direct HRTEM studies of severely deformed metals and alloys [25, 50,
51], also showed that GBs caused a significant, up to 1 to 3% lattice distortions
in a layer of 6 to 10 nm thickness near the GBs, had a curved shape and con-
tained many EGBDs. X-ray diffraction methods provided plenty of data on the
specific structural characteristics of SPD nanomaterials that resulted in an in-
creased integral background intensity, a significant decrease of the intensity and
broadening of peaks in X-ray spectra [52]. Root mean square (rms) strains calcu-
lated from an analysis of these spectra are as high as 0.3% to 1.2%, depending
on the material, method of SPD used and deformation and post-deformation
storage conditions.

The nonequilibrium GB structure in as-prepared UFG materials is evidenced
also by a direct relationship between the structural relaxation and the evolution
of different properties of UFG materials during annealing. For example, the
coefficient of diffusion along GBs in as-prepared nanostructured materials is
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several orders of magnitude higher than that along the GBs of coarse-grained
polycrystals; preannealing of UFG samples before diffusion experiments results
in a significant recover of the diffusion coefficient [53]. Young and shear moduli
of as-prepared UFG Cu are approximately 10% less than those of coarse-grained
polycrystals [54]. After 1 h annealing at T�400 K a sharp increase of the moduli
to their ordinary values occurs, and this increase is directly associated with an
attainment of equilibrium structure by GBs.

The genesis of UFG structures produced by SPD techniques is not yet fully
understood. Some authors relate them to in-situ recrystallization [55]. Others
place the origin in the formation and evolution of a dislocation cell structure
whose size scale decreases as the stress rises during SPD processing [56–58].
The accumulation of the misorientation between neighboring dislocation cells
occurs in parallel with the decrease of the average cell size and leads to a gra-
dual transformation of the dislocation cell structure. In particular, predominant-
ly polarized dipole walls yield a new refined grain structure in which polarized
tilt walls are prevalent, causing high angles of misorientation between the
grains [57, 58]. Qualitatively, the formation of UFG structure can be understood
also by extrapolating numerous experimental data obtained in the studies of
large plastic deformations by conventional methods such as die compression,
cold rolling, etc. [59–61]. From these studies, it follows that the substructure
evolves by the formation of misoriented regions containing blocks of several
cells. These regions have a certain alignment with the applied stress and are se-
parated by dense dislocation walls and microband boundaries with misorienta-
tion angles larger than those of cell walls, which continuously increase with the
strain. For monotonic loading conditions typical of conventional methods, the
subgrains delineated by such boundaries called geometrically necessary bound-
aries (GNBs), are elongated. The formation of GNBs is thought to occur due to
an operation of different combinations of slip systems in microbands [59]. A
similar elongated substructure is observed also after one pass ECAP and subse-
quent passes using route A [62]. This suggests that the grain subdivision might
occur by the formation of GNBs through a microbanding mechanism. However,
with respect to ECAP, it is not clear how this mechanism can result in the for-
mation of equiaxed UFG structure after several passes with the strain-path
change.

According to the above-mentioned models, the smallest grain size achievable
by SPD cannot be smaller than the length scale of the precursor dislocation-cell
structure, which normally is in the range of a few hundred nanometers. Re-
cently, it was found that HPT processing of electrodeposited nickel induced the
growth of grains to a final size close to the lower grain-size limit for HPT re-
finement of coarse-grained nickel, suggesting that there exists a final grain size
determined by the processing parameters rather than by the total imposed
strain [63].

An alternative concept of structural evolution during large plastic deforma-
tion, which assumes a dominating role of the grain interactions, has been devel-
oped by Rybin et al. [64, 65]. According to this concept, plastic strain of differ-
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ently oriented grains results in an accumulation of incompatibilities of the plas-
tic strain, which can be described in terms of specific mesodefects in GBs con-
sisting of the systems of gliding dislocations having Burgers vectors tangential
to the GB plane and systems of sessile dislocation, equivalent to disclinations at
triple junctions. Junction disclinations have been shown to act as main carriers
of grain subdivision during deformation. When triple junctions accumulate dis-
clinations with the strength 	 sufficient for an activation of additional disloca-
tion activity near the junctions, they initiate the formation of low-angle bound-
aries crossing the grains. This process of disclination accumulation and relaxa-
tion is repeated during deformation resulting in the grain fragmentation and in-
crease of the misorientations of new grains. At very large strains typical for
SPD processing, this can result in the formation of an equiaxed ultrafine
grained structure. Disclinations at junctions of grains and subgrains in SPD-
processed metals have been observed by special methods of electron microscopy
[66] that gives support for this fragmentation model of grain subdivision.

Quite recently, a quantitative model of grain subdivision based on this discli-
nation concept has been developed for a study of the grain refinement during
simple shear and ECAP straining [67, 68]. In essence, this model combines the
viscoplastic self-consistent model of polycrystal deformation [69], which has
been recently use to simulate ECAP straining [70], and the disclination model.
The former allows one to find the strain incompatibilities on GBs necessary to
calculate the accumulation rate for junction disclinations and the latter provides
a grain subdivision criteria. It has been shown that this model results in a bet-
ter description of textures formed during ECAP processing of metals, than the
models taking no account for the grain subdivision. Evolution of GB misorienta-
tion distribution during SPD has also been described for the first time. It seems
that the proposed approach can have a significant potential in understanding
the mechanisms of nanostructure formation using SPD methods. However, at
present there is no satisfactory model that could predict the ultimate grain size
in the disclination approach.

Although the formation mechanisms of the UFG structure are not completely
clear, at present the nature of the nonequilibrium structure of GBs in the prod-
uct nanomaterials is fairly well understood. Defects formed on GBs and their
junctions during SPD are inherited by as-prepared nanomaterials. A structural
model of nanomaterials based on the concept of nonequilibrium GBs was pro-
posed in [71–74]. In this model, the authors distinguished three basic types of
nonequilibrium dislocation arrays formed on GBs and their junctions during
plastic deformation: disordered networks of EGBDs, arrays of EGBDs with Bur-
gers vectors normal to the GB plane (sessile EGBDs), which are equivalent to
dipoles of junction disclinations, and arrays of EGBDs with Burgers vectors tan-
gential to the GB plane (gliding EGBDs). This model has been used to calculate
the characteristics of UFG materials such as rms strain, excess GB energy and
volume expansion due to defects. The estimates yield the values consistent with
the experimental data. Moreover, studies of the kinetics of GB recovery per-
formed in these models and a comparison with experimental data on the evolu-
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tion of GB diffusion coefficient and elastic moduli during annealing of SPD nano-
metals show a good correlation [75] that gives an additional support on the relation
between the nonequilibrium GB structure and properties of nanomaterials.

The nonequilibrium GB structure is considered to have a significant effect on
the properties of SPD nanomaterials. In particular, atomic computer simula-
tions of nonequilibrium GBs show several orders of magnitude increase of va-
cancy concentrations as compared to equilibrium ones [76] that must result in a
significant increase of the GB diffusion coefficient. Indeed, experimental studies
show very high vacancy concentrations [77] and, as mentioned above, enhanced
GB diffusion coefficient [53] in SPD materials.

The nonequilibrium GB structure, in combination with the very small grain
size and high GB diffusion coefficient results in an operation of deformation
mechanisms different from those in coarse-grained polycrystals. In particular,
grain boundary sliding at much lower temperatures than for coarser-grained
polycrystals is possible in SPD nanomaterials [78, 79]. As a consequence, un-
usual mechanical properties of nanomaterials processed by SPD can be ex-
pected.

It is well known that any grain refinement promotes mechanical strength,
and thus one can expect ultrafine-grained materials to possess very high
strength. Moreover, introduction of a high density of dislocations in SPD-pro-
cessed nanometals may result in even greater hardening. However, both of
these factors normally decrease ductility. Strength and ductility are the key me-
chanical properties of any material, but they typically have opposite trends. Ma-
terials may be strong or ductile, but rarely both at once. Recent studies have
shown that nanostructuring of materials may lead to a unique combination of
exceptionally high strength and ductility (Fig. 2.15), but this task calls for origi-
nal approaches [8, 38, 80, 81].

One such new approach to the problem was suggested recently by Wang et
al. [81]. They created a nanostructured copper by rolling the metal at low tem-
perature – the temperature of liquid nitrogen – and then heating it to around
450 K. The result was a “bimodal” structure of micrometer-sized grains (at a vol-
ume fraction of around 25%) embedded in a matrix of nanocrystalline grains.
The material showed extraordinarily high ductility, but also retained its high
strength. The reason for this behavior is that, while the nanocrystalline grains
provide strength, the embedded larger grains stabilize the tensile deformation
of the material. Other evidence for the importance of grain-size distribution
comes from work on zinc [82], copper [83], and aluminum alloy [84]. What is
more, the investigation of copper [83] has shown that bimodal structures can in-
crease ductility not only during tensile tests, but also during cyclic deformation.
This observation is important for improving fatigue properties.

Another approach suggested recently [85] is based on formation of second-
phase particles in the nanostructured metallic matrix, which modify shear-band
propagation during straining, thereby increasing the ductility. A systematic
study of both hard and soft second-phase particles with varying sizes and distri-
butions is required here, to allow mechanical properties to be optimized.
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A third approach to the problem of strength and ductility is probably the
most universal of the three, because it can be applied both for metals and for al-
loys. The approach introduced in [1] is based on formation of ultrafine-grained
structures with high-angle and nonequilibrium grain boundaries capable of
grain-boundary sliding (GBS). It is well known that sliding, which increases
ductility, normally cannot develop at low-angle boundaries. The importance of
high-angle grain boundaries was verified in work [8] on the mechanical behavior
of metals subjected to different degrees of severe plastic deformation resulting
in the formation of various types of grain boundaries. As was noted above, slid-
ing can be easier when nonequilibrium boundaries are present. Another exam-
ple that supports this suggestion is the extraordinary influence of annealing
conditions on the mechanical behavior found recently in nanostructured tita-
nium produced by HPT [86]. Here, a short annealing at 300 oC results in a no-
ticeable increase in strength combined with greater ductility than in the HPT-
produced state or after annealing at higher temperatures. Structural studies
show that after annealing at 300 �C the grains become free of dislocations, but
GBs retain their nonequilibrium structure. At higher temperatures, the GBs at-
tain a more equilibrated structure and also grain growth starts. As a result,
strength and ductility fell after peak values at 300 �C.
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Fig. 2.15 Strength and ductility of nanostruc-
tured metals compared with coarse-grained
metals. Conventional cold rolling of copper
and aluminum increases their yield strength
but decreases their ductility. The two lines
represent this tendency for Cu and Al and

the % markings indicate a percentage on
rolling. In contrast, the extraordinarily high
strength and ductility of nanostructured Cu
and Ti clearly sets them apart from coarse-
grained metals [8].



The growth of strength and ductility in the cited work was associated with
higher strain-rate sensitivity of flow stress. An increased strain-rate sensitivity
has also been reported in other works investigating high strength and ductility
in nanometals [3, 8, 78]. High strain-rate sensitivity indicates viscous flow and
plays a key role in superplasticity in materials [87], but on the other hand it is
associated with the development of grain-boundary sliding, and therefore de-
pends on grain-boundary structure.

The fact that grain-boundary sliding can operate at low temperatures in nano-
crystals is in agreement with the recent results of large-scale atomistic computer
simulation aimed at a study of deformation mechanisms active in nanostruc-
tured metals [88–90]. Such molecular dynamics simulations have provided valu-
able insight into the deformation behavior of nanometals. For coarse-grained
metals, dislocation movement and twinning are well-known primary deforma-
tion mechanisms. But the results of simulation show that ultrafine grains may
also aid in specific deformation mechanisms such as grain-boundary sliding or
nucleation of partial dislocations [89–92]. Moreover, the sliding may have a co-
operative (grouped) character similar to that observed in earlier studies on
superplastic materials [93, 94]. It should be stressed that recent experiments in-
vestigating deformation mechanisms in nanostructured materials have con-
firmed a number of the results of computer simulation [86, 95, 96].
However, atomic simulations so far have been carried out for nanocrystals with
equilibrium GBs containing no extrinsic defects. Further research is needed to
obtain an insight into the role of the nonequilibrium GB structure in the defor-
mation mechanisms of nanocrystals.

In practice, processing of nanomaterials to improve both strength and ductili-
ty is of primary importance for fatigue strength and fracture toughness [83, 97,
98]. An extraordinary increase in both low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue strength
may take place; there exists a theoretical explanation and the first experimental
evidence of this interesting phenomenon [97, 98].

2.5
Using SPD-produced Nanostructured Metals

Markets for bulk nanostructured materials exist in virtually every product sector
where superior mechanical properties (in particular, strength, strength-to-weight
ratio and fatigue life) are critical design parameters. Formal market analyzes
have identified a wide range of potential applications for nanometals in aero-
space, transportation, medical devices, sports products, food and chemical pro-
cessing, electronics and conventional defense [99]. Among them we can single
out the following directions: (1) development of extra-strong nanostructured
light alloys (Al, Ti, Mg), for example Al-based commercial alloys with yield
strength over 800–900 MPa, for the motor industry and aviation; (2) develop-
ment of metals and alloys with ultrafine-grained structure for use at cryogenic
temperatures [100]; (3) development of nanostructured ductile refractory metals
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and high-strength TiNi alloys with advanced shape-memory effect for space,
medical and other applications. The applications of nanostructured materials in
engineering new-generation aviation engines [101] are worth a special mention.

Out of the broad range of possible applications of advanced nanostructured
metals, we focus here on the one that is representative of the high-tech market:
biomedical implants and devices. High mechanical and fatigue properties are
the essential requirements for metallic biomedical materials, in particular tita-
nium and its alloys [102], which have excellent biological compatibility and high
biomechanical properties. For example, in trauma cases, plates and screws
made of new titanium materials are planned to be widely used for fixing bones.
These plates need very high compressive and bending strength, and sufficient
ductility. Different implant–plate constructions for osteosynthesis have been
analyzed, resulting in the design and processing of a series of nanostructured ti-
tanium plates (Figs. 2.16 (a) and (b)). Figure 2.16 (c) illustrates another applica-
tion of nanostructured titanium for a special conic screw, which requires high
fatigue strength as well. In this case all the advantages of nanostructured tita-
nium are fully used [37] – high static and fatigue strength (yield tensile strength
�950 MPa at strain rate 10–3 s–1, endurance of more than 500 MPa at 2�107 cy-
cles) and excellent biological compatibility.

Alongside applications of bulk nanostructured materials driven by their supe-
rior properties that were considered above, in recent years applications driven
by their superior manufacturability have been attracting ever-growing attention
of researchers and engineers [103]. For instance, UFG metals can be readily fab-
ricated into the desired shapes in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Ma-
chining, forging and forming may be easier in SPD-processed metals than in
their conventional counterparts.

In particular, for products that are directly machined to shape from SPD-pro-
cessed mill products, the feed rates and cutting depths can be increased because
of the manner in which the deformation occurs under the machining condi-
tions [104]. Processing by SPD leads to a smoother surface finish and a reduc-
tion in tool wear. For some specialized products, the largest portion of the cost
may be associated with the machining. In some cases the superior surface fin-
ish from machining of the SPD-processed metals may obviate the need for sub-
sequent surface-finishing steps. This will reduce the manufacturing cost by
eliminating or simplifying the processing steps.

The UFG alloys processed by SPD can also be formed superplastically at low-
er temperatures and faster rates than is possible in conventional superplastic al-
loys [3, 105]. In the superplastic-forming industry, complex components, often
having multiple curved surfaces, are formed from superplastic sheet metals.
The essential requirements for achieving a superplastic-forming capability are
small grain sizes, typically less than �10 �m, and high forming temperatures,
typically above �0.5 Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting point of the material.
At present, the superplastic-forming industry occupies a small but viable cost-ef-
fective niche through the production of high-cost low-volume components asso-
ciated primarily with the aerospace, architectural and sports industries [106]. Ex-
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pansion beyond this niche, into automotive and other high-volume applications,
is currently restricted by the slow strain rates involved in the forming process
(typically �10–3 s–1) and the consequent long forming times (�20–30 min) as-
sociated with the production of each separate component.

The introduction of bulk UFG materials provides a potential for overcoming
the inherent limitations associated with conventional coarse-grained superplastic
materials. Thus, it is now well established, both theoretically and experimentally
[107, 108], that the rate of flow within the superplastic regime varies inversely
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Fig. 2.16 Medical implants made
of nanostructured titanium: (a, b)
plate implants for osteosynthesis;
(c) conic screw for spine fixation;
(d) device for correction and fixa-
tion of spinal column.



with the grain size raised to a power that is close to �2. It is anticipated, there-
fore, that a decrease in the grain size by one order of magnitude will lead to an
increase in the optimal superplastic forming rate by approximately two orders
of magnitude and thus, in effect, the total forming time will be reduced to
�20–30 s. It can be shown also that this reduction in grain size will lead to the
advent of a superplastic forming capability that occurs at lower temperatures
than those generally associated with conventional superplastic flow. Early experi-
mental results provided very clear demonstrations of the occurrence of both
high strain rate superplasticity [109] and low-temperature superplasticity [110]
in bulk nanostructured materials, where high strain rates refer to the tensile
testing of samples at rates at and above 10–2 s–1 and low temperatures refer to
tensile testing at homologous temperatures below 0.5 Tm.

The production of bulk nanostructured alloys in sheet form, with ultrafine
grains that are fairly stable at elevated temperatures, has the potential to expand
the superplastic-forming niche into a processing regime that will be effective in
producing components for a very wide range of commercial applications.

2.6
Conclusions

Several new trends in SPD processing for fabrication of bulk nanostructured
materials have been presented in this chapter, based on recent results in the
sphere of the development of SPD techniques for fabrication of nanostructured
materials for medical and some other applications. Presently new tasks, con-
nected with economically feasible production of UFG metals and alloys, started
to be solved through decreasing the material waste, obtaining homogeneous
structure and advanced properties in bulk billets and products.

From the fundamental point of view, studies focused on fabrication of bulk
nanocrystalline materials using SPD techniques, as well as their structural fea-
tures and potential for obtaining extraordinary properties, are of special interest.
This chapter also has presented two new approaches – SPD consolidation of
powders and SPD-induced crystallization – both enabling fabrication of bulk na-
nostructured materials with a grain size of 40–50 nm or smaller. Another im-
portant fundamental problem are studies of grain boundaries in UFG materials;
the possibility to control the structure of grain boundaries in UFG materials
paves the way for achievement of unique properties of nanomaterials.
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Dieter Vollath and Dorothée V. Szabó

3.1
Introduction

Nonmetallic nanomaterials are very interesting as they may be ceramic or semi-
conducting materials. Of special interest are the mechanical, magnetic, electri-
cal, and optical properties. A whole chapter has been devoted to mechanical
properties, hence this contribution is restricted to the other physical properties.
In most cases, the interesting physical properties of nanomaterials are those of
one isolated particle. Two or more nanoparticles together will interact and modi-
fy the properties. This interaction may destroy the properties of the particles
and lead to new altered ones. As for technical applications, one particle is not
sufficient, it is necessary to bring many particles together to form bulk material.
The application of such a bulk material is controlled by the properties of the in-
dividual particles and their interaction. This interaction has to be controlled in
order to tailor the properties for the envisaged application in an optimum way.
Consequently, this leads to nanocomposites. In most cases, such composites
consist of an active phase represented by nanoparticles, embedded in a second
phase. This second phase may be polycrystalline or glassy, ceramic or polymer.
In a simplified way, Fig. 3.1 displays the structure of such a composite.

In some cases, especially in ceramic–ceramic nanocomposites, there is a mu-
tual solubility between the nanoparticles and the host phase. In this case it is
necessary to have a diffusion barrier between these two phases. The most fa-
mous example of such a highly developed nanocomposite is the well-known
gold ruby glass [1]. In this case, the red color is a consequence of gold nanopar-
ticles with sizes in the range between 20 and 50 nm. As the gold is soluble in
alkaline containing glasses, a tin oxide layer protects these nanoparticles. This
arrangement is displayed schematically in Fig. 3.1 (b). However, this second
phase is not necessarily just a distance holder. In many cases, it contributes di-
rectly to the properties of the bulk material. Additionally, the nanoparticulate
phase may be distributed stochastically or well ordered. Both cases are observed.
It is well known that the ordering process contributes significantly to the prop-
erties of the material. The structure of an ordered nanocomposite is displayed
schematically in Fig. 3.1 (c).
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It is quite difficult to produce nanocomposites with structures close to the
ideal ones. Figure 3.2 shows typical examples for different nanocomposites. The
elementary case of a ceramic–ceramic composite is displayed in Fig. 3.2 (a) [2].
In this case, the nanoparticles consisted of zirconia and the matrix of alumina.
This combination of materials was selected because of the good contrast in elec-
tron microscopy. A little different is the material displayed in Fig. 3.2 (b), a cera-
mic–polymer composite. In this case, the ceramic phase consisted of maghe-
mite, �-Fe2O3; the polymer was PMA [2]. Absolutely different is the composite
displayed in Fig. 3.2 (c), which is close to a perfectly ordered one. This electron
micrograph displays a mixture of particulate Fe3O4 in a Fe58Pt42 matrix. This
well-ordered mixture is the starting product to obtain a Fe3Pt–FePt nanocompo-
site [3].

Furthermore, one must keep in mind that properties of nanoparticles are
grain-size dependent. Therefore, to obtain a product with well-defined proper-
ties a narrow particle-size distribution is essential. However, in some cases a
broad distribution of properties is requested, as for the emission of white light.
In this case, the size distribution of the active nanoparticulate phase must be
very broad. The technical realization of these two requirements is equally diffi-
cult.
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic structure of a nano-
composite, consisting of nanoparticles sto-
chastically distributed in a matrix. (b) Nano-
composite consisting of nanoparticles
coated with a diffusion barrier, distributed in

a matrix. This corresponds schematically to
the structure of gold ruby glass. (c) Struc-
ture of an ordered nanocomposite consisting
of nanoparticles in a matrix.



3.2
Optical Properties

Looking at optical properties, one has to distinguish four different cases.
� adjustment of the index of refraction by adding nanoparticles to polymers
� nanoparticulate pigments in glasses or polymers
� design of special transparent UV absorbers
� luminescent material.

As each one of these cases may fill a book, only the most important basic facts
are explained here.

In many applications, it is necessary to adjust the index of refraction of a
polymer precisely to a given value. One of the possibilities to do this is the addi-
tion of nanoparticles with different indices of refraction. For small concentra-
tions c of nanoparticles, the index of refraction of such a composite ncomposite

consisting of a matrix with the indices of refraction nmatrix for the matrix and
nparticle for the nanoparticle may be estimated by

ncomposite � �1 � c�nmatrix � cnparticle �3�1�
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Nanocomposite made of zirconia
nanoparticles and an alumina matrix, after
(Fig. 5 in [2]). (b) Nanocomposite made of
�-Fe2O3 and PMA after (Fig. 6 in [2]).

(c) Electron micrograph showing a mixture
of particulate Fe3O4 in a Fe58Pt42 matrix after
(Fig. 1a in [3])



Equation (3.1) shows that to adjust a certain index of refraction one needs either a
smaller concentration c of nanoparticles with high index of refraction or a larger
amount of particles with lower index of refraction. This linear relationship of the
index of refraction with particle volume concentration is displayed in Fig. 3.3 –
which shows the index of refraction of TiO2–polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composite
for different TiO2 particle concentrations. Within the accuracy of the experiment,
the linear correlation given in Eq. (3.1) is fulfilled exactly, even at concentrations of
more than 10 vol% that are not longer “small” concentrations [4].

Figure 3.4 displays the change of the index of refraction of PMMA with differ-
ent ceramic nanoparticles [5]. Table 3.1 gives the indices of refraction for the dif-
ferent materials used for the graph in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.3 Index of refraction of TiO2–polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) com-
posite for different TiO2 particle concentrations after (Fig. 6 in [4]).

Fig. 3.4 Variation of the index of refraction of PMMA filled with different
ceramic nanoparticles according to Boehm et al. (Fig. 10 in [5]).



Figure 3.4 shows clearly that adding particles with refractive index higher
than the matrix, such as ZrO2 and Al2O3, leads to an increase of the refractive
index and vice versa, as shown with the silica additions. As Fig. 3.4 gives weight
and not volume contents, a significant deviation from Eq. (3.1) is observed.

To obtain transparent material it is necessary to reduce light scattering at the
nanoparticles in the composite. The total power Pscatter of the scattered light in
such a composite is given by:

Pscatter � KP0c
nparticle � nmatrix

n2
matrix

D6

�4 �3�2�

In Eq. (3.2) the symbols have the following meaning: K is a constant factor, D is
the particle size, and � is the wavelength of the scattered light. From Eq. (3.2) it is
obvious that the particle size is very crucial as it enters with the power of six.
Therefore, a very narrow particle-size distribution is indispensable as even a few
larger particles contribute more than proportional to the scattering power. It is im-
portant to note the D is the optically active particle size that means the size of na-
noparticle clusters, if some are present. Obviously, Eq. (3.2) does not allow clusters
of particles. Generally, as a rule of thumb, one may assume perfect transparent
composite, if the largest particles are smaller than a tenth of the wavelength under
consideration. As the shortest wavelength visible to the human eye is 400 nm; this
rule says that the largest particle must not exceed 40 nm if a material has to be
transparent for the whole range of visible light. However, Eq. (3.2) is not proposing
a small difference between the indices of refraction between matrix and particles,
as a small difference necessarily leads to a higher concentration of particles. An
optimization may be obtained looking at the concentration. Assuming perfect
blending of the particles in the matrix the concentration cn for clusters consisting
of n particles is, to a first approximation:

cn � cn �3�3�

Therefore, only small concentrations of particles with high refractive index can
reduce the number of scattering clusters and thereby the amount of scattered
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Table 3.1 Indices of refraction for different materials.

Material Index of refraction

PMMA used as matrix 1.49
ZrO2 2.20
Aerosil a) 90 1.45
Aerosil a) 200 1.45
Aerosil a) R8200 1.45
Al2O3-C 1.76

a) Aerosil are SiO2 powders produced by DEGUSSA



light. However, the use of coated particles – in this case ceramic particles indivi-
dually coated with the matrix polymer – alleviates this problem totally. Typical
examples are alumina-coated particles, as alumina does not show any catalytic
activity. This allows the optimization of the system using particles with small in-
dex of refraction.

Essentially the same considerations are necessary in the design of transparent
UV absorbing materials, such as paints or lacquers. The only difference is the
necessary strong absorption in the UV region. Typical absorbers, colorless to the
human eye, are TiO2, ZnO, ZrO2, and so forth. However, one has to be very
careful in selection of these absorbing materials, as there are two important
points to be considered:
� All oxides used as UV absorber are photocatalytically active materials.
� The onset wavelength of the absorption is wavelength dependent.

The photocatalytic activity of the nanoparticles must not lead to a self-destruc-
tion of the composite system. This point must be checked carefully before fixing
a combination of polymer matrix and nanoparticles. When in doubt, the active
UV absorbing nanoparticle must be coated with a second catalytically inactive
ceramic material such as alumina.

As an example of the particle-size dependency of the UV absorption, the ab-
sorption of light in wavelength range from 200 nm to 600 nm is plotted in
Fig. 3.5 [6]. The pigmentary material has a mean value of the particle size of
200 nm, whereas that of the ultrafine material is around 20 nm. In this figure,
the blue shift of the absorption maximum is evident. This blue shift with de-
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Fig. 3.5 UV absorption of different TiO2 particles in the wave-
length range from 200 nm to 600 nm after (Fig. 1 in [6]).



creasing particle size is typical of the optical properties of nanoparticles. This
will be discussed later in this section.

For both types of materials, the onset of absorption is quite flat, indicating a
relatively broad particle-size distribution. This is significantly different in the ab-
sorption spectrum displayed in Fig. 3.6 [4]. In this figure, the absorption of a
0.037 wt% TiO2 in PVA nanocomposite is displayed. The nearly negligible back-
ground absorption arising from the PVA is subtracted. Additionally, in this case,
the particle size was significantly smaller, as one may realize by the remarkable
blue shift of the onset of absorption.

Furthermore, as a consequence of the narrow particle-size distribution, the
maximum of the absorption is very narrow, in contrast to the products displayed
in Fig. 3.5. Provided the particles are isolated, a material as shown in Fig. 3.6 is
perfectly transparent in the visible region.

A further interesting optical application of ceramic/polymer nanocomposites
is their use as magneto-optical materials. The phenomena in question are in
this context the Faraday effect, the rotation of the plane of polarization of light
in transmission, and the Kerr effect, the rotation of the polarization plane after
reflection at the surface of magnetic materials. Usually, for optomagnetic de-
vices, thin films of ferromagnetic materials are used. The first attempts in this
directions use nanoparticulate ferrites in polymer matrix [7]. However, better re-
sults are obtained with ferrite–silica nanocomposites. All these materials are
hampered by the high absorption of visible light by ferrites. Therefore, useful
applications are possible only in the range of red light. Zhou et al. [8] synthe-
sized ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles in silica. The magnetization curves of this material
were, at least down to a temperature of 78 K, free of hysteresis. Figure 3.7 dis-
plays the optical absorption coefficient as a function of the wavelength for a par-
ticle concentration of 30 (curve a) and 5 wt% (curve b).

As expected, it is obvious that the increase of ferrite concentration increases
the optical absorption. Furthermore, the strong increase of absorption for the
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Fig. 3.6 UV/VIS spectrum of a 0.037 wt% TiO22 in PVA nano-
composite, showing the absorption maximum of TiO2 nano-
particles at 225 nm, after (Fig. 4 in [4]).



shorter wavelengths is shifted significantly to shorter wavelengths. This blue
shift may be attributed to a smaller particle size or surface phenomena in the
bandgap. The insert in Fig. 3.7 is related to the relationship between optical
absorption and bandgap energy Eg [9],

��hv�0�5 � const �hv � Eg� �3�4�

with h�Plank’s constant and �� the frequency of the light. Extrapolating the
energy-rich, linear part of the graph described by Eq. (3.4), ��hv�0�5 � 0 gives
the optical bandgap. In this case, for the specimen with 30 wt% ferrite the value
is 1.25 eV and for the 5 wt% one the energy gap is 1.9 eV. Data on the optical
reflectance in the UV-VIS range of �-Fe2O3–SiO2 nanocomposites are given by
Moreno et al. [10].

Most important are optical properties connected to light emission. Especially
in this field, one observes a series of phenomena characteristic of nanoparticles.
One of the most important groups of properties is connected to quantum con-
finement. Quantum confinement is observed in the case of interaction of very
small nanoparticles with light, when free electrons and holes are created. In this
case, the hole and the electron form a hydrogen-like complex, an exciton. De-
pending on the properties of the particle, the exciton radius, called the “exciton
Bohr radius” may be in the range between a tenth and a few nanometers.
Quantum confinement occurs when one or more of the dimensions of a nano-
crystal are smaller than the diameter of the exciton. In this case, absorption and
emission of light is particle-size dependent. It is one of the few cases where a
quantum phenomenon can be described in good approximation without apply-
ing Schrödinger’s equation.
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Fig. 3.7 Optical absorption coefficient as a function of the
wavelength for ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles in a silica matrix.
Two different particle concentrations are measured, (a) 30%,
(b) 5%. Data according to (Fig. 5 in [8]).



In the simplest case, quantum-confinement systems of nanoparticles are de-
scribed like a particle in a box with infinitely high walls. The assumption of in-
finite walls is justified in the case of insulating ceramic materials and – in most
cases with good approximation – for semiconductors, too. This is an idealized
description of a free electron in a nanoparticle with the diameter of L. Gener-
ally, this problem of a confined particle is solved using the Schrödinger equa-
tion. However, this model can be described with a simplified approach using
the basic rules of quantum mechanics. The condition for a standing wave con-
sisting of n half-waves in a box is:

n�
2

� L �3�5�

Substituted into the de-Broglie relationship this leads to:

p � mv � h
�
� nh

2L
�3�6�

In Eq. (3.6), p is the momentum, m the mass and v the velocity of the electron;
h is Plank’s constant. Now, one can calculate the energy En and obtains

En � mv2

2
� p2

2m
� n2h2

8mL2
� K

n2

L2
�3�7�

Equation (3.7) gives the main characteristic of quantum-confinement systems,
as it shows that the energy of the electron is inversely quadratic to the particle
size. Lastly, this describes the blue shift of the absorption edges. The energy dif-
ference between two energy levels n and n+1 describes the energy of an emitted
wave.

�E � �2n � 1�h2

8mL2
leading to � � 8mcL2

�2n � 1�h �3�8�

This equation clearly shows the blue shift with decreasing particle size L. How-
ever, one has to bear in mind that blue shift is not only observed in the quan-
tum-confinement case. Even Pauli’s principle enforces a blue shift with decreas-
ing particle size. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. This figure elucidates the transi-
tion from the energy levels of one atom to the energy bands in a crystal. In an
atom, each electron sits on one distinct energy level. Each energy level can be
populated by one electron only. (Strictly speaking, taking the two possible spins
into account these are two electrons, however, this is not important for these
considerations.) Bringing two atoms together that form a molecule leads to a
splitting of each energy level. This splitting continues with each atom added. Fi-
nally, in a crystal, the energy levels form energy bands. The energy difference
Eg between two energy bands decreases with increasing size of the crystal. This
is shown in Fig. 3.8.
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An increase of Eg with decreasing particle size leads necessarily to a blue shift
of any absorption or emission of photons. A typical example of the particle-size-
dependent bandgap energy Eg is given in Fig. 3.9 for silicon and germanium na-
noparticles [11]. In this graph the parabolic increase of the bandgap with de-
creasing particle size is perfectly visible. However, this graph demonstrates in
addition that these phenomena are of any importance in the range below ap-
proximately 5 nm only.

As mentioned above, the change in the bandgap and quantum-confinement
phenomena leads to a blue shift of any interaction with photons. A great exam-
ple is given by Pratsinis and coworkers [12–14] and is displayed in Fig. 3.10.
This figure shows the absorbance due to ZnO as a function of wavelength and
particle size. The blue shift with decreasing particle size from 12 nm over 4 nm
to 3 nm is clearly visible. This demonstrates the possibility of tailoring optical
properties of nanoparticles just by the particle size.

These elementary considerations are valid for isolated particles and compo-
sites with low concentrations of particles. In this case, the concentration is
rather defined by the distance between the particles and not by the number of
particles. Most of the excited nanoparticles form a dipole. As in organic lumo-
phores, these dipoles may interact. The distance of interaction is at a maximum
10 or 15 nm. Interacting dipoles give rise to excimer formation, altering the
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Fig. 3.8 Transition of the energy levels of one atom to the energy bands in a crystal.

Fig. 3.9 Particle-size-dependent bandgap energy Eg after [11].



emission spectra significantly. A good example of this is ZnO [15]. In the ex-
cited state ZnO exhibits a dipole moment leading to a permanent dipole-in-
duced dipole interaction. This influences the emission wavelength of the com-
posites significantly. In this situation the size dependency of the emitted wave-
length is no longer 1/D2, rather a dependency with 1/D3 is found [2, 15]. As an
example, Fig. 3.11 displays the emission wavelength of ZnO coated with PMMA
as a function of the particle size [2].
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Fig. 3.10 Absorbance of ZnO as a function of wavelength and
particle size. Data according to (Fig. 1 in [13]).

Fig. 3.11 Emission wavelength of ZnO coated with PMMA as
a function of the particle size after (Fig. 17 in [2]).



The materials that are used for quantum-confinement phenomena are ZnO,
CdSe, CdS, GaAs, GaN, and so on. In most cases these nanoparticles are ap-
plied as particle, especially in biotechnology or as thin films. Applications in
bulk materials are relatively rare. In most cases, in bulk materials they are used
as pigments or, most interesting, used to enhance electroluminescence. From
an economic viewpoint, electroluminescence applications have the highest po-
tential.

Figure 3.12 displays photoluminescence spectra of PbS in polystyrene in the
IR (Fig. 3.12 (a)) and in the visible range (Fig. 3.12 (b)) [16].

The emission in the IR was excited by 532-nm photons, whereas the excita-
tion wavelength for the emission in the visible range was 325 nm. Table 3.2
gives the particle size and the maxima of the emission peaks of the samples
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Fig. 3.12 Photoluminescence spectra of PbS in polystyrene in
(a) IR and (b) visible light. Data according to (Fig. 10 in [16]).



used for these measurements and indicated by the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
Fig. 3.12.

As expected from the theory of quantum confinement, the wavelength of the
emission in the IR decreases with decreasing particle size. This is a further ex-
ample of the blue shift with decreasing particle size. However, the emission in
the visible range does not follow this general rule. The authors do not give any
explanation. However, it is well known that the incorporation of nanoparticles
in polymers may lead – in case of chemical bonding at the particle surface – to
interaction phenomena in bulk polymer parts. Additionally, polymer coating or
incorporation in a polymer protects the particles of degrading by interaction
with the surrounding atmosphere [17]. A typical example of a luminescence
based on the interaction of oxide particles with PMMA is given in Fig. 3.13. In
this figure, photoluminescence of alumina without and with PMMA coating is
plotted [18]. It is interesting to note that this emission is only dependent on the
combination PMMA–oxide and not on the type of the oxide, as long as it is an
insulator [19].

Similar phenomena are described for many other combinations of oxides with
polymers. Typical examples are the incorporation of oxide nanoparticles in PPV
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Table 3.2 Particle sizes and the maxima of the emission
peaks of the samples presented in Fig. 3.12.

Sample number Particle size (nm) Emission peak in the IR (nm)

1 6.1 1190
2 6.6 1320
3 7.2 1480
4 7.9 1570

Fig. 3.13 Photoluminescence of bare alumina nanoparticles
and alumina core/shell nanoparticles with PMMA coating.
Data according to [18].



(poly(p-phenylene vinylene), and CN-PPP (poly[2-(6-cyano-6�methylheptyloxy)1,4-
phenylene]) by Musikhin et al. [20].

3.3
Metallic and Semiconducting Nanoparticles in Transparent Matrices

One of the oldest applications of nanoparticles is their use as a pigment in
glass. The first known application of these composites goes back to the Assyr-
ians. Approximately 700 BC they documented the composition of a red glass
with gold nanoparticles as pigment. Until now the composition of this “gold-
ruby-glass” did not change significantly. However, this colored glass is not only
used for decoration but also, after grinding, as a pigment. Figure 3.14 displays
the absorbance of gold as HAuCl4 in solution (curve a) and as nanoparticles dis-
persed in polymer (curve b) as demonstrated by Park et al. [21]. In this case the
nanoparticles had a size in the range from 5 to 15 nm. Certainly, the position
and, therefore, the width of the absorption peak depend strongly on the particle
size. This allows adjusting the hue, for example, by temperature treatment of
the composite.

In most cases, high-quality products excelling in a clear color are obtained by
a narrow particle-size distribution. In a glass, the particle size of the gold is sta-
bilized by adding tin oxide into the glass matrix. Besides gold, nanoparticles of
silver, copper, and platinum are often used as colorants for glasses. Additionally,
the color can be adjusted by replacing pure metal particles by alloys of gold with
other metals. A typical example of a gold–silver alloy with a Au/Ag ratio of 1/2
is displayed in Fig. 3.15 [22].
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Fig. 3.14 UV/Vis absorbance of gold as HAuCl4 in solution
(curve a) and as nanoparticles dispersed in polymer (curve b).
Data according to [21].



In Fig. 3.15, the positions of the absorption maxima of pure silver and gold
nanoparticles with equivalent size are indicated. A complete theoretical descrip-
tion of the color of metal nanoparticles in glass is given by Quinten [23].

With regard to the recent technological development, nanoparticles made of
semiconducting compounds are getting more and more attention. Originally,
nanoparticles made of mixed crystals from the system CdSe–CdS–ZnS–ZnSe
dispersed in glass were used as pigments. Nearly all hues from deep red to or-
ange and yellow are obtained in this system. More recently, the luminescence
properties of these materials are gaining more and more attention. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 3.16 (a) displays the absorbance of a series of solid solutions in the sys-
tem CdSe–CdTe dispersed in silicate glass [24]. The concentration of nanoparti-
cles in the glass was 0.75 wt%. This figure clearly demonstrates the red shift
with increasing Te content in the nanoparticles. However, it must be pointed
out that this is not a straightforward process. In the phase diagram of the
CdSe–CdTe system one observes two phases, on the selenium-rich side the par-
ticles crystallize in the wurtzite and on the tellurium side in the sphalerite
structure. In the two-phase area, around a ratio Se/Te�1 a minimum of the ab-
sorption is observed. Furthermore, Fig. 3.16 (b) demonstrates that the absorption
bands become clearly visible at higher concentrations. The specimen used for
this figure consisted of CdSe0.2Te0.8. Therefore, they were clearly in the sphaler-
ite one-phase field.

Semiconducting nanoparticles are the original example of quantum-confine-
ment systems. A wonderful series of examples on the behavior of semiconduct-
ing nanoparticles was given by Reisfeld [25]. Reisfeld demonstrates the blue
shift of nanoparticles with decreasing particle size, using the example of PbS.
Figure 3.17 (a) displays the absorbance of PbS nanoparticles as a function of the
wavelength for the particle sizes 4.8 nm (curve 1), 5.4 nm (curve 2), and 6.0 nm
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Fig. 3.15 Optical absorption spectrum of a gold–silver alloy.
Data according to [22].



(curve 3). Curve 4 gives the absorption of the zirconia substrate. The blue shift
of the absorbance is correlated with a widening of the bandgap.

Figure 3.17 (b) displays a plot according to Eq. (3.4). The intersection of the
extrapolation of the linear part of the graph gives the bandgap. One clearly sees
the widening of the bandgap from 1.42 eV for the 6 nm particles to 1.92 for the
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Fig. 3.16 (a) Absorbance of a series of solid solutions in the
system CdSe–CdTe dispersed in silicate glass, after [24].
The concentration of nanoparticles in the glass is 0.75 wt%.
(b) Absorbance as a function of particle concentration.
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Fig. 3.17 (a) Absorbance of PbS nanoparticles as a function
of the wavelength for different particle sizes. (b) Plot accord-
ing to Eq. (3.4). Data according to [25].

Fig. 3.18 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe in SiO2. Data taken from [26].



4.8 nm particles. This demonstrates the possibility of adjusting the optical prop-
erties, in this case the color, by the particle size, which is, in this example, ad-
justed by annealing at different temperatures.

As mentioned above, semiconducting particles in a transparent matrix are ex-
tremely interesting with respect to their luminescence properties. In this con-
text, Fig. 3.18 displays the absorption and photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe
in SiO2 [26]. The interesting point in Fig. 3.18 is that absorption and lumines-
cence spectra are overlapping. Therefore, the emission of one particle can excite
a further particle of the same kind. This allows the transport of information
from one to the next particle.

3.4
Magnetic Properties of Bulk Nanomaterials

Magnetic materials based on bulk nanocomposites are of great interest. As in
all the other cases, the interaction of the nanoparticles is of crucial importance.
In this case, in both directions, in the case of superparamagnetic materials, in-
teraction between the magnetic particles destroys the new properties, in the case
of exchange-coupled materials, the properties are the result of particle interac-
tion. Both groups of materials are beginning to show industrial relevance.

3.4.1
Superparamagnetic Nanocomposites

Ferro- or ferrimagnetic materials keep the orientation of their magnetization by
their magnetic anisotropy. In the case of nanoparticles consisting of soft mag-
netic material, the orientation of the magnetization vector is fluctuating. There-
fore, in such materials, remanent magnetization is impossible; the coercivity is
zero. This most dramatic effect is observed when the thermal energy of the par-
ticle is larger than the energy of anisotropy.

For a single isolated magnetic nanoparticle, the condition leading to superpar-
amagnetism is:

kT � KV �3�9�

(K is the constant of magnetic anisotropy, V is the volume of the particle; KV is
the energy of magnetic anisotropy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the tempera-
ture, kT is the thermal energy). From Eq. (3.9) one can derive a temperature TB

TB � KV�k �3�10�

called the blocking temperature. Obviously, the blocking temperature depends
on the particle volume, therefore, monosized particles are assumed. In cases
where this assumption is not valid, the volume V is replaced by the volume-
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weighted mean volume. In superparamagnetic particles, the vector of magneti-
zation is fluctuating thermally between different easy directions of magnetiza-
tion overcoming the hard directions.

The magnetization M of noninteracting superparamagnetic particles mathe-
matically follows the same law (Langevin’s formula) as for paramagnetic materi-
als.

M � nm�coth �mH�kT� � kT�mH	 �3�11�

m is the magnetic moment of one particle, which is, in a first approximation,
proportional to the volume of the particle, n is the number of particles, and H
the magnetic field. nm gives the saturation moment of the specimen.

Expanding Eq. (3.11) into a Taylor series for small values of H, one can calcu-
late the susceptibility. For the magnetization M one obtains:

M � nm
kT

mH
� mH

3kT
� kT

mH

� �
� nm2H

3kT
�3�12�

After differentiating with respect to the susceptibility �:

� � �M
�H

� nm2

3kT
�3�13�

Equation (3.13) shows that the susceptibility increases quadratically with the
magnetic moment of the individual particles. Comparing two specimens with
the same saturation moment nm, the one with the larger moment m per parti-
cle has the higher susceptibility.

The properties of superparamagnetic materials are often given as temperature
independent and as a function of a temperature-independent magnetic quantity
� � mH�kT , frequently called the “reduced magnetic field”. Plotting the magne-
tization M versus H�T gives a good indication of the validity of Langevin’s for-
mula. Figure 3.19 exhibits a typical magnetization curve of a superparamagnetic
material, MnFe2O4 coated with PMMA, for different temperatures [27]. In this
graph, it is obvious that at 100, 200, and 300 K the magnetization curves do not
show any hysteresis.

However, as an additional consequence of the Langevin function, at low fields
there is no linear part existing in the magnetization curve.

As an example of a temperature-reduced magnetization curve Fig. 3.20 dis-
plays the graph for a �-Fe2O3 specimen consisting of pressed PMMA-coated par-
ticles at 200 and 300 K. The two magnetization curves are nearly identical. The
slight difference is caused by a minor interaction of the particles. Obviously, the
coating was not thick enough to avoid any interaction between the particles.

This proves that by using coated nanoparticles it is possible to maintain
superparamagnetism also in technical parts. The structure of such a pressed
body was previously shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). The specimen for electron microscopy
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was prepared by cutting the pressed and sintered body with an ultramicrotome
into 20 nm slices. Slip-stick phenomena during this cutting process led to the
artefacts visible in this micrograph.

Below the blocking temperature the situation is more complex as hysteresis
appears. According to the theory of superparamagnetism [28] the experimentally
determined coercitivity HC at the temperature T is related to HC0 the coercivity
at 0 K, and TB the blocking temperature:

HC

HC0
� 1 � T

TB

� �0�5

�3�14�
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Fig. 3.19 Magnetization curves of a superparamagnetic material,
MnFe2O4 coated with PMMA measured at different tempera-
tures. Data taken from [27].

Fig. 3.20 Temperature-reduced magnetization for a �-Fe2O3 specimen
consisting of pressed PMMA-coated particles. Data taken from [27].



Figure 3.21 displays a graph showing coercitivity as a function of T0.5 presented
by Jeong et al. [29]

This linearization is well suited to determine the blocking temperature and
coercitivity at 0 K. In the example given in Fig. 3.21 one finds TB�119.5 K and
HC0 = 0.0337 T.

Comparing the saturation magnetization visible in Fig. 3.20 with those of ma-
terial with grain sizes in the micrometer region, one realizes significantly lower
values of the saturation magnetization. The relaxation time governs the ability
of the particles to follow a change in external magnetic field with the frequency
f. When � � 1�f the particle is able to follow the external frequency, therefore,
remanence and coercitivity are zero. When � � 1�f hysteresis is observed.

Theoretically, the saturation magnetization of �-Fe2O3 is approximately
75 Am2 kg–1. For nanoparticles this value is not observed, experimentally. This
is caused by a surface layer of each particle in the matrix with reduced magneti-
zation. Due to spin-canting phenomena at the surface of magnetic particles, the
spins are not as well ordered as is observed in the interior [30]. This phenome-
non is only of importance in the case of nanoparticles, since for conventional
materials, the surface/volume ratio is a few orders of magnitude smaller than
that of nanomaterials. Figure 3.22 displays the dependency of the saturation
magnetization of the particle size according to Han et al. [31]. This graph clearly
shows the expected decrease of the saturation magnetization.

Further experimental results show a linear decrease of the saturation mag-
netization with inverse surface area [32]. In a simplified manner, ferrite nano-
particles with a diameter d consist of a magnetic active core and a nonmagnetic
surface layer with the thickness �. This leads to a reduced saturation magnetiza-
tion of:

Mnanoparticle � �d � 2��3

d3 Mmacroscopic �3�15�
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Fig. 3.21 Coercitivity as a function of T0.5. Data taken from (Fig. 4a in [29]).



Mnanoparticle is the saturation magnetization of the nanoparticles and Mmacroscpic

that expected theoretically for macroscopic particles. The fit shown in Fig. 3.22
is based on this formula. In the case of �-Fe2O3 the fits lead to a thickness of
the nonmagnetic surface layer of 0.8 nm and 1.0 nm for CoFe2O4. Considering
a particle size of 5 nm and a thickness of the nonmagnetic surface layer of
1.0 nm, one can expect only 20% of the saturation magnetization of bulk mate-
rials. This reduces the possibilities of application.

In bulk materials, dipole–dipole interaction of the particles cannot be ex-
cluded completely. In this case one has to find an optimum between the super-
paramagnetic properties and the density of magnetically active particles in the
matrix. The interaction of the particles in a matrix leads to magnetically larger
particles that may be no longer superparamagnetic. Caizer et al. [33] describe
the fictitious increase of the particle size of �-Fe2O3 in an amorphous silica ma-
trix by a reduction of the thickness of the nonmagnetic layer. These authors
show that even a concentration as low as 0.68 vol% does not eliminate particle
interaction. In the discussed case a virtual decrease of the particle size from
11.7 nm at 70 K to 10.1 nm at room temperature was observed. The detailed re-
sults are presented in Fig. 3.23. It is interesting to see that with increasing tem-
perature the thermal energy more and more overcomes the dipole–dipole inter-
action, apparently resulting in a decreased particle size.

The magnetization curves depicted in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20 are related only to
the time constant of the measuring device, in most cases approximately 100 s.
However, for the definition of superparamagnetism, time constants are crucial.
Looking at superparamagnetism of bulk materials, one has to realize that the
magnetic particles are spatially fixed particles. This is Néel or intrinsic superpar-
amagnetism [34]. The time needed by the particles to follow a change in the di-
rection of the magnetic field is called the relaxation time, limiting the maxi-
mum frequency of application. However, superparamagnetism is a consequence
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Fig. 3.22 Saturation magnetization as a function of the particle
size for two different nanoscaled ferrites. Data taken from [31].



of thermal fluctuations of the magnetization vector, a random process. There-
fore, one cannot give a frequency of fluctuation, rather the mean value of the
time between two fluctuations, the relaxation time �. The relaxation time gov-
erns the ability of the particles to follow a change of an external magnetic field
with the frequency f. When � � 1�f the particle is able to follow the external
frequency; therefore, remanence and coercitivity are zero. When � � 1�f , hyster-
esis is observed. According to Néel [34] the relaxation time is given by

� � �0 exp�KV�kT� �3�16�

where �0 is a material-dependent constant factor in the range between 10–9 and
10–13 s. At room temperature, the frequency of thermal relaxation may be well
beyond 1 GHz, provided that the composition and particle size of the ferrite are
selected properly. The basis for selection is the Aharoni [35] relationship for �0:

�0 
 m�K 
 V�K �3�17�

Equation (3.17) shows that small values of �0 are obtained only with materials
showing large values of the magnetic anisotropy K, as �0 increases with increas-
ing magnetic moment m of the particles, which is proportional to the particle
volume. However, according to Eq. (3.17), a small volume leading to short re-
laxation times reduces the magnetic moment of the particle too much.

As described by Eq. (3.13), for noninteracting particles, � increases quadrati-
cally with the magnetic moment of the particle. For technical applications, a
small value of the relaxation time and a large susceptibility is desired. In this re-
spect, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.17) are contradictory; superparamagnetic materials can
be optimized for either high susceptibility or short relaxation time.

Figure 3.24 exhibits the magnetic susceptibility of different ferrite nanoparti-
cles as a function of frequency in comparison to a conventional ferrite [2].
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Fig. 3.23 Calculated mean magnetic diameter of nanoparticles
as a function of temperature. Data according to (Fig. 10 in [33]).



It is remarkable that the magnetic susceptibility of the nanocomposites is in
the same range as it is for conventional ferrites. In contrast to conventional fer-
rites, the susceptibility of nanoparticulate ferrites decreases with increasing fre-
quency. The reason for the decreasing susceptibility is found in the interaction
and energy distribution of the different particles. This phenomenon can be re-
duced with smaller particle size and a larger distance between the magnetic par-
ticles. This measure reduces susceptibility.

Lastly, the Mößbauer spectrum is the ultimate proof of Néel superparamag-
netism and, the only proof accepted nowadays. Figure 3.25 shows the Mößbauer
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Fig. 3.24 Magnetic susceptibility of different ferrite nanoparticles as a
function of frequency in comparison to a conventional ferrite (Fig. 10 in [2]).

Fig. 3.25 Mößbauer spectrum of a partly superparamagnetic sample.
Data according to (Fig. 9 in [36]).



spectrum of a partly superparamagnetic specimen [36]. One realizes a superpo-
sition of a doublet with a sextet.

In Fig. 3.25, the sextet represents the conventional ferrite, whereas the doub-
let is characteristic of superparamagnetic material. The splitting of the sextet is
directly proportional to the magnetic crystal field. However, it must be pointed
out that this is the mean value of the crystal field that is seen by the nucleus
during one revolution. Above the blocking temperature, this mean value is zero
because the fluctuation frequency of the magnetic crystal field is larger than the
Lamor frequency of the nucleus. Therefore, in superparamagnetic materials the
Mößbauer spectrum consists only of the doublet, which is typical of nonmag-
netic materials.

Looking in great detail at the Mößbauer data of superparamagnetic materials,
often one realizes an imperfect fit at the minima and the maximum of the
doublet. This is because Mößbauer spectra of such materials consist of two
components. One is the superparamagnetic ferrite core of the particle and the
other one represents the surface of the particles. As mentioned above, due to
spin-canting phenomena, the surface is magnetically less ordered than the core.
Therefore, the core is represented by a doublet, whereas the surface layer is
characterized by a broad maximum. An example displaying a complete fit tak-
ing into account the surface is depicted in Fig. 3.26 [2].

The analysis of the Mößbauer spectrum in Fig. 3.26 revealed the surface layer
to represent 60% of the volume, and a magnetic core to represent 40% of the
particle. Therefore, the saturation magnetization is, at maximum, only 40% of
the theoretically possible value. Assuming a 0.8-nm nonmagnetic surface layer,
leads to a particle size of approximately 6 nm. Both estimations fit perfectly
with the experimental results.
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Fig. 3.26 Mößbauer spectrum of a nanoscaled ferrite, consisting
of two components. One is the superparamagnetic ferrite core
of the particle and the other one represents the surface of the
particles. Data according to (Fig. 11 in [2]).



A special property of bulk superparamagnetic materials is superferromagnet-
ism. Morup and Christiansen [37] were the first to observe this phenomenon.
As in the case of paramagnetic materials, where the interaction of the atomic
dipoles leads to ferromagnetism, in superparamagnetic materials, an interaction
of the magnetic dipoles, as being represented by the particles, leads to superfer-
romagnetism. It is essential for superferromagnetism that all particles have
nearly the same size.

3.4.2
Magnetic Refrigeration

A potentially important application of bulk superparamagnetic materials is mag-
netic refrigeration. Instead of ozone-depleting refrigerants and energy-consum-
ing compressors, this application uses nanocomposites in a magnetic field.
Magnetic cooling has been used for decades in low-temperature physics. Mag-
netic cooling applies the fact that in a magnetic field magnetic dipoles are ori-
ented in parallel. Therefore, the entropy of paramagnetic particles in a magnetic
field is lower than outside of the magnetic field. Additionally, magnetic dipoles
arranged in a row attract each other. This reduces the enthalpy of the system.
Therefore, removing paramagnetic particles from the magnetic field leads to a
reduction of the temperature. For this process, called adiabatic demagnetization,
paramagnetic salts of rare-earth elements are applied in low-temperature phys-
ics. In the range of higher temperatures, the entropy contribution increases
with increasing number of aligned spins in a particle. Therefore, the efficiency
of this process increases significantly when using superparamagnetic materials
instead of paramagnetic molecules.

Shull and coworkers [38] showed that the temperature difference �T caused by a
change of the magnetic field �H depends on total number of N spins in an assem-
bly, distributed into n noninteracting particles with magnetic moment m,

�T 
 n
N
n

� �2H
T
�H � Nm

H
T
�H �3�18�

N
n

� � � m is the number of spins per particle. Assuming a constant number of
spins in the system, Eq. (3.18) leads to the conclusion that the temperature dif-
ference �T is directly proportional to the number of spins per particle and the
total number of spins in the system. Therefore, the application of superpara-
magnetic particles in a nanocomposite instead of other paramagnetic com-
pounds makes magnetic refrigeration more efficient, allowing the use of con-
ventional coils or permanent magnets instead of superconducting ones.

Furthermore, Eq. (3.18) shows that magnetic cooling is most efficient at low
temperatures. However, in the case of superparamagnetism the lowest tempera-
ture of application is the blocking temperature. By selecting appropriate materi-
als, the application of magnetic refrigeration is now extended from close to ab-
solute zero to room temperature.
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Figure 3.27 displays the basic principle of such a system. The superparamag-
netic material is moved between two heat exchangers. One of these heat exchan-
gers is placed in a magnetic field represented by a coil. At first, the material is
moved into the magnetic field, where it is cooled in the heat exchanger. After-
wards, the material is pulled out of the magnetic field. This leads, according to
Eq. (3.18), to a temperature reduction. In the second heat exchanger, the tem-
perature of the cooled material is increased again by cooling the fluid in the
heat exchanger. Now the cycle starts by moving the superparamagnetic material
into the magnetic field again. In technical realization, a rotational movement re-
places this linear cyclic one.

3.4.3
Exchange-coupled Magnetic Nanocomposites

Except for superferromagnetism, the interaction of superparamagnetic nanopar-
ticles in nanocomposites is disadvantageous. However, Kneller and Hawig [39]
developed a new composite consisting of hard and soft magnetic nanoparticles
with interesting new properties. This development led to new hard and soft
magnetic materials with exceptional properties. The new class of hard magnetic
materials consists of soft magnetic particles, usually superparamagnetic ones,
directly adjacent to a hard magnetic particle. In such an arrangement, the mag-
netic dipole moments of the magnetically hard particles force the vector of mag-
netization of the soft magnetic particles into the same direction. As a result, the
vectors of magnetization of the soft magnetic particles around the hard mag-
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Fig. 3.27 Basic principle of magnetic refrigeration.



netic one are magnetically oriented into the same direction. This arrangement
is sketched in Fig. 3.28.

The hard and soft magnetic nanoparticles are “exchange coupled”. Within the
material, they form randomly oriented islands, within these islands, all particles
show the same magnetic orientation. It is an assembly of exchange-coupled na-
nocrystals. Dipolar interactions need not be considered because these particles
touch each other. In contrast to dipolar interaction, exchange coupling leads –
as far as is possible because magnetic crystal anisotropy prefers the alignment
of the magnetic moments in the easy direction of magnetization of each particle
– to parallel orientation of the moments over the whole sample.
The exchange energy is proportional to the surface, whereas the energy of an-
isotropy is proportional to the volume of the particles. This size-dependent inter-
play of two energetic terms results in a “correlation volume” filled with parallel-
aligned magnetic moments. These are the islands mentioned above. According
to Herzer [40] the size of the correlation volume is described by

Vcorr � A
K

� �6 1
V3

partcile

or N � Vcorr

Vparticle
� A

K

� �6 1
V4

particle

�3�19�

In Eq. (3.19), Vcorr is the correlation volume, K the constant of magnetic aniso-
tropy and Vparticle the volume of each particle, assuming that all particles are
equal in size. A is the exchange constant of nanoparticles, usually it is found to
be in the range of 10–12 J m–1. According to Eq. (3.19), the correlation volume
increases with decreasing particle size. As the smallest size of the particles is
limited, so is the maximum possible size of the correlation volume or equiva-
lently, the number of exchanging particles N is limited. Assuming magnetic
particles with 5 nm diameter, in most cases, the diameter of the correlation vol-
ume is in the range of 100 nm.

Until now, the explanations followed the historical path. However, a close look
at Eq. (3.19), shows that the correlation volume may be very large for materials
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Fig. 3.28 Sketch of an exchange-coupled material.



with small constants of anisotropy. As the coercivity increases with the square
of the magnetic moment of the particles, in this case of the exchange-coupled
islands, soft magnetic materials with extremely high susceptibility can be de-
signed. This leads to “ultrasoft” magnetic material. The constant of anisotropy
of these, in most cases metallic materials, is more than an order of magnitude
smaller than for soft ferrites, leading to large exchange-coupled islands. There-
fore, exchange-coupled soft oxide materials are also described.

The advantage of exchange-coupled magnetic nanoparticles for hard magnetic
materials is obvious as these composites combine the advantages of hard and
soft magnetic materials. Hard magnetic materials have high coercitivity and low
saturation magnetization and remanence, whereas soft magnetic materials are
characterized by a very small, or in the case of superparamagnetic particles
zero, coercivity and high saturation magnetization. Exchange-coupled compo-
sites combine both properties. In a simplified manner, this is demonstrated in
Fig. 3.29.

Figure 3.29 shows that the combination of a hard magnetic material with a
soft one gives a new hard magnetic material with significantly higher rema-
nence; the coercitivity is more or less unchanged. This combination allows the
design of permanent magnets with higher energy products (energy pro-
duct�coercivity times remanence), as they are possible by using conventional
materials. This makes an additional advantage of exchange-coupled permanent
magnets obvious. Additionally, there is a large economical advantage. With a re-
duced amount of the expensive hard magnetic material a superior and cheaper
product is obtained.

These nanocomposites may either use hard or soft magnetic materials as the
matrix with the appropriate inclusions of the other type of magnetic materials.
However, there are experimentally well-supported theoretical reasons that the
application of hard magnetic islands in a soft magnetic matrix leads to the best
possible results. Figure 3.30 displays such composite magnets.

This figure shows a magnet with random-oriented hard magnetic particles
and one with optimized structure. As expected, the latter show the better prop-
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Fig. 3.29 Schematic diagram of exchanged-coupled materials,
combining superparamagnetism and hard magnetic properties.



erties. In most cases, the optimized structure is obtained by self-organization or
precipitation processes.

In most cases, exchange-coupled hard materials are metallic ones. Until now,
the best results are obtained with FePt/Fe3Pt nanocomposites. In this compo-
site, FePt is the magnetically hard phase and Fe3Pt the soft one [3]. Looking at
ceramic composites, in most cases, there is one ceramic and one metallic phase.
A typical example of a ceramic containing nanocomposite is Fe58Pt42/Fe3O4

[41].
Figure 3.31 displays the structure of such a composite. In this figure, the dar-

ker regions are Fe58Pt42 particles with 4 nm in diameter coated with 0.5 nm
Fe3O4 being the brighter regions. Sintering of this material was performed at
650 �C for one hour in an argon atmosphere with 5% hydrogen. The magnetiza-
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Fig. 3.30 Composite magnet consisting of hard magnetic islands
embedded in a soft magnetic material.

Fig. 3.31 Structure of a ceramic-containing nanocomposite
made of Fe58Pt42/Fe3O4, as shown by Zeng et al. (Fig. 1A in [41]).



tion curve of such a product with different coating thickness of 1 nm is dis-
played in Fig. 3.32.

This magnetization curve displays a remarkable saturation magnetization and
high coercitivity. The energy product of this composite is approximately 38%
higher than the highest value theoretically possible for the pure PtFe bulk mate-
rial. Similar interesting results and high coercitivities are found Ni/NiO compo-
sites [42].

As mentioned in the introduction, theoretically, not only hard magnetic mate-
rials but also exchange-coupled soft magnetic materials are possible. Due to the
small anisotropy constant, the correlation volume for this type of materials may
be huge. Like the hard exchange-coupled materials, research is primarily into
the direction of metallic systems. There exists a broad range of literature for
materials like FeSiBNbCu or FeZrB with a constant of anisotropy well below
103 J m–3. In this case, the estimated correlation volume is of macroscopic size
leading to extremely high values of the susceptibility.

However, pure metallic particles do not lead to useful materials for high-fre-
quency applications. Also in this case, nanocomposites are essential. It is an im-
portant prerequisite for successful high-frequency applications that each one of
the particles is coated with an insulating layer. In the case of technical realiza-
tion, this layer is realized by coating the particles with silica or oxidizing the
surface of the particles. This design leads to soft magnetic materials with
unmatched high susceptibilities for electronic applications. Composite materials
based on this design are already commercialized [43]. Typical examples are
(Ni,Fe)/SiO2 [44], Co/SiO2, Fe,Co/SiO2, NiFe2O4/SiO2, or (Ni,Zn)Fe2O4/SiO2.
Research in this field is now typically related to synthesis processes.
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Fig. 3.32 Room-temperature magnetization curve of an ex-
changed-coupled material, a ceramic-containing nanocompo-
site made of 4 nm Fe58Pt42 coated with 1 nm Fe3O4, as shown
by Zeng et al. (Fig. 4 in [41]).



Figure 3.33 displays typical room-temperature magnetization curves of this
type of materials. The magnetically active material was FeNi coated with silica.
In Fig. 3.33, the thickness of the coating is used as parameter. It is important to
realize that in these magnetization curves, hysteresis is not visible. The size dis-
tribution of these particles was quite broad; it ranged from 10 to 150 nm. Most
important for this type of materials is the high-frequency behavior. Figure 3.34
depicts the quality factor of this type of material in comparison to the compet-
ing conventional (Co,Ni)Fe2O4 ferrites. The quality factor Q is the inverse of the
energy loss, an important figure of merit for high-frequency materials. It is ob-
vious that, above 107 Hz, the exchange-coupled nanocomposites are better than
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Fig. 3.33 Room-temperature magnetization curve of FeNi
coated with silica of different coating thickness after Zhao
et al. (Fig. 1 in [44]).

Fig. 3.34 Quality factor of FeNi/SiO2 nanocomposite material as
a function of frequency compared to conventional CoNi-ferrites.
Data according to Zhao et al. (Fig. 3 b in [44]).



the conventional materials. Furthermore, the quality factor increases with in-
creasing coating thickness, visible in the magnetization curves connected to a
reduced susceptibility. However, it must be stated that the permeability of the
conventional material is better.

3.5
Electrical Conductivity

Electrical conductivity of nanocomposites depends on percolation. The theory of
percolation treats the properties of two-phase mixtures. Details of this theory
consider shape and concentration of the constituents. In the case of electrical
conductivity, the crucial question is the critical concentration pc, the percolation
threshold, where the minority phase of the mixture forms a continuous net-
work. Assuming a two-phase mixture, an insulating and an electric conductive
one, the percolation threshold simplyfied represents the concentration of the
onset of electrical conductivity. Above the percolation threshold pc, the electrical
conductivity � is described by:

� � �0 �p � pc�t �3�20�

In Eq. (3.20) �0 is the conductivity and p the volume fraction of the conducting
phase. In a log (�) versus log (p–pc) plot, Eq. (3.20) is linearized [45]. The expo-
nent t reflects the dimensionality of the network; usually, it is found in the
range between 1.3 and 3.

Certainly, it is obvious that percolation is extremely sensitive to the shape and
the aspect ratio of the second-phase particles. There are a large number of sto-
chastic theories in the literature; most of them are so complex that technical
use is practically excluded. As an example, one of these descriptions of percola-
tion published by Balberg [46] leads for the percolation threshold to the equa-
tion:

pc � 0�7
�L�3

�L3�
D
�L� �3�21�

In Eq. (3.21), L is the length of the particles and D the particle diameter. The brack-
ets � � denote mean values. It is an important characteristic of percolation that the
percolation threshold increases with the mean value of the aspect ratio a � �L�

D .
Therefore, the concentration of particles necessary for percolation of fibers is up
to many orders of magnitude larger than for spherical particles. To obtain optically
transparent electrically conductive composites one has to apply extremely thin
long fibers, usually realized with nanotubes or nanowires. In any real length dis-
tribution, �L�3

�L3� � 1 is valid. Furthermore, as the nanomaterial used as electrically
conductive filler is significantly more expensive than the polymer matrix, the ap-
plication of nanotubes or nanowires is an economical necessity, too.
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Figure 3.35 displays the electrical conductivity of a carbon nanotube–epoxy
composite [47]. It is remarkable that the percolation threshold is as low as
2.5�10–3 wt%, which is equivalent to a volume fraction of 1�10–5. The electrical
conductivity of these composite is in the range of 1 Sm–1 in the case of 1 wt%
nanotubes in the composite. According to Eq. (3.21), the low percolation thresh-
old indicates a large aspect ratio, which is expected for nanotube composites.
However, such low percolation thresholds are not always obtained. Coleman et
al. [48] report on a nanotube–PMPV (poly(p-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-
m-phenlyenevinylene)) composite. In this composite, the percolation threshold
was in the range from 7 to 8 wt% nanotubes. These huge differences may be
explained by insufficient singularization of the fibers in the composite. Accord-
ing to Eq. (3.21), in this case the percolation threshold goes to higher concentra-
tions because the diameter of fiber bundles is larger than that of one fiber.

The insert in Fig. 3.35 displays the double-logarithmic plot according to Eq.
(3.20). One may realize that the experimental data exactly follow this law up to
a volume content of nearly 0.1 above the percolation threshold.

Figure 3.36 shows the electrical conductivity of a carbon-nanotube-filled epoxy
[49]. In Fig. 3.36, VGCF stands for vapor-grown carbon fibers. These fibers had
a length of 10–20 �m and a diameter of 150 nm. Therefore, the aspect ratio was
roughly in the range of 100. Two different methods of epoxy preparation were
applied. The first method, denoted as “low viscosity” in Fig. 3.36, used epoxy re-
sin diluted in acetone to reduce viscosity. The second one just used commercial
epoxy resin. In both cases, the carbon fibers were dispersed in the liquid by stir-
ring and sonification at room temperature. Looking at Fig. 3.36, one realizes the
remarkable fact that the resistivity decreases in the low-viscosity case for more
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Fig. 3.35 Electrical conductivity of a carbon nanotube–epoxy
composite [47]. The insert shows the double-logarithmic plot
according to Eq. (3.20).
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Fig. 3.36 Electrical resistivity of a carbon-nanotube-filled epoxy as
a function of fiber loading for low and high-viscosity epoxy nano-
composite sheets. Data according to Choi et al. [49] (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3.37 Electrical conductivity of a composite of PMMA and Mo6S4.5J4.5

fibers, after Murphy et al. (Fig. 3 in [50]). The solid line in (a) is a fit of Eq.
(3.20). In (b) the data taken from (a) is linearized according to Eq. (3.20).



than ten orders of magnitude in the concentration range from zero to five
weight per cent carbon fibers. A significantly more advanced system was intro-
duced by Murphy et al. [50]. Instead of carbon fibers, these authors use
Mo6S4.5J4.5 fibers. This material crystallizes linearly in wires with a diameter of
approx. 1 nm. However, one must point out that these fibers form bundles that
can be reduced in diameter by sonification. Figure 3.37 shows the electrical con-
ductivity of a composite of PMMA and these fibers. In Fig. 3.37 (a), the electrical
conductivity is plotted versus the volume fraction of nanowires. The conductivity
was measured by DC and AC methods. Interestingly, there was no difference
found. The full line in Fig. 3.37 (a) was obtained by fitting the experimental re-
sults with the percolation law. This fit is not satisfactorily, it gives just first indi-
cations, leading to a percolation threshold of pc�1.3�10–5. This is an extremely
low value; similar ones are found for carbon nanotubes, too. According to Eq.
(3.21), this indicated a huge aspect ratio, probably larger than 1000. The conduc-
tivity of the nanowires is estimated to be in the range of 80 Sm–1. Figure
3.37 (b) displays the electrical conductivity versus (p–pc). Both graphs together
show that in this case, in the extremely narrow concentration range from 10–5

(percolation threshold) to 10–3, the electrical conductivity increases from 10–5 to
nearly 10–2 Sm–1. Additionally, Fig. 3.37 shows that, in this case, Eq. (3.20) is
valid only up to a volume fraction of nanowires of approximately 10–3. This is a
significantly smaller value that is found for carbon nanotubes. Probably, this ef-
fect is correlated to insufficient debundling of the fibers at high concentrations.
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4.1
Introduction

Nanostructured materials can be defined as solids with nanoscale (typically 1–
100 nm) grain structure or substructures in at least one dimension [1–3]. Siegel
[2] has classified nanostructured materials into four categories according to their
dimensionality: 0D – nanoclusters (particles); 1D – multilayers; 2D – nano-
grained layers; and 3D – equiaxed bulk solids. In short, he has described the
3D nanostructured materials as “. . . three-dimensionally modulated, synthetic
materials with average grain, phase, or other structural domain sizes below
100 nm.” Nanostructured materials cover materials with a broader grain-size
range than the term, nanocrystalline materials. The latter is defined as materials
with grain sizes in the range of 1–100 nm [4].

Two complementary approaches have been developed to synthesize nanostruc-
tured materials. The first one is a “bottom-up” approach, in which bulk nano-
structured materials are assembled from individual atoms or nanoscale building
blocks such as nanoparticles [5]. Gleiter’s pioneering work [6] is a typical exam-
ple of a “bottom-up” approach. Various chemical and physical methods have
been developed to synthesize nanopowders for small-scale laboratory investiga-
tions as well as for large-scale commercial use. Such methods include inert gas
condensation (IGC) [6], high-energy ball milling [7], spray conversion processing
[8], sputtering [9], physical vapor deposition [10], chemical vapor deposition [11],
sol-gel process [12], sliding wear [13], and spray forming [14]. The bottom-up
approach has a number of applications such as films, coatings, electronic de-
vices, drug deliveries, cosmetics, paints, lubricants, rocket fuels, catalysts, and
reinforcements for nanocomposites.

Most bottom-up approaches produce nanopowders. For structural applications,
the nanopowders need to be consolidated into bulk nanomaterials. However, con-
solidation of nanopowders has been a challenge. Gleiter [6] and Nieman et al. [15]
cold-compacted IGC-produced nanopowders in situ in ultrahigh vacuum and ob-
tained nanostructured discs that are typically a few hundred micrometers in thick-
ness and less than 10 mm in diameter. Their as-produced samples contained
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many flaws that masked the intrinsic mechanical properties [16, 17]. Flaws in-
cluded gas-filled pores, cracks, poorly bonded grains, etc. These flaws render the
material brittle, especially under tension. A series of other conventional and
new techniques, such as hot pressing, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) [18], rapid
hot forging [19, 20] and plasma activated sintering [21], have been used to conso-
lidate nanopowders. Most of these techniques involve the applications of heat and
pressure. Grain growth usually occurs during consolidation, although nanopow-
der oxidation and contaminants may help impede grain growth.

An exception to the above problem is an approach that combines cryomilling
followed by hot extrusion which could produce nanostructured materials with
100% density while maintaining their nanostructures [22–24]. In such an
approach, nanosized second-phase oxide and nitride particles are produced dur-
ing the cryomilling, which significantly increases the thermal stability of the
materials and consequently allows hot extrusion to obtain full density without
significant grain growth. When mixed with large grain sizes to form a bimodal
structure, reasonable ductility is obtained while maintaining high strength.

The second approach for producing nanostructured materials is a “top-down”
approach, in which existing coarse-grained materials are refined into nanostruc-
tured materials. The most successful “top-down” approach has been via severe
plastic deformation (SPD) techniques, among which the most developed are
equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) and high-pressure torsion (HPT) [25].
The ECAP technique was first invented by Segal in 1972 [26], and was later
used to produce nanostructured materials [27]. Recently, new SPD techniques
have been developed, such as accumulative roll bonding [28], twist extrusion
[29], repetitive corrugation and straightening (RCS) [30], and surface nanostruc-
turing [31, 32]. SPD-produced materials such as Cu, Fe and Ti typically have an
average grain size of 60–200 nm [33], somewhat above 100 nm, the upper
bound often used to define the nanocrystalline materials. However, subgrains
with low misorientation angles, dislocation cell structures [30], and the coherent
crystallite domains as measured by X-ray analysis are usually smaller than
100 nm. These materials produced by SPD can be classified as nanostructured
materials [34].

Nanostructured materials produced by SPD techniques are free of porosity
and contaminants, and can be used to study their intrinsic deformation mecha-
nisms. These materials have unique micro- and nanostructures such as high
dislocation density, nonequilibrium grain (subgrain) boundaries and dislocation
cells [30], which give them high strength and also much better ductility than
those synthesized by the first approach. However, even these nanostructured
materials often exhibit a very low ductility [35, 36], due to low strain-hardening
rate [37]. There are two reasons for this. First, nanostructured materials with
grain sizes less than 100 nm often deform by dislocation emission from, and
annihilation at, grain boundaries without accumulation in the grain interior
[38]. Second, nanostructured materials with larger grain sizes often have saturat-
ed dislocation densities due to the fact that grain refinement is realized by dislo-
cation activities.
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In recent years much attention has been paid to developing strategies for im-
proving the poor ductility of UFG materials [23, 36, 39–48]. Approaches for in-
creasing the ductility include bimodal (or multimodal) grain-size distribution
[23, 41], second-phase particle hardening [36, 45, 46], growth twins [43, 44], and
adjusting stacking-fault energy for deformation twinning [49]. Each approach
has its own limitations and is suitable for only certain material systems. For a
single-phase UFG metal or alloy where dislocation slip is the primary deforma-
tion mechanism, it has been difficult to find an effective way to improve its duc-
tility without trading-off strength. Recently, some encouraging findings have
been reported on the ductility of this type of UFG materials. A UFG Cu pro-
duced by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) for 16 passes with backpres-
sure showed both very high ductility and strength [50]. A UFG Al processed by
accumulative roll bonding (ARB) was found to have both higher ductility and
strength with increasing ARB strain [40]. A nanocrystalline Cu produced by a
combination of cryomilling and room-temperature milling also exhibited both
high ductility and strength [42]. However, these reports are exceptions rather
than usual cases. It is not clear what structural feature(s) are responsible for the
observed high ductility and high strength or if any processing-introduced arti-
facts such as impurities and oxides have played a role in the high ductility.

The unique mechanical properties of nanostructured materials are attributed
to their unique deformation mechanisms, which, in many cases, are different
from those in their coarse-grained counterparts [51–55]. Some deformation
mechanisms, e.g., partial dislocation emission from grain boundaries, homoge-
neous nucleation of twins inside grain interior, heterogeneous twin nucleation
on grain boundaries, and twin lamellae formed via the splitting and migration
of grain boundaries, have been predicted by molecular-dynamics (MD) simula-
tions [53–58], and experimentally observed [59–63] to operate in nanocrystalline
face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals. In this chapter, recent progresses on the defor-
mation mechanisms of nanostructured materials will be systematically de-
scribed.

4.2
Deformation Mechanisms of Nanostructured Materials

A majority of studies on the deformation mechanisms of nanostructured mate-
rials have focused on face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals. As a result, we have more
knowledge on deformation mechanisms of fcc metals than hexagonal-close-
packed (hcp) and body-centered-cubic (bcc) metals. More specifically, most mo-
lecular-dynamics simulation and experimental studies are on three fcc metals:
Al, Ni and Cu, because of their medium-to-high stacking-fault energies as well
as unique unstable stacking-fault energies and unstable twin-fault energies. As
discussed later, these fcc metals display an activation of different deformation
mechanisms as their grain sizes are reduced to the nanoscale. Metals with very
low stacking-fault energies demonstrate less variation in deformation mecha-
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nisms with decreasing grain sizes and therefore have been less studied. In the
following sections, nanostructured Al, Ni and Cu are primarily used to demon-
strate the unique deformation mechanisms of nanostructured materials.
Deformation mechanisms in nanostructured materials include slip of full dislo-
cations and partial dislocations, deformation twinning, wide stacking faults,
grain-boundary sliding, and grain rotations. While these deformation mecha-
nisms also exist in coarse-grained materials, their activations, sources and be-
haviors are very different in nanostructured materials. These deformation mech-
anisms are discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1
Slip of Full Dislocations

For coarse-grained materials with medium to high stacking-fault energy (e.g.
Cu, Ni and Al), slip of full dislocations is the primary deformation mechanism
at room temperature and quasistatic strain rates. The dislocation sources are
usually Frank–Read type inside the grain interiors. However, when the grain
sizes decreases to a few hundred nanometers and subgrain sizes decreased to
below 100 nm, as in the case of most nanostructured materials produced by
SPD, the Frank–Read dislocation source may no longer exist, and grain bound-
aries become the source and sink for slipping dislocations. In other words, dis-
locations are emitted from a grain-boundary segment and disappear into an-
other grain-boundary segment without accumulation inside grain interior. This
is clearly demonstrated in nanostructured hcp Ti processed by severe plastic de-
formation, in which grains and subgrains smaller than 60 nm contains almost
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Fig. 4.1 The hierarchy and size ranges of different structural
features in nanostructured Ti processed by ECAP plus cold
rolling. DC denotes dislocation cells, G denotes grain, SBG
denotes subgrain.



no dislocations, while grains larger than 100 nm generally contains a high den-
sity of dislocations (see Fig. 4.1) [64].

It should be noted that it is possible for full dislocations to be trapped inside
very small grains via dislocation interlocking and other mechanisms. For exam-
ple, full dislocations were observed in nanostructured Ni grain with sizes as
small as 10–20 nm [65, 66]. Dislocations were also observed in 20 nm grains in
nanostructured Cu processed by ball milling [42]. As will be discussed later, the
activation of full dislocations depends on the applied external stresses. For na-
nostructured fcc metals and alloys with grain sizes below 100 nm, as the grain
sizes decrease, the slip of full dislocations may become less significant with de-
creasing grain sizes and other deformation mechanisms such as partial disloca-
tion slip and deformation twinning become more significant. However, such a
trend may not be true for hcp metals such as Ti, which was found to deform by
twinning in its coarse-grained state but not in the nanostructured state [67, 68].

4.2.2
Slip of Partial Dislocations and Deformation Twinning

4.2.2.1 MD Simulations and Experimental Observations
Partial dislocation slip and deformation twinning are two different but related
deformation processes. Our early understanding of the partial dislocations and
deformation twins in nanocrystalline metals were largely from the results of
MD simulations [53–58] because of experimental difficulties.

MD simulations predict that partial dislocation emission from grain bound-
aries [54, 56] is a dominant deformation mechanism in grains with diameters
in the range of several tens of nanometers. The activation of partial dislocations
provides a critical precondition for the formation of deformation twins. Figure
4.2 is a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image that
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Fig. 4.2 HRTEM micrograph from Cu
processed by HPT [11]. Regions I and II
form a twinning relationship. Stacking
faults shown in region II were generated
by partial dislocations emitted from the
lower grain boundary, which stopped in
the interior of the grain.



shows direct evidence of partial dislocation emission from grain boundaries in
nanocrystalline Cu processed by HPT [62]. As shown, there is only one twin
boundary at the upper part of Fig. 4.2 that divides twin domains I and II. How-
ever, there are high densities of microtwins and stacking faults at the lower part
of domain II. These microtwins and stacking faults do not go across the whole
grain but stop in the grain interior with Shockley partial dislocations located at
the fronts of the microtwins and stacking faults. It is obvious that these twins
and stacking faults were formed by partial dislocations emitted from the lower
grain-boundary segment. As will be discussed later, the microtwins shown in
Fig. 4.2 were formed by heterogeneous twinning.

Deformation twins have been predicted by MD simulations in nanocrystalline
Al [54, 57], Ni [53, 56] and Cu [69]. Three twinning mechanisms were predicted
[54]: 1) homogeneous twinning inside nanosized grains by coincidental overlap-
ping of wide stacking-fault ribbons. The stacking-fault ribbons were formed by
dissociated lattice dislocations, and become very wide due to the effect of small
grain size as well as external stress [70]. 2) heterogeneous twinning from the
grain boundaries. 3) twinning by grain-boundary splitting and migration. These
deformation twinning mechanisms were recently verified in nanocrystalline Al
[51, 59, 60, 70], Cu [62], Ni [71] and Pd [63] by HRTEM. Al in its coarse-grained
(CG) state has never been observed to deform by twinning, except at crack tips
[72], because of Al’s very high stacking-fault energy. CG Cu does not deform by
twinning [73, 74] except at very high strain rates [75, 76] and/or low tempera-
tures [77]. Moreover, in CG Cu smaller grain sizes were found to impede defor-
mation twinning, which is also true for many other metals [78, 79]. In contrast,
twinning becomes a major deformation mechanism in nanocrystalline Cu pro-
cessed by HPT at room temperature and a low strain rate [62]. In addition, it
was also found that under the same HPT condition, twinning only occurred in
crystalline domains that are smaller than 50 nm [80]. These results indicate that
the nanocrystalline materials indeed deform via mechanisms not accessible to
their coarse-grained counterparts, and grain size plays a critical role in the for-
mation of deformation twins.

Figure 4.3 (a) shows a deformation twin formed by homogeneous twinning in-
side a nanocrystalline Al grain. It has a thickness of two atomic planes and is
therefore a twin nucleus. It was clearly formed by dynamic overlapping of two
extended partial dislocations with stacking faults on adjacent slip planes [59]. As
shown, the two stacking faults are only partially overlapped. This twin may
grow by overlapping with more wide stacking faults. Figure 4.3 (b) shows an-
other scenario of twin nucleation in nanostructured Ni [81]. As marked by the
black arrow on the left, one dislocation on a grain boundary was dissociated
into two Shockley partials with a wide stacking fault, and another dissociated
dislocation near the grain boundary overlapped with it to form a twin nucleus.
This is a unique mechanism of twin nucleation at grain boundaries.

Figure 4.4 shows twins formed by grain-boundary splitting and migration. As
shown, some segments of the boundary are straight, coherent (111) twin bound-
aries as indicated by white arrows. These segments, which are connected by
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noncrystallographic segments, form a zigzag boundary between the two twin-
ning areas. To form such a twin, a grain-boundary segment was dissociated into
a twin boundary and a new grain boundary [16]. A twin lamella was formed via
the migration of the new grain boundary. The boundaries of twin lamellae
formed at different time frames joined together to form the zigzag boundary.
The noncrystallographic segments observed here were actually the new grain
boundaries in this mechanism. Readers are referred to the work by Yamakov et
al. [58] for a more detailed description of this twinning mechanism.

Deformation twins formed by heterogeneous twinning in nanostructured Cu
are shown in Fig. 4.2. These twins were nucleated on a grain boundary. Most
twins observed in nanocrystalline Al and Cu are this type. Figure 4.5 shows a) a
multiple-fold twin and b) a five-fold twin in nanostructured Cu produced by
HPT [82]. They were formed by sequential twinning by partial dislocation emis-
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Fig. 4.3 (a) A deformation twin formed
by the overlapping of two extended dis-
locations on adjacent slip planes in
nanostructured Al produced by cryo-
genic ball milling [59]. (b) A twin nu-
cleus formed by the overlapping of an
extended dislocation from a grain
boundary and a slipping extended dis-
location from the grain interior [81].

Fig. 4.4 An HRTEM image of a twin
formed by grain-boundary splitting and
migration. It consists of short, straight,
coherent �111� twinning planes (marked
by arrows) connected by incoherent,
noncrystallographic segments.



sion from grain boundaries or twin boundaries. Multiorientation applied stres-
ses or stress orientations are needed to form the five-fold twins. This experi-
mental observation and proposed formation mechanism have been recently veri-
fied by MD simulations [83]. In addition, the five-fold twins were observed only
in grains smaller than 20 nm, indicating a size effect.

Both MD simulations and experimental data indicate that such deformation
twins are formed by partial dislocation emissions from grain boundaries [51,
54, 60, 62, 66]. It is of interest to understand under what conditions the defor-
mation twins will nucleate and grow. MD simulations do not tell what critical
stress is needed for the deformation twin to nucleate and grow or what grain
size is optimum for deformation-twin nucleation. Moreover, MD simulations
[54–56] usually use extremely high strain rates in the order of 106 to 108 s–1,
which correspond to explosive deformations in a real experiment. It is well
known that the strain rate significantly affects the deformation mechanisms of
materials [62, 69]. This adds complexity to the interpretation of the MD simula-
tion results. It is of interest to study the grain-size effect on the deformation
twinning without the complication of high strain rates. In the following section,
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Fig. 4.5 (a) A multiple twin and (b) a
five-fold twin formed in nanostructured
Cu processed by HPT.



we shall review and examine analytical dislocation models on the formation of
deformation twins.

4.2.2.2 Analytical Dislocation Models

Conventional Dislocation Models Two similar models were proposed to explain
the formation of deformation twins in nanocrystalline metals [51, 61]. In the
model by Chen et al. [51], the stress needed to activate a full dislocation is de-
scribed as

�L � 2�Gb
d

�4�1�

where � is a parameter that reflects the characteristics of the dislocation (��0.5
for an edge dislocation and ��1.5 for a screw dislocation), G is the shear mod-
ulus, and b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the full dislocation. The
stress to activate a partial dislocation is described as

�p � 2�Gb1

d
� �

b1
�4�2�

where b1 is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the partial dislocation, and �

is the stacking-fault energy. When ��0.5, these two equations become identical
to those in the work by Liao et al. [61].

Because b> b1, �p will increase at a slower rate than �L, which means that it
will be easier to activate a partial dislocation than a full dislocation when the
grain is below a critical size. These two models seem very straightforward in ex-
plaining the activation of partial dislocations, which is a prerequisite of defor-
mation twinning.

Unfortunately, experimental data show that smaller grain size hinders, not
promotes, deformation twinning [78, 79], which directly contradicts these two
models [51, 61]. It has been found that the critical stress for twinning follows a
Hall–Petch relationship

�T � �T0 � �Td1�2 �4�3�

where �T0 is a constant and �T is the Hall–Petch slope for twinning. Equation (4.3)
is similar to the well-known Hall–Petch relationship for a lattice dislocation:

�F � �F0 � �Fd1�2 �4�4�

where �F0 is a constant and �F is the Hall–Petch slope for the slip of a full dis-
location.

Table 4.1 lists the Hall–Petch slopes for both twinning and for slip of full dis-
locations [78]. As shown, the Hall–Petch slope for twinning is higher than that
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for the slip of full dislocation for body-centered-cubic (bcc), face-centered-cubic
(fcc), and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals and alloys. Therefore, the models
are not supported by experimental data. Moreover, these two models predict an
unrealistically high critical stress for twinning [51], which is perhaps part of
their inherent limitation. The models also made an implicit assumption that ac-
tivation of partial dislocation equals formation of twinning, which, as shown
later, is not correct.

A Recent Model Based on the Emission of Partial Dislocations from Grain Bound-
aries A recent analytical dislocation model by Asaro et al. [84] utilized the sim-
ulation and experimental results that partial dislocations are emitted from
boundaries of nanosized grains. The critical stress needed to move a full dis-
location is described as

�F � Gb
d

�4�5�

and the critical stress needed to move a partial dislocation is described as

�p � Gb
3d

� �1 � �� �

Gb
�4�6�

where � is the ratio of equilibrium stacking fault width to grain size.
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Table 4.1 The Hall–Petch slopes for bcc, fcc and hcp metals and alloys [78].

Material H–P slope for slip, �F

MPa mm1/2
H–P slope for twinning, �T

MPa mm1/2

bcc

Fe-3 wt%Si 12 100
Armco Fe 20 124
Steel: 1010, 1020, 1035 20 124
Fe-25 at%Ni 33 100
Cr 10.08 67.75
Va 3.46 (20 K) 22.37
fcc

Cu 5.4 (RT) 21.66 (77 K)
Cu-6 wt%Sn 7.1 11.8 (77 K), 7.9 (RT)
Cu-9 wt%Sn 8.2 15.77 (77 K)
Cu-10 wt%Zn 7.1 11.8 (77 K)
Cu-15 wt%Zn 8.4 16.7 (295 K)
hcp

Zr 8.26 79.2
Ti 6 (78 K) 18 (4 K)



This model predicts that below a certain critical grain size partial dislocations
from grain boundaries need a lower stress to move than do full dislocations in
nanocrystalline metals. Most importantly, it predicts a realistic, low twinning
stress that is obtainable under experimental conditions such as ball milling.
However, the model does not address two critical issues. First, the emission of a
partial dislocation does not guarantee the nucleation of a deformation twin be-
cause a trailing partial could easily follow to erase the stacking fault formed by
the first partial. Second, random emissions of partial dislocations from a grain
boundary would give a deformation twin equal probability to grow or to shrink,
which cannot explain the deformation twin growth and the observed large defor-
mation twins in nanocrystalline Al, Cu and Pd [59–63].

A New Model Addressing the Nucleation and Growth of Deformation Twins To
address the above two issues, Zhu et al. [85, 86] recently developed an analytical
model to describe the nucleation and growth of deformation twins in fcc nano-
crystalline metals. To nucleate a twin, a stacking fault needs to be produced
first. The stacking fault can be produced by either the emission of a partial dis-
location from a grain boundary or dissociation and spread of a full dislocation.
Their model reveals that the latter needs a lower stress to activate. In other
words, to produce a deformation twin, a full dislocation is first dissociated and
spread across/into a nanograin under an external stress, and then a second par-
tial is emitted on an adjacent plane to produce a twin nucleus. The dissociated
full dislocation can be either an edge dislocation or a screw dislocation. Both
have an optimum grain size at which the critical stress for nucleating a twin is
lowest. In practice, a dislocation can be of mixed nature, with the lowest stress
lying in the range of [86]

1�715�4 � 3v�
2�089 � v

�

a
� �min � 12�211

3�727 � v
�

a
�4�7�

where �min is the critical stress for nucleating a twin. For the same reason, the
optimum grain size, dop, for deformation twinning can be described as

2�089 � v
54�985�1 � v�

Ga2

�
� dop

ln� ���
2

�
dop�a� �

3�727 � v
97�053�1 � v�

Ga2

�
�4�8�

The physics behind the optimum grain size and critical twinning stress arises
from the fact that when the grain size is relatively large, as the grain size be-
comes smaller, it is easier for the full dislocation to dissociate into two partials
with the help of the grain boundaries [85]. However, when the grain size is too
small, it takes a higher applied stress to emit partial and full dislocations.

For fcc metals and alloys, neither the Poisson’s ratio v nor lattice parameter
changes dramatically from material to material. However, the SFE � could vary
by more than an order of magnitude. In addition, a slight change in alloy com-
position could significantly change the SFE [87]. Therefore, it is reasonable to
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say from Eq. (4.7) that the minimum twin nucleation stress is largely deter-
mined by the SFE. Lower SFE leads to lower twin nucleation stress. Equation
(4.8) indicates that the optimum grain size for twin nucleation is largely deter-
mined by the ratio of shear modulus to SFE (G). Higher shear modulus and
lower SFE leads to larger optimum grain size for twin nucleation.

Table 4.2 lists the critical stresses and optimum grain-size ranges calculated
using Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), for nanostructured Al, Ni and Cu, along with their
material parameters used for the calculation. For nanostructured Al the opti-
mum grain size for twin nucleation is in the range of 4.9 to 7.4 nm. However,
MD simulations predicted grain-boundary sliding as the primary deformation
mode in nanostructured Ni [88] and nanostructured Cu [69] when their grain
sizes are below 10 nm. Such a trend also likely exists in nanostructured Al, but
again, this behavior will be affected by processing history. In other words, grain-
boundary sliding, instead of deformation twinning, is the likely deformation
mode in nanostructured Al with grain sizes smaller than 10 nm. Indeed, defor-
mation twins were not observed in grains smaller than 10 nm in a nanostruc-
tured Al produced by cryogenic ball milling [59]. Twins were only observed at
small corners of grains of several tens of nanometers (see Fig. 4.6) [60]. Such a
grain is too large for grain-boundary sliding, but its small corners can nucleate
deformation twins at (111) planes with a size between 4.9 nm and 7.4 nm, and
then grow larger near the grain corner. The deformation twins were not ob-
served in large grains because their nucleation requires very high stress.

Table 4.2 shows that the optimum grain-size range for nanostructured Ni to
deform by twinning is 19–27 nm. This agrees very well with experimental obser-
vations that nanostructured Ni produced by electrodeposition with an average
grain size of 25 nm deforms extensively by twinning at liquid-nitrogen tempera-
ture [71, 81]. In addition, in nanostructured Ni produced by surface mechanical
attrition treatment (SMAT) [31], twins were observed in 50% of small grains
(20–50 nm), but only in 10% of large grains (50–100 nm), agreeing well with
Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), and also indicating a grain-size effect.

The model also predicts that the optimum grain size for twin nucleation in
Cu is 38.4–54.2 nm. In the HPT-processed nanostructured Cu, deformation
twins were only observed in Cu grains smaller than 50 nm [80], which is consis-
tent with our model prediction. In addition, the critical twinning stress for Cu
is 0.36–0.37 GPa (Table 4.2), which can be easily reached under the HPT condi-
tion. This also explains the high densities of twins in the HPT-processed nano-
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Table 4.2 Parameters for Cu and Al used in our model.

G (GPa) v � (mJ/m2 ) a (Å) �min (GPa) dop (nm)

Al 26.5 0.345 122 4.04 0.88–0.91 5–7
Ni 94.7 0.312 125 3.5232 1.05–1.07 19–27

Cu 54.6 0.343 45 3.6146 0.36–0.37 38–54



structured Cu, which suggests that deformation twinning played a significant
role in the deformation of nanostructured Cu.

This model does not consider dislocation nucleation from grain boundaries,
and assumes that nongeometrically necessary dislocations already exist at grain
boundaries and can readily move under a sufficient external stress. Such dislo-
cations are abundant in SPD-processed nanostructured materials and such grain
boundaries have been termed nonequilibrium grain boundaries [61, 81, 89].
Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 4.7, such dislocations could be already dissociated
into partials, which are ready to emit into the grain interior under an external
stress. Therefore, this model should work very well in nanostructured materials
synthesized by SPD techniques, which may be why it can explain well the ex-
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Fig. 4.6 (a) A deformation twin at the
lower corner of a large grain with the
twin boundaries marked by two white
arrows, and (b) HRTEM image of the
twin.

Fig. 4.7 HREM images showing
60� dislocations formed by
(111) planes on a nonequili-
brium grain boundary are dis-
sociated into Shockley partials
bounding stacking faults [81].



perimental observations in cryomilled Al [60, 70], SMAT-processed Ni and HPT-
processed Cu [62, 80]. For nanostructured materials without nongeometrically
necessary dislocations, e.g. nanostructured materials synthesized by methods
such as CVD and electro-deposition, dislocation nucleation is a critical step and
deformation twinning would require higher external stresses than predicted by
our current model.

4.2.2.3 Wide Stacking Faults
As discussed in Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2, the formation of wide stacking
faults is a precondition for homogeneous twin nucleation and heterogeneous
twin nucleation. Traditional wisdom would tell us that it is not possible to form
such a wide stacking fault in high stacking fault metals such as Al and Ni, at
least it has not been observed in their coarse-grained state, except at crack tips
[90, 91]. However, due to the effect of small grain size, wide stacking faults have
been indeed observed in nanostructured Al [70] and Ni [92] (see Figs. 4.8 (a) and
(b)). An analytical model, based on assumptions similar to those used to devel-
op Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), predicted that both grain size and applied shear stress
affects the width of the stacking fault in nanostructured Al [70] (see Fig. 4.9).

4.2.2.4 Effect of Generalized Planar Fault Energy
Recent MD simulations predicted that generalized planar fault energy (GPFE)
curves significantly affect the deformation mechanisms of nanocrystalline mate-
rials [93]. Specifically, the GPFE curves were predicted to affect the nucleation
of partials and twins from grain boundaries [93]. Similar conclusions were also
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Fig. 4.8 Wide stacking faults in (a) na-
nostructured Al produced by cryogenic
ball milling [70], and (b) nanostructured
Ni produced by electrodeposition and
tested in tension at liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature [92].



obtained by analytical modeling [94], using an approach similar to dislocation
emissions from a crack tip [90, 91]. However, a recent study indicates that the
unstable stacking-fault energy �usf and unstable twin-fault energy �utf obtained
from GPFE curves vary significantly with the models used for their calculation
and it is not clear if these values even qualitatively agree with the real values
[95], which so far cannot be experimentally measured.

Ni is a perfect candidate for studying the effect of GPFE curves on the defor-
mation mechanisms of nanostructured materials. As shown in Fig. 4.10 [92, 93],
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Fig. 4.9 The ratio of the stacking fault width predicted in nano-
structured Al to that in coarse-grained Al vs grain size. The solid
curve (Md) considers only the grain-size effect, while the dashed
curves (M�) consider the effect of both grain size and dynamic
stresses. The value of shear stress is indicated near each M� curve.

Fig. 4.10 Schematics of the generalized planar fault energy
curves for Ni [92, 93]. �sf is the stable stacking-fault energy;
�usf is the unstable stacking-fault energy; �utf is the unstable
twin-fault energy; a is the lattice constant.



Ni has a very high stable stacking-fault energy (SFE), �sf, which makes it ener-
getically unfavorable to form a stacking fault by emitting only a leading partial
from a grain boundary. However, basing on the GPFE curve features shown in
Fig. 4.10, the MD simulation demonstrated that it is the GPFE curves, not the
stable SFE, that determines the formation of stacking faults in nanostructured
Ni [93]. Specifically, at an applied stress level that can overcome �usf but not �utf,
only stacking faults will be observed, despite the high �sf, and no twins will be
observed.

To experimentally verify this MD result, Wu et al. recently did tensile testing
on electrodeposited Ni with an average grain size of 25 nm at liquid-nitrogen
temperature, at which the flow stress happens to be able to overcome �usf but
not �utf, according to Fig. 4.10. However, HREM observations revealed both
stacking faults and deformations twins, suggesting that the GPFE curves can
reasonably predict stacking faults but not twinning. This discrepancy is attrib-
uted to three factors that are beyond the control of GPFE curves: 1) stress con-
centrations exist at local grain-boundary locations, 2) extremely high stress con-
centrations near stacking faults [96], and 3) the twinning partial orientation ad-
vantage, i.e. it has the same Burgers vector as the leading partial that generated
the stacking fault, while the orientation of the trailing partial is very different.
Therefore, the applied stress that caused the emission of the leading partial also
promotes the emission of the twinning partial instead of the trailing partial.
Lastly, the GPFE curves themselves can only be calculated qualitatively [95] and
cannot be experimentally verified, which puts any predictions from these curves
in doubt.

4.2.3
Grain-boundary Sliding and Grain Rotations

When the grain size is very small, grain-boundary sliding has been predicted to
be a deformation mechanism by MD simulations [97–99]. This has also been
verified in nanostructured Al and Cu processed by SPD [100, 101]. Note that the
grain sizes of the SPD-processed Al and Cu are several hundred nanometers.
As the grain sizes become smaller, the grain-boundary sliding becomes more
significant. In addition, because of the small grain sizes, it is easier for grains
to align to accommodate the grain-boundary sliding. Figure 4.11 [102], an atom-
ic force microscopy (AFM) image of nanostructured Ti deformed in tension at
250 �C, shows that grains, and grain boundaries, appear to align, which indi-
cates that extensive grain-boundary sliding occurred during the deformation.

The grain rotation was first observed through in-situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) by Ke et al. [103] in 1995. Recently, Shan et al. [66] found un-
der in-situ TEM that in nanocrystalline Ni with grain sizes around 10 nm,
groups of neighboring grains changed their orientations during straining and
formed grain agglomerates. This grain rotation was believed to be accommo-
dated by diffusion. Because of the small grain size, the grain rotations were
extremely rapid. Surprisingly, dislocation activity was also observed in a few
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grains, but dislocation slip was not considered a dominant deformation mecha-
nism. These observations are consistent with molecular-dynamics (MD) simula-
tion, which predicted that nanocrystalline metals deform via grain-boundary
sliding and rotation at very fine grain sizes (e.g. 3–10 nm) [52, 56]. Note that
the grain rotation in nanocrystalline metals and alloys is still controversial.
Although TEM has provided direct evidence of grain rotation during deforma-
tion, the thin-foil nature of TEM samples casts a doubt as to whether the bulk
nanocrystalline materials deform in the same way as thin foils. Recently, it has
been found that large plastic deformation by HPT randomized the initial fiber
texture of nanocrystalline Ni produced by electrodeposition [104]. This provides
indirect evidence that grain rotation indeed happened during the HPT in bulk
nanocrystalline Ni. Although all experimental evidence has pointed to the exis-
tence of grain rotation, more study is needed to provide clear-cut, undeniable
evidence.

4.3
Summary

In summary, nanocrystalline metals and alloys deform via mechanisms differ-
ent from their coarse-grained counterparts. Deformation mechanisms in nanos-
tructured materials include slip of full dislocations and partial dislocations, de-
formation twinning, wide stacking faults, grain-boundary sliding, and grain ro-
tations. The activation and significance of each mechanism depend on intrinsic
material properties such as stacking-fault energy and shear modulus, structural
features such as grain size, and external factors such as applied stress and de-
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Fig. 4.11 An AFM topograph (left) taken from the surface of
an HPT-processed Ti sample after being tested in tension at
250 �C for a strain about 30% (see curve 3 in Fig. 4.10). The
right micrograph is a derivative of the left one [102].



formation temperature. The following key points can be drawn from available
MD simulations and experimental observations:
� Full dislocation slip is found active in grains as small as 10 nm; however, its

significance decreases with decreasing grain size.
� Emission of partial dislocations and deformation twinning become significant

in nanostructured metals and alloys, even for those with high stacking-fault
energy such as Al and Ni.

� There is a clear grain-size effect in the nucleation and growth of deformation
twins. For metals and alloys with medium to high stacking-fault energy, defor-
mation twins were observed in grains smaller than a certain value.

� The grain-size effect is explained by an analytical model [85, 86], which, de-
spite its simplicity, shows remarkable agreement with experimental observa-
tions for nanostructured Al, Ni and Cu. The model also predicts that defor-
mation twins are difficult to nucleate but easy to grow via a stress-controlled
growth mechanism.

� Wide stacking faults were observed in nanostructured Al due to a grain-size
effect.

� General planar fault-energy curves may be able to explain the stacking faults
observed in nanostructured Ni but cannot reasonably predict the nucleation
and growth of deformation twinning.

� Grain-boundary sliding and grain rotation may become significant deforma-
tion mechanisms with decreasing grain size.
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Michael J. Zehetbauer and Yuri Estrin

5.1
Introduction

To date, processing of bulk nanostructured materials has been achieved through
a limited number of methods that may be classified broadly as “bottom-up” and
“top-down” techniques. According to other articles within this book, e.g. Chapter
1 by C.C. Koch, the first group is represented by electrodeposition techniques,
or by those utilizing consolidation of nanostructured powders produced by ball
milling or inert-gas condensation. Although some growth of the average grain
size achieved with ball milling or inert-gas condensation occurs during compac-
tion at elevated temperatures, it can be kept at bay, within the order of a few
100 nm. Currently, bulk nanomaterials several millimeters in thickness can be
synthesized by these methods (see Chapter 12 by B.Q. Han et al. and Chapter 1
by C. C. Koch). The second group involves materials that are in bulk shape be-
fore the nanocrystalline structure is produced. This has the advantage that con-
tamination with impurities and also health hazards associated with handling of
nanopowders are avoided. Since some classes of alloys can be synthesized in
both glassy and bulk shape (see Chapter 13 by G. Wilde), bulk nanomaterials
can be produced by well-defined thermal treatment of such alloys. Arguably the
most successful method has been nanostructuring by severe plastic deforma-
tion, or SPD, introduced by R.Z. Valiev (see Chapter 2). SPD techniques achieve
nanostructuring of a bulk workpiece by keeping its shape unchanged, yet intro-
ducing an extremely high degree of plastic deformation under simultaneous ap-
plication of high hydrostatic pressure. Most commonly, this occurs in a repeti-
tive process, which is possible due to the shape of the workpiece being pre-
served.

The aim of this chapter is to review models that have been developed to de-
scribe and predict the strength and plasticity of ultrafine or nanocrystalline me-
tallic materials. We also address modeling of the evolution of the microstructure
towards nanocrystallinity under severe plastic deformation and the attendant en-
hancement of strength characteristics. This chapter focuses on the range of
grain sizes well above �20 nm where strength and strain hardening are still
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governed by dislocation mechanisms. Models covering the range below this val-
ue have been described in detail in the articles of Y. Zhu et al. (Chapter 4, ana-
lytical models) and D. Wolf et al. (Chapter 7, molecular dynamics “MD” model
simulations) in this book.

5.2
Modeling of Strength and Strain Hardening of Ultrafine-grained
and Nanocrystalline Materials

Models addressing the strength and/or the strain hardening of nanomaterials
in most cases imply that there is a monomodal grain-size distribution without
any crystal lattice defects within the grain interior. Such models will be treated
in Section 5.2.1. As concerns SPD processed nanomaterials, these models will
apply only if SPD nanomaterials have undergone a particular thermal treatment
and attained a well-recovered, equilibrated grain structure. Usually, SPD nano-
materials – at least in their as-processed state – show an ultrafine-grained or
nanoscaled structure with highly nonequilibrium grain boundaries as well as
considerable densities of lattice defects left in the grain interior by plastic de-
formation. These process-inherited features have decisive consequences for the
macroscopic properties of the resulting nanomaterials. Thus, in order to achieve
reliable model predictions of the properties of SPD nanomaterials, it is neces-
sary to simulate the processing procedure and the ensuing nanostructure, rather
than referring to a simplified quasiequilibrated nanostructure. Models describ-
ing the strength and strain hardening of SPD nanomaterials are to be discussed
separately, and this will be done below in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1
Modeling of Hardening of Equilibrated Nanostructures

One of the most apparent and well-known effects of nanoscaled structure on
the macroscopic strength has been the lowering of the Hall–Petch slope with
decreasing grain size. In some cases the slope even becomes negative after a
strength maximum is passed, which behavior is referred to as the inverse Hall–
Petch one. Most of the models available attribute this effect to grain-boundary
sliding, or to the formation of shear bands.

Motivated by the fact that neither Coble creep (controlled by grain-boundary
diffusion) nor Nabarro–Herring creep can account for the measured exponents
of the grain size governing the measured stress data [1–3], Hahn and Padma-
nabhan [4, 5] tried to model this effect by quantifying the balance between the
generation and annihilation of the grain-boundary area. They did that by assum-
ing a special mechanism of grain-boundary sliding (Fig. 5.1), on the basis of
minimizing the grain-boundary energy as the driving force, and received Hall–
Petch type laws (� proportional to 1/L2, where � is the shear stress and L is the
grain size) both for the part with a positive slope below a critical stress/grain
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size where dislocation mechanisms are predominant, and the part with negative
slope owing to grain-boundary sliding (Fig. 5.2).

It should be noted that various molecular-dynamics simulations agree with
the Hahn–Padmanabhan model, although the unrealistically high strain rates
used in the simulations are still problematic (see also Chapter 7 by D. Wolf in
this book). The problem is also a challenge to experimentalists, for example, to
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Fig. 5.1 Illustration of the rate-controlling sliding of grain
boundaries surrounding arrays of essentially nondeforming
(a) tetrakai-decahedral and (b) rhombic dodecahedral grains
(after Hahn and Padmanabhan [4, 5]).

Fig. 5.2 Hardness of nanocrystalline Ti-Al measured at two
temperatures. Down at a critical grain size of about L�25
nm, there occurs Hall–Petch “hardening”, whereas below that
grain size Hall–Petch “softening” is observed. The lines corre-
sponding to model calculations fit the experimental data rea-
sonably well (after Hahn and Padmanabhan, [4]).

(a) (b)



those investigating texture that can decide on the question whether the grain
boundary mechanism has a pure shear character or consists in grain rotation as
in classical superplasticity.

The fact that Hahn and Padmanabhan assumed a grain-boundary sliding
mechanism that differs from both Coble and Nabarro–Herring creep is the rea-
son why they obtained the creep rate d�/dt (time derivative of strain �) to be in-
versely proportional to the grain size L, i.e. d�/dt�1/L [6], which differs from
the creep rate laws for superplasticity [7, 8] and from those of many other
models, e.g. that of Kim, Estrin and Bush first formulated in 2000 [9] where a
d�/dt�1/L2 law for the grain-boundary phase follows. Like all models described
in this section, the model in ref. [9] simulates the hardening behavior of materi-
als that already possess a nanocrystalline structure. Basically it is a phase-mix-
ture model that builds on early work by Carsley et al. [10] considering the total
stress as a weighted sum of the contributions of grain-boundary regions and of
grain interiors, similar to the composite ansatz of the models discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. The specific features of Kim et al.’s model [9] are that the plastic flow
of the grain-boundary phase obeys a viscous law characteristic of a pseudoamor-
phous structure, while the flow in the grain interior is described by a one-inter-
nal-variable dislocation model [11], and by diffusion-controlled plastic flow. In
2005, Kim and Estrin [12] published a further version of [9] where the viscous
flow of the grain-boundary phase was expressed in terms of a diffusion-con-
trolled process, too. As distinct from the model of Hahn and Padmanabhan, the
phase-mixture models [9, 12] describe the strength maximum in the Hall–Petch
plot (Fig. 5.3) by the transition from dislocation slip dominated deformation of
the grain interiors (positive Hall–Petch slope) to diffusion-controlled deforma-
tion of both phases (negative Hall–Petch slope) with decreasing grain size. They
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Fig. 5.3 Grain-size dependence of the flow stress of Cu at a proof
strain of 5% presented in a Hall–Petch diagram (from [12]).



also make quantitative predictions concerning the strain-rate dependence of the
critical grain size at which the predominant mechanism changes (Fig. 5.4).

Capolungo et al. [13] modified Kim et al.’s model [9] and implemented it in a
self-consistent formulation in which the grain interior is represented as an ellip-
soidal Eshelby-type inclusion. However, this modification did not bring about
any principal improvement of predictive capability. The latest development of
[9] is the work by Mercier et al. [14] who used the Taylor–Lin homogenization
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Fig. 5.4 Left-hand side: Relative contributions from disloca-
tion-glide-controlled deformation mechanism (left axis) and
the diffusion controlled ones (right axis). Right-hand side:
Concomitant variation of strain-rate sensitivity of the flow
stress, for different strain rates as indicated (from [12]).

Fig. 5.5 Hall–Petch dependences for copper calculated by two
variants of the model by Mercier et al. (lines, [14]) and com-
pared to experimental data by Sanders et al. (symbols, [15]);
from [14].



scheme to include elasticity. The quantitative agreement of the predicted grain-
size dependence of the yield stress of Cu with experiments by Sanders et al.
[15] both in the normal and in the inverse Hall–Petch range is quite remarkable
(Fig. 5.5).

Investigations of negative Hall–Petch slope have recently been complemented
by the work of Trelewitz and Schuh [16] giving evidence that the shear band-
ing/grain-boundary sliding effects in amorphous metals may have the same ba-
sic physical reasons. More work has to be done in the future to further sub-
stantiate this idea.

For further approaches and details to modeling the grain-size effects in the
range of ultrafine and nanoscale grain sizes, the reader is referred to the de-
tailed review of Meyers et al. [17].

5.2.2
Modeling of Strength and Structure Evolution during Nanostructuring
by Severe Plastic Deformation: SPD models

5.2.2.1 Constitutive Models for Strain Hardening at Large Strains
The history of most of these models goes back to the seminal concept of Kocks
[18] who derived macroscopic strain hardening from a constitutive description
based on statistical generation, interaction and annihilation of dislocations. This
type of model employing the total dislocation density as an internal variable pro-
vides an adequate description of stages II and III of strain hardening, but fails
to cover stages IV and V that are predominant at large strains [19]. Considering
a dislocation-cell-forming material and adopting the successful concept of
Mughrabi [20] in which the dislocation structure is regarded as a “composite” of
dislocation-poor areas (”cell interiors”) and dislocation-rich areas (”cell walls”),
Prinz and Argon [21], and later Nix et al. [22] were able to account for stage-IV
and stage-V hardening by applying the concept of Kocks for both “phases”. Ze-
hetbauer [23] formulated this idea in terms of different types of dislocations and
succeeded in describing stage-IV and stage-V hardening characteristics for both
low [23] and high [24] deformation temperatures, and different strain rates.
Moreover, generation and annihilation of vacancies were considered that appear
in high concentrations especially under large strain plastic deformation (Fig.
5.6, right-hand side). While promoting dislocation annihilation via climb, the
profuse presence of these vacancies accounts for the saturation of strength in
stage V even at deformation temperatures as low as T�0.2 Tm, where Tm is the
melting temperature in K (Fig. 5.6, left-hand side). Zehetbauer’s model also pro-
vides a fair description of the cell/grain-size evolution [25].

In 1998, Estrin et al. [26, 27] published a model that also builds on the com-
posite principle. They did not distinguish between different types of dislocations
but put more emphasis on the exchange of dislocations between cell interior
and cell walls, and included a basic thermally activated contribution to stress. In
contrast to the model of Zehetbauer [23], which postulated a constant volume
fraction of cell walls, Estrin et al. found that this volume fraction must decrease
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during stage IV (see Fig. 5.7 right-hand side) in order to account for the nearly
constant hardening coefficient characteristic of stage IV.

Starting in 1997, Nes and Marthinsen [29–31] developed a model that com-
bines strain hardening/softening from storage/annihilation of free dislocations
with that from the Hall–Petch-type hardening/softening due to formation and
dissolution of dislocation cell/subboundaries. It is assumed that the softening
mechanisms (i.e. those of dynamic recovery) are governed by the same activa-
tion enthalpy, of either cross-slip or climb of dislocations. The model well de-
scribes the variation of strain hardening during the deformation stages IV and
V as well as its strain-rate dependence (Fig. 5.8).

The composite models of Roters et al. [32] and Gördeler et al. [33, 34] have in
common that they consider three types of dislocations: sessile cell wall and cell
interior ones, and the mobile dislocations carrying the plastic deformation. The
models also account for possible reactions between dislocations of these differ-
ent types by a set of coupled differential equations describing the evolution of
the three dislocation populations. Furthermore, the models distinguish between
thermally activated and athermal stress components.
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Fig. 5.6 Left-hand side: Fits of Zehetbauer’s
model to (a) Cu and (b) Al stress–strain
characteristics measured by room-tempera-
ture torsion. Without the presence of defor-
mation-induced vacancies, the model (full
line) fails to represent the experimental data
points (symbols). Right-hand side: The con-

centration of vacancies (cv) as a function of
deformation temperature for the case of (a)
Cu and (b) Al. Below 0.2 Tm, the real vacancy
concentration (cv) (dashed line and experi-
mental data points) vastly exceeds that of
thermal vacancies (full line, from [23]).



Another concept suitable for describing strain-hardening curves at large
strains has been suggested by Hughes and Hansen [35]: In their approach,
strain hardening is brought into connection with the main elements of micro-
structure (notably geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs), and incident dis-
location boundaries, IDBs. see Fig. 5.9). By using individual established harden-
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Fig. 5.7 Left-hand side: Calculations of the
strain-rate dependence of the strain harden-
ing rate in Cu according to the model by
Estrin et al. [26]. The calculated curves are in
good accord with the experimental data ob-
tained by Zehetbauer et al. [19]. Right-hand

side: The volume fraction of cell walls as a
function of resolved shear strain. The solid
line corresponds to a fit function used in
[26] while the stars represent X-ray profile
broadening measurements by Müller et al.
[28].

Fig. 5.8 Strain-rate dependence of strain
hardening of Cu at large strains for torsional
straining (from Nes [31]). The symbols rep-
resent the measurements by Zehetbauer and

Seumer [19], while the lines represent predic-
tions based on the model by Nes and
Marthinsen [31].



ing laws with these elements, and by adding up the individual contributions to
strength, this formalism provides a reasonably good description of strength and
strain hardening up to large strains. However, this approach does not describe
the deformation-induced evolution of the microstructure. Neither does it derive
the variation of strength from this evolution; it only shows that the hardening
laws for the different structural elements work well and that the stress from
these different stress sources can be linearly added to provide a good fit to the
macroscopic overall strength.

By contrast, the model by Pantleon and coworkers [36–38] is based on ele-
mentary microstructural processes implemented in dislocation flux balances
and specific dislocation storage and annihilation in IDBs and GNBs. Although
it is of the one-internal-variable type and uses the original concept of Kocks [18]
of statistical dislocation kinetics, the model is able to predict the strain-harden-
ing coefficient for the deformation stages II, III and IV. The power of the model
lies in the accurate prediction of details of the microstructural evolution, i.e.
that of the misorientation angles of both IDBs and GNBs (Fig. 5.10, left-hand
side), and the evolution of grain size. The misorientation evolution of both types
of boundaries is a consequence of the imbalance of dipole and/or tilt disloca-
tions of different signs as they meet at grain boundaries. It was shown [38] that
the strain hardening in stage IV results from the misorientation of GNBs only
(Fig. 5.10, right-hand side).

An interesting approach that focuses on the aspect of grain fragmentation,
i.e. the evolution of misorientation and grain division during large strain plastic
deformation, is to use the concept of disclinations described in detail by Roma-
nov and Vladimirov [39]. Such defects are thought to develop from groups of ex-
cess dislocations formed in double cross-slip events. The end lines of these
groups correspond to lines of discontinuity of misorientation and are repre-
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Fig. 5.9 Overall stress as a function of the von Mises strain
in severely plastically deformed Ni (from Hughes and
Hansen, [35]). Modeling of strength by IDB and GNB
hardening matches the experimental data.

��M



sented by dipoles of partial disclinations with mutually compensating noncrys-
tallographic Frank vectors. These vectors determine the rotation axes and angles
by which the crystal lattice around the disclinations has been rotated. Seefeldt
[40–42] suggested a model describing the fragmentation in terms of generation,
propagation and immobilization of partial disclinations. The model was success-
fully applied to the compression of [112] Cu single crystals at room tempera-
ture. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the size of dislocation cells with equally oriented
crystal lattice, dc, obeying a Holt-type scaling law, dc�K(�tot)

–1/2 [43], and the
fragment size df of misoriented crystal regions given by df� (2�tot)

–1/2 were de-
rived. Here, �tot and �tot denote the total dislocation density and the average
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Fig. 5.10 Modeling of misorientation and
strain hardening for large-strain cold-worked
Al. The growth of misorientation of IDBs
and GNBs follows different laws that are

confirmed by TEM data (left figure). Stage-IV
hardening is intimately connected with the
volume fraction f of GNBs (right figure, after
Pantleon [38]).

Fig. 5.11 Calculated evolution of disclination density (left-
hand side), as well as of cell size (thin line) and fragment size
(thick line) in the right figure, as a function of compression
strain for a [112] Cu single crystal (from Seefeldt, [40]).



misorientation angle, respectively; K is a numerical constant. The results of See-
feldt’s model compare favorably with the experimental findings.

It should be noted that already in 1999 Seefeldt et al. formulated a constitu-
tive composite model concerning both disclination and dislocation interactions
and proposed to apply it for modeling SPD processes [42]. Meanwhile, a num-
ber of other authors also considered their models for SPD applications as is de-
scribed in detail in the next section.

5.2.2.2 Application of Large-strain Models to SPD Processes

Models for SPD Processes with Low Hydrostatic Pressure Some of the models
described above, which have been originally designed for large-strain plastic de-
formation, have been successfully applied to cases of severe plastic deformation
(SPD). Thus, the model of Zehetbauer [23] has been used by Zeipper et al. [44]
to describe the deformation behavior on an ECAP-processed commercial purity
(CP) Ti alloy.

The model also provides an adequate description of the evolution of disloca-
tion density, the vacancy concentration (Fig. 5.12, left-hand side) and the disloca-
tion cell size (Fig. 5.12, right-hand side) that is equivalent to the crystallite size
as determined from X-ray profile broadening measurements [44].

The strain-hardening model of Estrin [26, 27] was applied to describe the mi-
crostructure evolution and the strength characteristics associated with it for
ECAP processing of Cu and Al [45–47]. Simulations of the stress, strain and dis-
location structure were coupled with simulations of the texture evolution. Exten-
sive experimental measurements of strength, microstructure and misorientation
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Fig. 5.12 Uniaxial room-temperature tensile
deformation of CP-Ti after ECAP processing
at 473 K. Left-hand side: Evolution of va-
cancy concentration, right-hand side: Evolu-

tion of cell size. Symbols represent data
from residual electrical resistivity measure-
ments and X-ray profile broadening, respec-
tively (after Zeipper et al., [44]).



distribution (see, e.g. Fig. 5.13 [47]) have proven the validity of the model with
respect to strength, grain size and texture. Recently, Estrin et al. [48] extended
the model to describe the evolution of misorientation-angle distribution, in the
way similar to Pantleon’s approach [36–38] of specific dislocation storage and
annihilation in IDBs and GNBs, and a stochastic description in terms of the
Fokker–Planck equation.

It should be mentioned that the role of dislocation storage in the grain-
boundary formation and the grain-fragmentation process has also been consid-
ered by Mohamed [49] for the case of ball milling. Based on the idea of balance
between generation and annihilation of dislocations, the smallest grain size dmin

attainable by a material at a given milling strain rate and temperature was cal-
culated. The role of strain imparted to the material is played by the milling
time, dmin, is calculated as a function of strength �, the melting temperature
Tm, and the stacking-fault energy �. An interesting parallel to the strain-harden-
ing model of Zehetbauer [23] is the consideration of deformation-induced excess
vacancies with concentration c(�), with � denoting the strain. Mohamed per-
forms the same substitution of thermal vacancies cth by deformation induced
ones c(�), and assumes linearity, i.e. c (�) = k �. The rate of grain-size decrease is
proportional to the energy of milling, while the rate of grain-size increase is de-
termined by climb-controlled dislocation annihilation. Thus, as in Zehetbauer’s
model using a derivation by Argon and Moffat [50], the dislocation annihilation
rate is proportional to �, D (coefficient of self diffusion), �2 and indirectly pro-
portional to kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute tempera-
ture. From the fact that the minimum grain size requires a balance between de-
creasing and increasing rates of grain size, Mohamed found dmin to depend on
the stress through dmin��–1.25, a relation that has been clearly confirmed by
ball-milling experiments with a number of metals yielding, within experimental
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Fig. 5.13 Experimental and calculated values of stress and cell
size after different amounts of ECAP deformation in pure Al
(Baik et al., [47]).



error, dmin��–1.3 (see Fig. 5.14). The experimental dependence of dmin on �n is
also in accord with the model predictions, albeit less clearly than the stress de-
pendence. Indeed, the experiment gives an exponent of n = 0.65 instead of the
predicted one of 0.5. Since this dependence has recently been confirmed for
HPT deformed as well as HPT and post-rolled Cu and CuZn specimens [51], it
seems to hold also for SPD-processed nanomaterials (Fig. 5.15).

Relatively good agreement of the modeled value of dmin with experimental
data was also achieved with regard to its dependence on the self diffusion en-
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Fig. 5.14 The normalized minimum grain size achievable by
ball milling as a function of hardness H normalized with re-
spect to the shear modulus G. The model predicts a stress
exponent of –1.25 (full line) which is roughly fulfilled by the
experimental data (circles, from Mohamed [49]).

Fig. 5.15 The normalized minimum grain size as a function
of the normalized stacking-fault energy. Data are from TEM
and XRD measurements for HPT, and HPT followed by rolling
(after Zhao et al., [51]).



thalpy Q (see Fig. 5.16), bulk modulus, and the equilibrium spacing of two
piled-up edge dislocations. There are indications that the dependence of dmin on
the milling temperature is well reproduced, too, but more experimental data on
cryomilled materials and especially on SPD-processed ones are required to as-
certain agreement between modeling and experiment.

The models of Estrin [26, 27, 45–47] and Zehetbauer [23, 44] have been
further developed by a number of authors. For example, the former has been
used (in a slightly modified form) by Enikeev and coworkers [52] to describe
quantitatively the evolution of misorientation with proceeding strain. Following
the ideas of Pantleon (see Section 5.2.2.1) they start from the Read–Shockley re-
lation for the misorientation ��bd��, where d is the grain size calculated after
Estrin et al. [26] and �� is the increase of the sessile part of the dislocation den-
sity in the grain boundary due to the incorporation of dislocations from the
grain interior. �� is calculated by solving the evolution equations for two dislo-
cation densities introduced by analogy to those in [26, 27], i.e. for grain-bound-
ary dislocations and grain-interior ones. The calculated misorientation data well
match the measuring results of Belyakov et al. [53] on multiforged Cu (Fig 5.17).
Enikeev et al. also calculated the evolution of total dislocation density with in-
creasing strain for both ECAP and HPT deformation. They found a reasonable
agreement with measurements by X-ray diffraction, which exhibited a steady de-
crease of the dislocation density as a function of SPD-induced strain (Fig. 5.18).

An example of a further development of Zehetbauer’s model [23] is an
approach by Alexandrov et al. [54] where deformation by twinning was consider-
ed in addition to that by dislocation slip, as twinning appears to play an impor-
tant role in the deformation of materials with small grain sizes and/or low
stacking-fault energies [55, 56]. Alexandrov et al. used the relations of Barnett et
al. [57] and Remy [58] for the Hall–Petch type hardening by twinning, and as-
sumed the (edge) dislocations in grain boundaries act as the nuclei of the twins.
The total strain was taken as a sum of the strains due to dislocation slip and
twinning weighted by the respective volume fractions.
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Fig. 5.16 The normalized minimum achievable grain size in ball
milling as a function of self-diffusion enthalpy Q. The model fits
the experimental data reasonably well (from Mohamed, [49]).



Nes et al. [59] have also applied their earlier model ([29–31], see above) to ma-
terials with grain sizes below 1 �m, and obtained good agreement with the ob-
served stress–strain curves as well as with microstructural evolution. The total
stress obeys the classical Hall–Petch relation although the parameters in this re-
lation depend on alloy content and strain. The model can be used either for the
description of microstructure or for simulating the stress/strain characteristics
of an ultrafine-grained (UFG) material as it evolves during straining. As long as
the grain size is larger than about D�500 nm, the pileup stress is sufficient for
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Fig. 5.17 Misorientation as a function of true equivalent
strain for Cu subjected to multiple forging. Stars: measured
data [53], lines: model fit (after Enikeev et al., [52]).

Fig. 5.18 Evolution of dislocation density as a
function of strain. While the full lines repre-
sent the results from the Enikeev model, the
dotted line corresponds to calculations
according to the model of Estrin et al. [26, 27].

Experimental data in the left figure are for
Cu processed by multiple forging (triangles),
and by ECAP (circles), whereas those in the
right figure (circles) are from Cu processed
by HPT (from [52]).



propagating deformation across grain boundaries – representing the Hall–Petch
regime with the classical exponent of –1/2. For smaller grain sizes, now in the
range of 500 nm (”ultrafine grains”) and below, the spacing between high-angle
boundaries no longer allows for pileups, and the new large-angle grain bound-
aries become effective for dislocation bowing out, the bowing-out stress amount-
ing to Gb/D. This means that the grain-size exponent now is –1 instead of –1/2
(Fig. 5.19). From these considerations it also follows that the model does not ap-
ply for grain sizes in the range where dislocations cannot bow out any longer.

The concept of Hughes and Hansen [35] described above was recently ex-
tended to SPD-processed materials, particularly HPT processed Ni [60]. Again
from careful evaluation of TEM data, the most important microstructural pa-
rameters, such as the spacing between high-angle boundaries, and that between
low-angle boundaries, as well as the density of free dislocations between the
boundaries were determined. By substitution of these parameters in the Hall–
Petch and the Orowan equations for the corresponding strain-hardening contri-
butions, a good agreement with the measured strength data as a function of de-
formation strain applied was achieved (Fig. 5.20) although, as already men-
tioned above, no description of the deformation-induced evolution of the micro-
structure nor of the related strength was given.

Since the main feature of SPD is enhanced fragmentation of grains due to (1)
the enhanced hydrostatic pressure and (2) changes of the deformation path, re-
cent modeling efforts have focused on these two peculiarities, and are described
in the next two sections.
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Fig. 5.19 Hall–Petch plot for AlMg3, of measured yield stresses
(�= 0.002) and flow stresses (�=0.1) (symbols), and simulated
ones using the extended model of Nes et al. [59] (lines).



Models for SPD Cases with Enhanced Hydrostatic Pressure For SPD methods
where the hydrostatic pressure is about 1 GPa or larger, it has been shown that
the microstructure that emerges is finer than for cases of normal (atmospheric)
pressure deformation [61–68]. The smaller grain size thus leads to an enhance-
ment of strength (Fig. 5.21a).

Therefore, the role of hydrostatic pressure in modeling of the fragmentation
process needs to be taken into account. This was first done by Zehetbauer et al.
[61, 62] who suggested that the pressure primarily restricts the diffusion that
underlies the annihilation of edge dislocation in the composite model [23] de-
scribed in Section 5.2.2.2. Therefore, the deformation-induced vacancies are hin-
dered in reaching edge dislocations, and hence dislocation climb and annihila-
tion are effectively reduced. The consequence is that the balance between gen-
eration and annihilation of dislocations will be shifted to the generation and
that an increased density of dislocations will show up in the material if a higher
hydrostatic pressure is applied (Fig. 5.21 b). This enhanced density of edge dislo-
cations gives rise to an increase of total grain-boundary area, which is equiva-
lent to a decrease in average grain size (Fig. 5.22, Holzleithner et al. [63]). The
restriction of diffusion and edge-dislocation annihilation also leads to an en-
hanced concentration of deformation-induced vacancies as has been found by
experiments [64] as well as by model calculations [65].

Recently, the model of Estrin et al. [26, 27] has also been modified to account
for the experimental evidence of back and/or hydrostatic pressure effects in Al-
Mg alloys, see Mckenzie et al. [66]. In the spirit of Zehetbauer’s model [61, 62],
an additional annihilation mechanism specific of cell wall dislocations was in-
troduced that is governed by dislocation climb and thus by pressure-dependent
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Fig. 5.20 The stress–strain relation for HPT Ni, torsion
deformed Ni and cold-rolled Ni (from [60]). The full squares
represent the calculated values for HPT Ni.
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Fig. 5.21 Measured data (symbols), and fits (lines) calculated using the
model of Zehetbauer and Kohout [61] for different hydrostatic pressures
as indicated, for HPT-deformed Cu: (a) stress–strain relationships;
(b) dislocation-density evolution (after Zehetbauer et al. [62]).



diffusion. The simulations based on this model exhibit an increase of disloca-
tion density with increasing hydrostatic pressure, too. By making use of Holt’s
relation d = K/

�
� [43], it was possible to simulate the evolution of measured

cell size and of cell-wall-thickness evolution as a function of both true strain
and hydrostatic pressure applied (Fig. 5.23). The simulations reproduced the ex-
perimental trends [67, 68] showing a decrease of cell size decreases with in-
creasing strain and also with increasing hydrostatic pressure.

Models Accounting for Strain-path Changes An important feature of SPD frag-
mentation is that at least 60% of grain boundaries achieve a misorientation an-
gle between adjacent grains in excess of 10�. This condition can be met either
by applying very large strains, as in the case of HPT or accumulative roll bond-
ing (ARB), or by regular changes of the strain path as is true, e.g., for ECAP
where different routes of consecutive passes can be applied (see Chapter 8 by Z.
Horita). This kind of grain boundaries that are characteristic of a particular
mode of SPD process, are often referred to as “geometrically necessary bound-
aries – GNBs”. They consist of arrays of geometrically necessary dislocations, as
a consequence of specific strain gradients that build up in the SPD mode con-
sidered. Petryk and Stupkiewicz [69] have devised a model for calculating the
number and/or density of high-angle grain boundaries not only as a function of
strain but also of the strain path, which can be a unidirectional or cyclic one.
As in Pantleon’s [38] and Nes’ [29] concepts described above, the model distin-
guishes between the GNB-type “cell block” walls, and low-angle “cell” walls. In
principle, the model uses a composite ansatz involving a stress component asso-
ciated with thermally activated deformation processes, and two hardening terms
��1/d and ��1/d2 for grains of size d with low- and high-angle boundaries,
respectively. It also utilizes the experimentally well-established finding that both
the dislocation cell size and the cell-block size saturate with strain.
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Fig. 5.22 Evolution of grain/cell size (black
line) and grain/cell wall size (grey line) vs
resolved shear strain, during HPT processing

of Cu with hydrostatic pressure p�2 GPa
(left figure) and p�8 GPa (right figure)
(Holzleithner et al., [63]).



Petryk et al. [69] describe the deformation paths in terms of multiplicative
split of the deformation gradient, and calculate “effective” strains for different
deformation paths (”routes”) of ECAP-, CEC- (cyclic extrusion and compression)
and HPT deformation. These “effective strains” can strongly differ from the
equivalent von Mises strain, as demonstrated clearly in Fig. 5.24: HPT and roll-
ing turn out to have the highest effective strains, followed by the different
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Fig. 5.23 Cell size (top) and cell-wall thick-
ness (bottom) as a function of number of
ECAP passes in Al alloy 6016 (from Mcken-
zie et al., [66]). Symbols: data from TEM
measurements, lines: calculations based on

the model [26, 27] modified to include a de-
pendence on hydrostatic pressure. BP stands
for the back pressure applied during ECAP
processing.
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Fig. 5.24 Comparison of the effectiveness of different SPD
deformation modes (after Petryk and Stupkiewicz, [59]).

Fig. 5.25 The evolution of the dislocation cell size (Dc) and
the cell block size (Db) with the effective strain. The data were
collected from rolling and ECAP processing of Al 99.99%
(symbols) and compared with the curves calculated using
Petryk’s model (after [69]).



routes of ECAP (which do not vary in effectiveness very much, Fig. 5.24). Defor-
mation by CEC turns out to be the most ineffective SPD mode. Petryk et al. also
calculated the size of cells and cell blocks as a function of effective strain and
found that the former saturates more quickly than the latter (Fig. 5.25) which
conforms – at least for the case of commercially pure Al – with experimental
data from the literature. Although the data correspond to different SPD modes,
they line up along monotonic curves, thus supporting the relevance of the mod-
el. By taking into account high-angle grain boundaries that are specific to a par-
ticular SPD mode and also those developing due to deformation path changes,
the model has the ability to calculate the fraction of the high-angle grain bound-
aries as a function of the von Mises strain (see Fig. 5.26). Also, this plot clearly
shows the differences in efficiency of the various SPD methods in achieving
high-angle grain boundaries. It should be mentioned, however, that the model
is not fully satisfactory in predicting stress–strain behavior: the set of fit parame-
ters chosen for a certain SPD mode does not apply for another SPD mode. The
reason may lie in the difference of internal stress levels characteristic of the var-
ious SPD modes, although this contradicts the opinion of the authors of the
model.

Models Accounting for Strain Gradients The first paper that considered strain
gradients in connection with SPD processed materials was published by Lapo-
vok et al. [70], with the purpose of quantitatively describing microhardness in-
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Fig. 5.26 Percentage of high-angle grain boundaries as a func-
tion of the von Mises equivalent strain. The data have been
collected from different SPD techniques on Al 99.99% (sym-
bols) and compared with the curves calculated using Petryk’s
model (after [69]).



dentation characteristics for ECAP-processed Cu after different numbers of
passes. The mechanism-based strain-gradient plasticity model by Nix and Gao
(1998, [71]) was for the first time combined with a composite dislocation struc-
ture that usually develops at large plastic deformation. For the evolution of this
structure, the models by Estrin et al. [26, 27] and Baik et al. [45–47] were linked
to the strain-gradient model by defining the cell size as the most important in-
trinsic length scale parameter. Figure 5.27 demonstrates how well the model re-
flects the experimentally found dependence of the microhardness H�� on the
indentation depth h that follows a law �2�C1+C2 1/h, where C1, C2 are con-
stants. Using this model it was found that the density of geometrically neces-
sary dislocations starts to dominate that of statistically stored ones for indenta-
tion depths smaller than about 1 �m.

The role of strain gradients for the SPD deformation itself has been first dis-
cussed by Gil Sevillano [72], being primarily motivated by the fact that HPT de-
formation achieves markedly smaller grain sizes than other SPD methods.
From a quantitative expression for the strain gradient achieved in torsion (Marti-
nez et al. [73]) the density of geometrically necessary dislocations connected
with the strain gradient was estimated to be of the order n�1014 m–2 (where n
denotes the number of revolutions). This, however, amounts to just about 2% of
the measured total dislocation density [62] at least at shear strains of ��15.

A recent detailed model developed by Estrin et al. [74] attempts to account for
strain gradients and/or geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) in SPD pro-
cessing by HPT. As in the ansatz by Gil Sevillano, GNDs are considered to form
in addition to the statistically generated dislocations that had been calculated by
the model of Mckenzie [66] described in Section 5.2.2.2.2. As in their previous
work [70], the authors utilized the mechanism-based strain-gradient plasticity
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Fig. 5.27 Indentation curves obtained in experiments (symbols) and
calculated using a strain gradient model (lines) for annealed and ECAP
processed Cu after different numbers of passes (from [70]).



model of Nix and Gao (1998, [71]). Again, the cell size d serves as the length
scale parameter of the model. It enters in combination with the Burgers vector
b and a stiffness parameter that scales with the elastic modulus. As expected,
most of the GNDs accumulate in the center of the sample where the strain gra-
dient is largest (Fig. 5.28).

As a consequence of the gradient effects, a significant amount of strain is
produced also in the center of the sample, as shown in Fig. 5.29 for the num-
bers of turns above one. The calculations match the experimental results of Zhi-
lyaev et al. [75] reasonably well. In a further variant of their gradient plasticity
approach, Estrin et al. [74] introduced a second-order gradient term, as in an
earlier paper (Estrin and Mühlhaus [76]. As could be expected, the strain distri-
bution becomes more homogeneous than in the case of the previous gradient
model: homogeneity is achieved already for HPT anvil rotations less than one
full turn. The calculated values of statistical dislocation densities in cell walls
and interiors are closer to the available experimental data [62], and the cell sizes
in the center of the specimen and at its edge are in good agreement with recent
experimental results by Horita and Langdon [77], see insert in Fig. 5.30. The
question whether the first or second strain-gradient model is more adequate is
not resolved at this stage for two reasons: (i) the available data on radial stress
and strain distribution seem to depend on the HPT equipment they were ob-
tained with [75, 77], and (ii) much more data on local dislocation-density and
grain-size measurements need to be collected in order to decide on the rele-
vance of the two models, and on that of the strain-gradient models in general.
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Fig. 5.28 Density of geometrically necessary dislocations near
the center of an HPT sample and at its edge (from [74]). Note
that the figure in the original paper [74] contains a misprint
in the order of magnitude of dislocation density, which has
been corrected here.
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Fig. 5.29 Accumulated shear-strain profiles along the cross
section of an HPT sample after different numbers of turns, as
calculated by the mechanism-based strain-gradient plasticity
model (from Estrin [74]).

Fig. 5.30 Evolution of the dislocation cell size at the edge and
in the center of the HPT sample calculated with the second-
order strain-gradient model. The model predictions are in
agreement with the measurements of Horita and Langdon on
HPT Cu [77] (from Estrin [74]).



5.3
Summary and Outlook

Modeling of strength and strain hardening of bulk nanostructured materials
concerns two cases: (i) the simulation of the mechanical response of genuinely
nanocrystalline materials, and (ii) the modeling of procedures, namely that of
SPD that leads to nanocrystallinity. In both cases, composite (also called “phase-
mixture”) models utilizing a superposition of weighted stresses in the grain or
dislocation cell interior and the grain or cell boundary have proven to perform
well.

For materials that possess a nanocrystalline structure, the Hall–Petch-type
hardening governed by the dislocation slip confined to a grain prevails. An in-
verse Hall–Petch dependence of the yield strength or flow stress on the grain
size is obtained when the grain size is below about 20 nm. It is undisputed that
below this critical grain size, the deformation of the grain boundaries governs
the strength of the material, but no consensus regarding the exact underlying
deformation mechanisms exists so far. The significance of the various mecha-
nisms being currently discussed in the literature, including diffusion-controlled
dislocation motion, translational shear, motion of partial partial dislocations, or
twinning, needs to be critically proven.

For the other modeling goals aiming at accounting for the evolution of the
grain size towards the submicrometer or nanometer scale, composite (phase-
mixture) models have been quite successful. With their capability to adequately
describe late strain-hardening stages at large strains, they are well suited for
modeling the SPD processes. Process parameters, such as the hydrostatic pres-
sure, the deformation path, and the temperature can be used to obtain a most
refined microstructure. Modeling appears as a potent tool for optimizing these
parameters in such a way that saturation in the dislocation accumulation is
postponed. Some more recent models, which consider twinning mechanisms
and/or the formation of disclinations, were shown to account for the experimen-
tal results quite aptly, and they need to be developed further, along with the ear-
lier, dislocation-density-based models. The same is true for models that involve
gradient plasticity in connection with nonuniform SPD modes or with specific
strain paths. A particular challenge for modeling is a correct consideration of
deformation-induced vacancy-type defects produced by SPD in very high con-
centration, as these may have an effect on strain-hardening characteristics, dif-
fusion and thermal stability of SPD-processed nanomaterials.

The models discussed in this overview are multiscale in that they link model-
ing at the level of macroscopic continuum to models of deformation at the scale
of nanosized grains or submicrometer-scale dislocation cell. We believe the
strength of these models is that they “jump” intermediate length scales and pro-
vide a basis for engineering computations, e.g. by finite-element simulations.
However, these models use certain assumptions about the dislocation genera-
tion, motion and interaction with grain boundaries, which – in want of experi-
mental evidence – need verification by other modeling approaches, particularly
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molecular-dynamics simulations. The field is large, and the prospects for viable
structural applications of bulk nanomaterials being promising, the need for ad-
vanced modeling in this area is significant.
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Hyoung Seop Kim

6.1
Introduction

Plastic-deformation processing is a viable method for grain refinement of metal-
lic materials, since average subgrain/cell size of metals decreases with plastic
strain at room temperature. In recent years, severe plastic deformation (SPD)
[1–5] was developed as a new method of manufacturing bulk specimens having
ultrafine grained (UFG) structure. The SPD process has been the subject of in-
tensive investigations in recent years due to the unique physical and mechanical
properties inherent in various UFG materials. Also, SPD-processed materials
have a number of advantages over nanostructured materials manufactured by
other methods through powder processing. Among various SPD methods, such
as multiple forging, high-pressure torsion (HPT), accumulative roll bonding
(ARB), equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) shown in Fig. 6.1, twist extru-
sion, and various developed and modified processes, the ECAP process is a pro-
mising and interesting method. Hence, most of this chapter will be assigned to
ECAP.

ECAP involves large shear strains in a workpiece that deforms while moving
through a die containing two intersecting channels of identical cross sections,
see Fig. 6.1(a). This process has been the subject of intensive study due to its
capability of producing large fully dense UFG samples including nanometer
scale by repeating the process several times while maintaining the original cross
section of the workpiece.

In the HPT process, Fig. 6.1 (b), a workpiece is held between anvils (upper
ram and lower support) and strained in compression under the applied pres-
sure of several GPa. After pressing and holding the workpiece the holder rotates
and surface friction forces between the workpiece and the rotating die deform
the workpiece by shear force. By this method nanostructures can be formed
both by the consolidation of powders as well as the refinement of the coarse-
grained microstructures. The presence of high-angle grain boundaries and high
intrinsic stresses are the main features of the nanostructured materials obtained
by HPT.
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The principle of ARB invented by Tsuji et al. [6] is as follows: two sheets of
the same thickness are subjected to simultaneous rolling, see Fig. 6.1 (c). In one
pass, the thickness of the two sheets is reduced down to the thickness of one
initial sheet. This operation is repeated several times. The alignment of sheets
relative to each other can be changed between consecutive rolling cycles. As a
result of such combined rolling, the sheets are bonded together; this process is
accompanied by microstructure refinement.

To obtain the UFG materials with a good quality by exposing coarse-grained
materials to SPD, it is essential to combine experimental research with a theo-
retical analysis of inhomogeneous deformation behavior in the workpiece dur-
ing the process. Significant progress has been made in the analysis of the pro-
cess itself as well as in the understanding of fundamental properties of the
SPD-processed materials by using theoretical [7] and experimental methods.
The microstructures and the concomitant mechanical properties of SPD-pro-
cessed materials are closely related to the degree of plastic deformation, hence,
understanding the phenomena associated with the plastic stress and strain de-
velopment is very important for an optimum SPD process design. The plastic-
deformation behavior of a workpiece during the ECAP process is controlled, in
addition to pressing temperature and ram speed, by both the die design param-
eters, for example, die shape, die length, channel intersection angle, die-corner
angle, the friction condition, and so forth, and parameters related to material
properties, hardening exponent, strain-rate sensitivity. The finite element meth-
od (FEM) has been widely used in the plastic-forming process in order to ana-
lyze the global and local deformation response of the workpiece with nonlinear
conditions of boundary, loading and material properties, to compare the effects
of various parameters, and to search for optimum process conditions for a given
material. Since materials and processing parameters that affect the flow behav-
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Fig. 6.1 Schematic diagrams of (a) ECAP showing the chan-
nel angle � and the corner angle �, (b) HPT and (c) ARB [6].



ior during ECAP are interdependent, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of the
single parameter on the flow behavior even in well-designed and prepared
ECAP experiments. For example, to evaluate the sole effect of pressing speed on
deformation behavior during ECAP is difficult since the local temperature rise
is significantly influenced by the pressing speed and the mechanical properties
change during the process. For better understanding of the independent effect
of various materials and processing parameters and better process control, it is
more effective to study the effects of various parameters by theoretically simu-
lating the ECAP process.

In the current review, the plastic-deformation behavior of metals during the
ECAP process is analyzed using the FEM in order to investigate the effects of
external and internal factors on the deformation inhomogeneity during ECAP.

6.2
Characteristics of ECAP and Main Factors Affecting Plastic Deformation

Ideally, ECAP involves perfectly homogeneous simple shear plastic deformation
within a very thin layer of a workpiece pressed through a die containing two in-
tersecting channels of identical cross sections that meet a predetermined angle.
Figure 6.1 (a) shows the principle of ECAP, where two channels of equal cross
section intersect at a designed channel angle �. The deformation during ECAP
occurs within the localized zone in the intersecting region of the two channels.
The dashed region (fan-shaped area ABC) in Fig. 6.1 (a) indicates a so-called
“main deforming zone” (MDZ). In particular, if the die-corner angle � is 0, that
is B�C, deformation occurs in the immediate vicinity of the plane, i.e. the
shear plane. In this case, the deformation mode in ECAP under ideal condition
is “simple shear” as in the case of torsion. The major difference of ECAP from
torsion or other plastic-deformation processes, which is unique in ECAP, is that
deformation occurs in the immediate vicinity of the shear plane. Therefore, the
deformation in the ECAP sample is very homogeneous. Segal [8] has demon-
strated that, providing the workpiece is constrained to fully fill the die channel
and the die corner is sharp, on traveling through the die an element will be
sheared abruptly on crossing the join line between the two channels by an
amount dependent on the die-channel angle. Under these conditions, the mag-
nitude of the shear strain decreases with increasing channel angle.

A generally used equation for the equivalent strain � generated in the work-
piece after one pass of ECAP is given by the following relation [9]:
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According to Eq. (6.1), the equivalent strain decreases with the die-corner angle
� and the channel angle �. It can be shown that the effective strain during
ECAP decreases from the maximum of 1.15 to the minimum of 0.907 on
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changing the corner angle from the minimum value � � 0� to the maximum
value � � 90� when the channel angle is fixed as � � 90�.

Most of the SPD processes are simpler than any other metal-forming pro-
cesses in terms of deformation homogeneity, which is understandable from the
viewpoint of the purpose of SPD; to modify microstructures of a workpiece not
to manufacture the final complex shape parts. Indeed, the shapes of the dies
and workpiece in SPD cannot be complex for repeating the processes. In spite
of relatively simple processing compared to conventional metal-forming pro-
cesses such as forging and extrusion, different combinations of many proces-
sing variables produce quite unpredictable results associated with deformation
degree, deformation homogeneity and processed material properties. It should
be stressed that one of the unique characteristics of ECAP is its highly homoge-
neous deformation of workpiece, which cannot be easily found in any other me-
tal-forming processes. Hence, ECAP has one more viable industrial application
in addition to grain refinement; homogenization of microstructures of bulk en-
gineering parts.

However, it has been revealed that unlike the ideal simple shear case, the real
ECAP deformation characteristics are not perfectly homogeneous. Consequently,
the microstructures of the ECAP-processed materials are inhomogeneous. Be-
cause of this nonideal deformation and microstructural inhomogeneity in
ECAP, to control die and process design local deformation behavior needs to be
considered, otherwise only control of a major variable (i.e. total amount of plas-
tic strain based on the die channel and corner angles) is necessary. In spite of a
lot of research results published recently, many factors and mechanisms of the
inhomogeneous deformation were not fully understood.

The ECAP process comprises all the input variables applicable to general bulk
forming processes, such as workpiece material, dies, the conditions at the die/
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Table 6.1 Processing variables of ECAP.

Main variables Technical area

Workpiece properties shape (block, cylinder) and size, chemical composition and micro-
structure, flow properties under processing conditions (flow stress
in function of strain, strain rate and temperature), thermal and
physical properties

Dies and tools geometry (shape, channel angle, corner angle, backpressure,
number of angles, channel size), surface conditions, material
hardness, surface coating, temperature, stiffness and accuracy

Interface conditions surface finish, lubrication, friction, heat transfer
Deforming zone mechanics of plastic deformation, material flow, stresses,

velocities, temperatures
Equipment speed, production rate, force and energy capabilities, rigidity and

accuracy
Processing route number of passes, route (A, Ba, Bc, C or modified one), input

direction



workpiece interface, the mechanics of shape change in the deforming, and the
characteristics of the processing equipment [11]. Thus, in designing, developing
and optimizing the ECAP process, key technical problem areas that must be ad-
dressed are included in Table 6.1. The understanding of these variables allows
the prediction of the characteristics of the ECAP-processed product, namely, ge-
ometry and tolerance, surface finish, microstructure and properties. If the pro-
cessing variables are not well adjusted, it is common to meet incorrect work-
piece geometries including fracture, die fracture and wear, jam of workpiece
and die as well as inappropriate microstructure and properties.

6.3
Plasticity and Calculation Theories

Computer simulation of metal forming including SPD is a technique that en-
ables the behavior of the workpiece material in a forming operation to be pre-
dicted [12]. This primarily concerns the plasticity of the workpiece material and
associated tools and can be described in terms of stresses, strains and micro-
structural changes that are brought about as a result of the process. Accommo-
dated in the technique can also be the effects of thermal flow within the work-
piece and between the workpiece and the tools, the frictional heat-transfer con-
ditions on the tool/workpiece interface, the elastic and thermal expansions and
contractions of the workpiece and the tools and the coupling of the changing
constitutive characteristics of the workpiece. This relates material composition,
structure and process parameters to end-product performance and design. In
practical terms, simulations can predict the loads and energies required to per-
form the operation, the filling or lack of the dies, the occurrence of flow defects
and the resultant properties of the workpiece. Various different approaches have
been taken to simulate the plastic-deformation behavior of the workpiece in
ECAP; namely, slip-line-field (SLF) method, upper-bound technique (UBT),
FEM and finite-volume method (FVM). A brief of the computer simulations in
metal forming, the plasticity theory and the analysis methods related to ECAP
will be described below.

Since the development of “plasticity theory” in the mid-19th century with the
hypothesis of Tresca relating to the prediction of yielding, mathematicians and
engineers developed the slab method, the SLF theory and the UBT in the early
and mid-20th century [13, 14]. The SLF method [15–17], which gives exact solu-
tions for plane strain boundary value problems for rigid plastic solids, has been
losing its weight with the development of the FEM based on high computing
power because it can treat a two-dimensional plane strain geometry and rigid-
perfect plastic materials, although it is still found useful in understanding basic
metal-forming phenomena. In particular, Segal [15, 16] and Stoica et al. [17]
analyzed the plasticity of ECAP using the SLF calculations; material flow, stress,
strain and the effects of corner angle, friction and multi-passes. The UBT [18,
19], which constructs and solves the kinematic admissible velocity field, pro-
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vides a quick way to estimate collapse loads for plastic solids and structures.
Lee [18] has analyzed the stresses and strains for channel angular deformation
taking friction between dies and material into account using the UBT. Alkorta
and Gil Servilano [19] have simulated ECAP using the UBT and compared their
results with the FEM, considering the material strain hardening and the back-
pressure effect.

The nonlinear FEM based on continuum plasticity theory and formulations
became a most popular and reliable computer-aided analysis tool for metal-
forming simulations. In the FEM, the workpiece is divided into subregions
called elements. The elements are connected at discrete nodal points on the
boundaries. Then, at each element, a set of trial functions or admissible velocity
fields are usually assigned with constant parameters, which are identified with
the nodal point velocities. The trial functions in each region are combined to
form an admissible velocity field, which satisfies the necessary requirements, ex-
cept for that of volume constancy. The volume constancy is applied through the
variational principle. The major advantage of the FEM is that it can be applied
to a range of problems with little restriction on the workpiece geometry [12].
The FEM is in principle able to solve problems whose complexity is limited only
by the power of the computing facilities that are available.
Many SPD research groups analyzed ECAP using the commercial FEM
packages. Since geometries of dies and workpieces are not complex in ECAP,
compared to the other metal-forming processes, pre/postprocessing time is not
long, mesh distortions are regular during the calculations and the FEM simula-
tions are not so difficult. Almost any software having contact-surface-treating
functions can reproduce the SPD processing; general purpose FEM packages
such as ABAQUS [20], MSC/MARC [21] and LS-DYNA [22], bulk-forming-orien-
ted packages such as DEFORM [23], SUPERFORGE [24] and QFORM [25], and
in-house code [26] were used for SPD simulations. It should be noted that
among the above packages, SUPERFORM is not the FEM- but the FVM-based
package, which calculates the values of conserved variables averaged across the
control volume. However, the FVM has not been fully evaluated and the validity
of their results was not accessed, yet. For accurate and efficient use of SPD si-
mulations as a process-development tool, it is not only necessary to have a reli-
able FEM solver and appropriate input data of material and processing condi-
tions but also to have analysis capability based on the knowledge of plasticity
theory, solution schemes and characteristics of each package. The first step to
simulate is to decide which scheme to use; static/dynamic time integration,
two/three-dimensional modeling, stress/coupled stress–temperature analysis,
material model, friction model, calculation domain of workpiece/die–workpiece,
remeshing and so on, in that a specific software needs to be used.

Over 60 papers on SPD simulations using the FEM including the FVM have
been published [19, 27–88] until 2005 since Prangnell et al. in 1997 [27]. Most
of them applied the continuum model. The models based on dislocation-crystal-
plasticity [43, 46–48, 66, 83] and crystal-plasticity [86, 87] analyses are now being
introduced to develop quantitative descriptions of microstructure and crystallo-
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graphic texture evolution during SPD. There is only one paper on the simula-
tion of HPT [82] and none on ARB. However, in principle, ARB has the same
mechanics as clad rolling [88–94], and microstructure-related ARB simulations
are expected.

6.4
Simulation Results

6.4.1
Two-dimensional vs Three-dimensional Simulations

In a rectangular workpiece of ECAP, the thickness direction is perpendicular to
the width and length directions (see Fig. 6.1(a) for the definition of directions),
so that the strain along the thickness direction is zero, i.e. plane strain condi-
tion prevails. That is, the deformation during the ECAP process of rectangular
specimens becomes 2-dimensional. Therefore, 2-dimensional plane-strain FEM
simulations of the ECAP process are valid. However, strictly speaking, cylindri-
cal workpiece cannot be modeled as a 2-dimensional plane strain or axisym-
metric condition. If heat transfer or friction is to be quantitatively and correctly
considered, 3-dimensional simulation is necessary, because the heat flows in
any directions and the friction exists between the contact pairs of the thickness
directions as well. However, when the friction is ignored in block-shape work-
pieces, the problem can be reasonably assumed to be 2-dimensional.

Figure 6.2 shows a mesh system of 3-dimensional simulation; (a) initial mesh
and (b) deformed mesh under frictionless condition. The number of elements
is 240000, which is much more than usual number (< 10 000) in 2-dimensional
ECAP simulations. The running time of a calculation was less than several min-
utes on an IBM p690 (666 GFLOPS) supercomputer. The predicted effective
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Fig. 6.2 Mesh system of 3-dimensional. (a) initial mesh and (b) deformed mesh.



strain distributions in Fig. 6.3 illustrate that the plain-strain condition prevails
in the frictionless ECAP deformation because the strain contours are perpendi-
cular to the thickness direction.

6.4.2
Benchmark Testing of ECAP Simulations [81] in NANOSPD3

There are many simulation results of the material flow in ECAP at different la-
boratories, obtained with different software packages, considering different geo-
metries of the die set, models of the ECAP process and the materials. As a re-
sult, the correlation between the modeling results obtained at different labora-
tories as well as their adequacy, hence, possibilities of their application for the
analysis of the experimental data become topical issues. At this technical stage,
it is meaningful to compare the simulation results for benchmarking. For this
purpose, the first benchmark testing was done and presented in NANOSPD3,
Fukuoka, 2005; FEM simulations of the material flow at the 1st ECAP pass were
conducted in Russia (Ufa and Sarov), Hungary (Budapest) and Korea (Daejeon)
for the same processing parameters and the same material, but with the use of
different software packages and their own techniques by the authors to solve
these tasks. The calculations were made with the use of different computer soft-
ware packages: Ufa (Deform3D ver. 5.0), Sarov (DRACON code based on the
variation-difference method of solving continuum-mechanics equations), Dae-
jeon (ABAQUS ver. 6.4 explicit), Budapest (QFORM3D ver. 4). The numbers of
elements were 18 240 in Ufa, 20 026 in Sarov, 240000 in Daejeon and 24044 in
Budapest.

Comparisons of the obtained simulation results were made by means of
matching the calculated values of the level of the accumulated strain along the
bulk of the billet, pressing loads, and the geometrical form of the billet after
ECAP. It is seen from Fig. 6.4 that the zone with the maximal plastic strain
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Fig. 6.3 Three-dimensional effective strain distributions of the frictionless ECAP.



value corresponds to the zone of formation and growth of the plastic deforma-
tion zone. It has been established that the zone of the local accumulated strains
maximum is formed at a distance of 2–3 mm from the bottom supplying sur-
face in the zone of the outer radius transition. The profile gap zones as well as
the character of the billet’s nose zones are similar and correspond to the experi-
mental data. One observes the presence of a clearly defined undeformed zone
of 1.5–2 mm in width, for the final stage of the workpiece deformation process.
The zone of homogeneous strains, defined according to the isoline boundary
��1.08 for all cases, is comparable and it consists 75–80% of the initial work-
piece volume, which is the peculiarity of the ECAP process. The place of the
plastic deformation in the bulk of the billet also differs to some extent when dif-
ferent codes are applied, however, the differences are not more than 10%.

Figure 6.5 shows the dependence of the press force on the punch travel. It
was also revealed that the character of the force variation depending on the
punch travel was not practically influenced by the applied code during calcula-
tions. Small oscillations of the force, observed in Fig. 6.5 are typical for numeri-
cal calculation methods and they depend on the FE value. The obtained punch
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Fig. 6.4 Distribution of the accumulated strain along the section
of the sample at different values of the punch travel.



force values on the smooth section of the curve are as follows: 22 kN (DE-
FORM); 24 kN (QFORM); 19 kN (ABAQUS) and 21 kN (DRACON). The char-
acter of curves for all strain components is similar for all of the tested codes.
The benchmark testing of ECAP is scheduled to continue in accordance with
the nanoSPD conference held every 3 years.

6.4.3
Mesh-size Sensitivity

The mesh-size sensitivity in ECAP was investigated [42, 61]. Figure 6.6 shows the
calculated deformed geometries of a perfect plastic material in the steady state of
the frictionless ECAP process for (a) � � 90�� � � 0� with coarse meshes (0.6
mm in side length of a mesh) and (b) � � 90�� � � 0� with fine meshes (0.2
mm in side length of a mesh). At a glance, the deformed shapes of coarse mesh
in Fig. 6.6 (a) and fine mesh in Fig. 6.6 (b) look the same, but it can be obviously
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Fig. 6.5 Punch-force dependence on the punch travel.



found that there are two gaps between the die and workpiece in the calculated re-
sults of the coarse mesh of 0.6 mm; (i) the corner gap in MDZ and (ii) the exit-
channel gap between the billet top and die-exit channel. On the other hand, the
size of the corner gap in the fine mesh, Fig. 6.6 (b), is smaller than that in the
coarse mesh, Fig. 6.6 (a). Moreover, the exit-channel gap does not occur in the
fine-mesh calculation, Fig. 6.6 (b). Since the corner gap is formed in strain-harden-
ing materials and the exit-channel gap is formed in rate-sensitive materials during
the frictionless ECAP process of � � 90�� � � 0�, the corner gap and the exit-
channel gap found in Fig. 6.6 (b) are attributed to the too coarse mesh size in
the analysis, which cannot simulate fully the die-filling situation. Although the
corner gap was expected to disappear completely for perfect plastic materials with
zero hardening rate, the arc curvatures generated on the surface of the workpieces
are 12�, 5� and 19� for the die shapes of � � 90�� � � 0� with the coarse meshes,
� � 90�� � � 0� with the fine meshes and � � 135�� � � 0�, respectively.

6.4.4
Influence of Die-channel Angle

The influence of die-channel angle on the plastic deformation during ECAP
was investigated by some groups [19, 27, 37, 52, 53, 61, 69, 71]. When the chan-
nel angle � is 135�, a corner gap is generated in EAP of a perfect plastic materi-
al, hence, the corner angles of the workpiece are greater than 0�, regardless of
the die-corner angles, see Fig. 6.7. It is apparent that the shear strain in ECAP
using the high channel angle die is lower than that using the low channel
angle.

6.4.5
Influence of Die-corner Angle

The effect of the corner angle on the plastic deformation of the perfect plastic
material during ECAP was simulated by [16, 19, 33, 36, 52, 56, 59, 62, 71, 75,
85]. Figure 6.8 shows that as the corner angle � increases to 45� and to the
maximum value 90�, under � � 90�, the less shear zone (LSZ) in the bottom
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Fig. 6.6 ECAP simulation for the mesh-size sensitivity; ABAQUS
standard ver. 6.4, frictionless, � � 90�� � � 0� with (a) coarse
meshes and (b) fine meshes.

(a) (b)



region of the workpieces increase. This expanded LSZ is the characteristic of
the round-corner die ECAP process, due to the shorter length of the die outer
part in � � 0� than in the case of a sharp corner (� � 0�). The exit-channel
gap in � � 90� is attributed to the large bending effect in the round-corner dies
compared to the case of � � 0� or 45�.

A mechanism for the LSZ in the bottom can be understood from the velocity
field during ECAP. The velocity distribution at the steady stage is shown in
Fig. 6.9 in order to investigate the formation of the LSZ. The outer part of the
workpiece within the MDZ (area ABC in Fig. 6.1) moves faster because of the
generated tensile stress in that region; it travels longer, and goes further than
the inner part. Although the outer part goes further in the MDZ because of the
faster velocity than the inner part, the inner part leaves the MDZ earlier than
the outer part because the inner region of the MDZ is shorter that the outer re-
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Fig. 6.7 ECAP simulation for the mesh-size sensitivity;
ABAQUS standard ver. 6.4, frictionless, (a) � � 90�� � � 0�

and (b) � � 135�� � � 0�.

Fig. 6.8 Deformed finite-element mesh of nonhardening material
during ECAP, showing corner-angle dependence of deformation
homogeneity; corner angles (a) � � 0�, (b) � � 45� and
(c) � � 90�.



gion. The material outside of the MDZ flows with the same horizontal velocity
regardless of the position. In other words, the overall shear deformation in the
workpiece is generated due to the fact that the inner part leaves the MDZ ear-
lier than the outer part. The LSZ in the outer part is attributed to the faster
velocity in the outer part than in the inner part within the MDZ.

6.4.6
Effect of Friction

Friction is an important factor controlling flow behavior of workpiece near die-
contacting surface. In general, friction generates deformation differences in a
workpiece between surface region and internal region. Hence, it is generally
suggested that friction should be reduced using lubricants in metal forming.
The effect of friction on the plastic-deformation behavior was simulated by sev-
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Fig. 6.9 Velocity vector in ECAP using the round-corner die.

Fig. 6.10 Finite-element analysis (DEFORM) results of pure Al
showing the deformation of grids superimposed on the speci-
men during ECAP with a die angle of 90�. The deformation of
the sample is shown for the condition of (a) without and
(b) with friction. After Ref. [49].



eral groups [16, 27, 29, 30, 49, 52, 56, 61, 62, 68, 75]. The work of Oh and Kang
[49] is introduced below. It should be remembered that their results need to be
understood only qualitatively because their approach is 2-dimensional.

Figures 6.10 (a) and (b) show the deformation behavior of the billets that has
been partially deformed for the channel angle of 90�, without and with friction.
There is a difference in material deformation at the outer corner. The deforma-
tion with friction shows the severe distortion at the outer corner, which resulted
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Fig. 6.11 The friction effect of pure Al on plastic strain in various
positions plotted against time of passage through the ECAP die for
a channel angle of 90 � with and without friction. Routes B, C and
T represent the positions of bottom, center and top, respectively.
After Ref. [49].



in cutting a fragment. The friction induced by the bottom part of the mold lim-
ited the material flow at the outer corner. So, the outer-corner distortion became
so big that the fragment can not maintain the continuity, is separated from the
billet and is left as a dead zone.

Figure 6.11 (a) shows the comparisons of plastic-strain differences between
the top and bottom parts. The top part completed deformation in a short time,
but that of the bottom part took more time. The friction acts as a backpressure,
so the beginning of plastic deformation for the friction case was earlier than
that of the no-friction case. The maximum plastic strain at the top part without
friction was 1.14 and that of the friction case was 1.08. The friction resisted the
flow of material at the surface part, so the material deformation at the inside
part of billet decreased. The constraint that was produced by friction decreased
the material flow at the bottom part, therefore, the differences in strain values
between top and bottom part became reduced from ���0.62 to ���0.60. Fig-
ure 6.11 (b) shows the comparison of the histories for principal stress between
with and without friction. The top part shows the peak compressive stress be-
fore the passage of the corner. The compressive stress became high tensile
stress during the passage of the corner. At this stage, there is a high possibility
to form cracks at the top part. The stress at the bottom part is much smaller
than that at the top part. The difference of peak tensile stress at the top part be-
tween with and without friction is 5 MPa. It is so small that the billet surface is
not sensitive to cracking due to friction. This means that the friction effect of
pure Al is not critical for practical application of the cold working having the
friction coefficient of around 0.2. While, in the hot ECAP case, the friction coef-
ficient increases to 0.6–0.8, so the friction provokes additional peak tensile
stress. However, the increase of friction does not mean increasing the possibility
of cracking. Because the ductility is also increased at the higher temperature, it
yields a lower resistance to material flow and results in the easier ECAP pro-
cess.

6.4.7
Effect of Backpressure

The effect of the backpressure was treated in Refs. [30, 49, 76, 83, 85]. The back-
pressure has been introduced theoretically in the earlier papers of Segal [15].
However, practically, backpressure has not been widely used or often used in a
primitive form of the consequent extruded sample and its role has not been un-
derstood. In this section, the work done by Lapovok [76] is introduced.

The stress and strain distribution during ECAP with different levels of back-
pressure has been simulated by the FEM software “Q-Form” [25] designed spe-
cially for simulating forging and extrusion processes. The modeling of ECAP
without backpressure confirmed the nonuniformity of strain–stress distribution.
The effective strain and mean stress distribution during ECAP of the specimen
from Al alloy 2024 are shown in Fig. 6.12. As can be seen, the mean stress at
the outer surface and middle flow line is similar and has a negative value dur-
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ing deformation. At the inner surface, the mean stress changes sign from negative
to positive as soon as a particle passed the corner of the die, which is the reason for
the cracking starting from the inner surface. To create a uniform stress distribu-
tion along the cross section of the sample, backpressure can be applied. In the
presence of backpressure the mean stress histories for the points at the outer
and inner surfaces become the same. The value of a mean stress is negative dur-
ing deformation what helps to prevent cracking and extrude the low-ductile sam-
ples. Hence, the application of backpressure would eliminate a gap between a
specimen and the die and change the mode of deformation to a simple shear as
described theoretically for an ideal rigid-plastic material. The distribution of strain
and stress becomes uniform and the low ductile materials can be extruded without
failure. Backpressure is an important factor for industrial applications of ECAP
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Fig. 6.12 The distribution of stress–strain during ECAE without (a, b)
and with backpressure (c, d). (a, c) – effective strain; (b, d) – mean stress.



such as closing of porosity in cast ingots for forging stock and a compacting of
light alloys swarf for the following transportation and remelting.

6.4.8
Effects of Material Properties: Strain Hardening and Strain-rate Sensitivity [19, 28, 32]

The external factors described above are controlled usually in the metal-forming
processes, aiming at shaping of parts. On the other hand, internal factors (i.e.
material properties of the workpiece) need to be considered in SPD processing
aiming at microstructural modifications, because the hardening characteristics
of materials affect the deformation homogeneity and final microstructural
homogeneity of the processed materials.

Two kinds of materials were utilized to investigate the strain-hardening effect
on the formation of the die-corner gap using the isothermal two-dimensional
plane-strain FEM. Firstly, 6061Al-T6 was used as a (nearly) nonhardening, i.e.
quasiperfect plastic, material. Secondly, 1100Al was used as a strain-hardening
material. The stress–strain relationship for 1100Al is � � 119�28�0�297 MPa and
for 6061Al is � � 413�68�0�05 MPa. The stress–strain curves used are plotted in
Fig. 6.13 (a). The stress values were normalized by the flow stress at 1% strain
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Fig. 6.13 (a) Stress curves normalized by the
flow stress at 1% strain as a function of
strain for 1100Al (strain-hardening material)
and 6061Al-T6 (nearly hardening, i.e. quasi-
perfect plastic, material), (b) FEM-predicted
grid distortions for a strain-hardening materi-
al (1100Al) and (c) for a quasiperfect plastic
material (6061Al-T6), after [28].



to compare the strain-hardening behavior explicitly. Figure 6.13 shows the calcu-
lated deformed meshes for (b) the strain-hardening material (1100Al) and (c)
the quasiperfect plastic material (6061Al-T6). It can be obviously found that the
die-corner-filling behavior of the strain-hardening and quasiperfect plastic mate-
rials are quite different. The corner gap between the die and the workpiece is
large in 1100Al, which has high strain-hardening behavior and relatively small
in 6061Al-T6 with low strain-hardening behavior. The corner gap is expected to
disappear completely for real perfect plastic materials with zero hardening rate,
see Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. Although the die-corner angle � was 0�, the arc curva-
tures generated on the surface of the workpiece are � � 51� for 1100Al and
� � 22� for 6061Al-T6, due to the corner-gap formation between the die and
the workpiece. Therefore, it can be concluded that a sharp die-corner angle is
not essential for the high strain generation in the workpiece because the work-
piece does not exactly follow the corner shape of the die.

The mechanism of the formation of the die-corner gap can be explained
using the stress distribution developed in the workpiece. For the nonhardening
material, the workpiece deforms as the ram presses and the die corner is filled
with the workpiece. On the other hand, for the strain-hardening material, the
inside part of the workpiece within the deforming zone, which receives more
severe deformation, is harder than the outer part of the deforming zone. The
outside part of the workpiece, which receives lower deformation and is therefore
softer than the inside part within the deforming zone, can flow faster to the exit
channel. The outside surface of the strain-hardening workpiece goes through
the shorter distance, and hence, the bottom surface of the final workpiece of
the strain-hardening material shows lower shear deformation than the nonhar-
dening workpiece.

Two-dimensional FEM simulations of the ECAP process have been carried
out in order to assess the effects of strain hardening and strain-rate sensitivity.
In the simulations, the simple model die with the prototype geometry of
15�15�120 mm3, � � 90� and � � 0� was used. In order to investigate the ef-
fects of strain hardening and strain-rate sensitivity of materials, nonhardening
(perfect plastic) materials of strain hardening exponent n�0, strain-hardening
materials of n�0.5, strain-rate-insensitive materials of srain rate sensitivity
m�0, and rate-sensitive materials of m�0.5 were considered. The example for
the strain-rate-sensitive materials may correspond to ECAP processing of mate-
rials at high temperatures. The stress �-strain � curves for the model materials
can be expressed by the following equation;

� � �n ��m �6�2�

Constant ram speeds of 1 and 10 mm/s were employed. Figure 6.14 shows the
deformed geometries (flow net) for various materials of different material pa-
rameters at two different pressing speeds. In the case of (a) the nonhardening
and rate-insensitive materials (n�0 and m�0), the deformed geometry repre-
sents almost ideal and homogeneous behavior within the workpiece. The work-
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piece flows along the die filling all the inside channel. On the other hand, in
the case of (b) the strain-hardening and rate-insensitive material (n�0.5, m�0),
two important points should be noted. First, the corner gap between the die
and the workpiece develops. The size of the corner gap was found to increase
with increase of the hardening exponent n. Secondly, the center part and the in-
ner part of the workpiece are heavily sheared, whereas the outer part appears to
be much less sheared. The strain-rate-sensitive (m�0.5) material in Fig. 6.14 (c)
shows a quite different deformation distribution in ECAP compared to the per-
fect plastic or strain-hardening materials. The outer (bottom after pressed) part
of the workpiece experiences more severe deformation and the inner (top after
pressed) part of the workpiece shows less shear deformation. Contrary to the
strain-hardening materials, the formation of the corner gap is insignificant.
However, the upper-channel gap instantly develops upon shearing of the billet
from the vertical entrance channel to the horizontal exit channel. The strength
near the inner corner increases rapidly due to the high strain-rate sensitivity,
which would tend to decrease the shear strain. This would result in the forma-
tion of the upper-channel gap between the billet top and die-exit channel, which
has the same effect as increasing the die-channel angle. In the outer-corner re-
gion, the strain rate is higher than the center part, but the tendency for increas-
ing the channel angle due to high strain-rate sensitivity is limited by the rigid
bottom wall of the channel. The reaction force from the bottom wall would pro-
mote the bending of the billet, resulting in the formation of the lower-channel
gap between the billet bottom and the die. In Fig. 6.14 (d), the deformation dis-
tribution for the strain-rate-sensitive materials with n�0 and m�0.5 at a higher
pressing speed is shown. The strain distribution and the shape are similar to
those at a lower pressing speed, Fig. 6.14 (c). However, the rate-dependent defor-
mation characteristics (i.e. local inhomogeneity, less shear zone and exit-channel
gaps) are reduced at high deformation speeds. In the case of strain-hardening
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Fig. 6.14 Deformed geometry changes during ECAP. (a) n�0,
m�0; (b) n�0.5, m�0; (c) n�0, m�0.5, v�1 mm/s;
(d) n�0, m�0.5, v�10 mm/s; (e) n�0.5, m�0.5,
v�1 mm/s; (f) n�0.5, m�0.5, v�10 mm/s.



and rate-sensitive materials with n�0.5 and m�0.5 (Figs. 6.14 (d) and (f)), the
corner gap develops due to the strain-hardening effect and the upper-channel
and exit-channel gaps develop due to the strain-rate-sensitivity effect. It should
be noted, however, that the strain-rate sensitivity acts to reduce the corner gap
promoted by the hardening exponent (compare Figs. 14 (b) and (e)) and the
hardening exponent tends to reduce the upper-channel and the bottom exit-
channel gaps (compare Figs. 14 (d) and (f)). It should also be stressed that the
inhomogeneity of the shear deformation strongly depends on the relative effects
of the strain-hardening exponent and the strain-rate sensitivity.

6.5
Multiscale Modeling: Dislocation-cell Modeling [82]

The deformation behavior and microstructural evolution of metals during ECAP
was analyzed using a 3-dimensional version of a dislocation-based strain-hard-
ening model implemented in a finite-element code ABAQUS. A “phase mix-
ture” approach that the material is partitioned in two phases of the dislocation
cell walls and the cell interiors with dislocation density which is much lower
than cell-wall dislocation density, is used to calculate the local mechanical be-
havior throughout the workpiece. The model is embedded in a texture analysis
code, so that texture evolution can be determined alongside the microstructure
variation. In this model, the dislocation population is considered to decompose
into two: dislocations with a density �w forming a cell-wall structure and those
contained within the cell interiors, with density �c. The evolution of the disloca-
tion densities in the cell interiors and cell walls is described by the following
coupled differential equations:

��c � ��
1���
3

�
���
�

�
w

b
��w � ��

6 ��c

bd�1 � f �1�3
� k0

��c

��0

� ��1�n

��c�c �6�3�

��w � 6�� ��c�1 � f �2�3

bdf
�

���
3

�
�� ��c�1 � f � ���

�
�

w

fb
� k0

��w

��0

� ��1�n

��w�w �6�4�

where f, d, G, b and ��r denote the volume fraction of the cell walls, the average
cell size, the shear modulus, the magnitude of the Burgers vector and the re-
solved plastic shear rate, respectively. The parameters, ��, � � and k0 are consid-
ered to be constant, while the exponent 1/n characterizes the strain-rate sensitiv-
ity of the dynamic recovery rate represented by the last term in the equations. A
scaling relation between the average cell size d and the inverse square root of
the total dislocation density, d � K�

���
�

�
total is further assumed. Finally, a de-

crease of the cell-wall volume fraction with strain from an initial value fo to-
wards a (lower) saturation value f	 is given by f � f	 � �fo � f	� exp���r���r�.
The latter relation suggests that the rate of “sharpening” of cell walls with strain
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outstrips the concurrent growth of cell-wall area due to cell refinement owing to
growth of total dislocation density.

While most of the simulations so far were carried out for fcc materials, here
we report some new results relating to ECAP of bcc IF steel. In the simulations
presented below, a channel angle of 90� and a zero die-corner angle were taken.
Two-dimensional FEM calculations were carried out assuming plane strain con-
ditions. The {110}
111�, {112}
111� and {123}
111� slip systems were consider-
ed to be active. The contribution of the Peierls stress was neglected in a first ap-
proximation. All model parameters used in the dislocation-based hardening
model are summarized in Table 6.2. In this calculation, 1 to 8 ECAP pressings
were simulated.

Another relatively new result is the prediction of the variation of the average
misorientation angle between neighboring cells under ECAP, alongside the pre-
diction of the cell-size evolution. Following Ref. 21, experimental power-law rela-
tions between the average misorientation angles in incidental dislocation bound-
aries (IDBs) and geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs) and the applied ef-
fective strain were adopted:

	IDB � kIDB�
1�2 �6�5�

	GNB � kGNB�
2�3 �6�6�

The parameters kIDB and kGNB can be determined experimentally in deformed
microstructures by TEM or EBSD analysis. Here, we used kIDB�1.5 and
kGNB�7. For a reliable analysis and trustworthy predictions, more experimental
data from cell/grain-boundary studies are needed, however.

Figure 6.15 shows calculated results on effective stress and misorientation an-
gle distributions in an IF steel sample during the 8th pass of route A ECAP. An
initial low strength of less than 100 MPa increases up to an average value of
more than 600 MPa. The spatial distribution in Fig. 6.15 (a) shows the lowest
strength in the top region and a lower strength magnitude in the bottom region
than in the central area of the workpiece. The misorientation angle distribution
in Fig. 6.15 (b) increases up to 16� in most of the central area. In this case the
cell structure produced can be reinterpreted as a new grain structure. Although
not shown here, it was predicted that the dislocation cell size (and hence the
new grain size) saturates after a few ECAP passes.
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Table 6.2 The parameter values used in the simulations.

�t�0
w

1.0�1013 m–2

�t�0
c

1.0�1014 m–2

f0
0.29

f	
0.16

��r

2.5
��r

0

1.0
m
120

n
50

� G b K �� � � k0

0.25 81.7 GPa 2.48�10–10 m 30 0.030 1.8�10–7 0.046



6.6
HPT Simulation [84]

In this process, knowledge of the internal stress and strain distribution is fun-
damental to the determination of the optimum process conditions for a given
material, such as the number of rotations, rotational speed and the temperature.
The ABAQUS was applied to obtain a better understanding the plastic-deforma-
tion behavior of the workpiece during the torsion straining process. Figure 6.16
shows the deformed geometry of a Cu sample after the HPT processes of (a)
compressed and unloaded state with 5 GPa, (b) compression (5 GPa) – die rota-
tion (36�) – unloading and (c) compression (5 GPa) – die rotation (72�) – un-
loaded state. The outer part of the workpiece out of the die was thickened.
Although the geometry of the deformed workpiece is not distinguishable in
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Fig. 6.15 Calculated distributions of effective (von Mises equivalent)
stress and average misorientation angle in the 8th pass of route
A ECAP of steel.



Fig. 6.16, it can be shown that the thickness profile of the unloaded workpiece
is not the same as that of the loaded workpiece because of an elastic recovery,
see Fig. 6.17. The shear-deformed geometry after compression-rotation repre-
sents an unexpected result. The circumferential displacement in the sheared
workpiece is apparently inhomogeneous with radius. This nonuniform circum-
ferential displacement profile with radius is related maybe with the stress distri-
bution and a friction hill. The discrepancy of the thickness values between the
calculated and the experimental results may be attributed to the uncertainties
of: 1) the compressive pressure, which can vary from the initial setting value
during the rotation of the die but set to be a constant value of 5 GPa, 2) the
coefficient of friction, and 3) gradient effect. Despite the discrepancy, the ten-
dency of the calculated results remains the same as the experimental results
and the calculated results provide a lot of important information on the HPT
process. The circumferential displacement profile (rotation angle) on the upper
surface of the workpiece in Fig. 6.16 (c) shows that it is constant in the center
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Fig. 6.16 Deformed geometries of Cu sample after the HPT
processes of (a) compressed – unloaded state with 5 GPa,
(b) compression (5 GPa) – die rotation (36�) – unloading and
(c) compression (5 GPa) – die rotation (72�) – unloaded states.

Fig. 6.17 Comparison of the calculated thickness profiles and the experimental ones.



region and decreases afterwards with the distance from the center. In the cen-
tral region the friction stress is high enough to achieve a sticking condition be-
tween the surfaces of the die and the workpiece. As a result, the angular dis-
placement of the upper surface of the workpiece is the same as that of the
workpiece (0.314 rad).

Figure 6.17 shows a comparison of the calculated thickness profiles and the
experimental ones of the compressed and the compressed-rotated workpieces.
In both the experimental and the calculated results, the thickness of the work-
piece decreases with distance from the center. This nonuniform thickness pro-
file is attributed to the stress inhomogeneity. The inner part of the workpiece is
under a compressive stress state, the pressure decreases with the radius and the
outer part is under a tensile stress state during the compression-rotation load-
ing. The more compressed parts expand more than the less compressed parts,
and the outer parts under tensile stress state are compressed after the die is re-
moved. Hence, the final thickness of the inner part is higher than the outer
part, as can be seen in Fig. 6.17. The thickness profile of the compression and
shear-deformed workpiece can be described as the same situation as the case of
the compressed one, but the value of the pressure of the former case is higher
than the latter.

6.7
Conclusions

In this chapter, the major developments in finite-element simulation of ECAP
are reviewed. The efforts are directed to the understanding differences in soft-
ware and skills, element sizes, processing parameters and material properties.
It was shown that useful insights not only in the average strain and strain rate
but also a more detailed analysis of strain nonuniformities and the concomitant
microstructure nonhomogeneity in a workpiece undergoing ECAP can be ob-
tained using the FEM. Examples of FEM results obtained by using a disloca-
tion-density-based “phase mixture” model and HPT were given.
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Dieter Wolf and Vesselin Yamakov

7.1
Introduction

The plastic-deformation behavior of nanocrystalline (nc) materials has been the
subject of considerable debate ever since polycrystalline metals with a grain size
of typically less than 0.1 �m were first synthesized in bulk form approximately
25 years ago (for recent reviews see [1, 2]). As far as the mechanical behavior of
these materials is concerned, it is remarkable how little experimental informa-
tion on the underlying grain-boundary (GB) and dislocation processes that con-
trol their deformation and fracture behavior has become widely accepted, the
suggestions ranging from greatly enhanced ductility [3–5] to dramatically in-
creased strength and hardness due to the Hall–Petch effect [6, 7]. What seems
to be more or less accepted, however, is that (a) for the larger grain sizes (of
50–100 nm) deformation is dominated by dislocation processes and (b) in the
lower grain-size range (< 30 nm) a GB-based deformation process takes over,
leading to a reduction of the yield and flow stress with decreasing grain size
[8–15]; this phenomenon is known as the “inverse Hall–Petch effect”. The cross-
over from “normal” to “inverse” Hall–Petch behavior at a critical grain size, dc,
of typically 20–30 nm, observed in some experiments [13–15], is therefore
thought to be due to a change in the dominant deformation mechanism, from
one based on dislocations to one mediated by GB processes. The existence of
such a crossover implies that a “strongest grain size” [6, 16] exists at which the
material is hardest to deform.

Given the extremely rapid increases in recent years in processor speed
coupled with the development of ever larger massively parallel computing archi-
tectures, atomic-level molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations of nanocrystalline
materials have begun to provide novel insights into their structure and thermo-
mechanical behavior. While the first simulations involved relatively modest sys-
tem sizes [17, 18], simulations have now advanced to a level where they provide
a powerful new tool for elucidating – in a degree of detail not possible experi-
mentally – the atomic-level mechanisms controlling the complex dislocation
and GB processes in heavily deformed materials with a submicrometer grain
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size. In particular, these simulations have now become large enough that they
have begun to capture the entire range of grain sizes where the transition from
a dislocation to a GB-based deformation mechanism occurs. (For a recent review
see [19].)

Apart from their atomic-level spatial and temporal resolution, several unique
features of MD simulations are particularly relevant to the deformation studies
reviewed here. One is their ability to elucidate the behavior of a fully character-
ized, albeit usually idealized, nanocrystalline model system in terms of the un-
derlying interfacial structure, driving forces and atomic-level mechanisms. An-
other arises from the ability to deform to rather large plastic strains, thus en-
abling the observation of deformation under very high GB and dislocation densi-
ties. This enables identification of the intra- and intergranular dislocation and
GB processes in a deformation regime where they compete on an equal footing,
thus providing atomic-level insights into the underlying mechanisms not avail-
able from experiments. Recent successes include, for example, identification of
the atomic-level mechanisms for dislocation nucleation from, and annihilation
at, the GBs [20–22]; the prediction [23] and subsequent experimental verification
[24] of mechanical twinning in nc Al [25]; elucidation of the mechanistic causes
for the crossover from a dislocation- to a GB-based deformation mechanism
with decreasing grain size [26]; the observation of shear bands [27] and their re-
lation to dimpled fracture surfaces [28].

The fundamental limitations inherent to the MD approach are well known.
In addition to being limited to relatively small model systems consisting of typi-
cally millions of atoms, important issues are the reliability of the interatomic
potentials used and the relatively short time period (of typically 10 ns, or about
107 MD time steps) over which the dynamics of the system can be probed. The
interatomic force descriptions used in most MD simulations are of empirical or
semiempirical origin. While these have the advantage of being computationally
extremely efficient, they are unable to fully capture the many-body nature of
electronic bonding, particularly its complex, self-consistent variation as a func-
tion of local structure and chemistry in the vicinity of defects. (For a review of
interatomic potentials used in atomistic simulations and a discussion of their
limitations, see e.g. [29].)

The short time duration to which MD simulations are inherently limited is
particularly relevant to the simulation of plastic deformation. As a consequence,
such simulations always involve extremely high strain rates (of typically > 107/s,
corresponding to 1% strain in 1 ns), that is, many orders of magnitude higher
than in experiments. This issue and the question as to whether MD simulations
can actually capture experimentally observed deformation processes were ad-
dressed when MD simulations of nc materials first became feasible [30]. As first
proposed by Gleiter and coworkers [3, 8, 9], the extrapolation of the Coble-creep
formula [31] describing GB diffusion creep in coarse-grained materials to a nm
grain size predicts extremely high strain rates, well within the MD range. To
test whether MD simulations can, indeed, capture this well-known deformation
process, Keblinski et al. [30] simulated GB diffusion creep in nc Si model micro-
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structures that were tailored to (i) suppress grain growth (by selecting a uni-
form grain size and grain shape) and (ii) facilitate GB-diffusion-controlled defor-
mation (by designing mostly high-energy GBs into the microstructure). Indeed,
in spite of the extremely high strain rates, these simulations quantitatively vali-
dated the Coble-creep equation [31, 32].

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 we discuss the insights
into dislocation plasticity gained from MD simulations of columnar microstruc-
tures with the largest grain sizes (up to d�0.1 �m). Section 7.3 focuses on the
GB-based deformation processes in materials with the smallest grain sizes
(d < dc) and the insights gained from these simulations on the “inverse Hall–
Petch effect”. In Section 7.4 we discuss recent simulations on fully 3d micro-
structures, which, for the first time, capture the full range of grain sizes where
the crossover from a dislocation to a GB-based deformation process takes place
with decreasing grain size.

7.2
Dislocation Plasticity for Larger Grain Sizes and the Existence of dc

The common low-temperature plastic-deformation mechanism in coarse-grained
metals and ceramics involves the continuous nucleation of dislocations from
Frank–Read sources and their glide through the crystal on well-defined slip sys-
tems. In a polycrystalline material the size of these sources cannot exceed the
grain size. Since the stress needed for their operation is inversely proportional
to the size of the source, this deformation mechanism can operate only down to
a grain size of typically about 1 �m. For smaller grain sizes, mobile dislocations
must be nucleated from other sources, such as the GBs or grain junctions. In
this section we review recent MD simulations of columnar nc Al microstruc-
tures [22, 23, 33] that revealed the existence of a length-scale competition
between the grain size and the dislocation splitting distance; this competition
renders dislocation processes less and less effective until, at a critical grain
diameter, dc, GB-based deformation processes take over. These simulations also
revealed a propensity for deformation twinning and subsequent strain harden-
ing. While the high degree of periodicity imposed in the columnar direction
restricts the dislocations to being straight lines rather than loops, these simula-
tions have the advantage of enabling rather large grain sizes to be considered
and they are easily visualized and quantified. Although the lack of dislocation-
line curvature in such columnar-model simulations fails to reproduce the grain-
size dependence of the nucleation stress in the bulk material, we demonstrate
the experimental support gained for some of the key predictions from these
simulations.
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7.2.1
Columnar Simulation Model for Al

Yamakov et al. [22] determined the behavior of �110�-textured microstructures
consisting of four grains of identical size and a regular-hexagonal shape in the
simulation cell. These microstructures have the advantage over fully 3d micro-
structures that a considerably larger grain size can be considered. As illustrated
in Fig. 7.1 the four grains in the 3d periodically repeated simulation cell are ori-
ented relative to the tensile (x) axis by rotations about [110] by the angles 0o,
30o, 60o and 90o. The 12 high-angle GBs in the system therefore consist of three
groups of identical asymmetric [110] tilt GBs: whereas the 30o and 90o bound-
aries are high-energy GBs, with a highly disordered atomic structure [34–37],
the 60o tilt GBs have a dislocation structure because their misorientation is vic-
inal to the ��3, 70.53o tilt misorientation. The �110� column axis (z direction)
ensures that, following their nucleation, dislocations can glide on either of two
{111} slip planes, activating six slip systems in each grain (out of the 12 that
are possible in a fully 3d microstructure), unimpeded by the 3d periodic border
conditions imposed on the simulation cell.
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Fig. 7.1 Orientations of the four grains rela-
tive to the edge of the simulation cell (x di-
rection, corresponding to the �112� direction
in grain 4; i.e. the misorientation angle of
each grain is given by the angle between its
�112� direction and the (x) axis. The orienta-
tions are mapped onto a [110]-projected
snapshot of the system with a grain size of
d�45 nm after its thermal equilibration at
T�300 K but prior to application of external
stress. Also indicated are the orientations of

the two sets of {111} slip planes in each
grain. Only atoms with nearest-neighbor co-
ordination deviating from the fcc perfect-
crystal value of 12 are shown. The continu-
ous network of these miscoordinated atoms
tracing the GBs indicates that all these [110]
tilt GBs are high-angle GBs. The GBs remain
perfectly straight until the threshold stress
for the nucleation of dislocations is reached
[33].



The minimum thickness of the simulation cell in the columnar (z) direction
is determined by the cutoff radius, Rc�1.37a0, of the EAM potential for Al of
Ercolessi and Adams [38] used for the simulations. This potential yields a zero-
temperature lattice parameter a0�4.03 Å. The simulation cell contains only 5
periodically repeated (110) planes (or 10 (220) planes, giving a simulation-cell
thickness of �3.5a0 in the (z) direction, the net effect being that any disloca-
tions nucleated from the GBs are constrained to being straight lines. By contrast
with the (z) direction, the simulation-cell size in the x–y plane is determined
solely by the grain size, d; for values ranging between d�20 and 100 nm, the
simulated systems thus contained between 97 000 and 2 425000 atoms. The po-
tential was slightly modified for a higher degree of smoothness at the cutoff ra-
dius; this modification increases the stacking-fault energy from 104 mJ/m2 to
122 mJ/m2, that is, closer to the experimental values, ranging between 120 and
142 mJ/m2 [39].

All simulations were carried out under constant tensile loads of 2.3–2.5 GPa
and at a temperature of T�300 K. Ercolessi and Adams [38] estimated the melt-
ing point for this potential at 940 K, compared to the experimental value of 933
K. For further details, see Ref. [22].

7.2.2
Length-scale Effects in the Nucleation of Dislocations from the Grain Boundaries
and the Existence of dc

The most common dislocations responsible for the slip deformation of fcc me-
tals are extended dislocations, their cores being split into two Shockley partials
connected by a stacking fault. The length of the stacking fault, that is, the dislo-
cation splitting distance, r, depends on the stacking-fault energy, �, and the re-
solved shear stress, �, on the glide plane as [40]

r � K1b2��� � K2�� �7�1�

where b�a0/
���
6

�
is the length of the Burgers vector of the partials; K1 and K2

are numerical factors depending on the elastic constants of the material and the
types of partials forming the extended dislocation. Under the high stress re-
quired to nucleate dislocations from the GBs, the magnitude of r can be signifi-
cant and, for a nanocrystalline grain size become comparable to, or even larger
than, d. Thus r introduces a new length scale into the problem in addition to d,
because a complete extended dislocation cannot be nucleated unless d > r(�) (see
Figs. 7.2 (a) and (b)).

The requirement that d > r (�) represents a necessary condition for the disloca-
tion-glide mechanism to be fully operational. When d becomes comparable to r
(see Fig. 7.2 (a)), only single partials can be nucleated, producing stacking faults
in their glide through the grains. This regime has been considered previously
for nc Ni and Cu [20, 41–44], with the same result. The interplay between r (�)
and d thus results in a grain size below which the slip process becomes less
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and less effective in producing plastic strain and the GB based deformation
starts to dominate. This suggests that a critical grain size, dc� r, exists below
which the material starts to soften due to the domination of a GB-based defor-
mation mechanism. However, as discussed in Section 7.4.2, the grain-size de-
pendence of the dislocation-nucleation stress also enters into dc.
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Fig. 7.2 (a) Snapshot of the d�20 nm sys-
tem at 14.6ps of deformation time; a nu-
cleated partial 1/6 [112] dislocation is ob-
served, leaving behind an intrinsic stacking
fault. (b) Snapshot of a crystallographically
identical system, however, with a 30 nm
grain size, at 27.6ps of deformation time. A
fully developed extended 1/2 [011] disloca-
tion dissociated into two partials is ob-
served. In both snapshots the applied tensile

stress is 2.3GPa; however, the average inter-
nal stress in grains 2 and 4 is 2.77GPa [33].
Here and throughout, common-neighbor
analysis was used to identify perfect-crystal
atoms as being either in a local hcp (gray
atoms) or fcc environment (atoms not
shown). Black atoms are “defected”, i.e.
neither in an fcc nor hcp environment, in-
cluding atoms not having 12 nearest neigh-
bors.



An interesting observation is that when the applied stress is turned off, any
previously nucleated dislocation (see Fig. 7.2 (b)) tends to get reabsorbed reversi-
bly by the GB at the same place from which it was nucleated [22]. The initial
dislocation-free structure is thus restored, provided the plastic strain was small
enough that no dislocation reactions or entanglements had taken place. This
plastic reversibility suggests that, in agreement with experimental observations
(see Section 7.2.4), at this extremely small grain size the grains cannot sustain
single, mobile dislocations without external stress.

7.2.3
Deformation Twinning in Nanocrystalline Al

As the plastic strain increases, the dislocation concentration in the grain inter-
iors continues to increase, giving rise to various types of intragranular disloca-
tion–dislocation interaction processes associated with the glide of extended dis-
locations on different slip systems. Most of these processes are well known
from extensive deformation studies in single crystals and coarse-grained poly-
crystals [40, 45, 46]. Among the best known is the formation of Lomer–Cottrell
locks [46, 47] seen in each of the four grains in Fig. 7.3.

In addition to these intragranular processes, these simulations also reveal a
variety of unanticipated and intriguing intergranular processes, involving the
interaction of dislocations with GBs and deformation twins formed during the
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Fig. 7.3 Snapshot at 11.9% plastic strain for
the microstructure in Fig. 7.1 (d�45 nm)
[23]. A variety of processes involving disloca-
tion–dislocation and dislocation–GB interac-
tions are shown to take place. Formations �1
and �2 in grains 3 and 1 mark two distinct

types of deformation twins. Whereas �1 was
heterogeneously nucleated from the GB, �2
was homogeneously formed inside the grain
interior via dislocation–dislocation reactions.
Formation of a new grain, labeled A, is also
seen.



simulation [33]. Their net combined effect after �12% plastic strain is shown
in the snapshot in Fig. 7.3 for a grain size of 45 nm.

The considerable roughness of the initially flat GBs is particularly noticeable
(compare with Fig. 7.1). This roughness arises entirely from dislocation–GB in-
teraction processes, as evidenced by the fact that for a stress slightly below the
dislocation-nucleation threshold, the GBs remained perfectly straight during the
entire deformation simulation. Moreover, a new grain labeled A has been nu-
cleated at those GBs that were especially active during these emission/absorp-
tion/twin-formation events [23]. In addition, Fig. 7.3 reveals a mechanism for
what at first sight appears to be GB splitting (see, e.g., the GB between grains 2
and 3). However, detailed analysis reveals that the ordered deformation sub-
structure in grain 2 arises from a massive emission of Shockley partials trailed
by extrinsic stacking faults. Interestingly, the cores of the partials are aligned,
presumably due to elastic interactions among them; this eventually leads to the
formation of a new dislocation boundary [23].

A unique aspect of this work, arising from the ability to deform to rather
large plastic strains and to consider a relatively large grain size, is the observa-
tion of extensive deformation twinning under the very high GB and dislocation
densities that can be present in these materials [23, 33, 48]. In fact, three
distinct mechanisms for deformation twinning have been observed (see also
Fig. 7.3). The simulations revealed a high concentration of stacking-fault planes
in the grains produced by single partials or by dissociated perfect dislocations.
These stacking faults confined by the dense GB network of the nanocrystal were
found to initiate deformation twinning, the underlying twinning mechanisms
involving partial dislocations and their interaction with the GBs, including
stacking-fault overlapping and the coordinated nucleation of partial dislocations
from the GBs [33]. In view of the classic understanding of deformation twin-
ning (see e.g., [49]) as a phenomenon limited to relatively large grain size and
materials with relatively low stacking-fault energy, such as Cu [50], these obser-
vations for nc Al are very surprising. Interestingly, previous simulations for nc
Cu had already revealed the emission of extrinsic stacking faults from the GBs
early during the deformation [41]; however, their coordinated nucleation and
propagation across the grain interiors giving rise to deformation twinning dur-
ing the later stages of the deformation had eluded detection because of the
small grain size to which these simulations were limited. But recent simula-
tions of nc Cu with a grain size of up to 50 nm also revealed the formation of
deformation twins [51].

Yamakov et al. [48] suggested that the process of deformation twinning can
have a two-fold effect on the mechanical behavior of the material. First, early on
during the deformation when the grain interiors are practically free of disloca-
tions, it can facilitate the deformation by adding additional slip systems or by
facilitating the transfer between existing slip systems through dislocation–twin
reactions. Secondly, once twins have been formed they can repel certain types
of gliding dislocations and give rise to pile-ups (see Fig. 7.4), with consequent
strain hardening of the material.
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The ability of the GBs in nanocrystalline metals to nucleate dislocations and
twins continues to be intensively investigated by MD simulation. For example,
using a fully 3d microstructure of nc Cu of grains of general shape and varying
size, Schiotz and Jacobsen [51] were able to show active dislocation nucleation
from the GBs and even the formation of pile-ups. While partial dislocations and
stacking faults were dominant in the smaller grains, perfect dislocations and
twins were found in 50 nm grains [51]. Bringa et al. [52] studied nc Cu under
shock loading. The governing deformation mechanism at ultrahigh stresses
(from 5 to 230 GPa) and strain rates (from 109 to 1011 s–1) was found to be dis-
location-based plasticity initiated from the GBs and GB sliding. Considering co-
lumnar microstructures similar to those described in Refs. [22, 23], Shimokawa
et al. [53] have studied in greater detail the role of the grain size on the detailed
GB mechanism of dislocation nucleation in Al. In support of these simulation
results, Zhu et al. [54, 55] presented a detailed theoretical analysis on the condi-
tions under which a deformation twin can be nucleated from the GBs and sub-
sequently grow into the grain interior.

All the MD studies reviewed above were focused on fcc metals. The question
arises whether the observed dislocation-based deformation mechanisms are
specific only to the fcc crystallography or whether they can be generalized to a
broader class of nanocrystalline materials. A pioneering MD simulation to
answer this question was performed on nc cobalt by Zheng et al. [56]. Surpris-
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Fig. 7.4 Grain from the microstructure in
Fig. 7.1 with a grain size of 100 nm at about
10% plastic strain. Dislocation–twin reac-
tions lead to the formation of complex twin
networks consisted of twin boundaries on
both (111) and (111̄) planes, connected by

stair-rod dislocations at the crossing points.
These networks trap the dislocations to form
pile-ups, as can be seen in the right part of
the grain; these pile-ups probably give rise
to work hardening in our model system [48].



ingly, this hcp metal showed a different deformation mode. Twinning was not
found to occur, and the deformation was governed by partial dislocation slip
that lead to a continuous accumulation of stacking faults that gradually pro-
duced an allotropic transformation into an fcc phase.

7.2.4
Experimental Validation of Key Predictions

Some of the key predictions from the columnar-model simulations by Yamakov
et al. have gained solid experimental support. Among these is the observation
in nc Al of the nucleation of perfect dislocations by the successive emission
from the GBs of leading and trailing Shockley partial dislocations [5], resulting
in a transition with increasing grain size from partial-dislocation slip to the con-
ventional slip mechanism [40]. Several TEM studies on the deformation mode
in pure nc Al [24, 57], Al-7.5% wt% Mg [57, 58] and Al-7.6 wt% Mg [59] at dif-
ferent grain sizes revealed that below a critical grain size of the order of 10–
20 nm, deformation twinning becomes a dominant deformation mode, even if
deformation twinning has never been seen in coarse-grained samples due to
the high stacking-fault energy. Similar findings have been reported for other fcc
metals, such as Cu [60, 61], Ni [62] and Pd [63]. Moreover, direct TEM observa-
tion by Liao et al. [64] in nc Al confirmed the existence of all three twinning
mechanisms observed in the simulations [33], namely via stacking-fault overlap-
ping in the grain interiors, coordinated nucleation of partial dislocations from
the GBs [59], recently also found in nc Cu [61], and GB splitting [64].

Taking advantage of the inherently highly nonuniform deformation during
high-pressure torsion, in a recent study Liao et al. [65] used severe plastic defor-
mation to produce three regions with vastly different grain sizes (ranging from
about 200–10 nm) and with varying grain shapes (elongated vs. equiaxed) and
deformation histories in the same copper sample. This approach thus avoided
the problems of comparing the mechanical behavior in samples with different
deformation histories, enabling TEM deformation studies for grain sizes rang-
ing from the submicrometer range down to the nm range under identical defor-
mation conditions. A detailed analysis of the TEM images obtained in the three
regions demonstrated that different deformation mechanisms dominate in each.
Specifically, the regions with the smallest grain sizes contained a considerably
higher dislocation density combined with extensive deformation twins; the latter
were formed by the mechanism of coordinated partial-dislocation emission from
GBs seen in the MD simulations (see, e.g., Figs. 7.3 and 7.4). By contrast, in
the submicrometer grain-size region the grain-size effect of twinning could be
described by the conventional pole mechanism known from the study of coarse-
grained materials.

A more detailed analysis on the role of grain size on deformation twinning in
Cu was performed by Huang et al. [66] using equal-channel angular pressing at
room temperature and low strain rate (10–2 s–1). Samples with grain size rang-
ing from micrometers to nanometers were tested. The transition from the pole
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mechanism for deformation twinning in coarse-grained samples to a GB-as-
sisted mechanism in the nanocrystalline samples predicted by MD simulations,
was found to occur in the range between 1 �m and 100 nm. These experiments
[65, 66] thus confirm the predictions based on the MD simulations of distinct
new twinning mechanisms operating in nanocrystalline materials.

Of particular interest is the report by Rösner et al. [63] of similar deforma-
tion-twinning processes in another high stacking-fault energy fcc metal, Pd. A
comparison between their Al [24] and Pd [63] experiments showed similarities
with the MD results in the way the deformation twins were formed. However,
in contrast to the MD simulations, in both Pd and Al the twins were found to
form on only one slip plane per grain; thus, the twins were always coplanar
within each grain. As one slip plane is not enough to accommodate a general
deformation, an additional deformation mechanism is required. Rösner et al.
suggested that grain rotation will allow the grains to orient their active twin
plane along the principal shear direction. By contrast, the MD simulations [48]
indicated the appearance of twin networks where two twin planes operate on an
equal basis. A possible reason for this might be the much higher strain rates in
the MD simulations compared to the experimental studies.

A common criticism of most experimental observations on deformation twin-
ning is that, while the MD simulations were carried out under uniform tensile
load, the experimental samples were subject to high nonuniform stresses such
as, for example, in ball milling or angular-channel extrusion techniques. A re-
cent study by Wu et al. [67] avoids this problem by deforming nc Ni with a
grain size of �25 nm under uniform tensile load at room temperature (RT)
and at liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT). The RT samples did not exhibit defor-
mation twinning apart from the growth of pre-existing twins. In particular, no
partial dislocations leaving stacking faults behind have been found, suggesting
that the GB-nucleated dislocations were perfect dislocations that quickly traveled
across the grains and disappear at the opposite GB. By contrast, the LNT sam-
ples conclusively revealed deformation twinning initiated from the GBs through
nucleation of series of twinning dislocations, similar to the MD observations of
Yamakov et al. [23, 48] for Al at RT. The absence in the RT-deformed samples of
a sufficient number of partial dislocations and stacking faults contradicts the
MD simulations on Ni reported by Swygenhoven [68] in which partial disloca-
tion slip initiated from the GBs dominated the deformation in this grain-size re-
gime and no perfect dislocations were observed. Noting that theoretical calcula-
tions [69] give a lower nucleation stress for perfect dislocations at RT than for
twinning dislocations, Wu et al. [67] suggested that the discrepancy with the
MD results may come mainly from the very high strain rates in the simulation,
leaving not enough time for the trailing partial to be nucleated. Also, the very
high local stress concentrations in a Voronoi-type MD microstructure are
thought to contribute to the much higher partial dislocation density than seen
experimentally [67].

Because deformation twinning is not observed in coarse-grained Al, the for-
mation of deformation twins in nanosized grains seems to be directly related to
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the nanocrystalline microstructure [25]. Regarding the mechanical twinning of
fcc metals, several models have been proposed [54, 55] in which deformation
twins are created by stacking faults led by 1/6 �112� Shockley partials. In terms
of these models, the preference for twinning in nanocrystalline materials may
be understood by comparing the critical shear stress needed to nucleate a per-
fect (1/2 �110�) dislocation with the stress required to initiate the Shockley-par-
tial twinning dislocation, assuming the size of the dislocation source to be pro-
portional to the grain size. If the GBs are assumed to act as dislocation sources,
as suggested by the MD simulations, the stress required to nucleate a Shockley
partial is found [24] to be less than that required for a perfect dislocation, when
the grain size becomes smaller than a critical value, dc. For Al, dc is estimated
to be approximately 10 to 15 nm. This model implies that deformation twinning
occurs when the GBs start to nucleate more partial dislocations then perfect
ones. Rösner et al. [63] argued that this condition alone is not enough as they
observed that twin nucleation had started at 3 times higher strain rates then
that needed for partial dislocation nucleation. Thus, although it may be energe-
tically favorable to nucleate a partial instead of a perfect dislocation, this does
not necessarily imply that twinning occurs; an additional condition, such as
high strain rate, seems to be required.

In summary, the MD observations of the preferential generation of partial dis-
locations, resulting in the formation of stacking faults and deformation twins in
nanocrystalline grains [23, 33, 41, 48], are now fully supported by experimental
data. Twinning may also offer an alternative interpretation to explain the grain-
size strengthening in terms of dislocation pile-ups against the twins.

7.3
Grain-boundary-based Deformation Mechanisms
for the Smallest Grain Sizes (d < dc)

The various simulations performed to date on the deformation behavior for the
smallest grain sizes (d < dc) agree in that all suggest that (a) the deformation
process is governed by GB-mediated processes and (b) the material should soft-
en with decreasing grain size. However, the simulations differ with respect to
the specific GB mechanism(s) proposed to be responsible for this behavior.

7.3.1
Simulation of Low-temperature Deformation

About six years ago, inspired by experimental reports of inverse Hall–Petch
behavior below some critical grain size, Schiotz et al. [20, 41] and Swygenhoven
et al. [21, 70] started to simulate low-temperature plastic deformation of fully 3d
microstructures containing typically about 10–50 grains with distributions in
their shapes and sizes (of less than d�20 nm). To render the deformation ob-
servable by MD simulation, very high stresses of �1–3 GPa had to be applied.
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Similar to the experiments, Schiotz et al. determined the yield stress, �Y, as a
function of the grain size, whereas Swygenhoven’s team focused on the strain
versus time behavior from which the strain rate and its activation energy can be
extracted. Consistent with previous suggestions based on experiments [6, 7] both
teams identified GB sliding as the dominant deformation mechanism.

The early simulations of Schiotz et al. [20, 41] reported mechanical softening
of the low-temperature yield stress of nc Cu with decreasing grain size (from
6.6–3.3 nm). By identifying and visualizing the areas with the most inhomogen-
eously displaced atoms relative to the overall homogeneous deformation in the
simulated sample, they presented evidence for the existence of GB sliding com-
bined with grain rotation. In some of the larger grains (d�5.2 nm), they also ob-
served the nucleation of partial dislocations from the GBs. Following their nu-
cleation, these incomplete extended dislocations traveled across the grains, leav-
ing behind intrinsic stacking faults.

Using a similar approach for simulations of nc Ni with an average grain size of
3.4–5.2 nm at 70 K, Swygenhoven et al. [21, 70] showed that under the low-tem-
perature, high-stress conditions in these simulations, GB sliding and grain rota-
tion were the elementary mechanisms responsible for the observed deformation
behavior; moreover, the strain rate was found to increase with decreasing grain
size. These observations were confirmed in subsequent simulations in the tem-
perature range of 300–500 K and for grain sizes of up to 12 nm [42, 43] and later
20 nm [71] and it was suggested that GB sliding takes place through atom shuf-
fling and “stress-induced” (i.e. athermal) GB diffusion [43, 71] Similar to the work
of Schiotz et al., these simulations also revealed the nucleation of Shockley partials
above a certain minimum grain size, dm, which was shown to depend on the stack-
ing-fault energy (dm�8 nm for Cu and �12 nm for Ni; [43]).

In spite of these rather similar observations, the two groups have offered qua-
litatively different interpretations. Schiotz et al. plotted their yield and flow
stresses against d–1/2 (see Fig. 7.5), supposedly confirming the proposed form
for the inverse Hall–Petch effect [8], however, without offering a physical expla-
nation of the �Y�d1/2 dependence. Also, while observing extensive partial-dislo-
cation nucleation from the GBs, they showed that these dislocations were re-
sponsible for only about 1/3 of the total plastic strain, leading them to conclude
that GB sliding is the dominant deformation mechanism, rather than disloca-
tion slip. Unfortunately, however, the accommodation process required for GB
sliding to proceed was not addressed.

By contrast, Swygenhoven et al. [43, 71] plotted their strain rates against d–1

(see Fig. 7.6 (a); that is, assuming that �Y�d rather than �Y�d1/2). Whereas the
strain rates for the three smallest grain sizes were shown to be associated with
GB sliding as the sole deformation mechanism, the deformation behavior for
the two largest grain sizes involved both GB sliding and dislocation processes.
The GB-sliding dominated behavior was rationalized on the basis of a simple
model that, like Schiotz et al., assumes that the entire macroscopic deformation
arises from GB sliding. Assuming further that deformation occurs by a viscous-
type flow of the grains, with a viscosity governed by stress-driven, thermally acti-
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vated GB sliding, a simple GB-area to GB-volume argument was then shown to
lead to a d–1 dependence of the strain rate, according to [43]

�
	 � 1��Y � d
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d
e��U�kT� sinh

�
��

kT

�
�7�2�

where d
	
0 is a characteristic elongation rate of a grain of size d [71], � is the acti-

vation volume and U the activation energy for GB sliding. We note that this ex-
pression, and the manner in which it was derived, differs fundamentally from
(i) the expression for dislocation-induced GB sliding as a mechanism controlling
the strain rate in superplastic deformation (yielding the usual ��d–2 depen-
dence; [72]) and (ii) from Coble’s expression [31] for GB diffusion accommo-
dated GB sliding (see Eq. (7.3) below).

The key question about these simulations is this: if (i) GB sliding is, indeed,
the dominant deformation mechanism and if, indeed, (ii) dislocation processes
play no role in the deformation – at least for the smallest grain sizes – and if
(iii) microcracking does not occur, then what choices are left for the (rate-limit-
ing) accommodation mechanism? The suggestion that “stress-assisted GB diffu-
sion” may accompany the observed GB sliding [71] might offer a clue. If this
were the case, then the accommodation mechanism should be the same as in
Coble creep, the only difference being the absence of an activation energy for
this athermal process; the Coble-creep formula should then apply. To test this
hypothesis, in Fig. 7.6 (b) the data from Fig. 7.6 (a) [43] are replotted, however, as
a double-logarithmic plot. Remarkably, the data points for the three smallest
grain sizes fall on a straight line with a slope of 2.73. As expected for the Co-
ble-creep mechanism [31], the magnitude of this slope confirms that GB diffu-
sion, albeit likely of athermal origin, accommodated by GB sliding or, conver-
sely, GB sliding accommodated by stress-induced atom reshuffling that resem-
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Fig. 7.5 Grain-size dependence of yield stress (left) and flow
stress (right) extracted from room-temperature MD simula-
tions of Schiotz et al. [20].



bles GB diffusion, is responsible for the simulated deformation behavior (see
also Section 7.3.2).

As discussed in detail in Section 7.3.4, the above analysis illustrates a re-
sponse of the system in a temperature/strain-rate/stress regime where the un-
derlying thermal-equilibrium, steady-state deformation process cannot be
probed due to the far too short MD time window at room temperature. How-
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Fig. 7.6 Grain-size dependence of strain
rates extracted from room-temperature MD
simulations of Swygenhoven et al. [43] of a
nc Ni model system containing only high-an-
gle GBs. The grain sizes ranged between 3.4
and 12 nm. Whereas for the two largest
grain sizes the deformation is governed by a
dislocation process, the deformation behav-

ior for the three smallest grain sizes is due
to GB processes [43]. (a) Strain rates plotted
against 1/d, as in the original work [43]; the
straight line suggests that Eq. (7.3) is
obeyed. (b) Double-logarithmic plot of the
same data, revealing a perfect fit of the data
points for the three smallest grain sizes to
the Coble-creep equation (7.3).



ever, it is interesting to observe that in the absence of any of the usual accom-
modation processes, the simulated system nevertheless finds a deformation
mode that can at least be rationalized.

7.3.2
Simulation of Grain-boundary Diffusion Creep

Apart from GB sliding, it has been proposed that even at relatively modest tem-
peratures, nanocrystalline fcc metals with the smallest grain size may deform
by the mechanism of Coble creep and that this might explain the observations
of inverse Hall–Petch behavior for d < dc [8, 9]. To test this suggestion, Yamakov
et al. [32] performed MD simulations of fully 3d nc Pd microstructures with a
grain size of up to 15.2 nm. To render the process observable on an MD time
scale and at relatively low stresses (of 100 to 400 MPa, that is, well below the
dislocation-nucleation threshold; see Section 7.2.1), the simulations were per-
formed at elevated temperatures ranging from 900–1300 K, that is, (0.6–0.9) Tm

for the Pd (EAM) potential [54, 55]. As in the earlier simulations of GB diffusion
creep in nc Si [30], in order to suppress grain growth and thus enable steady-
state diffusion creep to take place, model microstructures were tailored to have
a uniform grain size and shape. The random grain orientations chosen in this
study ensured that all the GBs in the system were high-energy boundaries,
whose structure and self-diffusion behavior had been studied previously [30, 73]
using the same interatomic potential for Pd.

According to Fig. 7.7, following an elastic regime the simulations reveal the
onset of steady-state creep, characterized by constant strain rates. These rates
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Fig. 7.7 Total (elastic + plastic) strain vs simulation time of a
tailored, 3d periodic nc Pd microstructure consisting of 16
grains of identical shape and grain size (of 7.6 nm) arranged
on a bcc lattice at 1200 K under different tensile stresses [32].



were found to increase linearly with the applied stress, �, for the entire range of
grain sizes and temperatures investigated [32]. Moreover, by following the dis-
placements of the centers of mass of individual grains, as in the earlier nc Si
deformation simulations [30], the deformation was verified to be homogeneous,
that is, the deformation of each grain mirrors the overall deformation.

The activation energy represents an important fingerprint of the underlying de-
formation mechanism. The Arrhenius plot in Fig. 7.8 for the strain rates extracted
from the simulations (Fig. 7.7) yields an activation energy of 0.61±0 .1 eV. This
value is in remarkable agreement with the universal high-temperature activation
energy of 0.60 ± 0.05 eV determined earlier [73] for high-energy bicrystalline GBs in
Pd in the absence of stress and of any of the microstructural constraints present in
the polycrystal. This comparison reveals that, indeed, GB diffusion is the deforma-
tion rate-limiting process.

The grain-size dependence of the strain rate represents another important char-
acteristic of the deformation mechanism. The observed linear relation between �

	

and � [32] suggests that, for a given grain size and temperature, the strain rates
obtained for different stresses (Fig. 7.7) should – within the error bars – collapse
into a single point, �	/�. The log–log plot of �	/� versus the grain size in Fig. 7.9 col-
lects all the data points thus obtained at 1200 K. In this representation the strain
rates, indeed, fall on a universal curve, showing a d –3 dependence for the larger
grain sizes and close to a d –2 dependence for the smaller ones.

Taken together, the observations of (i) the linearity between �
	 and �, (ii) the

homogeneity of the deformation, (iii) the correct activation energy (namely that
for GB diffusion), and (iv) the d–3 dependence found for the larger grain sizes
demonstrate that the simulation results for the larger grain sizes are consistent
with the well-known Coble-creep formula [31],

�
	 � A

��D

kBT
�DDGB

d3 �7�3�
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Fig. 7.8 Arrhenius plot for the creep rate in a system contain-
ing 16 grains in the simulation cell [32].



Here, �DDGB is the diffusion flux in the GBs with diffusion constant DGB,
grain-boundary width �D and activation volume �D 
 ��D is the work performed
by the stress during an elementary diffusion jump in the GB; kBT is the ther-
modynamic temperature and A is a geometric constant that depends on the
grain shape. To test whether the underlying mechanism is indeed that assumed
by Coble, the authors followed the diffusion of individual GB atoms, verifying
that, indeed, they diffused from the grain equators to the poles [32].

By contrast with Eq. (7.3), for the two smallest values of d deviations from the
d–3 dependence are clearly visible in Fig. 7.9. This reduced grain-size depen-
dence for the smallest values of d was shown to follow naturally from Coble’s
derivation under the assumption that the GB width can no longer be neglected
relative to d. In this limit, Coble creep and Nabarro–Herring creep become iden-
tical processes, with a grain-size exponent of –2 (see Fig. 7.9) [32].

7.3.3
Geometrically Necessary Coupling between Grain-boundary Diffusion Creep
and Grain-boundary Sliding

From the deformation of coarse-grained materials under conditions where dislo-
cation processes are unimportant and microcracking does not occur, it is well
known that, just as GB sliding must be accommodated by GB diffusion [74], GB
diffusion creep in turn requires GB sliding (known as Lifshitz sliding [75, 76])
as an accommodation mechanism. The interplay between the two mechanisms
therefore represents two different aspects of the same deformation process.
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Fig. 7.9 Scaling plot of �	�� vs. grain size, d,
showing that all the data points obtained for
different stresses at 1200 K collapse onto a
single curve, and indicating that the strain
rate increases linearly with stress (see Eq.

(7.1)). The dashed curve is merely a guide
to the eye. The increase in error bars with
decreasing grain size is due to the greater
equilibrium fluctuations in the smaller sys-
tems [32].



Throughout their simulations, Yamakov et al. [32] verified that no dislocations
were nucleated from the GBs and that no microcracking occurred. Under these
conditions, the GB diffusion creep should be accommodated by Lifshitz sliding
[75, 76]. Experimentally, GB sliding can be observed directly by scratching mar-
ker lines across the GBs [77]. Since in MD simulations the atoms are already
labeled, this idea was implemented [32] by “painting” straight lines of atoms
across the surface of the unstrained system. These simulations revealed that
after �4% elongation in the tensile direction, the marker lines had, indeed, un-
dergone shifts across all the GBs. A detailed analysis of the magnitudes of these
shifts showed them to be in complete agreement with the geometrically neces-
sary “Lifshitz sliding” required to accommodate the GB diffusion creep [75, 78].
We note that this type of GB sliding is distinct from Rachinger sliding [76, 79]
that occurs when, during large-strain deformation, entire grains move through
the polycrystalline matrix. Rachinger sliding is therefore an inhomogeneous de-
formation process and involves topological discontinuities, such as neighbor
switching [80].

7.3.4
Discussion

The results of the significant number of simulations of inverse Hall–Petch be-
havior reviewed above strongly suggest that in the absence of grain growth, the
nanocrystalline microstructures considered in these simulations deform via the
well-known Coble-creep mechanism. The inverse Hall–Petch effect therefore ap-
pears to be merely a manifestation of GB diffusion creep, with the characteristic
d–3 decrease of the creep rate with decreasing grain size. The apparently contra-
dictory suggestions that GB sliding, on the one hand, and GB diffusion creep,
on the other, are responsible for the inverse Hall–Petch effect can thus be re-
conciled as originating from one and the same deformation mechanism.

However, given that GB diffusion is a thermally activated process, one cannot
hope to prove directly by MD simulation that the observation of thermally equi-
librium Coble creep [32] can be extrapolated to room temperature where most
deformation experiments are performed. Whereas the observation window ac-
cessible to MD simulations is limited to typically less than about 10–8 s, the ex-
perimental time window is typically ten orders of magnitude longer. In order
for MD simulations to nevertheless capture the equilibrium steady-state response
of the material at lower temperatures and under experimental conditions, much
longer simulation times than those presently possible would therefore be re-
quired. Since this is not an option, the challenge consists in capturing and elu-
cidating the rate-limiting experimental processes, however, within the short MD
time window, while avoiding probing some poorly defined, “MD only” deforma-
tion-rate-dependent transient response of the material.

To analyze quantitatively whether in Pd, at least experimentally, Coble creep
can be expected to facilitate the deformation even at room temperature and at a
more typical stress level of ��0.1 GPa, Eq. (7.3) can be extrapolated to deter-
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mine the predicted strain rate based on the simulation results described in
Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 [32]. Starting from the simulated strain rate of
�
	(900 K, 0.4 GPa)�1.7�107 s–1 obtained for a grain size of 7.6 nm at 900 K for
��0.4 GPa (see Fig. 7.8), with the activation energy of 0.61 eV one finds:

�
	�300 K� 0�1 GPa� � 1�1 � 10�7�

	�900 K� 0�4 GPa � 1�87 s�1 �7�4�

that is, a strain rate entirely within the experimental range. Under these condi-
tions, particularly in the absence of dislocations, GB sliding can, indeed, be ac-
commodated by GB diffusion. This is remarkable because for Pd, with a melt-
ing point for the potential used here of about 1500 K, room temperature repre-
sents a homologous temperature of only �0.15.

Since experimental strain rates are usually even lower than the limit in Eq.
(7.4), it seems entirely plausible that, as predicted over a decade ago by Gleiter
and his coworkers [3, 8, 9] even at room temperature most nanocrystalline fcc
metals can, indeed, deform via the Coble-creep mechanism. Unfortunately, how-
ever, this assertion cannot be proven directly by MD simulation since an MD
time window of �1 s would be required to observe thermally activated GB dif-
fusion. However, as illustrated in Fig. 7.6 (b), even the room-temperature MD si-
mulations are consistent with the Coble-creep mechanism [43, 70], in spite of
the fact that the time window in these simulations was far too short to capture
the equilibrium GB-diffusion process. It is interesting to observe that in the
absence of any of the usual accommodation processes, including thermally
activated GB diffusion, microcracking and dislocation processes, and under sim-
ulation conditions corresponding to no experimentally realizable situation, the
simulated system [43, 70] finds a deformation mode that can at least be ra-
tionalized. These observations suggest that Coble creep, that is, GB-diffusion ac-
commodated GB sliding, represents a very robust mechanical response of a
nanocrystalline material, even at low temperatures. The reasons for this prob-
ably lie in the fact that GB diffusion, or even athermal stress-induced shuffling
of GB atoms, represents a very powerful stress-relaxation mechanism.

The study of Yamakov et al. [32] demonstrates that under carefully chosen
simulation conditions, the well-known time-scale and high-stress limitations in-
herent to MD simulations can be overcome to enable probing the intrinsic equi-
librium steady-state response of a nanocrystalline microstructure to external
loading. Although limited to elevated temperatures, under these thermodynami-
cally and kinetically well-defined conditions Yamakov et al. were able to eluci-
date the role of GB diffusion as an accommodation mechanism for GB sliding,
and vice versa. However, this study also demonstrates the considerable difficul-
ties of such simulations in capturing the equilibrium steady-state response of
the material at lower temperatures, the challenge being to avoid probing some
poorly defined, deformation-rate-dependent transient response of the material
that cannot easily be related to the deformation conditions present in experi-
ments.
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7.4
Crossover from “Normal” to “Inverse” Hall–Petch Behavior

Facilitated by rapid increases in computational power, two recent simulation
studies on fully 3d microstructures [26, 51] have been able to capture the full
range of grain sizes over which the crossover from a dislocation process (see
Section 7.2) to a GB process (see Section 7.3) takes place, and thus to elucidate
the nature of the “strongest grain size”, dc, in nanocrystalline fcc metals. In the
first of these studies, Yamakov et al. [26] considered nc Al microstructures con-
sisting of four grains in a periodically repeated simulation cell. This simple set-
up enabled exploration of a range of grain sizes from 7–32 nm, that is, both
above and below dc for Al, and hence allowed the transition from GB-dominated
processes (for d < dc) to dislocation-dominated processes (for d > dc) to be directly
probed (see Section 7.4.2). Most importantly, these simulations demonstrated
for the first time directly the coupling between the crossover in the deformation
mechanism and the mechanical behavior. In addition to yielding a value of
dc�18 nm for Al, these simulations demonstrated unambiguously that the
crossover in the mechanical behavior is, indeed, due to a transition in the domi-
nant deformation process.

In the second study, Schiotz and Jacobsen [51] determined the flow stress of
nc Cu with a grain size ranging between 5 and 50 nm. These simulations also
revealed the expected crossover in the flow stress, from Hall–Petch to inverse
Hall–Petch behavior, at a value of dc�14 nm for Cu. As in the study of
Yamakov et al., this crossover in the mechanical behavior was accompanied by a
change in the underlying mechanism, from dislocation-mediated plasticity to
GB sliding.

In the following, we summarize some of the key insights gained from these
studies.

7.4.1
Grain Boundaries as Dislocation Sources

In the simulations by Yamakov et al. [26] four grains of identical size and a rhom-
bic-dodecahedral shape (the shape of the fcc Wigner–Seitz cell) were arranged on a
3d periodic fcc lattice. The 24 GBs in the simulation cell thus meet at 32 triple
lines at 120o angles, that is, close to the equilibrium Herring angles, ensuring a
high degree of stability against grain growth. By selecting random grain orienta-
tions and applying a Monte-Carlo procedure to avoid low-angle and vicinal (i.e. dis-
location) boundaries as well as “special” high-angle misorientations, they ensured
that, as in their columnar model all the GBs in the system were general, high-en-
ergy GBs with a highly disordered atomic structure. This simulation geometry
ensures a rather uniform stress distribution across the microstructure [81]. In
spite of the small number of grains, elevated-temperature simulations of GB-dif-
fusion creep in nc Si [30] and Pd model systems with the same geometry quanti-
tatively reproduced the Coble-creep formula for the strain rate (see Eq. (7.3)).
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The first important result of Yamakov et al. [26] was the observation (see Fig.
7.10) that the GBs in their fully 3d microstructure, indeed, nucleate perfect dis-
locations, as suggested by Li [82] over 40 years ago. As in their columnar model
geometry [22], these dislocations were found to be 1/2[110] dislocations disso-
ciated into two 1/6[112] Shockley partials connected by a stacking fault, that is,
the type of extended dislocations commonly seen in fcc metals [40]. In the for-
mations labeled 1 in Figs. 10 (a) and (b), these dislocations are seen as red loops
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Fig. 7.10 Snapshots of the four-grain, fully
3d Al microstructure at about 1.5% plastic
strain for four different grain sizes: (a)
d�32 nm; (b) d�18 nm; (c) d�10 nm and
(d) d�7 nm. Common-neighbor analysis
was used to identify atoms as being either
in a local hcp or fcc environment (not
shown). The GBs are seen as walls of gray
atoms (representing “disordered” atoms, i.e.
atoms neither in a local fcc nor hcp environ-
ment). To better visualize the grain interiors,
only parts of the GBs are shown. “Highly

disordered” atoms are defined as (i) atoms
with more than half of their neighbors within
the cutoff radius of the potential being disor-
dered or (ii) atoms interacting with at least
two hcp-coordinated atoms. Three distinct
types of dislocation configurations are la-
beled as (1), indicating a complete, extended
1/2 [110] dislocation; (2), indicating a stack-
ing-fault plane produced by a single Shock-
ley-partial dislocation and (3), split stacking-
fault plane [26].



representing the stacking-fault atoms in an hcp environment, delineated by two
thin lines of atoms representing the dislocation lines of the two partials. The si-
mulations revealed that the mechanism of nucleation of these extended disloca-
tions involves the successive emission of both the leading and trailing Shockley
partials from the GB (see also [22]). As in the columnar simulations, the width
of the stacking-fault region, that is the splitting distance, r, of the extended dis-
location, depends on the resolved shear stress and the stacking-fault energy
(SFE) as expressed by Eq. (7.1). Once nucleated, these dislocation grow and ex-
tend into the grain interiors.

It is well known that dislocation loops in coarse-grained materials are formed
by Frank–Read sources. The difference here is that the range of grain sizes (of
7–32 nm; see Fig. 7.10) is too small for complete loops to develop. As the loop
radius is inversely proportional to the resolved shear stress, it cannot be made
smaller than the grain size for any reasonable value of the stress; the dislocation
is thus forced to terminate at the GBs. Hence, although Figs. 10 (a) and (b) re-
veal the onset of the dislocation-slip mechanism, the GBs still strongly affect
the process by modifying the dislocation mobility. In particular, it seems likely
that the dislocation mobility is decreased due to its termination on GBs, sug-
gesting a GB-induced mechanism for hardening with decreasing grain size.
This mechanism could supplement the conventional dislocation pile-up mecha-
nism in which the GBs act as barriers impeding the free movements of the dis-
locations.

A comparison of these observations for a fully 3d microstructure with those
obtained for a columnar simulation geometry [22] reveals that, not surprisingly,
the main difference lies in the fact that in the 3d microstructure, the dislocation
lines are no longer constrained to being straight lines. This allows the develop-
ment of dislocation loops, the curvature of which introduces a grain-size effect
into the nucleation stress. By relating the size of the dislocation loops nucleated
from the GBs to the grain size, Cheng et al. [83] recently suggested that the nu-
cleation stress should be inversely proportional to the grain size, �n�1/d. As a
consequence, when the grains become larger (say of �m size), the mechanism
changes to the one considered by Li [82] involving the nucleation of dislocations
from GB ledges and their propagation through the forest dislocations commonly
present in coarse-grained materials. This mechanism gives a Hall–Petch type of
nucleation stress, �n��0 + k/

�
d, where �0 is the single-crystal yield stress and k

is a constant that depends on the strength of the GB. Combining the two mech-
anisms one gets:

�n � �0 � 	�
�

d for coarse-grained metals [82] �7�5 a�

�n � 1�d for nanocrystalline metals [83] �7�5 b�

A similar Hall–Petch form of Eq. 7.5 (a) has recently been discussed also by
Bata and Pereloma [84]. The increase of �n with decreasing grain size would
imply a decrease in the dislocation activity in smaller grains. This decrease is
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clearly seen in Figs. 7.10 (a)–(c). The absence of such a decrease in the colum-
nar-model simulations [22] supports the role of the dislocation-line curvature in
the nucleation process. Also, for the same grain size and interatomic potential
the 3d model microstructures exhibited a slightly lower threshold stress for dis-
location nucleation from the GBs (of �1.9 GPa; [26]) than the columnar sys-
tems (of �2.3 GPa). This difference is probably due to (i) the fact that the dislo-
cations are no longer restricted to being straight lines (see Fig. 7.10) and (ii) the
presence of a complete set of 12 slip systems (compared to only six in the co-
lumnar microstructures).

We finally mention that, in addition to the nucleation mechanism involving
the successive emission of two complementary partial dislocations, Fig. 7.10 (c)
reveals a second mechanism for producing a perfect dislocation. This mecha-
nism starts by the nucleation of a single partial from the GB, leaving an intrin-
sic stacking fault behind (formation 3 in Fig. 7.10 (c)). At some point, instead of
nucleating a follow-up second partial, the stacking-fault plane breaks from in-
side, producing a loop of another partial dislocation which restores the fcc lat-
tice (see formation 3). The result is a perfect dislocation loop in close vicinity to
the GB.

Such an event has also been observed in atomistic simulations of a Frank–
Read source using the same EAM potential for Al [85]. The authors refer to this
effect as “anomalous dislocation multiplication in fcc metals” [85]. A careful esti-
mate of the resolved shear stress required to split the stacking fault gave a value
of 0.93 ±0.05 GPa. This value is consistent with a previous estimate of 1 GPa
for the resolved shear stress on the (111) planes using the same potential [22].
While the size of the Frank–Read source considered in Ref. [85] is only a few
nanometers (rendering it very unlikely to exist and operate inside the grain of a
real material), the above simulations suggest that it may be operational at the
GBs and in reality may contribute to the dislocation slip in nanocrystalline fcc
metals. It is also worth noting that the columnar simulations have shown that
this anomalous dislocation multiplication can be assisted by dislocations that
happen to pass by [48].

7.4.2
Crossover in the Mechanical Behavior

Both simulation studies of the mechanical behavior in the crossover regime [26,
51] revealed that the transition from a dislocation-based to a GB-mediated defor-
mation mechanism with decreasing grain size leads to a crossover in the me-
chanical behavior, from Hall–Petch hardening to softening. Here, we analyze
this crossover in some detail.

Figures 7.10 (a)–(d) provide clear evidence for a change in the deformation
mechanism as the grain size decreases from 32 nm in (a), via 18 nm and
10 nm in (b) and (c), to 7 nm in (d) [26]. As in the columnar model, when the
grain size becomes comparable to, or even smaller than, the size of these ex-
tended dislocations, nucleation of complete dislocations is no longer possible.
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Instead, as seen in Fig. 7.10 (d), only single partials can then be nucleated, leav-
ing behind stacking faults generated by the glide of the partials through the
grains (configurations labeled (2) in Fig. 7.10). Having been limited to similarly
small grain sizes as that in Fig. 7.10 (d), the earlier simulations of nc Ni and Cu
by Schiotz et al. [20, 41] and Swygenhoven et al. [42–44] yielded qualitatively the
same behavior as that seen in Fig. 7.10 (d). Interestingly, such incomplete nu-
cleation events can occur even for larger grain sizes, as seen for example in Fig.
7.10 (a). In this particular case the emission of the trailing partial appears to
have been prevented by the local GB and triple-junction environments and the
associated local stress fields [26]. The key question now is how this change in
the deformation mechanism affects the mechanical behavior. Instead of focus-
ing on the yield stress as a function of the grain size, Yamakov et al. [26] probed
the mechanical behavior in the flow regime, by determining how the strain rate
under the applied tensile stress is affected by this change in mechanism.

The plastic strain versus time plots, � (t), shown in Fig. 7.11 for three of the
five grain sizes studied, reveal a pronounced change in the strain rate, �	, as the
dislocation-slip process is gradually pre-empted by a GB-mediated deformation
mechanism. The lack of smoothness of these curves arises from the discrete-
ness of the deformation process, involving two distinct deformation mecha-
nisms (see below), which is particularly noticeable due to the small number of
grains in the simulation cell. It is, nevertheless, clear from Fig. 7.11 that (i) as
the grain size decreases from d�24 nm to 18 nm, the average strain rate
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Fig. 7.11 Plastic strain vs time for four-grain,
fully 3d Al microstructures with grain sizes
of d�7, 18 and 24 nm. The strain rates indi-
cated in several regions are given in units of

108 s–1. The two insets (a) and (b) represent
enlarged snapshots of the grain in the upper
left corner in Fig. 7.10(c) taken at (a) t�70
ps and (b) t�110 ps [26].



decreases, and (ii) �
	 increases again as the grain size decreases further to

d�7 nm. Remarkably, although the deformation mechanism for d�7 nm in-
volves only GB processes (see Fig. 7.10 (d)), the average strain rate obtained for
this system exceeds even that obtained for the d�24 nm system (see Fig. 7.11).

The deformation behavior of the system with the intermediate grain size of
18 nm is particularly revealing. The discontinuities in the slope of �(t) for this
system can be correlated directly with the underlying dislocation activity (illu-
strated in the two insets (a) and (b) in Fig. 7.11, representing enlarged snap-
shots of the grain in the upper left corner in Fig. 7.10 (b) taken, respectively, at
t�70 and 110 ps). Most importantly, the sudden, approximately five-fold
increase in the strain rate occurring at about t�105 ps (from �0.4 to
�2.0�108 s–1) is caused by the glide of a dislocation across the grain interior
(see also Fig. 7.10 (b), taken at the same instant as inset (b) in Fig. 7.11). As
soon as the dislocation has been annihilated in the surrounding GBs (at
t115 ps), the strain rate decreases again. The same process is responsible for
the “deformation bursts” occurring at the onset of plastic deformation and at
t25–30 ps.

In the time intervals between these deformation bursts, no mobile disloca-
tions exist in the structure (see inset (a) in Fig. 7.11). The strain versus time be-
havior, for example, between t�30 ps and t�105 ps is therefore completely de-
termined by GB processes. This results in a much lower strain rate of
�0.4�108 s–1, compared to a rate of �2.0�108 s–1 during the deformation
bursts. The much lower deformation rate associated with the GB processes indi-
cates that the grain size of 18 nm is still too large to enable these GB processes
to fully overcome the rapidly decreasing dislocation contribution to the strain
rate with decreasing grain size. On the other hand, since the dislocation-slip
process is no longer fully operational for the much smaller grain size of
d�7 nm (see Fig. 7.10 (d)), the strain rate obtained for this system must be
dominated by these GB processes (see Fig. 7.11).

The crossover in the mechanical behavior with decreasing grain size extracted
from these simulations is summarized in Fig. 7.12 [26]. Although for the rea-
sons discussed above, the �(t) curves exhibit large variations, Fig. 7.12 shows the
average strain rates extracted from plots like those in Fig. 7.11 for all five grain
sizes. The minimum near d�18 nm is clearly seen. This “strongest size” [16] of
dc�18 nm for this simple Al model system is reached when the grains have
become too small to nucleate complete dislocations, but are still too large for
GB processes to dominate the deformation.

In qualitative agreement with all previous simulations, in the inverse Hall–
Petch regime (see Section 7.3), the strain rate for d�7 nm (ranging between
�3.0�108 s–1 and �4.4�108 s–1; see Fig. 7.11) is considerably higher than that
associated with the GB processes in the d�18 nm system (of �0.4�108 s–1). A
quantitative analysis of these results yields a ratio of the strain rate for d�7 nm
to that from 30–105 ps for the d�18 nm system of between 2.1 and 2.6. Re-
markably, this range of values is consistent with the mechanism of GB diffusion
creep, for which Yamakov et al. [32] showed that �

	�d–n, with 2< n�3 (see Sec-
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tion 7.3.2). This analysis suggests that in Al, even at T/Tm0.32, the Coble-
creep mechanism is, indeed, responsible for the observed grain-size softening
in the inverse Hall–Petch regime.

The recent, very large simulations of Schiotz and Jacobsen [51] for nc Cu
avoided some of the geometrical limitations of the simulation model used by
Yamakov et al. discussed above. In particular, their model system incorporated a
larger number of grains and a distribution in the grain size, the average size
ranging between 5 and 50 nm. The crossover in the flow stress of nc Cu thus
obtained [51] is in full qualitative agreement with the minimum in the average
strain rate discussed above. Interestingly, although the stacking-fault energy of
Cu is only about one third of that of Al, a comparison with the Al simulations
reveals rather similar grain sizes where the crossover from Hall–Petch to in-
verse Hall–Petch behavior occurs in the two materials (dc�14 nm for Cu [51]
and dc�18 nm for Al [26]). As in the study of Yamakov et al. [26], this crossover
in the mechanical behavior was found to be correlated with a transition in the
dominating deformation mechanism [51].

While for the smallest grain sizes, Schiotz and Jacobsen [51] identified GB
sliding as the dominant deformation mode, they also found that with increasing
grain size the dislocation activity increases significantly. Also, as in the study of
Yamakov et al., starting at 2.5–3% plastic strain dislocations were seen to nucle-
ate from the GBs; these were mostly partial dislocations, although in some of
the larger grains several perfect extended dislocations, split into partials, were
also observed. Noting that Cu has a lower SFE than Al (which decreases the en-
ergy penalty associated with the formation of a stacking fault and thus favors
partial-dislocation slip over perfect-dislocation slip at grain sizes below�50 nm),
these observations are consistent with the earlier Al simulations [26]. Remark-
ably, in one particularly large simulation Schiotz and Jacobsen were able to
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Fig. 7.12 Grain-size dependence of the over-
all strain rate for all the grain sizes studied.
The minimum in the strain rate at d�18 nm
suggests the existence of a “strongest size”

at which the grains have become too small
to sustain the dislocation-slip process, but
are still too large for GB processes to domi-
nate the deformation [26].



reach a 10% plastic strain for a grain size of 50 nm. These simulations revealed
deformation twins in a grain-size, plastic-strain and strain-rate regime that is
very close to that probed in the columnar Al microstructures [23], in which ex-
tensive deformation twinning was also observed (see Section 7.2.3). However,
whereas the columnar simulations for a grain size of 100 nm suggested pile-
ups against twin networks as the cause for the Hall–Petch hardening effect [48],
for their largest grain sizes Schiotz and Jacobsen observed dislocation pile-ups
against the GBs, suggesting that even in a nanocrystalline material such pile-
ups can be responsible for the observed hardening.

7.4.3
Effect of the Stacking-fault Energy

Although the above comparison between Al and Cu seems to imply that the
crossover grain size, dc, may not depend very strongly on the material, the dis-
cussion in Section 7.2.2 has suggested that the value of dc should be governed
by the competition between the two length scales defined by the dislocation
splitting distance r (see Eq. (7.1)) and the grain size d. Also, since the splitting
distance depends on the level of applied stress, the latter should also affect the
value of dc.

By comparing the deformation behavior of Al with that of a low-SFE material
with an identical microstructure and grain size, Yamakov et al. [86] eliminated
any of the topological differences between the Al and Cu microstructures con-
sidered in [26] and [51], respectively. As representative for a low-SFE metal, they
considered a hypothetical material, “low-SFE Pd”, described by the EAM poten-
tial of Foiles et al. [87] for Pd. This potential, fitted to bulk properties of Pd,
yields the very low SFE of only 8 mJ/m2. Although this value does not compare
well at all to the experimental value of �180 mJ/m2 [88], the potential can be
used to compare the deformation behavior of a hypothetical low-SFE model ma-
terial with that of Al(high-SFE) described by the Ercolessi and Adams’s EAM po-
tential [38]; with a SFE of 122 mJ/m2, the latter is representative of a high-SFE
metal.

These simulations revealed a very strong influence of the SFE on the defor-
mation process. As seen in Figs. 7.13 (a) and (b) obtained for a grain size of
24 nm, already after only 1% plastic strain the difference in the SFE has pro-
duced very different dislocation patterns in the two systems. The Al(high-SFE)
system shown in (a) exhibits a series of loops of perfect dislocations propagating
through the grain interiors. By contrast, in the Pd(low-SFE) system shown in
(b), the grain interiors are transected by a number of stacking-fault planes lying
on several slip systems.

Figure 7.14 shows the plastic strains versus time obtained for the two model
materials after subtracting the appropriate elastic strains. Remarkably, although
initially (i.e. up to a plastic strain of �0.4%) the two materials behave quite
similarly, for the larger strains the two systems evolve qualitatively rather differ-
ently. Following a steady-state deformation regime, after �1% plastic strain the
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strain rate in the Al(high-SFE) system is approximately constant; by contrast,
after a much smaller steady-state regime, the strain in the Pd(low-SFE) system
decreases steadily. In each material the plastic deformation starts at the moment
when the first partial dislocations are nucleated from the GBs (labeled the “ini-
tial partial nucleation” regime in Fig. 7.14). (We note that, so as to create similar
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Fig. 7.13 Comparison of the deformation be-
haviors of (a) Al (with a SFE of 122 mJ/m2)
and (b) a hypothetical low-SFE material,
called low-SFE Pd, with a SFE of 8 mJ/m2.
The snapshots were taken after 1.0% plastic
straining for a grain size of 24 nm. To en-

sure similar deformation conditions, each
system was loaded under uniform tensile
stress approximately 0.1 GPa above its dis-
location-nucleation threshold stress for this
grain size [86].

Fig. 7.14 Comparison of the plastic strain vs time behavior of
Al and low-SFE Pd for a grain size of 24 nm [86].



deformation conditions, for each case the stress level was chosen�0.1 GPa
above the respective nucleation-threshold stress; [86]; the rather similar initial
strain rates in Fig. 7.14 are therefore to be expected.)

The different behaviors of the two materials seen in Fig. 7.14 can be under-
stood in terms of the Orowan equation [89],

�
	 � 
b�������� �7�6�

where 
 is a geometrical factor relating the active slip system to the shear-strain
direction. �(�) is the concentration of mobile dislocations, which depends on
the nucleation rate and, hence, the stress, �, � (�) is the velocity of the disloca-
tion, which is also a function of �. According to Eq. (7.6), equal strain rates will
be reached at a given stress when the product � (�)� (�) is the same in the two
systems.

Up to about 0.4% plastic strain, both systems nucleate only partial disloca-
tions propagating with about equal velocity into the grain interiors, giving rise
to rather similar strain rates. At this point the two curves in Fig. 7.14 start to di-
verge. The Al(high-SFE) system is able to emit second partials that terminate
these stacking faults to form complete, perfect dislocations (see Fig. 7.13 (a)). As
a result of many dislocation nucleation/absorption events, the GBs become
more and more rough (see also Ref. [23]); this roughness increases the nuclea-
tion rate and leads to a continuously increasing strain rate (see the “perfect dis-
location slip” regime in Fig. 7.14). At the same time, in the low-SFE system the
second partials do not appear because, for equal stacking-fault lengths, the sys-
tem energy has increased less than in the high-SFE material. Instead, the stack-
ing faults continue to extend via the glide of the single partial dislocations.
Quickly, some of these transect the entire grain interior and, inevitably, block
the propagation of any later formed stacking faults (see Fig. 7.13 (b)). The inabil-
ity of the low-SFE metal to produce perfect dislocations consequently leads to
strain hardening, as evidenced by a continuously decreasing strain rate (see the
“partial slip” regime in Fig. 7.14).

This situation, in which d < r, is similar to that in a high-SFE metal with a
very small grain size (compare Fig. 7.13 (b) with Fig. 7.10 (d)). However, an im-
portant difference between the two materials arises from the strong d –3 grain-
size dependence of the competing GB-based deformation process (See Section
7.3.2). Whereas in the high-SFE metal the small grain size enables the GB-
mediated deformation process to dominate, the larger grain size in the low-SFE
metal favors the partial-dislocation-slip process. Thus in low-SFE metals the
transition from dislocation-based to GB-based deformation with decreasing
grain size is more complex as these materials first undergo a transition from
perfect to partial slip. As was noted by Yip [90], the existence of the partial-slip
region would push the normal Hall–Petch hardening further down towards
smaller grain sizes, as the partial slip produces strain hardening, as seen in the
MD simulations [86]. This reasoning suggests that lowering the SFE would re-
sult in a decrease of dc. Indeed, a comparison of the MD simulations for Al [26]
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(yielding a value of dc�18 nm) with those for Cu [20] (with a SFE that is lower
than that for Al, yielding a value of dc�14 nm) and with bubble-raft experi-
ments (presumably with a very low or zero SFE, yielding a value of dc�7 nm)
[91] seems to support this view [90].

These observations can be captured in a novel deformation-mechanism map
based on the knowledge of dislocation nucleation and dislocation structure in
nanocrystalline fcc metals [86]. The underlying physics for this map arises from
the length-scale competition between the grain size, d, and the splitting dis-
tance, r (see Eq. (7.1)), and from the grain-size dependence of the dislocation
nucleation stress from a source at the GB proposed by Cheng et al. [83] (see Eq.
(7.5)). In this way, the map connects the mechanical properties of nanocrystal-
line fcc metals with the structure and physics of the dislocations present in the
deformation process. Based on Eq. (7.1) the map is expressed in coordinates of
reduced stress, �/��, and reduced inverse grain size, r0/d. In contrast to the
use of b and G that normalize the variables d and � in the phenomenological
constitutive equations on which the prevalent deformation maps are built [92–
95], r0 (the equilibrium splitting distance at zero stress) and �� (the stress at
which the splitting distance becomes infinite) are material-defining parameters
in this novel map. (For more details, see Ref. [86]).

According to this map the “strongest size”, dc, may arise from two different
scenarios for high- and low-SFE metals or at low and high stress. For high-SFE
metals Region II involves very high stress and the crossover from normal to in-
verse Hall–Petch behavior should be governed mainly by the transition from
perfect slip to GB-mediated deformation, that is, the 1/d line between Region I
and III. By contrast, for low-SFE metals or under high-stress conditions, the
transition involves partial slip in Region II as an intermediate stage; however,
the influence of the partial slip on dc is still not very clear. For example, Yip [90]
suggested that the resulting strain hardening during partial slip may push the
normal Hall–Petch behavior down to smaller grain sizes. Another consideration
may be that because of the intragrain hardening, the GB processes may become
dominant at larger grain sizes in the partial-slip than in the perfect-slip regime.

Swygenhoven et al. [96] suggested that both the stable and unstable stacking-
fault energies are required for predicting whether the deformation proceeds via
partial- or perfect-dislocation slip. While the stable SFE gives the excess energy
of the SF once it is formed, the difference between the stable and unstable SFE
defines the energy barrier that has to be overcome to generate the trailing par-
tial dislocation to end the SF and to form a perfect dislocation. It was argued
that the higher ratio between the unstable and the stable SFE in Ni compared
to Al may suppress the nucleation of a trailing partial, thus explaining the fail-
ure of the MD simulations to observe perfect dislocations in nc Ni [96]. While
valid, this argument serves mostly to explain a simulation result performed un-
der extremely high strain rates under which the kinetics of dislocation nuclea-
tion from the GBs may be different from that based on the equilibrium energy
balance. By contrast, the deformation mechanism map proposed by Yamakov et
al. [86] aims to capture the nucleation process under quasistatic conditions.
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7.5
Discussion and Conclusions

Only a decade ago, deformation simulations of the kind reviewed above were
virtually unthinkable. These simulations have now advanced far enough where
they have begun not only to elucidate the structural differences between nano-
crystalline and coarse-grained materials but also to capture the grain-size-depen-
dent mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline fcc metals. These simulations sug-
gest the following four-stage scenario for the room-temperature mechanical be-
havior.

(a) For the largest (submicrometer) grain sizes, the GBs act as dislocation
sources for the nucleation of complete, extended dislocations that subsequently
glide across the grains where they become reincorporated into the GB structure.
Other than for the inability of Frank–Read sources to operate within such small
grains, the material therefore still seems to deform by the conventional disloca-
tion-slip mechanism, including for example dislocation-dislocation reactions
(such as Lomer–Cottrell lock formation) and cross-slip, two processes well
known from the study of coarse-grained materials and single-crystal plasticity.

(b) As the grain size decreases well below 100 nm, the deformation behavior
changes fundamentally, as evidenced by the observation of deformation twin-
ning in a high stacking-fault-energy material like Al. Remarkably, this critical
prediction from the MD simulations has recently been validated experimentally,
including observation of all three twinning mechanisms identified in the simu-
lations. Whether or not in this regime the yield-stress increase with decreasing
grain size, indeed, follows the ��d –1/2 Hall–Petch relation has not yet been de-
termined by simulation. However, the simulations have begun to capture two
possible hardening mechanisms, including dislocation pile-ups against the GBs
and pile-ups against complex networks formed by deformation twins, disloca-
tions and extended stacking faults.

(c) As the grain size becomes even smaller and comparable to the size of the
extended dislocations (which depends not only on the stacking-fault energy but
also the applied stress; see Eq. (7.1)), complete-dislocation slip seems to be grad-
ually replaced by partial-dislocation slip. This important prediction from simula-
tions of nc Al has also been verified by experiment.

(d) The transition from complete- to partial-dislocation slip is accompanied by
a rapid increase with decreasing grain size in the stress required to nucleate dis-
locations from the GBs. The overall dislocation activity and its effectiveness in
producing strain decreases rapidly until, eventually, a GB-based deformation
process takes over. The simulations reveal that this crossover in the dominating
deformation mechanism gives rise to a maximum in the yield stress at the
“strongest grain size” dc. Although the simulations appear to disagree as to the
exact nature of the dominating deformation mechanism for d < dc (i.e. GB slid-
ing vs GB diffusion), it seems that the two mechanisms can be reconciled as
originating from one and the same deformation process, namely Coble creep
(i.e. GB-diffusion-induced grain elongation accommodated by Lifshitz sliding).
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In spite of the well-known limitations of the MD approach, such simulations
enable the study of well-characterized, albeit still idealized, model systems and
can thus provide insights not readily obtainable from experiments. Nevertheless,
a number of important differences in the deformation behavior between coarse-
grained and nanocrystalline metals predicted by MD simulation seem to be
borne out by experimental observations. Furthermore, one of the early findings
of the MD simulations, that is, that the atomic structures of the highly con-
strained GBs in nanocrystalline materials do not really differ fundamentally
from those of entirely unconstrained high-energy bicrystalline GBs, is also sup-
ported by experimental observations. Also consistent with the MD simulations,
a significant number of nanocrystalline materials reveal adequate plasticity in
experiments where diffusional processes, including GB sliding, dominate. How-
ever, we see the strength of these simulations less in their ability to one day
mimic the “real material” but in their ability to probe the behavior of carefully
designed, fully characterized and progressively more complex model systems.
This, we believe, will enable gradual deconvolution of the complex interplay
among various deformation and microstructural processes in well-defined mod-
el systems, something that has proven difficult to achieve in experiments.
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8.1
Principle of ECAP

Equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a typical processing technique of se-
vere plastic deformation (SPD), which is capable of imparting large plastic
strain to polycrystalline materials. As illustrated in Fig. 8.1, a sample is pressed
through a channel having an equal cross section but bending in a solid die [1].
Thus, shear strain is introduced when the sample passes at the bending point.
Since the sample cross section remains unchanged at both entrance and exit
channels, repetitive pressing is feasible. For the pass number of N, the total
equivalent strain �N is given by the following equation with the two angles, �
and � which are the channel bending angle (internal angle) and the angle at
the outer arc of curvature (outer angle) at the bending point [2].

�N � �N�
�

3��2 cot����2� � ���2�� ��cosec����2� � ���2��	 �8�1�
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Fig. 8.1 Schematic illustration of ECAP facility showing an-
gles of � and � .



Figure 8.2 shows the equivalent strain after a single passage through the die, �1

(N�1), calculated as a function of � for several different angles of � [3]. The
strain is determined mainly with � for up to � � 90
 irrespective of the angles
of � and the effect of � becomes significant when � is smaller than 90 �. The
strain given by Eq. (8.1) is theoretical and it may be released if heat generation
occurs or it may be increased if the friction between the sample and the chan-
nel wall creates additional strain.

8.2
Shearing Characteristic

When repetitive pressing is performed, the sample may be rotated between the
two consecutive pressings around the longitudinal axis [4]. This rotation then
activates different shearing systems and there may be four distinct processing
routes. These routes are designated route A, route BA, route BC and route C as
illustrated in Fig. 8.3 [5]. In route A, the sample is pressed without rotation, in
route B the sample is rotated by 90� between each pressing with the rotation oc-
curring either in alternative directions in route BA or in the same direction in
route BC, and in route C the sample is rotated by 180� between each pressing.
The influence of these pressing routes may be elucidated by considering the
change in a cube element through a channel having angles of ��90� and
��0�. The first pass deforms the cube element into a rhombohedral element
as illustrated in Fig. 8.4 [6]. The three inserts in Fig. 8.4 show the elements after
deformation and the associated shearing planes on the X, Y, and Z planes. The
further changes in the corresponding elements on the X, Y, and Z planes are il-
lustrated in Fig. 8.5 for up to a total of eight pressings in the four processing
routes [5]. Thus, route A leads to increasing distortions in the X and Y planes
but no deformation in the Z plane, route BA leads to increasing distortions on
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Fig. 8.2 Variation of equivalent strain, �,
with channel internal angle, �, for outer
angles of � : the strains are shown for a
single pass with N�1.



all three orthogonal planes, and in route BC and C the cubic element is restored
every four and two pressings, respectively. However, there is a clear difference
between routes BC and C: route BC includes deformation on all three orthogonal
planes, whereas route C has no deformation on the Z plane.

8.3
Microstructural Evolution

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations have shown that for
small numbers of pressings, microstructures consist of grains with elongated
structures having low-angle boundaries for any routes. An equiaxed grain struc-
ture with high-angle grain boundaries tends to be developed more expeditiously
through route BC than other routes: for instance, an equiaxed grain size of
�1.3 �m is achieved in pure Al (99.99%) after four pressings through route BC

as shown in Fig. 8.6, but elongated structures with low-angle boundaries are re-
tained for the other routes even after further numbers of pressings [7, 8]. This
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Fig. 8.3 Schematic illustration of
four processing routes.

Fig. 8.4 Shearing associated with
single passage through die.



observation is also confirmed with crystal orientation image analysis using elec-
tron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [9]. An important conclusion deduced from
the use of route BC is that large strain should be introduced from different or-
ientations to obtain a fine-grained structure having high-angle boundaries.
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Fig. 8.5 Shearing characteristics for four processing routes.



8.4
Effect of Channel Angles on Microstructures

8.4.1
The Effect of �

Figures 8.7 (a) to (d) show transmission electron micrographs of pure (99.99%)
Al together with selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns after proces-
sing with ECAP dies having four different internal angles as � � 90
, 112.5�,
135�, and 157.5� [10]. Route BC is used because this route is most expeditious
in producing fine-grained structures having high-angle grain boundaries as de-
scribed in Section 8.3. It is noted that, as � is increased, less strain is intro-
duced in the sample. Therefore, a comparison is made in Fig. 8.7 at an equiva-
lent strain of �4 for all dies by selecting the appropriate total numbers of
pressings: 6 passes for ��112.5�, 9 passes for ��135�, and 19 passes for
��157.5 �. The microstructures are observed on the plane perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis. Whereas the diffraction spots in the SAED patterns in Fig. 8.7
tend to form rings for ��90� and 112.5�, those for ��135�, 157.5� exhibit
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Fig. 8.6 Microstructures and SAED patterns in pure (99.99%)
Al after ECAP for 4 passes through route BC.



well-defined net patterns. It is noted that the SAED patters were taken from an
area of 12.3 �m, which is the same size as in Fig. 8.6. It is concluded from
these observations that the microstructure tends to consist of subgrains with
low-angle grain boundaries when the channel angle is increased. It is then nec-
essary to use a die having an internal channel angle of ��90� in order to pro-
duce fine-grained structure. The use of a die having ��60� with ��30�
showed that there is no overall change in microstructure except that the grain
size is slightly decreased [3].

8.4.2
The Effect of �

Figure 8.8 shows optical micrographs after 1 pass and 4 passes with angles of
��0� and�90 � [11]. The micrographs were taken on the Y plane from the top
edge to the bottom edge of the pressed sample. For the sample after 1 pass with
an angle of ��0�, most of the grains are equally elongated to the direction
with an angle of �30 � from the longitudinal axis (X axis) except for those
grains located at the very top and bottom parts of the section where the grain
elongation is more intense and the elongated direction becomes almost parallel
to the longitudinal axis. It is considered that the intense elongation of the
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Fig. 8.7 Microstructures and SAED patterns in pure (99.99%)
Al after ECAP to strain of �4 using dies with four different
channel angles: (a) ��90, (b) ��112.5�, (c) ��135� and
(d) ��157.5�.



grains at the top and bottom parts is due to the friction between the sample
and the channel wall. The sample after 1 pass with the angle of ��90� con-
tains an area consisting of equiaxed grains at the lower part of the section.
Although the other features are essentially the same, this is a major difference
when compared with the microstructure formed with ��0�. The microstruc-
tures after 4 passes with ��0� and ��90� look complicated and it is no long-
er possible to identify individual grains. Except at the lower parts of the sec-
tions, there appears to be a unidirectional right-upwards flow of the structure
for the sample processed with ��0� but no such flow exists for the sample
processed with ��90�.

8.5
Pressing Speed

Microstructures after pressing with speeds of �8.5 � 10–3 mm/s and �7.6 mm/s
are shown in Fig. 8.9 together with SAED patterns taken from an area of 12.3 �m
[12]. Here, samples of pure (99.99%) Al were pressed with a die having a channel
angle of ��90� to a total equivalent strain of �4 (4 passes) through route BC.
Comparison shows that there is little difference in both the fine-grained structures
and the appearance of the SAED patters. The average grain sizes for both struc-
tures were measured to be �1.3 �m. However, close observation of the micro-
structures reveals that there are more extrinsic dislocations both within the grain
interior and in the grain boundaries after pressing at the faster speed. This sug-
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Fig. 8.8 Optical micrographs in pure (99.99%) Al after ECAP
for 1 pass and 4 passes with outer angles of ��0� and
��90�.



gests that recovery occurs more easily at the slower speed and the corresponding
microstructures are in an equilibrated condition.

8.6
ECAP Temperature

ECAP was operated at elevated temperatures to examine the effect of pressing
temperature on the microstructural evolution. Samples of pure (99.99%) Al
were pressed at temperatures of 373, 473, and 573 K using a die having a chan-
nel angle of ��90�. All samples were subjected to 6 pressings through route
BC. Figure 8.10 shows the microstructres and the associated SAED patterns
taken from the samples pressed at the corresponding temperatures [13]. The
ECAP at 373 K yielded an equiaxed grain structure containing high-angle grain
boundaries. This structure is essentially similar to that for room-temperature
pressing, although there is a slight increase in the averaging grain size:
�1.5 �m for the 373 K pressing in comparison with �1.3 �m for the room-
temperature pressing. The grain structures produced by ECAP at 473 K and 573
K are also equiaxed but the SAED analysis exhibits net patterns. These micro-
structural observations reveal that subgrain structures are developed during
ECAP of pure (99.99%) Al at temperatures of 473 K or higher. The grain size or
the subgrain size is plotted in Fig. 8.11 against the ECAP temperature including
for the room-temperature pressing [14]. Figure 8.11 also plots the 0.2% proof
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Fig. 8.9 Microstructures and SAED pat-
terns in pure (99.99%) Al after ECAP
for 4 passes at two different pressing
speeds.



stress that was obtained by compression testing at room temperature with an
initial strain rate of 3.3�10–4 s–1. The grain size increases with an increase in
ECAP pressing temperature and this trend is opposite to that for the 0.2% proof
stress. It is noted that an addition of 3%Mg to pure Al increases the tempera-
ture where the subgrain structure develops during ECAP [13]. Further addition
of 0.2%Sc to the Al-3%Mg alloy yielded microstructures that consist of fine
grains having high-angle grain boundaries [13].
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Fig. 8.10 Microstructures and SAED patterns in pure
(99.99%) Al after ECAP at four different temperatures.

Fig. 8.11 Grain size and 0.2% proof stress
with respect to ECAP temperature.



8.7
Applied Load

The applied load required for ECAP pressing was measured for fully annealed
Al-1100 and Al-3004 alloys. The maximum applied load is plotted against the
number of pressings in Fig. 8.12 [15]. For such load measurements, samples
with a diameter of 10 mm were used. The measurements show that maximum
loads of 1.9 and 2.8 tons are required for the first pressing of the annealed Al-
1100 and Al-3004 alloys, respectively. For the second pressings, slightly larger
loads are required for both alloys. The applied load is then almost invariant
with further pressings in the Al-1100 alloy but gradually increases up to 4.4
tons in the Al-3004 alloy. These trends are similar to those of the tensile
strength examined with respect to the number of pressings [16].

The applied load was also measured for a sample of the Al-1100 alloy having a
diameter of 40 mm. It was found that a maximum load of 31.5 tons is required for
the first pressing of the fully annealed Al-1100 alloy. When compared with the load
of 1.9 tons required for the first pressing of the fully annealed Al-1100 sample hav-
ing the 10 mm diameter, it follows that the increase in the load is �16 times. This
extent of the load increase is consistent with the increase in the cross section of the
sample. It is concluded that, with use of an appropriate lubricant, the maximum
load required for ECAP is determined by the sample strength.

8.8
Temperaturere Measurement during ECAP

For a measurement of the sample temperature during ECAP, a hole was drilled
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the sample and thermocouple was placed di-
rectly at the bottom of the hole. The temperature was continuously monitored
during ECAP.
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Fig. 8.12 Load variation with respect to num-
ber of ECAP pass.



Figure 8.13 shows representative results obtained in pure (99.99%) Al and an
Al-3%Mg alloy that are both in fully annealed conditions [15, 17]. Reproducibili-
ty was confirmed by repeating three times with three samples of each material.
For pure (99.99%) Al, the temperature increased abruptly to a maximum of
�40 �C upon shearing but thereafter the temperature decreased to < 15 �C with-
in �10 s. Identical behavior was recorded for the Al-3%Mg alloy except that the
temperature increased to a maximum of �85 �C upon shearing with a subse-
quent decrease to < 20 �C within �10 s.

Further measurements of the temperature during ECAP were conducted in
fully annealed Al-1100 and Al-1%Mg alloys including pure (99.99%) Al sub-
jected to 6 pressings and the Al-1%Mg alloy subjected to 4 pressings. The tem-
perature variations of these materials were essentially similar to those for the
fully annealed pure (99.99%) Al and Al-3%Mg alloy shown in Fig. 8.13. Figure
8.14 plots the temperature rise against the maximum applied load for all mate-
rials examined. There is a linear correlation between the two quantities, indicat-
ing that adiabatic heating is more significant in the ECAP for a pressing speed
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Fig. 8.13 Temperature change during ECAP
for pure (99.99%) Al and Al-3%Mg alloy at
a pressing speed of 18 mm/s.

Fig. 8.14 Temperature increase with applied
load during ECAP for different materials
and conditions.



of �18 mm/s. The temperature measurements were also conducted in pure
(99.99%) Al at a speed of 0.18 mm/s, which is slower by two orders of magni-
tude. It was found that the temperature rise was negligible so that adiabatic
heating is of no practical significance at this lower pressing speed.

8.9
Sample Size

ECAP was conducted using samples of Al-1100 having diameter of 6, 10 and 40
mm. All samples were subjected to 6 pressings at room temperature. Compres-
sion specimens with dimensions of 3�3�5 mm3 were cut from the center por-
tion of the ECAP samples such that the compression axis was parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the ECAP samples. Compression tests were repeated twice
for each samples size at an initial strain rate of 3.3�10–4 s–1. The 0.2% proof
stress is plotted in Fig. 8.15 and it is confirmed that the results are almost iden-
tical irrespective of the sample size [18]. Microstructural observations using
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Fig. 8.15 0.2% proof stress for three different
sizes of ECAP samples in Al-1100.

Fig. 8.16 Variation of Vickers microhardness
across cross section of ECAP sample in Al-
1100.



TEM revealed that there is no significant difference in grain size. The Vickers
microhardness was measured on the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the ECAP samples with a diameter of 40 mm. The measurements were
made every 5 mm in the Y and Z directions which are defined in Fig. 8.4. The
results are plotted in Fig. 8.16. It is shown that there is no appreciable differ-
ence in hardness across the cross section of the ECAP sample. It is suggested
that scaling up the sample size should be feasible without introducing any sig-
nificant change in grain sizes and mechanical properties.
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Reinhard Pippan

9.1
Introduction

Torsion has been a frequently used deformation technique for a long time, espe-
cially to determine the stress–strain behavior at large strains. In free torsion the
geometrical changes of a cylindrical sample usually permit simple determina-
tion of the stress–strain behavior. The fracture strain is usually significantly
larger than in a tensile experiment, due to the vanishing macroscopic hydro-
static tension component of the stress. By applying an additional hydrostatic
compression stress the fracture strain can be further enhanced. At very high hy-
drostatic compression stresses the strain to fracture can be increased to infinity.
High-pressure torsion is a realisation of such a torsion experiment at very high
hydrostatic pressure [1–4]. In the following chapters this highly changed due to
excessive use of “very” efficient method to study the material behavior under
very high strains will be discussed.

The following points will be discussed in detail:
� the determination of an equivalent strain,
� deviation of the real HPT from ideal torsion,
� the strain distribution in a HPT sample,
� advantages and disadvantages of the technique,
� some general remarks on the microstructural evolution during HPT,
� upscaleability and possibility for industrial application.

9.2
The Equivalent Strain in Torsion

In order to compare strains achieved by different deformation methods, it is
helpful to define an equivalent strain. There are different ways to define a
strain, which can differ significantly at large strains. The most common defini-
tion of equivalent strain, �v, is based on the proposition that two samples de-
formed via different strain paths should be comparable, when the same specific
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plastic work, Wpl, has been done on them. For a tensile test this can be written
as:

A
V

� Wpl �
��

0

� d �v � �9�1�

where � is the tensile flow stress, A is the total plastic work and V the active
volume of the specimen.

For an ideally plastic material:

Wpl � � � �v � �9�2�

For axially symmetric tensile deformation in the x1 direction, the principle plas-
tic strains are: �pl1, �pl2 and �pl3, where �v � �pl1, and �pl2 � �pl3 � 1�2 �pl1.

Torsional deformation can be modeled by a simple shear. In analogy to Eq.
(9.1):

A
W

� Wpl �
��

0

� d � �9�3�

where � is the shear flow stress, and � is the plastic shear strain (equal to: tan
(plastic shear angle)).

For ideal plasticity:

Wpl � �� � �9�4�

Comparing tensile and torsional specimens that have undergone the same plas-
tic work gives:

��v

0

� d �v �
��

0

� d � � �9�5�

This equation is fulfilled, when:

� � � � �9�6�

and:

d�v � 1
�

d� � �9�7�

Obviously Eqs. (9.6) and (9.7) are fulfilled for any arbitrary value of a, called the
Taylor factor, thus an additional assumption is needed. Many have been pro-
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posed but only three have been widely accepted; they are a � 2� a � ���
3

�
� a � M,

the Taylor factors corresponding to the Tresca yield locus, the von Mises yield
locus and Taylor yield criterion 1), respectively.

The equivalent strain is not a parameter to characterize the change of shape
of a volume element or grain [5, 6]. Consider a cubic volume element of edge
length 10 �m. This volume element may be one phase in a dual-phase alloy.
After 15 passes of accumulative roll bonding and homogeneous deformation,
the thickness of the volume element should be 0.3 nm. The corresponding
equivalent strain (true strain) is 10.4. According to Eq. (9.5) and using the Tres-
ca criterion (a�2), the same amount of plastic work is done for � � 20�8. Con-
sidering a homogenously sheared cubic volume element gives the element
thickness to be 480 nm [5]. This indicates that simple shear – which is typical
for HPT and ECAP – is not as efficient as rolling or drawing in changing the
geometry of the original “grain” structure at very large strains.

9.2.1
Idealized and Real HPT

In Fig. 9.1 (a) a sketch of an idealized HPT process is depicted. A disc-shaped
specimen is deformed by simple shear between two anvils, which rotate with re-
spect to one another. In order to avoid sliding between the anvils and the speci-
men high contact stresses are necessary. To build up a high contact stress, also
at the edge of the specimen the deformation is constrained in the radial directions.
In the idealized case, the sample is deformed by pure torsion under a hydrostatic
pressure, and the dimensions of the sample remain constant during processing.
For this case the shear strain � can be calculated according to Eq. 9.8:

� � 2�n
t

r or �v � 2� � n
a � t

r �9�8�

where r, n and t are the distance from the center of the axis of rotation, the
number of revolutions and the thickness of the sample, respectively.

In order to realize an idealized torsion, no friction at the outside of the cylin-
drical sample should occur. Since such frictionless constraint of radial deforma-
tion is impossible, the maximum height of the sample is limited in order to en-
sure a homogeneous deformation in the axial direction (over the height of the
sample) [7]. To avoid sliding between the anvil and the top and bottom faces of
the sample, the necessary pressure is usually very high. As a rule of thumb the
pressure should be larger than the hardness of the material, or about 3 times
the yield stress of the as-processed material. Furthermore, a sufficient micro-
roughness of the top and bottom surface of the anvil is required. The strength
of SPD materials is very high, therefore the necessary pressure is typically be-
tween 1–10 GPa, depending on the material to be processed. 1 GPa is usually
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1) The Taylor theory is a kinetic analysis, which takes into account the texture of a material.



sufficient to deformed pure Al or pure Cu. In many materials 5 GPa is suffi-
cient to avoid sliding between the anvils and the sample. Only with very high
strength material are larger pressures necessary. 5 GPa is a very high stress,
therefore the idealized version in Fig. 9.1 (a), with a cylindrical stamp of the
same diameter as the sample, is not possible to realize. In such an experimental
set-up the yield stress of the stamps should be larger than the applied pressure.

A practical set-up, which overcomes this problem and permits a deformation
very similar to the idealized HPT, is depicted in Fig. 9.1 (b). The applied pres-
sure in such a set-up can be about 3 times the yield stress of the stamp material
(like in an indentation experiment, where the hardness is about 3 times of the
flow stress). Both anvils are provided with a cylindrical cavity of the same di-
mensions. The diameter of the cylindrical cavities and the initial diameter of
the HPT sample are identical. The sum of both depths of the cavities should be
somewhat smaller than the initial height of the HPT sample. Thus, during load-
ing, a small amount of the material flows between the ring shaped region be-
tween the anvils. The friction in this ring region confines the free flow of the
material out of the HPT tool, this leads to a back pressure and therefore in-
duces a well-defined hydrostatic pressure within the processing zone of the tool.
In addition, the material between the two anvils prevents touching, and there-
fore failure, of the anvils during the torsional deformation. The bottom and the
top face of the cylindrical cavity of the tool are sandblasted in order to clean the
surface and to provide the necessary micro roughness, which delivers sufficient
friction for a continuous torsional deformation. Furthermore, the surface of the
sample should also be cleaned. As mentioned above, during the axial loading of
the anvils a certain amount of material flows into the ring shaped region. Dur-
ing subsequent torsional deformation an additional somewhat small amount of
material flows out, which again reduces the height of the sample. The amount
of material that flows out of the cavity between the anvils is dependent upon
the difference in volume between the sample and the anvil cavity as well as
upon the strength of the material. Even if the cavity formed by the anvils has a
perfectly cylindrical shape, due to the inhomogeneous elastic deformation of the
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Fig. 9.1 Schematic illustration of high-pressure torsion equip-
ment: (a) idealized and (b) practical setup.



tool the height of the sample in the center is somewhat larger than at the edge.
This effect increases with increasing pressure and increasing strength of the
material. The results of a finite element (FE) simulation of this deformation is
depicted in Fig. 9.2. Figures 9.2 (b) and (c) show the stress distribution in an an-
vil and the sample. The applied “nominal” hydrostatic pressure (load divided by
the sample cross section) was in this case 7 GPa; the sample material and the
tool material are a rail steel and a high-strength tool steel, respectively [8].

In this figure the different height of the originally cylindrical sample in the
centre and at the edge, and the material flow between the two anvils, is visible.
Figures 9.2 (d) and (e) compare the resulting shape of the FE simulation and
the experimentally determined shape after applying the compression load. The
figures show a good agreement between the calculated and measured shapes.
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Fig. 9.2 Illustration of the finite-element sim-
ulation of the compressive loading of a rail
steel in a HPT tool with a nominal pressure
of about 7 GPa. (a) shows a detail of the FE
mechanism used, due to the symmetry only
a quarter of the sample and the anvil has to

be considered. (b) and (c) exhibit the axial
stress and the hydrostatic component of the
stress [N/m2]. In (d) and (e) the calculated
shape (only few selected points are pre-
sented) and the real shape of the originally
cylindrical sample are compared.



The simulation indicates that after the first compressive loading the hydrostatic
pressure in the HPT sample is not very homogeneously distributed, especially
when a high strength material is deformed. However, after a very “small” rota-
tion of the anvils a relatively homogeneous distribution of the hydrostatic stress
in the HPT-sample is observed [8]. Figure 9.3 shows, furthermore, the additional
flow of material between the anvils during rotation in the simulation, which is
in good agreement with the observed behavior. The very high von Mises stress
in the anvil, which is indicated in Fig. 9.2 (b), induces a small amount of plastic
deformation of the anvils. Therefore the anvils are usually remachined after the
first load if such a very large load is applied.

9.3
The Homogeneity of the Deformation

9.3.1
The Radial Distribution

In an ideal HPT experiment the strain should increase linearly with the distance
from the axis of rotation (Eq. (9.8)). It is therefore very surprising that a uni-
form severely deformed microstructure in HPT samples with no significant ra-
dial dependence of the hardness has been reported at a relatively small number
of revolutions (see, for example, [9, 10]). However, a very carefully performed
HPT experiment showed clearly the opposite [11]. A typical result of this study
is shown in Fig. 9.4. HPT samples of an austenitic steel (~15 wt Cr, 25 wt Ni)
with a initial thickness of about 0.8 mm had been deformed to n�2.27 and
n�16 revolutions. The centre of the samples was polished and a special etching
procedure was applied. At shear strains smaller than about 1, the original grain
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Fig. 9.3 Illustration of the flow of the material between the
two anvils for different angle of rotation, only the edge of the
sample is depicted. The color code represents the equivalent
strain.



structure is visible and at a shear strain � larger than 8, the microstructure
appeared unstructured and dark in the optical microscope. The micrographs in
Fig. 9.4 indicate clearly that the centre of the HPT sample remains nearly unde-
formed even at very large numbers of revolutions. Furthermore, the radial de-
pendence of strain and the variation of the microhardness could be clearly dem-
onstrated [11]. What may be the reasons that many authors reported that in
HPT deformed samples a uniform microstructure develops after only a few re-
volutions. In the following, different reasons are listed:

� In addition to the shear deformation of the sample, a compressive deforma-
tion during compressive loading and during the initial phase of the following
torsional deformation takes place as already mentioned. In our experiments,
where we use a tool as depicted in Fig. 9.1 (b), the typical compressive defor-
mations are between 5% and 20%. This deformation is usually very small
compared to deformation introduced by torsion. For a HPT sample with a
thickness of 0.8 mm deformed by 1 revolution, the equivalent strain at a ra-
dius of 4 mm introduced by torsion is about 20. Therefore, the few % com-
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Fig. 9.4 Optical micrographs of the central
region of about 0.7 mm thick samples after
(a) 2.27 and (b) 16 revolutions. The region
with the nominal shear strain at 7 is indi-

cated. Clearly visible is the “low” deformed
central region in both samples. The material
is an austenitic steel (~15 wt Co, 25 wt Ni).



pressive deformation is negligible, except in the centre of the sample. How-
ever, it is important to note that the change in thickness of the sample should
be taken into account for the calculation of the shear strain [6, 11]. We usually
use the mean height given from the thickness after simple compression and
the final thickness after HPT deformation for calculation of the shear strain
by Eq. (9.8). Since the difference is usually small, sometimes we use the final
thickness only. Furthermore, it should be noted that some groups use tools
and initial sample shape combinations where the compressive deformation
can be significantly larger, hence, they may find a more homogeneous micro-
structure and hardness distribution.

� A parallel shift of the axes of the upper and the lower anvils can introduce an
additional shear deformation also in the centre of the sample [11]. Further-
more, a misalignment of the axes of the anvils can make the deformation
during compression complex and that during rotation even more so.

� Finally, it should be noted that the weakly deformed region in a HPT-sample
can be very small. The sample in Fig. 9.4 (b), which had been HPT deformed
to 16 revolutions shows only a cylindrical central region of about 50 �m in
diameter, where the equivalent strain is smaller than 4. Such a region is not
easy to find on a HPT sample.

9.3.2
The Axial Homogeneity

For the derivation of Eq. (9.8) it is assumed that shear in the axial direction is
homogeneously distributed. In order to prove this assumption different experi-
ments have been performed on split HPT samples [12, 13]. Figures 9.5 and 9.6
show two examples. A HPT sample, split in the plane through the axis of rota-
tion, was deformed to 1/4 revolution. A photo of the sample is depicted in
Fig. 9.5. The helical shape of the split sample clearly indicates the homogeneous
deformation in the axial direction and it also shows that the shear strain is pro-
portional to the radius, only at the edge of the sample is a small deviation from
the ideal helical shape observed. This observed deviation is in good agreement
with the FE simulations [8]. Similar experiments are also performed at very
high strains, where no further hardening of the material takes place. Two HPT
samples were deformed to very high strains (�v�100) then the samples were
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Fig. 9.5 Split HPT sample before and after
a deformation to ¼ revolution. The ex-
pected fan shape is clearly visible.



split at a radius of 2 mm from the axis of rotation. The splitting surface was po-
lished and marked with a grid by a focused ion beam. The corresponding parts
of samples were then put together and a further small amount of HPT defor-
mation was applied. A SEM-image of the deformed grid is depicted in Fig. 9.6,
demonstrating the very homogeneous deformation in the axial direction. This is
the case even in the micrometer range in a material with no further capacity
for hardening. Finally, it should be noted that many different experiments in
dual phase materials [14, 15] clearly support these observations of homogeneous
shear in the axial direction and the radius dependence of the shear strain. In
the author’s experience this nearly ideal torsional deformation is fulfilled as
long as the diameter of the HPT sample is larger than 8 times the thickness of
the sample. A very large deviation from the axial homogeneity is demonstrated
in [8], where the thickness to diameter ratio was about 1. For ratios smaller than
1/8 up until now our group has observed only one exception, in some magne-
sium alloys the formation of a crack in the central plane, at the edge of the
sample, can induce a localization of the deformation to a very narrow band, and
finally to a partly fractured and re-welded sample. How about the recent work
by Zenji Horita and Terry Langdon on very thick samples? They have presented
their results in several confs. You may want to include their results.
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Fig. 9.6 (a) illustrates the microgrid on a po-
lished, split HPT sample at a radius of 2
mm from the axis of rotation. The Ni sample
was deformed, �V�100. (b) shows the grid

after further shear deformation (��1.4),
which demonstrates the very homogeneous
deformation in axial direction even on the
microscale.



9.4
Advantages and Disadvantages of the HPT Process

Compared to other severe plastic deformation processes the HPT-technique of-
fers a large number of advantages, listed in the following.

� Most severe plastic deformations offers only a stepwise application of strain.
HPT permits a defined continuous variation of the strain.

� The most important advantage of HPT is the very simple way in which ex-
tremely high shear strains can be achieved. One revolution of a 0.8 mm thick
HPT specimen correspond to a equivalent strain of about 18, at a radius of
4 mm. An application of 100 revolutions simple corresponding then to an
equivalent strain of 1800 (or 180000%). Such large equivalent strains are
nearly impossible to obtain by any other technique.

� A further important advantage is that HPT permits the severe plastic defor-
mation of relatively brittle materials, or high strength materials at low tem-
peratures, which are often impossible to deform severely (see, for example,
[14–16]).

� The pressure can be varied in a defined way, however, a certain minimum
pressure is always necessary.

� The strain rate at a specified radius of the sample can be precisely controlled.
� Heating or cooling of the anvils permits a severe plastic deformation at a well

defined temperature.
� The total torque vs the angle of rotation can be comfortably measured, see

Fig. 9.7. This permits a control that slip between the anvil and the sample
does not occur during the processing and, furthermore, it can be used to esti-
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Fig. 9.7 Schematic illustration of the HPT
equipment used. It permits deformation be-
tween –196 and 500 �C, measurement of the
applied torque, and the ability to change the
direction of rotation.



mate the evolution of shear flow stress in situ, during the severe plastic defor-
mation [17]. The measured total torque contains the torque to deform the
sample and the torque due to sliding between the burr (the material pressed
between anvils) and the tool, as well as some deformation of the burr.
Depending on the geometry of the tool, the formed burr and the pressure,
the torque to deform the sample is typically about 70% of the total torque.
Despite the uncertainty in the in-situ measured shear flow stress, this direct
measurement is a very helpful tool to analyze the severe plastic-deformation
processes.

� A change of the direction of rotation permits one to apply a severe cyclic plas-
tic deformation, which is typical for many other SPD processes (Equal Chan-
nel Angular Pressing route C, Cyclic Extrusion Compression [18, 19] or con-
strained groove pressing [20], Cyclic Channel Die Compression [21]). Hence,
this cyclic version allows one to study the effect of strain path on the evolu-
tion of the microstructure up to extremely large accumulative strains [21].

In summary; HPT is a simple and efficient tool enabling study of material be-
havior under severe plastic deformation. From HPT-samples one can machine
(miniaturized) specimens, allowing determination of the mechanical properties
of SPD-materials. Typical specimen geometries for tensile or fracture mechanics
tests are depicted in Fig. 9.8.

Despite these advantages of HPT – especially for fundamental studies of the
potential of SPD – there are some disadvantages, especially for large-scale in-
dustrial application. In industrial applications one usually needs homogeneous
material properties. Due to the radial dependence of the shear strain, a radial
dependence of the properties is expected. In most metals and alloys at strains
larger than 10 or 20, a saturation in refinement, local and global texture is ob-
served (see the following chapters). By application of such large strains, even at
relatively small radii, a large part of the HPT-sample have a homogenous micro-
structure and therefore homogeneous properties. Only the very central region of
the HPT-sample shows then an inhomogeneous property distribution. A further
disadvantage for the industrial application is the magnitude of the equipment
necessary to produce HPT-deformed materials with larger dimensions (see up-
scaling of HPT deformation).
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Fig. 9.8 Illustration of (a) small fracture me-
chanics and (b) tensile samples machined
from HPT samples.



9.5
Upscaling of the HPT Deformation
and the Possibility of Large Scale Industrial Production

In principle, there exists no limit to an increase in the diameter of the HPT-
sample, only the ratio of the diameter of the HPT-sample to the height should
not be smaller than a critical value to obtain a homogeneous deformation in the
axial direction. The typical pressure to permit HPT deformation of steels at
room temperature is about 5 GPa (or 3 times the yield stress of the SPD de-
formed materials). In order to produce a HPT sample of 100 mm in diameter,
this requires a HPT-press with a load capacity of 40 000 kN. Such large presses
and especially larger ones, where the stamp can be rotated, are rare. Hence,
samples significantly larger than 100 mm can not be produced by a simple
HPT arrangement as depicted in Fig. 9.1(b). However, it should be noted that
for certain industrial applications this sample size is sufficient.

A severe torsion process that permits mass production has recently been pro-
posed [22]. The principle of this technique is illustrated in Fig. 9.9. One end of
the rod is rotated around the longitudinal axis of the rod, while the other one is
fixed. Local heating and local cooling provide “free” torsional deformation in a
localized region. The movement of the rod along the longitudinal axis permits a
continuous production of a severely plastically deformed rod. Due to the neces-
sary heating and the limited amount of torsional straining, because cracking is
not suppressed by the pressure, the refinement of microstructure is rather lim-
ited. However, the improvement in formability of certain materials offers a large
scale application in industry.

A further technique that permits mass production is the torsion extrusion
process [23]. This technique is characterized by the rotation of die or container
during the extrusion process. Figure 9.10 shows the principle of this process.
Due to the rotation of the die and the friction in the container and die channel,
a torsion deformation in the transition region between the container and the
die takes place. A deviation from the cylindrical shape of the container and die
in the vicinity of the transition region should restrict the torsional deformation
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Fig. 9.9 Schematic illustration of a severe tor-
sional straining process.



to a very defined zone. A clever design of the shape of the die channel shape
allows to control of the pressure in the torsion zone. Due to the high pressure
the torsional straining is not limited, as in the case of the “standard” HPT. As
in the standard HPT, where the torsional deformation can be several orders of
magnitudes larger than the compression deformation, in this case torsional de-
formation can be several orders of magnitude larger than the extrusion strain.
Therefore, this technique could really be denoted as a continuous HPT, and
would permit simple large scale production of SPD-materials.

Finally, it should be noted that the mechanism, which may be responsible for
the “homogeneous” HPT-samples (see discussion above), for example the shift
of the rotation axis, may improve the homogeneity of such an SPD-deformed
rod.

9.6
Some General Remarks on the Evolution of Microstructure

Figure 9.11 shows a sequence of micrographs taken using back-scattered elec-
trons, with increasing strains in a ferritic steel with 17 Co [24]. The field of vi-
sion is a few �m2 only, each picture presents therefore the microstructure with-
in one original grain or a small region comprising two neighbouring original
grains.

At an equivalent strain of 1, one observes rather hazily the beginning of the
formation of a substructure on the microscale, which is especially pronounced
at the original grain boundary. With increasing strain the contrasts become
more obvious and the scale of the substructure decreases. Beyond a certain
strain – in the present case at a strain of 16 – there is no clear change in the
microstructure. At larger strains and especially in the saturation regime, the mi-
crostructure observed in the axial direction shows equiaxed “grains” with a more
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Fig. 9.10 Schematic illustration of the princi-
ple of the torsional extrusion process.



or less pronounced bi-modality, depending on the deformation temperature and
the material.

The microstructure in the radial direction exhibits a preferred direction in-
clined at an angle to the axial direction [6], an example is presented in Fig. 9.12.
One might suppose that this preferred direction is a “souvenir” of the original
grain structure. This, however, is not so, the angle in the saturation regime does
not agree with the shear angle and remains constant in the saturation regime
[6]. The described features of the structural refinement are typical of HPT defor-
mation of single phase materials. This general evolution behavior of the micro-
structure can be observed in all SPD deformation processes.

The speciality of HPT is only that it is very easy to reach these strains, where
the saturation in refinement can be observed [13], with the other techniques it
is sometimes impossible or it can be very time consuming. The necessary strain
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Fig. 9.11 Back Scattered Electron (BSE) micrographs of a fer-
ritic steel (17 weight per cent Co) at different equivalent
strains; the micrographs are taken in the axial direction and
were performed at the same magnification.



to reach the saturation and the minimum size of the “grains” (structural ele-
ments, which are separated by high angle boundaries) are affected by the tem-
perature, strain rate, strain path, alloying, crystal structure and pressure. The
importance of parameters is qualitatively evaluated in Table 9.1 (for details, see
for example [4, 13, 25, 26]).

The structural evolution of dual or multiphase materials is much more com-
plex [15, 27–30]. The minimum sizes of the phases and grains, which can be
achieved by HPT, are usually smaller than in single phase material. In the
author’s opinion one should, in principle, also reach a saturation in the micro-
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Fig. 9.12 Focused iron beam micrographs of HPT deformed
pure Fe, deformed to �V�100, obtained in the three principle
observation directions ((a) axial, (b) radial and (c) tangential).

Table 9.1 Effect of different parameters on the onset strain of
saturation and the size of the structural elements in the satu-
ration regime.

d at saturation Onset of saturation

temperature very high very high
strain rate medium medium
strain path high medium
pressure low–medium low
alloying very high medium
precipitations high ?
crystal structure low medium
stacking-fault energy medium ?



structural evolution, which can be a (nano)composite, a solution of the phases
or a transformation to an amorphous state. The strain to reach such saturation
might be very high, or due to the extreme strength, difficult to obtain. In sum-
mary; the structural evolution in a HPT deformation should be similar to all
SPD processes at the same processing parameters, where the plastic deforma-
tion occurs by simple shear. The advantage of HPT is that it is relatively easy to
achieve very large strains at different processing parameters and due to the in-
herent high pressure, it can be applied to materials that are usually difficult to
deform.
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Nobuhiro Tsuji

10.1
Introduction

Ultrafine-grained (UFG) metallic materials whose mean grain size is smaller
than 1 �m are a candidate for the advanced structural materials in the future,
because they have excellent mechanical properties in simple chemical composi-
tions. One of the promising ways to fabricate the UFG or nanocrystalline mate-
rials is the severe plastic-deformation (SPD) process [1]. Various special SPD
processes, which make it possible to deform the materials up to very large plas-
tic strain, have been developed [1, 2]. The famous examples of such SPD pro-
cesses are equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE) and high-pressure torsion
(HPT) [1, 3]. Those SPD processes have succeeded in producing UFG materials,
but most of the SPD processes previously developed are batch processes that
can only fabricate limited amounts of material. As an alternative, we [2, 4, 5]
have invented a novel SPD process using the rolling deformation that is known
as the most advantageous metal working process for continuous production of
bulk materials, such as plates, sheets and bars. The process, named accumula-
tive roll bonding (ARB), has succeeded in fabricating bulk sheet materials having
the UFG structures and brought many findings into the field of SPD and UFG.
The aim of the present chapter is to summarize the features of the ARB proces-
sing and to overview the structures and properties of the ARB-processed materi-
als.

10.2
ARB Process

The principle of the ARB process is illustrated in Fig. 10.1. In conventional roll-
ing, it is almost impossible to apply a huge amount of strain to the materials,
because of the decrease in thickness of the materials accompanied with increas-
ing total strain. In the ARB process, 50% of rolled material is cut into two
pieces, stacked so as to be in the initial dimensions, and rolled again. In order
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to obtain one-body solid materials, the rolling in the ARB process is not only a
deformation process but also a bonding process (roll bonding). For good bond-
ing, the contacting surfaces of the sheets are degreased and wire brushed before
stacking. Sometimes the stacked sheets are heated at an elevated temperature
below the recrystallization temperature to achieve good bonding and to reduce
the rolling force. These procedures can be repeated limitlessly in principle, so
that the plastic deformation up to very high strain is realized, resulting in UFG
structures. Because the (von Mises) equivalent strain (�) of 50% rolling is 0.8,
the total strain accumulated by n cycles of the ARB is 0.8n. After 10 cycles of
the ARB, for example, 8.0 of strain is applied to the material. In contrast, in or-
der to fabricate a 1-mm thick sheet with 8.0 of total strain in conventional roll-
ing, it is necessary to start from a big ingot having a thickness of 1024 mm
(over one meter).

The ARB process does not require any special equipment except for a rolling
mill with enough capacity, which is another advantage of this method. Figure
10.2 shows (a) a rolling mill, (b) a hand grinder with a stainless wire brush,
and (c) a shearing machine used for the ARB process in Osaka University. The
rolling machine is a conventional two-high mill with a 310 mm roll diameter.
Because large reduction in one pass is necessary to achieve good bonding [6]
and the roll bonding is often carried out without lubrication to realize quick
UFG formation [7], the rolling force during the ARB becomes very large. For in-
stance, the rolling force for commercial-purity aluminum sheet 40 mm in width
reaches to 49 tons in the seventh cycle of the ARB without lubrication at room
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Fig. 10.1 Schematic illustration showing the principle of the
accumulative roll-bonding (ARB) process.



temperature (RT). Thus, the only requirement for the rolling mill is high capac-
ity. The rolling mill shown in Fig. 10.2 (a) has a capacity of 150 tons.

The ARB process has been successfully applied to various kinds of metallic
materials and has produced bulk sheets having ultrafine structures. All materi-
als processed by the ARB in Osaka University until now are summarized in
Table 10.1 [8–29]. In every material, ultrafine lamellar boundary structure or
pancake-shaped ultrafine grains whose boundary spacing or grain thickness is
much smaller than 1 �m, which will be shown in the following section, formed
uniformly in the materials after several cycles of the ARB. The ARB-processed
sheets having the ultrafine structures possess very high strength that is two to
four times higher than that of the starting coarse-grained materials. Besides
Table 10.1, many scientists in various countries have also used the ARB process
for SPD research [30–34].

Unexpectedly, the roll bonding in the ARB process was not so difficult for
most of the materials, although degreasing by acetone and wire brushing before
stacking were indispensable for good bonding. The minimum rolling reduction
in one pass to achieve bonding exists, as is well known [6], which depends on
the kind of the materials and the rolling conditions. During the course of the
ARB cycles, bonding at interfaces becomes more and more perfect. As a result,
even after fracture in tensile test, exfoliation of the bonded interfaces could be
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Fig. 10.2 (a) The two-high rolling mill,
(b) the hand grinder with stainless wire
brush, and (c) the shearing machine used
for the ARB process in Osaka University.



seen only at the center of the sheet that corresponds to the bonded interface in
the last ARB cycle. Figure 10.3 shows an optical microstructure of a plain low-
carbon steel (JIS-SS400) ARB processed up to strain of 4.0 at RT. Sound one-
body sheets were obtained even in steels processed at ambient temperature.
The bonded interfaces expected to exist at positions indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 10.3 are mostly invisible in spite of deep etching before observation, though
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Table 10.1 Various kinds of metallic materials ARB-processed in Osaka University.

Material (mass%) Conditions Mircostructures Grain Size Tesnile
Strength

Reference

4N-Al 7 cycles at RT pancake UFG 670 nm 125 MPa [8]
1100-Al (99%Al) 8 cycles at RT pancake UFG 210 nm 310 MPa [9]
5052-Al (Al-2.4Mg) 4 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 260 nm 388 MPa [10]
5083-Al
(Al-4.5Mg-0.57Mn)

7 cycles at 100 �C ultrafine lamellae 80 nm 530 MPa [11]

6061-Al
(Al-1.1Mg-0.63Si)

8 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 100 nm 357 MPa [12]

7075-Al
(Al-5.6Zn-2.6Mg-1.7Si)

5 cycles at 250 �C pancake UFG 300 nm 376 MPa [13]

8011-Al
(Al-0.63Si-0.72Fe)

8 cycles at RT pancake UFG 320 nm 240 MPa [14]

Al-2Cu 6 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 67 nm (HV 115) [15]
Al-4Cu 6 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae [16]
Al-5vol%SiC 8 cycles at RT – – 170 MPa [17]
OFHC-Cu 6 cycles ar RT ultrafine lamellae 260 nm 520 MPa [18]
Cu-0.27Co-0.09P 8 cycles at 200 �C ultrafine lamellae 150 nm 470 MPa [19]
Cu-30Zn 5 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 47 nm 801 MPa [20]
Ni 5 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 140 nm 885 MPa [10]
IF steel 7 cylces at 500 �C pancake UFG 210 nm 870 MPa [9]
IF steel 10 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 88 nm 1020 MPa [21]
0.041P-added IF steel 5 cycles at 400 � pancake UFG 180 nm 820 MPa [22]
SS400 steel
(Fe-0.13C-0.37Mn)

5 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 110 nm 1030 MPa [23]

Fe-26Cr-7Ni (a) 4 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae 120 nm 1000 MPa [24]
Fe-30Ni 7 cycles at 500 �C ultrafine lamellae 170 nm 750 MPa [25]
Fe-36Ni 7 cycles at 500 �C ultrafine lamellae 87 nm 780 MPa [26]
cp-Ti 6 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae +

equiaxed ultrafine
grains

80–100 nm 892 MPa [27]

Cu-71.9Ag (eutectic) 5 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae +
shear bands

Ag: 30 nm
Cu: 10 nm

(HV 208) [28]

Ni+1100-Al
multi-layer

7 cycles at RT – – 292 MPa [10]

Zr+Cu 10 cycles at RT ultrafine lamellae +
shear bands, partial
amorphization

[29]



some inclusions that are presumably retained during wire brushing and stack-
ing are observed along some interfaces. Concerning the microstructure, it has
been found in aluminum that the thin regions near the bonded interfaces, the
thickness of which is below 1 �m, show characteristic microstructures including
both nanograins and oxide particles formed during wire brushing [35, 36].

A possible and rather serious problem in the ARB process is cracking during
rolling in some hard materials. The typical appearance of the ARB processed
aluminum alloys is shown in Fig. 10.4. In very ductile materials, such as pure
aluminum, pure Cu and IF steel, almost no cracking occurred even after many
cycles of the ARB. As a result, sound and large sheets filled with UFG struc-
tures could be obtained even in university laboratories. Figure 10.4 (a) is an ex-
ample of the 1100-Al (99%Al) sheet ARB processed by 5 cycles (��4.0) at RT,
whose size is 1 mm thick, 55 mm wide and 320 mm long. On the other hand,
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Fig. 10.3 Optical microstructure of the
0.13C steel (JIS-SS400) ARB-processed up
to ��4.0 at RT. Observed from TD. The ar-
rows indicate the expected positions of the
bonded interfaces.

Fig. 10.4 Appearance of ARB-processed aluminum
alloys sheets. (a) 1100-Al ARB-processed by 5 cycles
(��4.0) at RT. (b) 5083-Al ARB-processed by 2 cycles
(��1.6) at RT.



some kinds of materials considerably lose workability, as the strength increased
with increasing number of ARB cycles (strain). An example of a severely
cracked sheet of a 5083-Al (Al-4.7%Mg) ARB processed by 2 cycles (��1.6) at
RT is shown in Fig. 10.4 (b). The cracks generally start at side edges of the sheet
due to tensile stress, and they sometimes propagate into the center of the sheet,
as shown in Fig. 10.4 (b). The severe cracking tends to occur especially in high-
strength aluminum alloys, such as 5000 and 7000 series. Once such cracking
occurs, it is difficult to proceed to the next cycle. However, there are some tech-
niques or know-how to avoid the cracking during roll bonding. As a result, the
ARB process has been applicable to most of the metallic materials that can be
rolled (Table 10.1).

10.3
Microstructure of ARB-processed Materials

Only one or two cycles of the ARB gives a normal plastic deformation corre-
sponding to 50% or 75% rolling. Therefore, the microstructure after one or two
cycles showed typical deformation microstructures composed of dislocation cells
and subgrains [37]. Above three cycles, the lamellar boundary structure, which
has been typically observed in heavily rolled materials [38], developed, and the
materials ARB processed above five cycles were uniformly filled with the ultra-
fine lamellar boundary structure or the pancake-shaped UFGs. Together with
this microstructural evolution, the mean misorientation of the deformation-in-
duced boundaries increased with increasing strain [39]. The evolution of ultra-
fine microstructure during the ARB can be understood in terms of grain subdi-
vision [37, 39]. It should be noted, however, that the evolution of microstructure
and the increase in misorientation of boundaries in the ARB process were
much faster than those in conventional rolling [39]. One of the main reasons
for this quick grain subdivision in the ARB process is the additional shear
strain due to friction between the rolls and the materials under the unlubricated
roll-bonding condition [7, 21, 39].

A typical TEM micrograph of the ultrafine structure in the interstitial free
(IF) steel ARB processed by 7 cycles (��5.6) at 500 �C is shown in Fig. 10.5 (a).
The microstructure is elongated along the rolling direction (RD). Because the
ARB process was carried out at a temperature of 500 �C in this case, recovery
and short range of grain-boundary migration turned the lamellar structure into
a pancake-shaped grain structure [37]. For this microstructure, Kikuchi-line
analysis was carried out in TEM. The misorientation map obtained from the ac-
curate crystallographic analysis by the TEM/Kikuchi-line method is shown in
Fig. 10.5 (b), where the high-angle grain boundaries with misorietation angles
larger than 15� are drawn in bold lines and the misorientations in degrees are
superimposed. It is clearly shown that most of the boundaries are high-angle
grain boundaries, so that it is possible to consider that this is already a kind of
ultrafine “grain” structure having large misorientations to each other. At the
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same time, however, the as-ARB-processed materials have the character of defor-
mation microstructures, because the microstructure is elongated along the di-
rection of metal flow (RD) and there are many low-angle boundaries as well as
some dislocations within the grains. Quite similar results have been obtained in
pure Al as well [39].

It has been recently confirmed by detailed SEM/EBSD analysis that the ultra-
fine microstructure in the ARB-processed materials is quite uniform throughout
the thickness of the sheets [21, 40]. Figure 10.6 shows the mean grain thickness
of the pancake-shaped UFGs and the fraction of high-angle grain boundaries as
a function of the thickness location in the IF steel ARB processed by 7 cycles
(��5.6) at 500 �C. The grain size is homogeneous around 200 nm and the frac-
tion of high-angle boundaries is always above 75% throughout the thickness.
Similar homogeneity has been confirmed in the ARB-processed pure Al, pure
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Fig. 10.5 TEM microstructure (a) and corresponding mis-
orientation map (b) of the IF steel ARB-processed by 7 cycles
(��5.6) at 500 �C. Observed from TD.



Cu and Fe-36%Ni alloy [40]. It can be concluded, therefore, that the ARB is a
promising SPD process to fabricate bulk sheets filled with UFG structure uni-
formly. On the other hand, the ARB-processed materials, especially those pro-
cessed without lubrication, had a complicated distribution of texture through
the thickness location [4, 7, 21, 40, 41]. This is due to the additional shear defor-
mation caused by large friction between rolls and sheets and the repetition of
cutting, stacking and rolling [7]. Roughly speaking, the sheets ARB-processed
without lubrication have strong shear texture at subsurface regions, while the
texture in the other parts is relatively weak [21].

As was shown in Table 10.1, the ultrafine grain size obtained by the ARB con-
siderably differs depending on the alloy systems. Though the typical grain size
obtained by the ARB process was several hundred nm, sometimes quite fine
structures down to several tens of nm could be obtained. Basically, coarser mi-
crostructure was obtained in purer materials, probably due to the enhanced re-
covery including the short range of grain-boundary migration. The solute atoms
[15] and low stacking-fault energy [20] seemed quite effective to refine the mi-
crostructure. The size of the microstructure decreased with increasing strain
[39, 42], however, the rate of decrease became smaller and smaller and some-
times the grain size nearly saturated after a certain amount of strain. Since the
formation of the ultrafine structure can be understood in terms of grain subdi-
vision, the balance between the accumulation and annihilation of strain (disloca-
tions) should be considered for the nanostructure evolution. The lower proces-
sing temperature, of course, resulted in finer structure. The effects of strain rate
and strain path on the ultrafine grain subdivision are the remaining issues to
be studied. When considering very high strain rates, it should be noted that the
amount of heat generation due to plastic working is significant [42]. Especially
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Fig. 10.6 Mean grain thickness and fraction of high-angle
boundaries throughout the thickness of the UFG IF steel ARB
processed by 7 cycles (��5.6) at 500 �C.



in the SPD of bulk materials, the heat generation due to large plastic working
plays an important role in the microstructure evolution [42]. On the other hand,
nanostructures down to several ten nm of grain sizes have been obtained in
limited regions of the materials, such as surface, in various kinds of processing
(wire brushing [35, 36], shot-peening [43, 44], sliding wear [45] and hot rolling
[46]). In addition to the grain refinement, the ARB process can be also used as
a bulk mechanical alloying process to fabricate nonequilibrium materials in
bulk shape [28, 29, 47]. Figure 10.7 shows an example of the amorphous phase
formed in the Cu/Zr multilayered sheets ARB-processed up to strain of 13.7
[29].

10.4
Mechanical Properties of the ARB-processed Materials

Figure 10.8 shows the engineering stress–strain curves of the materials ARB-
processed by various cycles. Many materials show similar tendency of change in
mechanical properties, which has been also reported in materials severely de-
formed by other processes such as ECAE [48]. In the case of the IF steel ARB-
processed at 500 �C (Fig. 10.8 (a)), for example, the strength increased somewhat
after only one cycle of the ARB, while the elongation greatly decreased. The
strength continued to increase with increasing strain, and it reached 900 MPa
after 7 cycles, which is 3.2 times higher than that of the starting materials.
When the ARB process was conducted at ambient temperature, the strength be-
came above 1 GPa in this material [49]. The elongation remained at nearly the
same value or slightly decreased with increasing number of cycles. The com-
mercial-purity aluminum (1100, Fig. 10.8 (c)) showed nearly the same tendency
as the IF steel. The characteristic feature of the severely deformed materials is a
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Fig. 10.7 TEM micrograph and a corresponding SAD pattern
near a shear band in the specimen ARB-processed up to
��13.7. Observed from TD.



lack of uniform elongation. It is well known that work-hardened materials show
limited ductility. Though the ARB-processed materials certainly exhibited UFG
structures, they had a character of deformation microstructure, as was described
before (Fig. 10.5). Therefore, it is not surprising that the as-ARB-processed ma-
terials performed limited ductility. The 36Ni steel, which had austenite (fcc) sin-
gle phase, showed a similar change in mechanical properties to the ferritic (bcc)
steel (IF steel) and pure aluminum. Strength increased with increasing strain
and ductility rapidly decreased by 1 cycle of the ARB. However, the shapes of
the stress–strain curves in the 36Ni were significantly different from the IF steel
and pure aluminum. The 36%Ni exhibited a relatively large amount of uniform
deformation, which was also observed in the ARB-processed Cu having similar
stacking-fault energy [18]. This is probably because the austenite and Cu origi-
nally have large strain-hardening ability compared with ferrite and aluminum
having high stacking-fault energies, avoiding the early plastic instability that will
be discussed in the following section.

Subsequent annealing could change the microstructures of the ARB-processed
materials [9, 22, 50, 51]. Figure 10.9 shows the TEM microstructures of the
1100-Al ARB-processed and then annealed at various temperatures [9]. During
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Fig. 10.8 Engineering (nominal) stress–strain curves of the
various ARB-processed materials. (a) IF steel processed at
500 �C. (b) 36 Ni steel processed at 500 �C. (c) 1100-Al pro-
cessed at RT. (d) 8011-Al processed at RT.



low-temperature annealing, recovery decreases the dislocation density inside the
elongated ultrafine grains, and the ultrafine grains slightly grow. In the speci-
men annealed at 225 �C for 1.8 ks, equiaxed grains free of dislocations are ob-
served. It is quite difficult to distinguish these grains from conventionally re-
crystallized grains. It should be noted, however, that the mean grain size is still
around 1 �m, which cannot be achieved through a conventional deformation
and recrystallization process. Further annealing causes normal grain growth, re-
sulting in equiaxed grain structures having various mean grain sizes. A similar
microstructural change has been observed in the ARB-processed IF steel [9].
Anyhow, it is possible to fabricate bulk sheets having various mean grain sizes
ranging from 100 nm to 100 �m through an ARB and annealing process.

Figure 10.10 shows the stress–strain curves of commercial-purity aluminum
(1100-Al) and ultralow carbon interstitial free (IF) steel specimens having var-
ious mean grain sizes [9]. Assuming uniform deformation, true stress and true
strain are indicated in the figure. The specimens were fabricated by the ARB
and subsequent annealing process. The flow stress of both materials increases
with decreasing mean grain size. Once the mean grain size becomes smaller
than 1 �m, elongation of both Al and Fe suddenly dropped, though the strength
still increases with decreasing grain size. The stress–strain curves of the UFG
specimens reveal similar shapes. The flow stress rapidly rises at the beginning
of tensile tests and reaches the maximum at a plastic strain of a few per cent,
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Fig. 10.9 TEM microstructures of the 1100 aluminum
annealed for 1.8 ks at (a) 100 �C, (b) 150 �C, (c) 200 �C,
(d) 225�C, (e) 250 �C and (f) 300 �C after 6 cycles of ARB
(��4.8) at 200 �C. Observed from TD.



followed by macroscopic necking toward fracture. That is, uniform elongation is
especially limited to within a few per cent in the UFG Al and Fe, resulting in
small total elongation below 10%. This is the typical tensile behavior of the
UFG materials.

The limited uniform elongation of the UFG materials is simply understood
in the following way [9, 52]. Equation (10.1) is the Considére criterion for plastic
instability of rate-insensitive materials.

� � d�
d�

� �
�10�1�

Here, � and � are true stress and true strain, respectively, so that (d�/d�) is the
strain-hardening rate. When the strain-hardening rate coincides with the flow
stress, plastic instability, in other words necking, starts in the tensile test, which
determines the uniform elongation. Figure 10.10 shows that the flow stress,
especially yield strength, greatly increases with decreasing mean grain size, as
has been observed in typical grain-refinement strengthening. Generally speak-
ing, the strain-hardening rate monotonously decreases as the tensile test pro-
ceeds. As a result, flow stress (�) meets the strain-hardening rate (d�/d�) at
smaller plastic strain when the strength of the material increases, which is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 10.11. This is the basic mechanism for the decrease in
the uniform elongation. Moreover, Fig. 10.10 indicates that the strain-hardening
rate (slope of the true stress–strain curve) after macroscopic yielding also de-
creases with decreasing grain size, though the mechanism of this phenomenon
is still unclear. Consequently, it is expected that the plastic instability condition
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Fig. 10.10 True stress–true plastic strain curves of the 1100-Al
(a) and IF steel (b) with various mean grain sizes fabricated
by the ARB and subsequent annealing process.



expressed in Eq. (10.1) is achieved at a very early stage of the tensile test in the
UFG Al and Fe, resulting in limited uniform elongation below a few per cent.

The strain-hardening rate of the IF steel specimens with various mean grain
sizes was calculated from the actual stress–strain data and is shown together
with the stress–strain curves in Fig. 10.12. In Fig. 10.12, the broken lines are
the stress–strain curves, while the solid lines indicate the strain-hardening rate
(d�/d�). It is clearly shown that the plastic instability is achieved at smaller
strains as the grain size is finer. The point of plastic instability coincides well
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Fig. 10.11 Schematic illustration showing the decrease in the
uniform elongation with increasing yield strength based on
the plastic instability condition.

Fig. 10.12 True stress–true strain curves and work-hardening
rate–true strain curves of the IF steel with various mean grain
sizes fabricated by the ARB and subsequent annealing process.



with the value of the observed uniform elongation for each specimen. Addition-
ally, the strain-hardening rate seems to become smaller with finer grain size at
the same plastic strain. It can be concluded, anyhow, that the limited ductility
(limited uniform elongation) of the UFG Al and Fe is explained in terms of
early plastic instability.

It is noteworthy, however, that the UFG Al and Fe have fairly large local elon-
gation (Fig. 10.10). It should be remembered that the original UFG specimen
was made by rolling (ARB) without fracture. That is, the plasticity itself is not
lost even in the UFG materials. They are plastically unstable only for tensile
stress conditions. In that sense, it is not so surprising that nanocrystalline Cu
was deformable in rolling [53]. Thus, it is expected that the UFG materials are
applicable to some kinds of plastic working applications where tensile stress
conditions are suppressed.

It was shown in the previous section that the limited uniform elongation in
the UFG Al and ferritic steel is attributed to the high yield strength and lack of
strain hardening in the UFG microstructures. It should be noted here that the
strain-hardening ability in both Al with high stacking-fault energy FCC struc-
ture and ferritic Fe with BCC structure is originally low. The understanding
based on Eq. (10.1) tells us that it is possible to increase the uniform elongation
if the strain hardening rate (d�/d�) can be increased by any means. One of the
possible ways to enhance strain hardening is to disperse fine second-phase par-
ticles within the matrix. Ueji et al. [54–56] have found a simple way to obtain a
multiphased UFG microstructure in low-carbon steels without SPD. When the
starting microstructure is Martensite, ultrafine ferrite grains with mean grain
size of about 100 nm can be obtained only after conventional 50% cold rolling
and subsequent annealing at around 500 �C [54]. Because Martensite in carbon-
steels is a supersaturated solid solution of carbon, a number of fine carbides
having nanometer dimensions precipitate homogeneously in the matrix during
annealing. Figure 10.13 shows a typical example of the multiphased UFG steel
(0.13%C plain low-C steel: JIS-SS400) fabricated by the Martensite method [54].
Nearly equiaxed ultrafine ferrite grains including nanocarbides are observed in
most of the area. It has been clarified that most of the UFGs are surrounded by
high-angle grain boundaries [55].

Stress–strain curves of the SS400 low-carbon steel (0.13%C) fabricated by the
Martensite method are shown in Fig. 10.14. The specimens annealed at 500 �C
or 550 �C show both high strength and adequate ductility. It is noteworthy that
the 550 �C annealed specimen having the multiphased UFG structure like
Fig. 10.13 exhibits tensile strength of 870 MPa, uniform elongation of 8% and
total elongation of 20%. As the starting material (SS400) is a 400 MPa class
steel, the strength more than doubled. Compared with the ferrite single-phased
UFG steel (Fig. 10.10 (b)), the stress–strain curve of the multiphased UFG steel
clearly indicates strain hardening. The Considére criterion was again examined
for the multiphased UFG steel fabricated by the Martensite method, and it was
obviously shown that the strain-hardening rate increased by dispersing the na-
nocarbide within the UFG ferrite matrix. This way seems adaptive to other
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kinds of metals, such as Al alloys, since Horita et al. [57] recently reported that
the Al-Ag alloy having nanoscale �� particles within the UFG Al matrix shows
both high strength and large elongation. It was also found by Zhao et al. [58] re-
cently that the same strategy was effective in 7075 Al alloy including fine GP
zones. It can be concluded now that to enhance strain hardening by dispersing
fine second-phase particles is a promising way to prevent the occurrence of
early plastic instability and to realize adequate ductility in UFG materials.
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Fig. 10.13 Multiphased UFG structure in the 0.13%C steel
(JIS-SS400). The specimen having Martensite starting phase
was cold rolled by 50% and then annealed at 500 �C for
1.8 ks. Observed from TD.

Fig. 10.14 Nominal stress–strain curves of the 0.13%C steel
(SS400) 50% cold rolled and annealed at various tempera-
tures for 1.8 ks. The starting microstructure was Martensite.



The way to increase the uniform elongation in the UFG materials was discussed
in the former section. Another possibility to increase the substantial elongation in
the SPD materials has been shown recently. Figure 10.15 shows the stress–strain
curves of two kinds of Al alloys ARB-processed by various cycles at RT [14]. In the
commercial-purity aluminum (AA1100), the strength monotonously increases
with increasing number of the ARB cycle (strain). On the other hand, elongation
greatly dropped only by one cycle, and it maintains nearly the same value. These
are the typical changes in the mechanical properties of the SPD-processed materi-
als not only in the case of ARB (Fig. 10.8) but also in case of other SPD processes
like ECAP [48]. The AA8011 alloy (Al-0.17wt%Si-0.57wt%Fe-0.11wt%Cu), how-
ever, shows a unique behavior. The elongation of the AA8011 significantly de-
creases by 1 cycle of the ARB, similar to AA1100. However, total elongation of
the AA8011 sheet increases with increasing number of the ARB cycles, and it
reaches 18% after 12 cycles. This unique increase in ductility was first found by
Kim et al. [14] only in the Al-Si-Fe system.

It should be noted that the stress–strain curves of the AA8011 do not show
enhanced strain hardening but nearly a constant flow stress or rather negative
slope after initial hardening. This suggests that the increase in ductility in this
case is different from the case in the previous section that could be understood
in terms of plastic instability. The strain-hardening analysis similar to Fig. 10.12
is again carried out for the AA8011 ARB-processed by 9 cycles. Here, the Hart
criterion for strain-rate-sensitive materials,
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is also investigated in addition to the Considére criterion (Fig. 10.16). The re-
sults do not show a significant difference between the two criteria and the
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Fig. 10.15 Nominal stress–strain curves of the AA1100 (a)
and AA8011 (b) alloys ARB-processed by various cycles at RT.



strain-hardening rate curves meet the stress–strain curve at very small strain,
around three per cent. This indicates that necking initiates at an early stage of
tensile test as well as other kinds of ARB-processed materials like AA1100 but
it does not develop locally. That is, the post-uniform elongation significantly
increases as the SPD proceeds in the AA8011 alloy by any means. It is note-
worthy that substantially uniform elongation is realized in the AA8011 alloy
(Fig. 10.15 (b)) because the propagation of necking is so diffuse, which is
thought to be advantageous for practical applications.

It has been also clarified that the strain-rate sensitivity of the AA8011 alloy in-
creases with increasing number of ARB cycles [14]. The strain-rate sensitivity
(so-called m value) of the starting sheet with conventional coarse-grained struc-
ture was about 0.01 but it reached 0.047 after the 8 ARB cycles [14]. It is phe-
nomenologically known that such an increase in m value results in a significant
improvement of the post-uniform elongation [59]. The increase in the strain-rate
sensitivity is attributed to enhanced dynamic recovery caused by the increase in
the density of high-angle grain boundaries with increasing strain [14]. High
strength and large elongation in the as-ECAP-processed Cu reported by Valiev
et al. [60] might be classified into this category. Another reason for the en-
hanced dynamic recovery in the Al-Si-Fe system is the relatively high purity of
the matrix owing to the scavenging effect by addition of Si+Fe [14].

Besides the previous understanding described above, several unknown proper-
ties, such as surprisingly high strength and high ductility both managed in bimo-
dal nanostructured Cu [52], have been found in the nanostructured materials. Re-
cently, other unique phenomena, namely hardening by annealing and softening
by deformation, were found in the ARB-processed pure aluminum. The details
of these curious properties can be found in the original literature [61].
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Fig. 10.16 True stress–true strain curves and work-hardening
rate–true strain curves of the AA8011 alloy ARB-processed by 9
cycles at RT. Both Considére and Hart criteria are investigated.



10.5
Conclusions

The details of the accumulative roll bonding (ARB), which is a severe plastic de-
formation process using rolling deformation were introduced. The microstruc-
tures and the mechanical properties of the ARB-processed materials were
shown in detail. The advantages of the ARB process are applicability to bulk
sheet materials and ease of installation without special equipments. The ARB
can be applied to most of the workable metallic materials, and quite uniform ul-
trafine microstructures can be obtained after several cycles of the ARB. The
ARB-processed materials have very high strength, but the uniform elongation is
generally limited. The limited uniform elongation can be explained by lack of
strain hardening, which points out directions for new materials design for the
ultrafine microstructures with excellent mechanical properties.
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Rajiv S. Mishra

11.1
Introduction

Friction stir processing (FSP) is a relatively new solid-state microstructural mod-
ification technique. This processing technique can be viewed as a severe plastic-
deformation technique because of the high processing strain involved. It is also
unique from the viewpoint of its applicability to a localized region. In this chap-
ter, the current state of understanding and development of FSP for processing
of bulk nanomaterials are addressed. Much of the review is taken from two re-
cent reviews on friction stir processing by the author [1, 2]. Particular emphasis
has been placed on: (a) mechanisms responsible for the microstructural refine-
ment, (b) effects of FSP parameters on resultant microstructure and final me-
chanical properties, and (c) addition of second phase in selective regions. The
scope is this chapter is limited to aluminum alloys, although conceptually these
results can be obtained for other metals and alloys.

Recently friction stir processing (FSP) was developed by Mishra et al. [3, 4] as
a generic tool for microstructural modification based on the basic principles of
friction stir welding (FSW), that was invented at The Welding Institute (TWI) of
UK in 1991 as a solid-state joining technique, and it was initially applied to alu-
minum alloys [5, 6]. The details of FSW and the current status of the field has
been recently reviewed by Mishra and Ma [1]. The basic concept of FSP is re-
markably simple. A nonconsumable rotating tool with a specially designed pin
and shoulder is inserted into the monolithic material to be processed and tra-
versed along the line of interest to produce a processed volume (Fig. 11.1). The
tool serves two primary functions: (a) heating of the workpiece, and (b) move-
ment of material to produce the microstructural modification. The heating is ac-
complished by friction between the tool and the workpiece and plastic deforma-
tion of the workpiece. The localized heating softens the material around the pin
and combination of tool rotation and translation leads to movement of material
from the front of the pin to the back of the pin. As a result of this process a
joint is produced in “solid state”. Because of various geometrical features of the
tool, the material movement around the pin can be quite complex [7]. During
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the FSP process, the material undergoes intense plastic deformation at elevated
temperature, resulting in generation of fine and equiaxed recrystallized grains
[8–11]. The fine microstructure in the friction stirred region produces specific
property enhancement. For example, high strain rate superplasticity was ob-
tained in commercial 7075Al alloy by FSP [3, 12]. Furthermore, the FSP tech-
nique has been used to produce surface composite on aluminum substrate [13],
homogenization of powder metallurgy aluminum alloy [14], microstructural
modification of metal matrix composites [15] and property enhancement in cast
aluminum alloys [16].

In order to perform FSP, the processing tool must be given two basic parame-
ters: tool rotation rate (�, rpm) in clockwise or counterclockwise direction and
tool traverse speed (�, mm/min) along the traverse direction. As mentioned ear-
lier, the rotation of the tool results in stirring and mixing of material around
the rotating pin and the translation of tool moves the stirred material from the
front to the back of the pin and finishes the microstructural modification pro-
cess. Higher tool rotation rates generate higher temperatures because of higher
friction heating and results in more intense stirring and mixing of material as
will be discussed later. However, it should be noted that frictional coupling of
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Fig. 11.1 Schematic drawing of friction stir welding process and friction stir welding tools.



tool surface with the workpiece is going to govern the heating. So, a monotonic
increase in heating with increasing tool rotation rate is not expected as the coef-
ficient of friction at the interface will change with increasing tool rotation rate.

In addition to the tool rotation rate and traverse speed, another important
process parameter is the angle of spindle or tool tilt with respect to the work-
piece surface. A suitable tilt of the spindle towards trailing direction ensures
that the shoulder of the tool holds the stirred material by the threaded pin and
consolidates material effectively at the trailing side of the shoulder. Further, the
insertion depth of pin into the workpiece (also called target depth) is important
for producing sound welds or processed zones with smooth tool shoulders. For
addition of second-phase particles this can be critical. It should be noted that
the recent development of a “scrolled” tool shoulder allows FSP with 0� tool tilt
(Fig. 11.1).

11.2
Temperature Distribution

For producing bulk nanomaterials using FSP, the most important factor is to
control the temperature. However, temperature must be kept high enough to
produce defect-free consolidation of sheared or stirred layers behind the pin. As
mentioned earlier, FSP results in intense plastic deformation around the rotat-
ing tool and friction between the tool and workpieces. Both these factors con-
tribute to the temperature increase within and around the stirred zone. Since
the temperature distribution within and around the stirred zone directly influ-
ences the microstructure of the welds, such as grain size, grain-boundary char-
acter, coarsening and dissolution of precipitates, and resultant mechanical prop-
erties of the welds, it is important to obtain information about temperature dis-
tribution during FSP. The control of temperature is critical for maintaining
ultrafine-grained microstructure. This can be achieved by (a) controlling the
process parameters, and/or (b) tool geometry. The temperature measurements
within the stirred zone are very difficult due to the intense plastic deformation
produced by the rotation and translation of tool. Therefore, the maximum tem-
peratures within the stirred zone during FSW/P have been either estimated
from the microstructure of the weld [8, 9, 17] or recorded by embedding thermo-
couples in the regions adjacent to the rotating pin [18, 19].

Mahoney et al. [18] conducted friction stir welding of 6.35-mm thick 7075Al-
T651 plate and measured the temperature distribution around the stirred zone
both as a function of distance from the stirred zone and through the thickness
of the sheet. Figure 11.2 shows the peak temperature distribution adjacent to
the stirred zone. Maximum temperature was recorded at the locations close to
the stirred zone, i.e. the edge of the stirred zone, and the temperature decreased
with increasing distance from the stirred zone. A maximum temperature of
475 �C was recorded near the corner between the edge of the stirred zone and
the top surface. The temperature at the edge of the stirred zone increased from
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the bottom surface of the plate to the top surface. Based on these results the
temperature within the stirred zone is likely to be above 475 �C. However, the
maximum temperature within the stirred zone should be lower than the melt-
ing point of 7075Al because no evidence of material melting was observed in
the weld [8, 18].

In a recent investigation, a numerical three-dimensional (3D) heat-flow model
for friction stir welding of age hardening aluminum alloy has been developed
by Frigaard et al. [20], based on the method of finite differences. The average
heat input per unit area and time according to their model is [20],

q0 � 4
3
�2�P N R3 �11�1�

where, q0 is the net power (W), � is the friction coefficient, P is the pressure
(Pa), N is the tool rotational speed (rot/s) and R is the tool radius (m). Frigaard
et al. [20] suggested that the tool rotation rate and shoulder radius are the main
process variables in FSW/P, and the pressure P cannot exceed the actual flow
stress of the material at the operating temperature if a sound weld without de-
pressions is to be obtained. The process model was compared with in-situ ther-
mocouple measurements in and around the FSW zone. FSW of 6082Al-T6 and
7108Al-T79 was performed at constant tool rotation rate of 1500 rpm and a
constant welding force of 7000 N, at three welding speeds of 300, 480, and
720 mm/min. They reported a peak temperature of above �500 �C in the FSW
zone. The peak temperature decreased with increasing traverse speeds from 300
to 720 mm/min. The effect of FSW parameters on the temperature of the FSW
process was further examined by Arbegast and Hartley [21]. They reported that
for a given tool geometry and depth of penetration, the maximum temperature
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Fig. 11.2 Peak temperature distribution adjacent to a friction
stir weld in 7075Al-T651 (after Mahoney et al. [18]).



was observed to be a strong function of the rotation rate (�, rpm), while the rate
of heating was a strong function of the traverse speed (�, ipm). It was also noted
that there was a slightly higher temperature on the advancing side of the joint
where the tangential velocity vector direction was the same as the forward velo-
city vector. They measured the average maximum temperature on 6.35 mm alu-
minum plates as a function of the pseudo-“heat index w (w � �2��)”. It was
demonstrated that for several aluminum alloys a general relationship between
maximum welding temperature (T, �C) and FSW parameters (�, �) can be ex-
plained by

T
Tm

� K

�
�2

�� 104

��

�11�2�

where the exponent � was reported to range from 0.04 to 0.06, the constant K is
between 0.65 and 0.75, and Tm ( �C) is the melting point of the alloy. The maxi-
mum temperature observed during FSW of various aluminum alloys is found
to be between 0.6 Tm and 0.9 Tm, which is within the hot working temperature
range for those aluminum alloys. Furthermore, the temperature range is gener-
ally within the solution heat-treatment temperature range of precipitation-
strengthened aluminum alloys.

11.3
Microstructural Evolution

The contribution of intense plastic deformation and high-temperature exposure
within the stirred zone during FSW/FSP results in the occurrence of recrystalli-
zation and development of texture within the stirred zone [11, 12, 17, 18, 22–
30]. Based on microstructural characterization of grains and precipitates, three dis-
tinct zones, stirred (nugget) zone, thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ), and
heat-affected zone (HAZ), have been identified as shown in Fig. 11.3. The micro-
structural changes in various zones exert a significant effect on postweld mechan-
ical properties. Therefore, the microstructural evolution during FSW/FSP has
been studied by a number of investigators.
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Fig. 11.3 A typical macro-
graph showing various micro-
structural zones in FSP
7075Al-T651 (standard
threaded pin, 400 rpm and
51 mm/min).



11.3.1
Nugget Zone

Intense plastic deformation and frictional heating during FSW/FSP result in
generation of a recrystallized fine-grained microstructure within the stirred
zone. This region is usually referred to as the nugget zone (or weld nugget) or
dynamically recrystallized zone (DXZ). Under some FSW/FSP conditions, an
onion-ring structure was observed in the nugget zone. In the interior of the re-
crystallized grains, usually there is low dislocation density [8, 9]. The interface
between the recrystallized nugget zone and the parent metal is relatively diffuse
on the retreating side of the tool, but quite sharp on the advancing side of the
tool [31].

11.3.2
Shape of Nugget Zone

Depending on processing parameter, tool geometry, temperature of workpiece,
and thermal conductivity of the material, various shapes of nugget zone have
been observed. Basically, the nugget zone can be classified into two types, a ba-
sin-shaped nugget that widens near the upper surface and an elliptical nugget.
Sato et al. [19] reported the formation of a basin-shaped nugget on friction stir
welding of 6063Al-T5 plate. They suggested that the upper surface experiences
extreme deformation and frictional heating by contact with a cylindrical-tool
shoulder during FSW, thereby resulting in generation of a basin-shaped nugget
zone. On the other hand, Rhodes et al. [8] and Mahoney et al. [18] reported an
elliptical nugget zone in the weld of 7075Al-T651.

Recently, an investigation was conducted on the effect of FSP parameter on
the microstructure and properties of cast A356 [32]. The results indicated that a
lower tool rotation rate of 300–500 rpm resulted in generation of a basin-shaped
nugget zone, whereas an elliptical nugget zone was observed by FSP at higher
tool rotation of > 700 rpm. This indicates that with same tool geometry, different
nugget shapes can be produced by changing processing parameters.

11.3.3
Grain Size

It is well accepted that the dynamic recrystallization during FSW/FSP results in
generation of fine and equiaxed grains in the nugget zone [11, 12, 17, 18, 22–
30]. FSW/FSP parameters, tool geometry, composition of workpiece, tempera-
ture of the workpiece, vertical pressure, and active cooling exert significant in-
fluence on the size of the recrystallized grains in the FSW/FSP materials. While
the typical recrystallized grain size in the FSW/FSP aluminum alloys is in the
micrometer range, ultrafine-grained (UFG) microstructures (average grain size
< 1 �m) have been achieved by using external cooling or special tool geometries
(Table 11.1).
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Benavides et al. [11] investigated the effect of the workpiece temperature on
the grain size of FSW 2024Al. They [11] reported that decreasing the starting
temperature of the workpiece from 30 to –30 �C with liquid-nitrogen cooling re-
sulted in a decrease in the peak temperature from 330 to 140 �C at a location
10 mm away from the weld centerline, thereby leading to a reduction in the
grain size from 10 to 0.8 �m in FSW 2024Al. Following the same principles, Su
et al. [37] prepared bulk nanostructured 7075Al with an average grain size of
�100 nm via FSP, using a mixture of water, methanol and dry ice for cooling
the plate rapidly behind the tool. On the other hand, Kwon et al. [33–35]
adopted a cone-shaped pin with a sharpened tip to reduce the amount of fric-
tional heat generated during FSP of 1050Al. A peak temperature of only 190 �C
was recorded in the FSP zone at a tool rotation rate of 560 rpm and a traverse
speed of 155 mm/min, which resulted in a grain size of 0.5 �m. Similarly,
Charit and Mishra [38, 39] reported that a grain size of 0.68 �m was produced,
by using a small diameter tool with normal threaded pin, in FSP of cast Al-Zn-
Mg-Sc at a tool rotation rate of 400 rpm and a traverse speed of 25.4 mm/min.
These observations are consistent with the general principles for recrystalliza-
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Table 11.1 A summary of ultrafine-grained microstructures produced via FSW/FSP in aluminum alloys.

Material Plate
thickness,
mm

Tool
geometry

Special
cooling

Rotation
rate, rpm

Traverse
speed,
mm/min

Grain size,
�m

Ref.

2024Al-T4 6.5 Threaded
cylindrical

Liquid
nitrogen

650 60 0.5–0.8 [11]

1050Al 5.0 Conical pin
without
thread

N/A 560 155 0.5 [33–35]

7050 Al 1 N/R Dry ice,
Isopropyl
alcohol

200–500 N/A 0.025–0.1 [36]

7075Al 2 N/R Water,
Methanol,
Dry ice

1000 120 0.1 [37]

Cast Al-Zn-
Mg-Sc

6.7 Threaded
cylindrical

N/A 400 25.4 0.68 [38, 39]

6061 Al 3.2 Cylindrical,
12.7 and
19.1 mm
shoulder

Water 1000 76.2 0.2 [40]

Al-4Mg-1 Zr N/R Cylindrical
threaded

N/A 600 25.4 0.7 [41]

7075 Al N /R Cylindrical,
1.9 mm pin

Water,
Methanol,
Dry ice

1000 120 0.1– 0.5 [42]



tion [43] where the recrystallized grain size decreases with decreasing annealing
temperature.

More recently, Li et al. [23], Ma et al. [12], Sato et al. [44], and Kwon et al.
[33–35] studied the influence of processing parameter on the microstructure of
FSW/FSP aluminum alloys. It was noted that the recrystallized grain size can
be reduced by decreasing the tool rotation rate at a constant tool traverse speed
[23, 33–35, 44] or decreasing the ratio of tool rotation-rate/traverse-speed [12].
For example, Kwon et al. [33–35] reported that FSP resulted in generation of the
grain size of �0.5, 1–2, and 3–4 �m in 1050Al at tool rotation rates of 560, 980,
1840 rpm, respectively, at a constant traverse speed of 155 mm/min. Similarly,
Sato et al. [44] reported the grain size of 5.9, 9.2, and 17.8 �m in FSW 6063Al
at tool rotation rates of 800, 1220, 2450 rpm, respectively, at a constant traverse
speed of 360 mm/min. Decreasing the ratio of tool rotation-rate/traverse-speed
from 400 rpm/102 mm/min to 350 rpm/152 mm/min resulted in a decrease in
the recrystallized grain size from 7.5 to 3.8 �m [12]. FSW/P at higher tool rota-
tion rate or higher ratio of tool rotation-rate/traverse-speed results in an increase
in both degree of deformation and peak temperature of thermal cycle. The in-
crease in the degree of deformation during FSW/FSP results in a reduction in
the recrystallized grain size according to the general principles of recrystalliza-
tion [43]. On the other hand, the increase in peak temperature of FSW/FSP
thermal cycle leads to generation of coarse recrystallized grains, and also results
in remarkable grain growth. A recent investigation on FSP 7050Al has revealed
that the initial size of newly recrystallized grains is on the order of 25–100 nm
[36]. When heated for 1–4 min at 350–450 �C, these grains grow to 2–5 �m, a
size equivalent to that found in FSP aluminum alloys [36]. Therefore, the varia-
tion of recrystallized grain size with tool rotation rate or traverse speed in FSW/
FSP aluminum alloys depends on which factor is dominant. The investigations
on FSP 1050Al and 7075Al-T651 appear to indicate that the peak temperature
of the FSW/FSP thermal cycle is the dominant factor in determining the recrys-
tallized grain size. Thus, the recrystallized grain size in the FSW/FSP alumi-
num alloys generally increases with increasing tool rotation rate or increasing
ratio of tool rotation-rate/traverse-speed. Figure 11.4 shows the variation of grain
size with the pseudo-heat index in 2024Al and 7075Al [1]. It shows that there is
an optimum combination of tool rotation rate and traverse speed for generating
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Fig. 11.4 Variation of grain size with
pseudo-heat index [1]. Note that the grain
size does not monotonically increase with
increasing heat index.



the finest grain size in a specific aluminum alloy with same tool geometry and
temperature of the workpiece.

The grain size within the weld zone tends to increase near the top of the
weld zone and it decreases with distance on either side of the weld-zone center-
line, and this corresponds roughly to the temperature variation within the weld
zone [18, 23, 45]. For example, Mahoney et al. [46] reported a variation in grain
size from the bottom to the top as well as from the advancing to the retreating
side in a 6.35-mm thick FSP 7050Al. The average grain size ranges from
3.2 �m at the bottom to 5.3 �m at the top and 3.5 �m from the retreating side
to 5.1 �m on the advancing side. Similarly, in a 25.4-mm thick plate of FSW
2519Al, it was found that the average grain sizes were 12, 8 and 2 �m, respec-
tively, in the top, middle, and bottom region of the weld nugget [47]. Such varia-
tion in grain size from bottom to top of the weld nugget is believed to be asso-
ciated with the difference in temperature profile and heat dissipation in the
nugget zone. Because the bottom of workpieces is in contact with the backing
plate, the peak temperature is lower and the thermal cycle is shorter compared
to the nugget top. The combination of lower temperature and shorter excursion
time at the nugget bottom effectively retards the grain growth and results in
smaller recrystallized grains. It is evident that with increasing plate thickness,
the temperature difference between the bottom and top of the weld nugget in-
creases, resulting in increased difference in grain size. Recently, Su et al. [48]
produced large area with �250 nm grain size (Fig. 11.5). The influence of fric-
tion stir zone shape on the bottom region profile can be noted. As mentioned
earlier, this shape can be controlled by the process parameter, but some variabil-
ity should be expected.

11.3.4
Recrystallization Mechanisms

A discussion of recrystallization mechanisms and the applicability to FSP has
been reviewed in references [1, 2] and readers are encouraged to read these ref-
erences. Very briefly, several mechanisms have been proposed for dynamic
recrystallization process in aluminum alloys, such as discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization (DDRX), continuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX), and
geometric dynamic recrystallization (GDRX) [43]. Aluminum and its alloys nor-
mally do not undergo DDRX because of their high rate of recovery due to alu-
minum’s high stacking-fault energy. As for dynamic nucleation process in the
nugget zone of FSW aluminum alloys, CDRX [24, 27, 49], DDRX [36, 37, 44],
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Fig. 11.5 Macroimage of FSP 7075 Al after 4 passes with aver-
age grain size of �250 nm (after Su et al. [48]).



GDRX [20, 50], and DRX in the adiabatic shear bands [51] have been proposed
to be possible mechanisms. Jata and Semiatin [10] were the first to propose
CDRX as operative dynamic nucleation mechanism during FSW. They sug-
gested that low-angle boundaries in the parent metal are replaced by high-angle
boundaries in the nugget zone by means of a continuous rotation of the origi-
nal low-angle boundaries during FSW. In their model, dislocation glide gives
rise to a gradual relative rotation of adjacent subgrains. Similarly, Heinz and
Skrotzki [24] also proposed that CDRX is operative during FSW/FSP. In this
case, strain induces progressive rotation of subgrains with little boundary migra-
tion. The subgrain rotation process gradually transforms the boundaries to
high-angle grain boundaries.

However, it is important to point out that many of the recrystallized grains in
the nugget zone are finer than the original subgrain size. Thus, it is unlikely
that the recrystallized grains in the nugget zone result from the rotation of orig-
inal elongated subgrains in the base metal. Rhodes et al. [36] obtained recrystal-
lized grains of 25–100 nm in FSP 7050Al-T76 by using a “plunge and extract”
technique and rapid cooling. These recrystallized grains were significantly smal-
ler than the pre-existing subgrains in the parent alloy, and identified as none-
quilibrium in nature, predominantly high angled, relatively dislocation free. Su
et al. [37] and Rhodes et al. [36] proposed that DDRX mechanism is responsible
for the nanostructure evolution. The fact that recrystallized grains in the nugget
zone of FSW/P aluminum alloys are significantly smaller than the pre-existing
subgrains in the parent alloy strongly suggests that DDRX is the operative
mechanism for recrystallization during FSW/P of aluminum alloys.

11.4
Superplasticity in FSP Ultrafine Grained Materials

As presented in Section 11.3.3, FSW/P results in generation of ultrafine-grained
microstructure of < 1 �m in various aluminum alloys. As emphasized by Mishra
et al. [3, 4], this microstructure is ideal for superplasticity. Recently, Charit et al.
[39] and Ma et al. [41] examined the effect of FSP on superplastic deformation
behavior of ultrafine-grained aluminum alloys. These studies found exceptional
high strain rate superplasticity (HSRS) and low-temperature superplasticity. For
example, optimum ductility of 1165% at a strain rate of 3�10–2 s–1 and 310 �C
was obtained [39]. This demonstrated the effectiveness of FSP for processing ul-
trafine-grained materials that are amenable to HSRS. Figure 11.6 (a) shows the
stress–strain curves at various temperatures and an initial strain rate of 10–2 s–1

for the FSP alloy. With increasing temperature the flow stress falls down consis-
tently until 410 �C, when an abrupt increase in the flow stress occurs due to ab-
normal grain growth (AGG). Also, the effect of increasing strain rate on the
flow behavior at 310 �C is shown in Fig. 11.6 (b). The FSP alloys show enhanced
superplastic deformation kinetics. For example, the superplastic behavior of
FSP 7075Al and Al-4Mg-1Zr can be described by a united equation:
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where �� is the strain rate, D0 is the pre-exponential constant for diffusivity, E is
the Young’s modulus, b is the Burger’s vector, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T
is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, d is the grain size, � is the
applied stress, and �0 is the threshold stress. The dimensionless constant of 700
in Eq. (11.3) is more than one order of magnitude larger than that the value of
40. As analyzed by Mishra et al. [52], the dimensionless contact of 40 is applica-
ble for conventionally processed aluminum alloys. Ma et al. [12, 28] attributed
the enhanced deformation kinetics in the FSP aluminum alloys to the high per
cent of high-angle boundaries produced by friction stir processing [3].

It should be pointed out that the basic requirement of fine grain size is a nec-
essary but not always sufficient condition to obtain superplasticity. If the fine
grain microstructure is not stable at high temperature, superplastic elongation
will be significantly reduced. A recent investigation showed that FSP 7475Al ex-
hibited no superplastic elongation due to abnormal grain growth at high tem-
peratures, though this alloy had a very fine original grain size of 2–3 �m [30].
Similarly, abnormal grain growth was also observed at high temperature in FSP
7050 and 2519 aluminum alloys [53]. The thermal stability in FSP 7075Al alloy
and Al-4Mg-1Zr alloy was attributed to the effective pinning of grain growth by
fine Cr-bearing dispersoids and MgZn2-type precipitates, and Al3Zr dispersoids,
respectively. Therefore, it is important to understand the effect of alloy chemis-
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Fig. 11.6 Stress–strain curves of ultrafine grained FSP Al-Zn-
Mg-Sc alloy, (a) at an initial strain rate of 10–2 s–1, and (b) at
a temperature of 310 �C [39].



try, FSP parameters on the thermal stability of fine microstructure of FSP alu-
minum alloys.

11.5
FSP for Surface Composite Fabrication and Microstructural Homogenization

Compared to unreinforced metals, metal-matrix composites (MMCs) reinforced
with ceramic phases exhibit high strength, high elastic modulus, and improved
resistance to wear, creep and fatigue. These properties make MMCs promising
structural materials for aerospace and automobile industries. However, MMCs
also suffer from a great loss in ductility and toughness due to incorporation of
nondeformable ceramic reinforcements, and are relatively costly. These restric-
tions limit their wider application. For many applications, the useful life of
components often depends on surface properties such as wear resistance. In
these situations, only the surface layer needs to be reinforced by ceramic phases
while the bulk of the component should retain the original composition and
structure with higher toughness. There is also an emphasis on added function-
ality. For example, a structural component can be designed to serve additional
nonstructural functions. This approach has the possibility of integrating subsys-
tems.

The existing processing techniques for forming surface composites are based
on liquid phase processing at high temperatures. In this case, it is hard to avoid
an interfacial reaction between the reinforcement and metal matrix and the for-
mation of some detrimental phases. Furthermore, critical control of processing
parameters is necessary to obtain the ideal solidified microstructure in the sur-
face layer. Obviously, if processing of a surface composite is carried out at tem-
peratures below the melting point of the substrate, the problems mentioned
above can be avoided. In the last five years, attempts have been made to use
FSP to incorporate ceramic particles into the surface layer of aluminum alloys
to form a surface composite [13, 54, 62], as well as to modify the powder metal-
lurgy processed alloys and composites [14, 63–67].

11.5.1
Localized Surface Modification

Localized surface modifications can be a very powerful tool to achieve the right
combination of properties, i.e. a gradient of properties within a monolithic
structure. The potential exists to broaden design possibilities using metal matrix
composites surfaces. The short thermal cycle and relatively low temperature
during FSP can help to avoid or eliminate reaction products. Table 11.2 provides
a summary of various efforts to date [13, 54, 62]. The initial results are very en-
couraging and clearly demonstrate the viability of FSP.
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Figures 11.7 (a) and (b) show examples of SiC distributed using the surface
addition method [13, 56]. The uniform SiC distribution is demonstrated and a
reaction and defect-free composite/matrix interface illustrated. Figure 11.7 (c)
shows the fracture surface of a single wall carbon-nanotube–aluminum-com-
posite tested in tension [61]. The survivability following large processing strains
and the thermal cycle is noteworthy. This illustrates the possibility of developing
sensors and actuators by locally embedding functional particles. In another at-
tempt to embed functional particles, Dixit et al. [62] have observed clean Al/NiTi
interfaces after friction stir processing (Fig. 11.7 (d)).

11.5.2
Processing of Powder Metallurgy Alloys

Powder-metallurgy-processed aluminum alloys suffer from three major micro-
structural problems that limit their full potential: (a) prior particle boundaries
with an aluminum oxide film, (b) microstructural inhomogeneity, and (c) rem-
nant porosity. These microstructural features particularly hamper the ductility
in very high strength aluminum alloys. Berbon et al. [14, 63] have shown that
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Table 11.2 A summary of surface modification and in-situ
composite efforts.

Material system Remarks

5083 Al-SiC
(Mishra et al. 2003) [13]

SiC particles were put on the surface and stirred into the
matrix.

A356 Al-SiC
(Ma and Mishra 2003) [56]

SiC particles were put on surface and stirred into the
matrix.

7050 Al-WC
(Newkirk et al. 2003) [57]

WC particles were put a machined surface slot and stirred.

1100 Al-SiO2 and TiO2

(Howard et al. 2005) [55]
Introduced the concept of reaction processing during FSP.
The reaction product was placed subsurface with a three-
layer setup and friction stir processed.

7050 Al and 6061 Al-WC,
SiC, Al2O3, MoS2, Fe, Zn, Cu
(Ramadorai et al. 2005) [58]

Powders were placed in subsurface drilled holes. The hole
geometry provided good control of the volume fraction.
A number of ceramic and metallic phases were explored,
including a combination of SiC and MoS2.

AZ61-SiO2
(Lee et al. 2006) [59, 60]

Distributed nanoparticles by using repeated runs.

Al-SWCNT
(Johannes et al. 2006) [61]

Demonstrated the survivability of single-wall carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNT) during FSP. The nanotubes were placed
subsurface by drilling a hole from top and using a plug.

AZ31-MWCNT
(Morisada et al. 2006) [54]

Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) were distributed in
a Mg alloy.

Al-NiTi
(Dixit et al. 2006) [62]

Shape-memory alloy (NiTi) was distributed using the hole
method without any interfacial reaction with Al.



FSP can be used a homogenization tool. Figure 11.8 shows the microstructural
difference in an Al-Ti-Cu alloy processed by extrusion and by FSP. The FSP mi-
crostructure is remarkably different from the as-extruded microstructure. This
leads to an excellent combination of strength and ductility. Combining the
trends observed by various studies cited in this section, the potential of FSP as
a tool to create homogeneous nanocomposites on a local scale can be visualized.
Designers and fabricators can take this approach to design components and
subsystems to take advantage of localized property enhancements to augment
conceptual design elements.
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Fig. 11.7 Optical micrograph showing (a) uniform distribution
of SiC particles (�15 vol.%) in A356 matrix, and (b) perfect
bonding between surface composite and aluminum alloy sub-
strate (600 rpm rotation rate and 6.4 mm/min traverse speed)
[13, 56]. (c) SEM image showing SWCNTs bundles on the
fracture surface of a friction stir processed aluminum matrix
[61]. (d) SEM image showing uniformly distributed NiTi parti-
cles in Al matrix [62].
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Fig. 11.8 (a) Typical microstructure in the as-HIPed condition.
Dark regions consist of pure Al, grey regions consist of fine
intermetallics dispersed in an Al matrix, and light regions con-
sist of coarse intermetallics in an Al matrix. (b) Typical as-ex-
truded microstructure shows the same three microstructural
features, now elongated in the extrusion direction. (c) Typical
microstructure observed in the FSP nugget. The three differ-
ent microstructural features seen in the starting material have
been homogenized. (d) Tensile tests of the friction stir pro-
cessed material show an excellent strength and more than
10% ductility [14].
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12.1
Introduction

Bulk nanostructured materials (BNMs) are emerging as a new class of materials
with unusual structures and, as a result, have attracted considerable attention in
recent years [1]. The relatively high strength in BNMs as compared to conven-
tional materials of similar composition offers interesting possibilities related to
many structural applications. The successful synthesis of large-scale BNMs with
a grain size in the range of 10–200 nm represents a major achievement in the
wide field of nanotechnology [2]. BNMs usually have grain sizes of less than
100 nm, resulting from processing nanostructured powders (< 50 nm) via such
techniques as mechanical milling, a ball-milling technique [3], followed by con-
solidation into three-dimensional components.

Ball milling is a widely used approach for the preparation of nanostructured
metallic powders [4]. The grain-size refinement in the powder occurs by the re-
peated fracturing and rewelding of powder particles in a highly energetic ball mill.
The process usually requires at least one fairly ductile metal to act as a host or bin-
der. Other components can consist of other ductile metals, brittle metals, and in-
termetallic compounds or nonmetals and refractory compounds. After consolida-
tion into fully dense nanocrystalline compacts, the material has unusual physical
and mechanical properties compared to their conventionally processed counter-
parts. This technology was originally developed by Benjamin for the fabrication
of nickel-based oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) superalloys in the early
1970s [5]. Gilman and Benjamin [6] also applied milling to produce an oxide-rein-
forced aluminum by fragmenting the naturally formed surface oxide film and dis-
persing the oxide particles homogeneously in the aluminum. The greatly im-
proved mechanical properties of the milled ODS alloys have been attributed to
the limited grain growth by Zener pinning as well as the high level of plastic de-
formation introduced during the milling. The final grain size of BNMs is largely
determined by the inherent thermal stability of the microstructure in combination
with the parametric space used during milling [3].
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In this chapter, the mechanisms of ball milling of metallic powders for nano-
structured grains and subsequent consolidation techniques are delineated. The
following topics are emphasized: microstructural evolution of powder particles
during ball milling; metal matrix composites processed by milling; grain-size
variation following consolidation and processing; and mechanical behavior of
consolidated materials. Recent mechanical behavior data for cryomilled Al alloys
are emphasized and the associated mechanisms are introduced in an effort to
shed light on the fundamental behavior of ultrafine grained and nanostructured
materials.

12.2
Mechanisms of Nanostructure Formation

During milling, the material experiences severe plastic deformation, resulting
in grain refinement. The process involves five stages of evolution in the powder
particle, i.e. particle flattening as a result of plastic deformation, welding-domi-
nance stage, fracturing and equiaxed particle formation, random welding orien-
tation of the powder particles and a steady state, during which microstructural
refinement continues, as shown in Fig. 12.1 (a) [7–9]. It is critical to establish a
balance between fracturing and cold welding in order to mechanically mill suc-
cessfully. Two techniques are employed to reduce cold welding and promote
fracturing [5]. The most common technique is to modify the surface of powder
particles by adding a processing control agent (PCA) that impedes the clean me-
tal-to-metal contact necessary for cold welding. The other is to modify the defor-
mation mode of powder particles so that they fracture before they are able to de-
form to the large compressive strain necessary for flattening and cold welding.
Two events, coalescence and fragmentation of particles occur simultaneously
during ball milling, as shown in Fig. 12.1 (b) [4]. In the coalescence event, parti-
cles are effectively welded to each other during plastic deformation. In the frag-
mentation event, particles are broken down by dynamic fracture, forging frac-
ture and shear fracture.

The formation of a nanocrystalline structure by ball milling is considered to
take place via three stages, as proposed by Fecht [10]. In the first stage, severe
plastic deformation is applied on powder particles during milling. This defor-
mation is localized in shear bands containing a dense network of dislocations.
In the second stage, by the arrangement of the dislocations, the grains become
divided into subgrains that are separated by low-angle grain boundaries. The
formation of these subgrains is attributed to the annihilation and recombination
of dislocations, as well as a decrease of the atomic-level strain. In the final stage,
further deformation leads to the reduction of subgrain sizes, as well as the reor-
ientation of the subgrains to form grains with high-angle misorientations.

In view of the fact that the severe plastic deformation introduced during
milling is a repetitive process, the milling time dominates the overall deforma-
tion strain. Basically, all metals and compounds investigated exhibit similar be-
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havior in terms of grain-size reduction and increase in atomic-level strains [11].
A factor to consider in the grain-refinement process is microstructural inhomo-
geneity. In order to obtain a microstructure with nanoscale grain sizes, adequate
milling time is required. The empirical model cited previously [10] describes
deformation as localized into shear bands, which ultimately comprise the entire
sample. It would not be surprising, therefore, to find microstructural features
that manifest different relative degrees of deformation, and not simple lognor-
mal distributions of randomly oriented equiaxed grains.

As revealed by the variations of X-ray diffraction patterns, the grain size in
powder particles initially decreases with increasing milling time and ultimately
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Fig. 12.1 (a) The five stages of powder evolution during
mechanical alloying [7–9]; and (b) A schematic sketch of the
process of mechanical attrition of metal powders [4, 10].
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reaches a minimum grain size [10]. The minimum grain size obtainable by
milling of metals has been attributed to a balance between the grain refinement
introduced by the severe impact deformation of milling and the thermal recov-
ery by the material itself [3, 10, 12]. These studies have led to the following im-
portant observations and findings: (1) the minimum grain-size varies inversely
with the melting point or the bulk modulus, (2) there is a linear relationship be-
tween the minimum grain size and the critical equilibrium distance between
two edge dislocations in FCC metals, and (3) limited experimental evidence sug-
gests that smaller grain sizes are achieved at lower milling temperatures. Most
recently, Mohamed [13] developed a dislocation model to quantitatively describe
the minimum grain size obtainable by milling. According to this model, the
minimum grain size is governed by a balance between the strain-hardening rate
introduced by dislocation generation and the recovery rate arising from disloca-
tion annihilation and recombination. By balancing the rate of grain-size de-
crease and the rate of grain-size increase, the minimum grain size is found to
decrease with increasing hardness and self-diffusion activation energy, as well
as decreasing stacking-fault energy

Cryomilling is a variation of ball milling, in which metallic powders are
milled in a liquid-nitrogen slurry using a modified ball-milling attritor, con-
nected to a liquid-nitrogen source [14–16]. The processing parameters that influ-
ence cryomilling are very similar to those relevant to ball milling, e.g., the size
of the mill, the milling media (material and ball diameter), the time of milling,
and the ball-to-powder mass ratio. The extremely low temperature in cryomill-
ing suppresses recovery and recrystallization, leading to finer grain structures
and more rapid grain refinement [4]. The milling time required to attain a na-
nostructure is significantly reduced, because the low temperature suppresses
the annihilation of dislocations and the accumulation of a higher dislocation
density is possible. Cooling the mill media and powder is an effective approach
to accelerate the fracture and to rapidly establish a steady-state process. Powder
agglomeration, and welding to the milling media are suppressed, resulting in
more efficient milling results (e.g., improved yield and microstructure refine-
ment). Even so, for cryomilling of aluminum, a process-control agent (PCA), of-
ten stearic acid, is required to prevent excessive welding of aluminum to itself,
the ball charge, the attritor tank, and the impellers. The variation of microstruc-
ture of a cryomilled Al-7.5Mg-0.3Sc alloy powder during cryomilling has been
investigated by TEM and inspection of the results revealed that the elongated la-
mellar structure was formed initially during milling and eventually evolved into
equiaxed grains [17]. A random distribution of equiaxed grains between 10 and
30 nm diameter in a cryomilled Al-7.5wt%Mg alloy after cryomilling for eight
hours is shown in Fig. 12.2 [16, 18]. Finally, oxidation during milling is signifi-
cantly reduced. Potential chemical reactions between a reinforcement and the
matrix are also suppressed.
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12.3
Ball Milling of Metal Matrix Composites

Ball milling can be used to fabricate Al matrix composites [19, 20]. In these
studies, the purpose of the milling was to effectively mix the reinforcements
with the matrix and to enfold the matrix material around each reinforcing parti-
cle, eliminating voids between the Al alloy matrix and the reinforcement and
achieve solid-state bonding between them. However, the microstructure of the
Al matrix was not taken into consideration in those early studies. Thus, the
milling time used was much shorter than that needed with normal mechanical
milling as applied to fabricate nanocrystalline metallic materials. In addition to
the capabilities of uniformly distributing the reinforcement and developing
good matrix/reinforcement interfaces, mechanical milling, especially the varia-
tion called cryomilling, is capable of producing a nanocrystalline grain structure
in the metallic matrix [21–23].

During ball milling of a matrix/reinforcement mixture, the ductile matrix,
even with the hard reinforcing particles on/in it, can still be deformed, flattened
and cold welded in the same manner as monolithic metal. The presence of hard
particles facilitates the fracturing process, thus shortening the time to achieve
equiaxed powder [24]. The morphology of milled composite particles is impor-
tant to the ultimate mechanical properties of consolidated materials. For exam-
ple, Fogagnolo et al. [25] found that bulk material made from the extrusion of
Al/Si3N4 powder milled for 4.5 h had a minimum tensile elongation, and that it
required a 45% higher load than was necessary to extrude powder milled for
10 h [25]. The higher extrusion load, attributed to the flake-like morphology of
the powder, created defects such as microcracks or surface irregularities, degrad-
ing the material’s ductility [25]. Thus, it is preferable that sufficient milling time
should be used to achieve a steady state and obtain equiaxed morphology for
the milled powder.

The change in the size of the reinforcement depends not only on the milling
parameters, but also on the intrinsic properties of the reinforcement and ma-
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Fig. 12.2 Equiaxed-grained nano-
structures of the as-milled Al-7.5%Mg
alloy powder [16, 18].



trix. Because the material used for milling is a ductile-brittle system, the rein-
forcing particles became trapped and embedded in the ductile metal. It is be-
lieved that the metallic phases behave like a cushion, damping the forces acting
on the reinforcement, and, thus, reducing the amounts of energy available to
fracture the reinforcement. Ye et al. [26] observed only a small change in the
B4C size during cryomilling, decreasing from an average particle size of 2.5 �m
down to 1.1 �m after 10 h of cryomilling, which was attributed to the extremely
high hardness and impact resistance of B4C. Similar behavior has been ob-
served for Si3N4, where the size of the Si3N4 changed from 8.6 �m to 1 �m after
the mechanical milling of Al/Si3N4 [25]. In contrast, the size of AlN can de-
crease to 30 nm after cryomilling with Ni or Al [22, 23, 27] and SiC particles can
reduce from 100 �m to 1 �m while many nanoscaled SiC particles were also ob-
served [28].

One of the advantages of the mechanical milling technique as a method to
synthesize metal matrix composite powders is the uniform distribution of the
reinforcement, which normally cannot be obtained via blending. Prasad et al.
[29] observed that more homogeneously distributed ceramic particles in compo-
sites resulted in higher yield strengths, as well as a higher ductility. The rein-
forcing particles adhere onto the metal particles when milling starts. The metal
surfaces with reinforcement stuck to them are cold welded with other metal sur-
faces. As a result, the reinforcing particles became entrapped in the Al matrix.
It seems reasonable to assume that ceramic particulate clusters within the metal
matrix would lead to easier crack initiation. These cracks would propagate
through the metal matrix and fracture the metal particles. The freshly fractured
surfaces with B4C particles on them would then weld with other metal surfaces.
Upon continued milling, reinforcing particles will become uniformly distributed
within the metal matrix. Ye et al. [26] observed that there are numerous B4C
particles on the surface of Al powder cryomilled for 1 h. However, after 6 h of
cryomilling, most of the B4C is dispersed uniformly within the Al matrix. No
clusters of B4C were detected after cryomilling for 6 h. Homogeneity is harder
to obtain when the size of the reinforcement becomes smaller. For example,
nanosized mullite particles agglomerate in an Al/mullite composite fabricated
by blending [30]. However, composites with uniformly distributed nanosize hard
particles, which fragmented from larger particles, can be formed via mechanical
milling [22, 27]. It is expected that, if a reinforcement with a starting size in the
nanometer scale was used, a uniform distribution can also be achieved through
the aforementioned repeated cold-welding and fracturing processes that occur
during milling. Nanosized diamond particles (4–5 nm) [31] and nanosized SiC
particles (25 nm) [32] have been uniformly introduced into an Al-Mg alloy and
5083 Al, respectively, by cryomilling.

The presence of hard reinforcing particles may influence the process of the
grain refinement in the metal matrix. Chung et al. [27] found that the introduc-
tion of a small amount of AlN particles with an initial size of 2 �m facilitated
the grain-refinement process for Ni during cryomilling, and greatly reduced the
grain size from 132 nm for pure Ni down to 65 nm and 37 nm for Ni with
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0.5 wt.% and 2.0 wt.% AlN, respectively, after milling for 8 h. During cryomill-
ing, the AlN particles broke into nanoscaled particles, from 2 �m down to 20–
300 nm in size. This enhancement in the grain-refinement process for the Ni
matrix was interpreted by a mechanism involving the interactions of disloca-
tions with small hard particles, and dislocation generation due to the difference
in thermal expansion coefficient between matrix and reinforcement [27]. Since
cryomilling is conducted in liquid nitrogen, the temperature variation is mini-
mal and the dislocation generation due to the mismatch of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient can be neglected. In another related study, Ye et al. [26] observed
that different amounts of B4C (0–25 wt.%) in the Al matrix had little effect on
the final Al grain sizes (25 nm) after 8 h of cryomilling, which indicates that
the presence of B4C did not affect the microstructural evolution of the Al ma-
trix. These fractured B4C particles are not small enough to provide sufficient in-
teraction with dislocations, i.e. to act as a source of dislocations, which is why
the presence of the B4C particles did not affect the formation of the nanocrys-
talline structure in the Al matrix. In conclusion, only when the reinforcing par-
ticles are very small (less than 100 nm), either by fracturing during mechanical
milling or as raw material, can they facilitate the grain-refinement process in
the metal matrix.

12.4
Consolidation of Ball-milled Powders

Widespread application of ball-milled powders, in common with nanostructured
particles produced by other techniques, requires efficient methods of consolida-
tion to produce useful shapes, of sufficient size, with close to 100% theoretical
density [33–35]. The final microstructure of the material in a form suitable for
application depends not only on the milling parameters, but also on the method
used to consolidate the powder. Since conventional consolidation processes
usually require time at elevated temperature, care must be taken to avoid losing
the beneficial structure present in the as-milled powders. Thus, consolidation
parameters are restricted to prevent coarsening of the structure, precipitation of
metastable or stable phases, transformation of metastable crystalline and quasi-
crystalline phases into equilibrium phases, and/or crystallization of amorphous
phases.

Because particle sizes of milled powders are generally in the range of tens of
micrometers, the problems associated with densifying nanosize particles, i.e. ag-
gregate formation and high interparticulate frictional forces, are usually not en-
countered. Also, the extremely strong driving force for sintering of ultrafine par-
ticles with a small radius of curvature will not exist. Even so, the small grain
size of ball-milled powders may enhance sintering through increased grain-
boundary diffusion. Certainly, the large grain-boundary area acts as a strong dri-
ver for growth when exposed to elevated temperatures. Although pressure, rang-
ing from a few tens of MPa to a few GPa, can assist densification by stress-
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assisted diffusion plus plastic and creep deformation, thus reducing the time
spent at temperature, enhanced deformation-induced grain growth can occur.
Like most powder metallurgical processes, before consolidation, the ball-milled

powders must be handled with care, since they can be, depending on the mate-
rial, vulnerable to reaction with atmospheric constituents, such as oxygen and
moisture. This type of reaction can lead to the formation of oxides and hydro-
xides, which would severely embrittle the final material. The powders are usual-
ly handled in the clean, dry atmosphere of a glovebox, and sealed in an airtight
can before they are transferred to the open air. Prior to primary consolidation,
ball-milled powders normally require degassing at an elevated temperature, to
remove contaminants, e.g., hydrogen and carbon, caused by the addition of the
PCA before milling. The degassing process involves heating under vacuum the
powder at a temperature well above the breakdown temperature of the PCA.
For large amounts of powder, to enable the contaminant species to move
through the powder bed and exit the vessel, the degassing can last for several
days. This will generally lead to grain growth in lower-melting materials [36].
Once the degassing cycle is completed, the can is then sealed at the stem to
preserve the vacuum. For Al, annealing data suggests that grains grow at the
degassing temperature from about 25 to about 65 nm, based on XRD and TEM
measurements [37]. The presence of oxide and carbide dispersoids, arising from
incorporation of the PCA during milling, can aid retention of a small grain size
due to grain-boundary pinning.

Conventional powder metallurgy processes that have been used to densify ball-
milled powders include sintering, uniaxial cold pressing, cold isostatic pressing
(CIP), vacuum hot pressing, and, most commonly, hot isostatic pressing (HIP).
Since sintering usually is operated at very high temperatures, significant grain
growth inevitably occurs. Thus, it is rarely used to consolidate nanostructured
materials.

A review of the available literature shows that in early studies [14], the most
common primary consolidation route was HIP. The densification during the
HIP process has been described as a three-step process, beginning with loose
packing of powder in the can, elimination of connected porosity due to the
growth of necks at contact points between adjacent particles, and reduction of
the size of individual pores [38, 39]. The growth of necks and filling in of pores
at each stage are accomplished by a combination of plastic deformation of the
powder particles, power-law creep, and mass diffusion to the remaining free
surfaces. For HIP, the combination of pressure and temperature can be used to
achieve almost 100% density at a lower temperature than would be required for
sintering alone and at a lower pressure than required for CIP [39]. The driving
force to achieve densification is associated with the reduction in surface area
and, hence, surface energy of the pores. The pressure and temperature are two
critical parameters for consolidation [35].

Since the consolidation of the milled powder usually requires high tempera-
tures for long times, there is a challenge for retaining nanoscale grain size. The
diffusion processes can lead to relatively coarse, micrometer-size grains forming
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in the interstices between the nanograined prior powder particles [32, 40]. This
has been shown to be beneficial in increasing the ductility and fracture tough-
ness of the final material, because the coarser grains act to prevent crack growth
[41]. In some cases, to avoid the grain growth during HIP in cryomilled Al al-
loys [42, 43], CIP was applied to consolidate cryomilled powders [44]. Compared
to HIP processing, CIP is operated at room temperature, but with a much high-
er isostatic pressure. Therefore, the microstructure after CIP and extrusion in
cryomilled Al alloys is generally homogeneous.

Despite obtaining nearly full density, the ductility of as-HIPped material is
generally low [45]. This is most likely due to the presence of prior particle
boundaries, usually decorated with surface oxide, that are not removed by iso-
static deformation. To break up the prior particle boundaries, a shear stress
needs to be applied to the material, which can also remove small amounts of re-
sidual porosity. Therefore, secondary processing such as extrusion or forging is
necessarily performed. HIP and extrusion have been performed on cryomilled
Al/Al2O3 [14] and NiAl/Y2O3 composites [46, 47]. Nanostructured Fe-10Cu alloys
have been prepared by ball milling, followed by HIP and forging at different
conditions [48], obtaining grain sizes in the range of 30 nm to 1.7 �m. Cryo-
milled Al alloys, such as Al 5083, have excellent thermal stability due to the
presence of nanoscale nitrogen-containing dispersoids, which means that they
can be HIPped and extruded without excessive grain growth [36, 43, 49, 50]. As
shown in Fig. 12.3, it has been reported that the average grain size of cryo-
milled 5083 Al alloy increases from 130 nm in the as-HIPped status to 250 nm
after extrusion [36]. At room temperature, the strength of the extrusions are
�20% higher than that of the as-HIPped material, despite the larger grain size,
giving a strength that is more than twice that of conventional wrought, strain-
hardened Al 5083, with comparable ductility.
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A technique, such as quasi-isostatic forging, commonly known as the Ceracon
process [51–53], which can enable both consolidation and impart shear stresses
to improve ductility, thus removing the need for HIP or extrusion, is very attrac-
tive for larger-scale consolidation. Ceracon forging was a conventional forging
press [52], combined with a heated granular pressure-transmitting medium to
achieve full density. As a cost competitive alternative to HIP, the Ceracon for-
ging of canned powders can be used as an effective preparation step for second-
ary operations such as rolling and superplastic forming.

To enable increased retention of ball-milled structures, and nanoscale powders
in general, a number of innovative methods of consolidation have been investi-
gated, with a purpose to minimize the period of time spent at high tempera-
ture. These methods include spark-plasma sintering (SPS) (also known as plas-
ma-activated sintering – PAS), the use of ultrahigh pressures (UHP) during
pressing, and shock consolidation [35].

SPS, the combined application of pressure and a pulsed electrical current,
can enable a rapid heating rate, obtaining high temperatures with a short densi-
fication time. Activated sintering may be achieved by increasing the driving
force or enhancing kinetics via physical or chemical treatments. For instance,
changes in interfacial properties may induce higher driving forces. Kinetically,
activated sintering is a result of lowering the activation energies for densifica-
tion [54]. Typical features of activated sintering are the reduction of sintering
time and temperature, or increase of sintering degree. In SPS, the powders are
consolidated in vacuum at high temperatures under high pressure. As a physi-
cal treatment, the imposition of an electric current is known to enhance sinter-
ing kinetics, and therefore, achieve high densities in shorter times or at lower
temperatures as compared to a conventional sintering approach. To avoid unde-
sired grain growth, the sintering process is usually applied for a few minutes or
less. Microdischarge takes place among the powder particle, which generates a
plasma. Hence, the atoms on the surface of each particle are activated, and
grain growth during sintering can be minimized. In addition, the SPS tech-
nique does not result in significant compositional and/or structural changes of
the sintered powders.

12.5
Mechanical Properties of Bulk Nanostructured Metallic Materials

The mechanical properties of BNMs consolidated from milled powders using
approaches including SPS, ultrahigh pressures (UHP), and shock consolidation
[35] have been studied. The possibility of porosity or incomplete bonding, which
has a significant effect on the mechanical performance, might exist in these
materials, since consolidation is usually accomplished rapidly in order to avoid
significant grain growth. Porosity, like the lack of dislocation activity, is argued
to be responsible for poor tensile performance [55, 56]. An example in support
of this argument can be provided by comparing the tensile yield strength to the
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compression yield strength for ball-milled Cu. The values of tensile yield
strength are clearly lower than those in compression [55]. It is suggested that
the asymmetry of yield strength between tension and compression is attributed
to the existence of porosity in the consolidated nanostructured materials.

A high compressive strength of 692 MPa is observed in a Al-5at%Ti alloy with
grain sizes of 50–100 nm, consolidated by SPS of reactive ball-mill powder [57].
However, the material was rather brittle and there was only about 5% compres-
sive plastic strain. Similar behavior is also observed in MA vanadium with grain
sizes of �100 nm [58]. Although a compression strength of higher than
2000 MPa was observed, stress softening occurred, and the materials failed at a
strain of only 5% [58].

A MA Al containing 5 at% Ti was warm pressed at 120 �C for only 250 s
using a UHP of 4.8 GPa [59]. Despite the low temperature and short time, full
density compacts were obtained with a grain size of 50 nm. The retention of a
small grain size in this case was aided by the presence of Al3Ti, Al2O3 and
Al4C3 dispersoids. Even with this high thermal stability, at higher temperatures,
e.g., at 360 �C, the grain-size increased to 160 nm, with some abnormal grain
growth resulting in grains of 600 nm. At room temperature, the material
pressed at 120 �C exhibited greater compressive strength (1.01 GPa) and ductility
(20%) than powder consolidated by hot extrusion (grain size 50–100 nm and
strength of 630 MPa) and SPS (grain size 50–70 nm and strength of 780 MPa).
The material consolidated by hot extrusion and SPS displayed minimal ductility
[60].

MA Fe-0.8wt.%C has been consolidated by SPS under a load of 70 MPa for 10
min [60]. Although an average grain size of 34 nm was achieved after a sinter-
ing temperature of 400 �C, the density of the compact was low (78%). It re-
quired a temperature of 600 �C to obtain nearly full density, but the ferrite and
cementite grains formed had grown to �150 nm, with some as large as
450 nm. Even so, the material still displayed excellent compressive strength,
yielding at 1.9 GPa and failing at 3.5 GPa, and exhibiting a plastic strain of
�40%. This good compressive ductility is attributed to the ability of SPS to
achieve good bonding between the particles due to efficient surface oxide re-
moval [60].

Shock wave, or dynamic, compaction, in which a plate moving at 1.5 km/s
was fired at the powder compact, has been used to consolidate Fe-28Al-Cr with
an as-ball-milled grain size of 7 nm [61]. The as-consolidated disk, 32 mm in di-
ameter and 10 mm thickness, retained an average grain size of 80 nm, exhib-
ited no evidence of porosity and had a density of 99.9% of the cast alloy. How-
ever, 4 mm of the disc thickness failed in compression at very low stress, indi-
cating the powder was not all fully bonded. In compression, the good material
yielded at 2.1 GPa, an order of magnitude greater than the value for the cast al-
loy (0.27 GPa), and did not fail even after a true plastic strain of �1.4. In ten-
sion, the material failed in the elastic region at a stress similar to the cast alloy
(0.64 GPa), probably by interparticle decohesion, suggesting that the particle
bonding could be improved further. Despite the successful consolidation of the
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ball-milled powder, commercialization of shock-wave compaction is unlikely be-
cause to the complexity and expense involved [61].

The combination of HIP or CIP with extrusion has been proved to be an ef-
fective route to fabricate large amounts of cryomilled 5083 Al alloys [36]. The
tensile behavior of three cryomilled 5083 Al alloys [44, 62] and a conventionally
processed 5083 Al [49], is shown in Fig. 12.4 (a). The first material, cryomilled
5083 Al alloy consolidated via CIP and extrusion, has a grain size of approxi-
mately 200 nm. The second material, cryomilled 5083 Al alloy consolidated via
HIP and extrusion, has an average grain size of 220 nm. The third material is
reported to have an average grain size of 139 nm. However, the cryomilled 5083
Al alloys after HIP treatment have a bimodal microstructure. Both HIP alloys
are observed to also contain large grains of �1 �m. The highest yield strength
of 713 MPa is observed in the cryomilled 5083 Al alloy consolidated via CIP and
extrusion. Such a high strength is mostly attributed to a grain-size effect (e.g.,
Hall–Petch strengthening). However, an extremely low ductility of 0.3% is ob-
served in the cryomilled 5083 Al alloy consolidated via CIP and extrusion. The
cryomilled 5083 Al alloy consolidated by HIP has a smaller grain size, but both
strength and ductility are lower than those of the cryomilled 5083 Al alloy con-
solidated via HIP and extrusion. The poor mechanical performance of the cryo-
milled 5083 Al alloy consolidated by HIP may be attributed to the residual
porosity or poor interfacial bonding.

Bimodal 5083 Al alloys with volume fractions of 15%, 30% and 50% coarse
grains have been developed as a means to enhance ductility through the blend-
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Fig. 12.4 (a) True tensile stress as a function
of true strain for four 5083 Al alloys, i.e. a
cryomilled nanostructured 5083 Al alloy con-
solidated via CIP and extrusion [44], and a
cryomilled nanostructured 5083 Al alloy con-

solidated via HIP and extrusion [62], a cryo-
milled nanostructured 5083 Al alloy consoli-
dated via HIP [62], and a conventional 5083
Al [49].

a



ing of cryomilled powder with unmilled powder [44]. After CIP and extrusion,
the nanostructured regions have grain sizes of 100–300 nm. Larger-grained
bands, originating from the unmilled powder, have a grain size of �500 nm –
1 �m, elongated along the extrusion direction. There is a trend of decreasing
strength and increasing elongation with increasing fraction of coarse-grain ma-
terial, as shown in Fig. 12.4 (b). The bimodal microstructure in cryomilled Al al-
loys also leads to an enhancement of fracture toughness. Figure 12.4 (c) com-
pares the strength and fracture toughness of several cryomilled 5083 Al alloys
[63] with those of the conventionally processed 5083 Al alloy (a benchmark ma-
terial). The cryomilled 5083 Al alloy is processed by CIP and followed by extru-
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b

c

Fig. 12.4b, c (b) Tensile stress as a function
of strain of bimodal cryomilled Al 5083 alloys
[44]. (c) Comparison of strength and fracture

toughness of several cryomilled 5083 Al
alloys [63] with those of a conventional
5083 Al alloy.



sion [44]. The cryomilled 5083 Al alloy (HIP and ext1) and the cryomilled 5083
Al alloy (HIP and ext2) are processed by HIP followed by extrusion at tempera-
tures of 473 K and 498 K, respectively [45]. As shown in Fig. 12.4 (c), the 100%
cryomilled 5083 Al alloy has a much higher strength, but with a low fracture
toughness. With increasing volume fraction of coarse grains, the fracture tough-
ness increases. Two cryomilled 5083 Al alloys processed by HIP and extrusion
have both high strengths and reasonably high fracture toughness, because of
the presence of an intrinsic bimodal microstructure that evolves during HIP, as
discussed previously.

The microstructure produced by mixing cryomilled nanostructured powders
with unmilled coarse-grained powders is analogous to that of short-fiber metal
matrix composites, in that the larger-grain bands are distributed parallel to the
extrusion direction. Microcracks are expected to nucleate in the nanostructured
regions and then propagate along the grain boundaries during deformation.
When a microcrack meets a large-grain band, the band will retard propagation
by blunting the crack and delaminating the interfaces between the large-grain
and fine-grain regions. When more dislocations are emitted into the large grain,
a new slip surface may be formed, eventually leading to necking and cavitation
within the large-grain bands. The bridging of ductile phase ligaments will re-
strict crack openings and undergo plastic stretching, thus promoting shielding
of the crack tip. Both the delamination and the necking of ductile large-grain re-
gions absorb significant energy, resulting in an enhanced tensile ductility and
fracture toughness [44].

Inspection of the tensile stress–strain curves shown here, and published else-
where, reveals a common characteristic: the presence of a short, rapid strain-
hardening region, in which multiplication of dislocations may occur. Although
it is expected that there are strong interactions between dislocations and disper-
soids in nanostructured materials processed by consolidation of milled powders,
the dislocations may be able to move after yielding, resulting in classic strain-
hardening behavior [64].

The reported high strength in nanostructured metallic materials could be the
result of the contributions of several types of strengthening mechanisms. It is
expected that the following mechanisms may contribute to strengthening:
grain-size effect, solid-solution hardening, dispersion strengthening, and
precipitate strengthening, etc. On the basis of the Hall–Petch relationship
(�d � �0 � ky � d�1�2 where �0 is a frictional stress required to move dislocations
and ky is the locking parameter), there is an increase in strength with a de-
crease in grain size [65]. In addition to the increase in strength due to grain
size, ball milling usually extends the solid solubility of solute elements [4], thus
leading to the larger solid solution strengthening than that in conventional ma-
terials. A third contribution to strength involves strong interactions of disloca-
tions with dispersoids or precipitates, i.e. Orowan strengthening. In addition to
the above-mentioned strengthening mechanisms, composite strengthening due
to the presence of a hard reinforcement exists in the nanostructured composites
consolidated from milled nanocomposite powders [66].
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Another frequently observed characteristic of ball-milled metallic materials, in
common with many other BNMs, is the phenomenon of a stress drop. BNMs
processed via consolidation of milled powders usually contain contamination
elements and nanoscale dispersoids that are generated during milling [41, 50].
One possible explanation for the stress drop is the detachment of dislocations
from ultrafine oxide or nitride dispersoids [49, 67]. Dislocations can accumulate
around dispersoids during plastic deformation. When dislocations burst out
from nanometric dispersoids under high applied stresses or annihilate each
other in the vicinity of dispersoids, a stress drop can occur [49]. A similar stress
drop observed in other UFG materials consolidated from milled powders [67–
69], has been attributed to the collective movement of large numbers of mobile
dislocations that were previously pinned by a complex network of fine disloca-
tion cells. The subsequent flow stress plateau was attributed to the reduced re-
sistance to glide of unpinned dislocations [68].

The stress-drop phenomenon that has been documented for several cryo-
milled nanostructured Al alloys has been associated with the initiation of Lüders
bands [44]. After Lüders-band formation, plastic deformation is observed to ac-
celerate on one side of the band. In addition, propagation of the Lüders band is
limited by the presence of glide obstacles and does not extend. Therefore, it has
been proposed that the deformation strain that follows the attainment of the
peak stress is principally related to the formation and propagation of a Lüders
strain [44]. Following the initiation of Lüders band or necking, the phenomenon
of low strain hardening or work-softening behavior is often observed in nano-
structured or UFG Al alloys [41, 50, 67–74]. Although the underlying mecha-
nisms of the low strain-hardening or work-softening behavior are not fully un-
derstood, three possible explanations can be offered as follows.

First, in an investigation of MA Al alloys, the work-softening behavior was ratio-
nalized on the basis of a modified theory of low-energy dislocation structure
(LEDS) [68, 75]. In this study it was proposed that the work softening was accom-
plished via a reduction of dislocation density or a reduction of the Hall–Petch
strengthening effect. It is quite likely that during the course of MA, exceptionally
high dislocation densities may have been introduced. In fact, high dislocation den-
sities, on the order of 1.3�1017 m–2, are indeed observed in cryomilled Al-Mg pow-
ders with a grain size of �25 nm [16, 18]. After consolidation, the dislocation den-
sities in cryomilled Al alloys may remain high, since dislocations are likely to be
stabilized via interactions with nanometric dispersoids documented for a variety of
systems [50, 68, 76]. The dislocation densities in the dispersion-strengthened ma-
terials might be higher than those in dispersoid-free materials. Therefore, subse-
quent plastic deformation will cause the dislocation density to be reduced to that
in the equilibrium status and thus the flow stress will not increase, since every
new glide dislocation loop will give rise to the annihilation of more than its
own length, resulting in work-softening behavior [68]. Work softening may also
be related to a reduction in the friction stress of the Hall–Petch strengthening dur-
ing the unlocking of dislocations from impurity or alloying atmospheres, and/or
during the breaking of barriers in grain or dislocation structures [64].
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A second explanation is the occurrence of dynamic recovery during plastic de-
formation [49, 64]. Mobile dislocations can be trapped by both impenetrable ob-
stacles and forest dislocations, forming additional obstacles to glide that contrib-
ute to strain hardening. On the other hand, immobile dislocations may be anni-
hilated due to cross-slip or rearrange to form subboundaries of relatively low en-
ergy, contributing to dynamic recovery [77, 78]. In a related study of the tensile
and compressive behavior of an UFG AlFeVSi alloy, it has been proposed that
dynamic recovery occurs in the low strain-hardening region [79]. Although so-
lute additions usually retard dynamic recovery by increasing lattice frictional
stress and thereby inhibiting dislocation slip, a high disorder region, as well as
the associated high vacancy concentration in cryomilled Al alloys may facilitate
recovery, causing low strain hardening and a relatively high ductility.

The third explanation is the notion that grain boundaries act as sources and
sinks for dislocations that contribute to plastic deformation [80]. It is observed
that there is a low value of the activation volume in cryomilled Al alloys with
the grains on the order of 100–200 nm. The low value of activation volume dur-
ing plastic deformation suggests that dislocations do not accumulate within the
grains but glide to grain boundaries, resulting in the elastic-perfectly plastic be-
havior in cryomilled Al alloys as well as in other UFG materials [80]. Further in-
vestigation is necessary to fully explain the observed behavior.

12.6
Summary

During ball milling, the material experiences severe plastic deformation, which
leads to the grain refinement and eventually the formation of nanostructured
grains. Cryomilling, which is conducted in a liquid-nitrogen slurry, takes advan-
tage of both the extremely low temperature of the liquid-nitrogen medium and
the advantages that are provided with conventional mechanical milling. The ex-
tremely low milling temperature in cryomilling suppresses the recovery and re-
crystallization and leads to finer grain structures and more rapid grain refine-
ment. The cryomilled powders exhibit grain sizes that are comparable to the
minimum grain sizes achieved in mechanical milling. The milling time used
for metal matrix composites was much shorter than that needed with normal
mechanical milling. In addition, there is a uniform distribution of the reinforce-
ment and good matrix/reinforcement interfaces in metal matrix composites pro-
cessed by cryomilling.

Conventional powder metallurgy processes such as hot isostatic pressing or
cold isostatic pressing have been used as primary consolidation approaches for
bulk nanostructured metallic materials. The HIP process, which combines pres-
sure and temperature, can be used to achieve a particular density at a lower
temperature than would be required for sintering alone and at a lower pressure
than required for CIP. After the primary processing such as HIP or CIP, a sec-
ondary processing such as extrusion or forging can be applied to remove residu-
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al porosity and improve mechanical properties. Once consolidated, milled na-
nostructured materials typically possess considerable strength compared to both
conventional and fine-grained materials processed by other methods. In order
to avoid significant grain growth during consolidation, several rapid consolida-
tion methods such as spark-plasma sintering have been developed. SPS, the
combined application of pressure and a pulsed electrical current, can enable a
rapid heating rate, with a short densification time. The consolidation conditions
have a significant effect on the mechanical properties of bulk nanostructured
metallic materials. Nanostructured materials usually have a significant increase
in strength, however, at the expense of ductility and toughness, compared to
their coarse-grained counterparts. The high strength is primarily attributed to
the grain-size effect by the Hall–Petch relation, solid-solution hardening and Or-
owan dispersion strengthening. Low ductility and low toughness in nanostruc-
tured metallic materials can be overcome by adding submicrometer grains into
the nanostructured region for the formation of bimodal microstructures. The
low strain-hardening behavior in nanostructured metallic materials processed by
milling can be attributed to dislocation annihilation or dynamic recovery during
plastic deformation.
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13.1
Introduction

Nanostructured materials and composites present a promising class of engineer-
ing materials with structural length scales between about 5 nm and 100 nm.
This microstructure characteristics result in properties and property combina-
tions that are often enhanced or even unique compared to the polycrystalline
counterparts [1, 2]. This attracts enormous interest in basic research as well as
in the application-oriented engineering sciences or – more recently – even in
the public media. In the historical perspective, and even disregarding the ob-
vious coincidence of structure formation on a nanometer scale and basic syn-
thetic chemistry, nanostructured materials have been around for a very long
time. Natural examples can be found in abundance, such as the surface of but-
terfly wings, shark teeth or the Abalone shell (Fig. 13.1, upper half) – both latter
examples utilize a nanocomposite approach to achieve high hardness or
strength combined with a large toughness [3–6]. Early man-made examples
(Fig. 13.1, lower half) include damascene sword making (or equivalently, the Ja-
panese art of sword making), where layers of two different steel grades with
largely different mechanical properties are welded and repeatedly forged in over
a hundred layers, yielding a nanocomposite that combines high hardness and a
large elastic limit. A different – and probably earlier – technique of damascene
sword making was based on a banding phenomenon of Fe3C precipitates in the
legendary Indian wootz steel [7]. Even the size dependence of materials proper-
ties that represents the very foundation of today’s interest in nanostructured ma-
terials has been exploited already several hundred years ago, although without
addressing or understanding the underlying mechanisms. A prominent example
is given by church windows from the middle ages; colloidal gold or silver nano-
crystals are dispersed in window glass to obtain the special bright red or green
colors [8]. In this case, the size-dependent shift of the surface plasmon wave-
length of gold or silver is responsible for the color of these materials [9]. Thus,
utilizing nanoparticles, the color could be tuned without hampering the trans-
parency of the glass. However, further examples for utilizing an amorphous or
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a vitreous material to synthesize bulk nanostructured materials are rather
sparse, and in some instances, such as in solid-state dielectrics for supercapaci-
tors, nanostructure formation from the amorphous state often terminates the
usability of the device due to the generation of conductive pathways that prevent
or at least limit electrical charging [10].

Especially in the two decades after the pioneering work by H. Gleiter and co-
workers in the early 1980s [11, 12], the major part of the published work on na-
nomaterials is related to nanocrystalline powders or to more massive structures
that are obtained by cold or hot consolidation methods of powdery starting ma-
terial. Yet, inherent to any powder processing approach are issues that are re-
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Fig. 13.1 Examples of natural and man-made
nanostructures in normal view and at higher
resolution revealing the nanoscale micro-
structure, respectively. (a) Abalone shell with
the typical appearance of the outer shell.
The microstructure reveals thin alternating
layers of aragonite and layers of the protein
matrix that form a composite with high
strength and high toughness (reprinted with
permission from the Materials Research So-
ciety, MRS, [4]). (b) Butterfly wing of the but-
terfly Morpho rhetenor (reprinted by permis-
sion from Macmillan Publishers Ltd, Nature
[5], copyright 2003). The scanning electron
microscopy image displays the photonic
structure of the wing surface that causes the
iridescence (reprinted figure with permission
from [6], copyright (2003) by the American

Physical Society). (c) Celtic sword that was
forged in so-called “damascene” tradition,
using so-called wootz steel. The surface pat-
tern results from a carbide-banding phenom-
enon produced by the microsegregation of
minor amounts of carbide-forming elements
present in the wootz ingots (reprinted with
permission from The Minerals, Metals and
Materials Society, TMS, [7]). (d) Window of
Notre Dame de la Belle Verrière. The red
color in medieval church windows is often
generated by gold nanoparticles, green is
due to silver nanoparticles that are dispersed
within the glass. The micrograph shows a
silver nanoparticle in high resolution. (Re-
printed with permission from the Materials
Research Society, [8]).

a b c d



lated to contamination due to the increased reactivity of surfaces and interfaces
and to residual porosity, especially when the consolidation process needs to be
performed at low homologous temperatures to avoid significant coarsening of
the microstructure. With today’s synthesis methods that utilize UHV-compatible
instrumentation, the amount of surface contamination can be dramatically re-
duced – yet, with increased costs and without a clear perspective for upscaling.
Thus, alternative methods for synthesizing bulk nanostructured materials that
start from the bulk are attractive; both from the perspective of basic research
and concerning applied materials science.

In the following, metallic materials will mostly be regarded, since the metallic
bond results in rather isotropic materials that – in the amorphous state – are
close to being real-world representatives of molecular liquids or glasses. In most
cases, the discussion presented for the case of metals can – with slight modifi-
cations – also be applied for oxide glasses. In fact, the issue of phase separation
that will be discussed shortly in Section 13.3 is, in practice, much more impor-
tant for oxide glasses than for metals [13]. An additional and important class of
materials that are often obtained in glassy form and that tend to nanocrystallize
upon thermal attenuation and also – in particular cases – upon deformation, is
presented by polymers and especially by polymer blends [14, 15]. These materi-
als can also undergo a partial nanocrystallization upon plastic straining that is
related to the entropic contribution of chain folds and the elastic anisotropy of
the polymer chains. This combination of properties allows adjusting an ordered
(crystalline) state by applying a mechanical load and a disordered (amorphous)
state otherwise. The interested reader is referred to [16] for further information
on polymers.

Within this book, several different synthesis methods and techniques are de-
scribed that serve to produce bulk materials with ultrafine or even nanometer-
scaled grain size from bulk polycrystalline material; that is, methods that reduce
the size of millimeter- or micrometer-sized crystalline grains to the grain size
range below 100 nm by introducing nonequilibrium amounts of defects into the
material, mostly by means of continued plastic deformation [17, 18]. In this
chapter, additional synthesis options are described that are based on starting
from an amorphous rather than a crystalline bulk material. Aside from expand-
ing the range of synthesis options, these methods can also yield bulk nanocrys-
talline materials with extremely small nanocrystal sizes [19] and narrow size dis-
tribution or bulk amorphous/nanocrystalline composites with unique property
combinations that might not be obtainable by any other processing route [20,
21]. Two basically different underlying synthesis methods can be applied for
synthesizing bulk nanostructured materials from an amorphous solid, rather
classically by thermal attenuation or – alternatively – by plastic deformation, as
recently described [22]. These two options are discussed in separate sections
after a brief introduction into the basics of amorphization and devitrification in
the following section.
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13.2
Amorphization and Devitrification

A solid material that does not display a long-range translational periodicity of
the atomic (or molecular) equilibrium positions in real space represents an
amorphous solid. If the amorphous solid that reveals a nonequilibrium state
can undergo a continuous transformation – the glass transition – to become a
metastable undercooled liquid, then the amorphous solid belongs to the class of
materials that are termed “glasses” [23]. In this chapter, amorphous structures
will be termed “amorphous” whether or not they are glasses, since this distinc-
tion is of minor concern for the following. As a side note for the interested
reader: the metallic systems that will be the basis for the major part of the pres-
ent chapter are actually true glasses [24].

Often, the reactions that occur during the freezing of undercooled liquids are
viewed as nonequilibrium processes. While such a claim is valid in one sense,
since a finite rate of a transformation process does involve a departure from full
equilibrium conditions, this identification is also somewhat misleading since
the various stages of materials processing can involve different levels of depar-
ture from full equilibrium [25]. The transition from stable to metastable equilib-
rium is schematically illustrated in Figs. 13.2 (a)–(c) where the kinetic suppres-
sion of an equilibrium � phase (Fig. 13.2 (a)) yields a metastable eutectic involv-
ing the � and � phases (Fig. 13.2 (b)). Under extreme conditions, significant loss
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Fig. 13.2 Schematic of the evolution of me-
tastable phase equilibria. The equilibrium
phase diagram of a system with an inter-
mediate phase is shown in (a) as an exam-
ple. Included are the metastable extensions
of the liquidus curves for the primary solu-
tion phases (dashed). Thus, solidification
under metastable equilibrium conditions can
result in bypassing of the intermediate phase
yielding a metastable eutectic phase diagram
as in (b). The T0 curves for the primary solu-

tions are included in (b), as dashed-dotted
lines. The extensions of these curves to tem-
peratures below the metastable eutectic are
indicated as dashed and dotted curves, re-
spectively. If the primary phases have differ-
ent structures and low mutual solubility,
then the T0 curves might not intersect (c).
Such a situation favors glass formation by
either rapid quenching (pathway I) or by
solid-state mixing (pathway II).



of interfacial equilibrium for either a stable or metastable phase can develop
when even interfacial relaxation becomes too slow (Fig. 13.2 (c)). With the loss
of interfacial equilibrium, thermodynamics can still be used to restrict the possi-
ble range of compositions that can exist at an interface at various temperatures
since the selection must yield a net reduction in the free energy of the system.
One way to represent the thermodynamic restrictions is based upon the applica-
tion of T0 curves, which represent the limiting condition for partitionless trans-
formation [26]. For example, as interfacial equilibrium is lost, the liquidus and
solidus boundaries in Fig. 13.2 (b) collapse to the T0 curves. Because of the dif-
fusional constraint due to partitioning, crystallization can be inhibited by rapid
quenching to promote glass formation [27]. Solid-state glass formation as an al-
ternative vitrification route is often viewed as a nonequilibrium process result-
ing from the destabilization of crystalline phases when the maximum meta-
stable solubility is exceeded [28]. Within this framework, amorphization is de-
picted by a generalized phase diagram for partitionless transformations [29] as
also indicated by Fig. 13.2 (c), i.e. the T0 curve of a common solid-solution phase
of the respective system and the composition-dependent glass temperature. Ac-
cording to this perspective, glass formation is enabled by rapidly quenching a
homogeneous melt (Fig. 13.2 (c), pathway I) or, alternatively, by compositional
variation at a constant low temperature (Fig. 13.2 (c), pathway II) leading to
equivalent glassy states, except for relaxation.

Thus, techniques for amorphization include a synthesis pathway that prevents
the material from attaining the stable equilibrium. Basic thermodynamics thus
state that after finite time at finite temperature, the unstable solid or the meta-
stable liquid will attain the stable state by a devitrification transformation, i.e.
by crystallization. This process – in accordance with Ostwald’s step rule – often
involves metastable transient states of intermediate free energies [30]. In reality,
the time for this transformation to occur might be very long if the material is
kept at temperatures sufficiently below the glass transition [23]. However, if
heated to temperatures in the vicinity of or above the glass transition, crystalli-
zation is prone to occur rather rapidly, especially for the amorphous metallic al-
loys known so far. Rare exceptions that are related to specific kinetic “barriers”
are presented by some polymeric materials or e.g. by boron oxide (B2O3) that do
not show a distinct tendency to crystallize at any temperature [31].

In accordance with classical nucleation theory [32], the overall transformation
rate can be represented by I � � exp���G��kbBT� with an effective activation
energy, �G*, that depends on the respective changes of the free enthalpy per
volume and the interfacial free energy density and a prefactor, �, that depends
on the density of nucleation sites on a volume or surface basis and an attempt
frequency. T is the absolute temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. While
the specifics of the nucleation process in multicomponent materials, such as
glass formers, require detailed analyses of the nucleating phases and the
coupled fluxes of solute and solvent [33], experimental analyses of the nuclea-
tion kinetics in agreement with simplified theoretical analyses have indicated
that a typical value for the nucleation site density for heterogeneous nucleation
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in the volume of an undercooled liquid is about 1013 sites/m3 [32, 34]. Thus,
the spacing between individual nucleation sites on average is on a scale of sev-
eral micrometers to several tens of micrometers. If it were assumed that every
nucleation site generates one stable crystallite and that all crystallites would
grow isotropically at the same rate, then the resulting microstructure would
consist of micrometer-scaled, equiaxed grains, as frequently observed by micro-
structure analyses of devitrified materials with a rather high stability of the
amorphous state against crystallization. Here, the fact that the maximum of nu-
cleation rate and growth rate are often displaced on the temperature scale
(Fig. 13.3) such that the maximum nucleation rate occurs at temperatures that
are lower than the temperature where the growth rate has its maximum [35]
helps preventing rapid growth of only a few crystallites that nucleated first, as
conventionally observed after solidification near the melting temperature [36].
Although some product structures that are based on partially or fully crystalliz-
ing bulk amorphous materials have interesting properties [37–39], it is obvious
that the large potential given by nanocrystalline materials can not be accessed
by amorphous materials that devitrify in accordance with classical nucleation
theory, since the resulting microstructures are far too coarse. Thus, alternative
mechanisms need to be operative to obtain bulk nanostructured materials from
processing an amorphous precursor state. The following sections will present
an overview on some new opportunities for bulk nanostructure formation that
are based on “nonclassical” nucleation kinetics.
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Fig. 13.3 Schematic representation of the de-
pendence of nucleation rate and growth rate
on temperature. On the right side of the dia-
gram, a temperature–time profile is indi-
cated that is commonly applied for synthe-
sizing glass ceramics from silicate glasses.
Holding near temperatures where the nu-
cleation rate attains its maximum yields a

high number density of small crystallites.
Rapid heating to higher temperatures and
annealing at a temperature where the growth
rate is high serves to fully crystallize the ma-
terial by rather uniform growth of all crystals.
The final product microstructure is thus
characterized by a narrow size distribution
of rather small grains.



13.3
Thermally Induced Nanocrystallization

However different and/or beneficial the properties of nanostructured materials
are with respect to the respective bulk material, stabilizing the material against
detrimental coarsening presents in all cases a basic precondition for any techni-
cal use. Apart from restricting the range of candidate materials to the class of
refractories such as ceramics or high melting point metals that are kinetically
stabilized at or near ambient conditions, a composite approach involving either
two nanosized crystalline or amorphous phases or an extended polycrystalline
or amorphous matrix and one nanocrystalline phase are obvious solutions for
the latter issue since the material transport required for coarsening is severely
hampered by a composite structure with limited mutual solubility.

In recent years, the spectrum of synthesis options for producing nanocrystal-
line materials and nanocomposites has become considerably broader. Apart
from inert-gas condensation [12], ball milling [40] or different deposition pro-
cesses, rapid progress towards bulk quantity production has been made with se-
vere plastic deformation processes [2]. Yet, synthesizing kinetically stabilized
two-phase composite nanostructures by plastic-deformation processing does not
seem to be straightforward, although nanocomposites of two immiscible compo-
nents [41] or of two components that require large activation energies for mix-
ing [42] have been obtained. An alternative nonequilibrium synthesis route uti-
lizes so-called marginal glass formers – a class of alloys based on Al, Mg or Fe
– that require extremely high quenching rates to prevent complete crystalliza-
tion [43].

In these cases, primary crystallization reactions represent the key to achieving
the microstructural designs associated with the most attractive structural proper-
ties, however, these same reactions also appear to contribute to the marginal
glass-forming behavior. Based upon the comprehensive analysis developed by
Inoue [44] it is clear that glass formation is favored for hypereutectic composi-
tions. However, for the hypereutectic composition range, it is somewhat unex-
pected that the kinetic competition during crystallization would favor the termi-
nal solution phase as the primary reaction product. For the most part, the ki-
netic competition is largely determined by the relative magnitudes for the acti-
vation barrier for nucleation, �G�, which is proportional to ��ls�3���Gv�2 where
�ls is the liquid-solid interfacial energy and �Gv is the driving free energy for
nucleation. For primary crystallization that involves solute partitioning, the max-
imum value for �Gv is determined by the parallel tangent construction [45],
where the individual undercooling levels of the precipitating phases are taken
into account, as shown in Fig. 13.4 (a) for the example of an Al-rich Al-Sm alloy.
The result of the parallel tangent analysis is presented in Fig. 13.4 (b) where it
appears that over the entire hypereutectic composition range of glass formation
between 8 to 12 at% Sm, the Al11Sm3 intermetallic phase is favored, yet the pri-
mary Al phase is observed [46, 47]. This indicates that there is a heterogeneous
nucleation reaction to favor the Al phase [48].
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With respect to the underlying process, it is well accepted that impurity-
mediated heterogeneous nucleation cannot account for the observed microstruc-
tures. The amount of impurities required to be in accordance with the high na-
nocrystal number densities far exceeds the amount of impurities in the starting
material as well as the detection limit in chemical analyses. However, there are
structural arrangements in the melt that may act to serve as a high density of
viable catalysts at high undercooling. Some of the possibilities have been sug-
gested by Turnbull [49] as either heterophase or homophase catalysts where
minute levels of solute either serve as discrete cores for a catalyst or promote
aggregations that act as catalysts. These catalyst effects can be active at low so-
lute levels in the ppm range, but their impact may well dominate the nanocrys-
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Fig. 13.4 (a) The Al-rich portion of the
Al-Sm phase diagram showing the rela-
tive undercooling for crystallization of
the terminal aluminum solid solution
(Al) and of the intermetallic Al11Sm3

phase. (b) The composition dependence
of the driving free energy for nucleation
of Al and Al11Sm3 at 176 �C from the
glass, according to the parallel tangent
construction.
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Fig. 13.5 (a) Intensity profiles obtained by
atom-probe field-ion microscopy on a par-
tially nanocrystallized ternary Al-Ni-Ce alloy.
The (local) magnitude of the slope of the
measured data corresponds to the local con-
centration of the respective atomic species.
The data show that Al is slightly enriched in
the nanocrystal region (denoted as �-Al)
while Ni and Ce are depleted in that region.
Clearly, the region surrounding the nanocrys-
tal is enriched in Ce. (Reproduced with per-

mission from Materials Science and Engineer-
ing A, [53], copyright 1997, Elsevier). (b) The
enrichment of the amorphous matrix sur-
rounding the nanocrystals leads to diffusion-
field impingement, which slows down the
growth of the nanocrystals. The concentra-
tion profiles that were calculated for an
Al88Y7Fe5 alloy in accordance with a growth
kinetics model [54] are indicated for two dif-
ferent times with t2 > t1, indicating the pro-
gressive overlap of the diffusion fields.



tal formation process. In fact, detailed analyses of the nucleation and growth be-
havior by calorimetry and quantitative electron microscopy methods have re-
vealed that the size distribution consists of two contributions, i.e. from growth
of pre-existing nuclei that were produced during the initial quench and that
form crystals that originated from additional nucleation [50]. These results indi-
cate that one option for enhancing the nanocrystal number density is to modify
the rapid cooling pathway, although that option might be limited in practice.

In addition, it is evident that one consequence of the solute partitioning dur-
ing primary crystallization is an enrichment of the amorphous matrix composi-
tion. If all of the solute rejected by the growing Al nanocrystal were distributed
uniformly within the amorphous matrix, then the application of the parallel tan-
gent construction reveals that the driving free energy for continued nanocrystal
nucleation would decrease continuously with further reaction. In effect, the re-
duction in �Gv would yield a reduction in nucleation rate even in the presence
of a high heterogeneous nucleation site density [48]. However, it has been estab-
lished by 3-dimensional atom-probe investigations that the large rare-earth atom
solutes do not distribute uniformly within the amorphous matrix, but tend to
pile up at the interface between the nanocrystal and the matrix [51, 52], as indi-
cated in Fig. 13.5. The non-uniform distribution will inhibit further transforma-
tion of existing nanocrystals, restrict the volume that is available for further nu-
cleation and will also lead to a reduction in nucleation rate. Therefore, and in
addition to property enhancements that will be discussed in Section 13.5, the
composite nanostructure is self-stabilizing due to overlapping diffusion fields
surrounding the nanocrystals [54]. Thus, the key strategy in enhancing the na-
nocrystal number density, and to improve both property performance and mi-
crostructure stability, is to promote the nucleation density of nanocrystals while
minimizing the change of the amorphous matrix phase. One successful
approach towards this goal is represented by deformation processing of margin-
al glass formers, as highlighted in Section 13.4.

13.3.1
Phase Separation of Glasses

Recently, the idea of creating amorphous/amorphous or crystalline/amorphous
nanocomposites by utilizing phase-separation processes in metallic glasses has
generated significant attention [55, 56]. An additional and not yet explored op-
tion is presented by nanoglasses (Fig. 13.6), that is, nanostructured materials
that consist of nanoscaled amorphous structural units, which offer an interest-
ing future perspective with potentially unprecedented capabilities to tune the
properties of the material. Although a phase separation would potentially have a
detrimental effect on the thermal stability, the phase-separation reaction could
also be used for the formation of materials with a fine uniform grain-size distri-
bution. This microstructure requires a high internal site density, which can be
achieved by the promotion of phase-separation reactions. The basic idea goes
back to earlier work on silicate glasses, where the separation of the homoge-
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neous quenching product into two amorphous phases with different chemical
composition and – in certain cases – the selective crystallization of one compo-
nent is well documented and technologically utilized in the production of ad-
vanced glass ceramics [13, 57]. Similarly to these systems and in contrast to
most of the earlier reports on metallic systems that have now proven to be erro-
neous, phase separation in a bulk metallic glass has recently been verified un-
equivocally for a multicomponent alloy that has been assembled from two bina-
ry glass-forming systems with immiscible majority constituents [58]. From a
thermodynamic point of view, it seems unexpected that phase separation via a
binodal mechanism should occur in such alloys, since a high tendency for glass
formation requires a strong negative heat of mixing [59], which favors the for-
mation of dissimilar associates (as opposed to self-associates that form in demix-
ing liquids), as, e.g. pointed out by the association model for the liquid specific
heat by Sommer [60]. In fact, for most glass-forming alloys including the mar-
ginal glass formers, current evidence by transmission electron microscopy or by
3-dimensional atom-probe investigations [61] suggests that primary crystalliza-
tion rather than phase separation causes the compositional modulation. Thus,
except for specific alloy compositions, phase separation of amorphous precur-
sors does not represent a viable route for the synthesis of bulk nanostructured
materials.
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Fig. 13.6 Two-dimensional schematic repre-
sentation of a nanoglass that consists of
two components, as indicated by the black
and white disks. Naturally, straight grain
boundaries are not defined. Yet, the free vol-
ume within the boundary regions is en-
hanced. By modifying the size of the individ-

ual “grains” as well as by modifying the
compaction and the relaxation of the bound-
ary regions, the amount of free volume
should become tunable over a much wider
range than by the classical “aging” of
glasses. Thus, materials properties can be-
come adjustable.



13.4
BNM Formation by Plastic Deformation

One new opportunity for enhancing the number density of nanocrystals is pre-
sented by severe plastic deformation treatments of amorphous quenching prod-
ucts [19, 62]. In addition to nanostructure formation, the deformation treatment
can also serve as a consolidation step, which is important for producing bulk
shapes. The new advancement of deformation-based methods for nanostructure
formation has been initiated by observations of nanocrystal formation during
nanoindentation experiments on metallic glasses [22]. It is well known that
amorphous materials do not show homogeneous plastic deformation upon ap-
plying external strain. Instead, the deformation is localized in narrow regions,
so-called shear bands that carry the entire response of the material to external
stresses [63], as also shown in Fig. 13.7 (a). While recent experiments indicate
that to a certain extent, the amorphous material might also be affected in its
volume by externally applied stresses [65], the major part of the deformation is
certainly localized in the shear-band regions. These regions are distinctly differ-
ent from shear bands in plastically deformed nanocrystalline materials: while
the latter are the microstructural response to strain localization due to negligi-
ble strain hardening capacity and low strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress
[66], shear bands in amorphous materials are to be treated as an effective sec-
ond phase. These shear bands are characterized by a decreased mass density
that, for example, changes the contrast in transmission electron microscopy
analyses and that provides for faster atomic transport [67]. Both aspects are di-
rectly coupled to the increased amount of volume that can be freely distributed
in a glass, so-called free volume [68, 69], and that allows for atomic rearrange-
ments under applied stress. Thus, the formation of shear bands leads to an ef-
fective work softening, which gives rise to plastic instability in tension and to
inadequate fatigue-test performance of bulk metallic glasses. In this context it is
still actively debated whether the shear softening and related microstructural
features such as the vein pattern on fracture surfaces of amorphous materials is
related to a local temperature rise due to adiabatic heating. Estimates between
several tenths of a Kelvin and several thousand Kelvin for the temperature rise
of the material within a shear band have been published [70, 71]. While recent
studies that utilized a clever and simple local melting probe indicate that the
temperature rise during shear-band formation is significant and affects a rather
large volume of several 100 nm in the direction perpendicular to the shear
plane [72], it is not clear how the magnitude of the offset of the two sides of a
shear band (i.e. the large difference on the surface of a material on both sides
of the intersection line of a shear band with the surface) affects the heat bal-
ance. Independent studies on shear-band generation by bending (with signifi-
cantly smaller shear displacement) find that the microstructural response of the
material adjacent to a shear band is different for the compressive and the ten-
sile sides [73]. Such a finding is at least unexpected if one would assume a mas-
sive heat release during shear-band formation. Thus, at present it appears that
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both underlying processes: an increase of the amount of free volume and a lo-
calized increase of the temperature contribute to the observed nanocrystal for-
mation at ambient conditions within shear bands. Interestingly, recent investiga-
tions on the deformation of amorphous Al-based alloys indicate that the nano-
crystals within shear bands induced by cold rolling have a cigar-shaped mor-
phology with the long axis oriented parallel to the direction of the shear bands
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Fig. 13.7 Microstructures of metallic glasses
that developed during plastic deformation.
(a) Shear-band formation at an indentation
site, imaged by atomic force microscopy.
The circular patterns at the periphery of the
indent impression constitute pileup due to
overlapping layers of displaced material (re-
printed with permission from [64], copyright
(2002) AAAS). (b) High-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy image of an
Al88Y7Fe5 alloy that was deformed by cold
rolling. The white arrow indicates the inplane
direction of a shear band. The fringe con-

trast inside the shear-band region is due to
a nanocrystal that is schematically depicted
in the inset. (c) Bright-field TEM image after
annealing an as-quenched Al88Y7Fe5 alloy at
245 �C for 30 min. The nanocrystal number
density is drastically lower compared to the
material after severe plastic deformation by
high-pressure torsion straining, as shown in
(d). The dark-field transmission electron mi-
croscopy image shows a high number den-
sity of Al-nanocrystals with a size of about
12 nm that developed during the deforma-
tion within the amorphous matrix.



(Fig. 13.7 (b)) [65]. The elongated morphology of the deformation-induced nano-
crystals along with the common orientation of the (111) lattice planes relative to
the longer axis of the nanocrystals indicates the importance of the details con-
cerning the redistribution of free volume. In addition to generating nanocrystals
by plastic deformation, for partially devitrified Al-rich material it was also shown
that plastic deformation caused the disruption of the nanocrystals that exceeded
a critical size of about 15 nm [74]. The resulting smaller nanocrystals were
found to be dispersed in the matrix. Dislocations that were observed in the few
remaining larger nanocrystals suggest a shear-induced fragmentation mecha-
nism. These results indicate that plastic deformation can yield nanocrystals
within the amorphous matrix and that it can also limit the size of these nano-
crystals [74]. Thus, nanocrystalline/amorphous composites with a rather narrow
grain-size distribution of small nanocrystals and with extremely high nanocrys-
tal number densities might be obtainable if a deformation treatment is applied
that affects the volume of the material. A recent investigation on an Al-rich
amorphous alloy that was plastically deformed by high-pressure torsion verifies
this expectation [19]. Figure 13.7 also displays representative examples of par-
tially nanocrystallized Al88Y7Fe5 samples after (c) thermally induced and (d) de-
formation-induced nanocrystallization. The comparison indicates clearly the en-
hanced nanocrystal number density that can be obtained by combining rapid
quenching and severe plastic deformation pathways sequentially. Additionally,
the increase of the nanocrystal number density with the applied strain demon-
strates the possibility to produce homogeneous ultrafine nanostructures in bulk
shape that yet wait to be explored.

13.5
Properties of BNM from Amorphous Precursors – Selected Examples

A broad range of nanostructured materials exist that are obtained by processing
amorphous precursor structures and that provide enhanced properties with a
high potential for applications. Concerning nonmetallic materials, glass-cera-
mics that have already been discussed briefly in Section 13.3.1 represent an im-
portant class of engineering materials due to their improved mechanical perfor-
mance, e.g. the high strength at low mass density and due to the retained func-
tional properties of the oxide materials, e.g. their transparency if the crystal di-
ameter is kept below the wavelength of the light that should be transmitted
[13]. In addition, the combination of different crystalline phases with different
functional properties within the residual amorphous matrix allows for designing
truly multifunctional materials, such as glass-ceramics that combine biocompat-
ibility and ferromagnetism with reasonable mechanical strength for applications
in bone-tumor treatment [75].

With metallic alloys, materials based on the famous MetglassTM-type composi-
tions that show nanocrystallization of Fe-rich crystals or variants that include
e.g. neodymium are already commercialized as either extremely soft or hard
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magnetic materials with high saturation polarization [76, 77]. While the size of
the Fe-rich nanocrystals can effectively be used to optimize the coercivity, as de-
tailed in the comprehensive treatment by Herzer [78], the coupling between the
ferromagnetic nanocrystals can also be tuned by compositional variation or by
annealing treatments. Aside from the possibility to adjust extremely small crys-
tal sizes, starting from an amorphous state provides additional options due to
the increased solubility limit of the amorphous phase compared with the re-
spective crystalline state.

With Al-base marginal glass-formers, the mechanical properties such as the
hardness and strength that show unprecedented performance compared to con-
ventional lightweight alloys are in the focus of application-oriented research
[21]. In the analysis of the exceptional strength, the high solute content of the
nanostructured Al alloys compared to crystalline Al alloys appears to be one im-
portant factor, but the interaction between the Al nanocrystal dispersion and the
shear bands that develop upon deformation of the amorphous matrix is also
likely to be important. A useful perspective on the structural performance of Al-
based systems based upon the relationship between tensile strength and the mi-
crostructural scale has been presented by Greer [20] and has been adapted in
Fig. 13.8 to provide a comparison to some other common high strength alloys.
It is evident from Fig. 13.8 that even in terms of a direct comparison of absolute
strength values, the nanostructured Al alloys offer advantages even compared to
advanced structural materials, such as ultrafine grained low-carbon steel. More-
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Fig. 13.8 Relationship between the character-
istic scale of the microstructure and the ten-
sile strength at room temperature for Al-
based alloys. Strength values for a Ti alloy
and for an ultrafine-grained (UFG) steel are

shown for comparison. The results indicate
the enormous benefits that can be entailed
with nanostructuring. It also indicates the
importance of retaining the size of the mi-
crostructure on the nanoscale.



over, these advantages are even further enhanced when the relative density is
considered as a basis for a specific strength comparison [20, 78]. In that respect,
the Al-base nanocomposites effectively enter the performance domain of techni-
cal ceramics while retaining a finite ductility.

13.6
Summary and Outlook

One basic requirement for an application of nanostructured materials is their
stability under thermal or mechanical load as well as at least sufficient reliability
characteristics. While a broad range of basic issues still need to be addressed
concerning the coupling between stabilization strategies and materials proper-
ties, it seems clear that a composite approach that enables an effective diffusion
control is suitable and most probably also necessary. As such, nanostructure for-
mation starting from an amorphous precursor state offers interesting perspec-
tives in preparing nanostructured materials with different interface types, i.e.
crystalline/crystalline or crystalline/amorphous interfaces. New routes for na-
nostructure formation are provided by sequentially combining different none-
quilibrium processing pathways that are based on rapid cooling or continuous
strain-energy input. The available permutations offer a wide range of options
for tailoring the microstructure and the shape and quantity of the product na-
nostructure and – at the same time – represent a wide field yet to be explored.
In fact, these advanced synthesis pathways might also offer attractive options
for the synthesis of nanostructured materials starting from bulk metallic
glasses. Moreover, these strategies allow for a large leverage concerning the
preparation of stable, metastable or even unstable product phases with proper-
ties that might be improved or even completely unique.
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Igor V. Alexandrov

14.1
Introduction

As is known, severe plastic deformation (SPD) offers the possibility to form
unique ultrafine-grained (UFG) and nanostructured states and, as a result,
rather attractive mechanical and physical properties in bulk billets from differ-
ent metallic materials for instance [1]. At the same time it should be noted that
along with the obvious advantages the SPD technique possesses a number of
disadvantages and restrictions. In particular, the process requires construction
of expensive special-purpose die-sets. It can not be widely used in the conveyor
mode, as the given process is not a continuous production process. A low ratio
of material utilization is typical of it, etc. In connection with this it is necessary
to find ways of further perfection of SPD processes.

The most promising trends of SPD are development of continuous equal-
channel angular pressing (ECAP) or equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE),
and utilization of post-SPD processing. Elaboration and application of continu-
ous SPD techniques serve to significantly enhance the output ratio of good ma-
terial to raw material, and make the process close to the industrial conditions.
We should note that the number of papers dealing with the processing of bulk
nanostructured billets by SPD techniques is quite large, however, the number
of papers dealing with post-SPD processing and continuous SPD techniques is
rather limited and they have mainly been published just recently. Control of
structure, crystallographic texture, properties, shape and geometrical sizes of
bulk nanostructured billets processed by SPD is possible, as a result of applica-
tion of conventional techniques of metal forming, like rolling, extrusion, for-
ging, drawing, etc. Hence, the problem of putting billets into the shapes of rods
or plates, convenient for further production of units from bulk nanostructured
billets in the industrial conditions, can be solved.

The aim of the present chapter is to overview investigations conducted with
the aim to develop continuous ECAP to make the SPD process an industrially
valuable one and post-SPD processing for further refinement of the microstruc-
ture, enhancement of mechanical properties and also the industrialization of
SPD processes.
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14.2 Continuous SPD Techniques

It is of significant importance to address the issues of enhancing the output fac-
tor of homogeneous bulk nanostructured material, reducing energy consump-
tion and labor cost, increasing the economical effectiveness when using the con-
ventional ECAP process. It is possible to solve these issues by increasing the
sizes of the work piece in one or two dimensions up to several meters or tens
of meters. In this case the SPD process should be applied to wires or sheet bil-
lets and to satisfy one of the most important requirements, which is its continu-
ance. Without this, none of the technological processes will be introduced into
production.

The aspect ratio (c/a� length/diameter or length/thickness) of a work piece
up to a value higher than 8–10, used in the traditional ECAP scheme, is quite
problematic. As shown in [2] for the case of a billet with the square cross sec-
tion, the applied pressure on the punch is proportional to the ratio c/a. As a re-
sult, the pressure can exceed the material yield stress by several times. There-
fore, the punch will lose stability and its buckling will take place.

The attempts to decrease heterogeneity of the head and tail ends of billets at
the expense of using different inserts can promote the improvement of the situ-
ation to some degree, but do not solve the problem in general [2, 3].

14.2.1
ECAP-Conform Process

The concept of continuous ECAP was first developed by Segal in the Physical
and Technical Institute of Minsk (Belorussia) in 1976 [4]. One of the schemes
of continuous ECAP uses the principle of the so-called “Conform” extrusion, de-
veloped in 1974 by Etherington [5]. During the conform extrusion material 5 is
extruded through the die with the channels formed by slot 1 of roll 2, segment
3 and support 4 (Fig. 14.1 [2]). The active friction force that appears between the
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Fig. 14.1 Concept of the continuous equal-channel angular extrusion [2].



deformed material and rotating roll makes continuous extrusion possible with-
out any decrease of the cross section and heating of the material.

The process of continuous ECAP was realized by V. M. Segal on the example
of Cu wire with a cross-section of 8�8 mm. Meanwhile, the die-set mentioned
above and a semi-industrial rolling mill were used.

In [6] the results of a combination of the Conform process and ECAP, called
the “ECAP-Conform process”, are presented. An Al rod with a diameter of
3.4 mm was pulled through a rectangular channel made on the surface of the
rotating shaft. Then the billet was subjected to shear in a zone, similar to the
scenario in traditional ECAP. When passing through the outlet, the billet’s
length was more than 1 m. The billet was rotated about its axis for 180� be-
tween the passes, which corresponded to ECAP route C. In total, 4 ECAP-Con-
form passes were performed.

TEM investigations showed that the ECAP-Conform process produced micro-
structure similar to that produced by traditional ECAP. After 4 ECAP-Conform
passes UFG structure with a mean grain size of about 650 nm and a high vol-
ume of high-angle boundaries formed. Mechanical tensile testing indicates the
increase of yield strength �y by approximately 3 times and the ultimate strength
�u by about 2.5 times as compared to the initial state. The elongation to failure
falls from 28% to 13% after the 1st pass and practically did not change further
after more passes.

The authors of Ref. [6] highlighted a number of differences between the
ECAP-Conform process and the conventional Conform process. The main dif-
ference is the more complicated scheme of loading during the conventional
Conform process. The ECAP-Conform process actually occurs by means of sim-
ple shear as well as the conventional ECAP.

14.2.2
Equal-channel Angular Drawing (ECAD) Process

Equal-channel angular drawing (ECAD) is another promising process for con-
tinuous industrial production. When conducting ECAD, material in the form of
a bar is drawn through two intersecting channels [7]. In Ref. [8] the process of
microstructure refinement during ECAD of pure Al is investigated.

It is shown that the angle of channels’ intersection of 135� has some advan-
tages as compared to the angle 90�, which is most frequently used during ECAP
or ECAE. Moreover, risk of a rod failure during drawing decreases, as the draw-
ing load lessens. ECAD was performed on CP Al bars with a square cross sec-
tion with an edge of 15 mm and length of 750 mm. The angle of the channels’
intersection was 135�. The microstructure of the ECAD rods was characterized
by low-angle (1–4�) misorientations.

The ultimate tensile strength increased by about 60% and the elongation to
failure decreased as a result of the two first passes. During the following passes
the changes of these values were insignificant.
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14.2.3
Conshearing Process

ECAP of sheet materials means that continuous ECAP is performed, as the ra-
tio “length:thickness” is very high in the given case. The method, used for the
continuous ECAP of Al [9–11] and steel strips [11], is based on a novel continu-
ous shear-deformation process, called the continuous shearing deformation
(conshearing) process.

The idea of using the continuous ECAP arose when the authors [9–11]
wanted to enhance the r value (Lankford value). This parameter reflects the ten-
dency of material to deep drawing, but in the case of fcc metals (Cu, Al) strong
cubic crystallographic texture {100}�001� forms during annealing after cold roll-
ing. The texture does not promote enhancement of the Langford value. On the
other hand, {111}//ND shear texture is favorable for increase of the r value.
Such texture is observed in a thin layer of the deformed material, bearing to the
rolls. As the ECAP is implemented mostly by simple shear, the authors of Ref.
[9] came to the idea of using ECAP to process sheet materials. Thus, they in-
tended to solve the problem of enhancing the r value at the expense of increas-
ing the volume of the material with favorable texture.

The scheme of the conshearing process is presented in Fig. 14.2 [9]. During
this process, a strip of the sheet material is forced against the rotating central
roll with the help of guide shoes and satellite rolls. The friction force makes the
strip move through the channel between the cover and the abutment. Hence,
the die between the channel axis and the tangent to the central roll is equal to
�. Thus, it is possible to solve the problem of introducing continuous shearing
deformation into a strip of sheet material.

The given process was applied at room temperature to long Al (1100-H24)
strips 1.0 mm thick and 20 mm wide. The shearing angle ��55�. It turned out
that the increase of the number of passes up to 4 did not practically change the
tensile strength and the elongation to failure. At the same time, as a result of
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Fig. 14.2 Schematic illustration of the conshearing process [9].



using the conshearing process the �111�//ND shear texture was formed and as
a result of the subsequent annealing the corresponding r0 value was signifi-
cantly enhanced.

In [10, 11] it was stated that in the case of Al (AA1100) strips with a thickness
of 2 mm the optimal shear angle�65�. Hence, after 6 passes a banded micro-
structure with UFG grains was formed. The grain thickness was 0.42 �m, their
length was 1.4 �m. The tensile strength increased by 70% after deformation,
and the elongation to failure fell from 50% to 23%.

The application of the conshearing process in the case of steel (JIS SPCC
0.044%C) strips pointed to the formation of the microstructure of lamellar sub-
grains with small misorientations [11]. The tensile strength increased from 380
MPa in the initial state to 700 MPa after six passes.

14.2.4
Continuous Confined Strip Shearing (C2S2) Process

A new conceptual process, named the continuous confined strip shearing
(C2S2) process was elaborated and used in [12, 13]. As in the previous case of
the conshearing process, the aim of the C2S2 process was formation of shear-
ing texture, favorable from the point of view of obtaining high formability of Al
alloy sheets.

During the C2S2 process a thin strip of the deformed 1050 Al alloy with a
thickness of 1.55 mm enters the space between the rolls with a diameter of 10
cm, is reduced to the thickness 1.45 mm and forced through the die for ECAP
(Fig. 14.3 [12]). The feeding speed is rather high at 5 to 50 m min–1. The oblique
angle between the inlet and outlet channels can be from 100 to 140�. The thick-
ness of the horizontal channel corresponds to the thickness of the strip before
entering into the space between the rolls.

Actually, the dissimilar channel angular pressing (DCAP) lies in the basis of
the C2S2 process. The results of application of the given process [12] indicated
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Fig. 14.3 (a) Scheme of the C2S2 process, and (b) of a detailed
die configuration of the forming zone [12].
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the formation of shear texture, favorable from the point of view of the sheet-
forming application of the Al alloy.

In [13] the data on the multiple (up to 100 times) application of the C2S2 pro-
cess are presented. The size of billets from the commercial 1050 Al alloy was
20 mm�1.55 mm�1000 mm. Analysis formulated evolution of microstructure
and mechanical properties, depending on the processing parameters. In particu-
lar, it is shown that both the accumulative strain and the strain level imparted
to the specimen per passage must exceed some critical levels for the formation
of the UFG microstructures. Temperature rise as a result of the high speed of
the processing, �5 m min–1, provides the formation of the UFG microstruc-
tures with high-angle grain boundaries.

Thus, on the basis of the conducted analysis one can conclude that at present
two (conshearing and C2S2) schemes of continuous ECAP processing are devel-
oped and implemented. These schemes are mainly applied to rather easy-to-de-
form Al strips with limited sizes. The formation of shearing textures, favorable
from the point of view of high formability of Al sheets, is demonstrated. The
UFG microstructures are obtained at definite processing parameters. But it is
revealed that after refinement during the 1st C2S2 pass, the grain size grows to
some extent during the subsequent passes. The size of the elongated grains is
relatively large. The strength increased, but quickly reached saturation.

The application of continuous SPD techniques implies realization of a new
(different from the conventional ECAP case) mechanics of the flow of the de-
formed material. In particular, one of the walls of the vertical channel of the die
for ECAP is in motion, which lessens the degree of friction and consequently
the character of the accumulated strain distribution in the billet. Due to the in-
creased length the change of the accumulated strain fields at the ends of the de-
formed billet has less impact.

14.3
Post-SPD Processing

Additional cold deformation and thermal treatment after SPD are considered
now as a promising approach to further improve UFG and nanostructures and
mechanical properties. This approach is based on traditional metal forming.
The additional cold deformation, although its degree is rather small, allows the
dislocation density in UFG materials to be increased considerably. As a result,
their strength increases while retaining good plasticity. This approach can be
also used when shaping ECAP billets. Several examples are discussed below.

14.3.1
ECAP plus Forging or Cold Rolling

Recent researches are dedicated to studying the influence of post-SPD processing
on the structure and properties of commercially pure (CP) Ti. CP Ti is widely used
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for manufacturing different articles. Besides, significant microstructure refine-
ment and enhancement of mechanical properties can be achieved in it.

The basics of this approach is protected by the patent [14], granted in Russia
in 2001. In the description of the invention, covered by the patent, the possibili-
ty of using the combination of SPD and further thermomechanical treatment at
250–500 �C for 0.5–2 h applied to CP Ti billets is highlighted. This makes it pos-
sible to form a thermally stable UFG structure with the grain size not more
than 0.1 �m and enhance the tensile strength and fatigue strength.

Later in 2002, an American patent appeared [15] that suggested that ECAP
CP Ti should be subjected to cold rolling and/or cold extrusion in order to sig-
nificantly enhance mechanical properties and further use it in manufacturing
medical implants. In this patent, CP Ti is subjected to ECAP at a temperature
T�400 �C. This is connected with its low ductility at lower temperatures. At the
same time, high ECAP temperature leads to relatively low strength. Therefore,
strengthening by additional post-SPD processing can be expected. Conventional
techniques of metal forming do not require such high strain degrees to be
achieved as in the case of ECAP and can be implemented at room temperature.

The results of investigations of the influence of ECAP and post-SPD proces-
sing on the structure and properties of CP Ti billets are presented in a number
of papers [16–23]. Billets were processed by ECAP route BC with temperature
decreasing from 450 �C to 400 �C after 8 passes and 350 �C after 12 passes. The
main post-SPD processing technique was cold rolling [17–23] and only in one
case cold extrusion [16].

Cold extrusion was carried out in 3 or 5 stages up to reaching total reduction
in cross-sectional area equaling to 47% and 75%, respectively [16]. The 47% ex-
trusion did not practically change the grain size, typical of the microstructure
after ECAP, although the dislocation density increased and the grain boundaries
became less sharp. The grain boundaries are a mixture of low- and high-angle
boundaries. Increasing the reduction in cross-sectional area to 75% resulted in
the formation of grains with irregular shape in the cross section and elongated
grains in the longitudinal section. Meanwhile, the grain size in the cross section
decreased significantly. Most of the grain boundaries became high angle. Inter-
nal elastic stresses appeared in grains.

Investigation of mechanical properties showed that 47% extrusion increased
the microhardness slightly. At the same time, tensile testing revealed consider-
able increase in yield strength and ultimate strength and some reduction of the
elongation to failure. The above trends became more marked after 75% extru-
sion. The yield and ultimate strengths are 640 and 710 MPa, respectively, in the
ECAP CP Ti, the 75% extrusion enhanced them up to 970 and 1050 MPa, re-
spectively. The obtained mechanical properties are much higher than those of
Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Grain-boundary strengthening, associated with a small grain
size, and dislocation strengthening, associated with cold deformation, are con-
sidered as the causes of the strength enhancements.

Cold extruded ECAP CP Ti billets were subjected to annealing for 30 min at
different temperatures. The conducted tensile testing allowed the thermostabil-
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ity of the strength and the recovery of ductility with increasing annealing tem-
perature to be estimated. It appeared that the processed billets preserve high
yield stress and ultimate tensile strength after annealing at 300 �C. Annealing at
400 �C did not change the mechanical properties of billets, subjected to extru-
sion with larger reduction in cross-sectional area.

Thus, the positive influence of post-SPD processing on the structure and
properties of ECAP CP Ti is demonstrated.

The analysis of microstructure and mechanical properties of CP Ti, subjected
to 8 ECAP passes and further cold rolling showed the following [17, 18]. Cold
rolling of billets with a diameter of about 20 mm to strain of 35% and 55% re-
sulted in transformation of the equi-axed UFG structure, formed as a result of
ECAP, into a structure that is strongly elongated in the rolling direction. Mean-
while, in the cross section the grains remained mostly equi-axed, but their aver-
age size decreased slightly. Strong fragmentation was observed inside grains.
The mechanical properties of CP Ti VT1-0 increased considerably to the level of
those of Ti alloys. The yield strength �y increased from 640 MPa up to 1020
MPa, the ultimate strength �u from 460 MPa to 1050 MPa, the elongation to
failure � decreased from 27% to 6%.

In Ref. [19] rolling of billets with a diameter 16 mm was conducted in shaped
rolls up to the total reduction in cross-sectional area of 35–75%. The cross sec-
tion of a billet changed its shape from round to oval and then to square. During
the rolling self-heating of work piece up to 100 �C took place. Because of this,
the billets were cooled down between passes.

In the case of 35% strain, the mean grain size decreased from 280 nm to
170 nm in the cross section. In the longitudinal section the grains elongated.
The dislocation density in the grain interior increased significantly. The 55%
strain distorted the equiaxed shape of grains in the cross section. The process
of grain refinement in the cross section and grain elongation in the longitudinal
section continued. Strong fragmentation of elongated grains was accompanied
by formation of low-angle subgrain boundaries. It was revealed that further
increase of the strain degree did not result in any considerable changes in the
microstructure. The fragmentation of the filamentary structure continued. Some
low-angle boundaries turned into high-angle ones.

The number of ECAP passes influenced significantly the evolution of micro-
structure during subsequent cold rolling [19]. The microstructures became simi-
lar for the cases of fewer ECAP passes and larger strain degree during the sub-
sequent cold rolling and more ECAP passes and less strain during cold rolling.
On the other hand, an increase in the number of passes, up to 4, resulted in
the growth of the fraction of high-angle grain boundaries with practically un-
changed grain size. The grain boundaries became sharper, which, according to
the authors’ assumption, can be connected with higher probability of trapping
lattice dislocations by high-angle grain boundaries. The grains became less fila-
mentary and more fragmentary.

Mechanical tensile testing showed that rolling can increase the strength
ECAP CP Ti by 50% to an ultimate tensile strength of 1050 MPa [19]. At the
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same time, the value of the ductility fell by more than a factor of two (to 6%).
Annealing after rolling enhanced the ductility up to 12.5%, i.e. practically to the
level typical of the ECAP billet, �14%, without significantly decreasing the
strength. The formed microstructure became thermostable up to 400 �C.

Thus, the conducted investigations [19] demonstrated that post-SPD proces-
sing, consisting of cold rolling and subsequent low-temperature annealing, can
produce excellent mechanical properties in the case of CP Ti.

In Ref. [20] the results of investigation of the influence of cold rolling on the
microstructure and mechanical properties of two kinds of CP Ti billets with the
initial coarse-grained (a mean grain size 15 �m) microstructure and the micro-
structure obtained as a result of ECAP UFG (a mean grain size about 500 nm),
are presented. Before ECAP, the billets had a diameter of 60 mm, and before
cold rolling the diameter was 54 mm and the length was 120 mm. The large bil-
let size, subjected to ECAP and post-SPD processing, is of great interest from
the point of view of enhancing the prospects of their subsequent application.
Besides, the increased initial diameter of ECAP billets makes it possible to
reach high strain degrees during the following rolling.

The positive influences of ECAP on the microstructure and mechanical prop-
erties of CP Ti, subjected to the subsequent cold rolling up to 80% accumulative
rolling strain, include finer grain size, more homogeneous strength and good
elongation to failure.

Rigorous TEM investigations of the evolution of the microstructure of CP Ti,
subjected to cold flat rolling with strain degrees of 18, 45 and 88% after ECAP
(billet diameter 40 mm, 8 passes), were conducted in [21]. It was shown that
cold rolling results in fragmentation of the UFG structure produced ECAP. The
size of the grains that have an equi-axed shape as well as an elongated one be-
comes less than 100 nm.

Tensile tests showed that increasing cold rolling strain from 0% to 88% leads
to an increase in strength (for example, the yield stress �y increases from 549
MPa up to 629 MPa, the ultimate stress �u increases from 633 MPa to 941
MPa, the elongation to failure falls from 27% to 17%). The cause of these
changes of mechanical properties is the formation of subgrain structure with
the high dislocation density and low-angle boundaries inside the grains.

Rigorous investigations of the microstructure of the CP Ti billets, subjected to
8 ECAP passes and further cold rolling with 73% strain, were conducted in [22].
TEM investigations revealed considerable scatter in the grain size and character
of the subgrain structure. In particular, it was revealed that there may be large
grains (> 320 nm) in the microstructure. The large grains may contain sub-
grains, which in turn may contain dislocation cells. Grains with intermediate
size (130–600 nm) may contain dislocation cell structure without formation of
subgrains. Dislocation cells can not be observed in the grains and subgrains
with a size less than 150 nm. Dislocations were absent in the grains with the
typical size of 75 nm, being absorbed by grain boundaries.

XRD investigations revealed an arithmetic mean crystallite size of 39±4 nm.
The given size corresponded to a mean size of dislocation cells that was equal
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to 45 nm, obtained by the TEM method. It is shown that most of the disloca-
tions are dislocations of type �a�. An important role of the dislocations of type
�c� is also noted.

One of the important applications of CP Ti is its use for producing medical
devices, including hearing aids. For this, high-strength foil should be obtained.
In [23] the results of an investigation of the influence of cold rolling on the mi-
crostructure and mechanical properties of CP Ti (ECAP, 8 passes) are pre-
sented. The initial thickness of a billet was 2.65 mm, and the final thickness of
the foil was 20 �m. Cold rolling was carried out with a thickness reduction of
15–5% per pass and by three intermediate annealing stages at 350 �C for 1 h
between certain passes.

A mean grain size was �350 nm in the initial state after ECAP and before
cold rolling. After cold rolling by 75% strain the microstructure was homoge-
neous with a mean grain size �150 nm, which did not change on further thin-
ning of the foil. Similar treatment of coarse-grained CP Ti resulted in a micro-
structure with a mixture of nanostructured and coarse-grained areas.

The dependence of the mechanical properties of coarse-grained and UFG
ECAP CP Ti, subjected to cold rolling with intermediate annealing, is non-
monotonous with an intermediate maximum for each of the considered cases
[23]. At the same time, much higher strength properties and the elongation to
failure are typical of the UFG ECAP CP Ti at each considered stage of proces-
sing. Maximal values of the yield stress �y exceeded 900 MPa, the ultimate
strength �u reached almost 1000 MPa, and the elongation to failure was 8%.
These characteristics became 10–20% higher than those that are typical of the
coarse-grained CP Ti, subjected to the same treatment.

In a number of papers [24–28] the influence of cold rolling on the structure
and properties of ECAP/ECAE Cu ingots was investigated. In particular, it was
shown in [24] that cold rolling of ECAP (a die angle 90�, 16 passes, route BC,
room temperature) Cu (99.98%) billets with 83% reduction changes the XRD
pattern, which corresponds to the ECAP state, significantly. These changes re-
flect the increase of the size of coherent scattering domain from 37±3 nm to
104± 5 nm, the drop in the level of elastic microdistortions from (52 ± 4)�10–4

to (37± 3)�10–4, the higher Debye-Waller parameter, and the change of the crys-
tallographic texture. The obtained results testify to the flow of recovery in the
microstructure and formation of preferred orientations, typical of Cu, cold rolled
from the coarse-grained state.

It is shown in Refs. [25–27], that the microstructure of ECAP Cu, cold rolled
with the 83% reduction, is rather homogeneous and characterized by elongated
grains, which corresponds to the character of the deformation scheme. At the
same time recrystallized grains of the cube {001}�100� orientation are revealed
in the microstructure. The fraction of such grains grows considerably with the
reduction rising from 83% to 95%.

Flow of recovery and even recrystallization during cold rolling of the ECAP
Cu should enhance ductility and promote shaping of the deformed billets. At
the same time the recrystallization can reduce their strength properties.
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The results of investigations of ECAE (a die angle 120�, 3 passes, routes A
and C, room temperature) of Cu (99.8%) billets, subjected to cold rolling up to
�50% reduction, are presented in Ref. [28]. In general, a positive, but insignifi-
cant influence of cold rolling on mechanical properties is demonstrated. We
should note that the processing parameters (the die angle, the chosen routes,
the number of ECAE passes, the reduction during cold rolling) cannot be con-
sidered as successfully chosen from the point of view of achieving optimal
structure and properties.

Twist hydroextrusion (THE) is another SPD scheme. Cold rolling (total rela-
tive deformation under rolling e�1.36) of plates, cut out parallel and normal to
the axes of THE processing (degree of deformation e�2.7) Cu billets, results in
the formation of equiaxed grain structure, unusual for cold-rolled microstruc-
tures. Thus, not only high level but also isotropy of mechanical properties are
typical of such microstructures [29]. The obtained results are attributed to the
peculiarities of THE processing by the authors.

The authors of Refs. [30–32] demonstrated the possibilities of processing
UFG structures in sheets of Al alloys as a result of the combined treatment that
includes ECAE and subsequent rolling. In particular, application of the isother-
mal rolling at 250 �C (a total reduction of 85% in seven passes) to the 7055 Al
alloy billets, with sizes of 115 mm�115 mm�15 mm and obtained as a result
of ECAE (a die angle 90�, 10 passes, route A, temperature T�250 �C) made it
possible to form microstructure with a mean grain size �1.4 �m and a high
fraction (�67%) of high-angle boundaries. The obtained microstructure had at-
tractive superplastic properties.

14.3.2
ECAP plus Additional Thermomechanical Treatment

Recently, the combined SPD technique underwent further development. Special
attention was paid to the processing of ECAP Grade 2 CP Ti billets by addi-
tional thermomechanical treatment (TMT) processing [33], the details of which
are not revealed in connection with the forthcoming patent defense.

ECAP is an initial stage of such a combined treatment. This stage is neces-
sary for preliminary microstructure refinement. Lessening of the total number
of passes is possible, as after 4 passes along the route BC homogeneous UFG
structure forms, and mechanical properties reach their saturation level. It is
shown that at the preliminary stage the usage of two ECAP passes is possible
but with the preliminary forging, which is supposed to enhance homogeneity of
the microstructure. The conducted microstructure investigations showed that
after 4 ECAP passes the microstructure is characterized by equi-axed UFG
grains with a mean size of about 600 nm.

The subsequent TMT was carried out in several stages and the total accumu-
lated strain was 80%. As a result of such treatment, the ECAP billets with a
diameter of 40 mm turned into rods with a diameter of 6.5 mm and up to 1 m
long (Fig. 14.4 [33]).
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The elongated grains with predominantly high-angle grain boundaries were
formed. A mean grain size was about 100 nm in the cross section. Inside the
grains a developed substructure with a high dislocation density was observed.
The mechanical properties of the billets, obtained with the help of the men-
tioned combined treatment, became rather attractive. Specifically, the yield
stress �y reached 1100 MPa, the ultimate strength �u was 1150 MPa, and the
elongation to failure was 11%.

It was stated that the microstructure and mechanical properties are quite
homogeneous along the length of the rods and the scatter in strength and duc-
tility of samples for the mechanical tensile testing did not exceed 7%.

Thus, as a result of the combined treatment that includes ECAP and subse-
quent TMT, the most significant microstructural refinement and the highest lev-
el of mechanical properties were achieved in CP Ti. The process produced very
long rods [33].

Post-SPD processing was also recently applied to the electrotechnical alloy
Cu-1%Cr-0.7%Al [34]. It is shown that the combined treatment (forging, draw-
ing and annealing) produces a significantly enhanced microhardness (from
1781 MPa in the ECAP state to 2343 MPa after additional TMT), a higher
strength �700 MPa and preserved high ductility �16%.

The observed changes in the structure and properties of bulk nanostructured
billets during post-SPD processing are connected with the change of the stress–
strain state. As known, the main deformation mechanism during SPD is simple
shear. Tensile and compressing deformation modes become predominant dur-
ing conventional methods of metal-forming treatment. As a result, post-SPD
processing should lead to significant changes in a mean size and shape of
grains, character of grain boundaries, dislocation structure, etc.

The results of the conducted investigations demonstrate high potential of ap-
plication of post-SPD processing for additional enhancement of UFG and na-
nostructured states, mechanical properties and shaping of bulk ECAP billets.
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Fig. 14.4 Photographs of billets at various stages of SPD:
(a) billets after ECAP; (b)–(d) billets at various stages of
post-SPD TMT [33].



14.4
Conclusions

Continuous ECAP, a combination of different SPD schemes and also consecu-
tive application of SPD and conventional deformation are important promising
trends that have potential for industrial processing bulk nanostructured billets
with the necessary geometries and sizes, further refinement of UFG and nanos-
tructures and enhancement of their mechanical properties. At the same time
the work done in this area is still in its first stages. The aspects dealing with de-
formation mechanisms in UFG materials subjected to ECA pressing with subse-
quent cold deformation are topical. The schemes and approaches that are now
being developed require further development and optimization.
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15.1
Investigation of Deformation Mechanisms of Nanostructured Metals

Nanostructured materials have been arguably the hottest research area for more
than a decade [1, 2]. Nanostructured materials are defined as materials with
structural features (e.g., grain sizes and/or domain structures separated by
small-angle grain boundaries, etc.) smaller than 100 nm in at least one dimen-
sion. Because of the very small structural dimension, nanostructured materials
have demonstrated unique mechanical, chemical and physical properties, which
are not available to their coarse-grained counterparts. For example, material
scientists have been working strenuously to make structural materials that have
both high strength and high ductility so that structural components made from
the materials are able to carry high loads and to prevent catastrophic failure.
However, the combination of high strength and good ductility is rare in coarse-
grained materials. In contrast, combined high strength and good ductility have
been realized in some nanostructured materials, for example, nanostructured
Cu-Zn alloy [3], Al alloy [4], Cu, and Ti processed by severe plastic deformation
[1, 5, 6] and nanostructured Cu with a mean grain size of 26 nm obtained by in-
situ consolidation [7]. Unfortunately, only a few nanostructured materials have
demonstrated a combination of high strength and good ductility, while most
have ductility that is too low for structural applications [8].

It is well known that the mechanical behaviors of materials are determined
by their deformation mechanisms while, the deformation mechanisms are con-
trolled by the structures of the materials. The unique mechanical properties of
nanostructured materials are believed to be caused by the unique deformation
mechanisms operating in the nanostructured materials. In conventional coarse-
grained materials, plastic deformation occurs mainly through dislocation slip
and twinning. When a dislocation passes through a grain, it will deform the
grain with the amount of the deformation being equal to the Burgers vector of
the dislocation. Dislocation sources required for sustained dislocation slip in
coarse-grained materials include the Frank–Read source [9]. Twinning in coarse-
grained materials occurs through the well-known pole mechanism [10, 11], in
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which one partial dislocation forms a whole twin via climbing a screw disloca-
tion pole to adjacent slip planes. However, as grain sizes are reduced to the
nanometer regime and the percentage of grain-boundary atoms increases corre-
spondingly, the pole mechanism for twinning and the traditional sources for
dislocation multiplication (e.g., the Frank–Read source) no longer work. As a
result, the traditional view of dislocation-driven plasticity in coarse-grained ma-
terials needs to be reconsidered and new mechanisms are needed for the plastic
deformation of nanostructured materials.

To understand how nanostructured materials deform, extensive investigations
using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) have been carried out. Using MD simulations, Schiøtz et al. sug-
gested that the plastic deformation in nanostructured materials with grain sizes
from 3.3 to 6.6 nm, in which 30–50% of atoms are located at grain boundaries,
is mainly due to grain-boundary sliding [12]. Grain-boundary sliding can be trig-
gered by uncorrelated shuffling and to some extent by stress-assisted diffusion
[13], or governed by enhanced grain-boundary diffusion (“Coble creep”) [14], de-
pending on the experimental temperatures. Recent in-situ TEM experimental ob-
servations have presented evidence of grain-boundary sliding and rotation dur-
ing the deformation of nanocrystalline Ni [15–17] and Au [18]. Ex-situ TEM in-
vestigation of different deformation stages of nanocrystalline Cu processed by
high-pressure torsion (HPT) also confirms grain rotation at the smallest grain
sizes [19]. At the stage immediately before the structure of HPT Cu evolved into
the smallest grains, elongated nanodomains with widths of 10–20 nm were
formed from originally submicrometer-sized (100–200 nm) grains. Nanodo-
mains formed within a submicrometer-sized grain were of the same orientation.
This orientation relationship was later broken and transformed to random ori-
entation through grain-boundary sliding and rotation when the nanodomains
evolved into the smallest grains with grain sizes in the range of 10–20 nm dur-
ing the further HPT deformation. Figure 15.1 shows a typical bright-field TEM
image of HPT Cu with the smallest grain sizes of 10–20 nm. Most of the grain
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Fig. 15.1 A typical bright-field TEM image
of HPT Cu with the smallest grain sizes of
10–20 nm.



boundaries are large-angle boundaries, as evidenced by the sharp diffraction
contrast variation among neighboring grains. Grain-boundary sliding at the
smallest grain sizes is believed to be a mechanism responsible for the reverse
Hall–Petch effect, i.e. the material strength decreases with reducing grain sizes,
observed in very small grain sizes [20, 21].

For grain sizes larger than a critical value (typically 20–30 nm) [22] deforma-
tion mode switches from grain-boundary sliding to dislocation processes and
material behavior above this critical size follows the normal Hall–Petch relation-
ship [23, 24], i.e. the materials strength increases with reducing grain sizes. This
critical size therefore corresponds to the strongest grain size at which the mate-
rial is hardest to deform [25]. Above this critical grain size (but less than
100 nm), MD simulations suggest that deformation occurs through partial dislo-
cation emissions from grain boundaries [26]. As grain sizes increase, partial dis-
locations nucleate in different regions of the grain boundaries [27]. Depending
on the sample structures used in MD simulations, full dislocations can also be
observed in nanostructured materials with grain sizes of 30 nm [28].

Partial dislocation emissions from grain boundaries were later observed ex-
perimentally in nanostructured Cu [29] and Al [30, 31] resulting in some struc-
tural phenomena that are not seen in coarse-grained Cu and Al. Figure 15.2
shows a typical high-resolution TEM image of nanocrystalline Cu processed by
HPT. Only one twin boundary is seen in the left part of Fig. 15.2 that divides
twin domains I and II. However, high densities of nanotwins and stacking
faults are observed in the right part of II. These nanotwins and stacking faults
do not pass across the whole grain, but stop in the grain interior with Shockley
partial dislocations (Burgers vectors 1

6 �112�) located at the front boundaries of
the nanotwins and stacking faults. It is obvious that these twins were heteroge-
neously nucleated at a grain boundary and grew into the grain interior via partial
dislocation emission from the grain boundary.

According to previous experimental results of coarse-grained Cu, deformation
twinning usually occurs at high strain rates and/or low temperature and reduc-
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Fig. 15.2 A typical high-resolution TEM im-
age of part of a HPT nanocrystalline Cu
grain. The left part of the image shows
only two twin domains, marked as I and II,
while the right part of II has a lot of nano-
twins and stacking faults with one end of
the nanotwins/stacking faults ends within
the grain.



ing grain size makes twinning more difficult because the critical twinning
stress is larger than the critical slip stress when a copper grain is smaller than
a certain size [32]. This result is consistent with the observation that no twin is
seen in HPT Cu when the grain sizes are in the range of 100–200 nm [19].
However, the observation of twinning in nanocrystalline HPT Cu contradicts
the conclusion that smaller grains are less likely to twin. The reason for the
contradiction is that twining in coarse-grained copper occurs via the pole mech-
anism [10, 33], while twinning in HPT nanocrystalline copper occurs through
heterogeneous partial dislocation emission from grain boundaries. Furthermore,
because of the change in the twinning mechanism, high strain rates and/or low
temperature, which are essential for deformation twinning in coarse-grained
materials, are no longer necessary conditions for deformation twinning to occur
in nanocrystals, as evidenced by the fact that the HPT nanostructured Cu was
processed at room temperature and a low strain rate [29].

In addition to the above-mentioned heterogeneous twinning mechanism in na-
nocrystalline materials, MD simulations also predict two other twinning mecha-
nisms: homogeneous twinning [26, 34] and twin lamellae formed via the dissocia-
tion and migration of grain boundaries [34]. Twins formed by these two mecha-
nisms have also been found experimentally [30, 35]. Figures 15.3 (a) and (b)
show high-resolution TEM images of a two-atomic-layer thick nanotwin and a
nanotwin with a zigzag-shaped twin boundary, respectively, observed in cryo-
genically ball-milled Al nanocrystalline grains. The nanotwin in Fig. 15.3 (a) was
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Fig. 15.3 High-resolution TEM images of a
cryogenically ball-milled Al nanocrystalline
grains: (a) an image showing a deformation
twin formed by the overlapping of two ex-
tended dislocations on adjacent slip planes
and (b) an image of part of a twin with a
zigzag-shaped twin boundary. The boundary

consists of short, straight, coherent {111}
twinning planes (marked by arrows) con-
nected by incoherent, noncrystallographic
segments. The insert in (b) shows the Four-
ier transformation, indicating the twinning
relationship.



formed through homogeneous dynamic overlapping of two stacking faults on ad-
jacent slip planes. The two stacking faults in Fig. 15.3 (a) are only partially over-
lapped. The widths of the two stacking faults are unexpectedly wide considering
that Al has very high stacking faults energy. An analytical model suggests that
the wide stacking faults are formed due to the small grain sizes and possibly
also to the interaction of stacking-fault ribbons with the high density of disloca-
tions [36]. The zigzag-shaped twin boundary seen in Fig. 15.3 (b) is very differ-
ent from conventional twin boundaries that usually appear as atomic sharp
planes. Some segments of the boundary in Fig. 15.3 (b) are straight, coherent
{111} twin boundaries as indicated by white arrows. These segments, which are
connected by noncrystallographic segments, form a zigzag boundary between
the two twinning areas. Examination of the local twinning morphology in
Fig. 15.3(b) reveals that the twin strikingly resembles a type of twin observed in
MD simulations [34]. According to the MD simulations, this type of twin is
formed by an entirely different mechanism, which involves the splitting and
subsequent migration of a grain-boundary segment, leaving behind two coher-
ent twin boundaries. More specifically, a grain-boundary segment was disso-
ciated into a twin boundary and a new grain boundary [34]. A twin lamella was
formed via the migration of the new grain boundary. The boundaries of twin la-
mellae formed at different time frames joined together to form the zigzag
boundary. The noncrystallographic segments observed here were actually the
new grain boundaries in this mechanism. Note that the observation of deforma-
tion stacking faults and nanotwins in nanocrystalline Al is very surprising be-
cause deformation stacking faults and twinning have never been reported in
coarse-grained Al due to its very high stacking-fault energy.

Although MD simulations and TEM observations have predicted and observed
deformation twins in nanocrystalline face-centered-cubic metals (e.g., Al, Cu,
and Ni), respectively, they do not provide insight into the formation mechanism
of the deformation twins. An analytical model based on the classical dislocation
theory [37] has been proposed to successfully explain the nucleation and growth
of deformation twins in face-centered-cubic metals [38, 39]. The model suggests
that the stress for twin growth is much smaller than that for its nucleation. The
model also suggests that there exists an optimum grain-size range in which de-
formation twins nucleate most readily. The critical twinning stress is found to
be determined primarily by the stacking-fault energy, while the optimum grain
size is largely determined by ratio of shear modulus to stacking-fault energy.

So far, we have demonstrated that several deformation mechanisms predicted
by MD simulations were confirmed experimentally. On the other hand, MD si-
mulations are usually based on structural models with equilibrium grain bound-
aries and deformation conditions with uniaxial stresses and extremely high
strain rates (e.g., of the order of 106–108 s–1) [26]. However, grain boundaries in
nanostructured materials are usually in a nonequilibrium state [40] and the de-
formation strain rates in reality are usually several orders of magnitude lower
than those used in MD simulations. Because both boundary structures [41] and
strain rates [42, 43] will significantly affect the deformation behavior of materi-
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als, some discrepancies between MD-simulation data and experimental observa-
tions have been reported. For example, unexpectedly wide stacking faults were
observed in cryogenically ball-milled nanostructured Al, while the twin density
in the same sample was much lower than that predicted by MD simulations
[36, 44]. Such wide stacking faults will significantly affect the mechanical prop-
erties of the nanostructured Al because they make Shockley partial dislocations
harder to constrict for cross-slip from one {111} plane to another [45].

MD simulations have never observed fivefold deformation twins, which con-
tradicts the experimental results that fivefold deformation twins have been fre-
quently seen in severely deformed nanocrystalline face-centered-cubic metals
and alloys with grain sizes of ~ 20 nm or smaller [19, 29, 46, 47]. A typical im-
age of a fivefold deformation twin observed in HPT Cu is shown in Fig. 15.4.
The formation mechanism of fivefold twins in severely deformed metals and al-
loys has been discussed in detail using a sequential twinning mechanism [48].
Based on the sequential twinning mechanism, a fivefold twin is formed step-by-
step: first twofold, then threefold, fourfold and finally fivefold through the emis-
sions of Shockley partial dislocations from grain boundaries and twin bound-
aries. Indeed, twofold, threefold, fourfold and fivefold twins have all been ob-
served in severely deformed face-centered-cubic metals [48]. For this sequential
twinning mechanism to work, a critical requirement is that the applied stresses
should vary in direction at different deformation stages so that to activate differ-
ent dislocation slip systems for different twin domains. The requirement can be
realized in ball milling, which provides a rapid change in stress orientation, and
HPT in which compressive stress perpendicular to the specimen surface and
pure shear stress along the tangential direction are applied. This critical require-
ment also explains why no fivefold twin is predicted in MD simulations that
usually apply only uniaxial stresses to the specimens under investigation.

A discrepancy also occurs between MD simulations and experimental results
on the effect of generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) curves [49] on the par-
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Fig. 15.4 A typical high-resolution TEM im-
age of a fivefold twin in HPT Cu. The twin
boundaries are indicated by black arrows,
and each twin domain is marked with 1 to
5, respectively. A black dot is placed at the
center of the fivefold twin.



tial-dislocation-mediated deformation processes in nanostructured materials.
Based on GPFE curves, MD simulations predicted that nanocrystalline Ni, with
very high unstable stacking-fault energy �usf and even higher unstable twin fault
energy �utf, tends to deform through the emissions of leading partial disloca-
tions from grain boundaries, leaving behind stacking faults, but is less likely to
deform via twinning at some moderate external stresses unless the stresses are
high enough to overcome �utf [49]. However, experimental observations of de-
formed nanocrystalline Ni suggest that twinning is a more preferred deforma-
tion mechanism than slipping of individual leading partial dislocations, which
leave behind extended stacking faults [50, 51]. Wu and Zhu [51] discussed the
discrepancy based on the fact that nanocrystalline metals (including Ni in their
study) are usually of nonequilibrium grain boundaries, in which high densities
of excessive or geometrically unnecessary dislocations are located [19, 40]. They
argued that (i) stress concentrations caused by the high density of excessive dis-
locations at grain boundaries are so high that they could overcome any energy
barriers for twin nucleation, (ii) some grain-boundary dislocations have been
dissociated into leading and trailing partials, making the successive emissions
of leading and trailing partial dislocations easy, which would eliminate the
stacking fault behind each leading partial dislocation, and (iii) the GPFE curves
used in the MD simulations might be significantly different from the real physi-
cal curves [52].

Most of the literature reports on the deformation mechanisms of nanostruc-
tured materials have been related to metals and alloys with face-centered-cubic
structures [53–57], there are only a few reports on the deformation mechanisms
of nanostructured materials with other crystalline structures. For example, Fre-
deriksen et al. [58] used MD simulations to investigate the plastic deformation
of nanocrystalline molybdenum, which is of a body-centered-cubic structure,
with a grain size of 12 nm at high strain rates and concluded that the plastic de-
formation involves both grain-boundary processes and dislocation migration
that in some cases lead to twin-boundary formation. Most strikingly, the simula-
tions show that a large component of the strain is accommodated through the
formation of cracks in the grain boundaries, which would greatly limit the po-
tential mechanical applications of the material. Experimental investigation of
body-centered-cubic nanocrystalline tantalum with grain sizes in the range of
10–30 nm suggested that the plastic deformation of the material during nanoin-
dentation is controlled by deformation twinning [59].

In summary, extensive investigations on the deformation mechanisms of
nanostructured materials mainly with face-centered-cubic structures have been
carried out worldwide. Results suggested that (i) for the finest grain sizes defor-
mation occurs through grain-boundary sliding and rotation, (ii) for grain sizes
larger than 20–30 nm but smaller than 100 nm, partial dislocation emissions
from grain boundaries play a significant role during plastic deformation, result-
ing in the formation of high densities of nanotwins and stacking faults, and
(iii) other twinning mechanisms not seen in coarse-grained materials are also
possible.
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15.2
Nanostructured Metals Produced by Severe Plastic Deformation

Severe plastic deformation (SPD)-produced nanostructures are characterized by
several structural parameters such as structural morphology, boundary spacing,
boundary misorientation and interior dislocation density. A precise characteriza-
tion of these structural parameters is essential for understanding the mechani-
cal and thermal behaviour of these fine-scaled metals. Various techniques, such
as conventional TEM, high-resolution TEM, backscatter electron diffraction
(EBSD) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD),
can be used in these structural studies. This section focuses on TEM character-
ization and in some cases EBSD results are also shown for comparison. Results
obtained from pure Ni processed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) and pure Al
processed by accumulative roll bonding (ARB) are taken as examples to demon-
strate the characterization of structural parameters and the importance of select-
ing a proper sample plane and characterization technique is discussed.

15.2.1
Structural Morphology

SPD-produced nanostructures exhibit typically an elongated (lamellar) or an
equiaxed appearance. The elongated structure is often observed in nanostruc-
tures produced by monotonic deformation, such as cold rolling [60], ARB [61]
and HPT [62]. An equiaxed structure is typically the result of more complicated
deformation modes or strain path changes such as equal-channel angular press-
ing (ECAP) routes involving sample rotation between passes [63], multiple direc-
tional forging [64] and surface mechanical attrition [65]. The structural morphol-
ogy is also affected by the deformation conditions (e.g. strain, strain rate and
temperature) and material parameters (e.g. stacking-fault energy, impurity level
and the presence of second-phase particles).

In the case where an elongated structure is formed, a proper selection of the
sample plane is critical to properly reveal the elongated morphology. In the case
of HPT-processed metals, the microstructures have been characterized by many
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Fig. 15.5 Schematic drawing of the HPT sam-
ple and the sample panes for TEM observa-
tions. Z: torsion axis. r: radius, �: shear direc-
tion. The TEM foils samples are prepared
from a location 2 mm from the disc center
and therefore the strain is well defined.



researchers only in the torsion plane [66–68], probably due to the difficulty in
preparing TEM foil samples from the longitudinal plane (see Fig. 15.5) of the
small disc samples (typically with a thickness of 1 mm and a diameter of 10
mm) processed by HPT. The morphology observed in the torsion plane is in
general described as equiaxed, similar to the early rolling-plane observations in
cold-rolled or ARB-processed metals [69]. An example of the torsion plane obser-
vations is shown in Fig. 15.6 for a Ni sample processed to a strain of 5.2. In
Fig. 15.6 (a), which is a low magnification observation covering a relatively large
area, only a dislocation structure of complicated morphology is seen. Even at
higher magnification (Fig. 15.6 (b)), detailed structural features such as disloca-
tion boundaries are not clearly revealed, although areas with light or dark con-
trast and irregular shapes can be identified. However, in the longitudinal plane,
a well-defined lamellar structure was observed at the same strain of 5.2, and an
example is shown in Fig. 15.7 (a). As schematically shown in Fig. 15.7 (b), the la-
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Fig. 15.6 Microstructural morphology
of HPT-deformed Ni viewed in the tor-
sion plane at a strain �vM � 5�2 at two
different magnifications (a) and (b).
HPT was carried out under a hydro-
static pressure of 4 GPa.



mellar structure is delineated by the lamellar boundaries approximately parallel
to the torsion plane. Within the lamellae, short boundaries interconnecting the
lamellar boundaries are formed. This lamellar structure is similar to that ob-
served after high strain rolling [60, 70] or ARB processing [71].

15.2.2
Boundary Spacing

During plastic deformation, the mean boundary spacing decreases with increas-
ing strain due to grain subdivision. The boundary spacing in deformation-pro-
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Fig. 15.7 (a) TEM image observed in the
longitudinal plane of HPT Ni showing the
development of a lamellar structure with the
lamellar boundaries approximately parallel to
the torsion plane (perpendicular to the tor-
sion axis Z ). Interconnecting boundaries are

formed between the lamellar boundaries.
(b) A sketch of the lamellar structure seen in
(a). The boundary spacings for the lamellar
boundaries D and interconnecting bound-
aries d are measured, respectively, in the tor-
sion-axis direction and the shear direction.



duced nanostructures is typically in the range from a few hundred nanometres
to about 100 nm. At very large strains, the boundary spacing can be reduced to
about 10 nm [72].

To measure the boundary spacing on transmission electron micrographs, it is
necessary to clearly reveal the structural morphology. For the lamellar structure,
as shown in Fig. 15.7 (b), there are two boundary spacings, namely the spacing
between the lamellar boundaries (D) and the spacing between the interconnect-
ing boundaries (d ). The mean spacings measured at two different van Mises
strains, �vM � 12 and �vM � 33 are given in Table 15.1. In the literature, the
grain size measured from the torsion plane of HPT Ni deformed under various
hydrostatic pressures (3–9 GPa) and van Mises strains (�vM � 5� varies in a
range of 100–200 nm [67, 68]. These values are comparable with the spacing of
interconnecting boundaries measured in the longitudinal plane but significantly
larger than the lamellar boundary spacing.

The boundary spacing may also be measured from EBSD orientation image
maps or boundary maps when the structural size is larger than the EBSD spa-
tial resolution, which is typically above 50–100 nm. However, due to the prob-
lem of limited angular resolution, which will be discussed in the next section,
low-angle boundaries (typically less than 2�) cannot be revealed in the EBSD
maps. Therefore, the boundary spacing measured from the EBSD maps is larg-
er than the value measured from the TEM images. When the grain size is smal-
ler than 50–100 nm, the spacing can only be measured by TEM and high-reso-
lution TEM methods or by the XRD method. However, it should be noted that
the grain-size distribution may have a strong effect on the grain size measured
by the XRD analysis [73].

15.2.3
Boundary Misorientation

During plastic deformation, the mean boundary misorientation increases with
increasing strain due to a continuous increase in the fraction of high-angle
boundaries that are formed by the transformation of low-angle dislocation
boundaries into high-angle boundaries and by the generation of boundaries se-
parating different texture components [74]. Electron-diffraction-based tech-
niques, namely selected area electron diffraction (SAD) and convergent-beam
Kikuchi electron diffraction in a TEM and EBSD in a SEM, have been exten-
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Table 15.1 Lamellar boundary spacing (D) and interconnect-
ing boundary spacing (d ) measured in HPT Ni deformed to
two different van Mises strains.

van Mises strain, �vM D [nm] d [nm] Aspect ratio

12 75 200 2.7
33 60 150 2.5



sively used to measure the orientation and misorientation in deformation-in-
duced nanostructures. These techniques have different angular resolutions and
spatial resolutions, and caution is required when interpreting the measured re-
sults. Moreover, they have different efficiencies in their data acquisition, which
is also an issue when selecting a technique.

SAD is a traditional and simple method to determine the crystallographic ori-
entation. Since it has been used extensively for characterizing the SPD-produced
nanostructured metals, it is worth discussing the issues that may cause misin-
terpretation of the SAD patterns obtained from the nanostructured metals. In
the literature, the formation of a ring-like SAD pattern has often been taken as
evidence of the generation of high-angle boundaries in the area from which the
SAD pattern is obtained. However, an SAD pattern provides only qualitative in-
formation on the spread of orientations present in the selected area but no in-
formation on the spatial distribution of these orientations. In other words,
although grains of many different orientations can produce a ring-like SAD pat-
tern, the formation of such a pattern does not necessarily indicate the presence
of high-angle boundaries in the structure. For example, a smooth and continu-
ous lattice curvature over a large angular range can also produce a similar ring-
like pattern. In a deformed structure, it is likely that a continuous lattice curva-
ture or an accumulative misorientation is formed over a distance of several hun-
dred nanometres (comparable with the smallest selected-area aperture size avail-
able in modern electron microscopes). Therefore, the formation of a ring-like
SAD pattern does not provide conclusive information about the development of
high-angle boundaries.

EBSD is a fully commercialized and automated method. It is a powerful tech-
nique to map orientation and misorientation over rather large areas (for exam-
ple, up to the scale of mm2) and to obtain the misorientation distribution. How-
ever, this technique suffers from problems in both the angular resolution and
the spatial resolution (about 50 nm). The angular resolution depends on the dif-
fraction-pattern quality that is affected by many factors such as the quality of
the polished sample surface for the EBSD measurements and the dislocation
content in the area analyzed. For samples deformed to large strains, the angular
resolution is in general not better than 2�. Figure 15.8 (a) shows an example of
misorientation distributions obtained by EBSD for a high-purity (99.99%) Al
processed by ARB to 6 cycles (�vM � 4�8� [75]. In this distribution, the misorien-
tation angles below 2� are not included due to the uncertainty in the misorien-
tation determination. The relatively large spatial resolution (typically >50 nm)
limits the application of the EBSD technique to the characterization of the mis-
orientation in nanostructured metals when the grain size is below the EBSD
spatial resolution.

The TEM Kikuchi diffraction method has advantages in both angular and spa-
tial resolution, and thus is an ideal tool to study misorientations in nanostruc-
tured metals. However, the analysis of Kikuchi patterns is still manually based
in many laboratories and it is thus a time-consuming process. In some labora-
tories, a semiautomatic Kikuchi pattern analysis method has been developed
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[76] and applied to measure boundary misorientations in several nanostructured
metals [60, 75]. One example of the results obtained is shown [75] in
Fig. 15.8 (b) from the same sample as was used for EBSD analysis (Fig. 15.8 (a))
for comparison. It is seen that both EBSD and TEM measurements demon-
strate a bimodal distribution with one peak located in the lower end of the mis-
orientation angles and the other located in the upper end. Similar distributions
have also been obtained in other nanostructured metals [60, 70, 77], indicating
that the bimodal misorientation distribution is a characteristic feature of nano-
structured metals. However, as shown in Fig. 15.8 (b), about 17% of the bound-
aries have misorientation angles less than 2�, which are not detected by EBSD
(Fig. 15.8 (a)). This result indicates that to achieve a complete characterization of
the misorientation distribution the EBSD technique is not appropriate but that
the use of the TEM Kikuchi diffraction technique is required. It should also be
noted that the concentration of low-angle boundaries with misorientations of
less than a few degrees is rather high even for the high-purity Al studied
(Fig. 15.8 (b)). The quantification of these low-angle boundaries is crucial to es-
tablish the correlation between the structural parameters and the mechanical
properties of the deformation-induced nanostructures as has been suggested
that the low-angle boundaries contribute to dislocation strengthening [78]. How-
ever, it should be pointed out that most of the TEM analyses of misorientation
distributions have been made for a structure coarser than 100–200 nm. More
measurements in finer structures (< 100 nm) are required to prove the presence
and evolution of low-angle dislocation boundaries when the structure is refined
down to a scale smaller than 100 nm.

In summary, due to the different angular and spatial resolutions associated
with different electron-diffraction techniques, careful selection of the technique
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Fig. 15.8 Misorientation distribution obtained
by (a) EBSD, and (b) TEM methods in high-
purity aluminum processed by 6 cycles of ARB.
Note the absence of misorientation angles < 2�
in the second distribution.



is required depending on the purpose and care is required to interpret the re-
sults. The boundary misorientation angles in the deformation-produced nano-
structures exhibit a characteristic bimodal distribution with one peak located in
the lower end of misorientation angles and the other located in the upper end.
This bimodal distribution clearly illustrates a difference between the boundaries
characterizing the deformation-produced nanostructures and those present in a
recrystallized structure.

15.2.4
Interior Dislocation Density

As a product of high-strain deformation, the SPD-produced nanostructures al-
ways contain a certain number of interior dislocations and the dislocation den-
sity varies depending on which metal and the procession conditions. The exis-
tence of interior dislocations may play a key role in determining the mechanical
behaviour of nanostructured metals [79]. The dislocation density can be deter-
mined by XRD, high-resolution TEM and conventional TEM techniques. The
XRD only gives a mean density, while the high-resolution TEM and conven-
tional TEM methods allow both the density and the spatial distribution of dislo-
cations to be determined. The determination of dislocation density by high-reso-
lution TEMS relies on the identification of individual dislocations on high-reso-
lution TEM images. Special care is required to avoid the misidentification of
Moiré-effect-induced lattice-image shifting as dislocations [80]. In the TEM
method, the crucial issues are the precise determination of the foil thickness
and the complete manifestation of all the dislocations present in the structure.
Convergent-beam diffraction can be used to precisely determine the foil thick-
ness and multiple-beam diffraction is required to reveal the dislocations.

15.2.5
Summary

SPD-produced nanostructured metals often exhibit characteristic structural fea-
tures such as elongated morphology, a bimodal misorientation distribution and
the presence of interior dislocations. TEM characterization of these parameters
has been demonstrated by results obtained in pure Ni processed by high-pres-
sure torsion (HPT) and pure Al processed by accumulative roll bonding (ARB).
The care needed in selecting the sample plane and the characterization tech-
nique has been discussed.
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Thomas Waitz, Christian Rentenberger, and H. Peter Karnthaler

16.1 Introduction

During the past decade, bulk nanostructured materials have stimulated numer-
ous research activities to elucidate the fundamental physical reasons for their
novel and enhanced properties [1–8]. In the case of alloys and intermetallic
compounds, methods of severe plastic deformation (SPD) can lead to grain
sizes that are significantly smaller than those of pure metals after SPD [9]. In
addition, unique phase structures of nanocrystalline alloys and intermetallic
compounds can be obtained that differ significantly from those of their coarse-
grained counterparts. Striking examples of new-phase structures include dis-
ordering [10] and even amorphization [11–14], the dissolution of second-phase
particles and the enhanced solubility of otherwise immiscible elements [9]. It
should be noted that most of the studies of nanostructured intermetallic com-
pounds are based on materials processed by mechanical alloying and milling of
powders [15], whereas, investigations of bulk nanostructured intermetallics are
still rare.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods provide an excellent tool to
study nanostructures. TEM investigations of various isolated nanostructures
such as nanoparticles and nanotubes were excellently reviewed previously [16].
Since by SPD considerable local changes of the phase structures can occur
down to the atomic scale, it is the objective of this chapter to give an overview
on TEM studies including high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) of bulk nanostructured materials. The very high density of the grain
boundaries requires special care when the results of the TEM experiments are
analyzed in terms of crystalline lattices and lattice defects such as dislocations.
Therefore, this chapter focuses initially on possible contrast artefacts arising by
nanograins that overlap in the TEM projection. After solving these problems of
methodology, TEM investigations of bulk nanostructured alloys are presented.
The nanostructured alloys were obtained from ordered intermetallic alloys by
SPD. Coarse-grained starting materials were subjected to high-pressure torsion
(HPT). From the HPT discs, TEM specimens with marked orientations and
well-defined deformation degrees were prepared by electropolishing.
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16.2
TEM Analysis of Lattice Defects in Nanostructured Materials: Possible Pitfalls

Severe plastic deformation of alloys and intermetallics can facilitate the forma-
tion of bulk nanocrystalline structures with grain sizes down to a few nan-
ometers. Therefore, even the very thin TEM foils will frequently contain areas
where several grains overlap in the TEM projection (foils of a thickness of about
100 nm and �10 nm or less are suitable for TEM and HRTEM, respectively).
As a consequence, TEM bright-field, dark-field and HRTEM images frequently
show moiré effects [17]. Moiré pattern arise by the interference of diffracted
beams g1 and g2 that correspond to different grains located on top of each other
in the TEM projection; their interference leads to a moiré reflection �g� g1–g2.
In the case of TEM diffraction contrast images, a moiré interference pattern will
arise in bright- and dark-field images when the modulus �g of the moiré reflec-
tion is sufficiently small to be included in the objective aperture (i.e. �g< g1, g2).
When an objective aperture is not used as in the case of HRTEM images, �g
having a value similar to that of g1 and g2 will contribute to the image and give
rise to unique moiré contrast artefacts.

These moiré effects can be very complex; they often dominate the contrast of
structural images and therefore lead to misinterpretations [18]. Figure 16.1
shows a HRTEM image of nanocrystalline Ni3Al revealing {111} lattice planes
of two adjacent grains; the angle between the two sets of {111} lattice planes is
52�. A moiré pattern containing a periodic array of bright dots similar to a
structural image is formed where the grains overlap. It is important to realize
that the periodic pattern does not correspond to projected atomic columns and
that its symmetry does not agree with the crystalline symmetry of Ni3Al. The
HRTEM contrast pattern arising by overlapping grains was also calculated using
an image simulation software [19], which clearly shows the occurrence of moiré
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Fig. 16.1 Nanocrystalline Ni3Al produced by
HPT. The HRTEM image of two overlapping
grains shows moiré fringes parallel to the
white line. The superposition of the {111}
lattice fringes (parallel to the dark lines)
leads to an image characterized by a peri-
odic pattern of white dots. (For comparison

an image simulation is shown as an inset.)
The structural image of overlapping grains
does not reflect the real crystal structure. In
the power spectrum the beating of the reflec-
tions g1 and g2 corresponding to the {111}
lattice fringes causes the moiré reflection
�g.



effects. In the present case of overlapping grains ({111} planes in Bragg orienta-
tion and rotated by 52�), a calculated image shown as an inset in Fig. 16.1
agrees with the experiment.

When the relative rotations between overlapping grains are in the range of a
few degrees, moiré fringes of large spacings (as compared to the lattice spacing)
arise. The moiré fringes can significantly impact lattice fringe images. In this
case, bent or terminating lattice fringes are frequently observed (cf. Fig. 16.2).
The fringes have almost the correct spacing of the lattice planes but their ar-
rangement does not reflect the local orientation of the lattice planes. Therefore,
it is not possible to interpret the bent lattice fringes as localized distortions of
the lattice planes. Also, contrast fringes that are interrupted cannot be inter-
preted as terminating lattice planes and are therefore not an indication of a
high density of dislocations. As shown by simulations (cf. Fig. 16.2 (b)) the pat-
tern of lattice fringes depends on the relative thickness of the overlapping
grains (1 : 2, 1 : 1, 2 : 1). The lattice fringes observed in the TEM image do not
correspond to the real structure of the grains since in the simulation the grains
(rotated by 10�) were considered to be free of defects. Therefore, special care is
needed when images with inclined grain boundaries are interpreted in terms of
lattice defects.
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Fig. 16.2 Nanocrystalline Ni3Al produced by
HPT. (a) Experimental HRTEM image of an
area of overlapping grains showing lattice
fringes and moiré fringes. Bent and inter-
rupted lattice fringes occur not reflecting the
real structure. (b) Simulated HRTEM image
based on overlapping grains of varying rela-

tive thickness. Depending on the ratio of
their thickness (1 :2, 1 :1, 2 : 1) different
shifts of the contrast lines occur. These ob-
served lattice fringes should not be inter-
preted as bent or terminating lattice planes
of the real crystal.



16.3
Evolution of Nanostructures by SPD

TEM methods are very suitable to study the evolution of nanograins from the
coarse-grained structure by quantitative analysis of their structural morphology
including grain subdivision, boundary spacing and boundary misorientation.
This topic is covered by the contribution of Liao and Huang (see Chapter 15 of
this book), presenting TEM results on the continuous evolution of the nano-
structure by homogenous grain fragmentation in pure metals. However, in in-
termetallic alloys a different, very localized transformation to a nanocrystalline
structure or even to an amorphous phase can occur. In the following, TEM re-
sults on the SPD-induced heterogeneous formation of nanocrystalline (NC) and
amorphous structures are presented.

In the case of intermetallic alloys, a heterogeneous formation of the nanocrys-
talline structure arises by severe plastic deformation using HPT. Intermetallic
alloys with crystal structures based on the fcc structure (e.g. L12 ordered Ni3Al
[10, 20]) or based on the bcc structure (e.g. B2 ordered FeAl [21]) were studied.
Concomitant with the formation of the nanograins disordering is observed (cf.
Section 16.4.1). In the initial stages of the plastic deformation, the NC structure
frequently forms within narrow bands (width of a few hundred nanometers)
and shows a sharp transition to the coarse-grained structure. Comparing TEM
micrographs with optical images of deformation marks on etched crystal sur-
faces revealed that the bands are shear bands representing areas of high local
shear. Similar bands denoted as brass-type shear bands were observed in cold-
rolled Ni3Al [22]. In the case of HPT, the orientation of the bands (projected
onto the shear plane) lies preferentially perpendicular or parallel to the shear di-
rection of the HPT disc; the latter is interpreted as a consequence of the accu-
mulation of geometrically necessary dislocations accommodating the strain gra-
dient of the HPT deformation [10]. Figure 16.3 shows a TEM image of a NC
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Fig. 16.3 FeAl deformed by HPT. Bright-field
image and corresponding diffraction pattern
of a narrow band consisting of nanograins.
The band running from the upper left corner
to the bottom right corner lies nearly per-
pendicular to the shear direction SD. The SA

diffraction pattern of an area 0.3 �m in di-
ameter of the band shows a ring pattern in-
dicating a large variety of grains of different
orientations. The spots indicated by the ar-
rows originate from the coarse-grained area
next to the band.



band in FeAl lying nearly perpendicular to the shear direction; the band is
about 300 nm wide and consists of grains with a size below 100 nm. In the case
of Ni3Al, both a crystallographic and a strain-gradient-dependent orientation re-
lationship of the band and the adjacent area is observed; the orientation corre-
lates with both the trace of {111} glide planes and the shear direction [10].

With increasing strain, the volume fraction of the NC structure increases by
autocatalytic growth of NC volume that already exists [10] and by the nucleation
of new bands that, finally, merge. TEM studies of Ni3Al and FeAl show large
grains that are embedded in the NC structure [23, 24]. It is concluded that even
at large strains a few coarse grains survive the HTP as a consequence of the
heterogeneous formation of the nanograins. The highly symmetric orientations
of these coarse grains indicate that their homogeneous deformation distributed
onto several noncoplanar slip systems hampers the transformation into the NC
structure [23].

In NiTi shape-memory alloys, severe plastic deformation by HPT [14, 25–29]
and even by cold rolling [13, 30–33] can cause localized deformation that de-
stroys the crystalline lattice, leading to a crystalline to amorphous phase trans-
formation. It was proposed that the accumulation of a high density of lattice
defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries is a major driving force for
amorphization. The amorphization occurs on the nanoscale and TEM methods
can be used to analyze the heterogeneous microstructure. Based on a detailed
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Fig. 16.4 NiTi deformed by HPT (strain
< 1000%). (a) TEM bright-field image of the
severely strained crystalline matrix contain-
ing an amorphous shear band. In the crystal-
line phase, strong changes of the contrast
occur even on the nanometer scale that are
caused by moiré effects. Whereas, the con-
trast of the amorphous band is rather uni-
form and diffuse. Retained nanocrystals are

marked by arrows. (b) SA diffraction pattern
of nanocrystalline B2 and B19́ phases yield a
ring pattern. Caused by a texture, six-fold in-
tensity variations occur (indicated by ar-
rows). (c) SA diffraction pattern taken from
the amorphous shear band. Weak spots of
the retained nanocrystals superimpose the
diffuse ring pattern of the amorphous phase.



HRTEM analysis, as the initial step amorphization at the core of dislocations
and at grain boundaries was observed [14]. A high density of dislocations might
also trigger the SPD-induced formation of amorphous bands caused by a shear
strain instability [30]. Figure 16.4 (a) shows a TEM bright-field image of a speci-
men taken near the centre of the HPT disc where the strain is relatively low
(< 1000%). The amorphous band-shaped area is embedded in a severely de-
formed crystalline matrix. The crystalline phase shows a complex contrast;
strong local variations of the contrast, e.g. near A arise by a moiré effect [18].
Selected area (SA) diffraction taken from the crystalline areas yields ring pat-
terns that are caused by the strong grain refinement and by large lattice strains
(cf. Fig. 16.4 (b)). The diffraction pattern comprises both reflections from the B2
austenite and the B19� martensite; a six-fold intensity variation is caused by a
crystallographic texture. In the TEM bright-field images, the amorphous bands
that have a width of about 100 nm show up by a uniform and rather diffuse
contrast. In the corresponding SA diffraction pattern broad and diffuse rings
are observed (cf. Fig. 16.4 (c)). The ring pattern is superimposed by diffraction
spots that arise from nanocrystals embedded in the amorphous bands. Most of
the nanocrystals have a size of less than 30 nm (some of them are indicated in
Fig. 16.4 (a)).

It should be noted that the interface between the crystalline and the amor-
phous phase is rather fuzzy [33, 34]. HRTEM methods used to analyze the
structure of the interface reveal a transition zone that contains nanocrystals par-
tially detached from the crystalline phase (cf. Fig. 16.5). It is interesting to note
that the crystalline lattice is still ordered right up to the interface with the amor-
phous phase since spots corresponding to B2 superlattice reflections occur in
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Fig. 16.5 NiTi deformed by HPT. HRTEM
image of the transition zone between large
crystals (LC) and the amorphous phase (A).
A calculated power spectrum of LC shows
spots that correspond to �100� superlattice

reflections. Marked by NC, a nanocrystal is
detached from LC. Lattice fringes of NC are
bent, gradually rotated (cf. the full and
dashed lines) and frequently terminating
(some of them indicated by T).



calculated power spectra (cf. the inset of Fig. 16.5). Near the transition zone,
HRTEM images of the crystalline lattice frequently show lattice planes that
seem to be heavily bent, gradually rotated and terminating. This could indicate
the occurrence of severe lattice strains caused by a high density of dislocations.
However, the possibility of moiré effects should also be considered. Caused by
two overlapping nanocrystals that are rotated with respect to each other, moiré
effects might occur that would lead to bent lattice fringes even when lattice
strains are not present (cf. Fig. 16.2).

16.4
Local Phase Analysis

In ordered intermetallic alloys processed by HPT, the structures of the crystal-
line lattices frequently differ from those of the corresponding coarse-grained
materials. In the following, two examples are presented. Firstly, TEM is used to
clarify the mechanisms of the local disordering in L12 and B2 long-range or-
dered intermetallic alloys that arises upon severe plastic deformation. Secondly,
HRTEM methods are applied to analyze the lattice structure of the thermally in-
duced martensitic phase in nanograins of NiTi shape-memory alloys.

16.4.1
SPD-induced Order–Disorder Transition

SPD of long-range ordered (LRO) intermetallic alloys leads to disordered meta-
stable states that cannot be obtained by any annealing heat treatments. Even in
intermetallic alloys showing no thermal order–disorder transition, the chemical
order can be completely destroyed by the severe plastic deformation since the
superlattice structure is entirely lost. Experimentally, the state of order can be
deduced measuring the intensities of the superlattice reflections with respect to
those of the fundamental reflections. Using X-ray diffraction, several investiga-
tions of mechanically disordered powders processed by ball milling were carried
out (for a review see [35]); whereas, studies of disordered bulk materials are still
rare. By X-ray diffraction methods only the integral value of the order and its
dependence on strain and annealing temperature can be measured, yielding an
average that does not reveal the strong local effects occurring in the SPD-pro-
cessed bulk nanostructures (e.g. [36–38]).

Using TEM methods, the local state of order and the defects that lead to dis-
order can be studied in reciprocal space (selected area electron diffraction
SAED, convergent-beam electron diffraction CBED) and in real space; in the lat-
ter case the comparison of dark-field images using fundamental and superlattice
reflections is essential. Comparison of X-ray diffraction and electron-diffraction
data of DO19 LRO Ti3Al indicate that electron diffraction is more sensitive to de-
tect some remaining atomic order; i.e. superlattice reflections disappear in TEM
SAED patterns at a substantial higher degree of the plastic strain than in the
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case of X-ray diffraction [38]. In the following, examples of TEM results on de-
formation-induced disordering corresponding to the phase transformation from
L12 LRO to the fcc solid solution and from B2 LRO to bcc solid solution are pre-
sented.

In the case of L12 LRO alloys, disordering of Cu3Au and Ni3Al subjected to
HPT was studied by TEM using electron diffraction and dark-field images.
Dark-field images reveal a very localized destruction of the order on the nano-
meter scale within coarse grains [10, 39]. These disordered narrow zones corre-
late with highly activated glide planes and also occur at crystallographic bound-
aries fragmenting the coarse grains. Disordering requires the formation of anti-
site defects (i.e. unlike A-B type atomic neighbors are replaced by A-A and B-B
type neighbors). Therefore, the deformation induced accumulation of antiphase
boundary (APB) faults is an important process since the APB displace A-B
neighbors to antisite A-A and B-B positions across the interface. APB faults can
be created (i) by APB ribbons of superlattice dislocations [40], (ii) by APB tubes
[41, 42] and (iii) by additional APBs generated by the fragmentation of the
grown-in domain structure. Cu3Au shows a domain structure bounded by
grown-in APB already in the coarse-grained material. Therefore, in HPT-pro-
cessed Cu3Au, all three mechanisms of APB formation occur, as analyzed by
TEM. Their simultaneous activation might explain why in Cu3Au complete dis-
ordering takes place by deformation in coarse grains.

In L12 LRO Ni3Al deformed by HPT, complete disordering is directly con-
nected with the dynamic formation of the nanocrystalline structure as analyzed
by SAED patterns [10, 43]. In this case, disordering is expected to occur by the
formation of APBs during the localized formation of nanograins by dynamic re-
covery. Since the disordered nanocrystalline structure is formed heteroge-
neously, the coexistence of an ordered coarse-grained structure and a disordered
nanocrystalline structure can be clearly revealed by TEM [10]. Figure 16.6 shows
the TEM bright-field image of this duplex structure; the corresponding SAED
pattern reveals the grain-size-dependent state of order. Similar, strong heteroge-
neous disordering is accompanied by the formation of nanocrystals in the case
of B2 ordered FeAl deformed by HPT [21]. Thus, the monotonic decrease of the
global order parameter measured by X-ray diffraction with increasing deforma-
tion [44] should be reconsidered; on the basis of the TEM results this mono-
tonic decrease rather reflects the increase of the volume fraction of the disor-
dered nanocrystalline structure at the expense of the ordered coarse grains. It is
interesting to note that SPD of L10 ordered TiAl (ordered structure based on
fcc) leads to a weak disordering of the nanocrystalline structure only [45]. This
can be attributed to the different deformation mode since TiAl deforms mainly
by twinning and not by the glide of superlattice dislocations.

Upon annealing recovery processes including reordering of SPD intermetallic
alloys can be studied by in-situ TEM [46] and post-mortem TEM [37, 38, 47, 48].
In the case of reordering the nucleation and growth of ordered domains, the
evolution of their morphology and the structure of the APB can be followed
during the thermal treatment and correlated to DSC measurements. Even in in-
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termetallic alloys showing no thermally induced order–disorder transition, due
to the high ordering energy, domains of nanometer size are found within nano-
grains.

16.4.2
Thermally Induced Crystalline–Crystalline Phase Transformation in Nanograins

NiTi shape-memory alloys show a martensitic phase transformation from the
cubic B2 high-temperature phase (the austenite) to the monoclinic B19� marten-
site that causes large transformation strains. In the case of nanocrystalline NiTi,
the high density of grain boundaries that act as obstacles significantly impact
the phase transformation. In the nanograins, the transformation to martensite
is hindered since both the transformation temperatures and the volume fraction
of the martensite decrease with decreasing grain size [27]. As analyzed by TEM,
the transformation to martensite is even completely suppressed in grains with a
size less than a critical grain size of 50 nm. In addition to the phase stability,
the nanograins strongly impact the morphology of the martensite [49, 50]. Fig-
ure 16.7 shows a HRTEM image of a martensitic nanograin that contains nu-
merous twins that occur at an atomic scale. Frequently, twins are observed that
have a thickness of 4 and 6 atomic layers only. On tilting the specimen, differ-
ent beam directions were selected to analyze both the lattice structure and the
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Fig. 16.6 Ni3Al deformed by HPT. TEM
bright-field image of a duplex structure con-
sisting of a disordered nanocrystalline struc-
ture (left) and an ordered coarse-grained
structure (right) fragmented parallel to glide

planes (indicated by the dashed line). Super-
lattice reflections are absent and present in
diffraction patterns that correspond to the
nanocrystalline and the coarse-grained struc-
ture, respectively (cf. the insets) [10].



atomic structure of the twin boundaries. The lattice structure agrees with that
expected in the case of the B19� martensite as it is observed in coarse grains.
Contrary to this, different twins are encountered in nanograins: the twins are of
the (001) compound type (based on the HRTEM analysis, an atomic model of
the twin boundaries was set up and used to carry out image simulations that
are in good agreement with the experiment; cf. the calculated image shown as
an inset in Fig. 16.7). It should be noted that (001) compound twinning of B19�
violates the theory of martensite formation since an invariant martensite/auste-
nite interface does not exist [51]. However, in the nanograins fine twins are fa-
vored since they yield effective compensation of the transformation strains [52].
Since the formation of fine twins is opposed by the high total twin-boundary en-
ergy, the question arises why atomic scale (001) twinning is possible in the case
of the NiTi nanograins. To answer this question, ab-initio total-energy calcula-
tions based on the atomic model obtained by the HRTEM analysis were carried
out. As a result, the calculations yield a low specific energy of the twin inter-
faces that facilitates the formation of the atomic-scale (001) compound twins in
the nanograins [52].

16.4.3
Amorphous–Crystalline Phase Transformation

Nanocrystallization of amorphous phases is a very promising route to obtain
bulk nanostructured materials (see Chapter 13 of this book, by Wilde). Devitrifi-
cation of amorphous solids can occur upon annealing, irradiation and mechani-
cal straining [53]. Devitrification is most commonly induced thermally, and the
mechanisms of the crystallization strongly depend on the conditions of the an-
nealing and on the chemical composition and the structure of the amorphous
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Fig. 16.7 HPT nanocrystalline NiTi. Atomic
structure of the martensite. Experimental
HRTEM image of (001̄) compound twins.
(101̄) lattice planes of the twins and the twin
boundaries are marked by full and dashed

lines, respectively. The bright dots corre-
spond to positions between the atomic col-
umns. As an inset (between the arrows) a
calculated HRTEM image is shown for com-
parison.



phase. The ability to control and to predict the evolution of a nanocrystalline
structure that occurs by devitrification requires in-depth knowledge of the crys-
tallization kinetics and the analysis of the crystalline lattice, chemistry and mor-
phology of the nanocrystals. In this respect, investigations of the nanostructures
by TEM methods provide valuable insight into the physical mechanisms of the
nanocrystallization.

Two main experimental approaches of the TEM analysis can be distinguished.
Firstly, we can investigate post-mortem specimens that were obtained by partial
or complete devitrification of the bulk amorphous specimens. Partial devitrifica-
tion facilitates the analysis of the morphology of the nanocrystals and of the lo-
cal composition [54, 55] (this can be used to distinguish between the different
modes of the crystallization: polymorphous, primary and eutectic; for an excel-
lent introduction to crystallization, cf. e.g. [53]). Secondly, in-situ TEM experi-
ments offer the challenging opportunity to directly study the formation of the
nanocrystals in an amorphous matrix. The nanocrystallization can be induced
thermally by heating the thin TEM foils [56], mechanically using in-situ strain-
ing devices [57] or by radiation using the electron beam [58]. Isothermal in-situ
heating experiments carried out at different temperatures, yield the kinetics of
the devitrification by direct measurements of the rates of the nucleation and
growth as well as the corresponding activation energies [59]. Counting the num-
ber of new crystallites formed in a given volume of the thin TEM foil as a func-
tion of time directly yields the nucleation rate (the thickness of the thin TEM
foil can be measured precisely using electron energy-loss spectroscopy [60]).
Since the nanocrystallization might occur heterogeneously, in-situ TEM offers a
unique tool to measure the local kinetics of the devitrification.

Figures 16.8 and 16.9 show TEM bright-field images obtained by in-situ heat-
ing that were used to analyze the structures and the kinetics of the devitrifica-
tion of amorphous Ni-50at.%Ti shape-memory alloys processed by HPT. Figure
16.8 shows that the devitrification occurs heterogeneously. Pre-existing nano-
crystals that have survived the severe plastic deformation start to grow and new
crystallites nucleate predominantly near clusters of pre-existing nanocrystals
(marked by C). Most of the nanocrystals show bright contrast with respect to
the amorphous phase. They scatter less than the amorphous matrix since they
have a random orientation with respect to the incident electron beam, whereas
some crystals close to a Bragg or Laue orientation cause dark contrast. Figure
16.9 shows nanocrystals that were nucleated in the amorphous matrix and grow
spherically until they impinge upon each other (TEM bright-field images were
recorded using a TV-rate camera system; in this case nanocrystals of weak con-
trast show up when their size exceeds 5 to 10 nm). TEM SA diffraction methods
applied during the in-situ heating yield the result that the devitrification occurs
by the formation of nanocrystals that have the ordered B2 high-temperature
phase of NiTi. The devitrification is polymorphous since no apparent change of
the chemical composition upon crystallization was encountered using energy
dispersive X-ray measurements. Based on the analysis of TEM micrographs sim-
ilar to that of Fig. 16.9, the rate of the nucleation and growth were measured
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[61]. It is interesting to note that the kinetics of the devitrification of the present
HPT-processed amorphous NiTi alloys differ considerably from those obtained
in the case of thin films of amorphous NiTi made by sputter deposition or melt
spinning. This is caused by different structures of the amorphous phases ob-
tained by the different processing routes.
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Fig. 16.8 HPT NiTi. TEM bright-field images
of the same area (a) prior and (b) after in-situ
heating. (a) Clusters of nanocrystals surviving
the HPT deformation are marked by C.

(b) Structure obtained by annealing at a
temperature of �370 �C for about 4 h. New
crystals form almost entirely near pre-exist-
ing nanocrystalline clusters.

Fig. 16.9 HPT NiTi. Devitrification process
recorded during in-situ heating. Crystals nu-
cleated during the in-situ heating (marked by
arrows) grow spherically at a constant rate
till they impinge upon each other. The time

intervals from (a) to (b), (a) to (c) and (a)
to (d) is 19, 49 and 85 min, respectively (the
temperature of the TEM heating holder is
�370�C).



16.5
Local Texture Analysis by SAED, HRTEM and Dark-field Images

Crystallographic texture that is a basic parameter for the evolution and forma-
tion of the nanocrystalline structure is generally investigated by X-ray diffraction
or electron back-scattered diffraction in a scanning electron microscope. In addi-
tion, TEM methods using SAED, CBED, HRTEM and dark-field images can be
applied to obtain information on the local orientation distribution of nano-
grains. SAED allows qualitative texture measurements of an ensemble of grains,
whereas CBED is applied on individual grains giving additional information on
the misorientation between neighboring grains. For a reliable measurement of
the texture using SAED patterns, it is important that the information of differ-
ent tilting positions of the specimen is considered. Using HRTEM images and
dark-field images, grains of selected orientations can be located; grain orienta-
tions can be correlated with grain morphology, grain size and macroscopic or-
ientations. Dark-field images can be used also for small grains with high den-
sity of defects. However, depending on the size and position of the objective
aperture used to obtain the dark-field images the angular resolution is small
(typically > 5�).

The texture analysis of Ni3Al and FeAl shows that a highly random orienta-
tion distribution of the nanograins occurs when the samples are deformed to
large deformation strain under SPD condition [10, 21]. Upon further straining,
the grain structure and the texture do not change significantly. In HPT-pro-
cessed Ni3Al, a texture component {112}�110� was encountered using SAED
that agrees with results obtained by X-ray measurements [36]. The results on
textures can be used to determine the deformation process occurring under
SPD conditions: weak textures are a strong indication for grain-boundary-
mediated processes like grain-boundary sliding [62] or dynamic recrystallization
[63]. Using SAED patterns and dark-field images of different sections of the
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Fig. 16.10 Nanocrystalline Ni3Al ob-
tained by HPT (strain of about
80000%). The TEM dark-field image
using �111� reflections indicates
that some grains are elongated
along the shear direction (beam di-
rection is parallel to the normal of
the shear plane). In the correspond-
ing diffraction pattern shown in the
inset the position of the aperture is
indicated.



HPT disc, a correlation of grain morphology and texture is found in nanocrystal-
line Ni3Al (cf. Fig. 16.10). The TEM observations also show that the texture can
differ on the micrometer scale.

When NiTi shape-memory alloys are subjected to plastic deformation, a
strong crystallographic texture arises [64, 65]. Severe plastic deformation causes
refinement of the textured grain structure and concomitant amorphization un-
til, finally, only nanocrystallites survive the HPT. The nanocrystallites embedded
in the amorphous matrix still show the crystallographic texture. HRTEM images
directly reveal the texture of the nanocrystals that frequently have a �111� or
�100� zone axis almost parallel to the foil normal (FN is perpendicular to the
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Fig. 16.11 NiTi after HPT. HRTEM
image of nanocrystallites (marked
N) embedded in an amorphous ma-
trix. The nanocrystallites have similar
orientations since �111� is almost
parallel to FN (insets show calcu-
lated power spectra of the encircled
areas).

Fig. 16.12 HPT NiTi. Nanocrystalline struc-
ture obtained after complete devitrification
of the amorphous phase. a) TEM bright-field
image. A texture is hardly visible. b) TEM
dark-field image. The texture shows up
clearly: Nanograins of similar orientations
are contained in band-shaped areas. c) SA

diffraction pattern. A 6-fold pattern of inten-
sity maxima indicated by arrows is caused
by preferred orientations of the nanograins
(�111� zone axis parallel to FN). The circle
marks the position of the objective aperture
used to obtain the dark-field image.



plane of the HPT disc; cf. Fig. 16.11). After complete devitrification by anneal-
ing, a nanocrystalline structure is obtained in the amorphous specimens (cf.
Fig. 16.12). It is interesting to note that this undeformed nanocrystalline struc-
ture also shows a texture. In TEM dark-field images, band-shaped structures
made up of nanograins with similar orientations showed up (cf. Figs. 16.12 (b)
and (c), respectively). The preferred orientation of the nanograins corresponds
to that of the nanocrystalline debris that survived the HPT. The texture is pre-
served by the nanocrystallites that act as heterogeneous nucleation sites of the
devitrification. The texture strongly depends on the density of the nanocrystal-
lites acting as nuclei and decreases with increasing HPT strain. Finally, it
should be noted that the present result of texture formation by heterogeneous
nucleation of HPT bulk amorphous alloys disagrees with the observation of de-
vitrification by laser annealing of thin amorphous films of NiTi obtained by
sputtering [66]. In the latter case, a texture has not been observed after devitrifi-
cation and it was concluded that nucleation occurs homogeneously in these thin
films.

16.6
Summary

To summarize, it is shown that TEM studies of bulk nanostructured intermetal-
lic alloys provide valuable insight into both their structures and the physical
mechanisms of their formation. With careful consideration to avoid possible pit-
falls arising by moiré effects of overlapping nanograins, the analysis by TEM
and HRTEM can yield details on crystalline lattice structure, crystallographic
orientation, and phase stability. In addition, TEM is an excellent tool for nanos-
cale studies of the SPD-induced amorphization and loss of chemical order.

A main result is that intermetallic alloys subjected to severe plastic deforma-
tion by high-pressure torsion show a heterogeneous development of the nano-
structure caused by shear-band formation. In the case of Ni3Al and FeAl, nano-
grains arise in narrow bands. In NiTi even a crystalline to amorphous phase
transformation is caused by the large localized plastic strains. TEM selected-area
diffraction and HRTEM were used to analyze the local chemical order of the na-
nostructures. HPT of Ni3Al and FeAl causes the formation of a metastable state
of complete disorder even at room temperature, whereas in the thermodynamic
equilibrium both alloys are ordered up to the melting point. TEM analyses re-
vealed that the disordering occurred by the accumulation of lattice defects such
as APB ribbons and APB tubes existing in coarse grains (e.g. in Cu3Au) or con-
comitant with the formation of the nanocrystalline structure (as in the case of
Ni3Al and FeAl). SAED, HRTEM and dark-field images were used to analyze
the local texture that reflects the mechanism of the SPD-induced deformation.
In the case of the formation of bulk nanocrystalline alloys by devitrification of
an amorphous phase, the thermally induced nanocrystallization was analyzed in
detail by TEM in-situ heating experiments. It is shown that the kinetics of the
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devitrification of the SPD-induced amorphous phase of NiTi differ considerably
from those of melt-spun or sputter-deposited amorphous NiTi alloys.

The TEM analysis of nanocrystalline structures revealed that thermally in-
duced phase transformations can be considerably affected by small grain size.
In the case of the martensitic phase transformation of nanocrystalline NiTi
shape-memory alloys, the formation of the martensite is hindered by the high
density of grain boundaries acting as obstacles. With decreasing grain size the
transformed volume fraction decreases and finally, the transformation to mar-
tensite is completely suppressed in grains smaller than a critical size (�50 nm).
Using HRTEM, a unique morphology of atomic-scale twinning is observed in
the nanograins that violates the standard theory of martensite formation.

It is strongly emphasized that in the case of nanostructures even in the very
thin TEM foils suitable for HRTEM experiments, frequently moiré effects are
caused by overlapping grains and nanocrystals. Moiré effects might dominate
the contrast of TEM images and are open to misinterpretations. In HRTEM
images, moiré effects can lead to the artefact of a periodic spot pattern that oc-
curs at an atomic scale similar to that caused by projected atomic columns.
However, the symmetry of the spot pattern is determined by the relative orienta-
tion of the overlapping grains. Moiré effects can also lead to the artefact of bent
lattice fringes or even to a high density of terminating lattices fringes that must
not be interpreted by large lattice strains or by a high density of dislocations.

Note added in proof. Ideas put forward in this article have been proved in a re-
cent publication: Evidence for the extensive disordering by APB faults during
SPD (see 16.4.1) is shown in [67].
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Tamás Ungár, Erhard Schafler, and Jenö Gubicza

17.1 Introduction

The physical properties of structural materials are determined by their micro-
structure. The microstructure can be investigated either by direct methods,
especially transmission or scanning electron microscopy (TEM or SEM), or by
the indirect methods, like X-ray line-profile analysis (XLPA), differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC), residual electrical resistivity (RER) or the different
methods of mechanical testing. All these methods, irrespective of whether direct
or indirect, reflect different aspects of the different microstructure features. The
more methods that are used, the more comprehensive will be the microstruc-
tural characterization. In the present work the method of XLPA is summarized
and discussed in comparison with other methods listed here. It is attempted to
reveal how XLPA can contribute to a more complete characterization of the
microstructure of bulk nanomaterials, especially when combined with other
methods.

17.2
General Concept and the Basic Ideas of X-ray Line-profile Analysis

Within the framework of the kinematical scattering theory, the ideal diffraction
pattern of a polycrystalline specimen consists of narrow, symmetrical, delta-
function-like peaks at the positions of the exact Bragg angles according to the
well-defined unit cell of the crystal [1]. Several aberrations of the ideal powder
pattern are related to the microstructure of materials and are the subject of
XLPA. (i) Peak shift is related to internal stresses [2] or planar faults, especially
stacking faults or twinning [1–4], or chemical heterogeneities [1]. (ii) Peak
broadening indicates small crystallites [5–7], grains or subgrains [8], and/or the
presence of microstresses [1, 9–14]. (iii) Stress gradients and/or chemical hetero-
geneities can also cause peak broadening [1, 15–17]. (iv) Peak asymmetries can
be caused by long-range internal stresses [12, 13, 16–20], planar faults [3, 4, 21–
23] or chemical heterogeneities [1]. (v) Anisotropic peak broadening can result
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from anisotropic crystallite shape [24, 25] or anisotropic strain [9, 10, 26–32]. (vi)
When the lattice parameter is large and the specimen has either a local or gen-
eral texture, unusual peak narrowing can be observed, especially in the first few
Bragg reflections [33, 34]. Microstructural properties can be summarized at least
into the following different categories: (1) internal stresses, (2) stacking faults,
(3) twinning, (4) crystallite size or subgrains, (5) microstresses, (6) long-range
internal stresses, (7) chemical heterogeneities, (8) anisotropic crystallite shape
or (9) anisotropic strain. There is no one-to-one correlation between the differ-
ent peak profile features and the different microstructure properties, as can be
seen in Table 17.1, where the line-profile features and the microstructure ele-
ments are listed.

Both the different line-profile features and the different microstructure prop-
erties are complex, and the two sides, e.g. the experimental features and the mi-
crostructure properties, can be combined in many different ways. This fact
makes it practically impossible (at least at this time) to have a general descrip-
tion of XLPA that would be able to treat all the microstructural properties by a
unified general theory or model. It is the experimentator’s task to select those
microstructure properties that are most relevant to be considered in a particular
experiment. At the same time, just because of the complexity of both the experi-
ment and the microstructure properties, it is probably not possible to produce a
model-independent general theory for XLPA. For the same reason, though there
have been many attempts to develop model-independent descriptions of line
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Table 17.1 Correlations between peak profile features, i.e.
broadening, shifts, asymmetries or shape, and the different
microstructure elements.

Peak profile features
Microstructure properties

Peak
shift

Peak
broadening

Peak asym-
metry

Anisotropic
peak
broadening

Peak shape

Dislocations + + + +
Stacking faults + + + + +
Twinning + + + +
Microstresses +
Long-range internal stresses
or stress gradients

+ + +

Grain boundaries + +
Subboundaries + +
Internal stresses +
Coherency strains + + + +
Chemical heterogeneities
or chemical gradients

+ + +

Point defects +
Precipitates, inclusions + + +
Crystallite or grain
smallness or subgrains

+ + +



broadening, these have not been too successful. In the present work a brief
summary of XLPA is presented that is based on well-defined specific micro-
structure models, in particular on the model that the microstructure consists
fundamentally of (a) subgrains with a simple and well-defined size distribution
and that (b) the main source of microstrains are dislocations or dislocation-type
lattice defects, e.g. triple junctions or sinter stresses.

17.3
Basic Principles of X-ray Line-profile Analysis

Assuming that size (S) and lattice distortion (D) are the two sources of X-ray
line broadening, the profile of a Bragg reflection can be given by the convolu-
tion of the size and the distortion profiles [1]:

IF � IS � ID �17�1�

where the superscript F indicates that IF is the physical profile that does not
contain instrumental effects. The Fourier transform of this expression is the
Warren–Averbach equation [35]:

ln A�L� � ln AS
L � 2�2L2g2��g�L2� �17�2�

where A(L) are the absolute values of the Fourier coefficients of IF, AL
S are the

size Fourier coefficients, g is the absolute value of the diffraction vector and
��g�L2� is the mean square strain. L is the Fourier length defined as L�na3,
where a3��/2(sin �2–sin �1), n are integers starting from zero, � is the wave-
length of the X-rays and (�2–�1) is the angular range of the measured diffraction
profile. When strain is caused by dislocations or dislocation-type defects, ��g�L2�
can be expressed as [10]:

��g�L2� � �b�2��2��Cf ��� �17�3�

where ��L/Re, Re is the effective outer cutoff radius and b is the Burgers vector
of dislocations and C is the contrast or orientation factor of dislocations. Wilk-
ens determined the f (�) function for parallel straight screw dislocations in the
entire L range from zero to infinity, see, e.g. Eqs. (A.6) to (A.8) in [10]. It can be
shown that the Wilkens function, f (�), has a more general validity, i.e. it is also
valid for edge dislocations and for curved dislocations, and it can be extended in
a simple way for infinitesimal dislocation dipoles when M goes to zero, cf. [36],
where M�Re

���
�

	
is the dislocation arrangement parameter [10, 11]. M is smaller

or larger than unity if the dislocations have strong or weak dipole character, or
in other words, when the effect of screening of the deformation fields is strong
or weak, respectively [10, 14].
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17.3.1
Strain Anisotropy

Strain anisotropy means that neither the breadths nor the Fourier coefficients
of the diffraction profiles are monotonous functions of the diffraction angle or g
[27–32]. Strain anisotropy proved to be a powerful feature in XLPA, especially
for determining Burgers-vector populations or active slip systems [37–49].

The orientation or hkl dependence of the contrast of dislocations is well
known in TEM. It is expressed explicitly in Eq. (17.3) by the contrast factor C. If
dislocations are the major source of strain in a crystal the values of C depend
on the relative orientation of the Burgers, the line and the diffraction vectors, b,
l and g, respectively. If either all possible slip systems in a crystal are more-or-
less equally populated or, if a polycrystal is more-or-less texture free, the contrast
factors corresponding to one particular hkl can be averaged over the permuta-
tions of these hkl indices. It can been shown that, in a dislocated crystal, the
average contrast factors, �C, are linear functions of the fourth-order invariants of
hkl [32]. For cubic crystals �C is [32]:

�C � �Ch00�1 � qH2� �17�4�

where �Ch00 is the average dislocation contrast factor of the h00 type reflections
and H2� (h2k2+h2l2+k2l2)/(h2+k2+l2)2. The values of �Ch00 and the q parameter
can be obtained numerically for different dislocation types as functions of the
elastic properties of a crystal [37]. For hexagonal crystals �C is [32, 43]:

�Chk�l � �
 ���h2 
 k2 
 i2� 
 	l2�l2�
h2 
 k2 
 i2 
 3

2

�
a
c

�2

l2
�2 �17�5�

where �, � and 	 are constants depending on the elastic constants of the crystal
and the type of dislocations (e.g. basal, prismatic, pyramidal and/or any subslip-
system, or slip-system family) and on c/a, the ratio of the two lattice constants
in the hexagonal crystal. The value of � is the average contrast factor corre-
sponding to the hk.0 reflection: �Chk�0 ��. Equation (17.5) can be rationalized as
[43, 50]:

�Chk�l � �Chk�0�1 
 q1x 
 q2x2� �17�6�

where x� (2/3)(l/ga)2, q1�a1 and q2�–a1�
–2+a2. Equation (17.6) means that the

average contrast factors corresponding to a specific slip system family (these are
the 11 most likely slip systems in a hexagonal crystal according to Jones and
Hutchinson [51]) and materials constants (lattice parameters and elastic con-
stants) have to follow a parabola as a function of x. The �Chk�0 � � and the q1 and
q2 parameters have been numerically evaluated and compiled for a large num-
ber of hexagonal crystals in [43].
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17.3.2
Breadth Methods

The two simplest measures of peak broadening are the full width at half-maxi-
mum (FWHM) and the integral breadths, the two are denoted here as: �KFWHM

and 
K�, where 
K� (cos �/�)�(2�), � is the Bragg angle and �(2�) is the
FWHM or the integral breadth in radians, respectively. Since size is indepen-
dent and strain is increasing with diffraction order, in order to separate size and
strain effects, Williamson and Hall [52] suggested plotting the breadth of pro-
files versus sin �. The extrapolated intercept of such a plot at sin ��0 should
give the inverse of an “apparent” size and the slope should be proportional to
strain. A typical Williamson–Hall plot of a copper specimen deformed by equal
channel angular pressing (ECAP) in a single pass is shown in Fig. 17.1(a). The
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Fig. 17.1 The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) as a func-
tion of K�2sin �/� in the classical (a) K �C2 in the modified Wil-
liamson–Hall plot (b) for Cu deformed by 1 ECAP pass, where
2� and � are the diffraction angle and the X-ray wavelength
and C is the average dislocation contrast factor, respectively.



apparent scattering of the data is far beyond experimental error, the figure indi-
cates a strong strain anisotropy. This effect makes a simple interpretation of the
Williamson–Hall plot impossible. However, strain anisotropy in the classical
Williamson–Hall plot can be rationalized by the contrast factors of dislocations
in the modified Williamson–Hall plot [30, 37, 40, 41, 53]. Two versions of the
modified Williamson–Hall plot are suggested in [30, 53, 54]:

�KFWHM or �K� � 0�9�D 
 ��A2b2�2�1�2�1�2�K �C 1�2 
 O�K2 �C� �17�7�

and

�K� � 1�d 
 �K2 �C 
 O�K2 �C�2 �17�8�

In Eq. (17.7) D is an apparent crystallite size, K�2 sin �/�, A is a constant de-
pending on the M parameter of dislocations, b and � are the Burgers vector and
the average density of dislocations, respectively, and O stands for higher-order
terms in K �C 1�2. In Eq. (17.8) d is an apparent crystallite size, � is a constant
and O stands for higher-order terms in K2 �C, not interpreted here. In [53] it has
been shown by dimensionality analysis that the order dependent strain part of
either the �KFWHM or the integral breadths, �K�, can only have even-power
terms of K. Therefore, Eq. (17.8) is physically more appropriate. However, the
breadth methods should only be used for qualitative purposes, as pointed out in
[55], thus, both Eqs. (17.7) and (17.8) can be used alternatively. For spherical
crystallites the volume-weighted mean diameter �x�vol is directly related to d:
�x�vol � (4/3)d [5]. The same data as in Fig. 17.1 (a), are plotted according to Eq.
(17.8) in Fig. 17.1 (b), and show a smooth behavior versus K2 �C.

17.3.3
Whole-profile Fitting Methods

The idea of whole-profile fitting goes back to Rietveld, who suggested producing
the measured diffraction pattern by taking into account all possible effects that
contribute to the intensity distribution, including all instrumental effects [56,
57]. The purpose of this method was to refine the structure parameters from
powder-diffraction patterns. Well-defined analytical profile functions are used in
the Rietveld method, such as the Voigt or pseudo-Voigt functions. However, pro-
file shapes corresponding to dislocated crystals cannot be described by simple
analytical functions [9–14, 17, 18, 37, 53]. Therefore procedures have been
worked out, in which the diffraction pattern is simulated by using ab-initio phy-
sically established functions for both the size and the strain profiles [37, 42, 50,
53, 58]. In [53] and [58] the size profile, IS, is given by assuming either spherical
or ellipsoidal crystallite shape and log-normal size distribution. In the case
when spherical crystallite shape can be assumed, the function is defined by the
two parameters of the size-distribution function: the median, m, and the vari-
ance, �. The strain function, ID, is given by using the Wilkens function f (�), as
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defined in Eq. (17.3). The ID function is defined by two parameters: the disloca-
tion density, � and the dislocation-arrangement parameter, M. This means that
in the simplest case, together with the q parameter in the contrast factors for
cubic crystals, the numerical procedure is operating with five independent pa-
rameters: m, �, �, M and q. Here, we note that, due to the nature of the micro-
structure, this is the minimum number of parameters that have to be used.
The instrumental profile, Ii, has to be measured. The convolutional multiple
whole-profile (CMWP) fitting procedure is a numerical method, producing the
convolution of the three functions, IS, ID and I i, i.e. ISIM� IS� ID� I i [59]. The
procedure is freely available through the web: http://www.renyi.hu/cmwp/. The
background, IBG, is determined before the simulated ISIM function is fitted to
the measured diffraction pattern [38]. The measured X-ray diffractogram (open
circles) and the pattern obtained as a result of the CMWP fitting procedure (sol-
id line) for Al-6wt.%Mg ball milled for 6 h is shown in Fig. 17.2. When individ-
ual profiles can be measured, the numerical procedure, called the multiple
whole-profile (MWP) fitting procedure [50], is operating on the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the measured and the theoretical profiles. This method is also available
at the same web address. The effect of stacking faults and twinning has been
elaborated and incorporated into the CMWP procedure by evaluating the fault-
ing effect on powder patterns of cubic crystals, for details see [23, 60].

17.4
Interpretation of Crystallite Size in Bulk Materials in Terms
of Subgrains

Crystallite size determined by XLPA is often smaller than the grain or subgrain
size obtained by TEM [45, 53, 60–64], especially when the material has been
processed by plastic deformation. It can be shown that besides differences in
orientation between grains or subgrains, cf. [65], subgrains separated by dipolar
dislocation walls, but without differences in orientation, can also break down co-
herency of X-rays scattering [8]. Dipolar dislocation walls are one of the most
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Fig. 17.2 The measured X-ray
diffractogram (open circles)
and the pattern obtained as a
result of the CMWP fitting
procedure (solid line) for Al-
6wt.%Mg ball milled for 6 h
[50].



common dislocation configurations in plastically deformed crystalline materials
[66]. They do not cause a tilt or twist between the two delineated regions [67]
therefore, it is not trivial whether that breaks down coherent scattering. A
schematic dipolar dislocation wall is shown in the striated region in Fig. 17.3.
In [8] it was shown that the lattice planes on the two sides of the dipolar dislo-
cation wall will be shifted relative to each other as shown schematically in the
figure. The shift, t, is varying randomly from subgrain to subgrain between
t�0 and t�b/2, where b is the Burgers vector of dislocations. The shifts of the
lattice planes induce phase shifts in the scattered X-rays. Since there is no corre-
lation between the shifts caused by the different subgrains, the phase shifts on
the scattered rays will also be uncorrelated. As a result, the intensities and not
the amplitudes of the scattered rays will add up, which means that there will be
no coherency between the rays scattered by the different subgrains, and the line
broadening will be determined by the average subgrain size. The subgrains
separated by small-angle grain boundaries or dipolar dislocation walls are
shown schematically in Figs. 17.4 (a) and (b), respectively. The two models, i.e.
the small-angle grain-boundary model, cf. [65], and the dipolar dislocation-wall
model [8] of subgrain boundaries, provide together a physically well-established
basis for the assumption that size and size-distributions determined by XLPA
correspond to subgrains or dislocation cells. In those cases, however, when the
subgrains and the metallographic or TEM grains are identical, as might happen
in many cases, the TEM and X-ray size data can be identical. It has to be noted
that, neither dipolar dislocation walls nor small-angle grain boundaries are such
perfect arrays of dislocations as shown in Fig. 17.4. The arrays will not be per-
fectly regular and the dislocations may be of different type and/or orientation
and/or sign. There may be some dipoles within the small-angle grain bound-
aries or, the dipolar walls may contain surplus dislocations of one sign causing
orientation differences between the neighboring subgrains. The main message
of the calculation in [8] is that dislocation subboundaries or dislocation walls
break down the coherent scattering of X-rays, thus the X-ray size is probably clo-
sest to the subgrain size in bulk materials.
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Fig. 17.3 A schematic dipolar dislocation wall. The symbol t
represents the shift of the two lattice-halves on the two sides
of the dipolar wall.



17.5
Dislocation Structure of Bulk Nanomaterials Determined
by X-ray Line-profile Analysis

17.5.1
Characteristic Parameters of the Dislocation Structure from Line Profiles

The X-ray line-profile analysis gives the density and the arrangement parameter
of dislocations, � and M, as well as the q parameter(s) in the contrast factors of
dislocations [50, 53]. The magnitude of M describes the strength of the dipole
character of dislocations: a higher M value corresponds to a weaker dipole char-
acter, i.e. a weaker screening of the displacement fields of dislocations [53]. For
polycrystalline cubic crystals the anisotropic contrast effect of dislocations on
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Fig. 17.4 (a) Schematic picture of subgrain
or cell structure where dislocations consti-
tute the boundaries of subgrains or cells
with small misorientations. (b) A schematic
representation of the structure of a grain in-
terior containing dipolar dislocation walls.
The randomly hatched regions are for the

subgrain boundaries, in the present case
they are assumed to be dipolar dislocation
walls. The thick dashed lines represent the
large-angle grain boundaries. D and d are
the grain and subgrain size, respectively.
The lattice shift relative to the adjacent
subgrain lattice in the i th subgrain is ti.



the peak broadening is characterized by one q parameter, while for hexagonal
structures two parameters, q1 and q2 are obtained from the evaluation of line
profiles [37, 43, 68].

The values of q (q1, q2) parameter(s) are determined by the elastic constants
and the dislocation slip systems activated in the crystal. For cubic structures,
the Burgers vector of the prevailing dislocations is the shortest lattice vector. For
example, in fcc materials the Burgers vector is 1/2�110�, while in bcc structure it
is 1/2�111�. For a particular slip system, the value of the q parameter depends
on the angle between the dislocation line and Burgers vectors. The lower and
upper limits of the q values correspond to edge and screw dislocations, respec-
tively. Assuming that the Burgers vector is the shortest lattice vector, the theoret-
ical q values for pure edge and screw dislocations in some frequently studied
cubic materials are listed in Table 17.2 [37]. The comparison of the experimental
q value obtained from line-profile analysis with the theoretical values for pure
edge and screw dislocations enables the determination of edge/screw character
of prevailing dislocations. If the experimental q value is close to the arithmetic
average of the theoretical values for pure edge and screw dislocations, the dislo-
cation structure has mixed character. When the experimental q value is higher
or lower than the theoretical average, the character of dislocations can be re-
garded as rather screw or rather edge, respectively.

In hexagonal materials the momentum of the shortest lattice vector equals
the a lattice parameter in the basal plane, therefore the directions of easy slip
are the three a-type directions. According to von Mises for plastic deformation
of a polycrystalline material the activation of at least five independent slip sys-
tems is needed, therefore beside the three basal slip systems other dislocations
should contribute to plastic flow. Moreover, the Burgers vectors of basal disloca-
tions are perpendicular to the c-axis, therefore basal slips can not produce strain
to the c direction. Consequently, another nonbasal slip systems with Burgers
vectors having a component parallel to the c-axis should be activated to deform
hexagonal polycrystals. The prismatic and pyramidal slip systems and twinning
are most probably required for plastic deformation of hexagonal polycrystals. As
a consequence, all the eleven slip systems in hexagonal materials should be
taken into account in studying the dislocation structure.
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Table 17.2 The theoretically calculated values of q parameter
in the cases of pure edge, screw dislocations for some cubic
materials [37].

q (edge) q (screw)

Al 0.36 1.33
Cu 1.68 2.37
Ni 1.42 2.24
Fe 1.28 2.67
Diamond 0.3 1.35



Each of the eleven slip systems has different theoretical values of the q1 and
q2 parameters, therefore the evaluation of the experimental q1 and q2 values en-
ables the determination of the prevailing dislocation slip systems in the speci-
men. The theoretical q1 and q2 values for the eleven possible slip systems in the
most common hexagonal materials have been calculated according to the work
of Kužel and Klimanek [29] and listed in the paper of Dragomir and Ungár [43].
The eleven dislocation slip systems can be classified into three groups based on
their Burgers vectors: b1 � 1�3��2110� (�a� type), b2 � �0001� (�c� type) and
b3 � 1�3��2113� (�c 
 a� type). There are 4, 2 and 5 slip systems in the �a�, �c�
and �c 
 a� Burgers vector groups, respectively. A computer program was elabo-
rated to determine the Burgers-vector population from the measured values of
q1

(m) and q2
(m) [46]. First, the program selects some slip systems from one of the

three groups. In the second step the calculated �Chk0q1 and �Chk0q1 values of the
selected slip systems are averaged with equal weights, where �Chk0 is the average
contrast factor corresponding to the hk0 type of reflections. This procedure is
carried out for each of the three Burgers-vector groups. The relative fractions of
the three groups, hi (i�1,2, 3) are calculated by solving the following three equa-
tions:

q�m�
1 � 1
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are obtained by averaging for the ith Burgers vector
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�
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�
i
. If the three hi weights have positive

values the program stores them as one of the possible solutions. After examining
all the possible combinations of the slip systems (1395 combinations), ranges of
the three weights are obtained as the final solution. The detailed description of
the procedure is given in Ref. [46]. In the next two sections, results obtained on
the dislocation structures in bulk cubic and hexagonal nanomaterials by X-ray
line-profile analysis are summarized.
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17.5.2
Dislocation Structure in Cubic Nanomaterials

Severe plastic-deformation (SPD) techniques are effective methods for produc-
ing bulk, porosity- and contamination-free ultrafine-grained (UFG) or nano-
structured materials. As the grain refinement during SPD-processed materials
occurs by the arrangement of dislocations into dislocation walls that separate
misoriented domains, the investigation of the dislocation structure is essential
for understanding the evolution of fine-grained microstructure. Dislocations
have been intensively studied in cubic metals [69] (Al [70], Al-alloys [70–72], Cu
[73–80], Ni [81–83]) processed at room temperature by SPD procedures, e.g. by
equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) or high-pressure torsion (HPT). These
two techniques are described in detail elsewhere [84]. One pass of ECAP corre-
sponds to an equivalent strain value of about 1. The imposed strain increases
proportionally by the increase of the number of passes. It was found that the
dislocation density increases with increasing strain for any studied cubic metals.
As an example, the dislocation density versus the imposed strain for Al-3%Mg
specimen is plotted in Fig. 17.5 [70].

As the deformation proceeds, the dislocation arrangement parameter, M, de-
creases, indicating that dislocations are arranged into dipoles minimizing the
energy of their strain field [71, 72, 74]. This arrangement of dislocations is asso-
ciated with the formation of dislocation walls resulting in the decrease of crys-
tallite size, as mentioned above. After room-temperature SPD processes, the q
parameter is usually close to or less than the arithmetic mean of the theoretical
values for pure edge and screw dislocations, which indicates a rather edge type
character of the dislocation structure. This can be explained by the annihilation
of screw dislocations resulted by their relatively easy cross-slip. It was shown
that the parameters of the dislocation structure saturate after about 4 ECAP
passes at room temperature for Al [70], Al-Mg alloys [70], commercial Al-Mg-Si
alloy (Al 6082) [72] and Cu [74] specimens. This saturation was also observed
after 3 revolutions of HPT for Al-Mg-Sc-Zr alloys [71]. The saturation values cor-
respond to the dynamic equilibrium state between formation and annihilation
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Fig. 17.5 The dislocation den-
sity (�) for Al-3%Mg pro-
cessed by ECAP as a function
of the imposed strain [70].



of dislocations. The maximum dislocation densities at room temperature for dif-
ferent cubic materials are listed in Table 17.3. The saturation value of the dislo-
cation density is higher for a metal where the annihilation of dislocations is
more difficult. For example, in Al-3%Mg alloy the Mg atoms hinder the disloca-
tion motion, consequently the maximum dislocation density is approximately 13
times higher than for Al [70]. As grain refinement in SPD metals occurs by the
arrangement of dislocations into cell boundaries, the higher dislocation density
results in a decrease of crystallite size for higher Mg concentrations. The higher
saturation dislocation density at room temperature for Cu compared to Al is ex-
plained by the lower self-diffusion rate as the dislocation annihilation is con-
trolled by the diffusion of vacancies [76]. It should be noted, however, that sev-
eral authors have found that after 12–16 ECAP passes at room temperature the
dislocation density in Cu decreased as a result of dynamic recovery [75].

The combination of SPD procedures was applied to achieve further grain re-
finement in pure Ni [82, 83]. HPT and cold rolling were carried out on speci-
mens processed by ECAP previously. It was found that the additional deforma-
tion after ECAP resulted in a further grain refinement (46 nm) and an increase
of the dislocation density up to 25�1014 m–2, which can be reached after 8
ECAP passes and additional 5 revolutions of HPT. However, the specimen pro-
duced by electrodeposition has even finer microstructure (24 nm) and much
higher dislocation density (82�1014 m–2) than the materials processed by any
combination of SPD methods.

The thermal stability of the ultrafine-grained microstructure is an important
issue from the point of view of the practical application of nanomaterials. The
recovery of the dislocation structure and the recrystallization in SPD processed
ultrafine-grained fcc metals has been extensively studied [76, 85]. The crystallite
size and the dislocation density as a function of the annealing temperature were
measured for Ni deformed by HPT [85] and ECAP-processed Cu [76]. The differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements of Cu samples show a broad
exothermic peak that corresponds to the recovery of the microstructure. The
maximum of the exothermic peak in the DSC trace shifted to lower temperature
values and the heat released during the annealing increases with the increase of
strain and saturate at about ��4. The increase of the stored energy can be at-
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Table 17.3 The measured saturation values of the area-
weighted mean crystallite size (�x�area), the dislocation density
(�) for different fcc metals processed by SPD methods [69].

Sample �x�area

[nm]
� [1014 m–2]

Al, 8ECAP 272±30 1.8± 0.3
Al-1%Mg, 8ECAP 88± 10 3.9± 0.4
Al-3%Mg, 8ECAP 65± 7 23± 2
Cu, 8ECAP 64± 7 26± 3
Ni, 8ECAP+6HPT 48± 6 25± 2



tributed to the rise of the dislocation density with increasing strain. The higher
strain energy raises the driving force for nucleation of new dislocation-free
grains, i.e. the recovery starts at lower temperatures [76].

The dislocation density and the area-weighted mean crystallite size as a func-
tion of the temperature at the DSC curve for a Cu specimen processed by 8
ECAP passes are shown in Fig. 17.6 [76]. At the temperature corresponding to
the beginning of the DSC peak, each X-ray profile appears to be the sum of a
narrow and a broad peak. This special shape of the diffraction lines has been
also observed by Kužel [78] for a copper sample deformed by HPT under 6 GPa
pressure and annealed at 250 �C for 100 min. In Fig. 4 in [76] the intensity dis-
tribution of the 200 Bragg reflection is shown in linear (a) and double-logarith-
mic (b) scales, respectively. This figure shows that the intensity distribution goes
through a well-defined inflection point at around �K0.006 nm–1, indicating
that the diffraction profile consists of two peaks. It was found that the broad
peak can be well approximated by the profile measured before the heat-treat-
ment, which suggests that the broad subprofile corresponds to the nonrecovered
regions of the material. The profile for the non annealed specimen (the solid
lines in Fig. 4 in [76]) matches perfectly the tail part of the peak recorded after
annealing (open circles in Fig. 4 in [76]) after dividing the intensity by an appro-
priate factor. The difference between the two profiles (the solid line and the
open circles) gives a sharp peak that is related to the recovered volume of the
material. The other peaks of the specimen quenched from 500 K can be also de-
composed into narrow and broad subprofiles. At the temperature corresponding
to the maximum of the DSC peak, the mean crystallite size is about 8 times
higher, while the dislocation density is 50 times lower than before annealing.
After the DSC peak the crystallite size and the dislocation density reach their
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Fig. 17.6 The dislocation density and the area-weighted mean
crystallite size as a function of temperature for Cu processed
by 8 ECAP passes. The DSC curve obtained at 40 K/min is
also shown in the figure [76].



highest and lowest limiting values, 500 nm and 1013 m–2, respectively, which
are detectable by X-ray peak profile analysis.

Besides the UFG metals processed by SPD methods, X-ray line-profile analy-
sis has been also applied for the characterization of the dislocations structure in
nonmetallic bulk cubic nanomaterials. Nanostructured diamond specimens
were prepared from micrometer-sized (30–40 �m) synthetic diamond powder by
high-pressure–high-temperature (HPHT) compaction at a pressure of 2.0 GPa
and at selected temperatures in the 1070–1760 K range [86]. The increase of the
dislocation density during HPHT compression is associated with the decrease of
the crystallite size down to about 50–100 nm. The grain refinement in HPHT-
treated diamond results from the rearrangement of the dislocation structure
into a lower-energy configuration. The density of dislocations was always greater
in samples that were compressed and heated in water-free environments (did
not graphitize) than in partially graphitized samples [86]. At the lowest tempera-
tures used in the experiments the difference in the population of dislocations
between the two sets of samples was very small, but quickly increased and
reached a maximum at 1470 K and then decreased with further increase in tem-
perature, as shown in Fig. 17.7, cf. [86–88].

17.5.3
Dislocations in Hexagonal Nanomaterials

For obtaining fine-grained microstructure with high dislocation density SPD
procedures were applied also to hexagonal metals, e.g. on commercially pure Ti
[45, 63, 64, 74, 89–91] and AZ91 Mg alloy [92]. Generally, the SPD processes on
hexagonal materials are carried out at elevated temperatures because of the ri-
gidity of the specimens at room temperature. In a commercially pure Ti speci-
men processed by 8 ECAP passes at 400–450 �C, the dislocation density ob-
tained from X-ray line-profile analysis is 44 � 1014 m–2. The relative fractions of
the �a�, �c� and �c 
 a� Burgers vectors are 62%, 0–4% and 32–36%, respec-
tively. The abundance of �a�-type dislocations besides the �c�- and �c 
 a�-type
dislocations has been also found for other bulk hexagonal nanomaterials, e.g
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Fig. 17.7 Dislocation density in
graphitized and nongraphitized
samples of nanocrystalline dia-
mond as a function of the sinter-
ing temperature [86].



sintered WC [93, 94] and SPD processed Mg alloys [93]. This observation is in
agreement with TEM results carried out on other coarse-grained specimens [95].
The relatively high fraction of �c 
 a� dislocations in Ti processed by ECAP can
be attributed to the high temperature of deformation. Theoretical calculations
and TEM observations for hexagonal metallic materials suggest the activation of
�c 
 a� dislocations by strong deformation at elevated temperatures [45]. At
room temperature the critical resolved shear stress of pyramidal �c 
 a� disloca-
tions is about five times larger than that for basal slip [96], but this value de-
creases with increasing temperature.

The thermal stability of the ultrafine-grained microstructure in Ti was investi-
gated by DSC [74]. The volume-weighted mean crystallite size and the disloca-
tion density as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 17.8. It can be seen
that the recovery of the dislocation structure starts before the appearance of the
exothermic DSC peak. At 800 K, where the DSC peak starts, the dislocation den-
sity has already decreased from 44�1014 m–2 to 9�1014 m–2. However, the in-
crease of the crystallite size accelerates only after 800 K. The dislocation density
decreases further after 800 K and at 850 K it has a value of 8�1013 m–2. As the
temperature increases the relative fraction of the �c 
 a�-type dislocations de-
creases to between 0 and 4%, indicating that these dislocations disappear faster
than the �a� or �c�-type ones (see Fig. 17.9). This can be explained by the fact
that the �c 
 a�-type dislocations have larger Burgers vectors and consequently
higher formation energies than the other two types.

The ECAP process of AZ91 magnesium alloy was also carried out at high
temperature (270 �C) [92]. The main alloying elements in the AZ91 alloy are
9 wt.% Al, 1 wt.% Zn and 0.2 wt.% Mn. The dislocation density increases from
0.4�1014 m–2 to 2�1014 m–2 and the mean crystallite size decreases from 563
nm to 97 nm as a result of 8 ECAP passes. It was found that before ECAP the
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Fig. 17.8 The dislocation density, the volume-weighted mean
crystallite size and the heat flow as a function of annealing
temperature for Ti processed by ECAP [74].



relative fractions of the �a�, �c� and �c 
 a� Burgers vectors are 68–86%, 0–15%
and 0–14%, respectively. The abundance of �a�-type dislocations can be ex-
plained similarly as for Ti. After high-temperature ECAP the relative fractions
of the �a�, �c� and �c 
 a� Burgers vectors are changed to 54–58%, 0–2% and
38–42%, respectively. The increase of the relative fraction of �c 
 a� dislocations
results from the strong deformation at high temperature. The specimen pro-
cessed by 8 ECAP passes was further deformed by tension at different tempera-
tures [92]. At relatively low temperature the dominance of �a�-type dislocations
can be established. At high temperature, i.e. at 300 oC, the relative fraction of
the �a� Burgers vector types decreases and the relative fraction of �c 
 a� dislo-
cations increases. This is in agreement with the general observation that �c 
 a�
dislocations are activated during strong plastic deformation at elevated tempera-
tures.

17.6
Vacancies and X-ray Line-profile Analysis

It is well known that during conventional deformation beside dislocations va-
cancies are also formed, which during severe plastic deformation may be en-
forced. The mechanisms of plastic deformation and strain hardening in large-
strain deformation, i.e. in stages IV and V are relevant for severe plastic-defor-
mation modes, with the additional feature of an enhanced hydrostatic-pressure
component [97, 98]. The specific evolution of lattice defect types and their densi-
ties, their interaction mechanisms and arrangements control the hardening be-
havior, but also seem to be responsible for the enhanced ductility that has been
repeatedly observed as a special feature of SPD metals [97–99]. In particular, the
deformation-induced vacancies appear to play a major role here.

Since electrical resistivity [100] and calorimetric measurements [101] provide
the total concentration of vacancies together with dislocations, whereas XLPA
gives only the dislocation density [10, 17], the combination of these three differ-
ent types of investigations enable determination of the vacancy and dislocation
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Fig. 17.9 Burgers-vector popula-
tions as a function of annealing
temperature for Ti processed by
ECAP [74]. Burgers vector types
are denoted as: open squares –
�a�-type, oben circles – �c+a�-type
and open triangles – �c�-type.



densities separately. It is shown further that in-situ diffuse X-ray scattering mea-
surements at a synchrotron radiation source can also provide information about
the evolution of lattice defects, especially of vacancies, and about vacancy distri-
bution in grain-interior and grain-boundary regions.

The diffuse scattering from crystals containing defects with displacements was
first calculated by Eckstein [102] and Huang [103], and in more detail in [104–106].
For more details about diffuse scattering of point defects see [107–116].

Here, we show that a systematic analysis of the diffuse background scattering
corresponding to deformed metals can be interpreted in terms of point defect
production. In-situ XLPA measurements were carried out at the ELETTRA syn-
chrotron in Trieste [20]. Single- and polycrystalline copper specimens of high
purity have been deformed in compression by a compact test machine mounted
on a 5-axis goniometer for the compensation of the shape and orientation
changes during the deformation process. The (400) peak profiles of the speci-
men were measured in reflection by a linear position-sensitive detector (OED-50
Braun, Munich). A [001]-oriented Cu single crystal and a polycrystalline copper
specimen of about 80 �m average grain size have been investigated in situ with
a very low strain rate ��5�10–5 s–1. The diffraction peaks were recorded in 30
to 60 s, in this time the true strain deformation � was less than 10–3. More de-
tails of such an in-situ synchrotron experiment can be found in [20]. From the
diffraction peaks the dislocation densities were evaluated by the procedure de-
scribed in Section 17.3 and in detail in [20] by fitting the Wilkens-type strain
profile functions to the measured profiles according to the numerical procedure
described in [50, 53]. Due to the low noise of the detector the increase of the
background to peak ratio, R, is considered to be a physical effect due to the in-
crease of the diffuse scattering caused by point defects, in particular by vacan-
cies and/or vacancy clusters.

In the case of the undeformed specimens only a vanishing background inten-
sity was observed, for the single as well as the polycrystal. With increasing de-
formation the diffuse background intensity increased considerably. For the
quantification of the diffuse background scattering, the ratio of the integrated
background, ABG, and the integrated peak intensity, APeak, R�ABG/APeak, was
defined according to Fig. 2 in [117]. The evolution of R as a function of strain
can be seen in Figs. 4 (a) and (b), in [117], on linear and logarithmic scales, re-
spectively. It has been found that in the polycrystalline specimen the ratio, RPX,
increases much faster at the initial strain values than the ratio, RSX, in the sin-
gle-crystalline sample and that RPX remains much larger than RSX throughout
the entire deformation range.

During plastic deformation vacancies and dislocations are produced concomi-
tantly, cf. [118–123]. Experimental data suggest that the vacancy concentration,
Cvac starts increasing with the dislocation density, �, only beyond a certain
threshold and saturates at very large � values. The correlation between the aver-
age vacancy concentration, Cvac, and the dislocation density measured in
1014 m–2 units, �14, is determined on the basis of data obtained on specimens
deformed by cold rolling, CCR

vac, and by ECAP, CECAP
vac [80, 124, 125]:
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CCR
vac � 5 � 10�4�1 � exp��8 � 10�8��14�5�� �17�12a�

CECAP
vac � 5 � 10�4�1 � exp��2�2 � 10�5��14�3�7�� �17�12b�

Equations (17.12a) and (17.12b) are shown in Fig. 17.10 with the measured
data points for cold-rolled and ECAP-deformed Cu, respectively. The saturation
value of CSAT

vac �5�10–4 has been determined as the lowest value that can satisfy
Eqs. (17.12) for both sets of experimental data. In Fig. 7 in [117] it has been
shown that the diffuse background scattering ratios for the single crystal, RSX,
and polycrystal, RPX specimens are proportional to the dislocation densities, i.e.
(RPX/�PX

14 )�13(RSX/�SX
14 ). This indicates a much faster vacancy accumulation in

the polycrystalline specimen. The polycrystal is considered as a composite of
grain boundary (GB) and grain interior or matrix (M) regions. It can be as-
sumed that the vacancy production rates in the single crystal and in the matrix
(of the polycrystal) are the same, thus the average vacancy concentration in the
polycrystal can be given as the weighted sum of vacancy concentrations in the
matrix and GB regions:

Caverage
vac � fGBCGB

vac 
 �1 � fGB�CM
vac �17�13�

where fGB is the volume fraction of the grain boundary (GB) region, and CGB
vac

and CM
vac are the local vacancy concentrations in the grain-boundary and the ma-

trix regions. Assuming a volume fraction of the grain-boundary region of about
5%, the average vacancy concentration then can be given to the two regions pro
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Fig. 17.10 The vacancy concentrations de-
termined from the difference between the
true and apparent dislocation densities de-
termined by the X-ray and calorimetric or re-
sidual electrical resistivity methods. The

open circles or squares correspond to cop-
per specimens deformed by ECAP and inter-
rupted cold rolling, respectively. The dashed
and dash dotted lines correspond to Eqs.
(17.12a) and (17.12b), respectively [125].



rata. In Fig. 17.11 the vacancy concentrations in the single-crystal specimen and
the local vacancy concentrations in the matrix and in the grain-boundary region
are shown. In the single-crystalline state the vacancy concentration increases by
about 8 orders of magnitude during deformation up to �40%. The evolution
in the matrix (or grain interior) region is similar, while in the grain-boundary
region the vacancy concentration grows much stronger to extremely high values
between 10–4 and 10–3 corresponding to those at the melting point of copper.
We note that these vacancy concentrations are the excess vacancy concentrations
produced and stored during plastic deformation. The extremely large vacancy
concentration values, especially in the GB region are probably present in the
form of free volumes, rather than single vacancies, as results from molecular
dynamics simulation suggest (D.L. McDowell, private communication).

From these more qualitative considerations it follows that the storage of va-
cancies or free volume produced during plastic deformation depends (i) on the
structure and volume fraction of grain boundaries in the crystal (ii) on the de-
formation mode and conditions. The latter is indicated by the variation of factor
and exponent in Eqs. (17.12 a) and (17.12 b) for two different cases.
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Fig. 17.11 The local vacancy concentrations, produced by
plastic deformation, as a function of true strain �, in the sin-
gle-crystal (open circles), and in the grain-interior (open trian-
gles) and grain-boundary (open squares) regions in the poly-
crystalline specimens, respectively [125].



17.7
Stacking Faults and Twinning in Nanostructured Materials Determined
by X-ray Line-profile Analysis

The formation of planar defects, especially twinning has been shown to be an
important mechanism, alternative to dislocation glide, even in materials of high
stacking-fault energy, like aluminum and copper, when the grain size is reduced
below a certain critical value [54, 60, 126–139]. In one of the models of deforma-
tion twinning the authors suggested that the critical stress to move a twinning
partial increases slower with decreasing grain size than for lattice dislocations
[127]. This model, however, turns out not to be supported by experimental data
in the literature [128]. An alternative model was worked out, according to which
an optimum grain-size range can be found in which the critical stress for the
nucleation of deformation twins is lower than the stress necssary to move full
dislocations [129–133]. Zhu and coworkers [134] have shown the existence of de-
formation twins in copper produced by high-pressure torsion (HPT). A model
was developed in which leading and trailing partials form deformation twins
where the trailing partials are less mobile than the leading one, thus creating
large twins. Nongeometrically necessary dislocations at grain boundaries play
an important role in the model that are substantiated by experiment and theory
[135–137]. Both, experiment and the model suggest critical grain sizes, below
which twinning occurs in Cu and Al at about 40 and 20 nm, respectively.

A systematic method to determine the density of intrinsic and extrinsic stack-
ing faults, and twin boundaries together with the dislocation density and ar-
rangement, and the average grain size and grain-size distribution, by X-ray line-
profile analysis, has been developed recently [23, 138]. The effect of stacking
faults, and twin boundaries on X-ray diffraction patterns was calculated numeri-
cally by using the DIFFaX software of Treacy et al. [4] for the first 15 Bragg re-
flections in fcc crystals up to 20% fault densities [23]. It was found that the
Bragg reflections consist of 5 types of subreflections, where the subreflection
types are determined by specific conditions of the hkl indices, in good agree-
ment with the theory developed in the early 1950s by Warren [1]. It was shown
that the profiles of the subreflections are of Lorentzian- (or Cauchy-) type func-
tions. Analyzing about 15 000 subreflections the breadths (FWHM) and the
shifts relative to the exact Bragg angles were determined. The values of FWHM
and shifts of the subreflections were given by 5th-order polynomials as a func-
tion of the densities of intrinsic and extrinsic stacking faults, and twin bound-
aries, �intr, �extr and �, respectively. The coefficients of the 5th-order polynomials
and the fractions of the different subreflection types were compiled in three
separate data files that are accessible at the website: http://metal.elte.hu/
 levente/stacking. The data files were incorporated into the CMWP software
[50, 53, 59] for evaluating planar faults together with dislocations and crystallite
and/or subgrain-size distributions. The extended software, eCMWP, was applied
to inert-gas condensed nanocrystalline [54, 139–141], and submicrometer grain-
size copper specimens deformed by the method of ECAP [142, 143]. The X-ray
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line-profile analysis results substantiated the TEM results of the group of Zhu
[127, 129–131, 133, 134], that in copper twinning becomes essential below a crit-
ical crystallite or subgrain size, of about 40 nm.

17.8
Conclusions

1. It has been shown that X-ray line-profile analysis can be used as a powerful
tool to characterize the microstructure of bulk nanomaterials in terms of (i)
grains or subgrains, (ii) dislocation densities, (iii) Burgers-vector population
and slip activity, (iv) stacking faults and twin boundaries, and (v) excess va-
cancy concentrations.

2. Whenever this was possible, the data provided by the X-ray method, have
been analyzed in comparison with TEM results. It has been shown that either
there is a good correlation between the X-ray and TEM results, or, if there are
differences, these can be used to learn more details about the microstructure,
especially in terms of grains versus subgrains.

3. It is found that bulk nanomaterials produced by severe plastic deformation,
usually contain extremely high dislocation densities up to the order of
1016 m–2, and these values have been confirmed by high-resolution TEM in-
vestigations.

4. The discrepancy between dislocation densities determined by the X-ray meth-
od or TEM and other procedures like residual electrical resistivity (RER) or
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has been shown to enable the deter-
mination of excess vacancy concentrations produced by plastic deformation. It
has been shown that the methods of RER and DSC provide an apparent dislo-
cation density, a part of which can, and has to, be expressed in terms of va-
cancy concentration.

5. It has been shown that the dislocation mechanism is replaced by faulting or
twinning when the grain or subgrain size becomes smaller than certain criti-
cal values, of about 40 and 20 nm in the case of copper and aluminium, re-
spectively, in good correlation with TEM observations.

6. It has been shown that the breadth methods provide a very useful qualitative
guidance, before more sophisticated full-profile methods are applied.
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Irene J. Beyerlein and László S. Tóth

18.1
Introduction

In order to understand and predict the bulk properties of a polycrystalline mate-
rial one needs to know and predict its texture. Texture is a microstructural prop-
erty of the polycrystal (PX), which describes the distribution of crystallographic
orientations of its grains. This distribution directly affects the applied flow stres-
ses required to accommodate a given applied deformation. The “harder” grain
orientations of the distribution that are unfavorably oriented for deformation re-
quire higher flow stresses than the “softer” orientations, which are favorably ori-
ented. Texture also affects the microscale deformation mechanisms by influenc-
ing the choice and number of slip/twinning systems used by each grain. Grain
orientations, which operate several slip systems, contribute to a higher flow
stress than those operating fewer slip systems. Other critical properties, such as
fracture stress and strain, fracture toughness, internal stress distributions, and
electronic properties also depend on texture. For instance, the enhanced form-
ability of ECAE Mg alloys is attributed to texture evolution [3, 4]. Texture has
been most appreciated for its affects on anisotropy, that is, a dependence of ma-
terial response on direction and sense of loading. Observed plastic anisotropy
and differences between the tensile and compression responses of ECAE mate-
rials [5, 6], for instance, can be partly attributed to texture.

A review of texture evolution in ECAE is complicated by the number of fac-
tors that influence texture evolution. These factors can be broadly categorized as
(i) those affecting the applied strain path, (ii) microscale deformation mecha-
nisms (material parameters), or (iii) initial texture. The applied straining in
ECAE can vary in intensity, uniformity, complexity, and strain path change. The
controlling input variables are ECAE route, number of passes N, die angle �

and corner angle � (see Fig. 18.1), backpressure, pressing rate, temperature,
and material response. The deformation mechanisms will vary widely with crys-
tal properties, alloying, strain rate and temperature. Even for the same material
under the same applied deformation, the initial grain orientations can affect
subsequent re-orientation.
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Following this categorization, we review what has been observed or predicted
to be relevant factors affecting texture evolution in ECAE. This discussion will
aid in explaining why experimental observations of textures of materials can dif-
fer widely, even among the same material across different studies. Often times
slight differences in processing conditions or in the state of the starting materi-
al can lead to differences in observed textures. Next, we discuss models of tex-
ture evolution and their performance against experimental measurement. We fi-
nally end with relationships between texture evolution and other properties,
such as grain refinement and mechanical properties.

18.2
Background

18.2.1
Macroscopic Deformation in ECAE

18.2.1.1 Simple Shear Model
The first and simplest model of ECAE deformation is the simple shear model
(SS), assuming simple shearing concentrated along the intersection plane of the
two channels [1, 2]. This model represents the theoretically ideal situation of
zero friction, perfectly plastic material and sharp inner and outer corners. Un-
der these conditions, the deformation and velocity gradients, F and L, are func-
tions of � only [7, 8]
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Fig. 18.1 Typical ECAE die geometry with die angle � and
outer-corner angle � defined. Also displayed is the fixed coor-
dinate system used in this chapter. This illustration is taken
from Li et al. [31].
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where �� is the shear strain rate. F and L are expressed in the fixed laboratory co-
ordinate system x-y-z, see Fig. 18.1. Note that in this fixed system, all inplane
components become nonzero.

ECAE deformation is often visualized by the distortion of either an initial
sphere or a cube element. The two will deform differently under the same de-
formation. Using F for SS deformation in (18.1), the angle of orientation of that
side of the cube, which is initially perpendicular to the flow, will be inclined at
an angle �r with respect to the axis of the exit channel:

�r � cot�1 2 cot
�

2

� �� �
�18�2�

A sphere transforms into an ellipsoid with its long axis oriented �s with respect
to the exit-channel:

�s � tan�1 cosec
�

2

� �
� cot

�

2

�� �
� �

4
�18�3�

Note that �r �� �s. For ��90� (or 120�) die, the �r of a cube “grain” deformed
after one pass is 26.6� (or 40.9�) but for a spherical “grain”, �s is less being
22.5� (or 30�). Figure 18.2 shows the resulting distorted ellipsoid inscribed in
the parallelogram for a 90� die. As shown, the long axis of the ellipsoid is not
aligned with the inclination angle of the parallelogram. Neither �r nor �s results
from a simple shear on the y plane in the x direction and neither one is aligned
with the shear plane at �/2. However, they can both be obtained by assuming a
negative simple shear parallel to the intersection plane of the channel.

18.2.1.2 Finite-element Modeling
Finite-element (FE) simulations of the ECAE process are another method of cal-
culating F and L in ECAE. These numerical calculations have been useful in re-
vealing how ECAE deformation can change with material, die geometry and
processing conditions and deviate from ideal SS. Figure 18.3 is an example of a
steady-state strain rate field calculated from a 2D FE simulation [9] assuming
either (a) a strain-hardening material or (b) an elastic-perfectly plastic one. Be-
cause of the rounded outer corner, plastic deformation takes place in a broad
zone, called a plastic-deformation zone (PDZ), spread around the intersection
plane. The upper portion resembles a fan emanating from the inner corner
(Fig. 18.3 (c)). The bottom portion of the billet experiences little shear but large
rotations. The strain-hardening case, Fig. 18.3 (a), shows formation of a corner
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gap. The gap causes the strain-rate distribution within the PDZ to skew towards
the exit channel [9–12]. Generally, 3D FE models predict smaller corner gaps
and lower accumulated strains than 2D ones [13–15].

18.2.1.3 Analytical Flow Models
Many researchers would prefer to use the SS model for its simplicity, ease in
use, and efficiency, despite undisputed evidence that FE is more accurate in
some cases. A good alternative are analytical flow models.

The first one was derived for ��0 dies by Segal [2] using a slip-line field anal-
ysis, which assumes a rigid plastic isotropic material. Segal showed that die sur-
face friction results in a fan-shaped PDZ, symmetric about the intersection plane.
The internal angle of the fan ��� �� increases with the friction coefficient. Later,
the same slip field analysis [16] was applied to rounded dies (��� 0�). In agree-
ment with FE calculations, the analysis revealed that the rounded outer corner
has two effects; it tends to broaden the PDZ and break it up into two parts, an
upper shear fan and a lower part with little applied shearing (Fig. 18.3 (c)), and
mostly rigid-body rotation [9]. Following this analysis, Beyerlein and Tomé [7] de-
rived the analytical form for F and L in each part (for ��90�). Because deforma-
tion by the shear fan is homogeneous [9], it is more convenient to use a normalized
form (�L) for L. For �L of the upper shear fan, they obtain
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Fig. 18.2 Distortion of an initial sphere in-
scribed in a cube (a) after one pass of ECAE
assuming �= 90� and (b) after two passes
of route A. The sphere distorts into an ellip-
soid with its long axis inclined �s from the

extrusion axis and the cube distorts into a
parallelogram with its lateral sides inclined
�r from the extrusion axis. Note that �s and
�r are not equal. This figure is taken from
Beyerlein and Tomé [7].
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where ���T �� � T � cos2 � is the angular position of the material as it flows
through the fan and T � is a normalized time in the fan since t1 when the mate-
rial point reaches the first fan boundary, i.e. T �� (t–t1)/tn. The normalization
constant tn� (d–x0)/V contains information concerning the width of the channel
d (Fig. 18.3 (c)), initial point in the channel x0, and the pressing speed, V. There-
fore, the first relationship in Eq. (18.4) implies that L (or strain rates) increases
with V and x0 and decreases with d and �, as predicted by FE [17].
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Fig. 18.3 The plastic-deformation zones (PDZ) revealed by
strain-rate field plots calculated by finite element modelling
(a) and (b) Beyerlein et al. [9] and (c) modeled analytically as
two parts, found in [7]. In (a), the material behavior is strain
hardening and in (b) it is perfectly plastic.



When � is nonzero and constant, deformation is homogeneous and depen-
dent only on � [7]. In this case, plastic deformation takes place on a series of ro-
tating planes rather than being concentrated on a single plane with additional
shears entering and leaving the fan. Consequently, �> 0 causes texture compo-
nents to deviate from their ideal positions. When ��0, SS is recovered and tex-
ture components are predicted to be close to ideal. Beyerlein and Tomé [7] find
that using Eq. (18.4) leads to the same texture predictions as FE across the sam-
ple [9] and better agreement with measurement than SS in single and multiple
pass deformation [9, 18, 19].

Another model is the flow-line model of Tóth et al. [20, 21] for a 90� die and
also for a 120� die [22] that expresses L along a preselected flow line �. For
��90�, ��0�, � is:

� � �d � x��� � �d � y��� � �d � x0��� �18�5�

where x0 is the incoming position of the line. L is readily obtained from
Eq. (18.5), see [21]). The curvature of the flow line is governed by the parameter
n, which equals 2 for a circular curvature and � for the simple shear model.
Reasonable n-values were deduced from FE simulations by fitting the flow lines.
Values of n<� also lead to deviations of the texture components from their
expected symmetry positions in agreement with experiments [20, 21].

18.2.1.4 Multiple Passes
In multipass ECAE, at least one (usually two) rotation is performed after each
pass. One rotation simulates the reinsertion of the “head” of the sample into
the die entrance. Another rotation simulates the twist about the billet axis that
depends on route and N. For Routes A, C and Bc, they are rotated clockwise
(CW) 0�, 180� and 90� after every pass, respectively. For Route Ba, they are ro-
tated CW 90� after each odd pass and CCW 90� after each even pass. The first
rotation of any ECAE route already imposes a strain-path change. In Routes A,
Ba and Bc, the shear planes intersect between sequential passes, resulting in a
cross-shear path change. In contrast, the strain-path change of Route C is a
shear reversal. In the second pass of Route C, the sample experiences a reverse
shear along the intersection plane and in the third pass, a forward shear and so
on. In Route Bc, there is a shear reversal, although it is not sequential; the third
pass is the reverse shear of the first pass and the fourth pass is the reverse
shear of the second pass. In Route A, the strain-rate tensor (the symmetric part
of L) in the second pass is reversed from that of the first pass, but the spins
(skew parts) are equal [23, 24]. Figure 18.2 (b) shows the distorted shapes of the
sphere and cube elements after two passes of Route A. Note that the height of
the deformed shapes is the same as that of the original side of the cube. This
distortion after two passes of Route A is different than that after monotonic
shear deformation of 2�2.0, which is the same accumulated strain [7].
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There are two ways that multipass ECAE deformation has been modeled in
the literature. One way is to rotate the die for each pass and extruding the billet
through a network of connecting dies. In this method, L changes from pass to
pass. The other way is to rotate the sample while keeping the die fixed. In the
latter case, the location of the shear plane does not change during the ECAE
process and L retains its orientation with respect to the laboratory. To simulate
rigid rotation of the billet between passes, both the crystallographic and mor-
phological (grain shape) texture are rotated relative to a fixed global coordinate
system. This method has been used successfully to simulate all four routes in
e.g. [19, 21, 25–27] for all types of L, from homogeneous SS to inhomogeneous
FE-calculated deformations. For inhomogeneous deformations, one needs to ac-
count for the change of material positions in the billet with each pass. In
Routes C, Bc, and Ba, material points in the top and bottom layers differ with
N, while they are maintained in Route A.

18.2.2
Crystal Plasticity and Polycrystal Modeling

18.2.2.1 Crystal Structure
Over the past decade, materials processed by ECAE have one of three crystal
structures, face-centered cubic (fcc): Cu, Ni, Al, Ag, Au, and alloys; body cen-
tered cubic (bcc): IF steel, Ta, low-carbon steel, Fe; or hexagonal close packed
(hcp): Ti, Zr, Be, and Mg alloys. Texture evolves differently for each structure.

The crystal structure determines the planes {hkl} and directions 	hkl
 of slip
and twinning systems under which a crystal can deform. A family of slip or
twinning systems with the same type of crystallographic planes and directions
under symmetry operations are denoted, respectively, as a slip mode or twin-
ning mode. Fcc crystals with high to medium stacking-fault energies (SFE), like
pure Al, Ni, and Cu, typically deform by only one slip mode, {111}	110
, con-
taining 12 slip systems. Low-SFE fcc crystals, such as Ag and brass tend to de-
form also on the {111} 	112
 twin systems. In bcc materials, slip can take place
on three planes {110}, {112}, and {123}, all sharing the same slip direction
	111
 (motivating the term “pencil glide”).

Due to its low-symmetry crystal structure, a hcp grain needs to call up a com-
bination of several possible slip or twinning modes to accommodate deforma-
tion. The choice depends heavily on their crystallographic orientation. Unlike
cubic materials (fcc and bcc), not every hcp material uses the same set of slip
and twinning modes. For the same orientation, one type of hcp crystal would
use one or two slip modes, while another type would use a combination of
twinning and slip.

18.2.2.2 Texture Measurement and Presentation
Compared to other microstructural features, such as grain size, boundary misor-
ientation, and other material properties, such as yield or fracture stress, textures
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are relatively easier to measure and predict. The methods of measurement are
X-rays, neutron diffraction (NT), Orientation Imaging Microscopy/Electron
Backscattering Diffraction (OIM/EBSD), and synchrotron. With X-rays or OIM/
EBSD, only small sample volumes close to the surface are probed. Synchrotron
measurements can also capture small dimensions but with larger grain num-
bers as the texture of the whole irradiated volume is detected. On the other
hand, NT provides a nondestructive bulk texture measurement.

Pole figures (PFs) are perhaps the most popular method for describing and pre-
senting textures in ECAE, ODFs being a close second. Both are suitable descrip-
tions for ECAE textures. The advantage of an ODF representation is that it can iso-
late a component completely within the two-dimensional sections of the ODF. In
PFs, the same component can appear in many areas and overlap with others.
When only some of these sections are displayed, limited usually to those that con-
tain the main texture components, the three-dimensional ODF texture presenta-
tion is not complete. A PF is more compact and shows more completely the fibers
existing in the textures. Complete PFs can be obtained from the ODFs.

18.2.2.3 Texture Characterization
ECAE textures can be related to classic shear texture components defined by
Canova et al. [28], and later examined in detail by Tóth et al. [29, 30]. They cate-
gorized the preferred orientations of fcc torsion textures as either lying on the
A fiber ({111}||SP) or the B fiber (	110
||SD) where SP is the shear plane and
SD is the shear direction. Along the A fiber, the most intense are the A, �A, A�

1

and A�
2 components, while the B fiber contains the A, �A, B, �B and C ideal orien-

tations. Figure 18.4 (a) shows all these components in a (111) PF. For positive
and negative shear the location of the components are the same; however, the
thick solid lines in Fig. 18.4 (a) indicate the partial fiber textures resulting from
negative simple shear. For simple shear, two-fold symmetry is valid around the
TD axis. When this symmetry applies, A and �A must have the same intensity,
so too must the B and �B. The C component ({001}	110
) is self-symmetric.
However, a two-fold symmetry does not apply to A�

1 and A�
2, so they can have

different intensities even in simple shear. Analogous components and fibers for
bcc materials have been identified as well [32].

In ECAE, SS occurs in the negative sense on a plane oriented �/2 from the
billet axis [31]. Let an ideal orientation g� (�1, �, �2) be defined by set of Euler
angles �1, �, �2. The ideal orientations for negative shear are rotated accord-
ingly to define the “ideal ECAE components”:

g� � ��1 ���2��� �2� �18�6�
The ideal ECAE components for fcc and bcc materials assuming ��90�, for ex-
ample, are listed in Table 18.1. The subscript � signifies a dependency on �.
These components are also indicated on a key PF in Fig. 18.5 in three views,
the TD (z-plane), ND (y-plane), and ED (x-plane) for both ��90� and 120�. As
an example, Fig. 18.6 shows two sections of the ODF for the fcc case. These sec-
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Fig. 18.4 (a): (111) pole figure showing the
main ideal orientations and fibers asso-
ciated with simple shear deformation of fcc
materials, Li et al. [31]. The thick solid lines
in (a) indicate the partial fiber textures re-
sulting from negative simple shear (when
the A�

2 component is much weaker than A�
1).

Simulated textures in (111) pole figures ob-

tained by the Taylor model for fcc materials
after (b): negative simple shear (��2) ap-
plied in x�–y�, (c): one pass of ideal simple
shear ECAE deformation with ��90� and
(d): one pass of ideal simple shear ECAE
deformation with ��120�, respectively. The
arrows indicate the sense of shear. Contour
levels: 1/1.4/2/2.8/4/5.6/8/11.

Table 18.1 Ideal ECAE orientations and fibers for fcc materials using a ��90� die.

Notation Euler angles (�) a) Miller indices Fibers it
belongs to

�1 � �2 ND ED TD

A�
1� 80.26/260.26

170.26/350.26
45
90

0
45

[81�1] [1�44] [011] {111}�

A�
2� 9.74/189.74

99.74/279.74
45
90

0
45

[1�44] [81�1] [011] {111}�

A� 45 35.26 45 [914] [111�5] [�112] {111}�,
	110
�

�A� 225 35.26 45 [�1115] [�9�1�4] [112] {111}�,
	110
�

B� 45/165/285 54.74 45 [15411] [72619] [�111] 	110
�
�B� 105/225/345 54.74 45 [�72619] [15�411] [�111] 	110
�
C� 135/315

45/225
45
90

0
45

[334] [22�3] [�110] 	110
�

a) Given in the ��0� sections only.
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Fig. 18.5 (111) pole figures on the TD, ND
and ED planes showing the ideal orientations
of ECAE textures defined by the simple shear
model in (a) fcc and 90� die; (b) fcc and 120�

die; (c) bcc and 90� die; (d) bcc and 120�
die, Li et al. [31]. The subscript � is � in the
present chapter.



tions contain all ideal components (except the A fiber) for ECAE dies of
��90�and 120�.

One-pass textures can be completely described by these ideal ECAE compo-
nents. Measured texture components can deviate from these ideal positions,
however. Some of the known causes for these deviations will be explained later
in Sections 18.3.1.1 and 18.4.1.

Texture characterization after multiple passes has not been a trivial task due to
the number of possible strain path change sequences and strain levels. While not
necessary for the first pass, it is important to use a fixed lab coordinate system,
such as in Fig. 18.1, for defining components in multipass textures. With respect
to the billet, the history of shearing does not necessarily occur on the same plane.

Some researchers elect to relate the texture of each route to a different defor-
mation mode, such as rolling, drawing, or shearing on a plane parallel to the
exit flow plane. Such analyses, however, are erroneous. It is not possible, for ex-
ample, to develop textures in rolling (pure shear) the same as those in simple
shear, regardless of the rotations required to make them coincide. Any coinci-
dence is superficial. The reason is the difference in the sample symmetries. For
rolling, an orthotropic symmetry prevails while for simple shear, only a two-fold
symmetry. That can lead to a complete non-existence of a component in the
other texture (the A1

� and A2
� components) or “tilts” of the components from

their ideal positions in simple shear, non-existent in pure shear. The differences
are striking in the rotation fields of the two deformation modes: while for roll-
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Fig. 18.6 Relationship between ideal posi-
tions of simple shear (a) and ECAE deforma-
tion (b) and (c) in orientation space using two
different sections, �2 �0� and �2 �45�, for
(b) ��90� and (c) 120�. Rather than use the

subscript �, as we do in the text, we note
that for ��90� the ideal orientations are
shifted �/2�45� and for ��120�, they are
shifted �/2�60�.



ing, ideal components are within a convergent flow field in orientation space
[33], in simple shear they lie at the boundaries of convergent/divergent regions
[34]. From a pure mechanics point of view, while the symmetric parts of L are
the same, the skew parts for pure shear and simple shear are different. Perhaps
most importantly once a strain-path change is made, one cannot deduce the de-
formation purely from analysis of its texture components.

When the sample is reinserted into the die, the whole ODF is shifted in the
lab system. For Route A, for example, the ODF simply shifts according to:

g��Route A� � ��1 ����� �2� �18�7�

This shift means that all preferably oriented grains will be rotated to orienta-
tions that are not stable when the next pass begins. (One exception is the
��120� die where the B and �B components are replaced with each other.)

For characterizing textures after multiple passes, it has been customary to
either use the ideal ECAE texture components in Tables 18.1 and 18.2 (or de-
fined by Eq. (18.6) for a general �) or to identify of sets of texture components
(e.g. partial fibers) found repeatedly across different routes and from pass to
pass. The former method has worked well; ECAE textures after multiple passes
have been successfully characterized by the evolution (strengthening or loss) of
these ideal ECAE components [21, 27]. The latter task has been attempted by
[27, 35, 36]. For instance, Li et al. [27] found that Cu textures after subsequent
passes of Routes Bc, C, and A consist of components distributed along three
partial fibers f1–f3, established in the first pass (see Table 18.3). Within these fi-
bers, ideal orientations come and go with N and route. A similar analysis identi-
fied analogous fibers for bcc materials, b1–b3, in IF steel processed by different
� and Routes A, Bc, Ba, and C (Table 18.3) [25, 26, 36].

A characterization method for hcp ECAE materials has yet to be developed.
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Table 18.2 Ideal ECAE orientations and fibers for bcc materials using a ��90� die.

Notation Euler angles (�) a) Miller indices Fibers it
belongs to

�1 � �2 ND ED TD

D1� 99.74/279.74
9.74/189.74

45
90

0
45

[118] [44�1] [1�10] 	111
�

D2� 170.26/350.26
80.26/260.26

45
90

0
45

[�441] [118] [�110] 	111
�

E� 135 35.26 45 [914] [�1115] [�112] 	111
�,
{110}�

�E� 315 35.26 45 [�9�1�4] [111�5] [�112] 	111
�,
{110}�

J� 15/135/255 54.74 45 [15411] [�72619] [�111] {110}�
�J� 75/195/315 54.74 45 [15�411] [72619] [�111] {110}�
F� 45/225

135/315
45
90

0
45

[334] [223] [�110] {110}�



18.2.2.4 Polycrystal Modeling
To predict texture evolution, one must treat the material as a polycrystal (PX),
neither as a continuum nor as a single crystal. PX models relate the bulk plastic
response of an aggregate to the deformation of the individual grains. The two
main PX models used in ECAE are the full constraints Taylor (FC) and visco-
plastic self-consistent (VPSC) [37, 38] models. These are more appropriate for
modeling the general deformation modes found in ECAE than the relaxed con-
straints (RC) Taylor model. In both models, the PX is represented as a number
of orientations each with a given volume fraction. In order for PX models to ap-
ply to the ECAE experiment, the model material must contain at least 20 to 100
grains in the cross section, such that nearest-neighbor correlation effects are
not strong.

The FC model is perhaps the simplest to understand, implement and use. It
assumes that the strain is uniform throughout the PX, that is, the strain in each
grain equals the macroscopic strain, and provides an upper-bound solution. It
best applies to cubic materials, in which there are at least five independent slip
systems available, and at low strains, prior to any development in plastic hetero-
geneities (such as subgrain-induced anisotropy). Even for cubic materials, the
FC model can quickly become inaccurate at large strains.

VPSC is a rate-dependent PX model, which neglects the elastic contribution
to deformation. VPSC is well suited for modeling large strain deformation in
ECAE, because it accounts for the plastic anisotropy of each grain and strain
and stress variations between grains. A representative grain is modeled as an
ellipsoid embedded in a homogeneous effective medium (HEM) with average
properties of all the grains. At each increment, the viscoplastic compliance of
the PX is determined self-consistently. Each grain does not deform indepen-
dently, but rather according to its interaction with the HEM, as well as its mor-
phological and crystallographic orientation. Consequently, it is not necessary for
each grain to activate at least five slip systems. Indeed, in ECAE deformations,
we find the number to be less, in the order of two to four. This feature will be
particularly important when considering crystal symmetries other than cubic,
such as Mg, Zr, Be, and Ti. Any given hcp slip mode is likely to have fewer
than five independent systems, like basal slip which has only two.
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Table 18.3 Definition of fibers in fcc (f1, f2, f3) and bcc (b1, b2, b3) ECAE textures.

Notation
of fiber

Orientations in fiber

f1 A�
1� � A���A� � A�

2� {111}� partial fiber
f2 C� � �B���B� � �A��A� 	110
� partial fiber; �A��A� � A�

1� {111}� partial fiber
f3 C� � B���B� � A���A� 	110
� partial fiber; A���A� � A�

2� {111}� partial fiber
b1 D2� � E� � D1� 	111
� partial fiber
b2 F� � J� � E� {110}� partial fiber; E� � D2� 	111
� partial fiber;
b3 D1� � �E� 	111
� partial fiber; ��E� � �J� � F� {110}� partial fiber;



18.2.2.5 Comparing Measurement and Prediction
Most comparisons are qualitative. For this reason, it is best to use the same for-
mat and same software when presenting textures so that the reader can make
his/her own judgment.

Let f(g) be the ODF representation of a texture. The strength of f(g) is usually
measured by the texture index T defined as,

T � 	 �f �g�2dg �18�8�

To quantitatively assess the quality of a predicted texture fsim(g) with respect to a
measured one fexp(g), the normalized texture index T̂d of the difference ODF
(DODF) can be used [27]

�Td � Td

T
�

	 �fsim�g� � fexp�g�2dg	 �fexp�g�2dg
�18�9�

where Td is the texture index of the DODF, i.e. fsim�g� � fexp�g�. T d is a measure
of the error in the predicted texture. The prediction with the smaller better re-
produces the experimental one. Compared to T d, T̂ d allows direct comparisons
between predicted textures with different reference textures, such as those gen-
erated from different materials or deformations.

18.3
Texture Results

18.3.1
Cubic Textures

18.3.1.1 Influence of Die Angle �

Measured textures show that � has two primary effects. First, due to its effect on
the orientation of the shear plane, � causes a deviation in the shear components
from the classic shear components of Canova et al. [28] according to Eq. (18.6).
Using FC, Fig. 18.4 shows the shear textures as (111) pole figures in the TD plane
in (a,b) the classical situation and (c, d) ECAE situations. In Fig. 18.4 (b) the classic
shear texture is shown next to the marked components (18.4 a) of Canova et al. [28]
under a negative shear (� � – 2) acting in the x�–y� reference system. Figures
18.4 (c) and (d) show the textures generated using an ideal (SS) ECAE deformation
under two different �, 90� and 120�, which appear to be rotated by 45� and 60�,
respectively, from Fig. 18.4 (b). Secondly, the larger the �, the lower is the accumu-
lated strain per pass. Therefore, larger � is expected to lead to weaker textures,
with all else being the same. This tendency has been observed, particularly with
higher N [26]. In addition to average intensities, the relative intensities of the com-
ponents change with �. For example, in IF steel, after one pass, a stronger D1�

component is seen in the ��90� case than for ��120� [26]. In Cu, there is a
weak or absent C� in 120� while it is significant in 90� [22].
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According to Eq. (18.6), textures developed with two different die angles �1

and �2 are expected to differ by a TD-rotation equal to half the difference be-
tween their die angles, i.e. �	� (�1–�2)/2. For example �	, should be 15� be-
tween textures developed in �1�90� and �2�120� dies, which are predicted by
the FC model (Figs. 18.4 (c) and (d)). Measured textures generated from these
two � in Cu after one pass [39], an Al alloy after route A [40], and in IF steel
[26] after A, Bc, and C, show approximately a ���15� difference. However, the
difference between the textures in Figs. 18.4 (c) and (d) is 12�. This discrepancy
occurs because the smaller strain for a lower � leads to larger rotations of the
ideal components from their ideal positions (opposite to the shear) (as explained
for simple shear in [29]).

18.3.1.2 Influence of Route and Pass Number
Next to �, ECAE route and N make a significant impact on texture evolution.
Their influence has been most comprehensively studied in cubic materials. As
representative examples, Figs. 18.7–18.9 display the PFs and ODFs of Cu (fcc)
by NT (��37�) [27] and IF steel (bcc) by X-ray diffraction (��0�) [25], both
with initially weak textures and processed by Routes A, Bc, Ba, and C using a
��90� die. Note that due to the symmetry found in Routes A and C, one only
needs to show ODF sections for 0�<�1 < 180�. In Routes Bc and Ba, however,
0�<�2 < 360� is necessary due to the lack of symmetry.
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Fig. 18.7 (111) pole figures of textures in Cu in Routes A [47],
Bc, and C [27] in a 90� die with a rounding of ��37�. Axis x
is horizontal and y is vertical. Isolevels: 1/1.4/2/2.8/4.



First-pass cubic textures have been analyzed in several works (for sharp 90�
dies: [20, 21, 41–44], for 120� sharp dies: [11, 22, 45, 22], for rounded 90� dies:
[31, 46]). When the initial texture has monoclinic symmetry, it is always main-
tained in the first pass. For course-grained material, this symmetry is lost even
in the first pass [41]. Generally, it is found that all the ideal shear components
appear. In Cu (Figs. 18.7–18.9), C� is the strongest component followed by A1�

and B�/�B� and last A2�, which is the weakest. In IF steel (Fig. 18.8), J�/�J� are
strong, while D1�, D2�, and E�/�E� are relatively weak.

Route A textures are similar to the first pass and maintain a monoclinic sym-
metry for up to many passes when the initial texture is monoclinic (Fig. 18.7 A)
[11, 21, 25, 26, 40]. In the second through fourth passes in Cu (Fig. 18.9), A1�

becomes the main component and C weakens [21, 47]. Compared to the one-
pass IF steel texture, the four-pass Route A texture (Fig. 18.8) depicts higher ori-
entation densities around the J�/�J� and E�/ �E� and lower orientation densities
near D1� and F�.

In Route C, the grains do not necessarily recover their original crystallo-
graphic orientation. A large number of studies, examining a wide range of ma-
terials (e.g. Cu [10, 27, 48, 49], Al [50], Fe [35, 51], IF steel [23, 25, 26], Ti [52],
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Fig. 18.8 �2�constant ODF sections of tex-
tures in IF steel in a 90� a sharp corner die
[25] for the first pass and all four routes.

Contours: 1.4/2/2.8/4/5.6/8. Near vertical
lines connect ideal positions in the full ODF.

Fig. 18.9 �2�constant ODF sections of tex-
ture measured in the billet after one and
four passes in Route Bc [27]. Contours:

1.4/2/2.8/4/5.6/8. The f1–f3 lines connect
ideal positions in the full ODF. The index �

is � in the present work.



Zr [53]) have shown that the monoclinic sample symmetry as seen for the one-
pass billet is preserved after multiple passes, even up to 16 passes in Cu [49].
Most works like to refer to these shear-like textures after reversal as a “retained”
texture, as if some grain orientations are retained, unchanged during reverse de-
formation. However, this is not the case; these texture components are obtained
by deformation.

In Cu, Route C does not show a cyclic evolution (Fig. 18.7). Textures in subse-
quent passes are all very similar to the first-pass texture, depicting main texture
components near the C�, A1�

� , A�, B�/�B� orientations, together with a much
weaker A2�

� component. The strengths of the main texture components along
these fibers differ between these textures. Compared to those for the odd-num-
bered passes, the textures for the even-numbered passes show slightly weaker
A1�
� , C� and B�/�B� but a stronger A2�

� component. When texture evolution is slo-
wed down, such as under high temperatures or low strain levels per pass (high �

or �), the more the initial texture components are recovered for large N. For ex-
ample, in [54] coarse-grained pure Al was processed at 500 �C (��120�). The orig-
inal texture was recovered up to three passes of Route C and persisted up to five
passes in Route A. In IF steel, however, cyclic texture evolution is apparent from
the similarities between textures after two and four passes and, to a lesser extent,
between one and three passes. The primary texture components are located be-
tween the F� and J�/�J� orientations along the {110}� fibers.

For Routes Bc and Ba, the monoclinic symmetry of the first pass is lost in
subsequent passes (Figs. 18.7 and 18.8). In Cu, after two passes of Route Bc
(and Ba), �A� is the strongest, A1� is weaker and A� and C� are absent [27]. In
the fourth pass of Route Bc (Fig. 18.9) and thereafter, A1� becomes the strong-
est and C� reappears (Fig. 18.9). The texture repeats in both characteristics and
strength after eight passes. Route Bc textures can also be described as showing
orientation concentrations around the f1–f3 partial fibers within which main
components vary in position and intensities with N up to 16 passes [27].

In IF steel for Routes Bc and Ba, the {110}� fibers (F� � J���J� � E���E�) be-
come less apparent than 	111
� fiber with N. After four passes (Fig. 18.8), the
b3 fiber passing through D1� � �E� � F� depicts the most complete orientation
distribution with its main-texture components located between D1� and E���E�.
After four passes of route Ba (Fig. 18.8), the most complete fiber is the b1 (or
	111
�) fiber passing through D2� � �E� � D1�, with the maximum orientation
density near �E�. Li et al. [25] found that the three-pass texture is approximately
the same as the two- or four-pass texture, but rotated by 180� about the TD, a
relationship that they attribute to the alternating ±90� rotations of the Route BA

billet longitudinal axis during each two successive passes [36].

18.3.2
HCP Textures

Table 18.4 lists some of the recent ECAE hcp studies and their conclusions on
deformation mechanisms. The current variation in �, �, processing tempera-
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tures, routes, N, alloying elements across the literature is quite large. While
these works are informative, still many more texture studies are needed.

As an example of hcp ECAE textures, Fig. 18.10 shows the (0001) pole figures
of the first- and second-pass (Route Bc) textures of pure Ti and Be in the TD
view [59, 64]. The one-pass textures are symmetrical about a single plane, which
is misaligned from the intersection plane. The maxima are tilted approximately
50� from the y-axis in the Be processed using ��120� and 35� in the Ti pro-
cessed using ��90�. Interestingly, the tilts differ by ���15�, which can be ex-
plained by the difference in their � (see Section 18.3.1.1; Eq. (18.6)).

Similar features, such as the symmetry and approximate maxima location, are
found in the one-pass textures of other hcp materials: Mg alloys [4, 66, 67], Ti
[48 ,56–65], and Zr [53, 56], processed with ��90�, in spite of likely differences
in alloying, deformation mechanisms, and initial textures. However, there are
subtle differences, such as in the concentration of basal poles close to the TD
(z-axis), spread of poles at the maxima, and single vs split maxima. The Ti in
Fig. 18.10 has a higher concentration along the TD and split maxima compared
to the Be that has no TD concentration and one maximum. In the Ti, the sec-
ond maximum is located near the y-axis, approximately 7�. Reported studies on
Ti, Zr, Mg and Be propose that basal, prismatic or some combination of the two
are most dominant in the first pass [58, 60, 66, 67], and pyramidal 	c � a
 and
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Fig. 18.10 Textures in (0001) pole figures measured in Route
Bc for Be, 120� die [59], and for Ti, 90� die [64]. SPN denotes
the direction perpendicular to the shear plane. Isolevels: 0.8/
1/1.3/1.6/2/2.5/3.2/4.



twinning are less so. One plausible reason for the common features in the one-
pass hcp textures is the predominance of 	a
-slip.

As in cubic, texture development in hcp materials vary greatly with processing
route and N. In Fig. 18.10, one can see how the textures have evolved after the
second pass of Route Bc to be different in features from those in the first pass.
Moreover, the hcp textures after even passes of Route C are unlike the starting
textures. In Ti64 [61], despite being extremely strong (12�mr, multiply random),
the initial texture was not recovered in the second pass. Likewise in [48], the Ti
did not recover the initial rolling texture by the second pass.

18.3.3
Influence of Microstructure

18.3.3.1 Influence of Initial Texture
Most starting materials are likely to have some initial texture which is a signa-
ture of the manufacturing process that made and shaped the material billet. Re-
gardless of the strength of the initial texture, most of it is not retained after a
single pass of ECAE. Also, it is expected, that in Route C in every second pass
the initial texture should be reconstructed, but this is not the case. However,
loss of initial texture components in these cases does not imply that they had
no effect on texture development. Because the initial texture can favor the in-
crease of one component, while reducing another, the texture development in
materials with different initial textures can be different.

It is difficult to analyze deformation textures without knowledge of the initial
texture. Knowing it, texture analyses can separate initial texture effects from
other effects such as those of material, like SFE or grain size, or recrystalliza-
tion, or deviations in the macroscopic deformation from SS. Vogel et al. [58]
studied the first-pass textures of pure Cu, Ni, and Al. Cu and Ni with a nearly
random initial texture show strong A� fibers, but weak B� fibers, whereas Al
with a swaged, asymmetric initial texture, shows both A� and B� fibers. A sec-
ond study on the same material was conducted using VPSC, which accounted
for the initial texture and not the material differences [19]. Differences in tex-
ture evolution between Al and Cu up to four passes (Route Bc) could be fully
explained by initial texture effects. This result implies that differences in sub-
grain microstructures of the two materials [69] due to SFE, although important
for grain refinement and mechanical properties, are not reflected in the texture
evolution (at least up to four passes).

Textures generated from simple shearing, like torsion testing, are generally
not considered to be strong (1.0 < T < 6.0). ECAE textures in materials with weak
starting textures are therefore expected to have strengths within this range too.
Likewise, when there is a relatively strong initial texture, a reduction in texture
strength is observed in the first few passes. For instance, DeLo et al. [61] ob-
served a reduction from 12.0 mr in the initial texture of Ti64 to �4.0 mr after
the first pass, and Kim et al. [4] noted a decrease from an initial axisymmetric
texture of 7.0 mr in AZ61 (an Mg alloy) to 5.6 mr after first pass and then to
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2.8 mr after second pass. Ferrasse et al. [35] and Suwas et al. [41] studied initial
texture effects in various cubic materials. The texture strengths (but not the tex-
ture features) suggest that initial texture effects disappear after three passes for
all four routes [35] and for Route A [41].

For hcp materials, the initial orientations will strongly determine which slip
and twinning modes grains will access in order to deform. Agnew et al. [67]
showed that texture development in Mg alloy samples (AZ31) evolved differently
depending on their initial texture. From the initial extruded texture, basal poles
aligned 20� left from the y-axis whereas from the initial plate texture, they were
more diffuse and closer to the y-axis. A theoretical study using VPSC showed
that an initially random texture would promote nearly all basal slip in the other-
wise same PX. Introducing an initial texture had the effect of increasing the
non-basal activity.

18.3.3.2 Stacking-fault Energy/Twinning in Cubic Materials
SFE is a material property that varies in pure metals, and can be lowered by al-
loying. It has been found in many metals that as the SFE is lowered, some no-
ticeable texture transitions take place. Possible mechanisms are slip of partial
dislocations, stacking fault formations, shear banding and twinning. Both shear
banding and twinning can result in large misorientations across their bound-
aries. For instance, in fcc materials, {111}	112
 twins result in a 60� misorienta-
tion across the twin/matrix interface. When twinning has reoriented a non-neg-
ligible portion of the grain (10% or higher) texture evolution will be altered.
The boundaries of twins can present directional barriers to some slip systems
leading to anisotropic hardening. The conditions that promote twinning are
generally found to be low temperatures, low stacking-fault energies, high strain
rates, large grain sizes, and low-symmetry crystallographic structures.

Recent studies [70, 71] on Ag, which slips and twins, have shown that twin-
ning plays an important role in texture evolution. Compared to Cu, which does
not twin, the relative intensities and evolution of the texture components from
pass to pass were different. In the first pass in Ag (Fig. 18.11), the B�/�B� com-
ponents are the strongest, followed by the A2�, then C�, and finally the weakest
is A1�. In contrast, in Cu (in the same die), the C�, A1�, and B�/�B� compo-
nents are equally strong, while the A2� component is the weakest [21]. In the
subsequent passes (Fig. 18.11), the B�/�B� component strengthens even further,
the A2� component maintains approximately the same strength, while the A1�

and C� components weaken, whereas in Cu the C� and A2� components
weaken [21].

Both microscopy and VPSC calculations show that in Ag grains near the A1�

orientation twin readily under simple shear, explaining why this component is
consistently weak in all passes (Fig. 18.11). At the same time, the A2� and the
B�/�B� components are the least likely to twin, which explains why they are the
strongest. The strain-path changes associated with Route A and a ��90� die
allow this twinning mechanism to repeat in each pass. In the first pass, the
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A1�-oriented grains twin into the A2� orientation. The rotation of the billet be-
tween passes causes grains and twinned domains in the A2� orientation to be
placed near the unstable A1� position prior to second-pass shearing. During the
second pass, these preferentially repositioned elements reorient again into the
A2� orientation. This process is repeated even in the third pass. This work de-
monstrates how route and � can influence twinning in each pass. It would be
compelling to study how other combinations can promote or hinder twinning
in subsequent ECAE passes.

18.3.3.3 Influence of Deformation Mechanisms in hcp Materials
Table 18.4 summarizes the microscale deformation mechanisms that have been
inferred or identified in ECAE-processed hcp materials. As shown, the deforma-
tion modes are highly dependent on temperature and alloying. What is not ap-
parent but is also important is the initial texture used. Some initial textures
can, for instance, promote twinning in the first pass in a material that would
otherwise prefer to deform by slip. Because of the strong initial texture of basal
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Fig. 18.11 Experimental ODFs and {111}
pole figures corresponding to ECAE passes
one, two and three for Ag [70]. Isovalues in

ODF: 0.8, 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8. Isovalues
in pole figures: 0.8, 1, 1.3, 1.6, 2, 2.5, 3.2, 4,
5, 6.4.
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Table 18.4 Recent ECAE hcp studies.

Materia l Passes/Routes Processing Temp
���

Reference Conclusions a)

Zr702 4/A, Ba,C RT, 135�/45� [55] prismatic, TTW, CTW
Zr702 1st pass 350 �C, 90�/20� [53] mostly basal
Zr702 2–4/Bc,C 350 �C, 90�/20� [53] basal, prismatic,

pyramidal
Zr702 1st pass 350 �C, 90�/20� [56] basal, prismatic,

{10�11} CTW
Zr702 4/Bc 350 �C, 90�/20� [57] basal
Be 1st pass 425�C,

120�
[58, 59] basal

Be 1st pass 425�C,
90� (10 1/s)

[60] basal, prismatic

Ti64 1–2/A,C preheat 900 �C,
90�

[61] prismatic

�-Ti 2/C 400 �C, 90� [52] basal, twinning
CP-Ti 1st pass 250–550�C, 90�/

20�
[62] prism. .> basal,

pyram . . , {10�11} CTW
CP-Ti 1st pass 350 �C, 90�/20� [63] {10�11} CTW
CP-Ti 2/Bc 350 �C, 90�/20� [63] prismatic
Pure Ti 1–4/Bc 200 �C, 90�/37� [64] basal, prismatic
CP-Ti 1st pass 350 �C, 90�/20� [65] {10�11} CTW
CP-Ti 2/C, 350 �C, 90�/20� [65] prism, pyramidal
CP-Ti 2/A 350 �C, 90�/20� [65] basal, twinning
CP-Ti 2/Bc, 350 �C, 90�/20� [65] prismatic
Mg-AZ61 8/A,Bc 275 �C, 90�/30� [4] basal, prismatic
Mg-3.3% Li 4/A,Bc 250 �C, 90� [3] basal, prismatic,

pyramidal 	c � a

Mg-4Li 1–4/A 260 �C, 90� [66, 67] basal, prismatic
Mg-AZ31 1–4/A 200 & 300 �C, 90� [66, 67] basal, prismatic,

pyramidal 	c � a

Mg-ZK60 1–4/A 260–325�C, 90� [66, 67] basal, prismatic,

pyramidal 	c � a

Mg-WE43 1–4/A 260–325�C, 90� [66, 67] basal, prismatic,

pyramidal 	c � a

Mg-AZ31 1st pass 200 �C, 90�/37� [68] basal, prismatic, TTW
Mg-AZ31 1st pass 250 �C, 90�/37� [68] basal, pyramidal

	c � a


a) The conclusions on deformation mechanisms will be depen-
dent on the method used to determine them. Some studies
used modeling, others used microscopy, and a few, both
methods. These conclusions are what is reported in the cor-
responding reference and are not reflective of our indepen-
dent interpretation of their results. These results listed are
general and the reader is encouraged to consult the refer-
ence for more details on the dependence of deformation
mechanism on route and pass number. TTW stands for ten-
sile twinning and CTW stands for compression twinning.



poles aligned favorably for twinning, Yu et al. [62] observed {1011} compressive
twins (for 250–550 �C) in CP-Ti after the first pass, but none after the fourth
pass of route Bc. In Agnew et al. [67] it was found that both initial texture ef-
fects and alloying had large effects on texture evolution of various Mg alloys.
Two alloys (AZ80 and AZ31) with similar solid-solution Al content but different
initial textures had the same texture evolution dominated by basal slip. The Mg-
4Li alloy, however, had a different one-pass texture due to the nonbasal activity
promoted by Li.

One can appreciate form Table 18.4 that deformation mechanisms will also
be highly dependent on N and processing route. Each route has a different “en-
try” texture that may invoke different deformation modes in hcp crystals. Also,
each mode hardens differently so that their relative activities in the first pass
may not be repeated in subsequent passes. Generally, in subsequent passes
twinning will not be favored over slip due to the combination of grain refine-
ment and high processing temperatures. Dependencies of slip and twinning
modes on route have been observed in CP-Zr [55] for Routes A, Bc and Ba and
in CP-Ti [65] for Routes A, Bc and C (see Table 18.4).

18.3.3.4 ECAE of Single Crystals
The study of texture development in SX during ECAE is very recent with the
first report from 2003 [72]. In that work, OFHC Cu SX was extruded in a 90�
die in Route C up to five passes. The occurrence of dynamic recrystallization
and misorientation distributions were documented [72, 73]. Since then, SX stud-
ies involved only single pass. Fukuda et al. [74] processed a SX of Al in a 90�
rounded die, which was initially oriented with a (111) plane parallel to the ideal
shear plane and a [110] direction coincident with the shear direction of ideal SS.
At many locations before and after the PDZ, the SX showed a significant CCW
rotation of 60�, close to the theoretical value of 57.3� for SS [7]. After extrusion,
shear bands and stringers were observed, within which the initial orientation
was retained. In principle, the initial orientation, which corresponds to the A�

orientation, should remain stable in simple shear. The actual initial orientation,
however, was slightly off (see inserts 1 and 6 in Fig. 6 of [74]), making it un-
stable. Consequently, after ECAE, the SX reoriented to the ideal �B� position.
This rotation is a natural consequence as �B� lies 60� away from the A� orienta-
tion (see Fig. 18.6). They interpreted this B� orientation as an ideal position of
the rolling process; however, this interpretation does not hold true, as the num-
ber of operating slip systems is not enough for stability. The number should be
at least four for rolling [75], while it is only two in simple shear for the �B� com-
ponent [34].

Starting with an initial cube orientation, Ni SX was also studied under ECAE
[76]. Very inhomogeneous deformation with wildly varying microstructures was
found across the cross section. The main feature of texture development was
the rotation of the cube into the C� component. In the work of Miyamoto et al.
[77, 78] seven different initial orientations of SX Cu were processed using
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��90�. The final orientations of A2
�, C�, and B���B� as well as the propensity

for deformation twinning and heterogeneous deformation, depended on initial
orientation. It is clear from these SX studies that good crystal plasticity simula-
tions of substructure development are still needed for relating slip patterns to
texture and microstructural evolution.

18.3.4
Effect of Temperature

At temperatures higher than room temperature, texture develops more slowly
as most of the deformation can be accommodated by diffusion and less by slip-
induced grain reorientation. Higher temperatures also enable dislocation man-
euvers involved in plastic relaxation, allowing stress-free, low-energy, high-angle
boundary (HAB) dislocation structures to form, thus enabling subgrains to be-
have more like individual grains. Huang et al. [79] ECAE processed Cu in the
range of 0.22 Tm to 0.35Tm. They see larger cell sizes and cleaner, larger frac-
tions of HABs, as temperature increases. Both grains and subgrains alike rotate
towards the preferred ideal ECAE shear orientations during extrusion but the
subgrains with the larger boundary misorientations can result in a measurable
spread about these components. Therefore, higher temperatures could lead to
more diffuse textures than observed at lower temperatures, but with the same
features. In [54] pure Al was processed at 500 �C (��120�) and no sharp defor-
mation textures were generated and texture evolution became more diffuse with
N. Dynamic recrystallization was suspected to occur in both Routes A and C.

There are two main factors determining the temperature of the billet during
ECAE processing. One is the processing temperature controlled by the operator
and the other one is that due to adiabatic heating of the material under defor-
mation, which can be a significant contribution as the pressing rate increases.
For instance, Field et al. [60] reported that under an ECAE processing strain rate
of 10 1/s, the adiabatic heating resulted in a rise from a 425 �C applied temp to
475 �C in pure Be.

In hcp materials, increasing the temperature can alter the type of deformation
mechanism, (such as from twinning to slip), also the relative activities of these
mechanisms, or the fraction of recrystallized grains. In these situations, notice-
able transitions in the texture evolution with temperature take place. For in-
stance, in Mg alloys, basal slip is the easiest and most common slip mode at
room temperature [80], having the lowest CRSS. Increases in temperature lower
the differences between the CRSS of basal slip and those of the nonbasal slip
modes, such as prismatic and 	c � a
 pyramidal. Therefore, during high-tem-
perature ECAE processing, it is possible that prismatic and pyramidal modes
are activated, in combination with basal slip, producing observable changes in
texture evolution after the first pass [66–68].

Some hcp studies find, however, that temperature has little effect on texture.
Li et al. [64] observe similar four-pass Route Bc textures in pure Ti between
200 �C (Fig. 18.10) and 400 �C. For CP-Ti, Yu et al. [62] found that as the tem-
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perature increased, 250–550 �C, the texture intensities reduced, but the features
were still the same. In these cases, the temperature changes did not invoke a
transition in deformation mechanisms.

18.4
Model Performance

18.4.1
Macroscale

Most texture predictions are calculated from either a FC or VPSC scheme, likely
with some variation in application across studies. Earlier theoretical work [81]
using a standard VPSC model for a hypothetical fcc PX, assuming initially ran-
dom texture, ideal SS, and no hardening, demonstrated that the texture predic-
tions closely followed what would be expected by the strain-path changes asso-
ciated with each route. The inplane, pseudo-continuous Route A strain-path
change displays a shear texture that intensifies with N. The reversal Route C
also displays a shear texture in the odd passes and recovers the initial texture
every even pass. Routes Bc and Ba show different and mixed-type textures, as
expected from the out-of-plane cross-shearing imposed by them. To first order,
these predictions agree with measurements on materials under nearly SS condi-
tions and initially weak textures, with the exception of Route C.

Agreement improves greatly when a deformation scheme more realistic than
SS, such as FE or analytical flow models, is used [20, 21, 27]. For instance in
[27] when the initial texture and an FE history are input into VPSC, the model
predicts the texture evolution much better in Route C up to four passes and
Route Bc up to 16 passes compared when an SS history is used. Polycrystal tex-
ture predictions using the fan or flow-line model also lead to improvements,
comparable to FE [9, 19, 21]. In these models (see Section 18.2.1.3), deformation
is described by a single parameter. Figure 18.12 shows one-pass fcc ECAE tex-
tures in the form of (111) pole figures in the TD view, for both models (fan and
flow line) assuming different � and n. These models shift the texture compo-
nents from the ideal positions, proportional to � or n. In this viewpoint, the
shift translates to a CCW rotation (or “tilt”) about the TD. Note that the
strengths of the textures only depend slightly on � or n. This signature shift en-
ables characterization of � or n through comparisons with texture measurement
[9, 19].

The SS model (��0), shear fan (�> 0), and flow-line model are examples of
deformations that are symmetric about the intersection plane. For Route C, they
would produce perfect reversals and near recovery of the original texture [10,
18, 81]. As demonstrated by the FE simulations in Fig. 18.3 [9], strain hardening
affects the strain-rate field within the PDZ, skewing this distribution towards
the exit channel. Mahesh et al. [18] analytically captured the strain-hardening ef-
fect, by rotating (skewing) the shear fan slightly by an angle � about the inner
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corner. The “skewed” fan improved predictions because it did not affect the al-
ready good agreement for the first pass and generated shear-like textures in the
second pass of Route C.

18.4.2
Mesoscale

The most commonly used PX model is the FC model. FC performs the best for
fcc materials, which deform by only one slip mode. However, early work by Ca-
nova et al. and others [28, 82, 83] shows that FC is not as good as the relaxed
constraints Taylor (RC) or VPSC after 300% straining. The latter two do not re-
quire that five independent slip systems be available or activated, a requirement
that is likely not to be the case when strains become large.

Comparing FC texture predictions to measurement suggest that this model is
unsatisfactory for modeling texture development in cubic materials processed
by ECAE [10, 21, 35, 40, 43, 66, 67]. Agnew et al. [24] performed the first of these
studies, wherein they compared measured textures in Cu up to four passes of
Route A with those predicted with VPSC and FC, and showed that VPSC tex-
tures achieved better agreement. The FC-predicted textures were sharper than
either the texture measurement or VPSC-predicted textures and it did not cap-
ture some of the features observed in the third and fourth passes. Using �Td in
Eq. (18.9) as a measure of performance, Li et al. [10] found that irrespective of
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Fig. 18.12 Rotations from ideal positions
predicted by the fan [7] and flow-line models
[21] for ECAE of fcc in the first pass for a
90� die with no rounding. Axis x is on the
right and axis y is vertical. The broken line

indicates the direction perpendicular (or
normal) to the shear plane. Isolines; fan:
1.0/1.4/2.0/2.8/4.0, flow line model: 0.8/1/
1.3/1.6/2/2.5/3.2/4/5/6.4.



whether an FE or SS deformation model was introduced, VPSC outperformed
FC up to 16 passes in Cu, processed by Route Bc. The VPSC-predicted textures
reproduce the positions, as well as the relative intensities of all the main com-
ponents in the experimental textures. Although the quality of VPSC predictions
declines with N for the first four passes, it does not worsen with further in-
crease of N. As far as location of texture components, FC seems to perform bet-
ter with Route A than the other routes [25, 26, 84]. The FC model can also per-
form well if deformation closely follows SS [26].

18.4.3
Microscale

There have been many attempts to introduce microscale features into the PX
model in order to improve its texture predictions. In standard form, PX models
neglect grain interactions and assume each grain to be homogeneous, resulting
in an overestimation of texture strength. Models for grain–grain interactions
[11, 27, 85, 86] help to slow down texture evolution and lower intensities in bet-
ter agreement with experiment. A few studies have found that VPSC with a
corotation scheme for grain interaction performs well in Route A up to three
passes [11] and in Route Bc up to 16 passes [27] and notably does not grossly
overestimate texture intensities. There is also a class of subgrain evolution mod-
els [8, 18, 87–89] that predict the formation of deformation substructures and
the misorientations across the subgrain boundaries. While these substructure
elements do not deform independently, they do operate using slip systems dif-
ferent from their neighbor, which can lead to a further growth in misorientation
during deformation. The orientations of the subgrain boundaries (bands, lamel-
la or subgrains) are predicted to be noncrystallographic. These models predict
more diffuse textures than the standard PX models after one pass and shear-like
textures after two passes of Route C, in agreement with measured NT [27] or
OIM textures [10]. Twins and twin boundaries can also affect texture evolution
directly, by reorienting substantial volume fraction of the grains, or indirectly,
by acting as directional barriers for slip systems not closely parallel to the twin
interface. In [71], a twin reorientation model was introduced to VPSC, enabling
texture predictions in Ag up to three passes of Route A.

Texture can also be affected by the CRSS hardening law, when it is assumed
to be anisotropic. Otherwise, if single-crystal hardening is isotropic, meaning
that the CRSS of all slip systems harden equally irrespective of slip activity,
changes in CRSS evolution will not change the texture prediction. Good exam-
ples of how anisotropic hardening can influence texture evolution, which intro-
duces variation in hardening among slip and twinning systems (or modes), are
found in [66, 67] for hcp materials and [10, 71, 90] for cubic.
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18.4.4
Factors Affecting Comparisons Between Experiment and Prediction

One needs to be mindful of several unphysical factors that can affect texture mea-
surement or prediction and potentially the conclusions made when comparing
them. First, consider the measurement technique; NT appears to give lower values
than OIM. On the same first-pass sample, OIM made in the center gives �5 to
6 mr [9], whereas NT gives 2.3 [27]. Surface measurements like X-ray diffraction
and OIM are sensitive to heterogeneities, so that the scan area, scan location,
and grain number in the scan can influence texture intensities. Next, numerical
studies are subject to possible dependencies on discretization, such as coarseness
of mesh in FE or number of grains in the PX model. Li et al. [27] show that when
more grains are used to represent the same initial texture, e.g. 8000 versus 1000
grains, more of the initial texture components are recovered. Model billet lengths
that are too short (< 3–5 times the billet width, d), coarse meshes, or friction coef-
ficients above an applicable value [91] can prevent attainment of steady-state defor-
mation in an FE simulation. Another potential source, whose degree of impact is
unknown, is the ECAE billet geometry. Billet lengths range from as short as 4 cm
[23] to as long as 15 cm [51] and billet cross sections range from a flat plate [35],
circular [46], and to the most common, square.

Subjective examinations by eye are the most common tool in comparative tex-
ture analysis in ECAE. It is therefore important to make the same choices in
presenting both experiment and predicted textures. For instance in PFs, choos-
ing the same poles, level lines, viewpoints (TD vs ED view), and in ODFs,
choosing the same sections and level lines are recommended. Different texture
presentations across studies make it difficult to compare them. An established
standard for texture measurement and presentation in the ECAE community
would aid utilizing results across studies and expediting our understanding in
texture evolution.

Finally, the texture gradient existing between the top and the bottom of the
billet is a factor that can influence significantly the measured texture. When the
texture is measured on the whole lateral surface, an average texture will be in-
fluenced by the gradient [21, 27]. One can avoid this gradient effect by measur-
ing the texture on the ED-TD (x–z) plane [21].

18.5
Additional Features

18.5.1
Heterogeneity

Inhomogeneous texture evolution results when the deformation is inhomoge-
neous (such as when �> 0 or free surface corner gap forms, e.g., Fig. 18.3(b)
[46]) or the texture of the starting material of each pass is inhomogeneous [10].
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The former is likely to influence all passes and the latter, mainly subsequent
passes. Skrotzki et al. [92–95] presented detailed experimental results for the
texture heterogeneities in Cu and Ag for Route A using a synchrotron. Signorel-
li et al. [11] measured a gradient in texture of Al-Cu alloy across the ED-TD
plane for route A up to five passes.

The first-order inhomogeneity is the formation of a lower region of little plas-
tic deformation and large rigid-body rotations, which is distinct from the in-
tense plastic shearing of the upper portion (see Sections 18.2.1.3 and 18.2.1.4).
Deformation in this lower region has been modeled numerically using 2D or
3D FE [9, 14, 43, 46, 84] and analytically [7, 96]. The size of this undeformed
zone is proportional to � and to the corner gap size [14, 97]. Baik et al. [84] pre-
dicted more heterogeneity in the texture of Cu after one pass when the outer
corner is rounded than when it is sharp, even though a corner gap was pre-
dicted for the sharp corner die. Observations and discussion on second-order
heterogeneity within the fan region can be found in [9, 48].

After multiple passes, the parts of the billet affected by this low-deformation
region depend on route. For example in Route A, the locations of material
points in the billet are unchanged from pass to pass, so any heterogeneity or
initial texture effects will remain, as observed in [11] and predicted in [46]. In
Route C, however, the bottom and top material points are interchanged, and
therefore the heterogeneity or the influence of initial texture is expected to di-
minish, albeit slower than the material in the center. Similarly, in Route Bc and
Ba, the outer layers change their orientation in the die from pass to pass, possi-
bly creating an outer perimeter of microstructure and texture different from the
center. The tendency for increased homogeneity in Route C with N has been ob-
served in [10, 48, 49] and predicted in [46]. In [48] the two-pass Route C copper
displayed large variations with the top and bottom having more dispersed tex-
tures than in the center. The material was more homogeneous by the fourth
pass. On the other hand, Ti exhibited more uniformity than Cu, which the
authors attributed to higher processing temperatures and a finer grain size.
These factors help to reduce the work hardening in Ti making the deformation
more uniform in the die.

18.5.2
Texture Strength

Texture strength, Eq. (18.9), is often reported as a function of N and route.
Strengths of ECAE textures do not vary significantly unless there is an unusual-
ly strong initial texture, from which it drops and then stabilizes with N (see Sec-
tion 18.3.3.1).

There are some differences in the evolution of texture strengths with N in the
literature. Take, for instance, observations made on cubic processed by Route
Bc. Using NT, Li et al. [27] observed an increase in texture strength in Cu,
although slight, up to 16 passes. The textures after eight and 16 passes depict a
similar strength that is much stronger than that for N�4. Also using NT, Baik
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et al. [97], see the opposite trend for Cu, a weakening in Route Bc up to four
passes. In an Al alloy, Ferrasse et al. [35] found that texture strengths fluctuate
in C, Ba, and Bc (more than in Route A) but then stabilize after three passes.
Using EBSD, Cao et al. [98], observe a strengthening in Al with N. In contrast,
using X-rays, Li et al. [25, 26] did not observe any weakening or strengthening
with N for both ��90� and 120� in IF steel.

Textures in Route A will be particularly vulnerable to growing end effects with
N. After one pass, the length of the nonuniformly deformed head region ranges
from 1–2 times the width of the billet, and increases with � [91]. Unlike in
Routes C, Bc, and Ba, there is no exchange of the top, middle, bottom, and side
layers with each pass of Route A. Consequently, folded material from both ends
tend to build and propagate to the center at a faster rate in Route A than the
other routes, possibly leading to weak and nonshear like textures in the central
portion of the billet. This phenomenon may explain why some studies report a
drop in texture strength after 6–8 passes of Route A [23, 40, 42].

18.5.3
Influence on Grain Refinement

At large strains, coupling between texture and subgrain microstructures be-
comes stronger. Together they determine the slip activity within the grains. It
has been shown in cubic materials under monotonic straining that grain orien-
tation can influence the morphology of the substructure formed (e.g. [99]).
These substructures can in turn affect directional hardening and slip activity
and hence grain reorientation. In ECAE, texture plays additional roles in grain
refinement due to the continuously varying shearing of the PDZ and strain-path
changes between passes. Using TEM, Xue et al. [100] studied subgrain micro-
structural evolution in Cu during one pass in a rounded corner die, in which
deformation does not follow the SS model. They find that the best grain orien-
tations for grain refinement are those that promote a transition from planar slip
on one plane to a different one during the course of extrusion. The first slip ac-
tivity builds dislocation boundaries that are intersected by new boundaries
formed by the second slip activity, fragmenting the grain. With each new pass,
the grains and subgrains will likely activate slip systems that lie on different slip
planes or act in the opposite sense as those in the previous pass. New substruc-
ture can channel locally through the old substructure, build up on it, or further
stabilize it, depending on the grain orientation. Another texture-related deforma-
tion mechanism that can aid grain refinement is deformation twinning [71].

18.5.4
Influence on Mechanical Properties

Texture influences the anisotropy of a material and its flow strength. Texture
changes the portion of grains that have “hard” or “soft” orientations with respect
to the loading direction. When substantial texture has developed, mechanical
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testing of the processed material then needs to be performed in many directions
or modes (e.g., compression, shearing, tension). Only a handful of studies to
date have experimentally evaluated the anisotropy of ECAE materials in this
way. They have shown that ECAE-processed Ti [101, 102], Mg alloy [103], Al
[104], and Cu [5, 105] exhibit an anisotropic response. For instance, when re-
loaded in compression in three orthogonal directions, ECAE Cu exhibited con-
siderable anisotropy (TD > ND > ED), after all N up to 16 passes of Route Bc and
four passes of Route C [5, 105]. Likewise, the hardness of a Mg alloy in the TD
was greater than in the ED [4]. Along the ED, ECAE material is observed to be
weaker in compression, yet stronger in tension for Fe [106]. Even fewer studies
have predicted mechanical properties accounting for texture development [90,
107, 108]. For instance, it was shown in [90] that a change in � resulted in no-
ticeable changes in the mechanical anisotropy. In a hardening study based on a
dislocation cell-hardening model, Tóth pointed out [107] that the strain-rate var-
iations during the passage of the PDZ may even lead to some softening of the
material when it leaves the PDZ.

For hcp or highly anisotropic crystals, texture can have an even bigger impact
on strength and anisotropy than on cubic as crystal orientations determine the
deformation modes. In two studies, two different Mg alloys (AZ61 [103] and
Mg-Li alloy [3]) processed by Routes A and Bc were studied. Not surprisingly,
after four passes they report different textures. Both had axisymmetric initial
textures, but one had basal poles concentrated close to the billet axis (8.2 mr) [3]
and the other a weaker one (7 mr) normal to the billet axis [103]. Both find that
Route Bc has a lower yield stress (after four passes in [3] and eight passes in
[103]), but a larger elongation to failure than Route A. Both speculate that Route
A is stronger and less ductile because it has more nonbasal activity unlike
Route Bc, which develops a texture that promotes mostly basal activity. Liu et al.
[3] show a strengthening in the UTS after four passes of both routes, while
Kim et al. [103] observe a decrease after four (and eight passes) of Route Bc.
Kim et al. [103] explain the decrease due to the texture formation favorably ori-
ented for easier basal slip in Mg alloy. This reduction occurs in spite of the re-
fined grain size, emphasizing the importance of texture considerations.
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19.1
Introduction

Because of their extremely small grain sizes, nanocrystalline (NC) materials [1]
exhibit high strength and hardness [2], high wear and corrosion resistance [3],
enhanced diffusivity [4], and other attractive properties [5]. However, truly NC
materials (grain sizes well below 100 nm) also have drawbacks: they are often
produced in small quantities, exhibit limited tensile elongation to failure [6–10],
and may suffer from unstable microstructures. For better ductility and grain sta-
bility, as well as larger sample dimensions, the so-called ultrafine-grained (UFG)
materials are appealing [11]. The grain sizes of this class of metals are in the
range of 100–1000 nm. Porosity-free samples can be made in bulk forms (centi-
meters in size) and exhibit tensile elongation better than �10%. The UFG ma-
terials are often considered nanostructured as well, because they contain sub-
stantial microstructural features such as dislocation cells, mosaic/subgrain
structures, and/or nanotwins that have scales/spacings below 100 nm. In this
chapter, we use the term nanostructured (NS) metals to refer to both NC and
UFG materials [12].

The mechanical properties of bulk NS metals are the most important for their
structural applications. In the following, we will discuss several of these proper-
ties. The successful synthesis of NS materials with sufficiently large sample
sizes for mechanical testing represents a major breakthrough in the pursuit of
their intrinsic mechanical properties, as discussed in previous chapters. Serious
discrepancies of mechanical properties were found in the earlier work, due to
flaws (porosity) present in the consolidated samples [13]. These flaws led to low
Young’s modulus, low hardness and, most significantly, dismal ductility in ten-
sion. Several excellent reviews have addressed these issues in detail [1, 2, 14].
Here, we focus our attention on the mechanical properties of NS materials with
very low or no flaw contents, produced in recent years via electrodeposition [15–
19], equal-channel angular pressing [11], surface mechanical attrition [20], physi-
cal vapor deposition [21], in-situ consolidation [22, 23], and pulsed laser deposi-
tion [24].
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Similar to conventional coarse-grained counterparts, NS metals can also be
subdivided into three groups according to their crystal structures, namely, fcc
(Cu, Ni, Al, Au, Al alloys, Ni alloys), bcc (Fe, Ta, W, steels), and hcp (Co, Ti, Ti
alloys) nanostructured materials. While alloys are preferable in engineering ap-
plications, in this chapter we will focus on pure NS metals to exclude effects
other than those due to grain size. When relevant, the mechanical behavior of
NS alloys will be mentioned briefly. We concentrate on plastic-deformation
properties (mostly tensile and compressive strength and ductility) of NS metals
at low homologous temperatures, i.e. room temperature and below. The strain
rate and temperature dependence of the strength and ductility, as well as obser-
vations of deformation modes (such as shear banding) will also be covered. The
topic of creep and fatigue behavior of NS materials is left for discussions in the
subsequent chapters [25].

Our discussions below will focus on the phenomenology of the deformation
behavior, rather than mechanistic details; the latter will be discussed in depth in
other chapters. In other words, our purpose is to provide an outline of the gen-
eral behavior of the NS metals in response to applied stresses. As we use mostly
our own results and figures to illustrate the properties observed, the coverage
here is not meant to be a thorough review of the field and contributions by var-
ious groups.

19.2
Elastic Properties

Earlier studies on elastic properties of NC materials focused on the samples
synthesized by the inert-gas-condensation (IGC) technique. Because of imper-
fections and pores present in these samples, the Young’s modulus was mea-
sured to be lower than that of the coarse-grained material [2, 26]. More recently,
experimental results in NC samples with improved qualities have indicated that
the Young’s modulus is hardly affected by the grain size. Kristic et al. [27] mea-
sured the elastic modulus of 7-nm grain-sized Ni-P samples prepared by electro-
deposition and observed virtually the same Young’s modulus as that of the cor-
responding polycrystals. Nearly identical results have been attained by other re-
searchers and also supported by computer simulations [28]. It is now generally
recognized that the elastic property of NC materials is insensitive to the grain
size until the grain size reaches a few nanometers, and therefore is no longer a
subject of intense research. Alloying, of course, can substantially reduce the
Young’s modulus of nanostructured materials [29]. A low-modulus and high-
strength NS alloy is desirable for biomedical implant applications.
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19.3
Hardness and Strength

The yield strength, along with the hardness, of nanostructured materials follows
the empirical Hall–Petch (H–P) relationship down to very small grain sizes, i.e.
the yield stress increases proportional to the inverse square root of the grain
size. But the strength plateaus or even drops sometimes as the grain size de-
creases into the range of 10–20 nm. The exact grain size at which such strength
falloff occurs depends on the material and remains uncertain.

Because of the small sample sizes, hardness measurement is one of the most
convenient ways to probe the mechanical strength of nanocrystalline materials.
Chokshi et al. [30], in one of the earliest groundbreaking and yet controversial
discoveries, measured the hardness of nanocrystalline Cu and Pd synthesized
by IGC with grain sizes of �7–16 nm and found a negative H–P slope (i.e. in-
verse H–P behavior). These results were rationalized by the authors in terms of
room-temperature Coble creep, arising from the large volume fractions of disor-
dered intercrystalline grain boundaries. Ever since then, tremendous experimen-
tal and theoretical effort has been devoted to clarifying such inverse Hall–Petch
relationship in nanocrystalline materials. Table 19.1 is a partial list of the H–P
breakdown experimentally observed in several material systems [19, 24, 31–36].
Of particular interest is the recent work by Knapp et al. [24] in a pulse-laser de-
posited nanocrystalline nickel. In addition to the grain-size effect, Knapp
pointed out that the grown-in twin boundaries frequently observed in as-synthe-
sized nanocrystalline materials should also be taken into account. They found
that the H–P relationship can be maintained well up to an approximately
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Table 19.1 A partial list of Hall–Petch breakdown experimen-
tally observed in nanocrystalline materials. Note that not all
experimental measurements indicate a breakdown of Hall–
Petch relationship. (IGC= inert-gas condensation; ED= electro-
deposition; PLD= pulsed laser deposition; PVD= physical
vapor deposition).

Materials Breakdown grain
sizes (nm)

Synthesis
techniques

Autors
and references

Year

Ni 12 (hold) ED Hughes [31] 1986
Cu, Pd 7–16 IGC Choksi [30] 1989
Cu, Pd 5–10 (Pd) IGC Nieman [32] 1989

25–35 (Cu)
Ni 11–25 ED Erb [33] 1995
Ni 10 (hold) ED Ebrahimi [34] 1999
Ni 12 ED Schuh [35] 2002
Ni 10 (hold) PLD Knapp [24] 2004
Ni-Co 15 ED Wu [19] 2005
Cu 10 (hold) PVD Chen [36] 2006



10 nm grain size. Despite the scatter in data, there seems to be a consensus
that the breakdown of the H–P relationship does not occur at a grain size of
�10 nm.

Explanations offered for the reduced or even negative H–P slope include
room-temperature Coble creep [2], onset of grain-boundary sliding [37],
approach to the amorphous state (the amorphous phase is supposed to be weak-
er than the crystalline phase) [18], and development of cracks/voids in triple
junctions [1]. In recent experiments Wang et al. [38, 39] measured the activation
volumes of electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni (�30 nm) and Co (�15 nm) in
quasistatic tensile testing, and found a value of �10 b3, where b is the Burgers
vector. This value is one order of magnitude higher than that would be expected
from the Coble creep mechanism (�1b3), suggesting a minor role of the Coble
creep hypothesized by earlier authors. A large decrease in hardness at grain
sizes well above 10 nm is likely due to porosity and/or contaminations [1].

The grain-boundary sliding mechanism was proposed in molecular dynamics
simulations [37, 40] and later observed during in-situ transmission electron mi-
croscopy experiments in nanocrystalline Ni with an average grain size of 10 nm
[41, 42]. The grain-boundary sliding hypothesis provides a possible explanation
to the abnormal H–P slope observed so far from experiments. The question re-
mains, however, as to at what grain size this transition occurs and how it de-
pends upon different material systems. To experimentally pinpoint such transi-
tion grain size is difficult. There are several factors that complicate the issue.
(1) The majority of samples contain porosity and/or contaminations; (2) the
average grain size used in H–P relationship is usually obtained from X-ray mea-
surements, which alone does not represent the internal structures of nanocrys-
talline materials with a grain-size distribution. Other factors, such as twin
boundaries [24] and impurities, could also impact the measured hardness/
strength.

The high strength of nanocrystalline materials can be readily confirmed from
compression tests [43], where the flaws are less damaging. The measured com-
pressive strength values are often close to those deduced from hardness mea-
surements, i.e. H/3. High compressive strengths have been seen in nanocrystal-
line Cu and Ni samples processed by IGC techniques [43]. More recently, mini-
compression experiments have been adopted to measure the compressive
strength of thin-sheet electrodeposited nanocrystalline nickel and revealed a
high yield strength [44].

As porosity and imperfections are especially devastating to the tensile proper-
ties of nanostructured materials, tensile strength is one of the most important
parameters to evaluate the quality of the samples. Due to sample flaws, earlier
work on tensile strength measurements usually observes a much lower strength
than that obtained from compression tests or deduced from hardness measure-
ments. This problem is being alleviated with the improvement of sample quali-
ty. As shown in Fig. 19.1, Youssef et al. [45] and Cheng et al. [23] used an in-situ
milling technique to synthesize nanocrystalline Cu (�23 nm) and measured a
very high yield strength of �1.1 GPa, in line with the extrapolation of H–P rela-
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tionship from the coarse-grained regime. Evidently, the improvement of the
sample quality has drastically increased the tensile strength measured for nano-
crystalline Cu.

Because of the pressure-dependent yield behavior observed in nanocrystalline
materials, it is believed that there exists an asymmetry between the tension and
compression strength. Computer simulations suggest that such strength differ-
ence can reach up to �30% as the grain sizes decreases down to 2–4 nm [46].
The experimental evidence regarding the tension/compression strength asym-
metry, however, remains inconclusive. This is partially due to the facts that at
such small grain sizes, materials are very difficult to synthesize, and that most
nanocrystalline metals already tested contained processing flaws, which reduced
the tensile strength.
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Fig. 19.1 Summary of the yield stress of nanocrystalline Cu
from the literature. This figure is adapted from Ref. [23],
added with recent data (red symbol) from Ref. [45]. The solid
line is the Hall–Petch relationship for the yield strength of Cu
given by Meyers and Chawia, �y�25.5+3478d–1/2.



19.4
Strain-hardening Behavior

The strain-hardening behavior of NS materials has been documented recently.
In some cases (most of them in electrodeposits), nanocrystalline metals are
found to exhibit strong strain hardening up to failure [22, 45, 47–51]; whereas
in others, little strain hardening was observed [52]. Careful examinations of
these studies are necessary as the strain-hardening behavior of nanostructured
materials are affected by a number of microstructural parameters such as grain-
size distribution, dislocation density, internal stress, twin boundaries [47, 48,
50], low/high-angle grain boundaries [16, 53], and so forth.

Because of the flaws and tensile instability, the strain-hardening behavior of
NS metals is better revealed in compression tests, which provide a direct evalua-
tion of the strain-hardening response as a function of strain. For most UFG ma-
terials prepared by severe plastic deformation, a flat compressive stress–strain
curve is common, two examples of which are shown in Fig. 19.2. In such com-
pressive curves, a short region of strain hardening is immediately followed by a
long region of negligible work hardening or even work softening. The strain-
hardening region is rather small and in the strain range of 1–3%. Such near-
perfect elastoplastic behavior is different from normal single-crystal or polycrys-
talline materials, which typically show strong strain hardening to very large
strains.
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Fig. 19.2 Compressive true stress–strain curves of the ECAP-Cu
(curve A) and cryorolling plus 180 �C annealed Cu (curve B) at a
strain rate of 1�10–3 s–1. This curve is adapted from Ref. [52].



That such NS metals prepared by severe plastic deformation show flat stress–
strain curves is easy to understand. This is because the decomposition of originally
large grains into nano/ultrafine-grain structures is achieved through accumula-
tion and rearrangement of dense dislocations. These NS materials usually contain
a high density of dislocations and other defect structures. Similar to the late work-
hardening stages of heavily deformed conventional metals. The strain-hardening
rate in these nanostructured metals is very low because the density of dislocations
reaches a saturation level in the presence of dynamic recovery. Work hardening is
observable only when very large additional strain is imposed. Over a range of plas-
tic strains, the flow stress would appear to have reached a steady state. Several ex-
amples of nanostructured materials that exhibit flat stress–strain curves include
ECAP Cu [54], ECAP Ti [55], and hot-consolidated Fe [56].

Unlike the stress–strain curves of the UFG materials, the tensile stress–strain
curves of some electrodeposits such as nanocrystalline Co [47] and nanocrystal-
line Ni-Fe [49] show strong strain-hardening behavior up to failure. The mecha-
nism responsible for strain hardening in these nanocrystalline materials is cur-
rently not well established. The stress increase could arise from the “exhaustion”
phenomenon, possibly due to gradual exhaustion of grain-boundary dislocation
sources, and/or the increase of the internal stress as a result of grain-boundary
sliding [37, 40]. Both of these could cause some apparent strain hardening for a
nanocrystalline metal. One supporting piece of evidence for such reasoning is
the increase of strength in nanocrystalline materials after short time low tem-
perature annealing [57–59]. Another possibility is the gradual involvement of
grains of different sizes (hence different apparent strength) due to the presence
of a grain-size distribution. Dislocation pile-ups may still be possible: some re-
cent experiments in an in-situ consolidated nanocrystalline copper have sug-
gested such pile up in grains as small as 10 nm [45]. Strong strain hardening
has recently also been seen in an ultrafine-grained Cu containing a high density
of growth twins [48, 50]. The origin of such a strain-hardening behavior will be
discussed in Section 19.6.1.

19.5
Strain-rate Sensitivity

The strain-rate sensitivity, m, is commonly defined as

m �
�
� log �

� log �
�

�
��T
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where � is the follow stress, and �
�

is the corresponding strain rate. This engi-
neering parameter is linked with the activation volume, V, through
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Here, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and V is the
activation volume of the flow stress [39, 60].

The strain-rate sensitivity is an indicator of the strain-rate response of the
flow stress and is useful for technological comparisons and applications. For na-
nostructured materials having large enough sample sizes and at least several
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Fig. 19.3 An example [52] of a strain-rate jump test in an
ECAP-Cu (average grain size �300 nm), with the strain rate
varied from 6 � 10–7 to 5 � 10–4 s–1.

Fig. 19.4 An example of stress-relaxation tests in an electro-
deposited nanocrystalline Ni with an average grain size of
�30 nm, showing several relaxation cycles.



per cent tensile strain, the magnitude of the strain-rate sensitivity m can be rou-
tinely determined (using Eq. (19.1)) through jump tests (see Fig. 19.3) that can
be carried out over a range of strain rates, at different temperatures. The strain-
rate jump test is particularly useful for characterizing ultrafine-grained materi-
als prepared through the ECAP technique, as these materials do have large
sample sizes and decent tensile ductility. For truly nanocrystalline materials
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Fig. 19.5 Summary of strain-rate sensitivity m vs grain size for
(a) Cu and Ni (b) from the open literature. In both cases, m
shows an increasing trend as grain size decreases [23].



(such as those prepared by electrodeposition), the strain-rate jump test may not
be applicable due to the small tensile strains these samples can sustain. Instead,
a transient (stress-relaxation) test may be performed to extract the strain-rate
sensitivity. The activation volume can be obtained as well (using Eq. (19.2)).
One example of such a stress-relaxation test is shown in Fig. 19.4.

There have been many cases where the synthesized nanostructured samples
were not sufficiently large for tensile testing. Multiple compression tests at dif-
ferent strain rates were usually performed to probe the strain-rate sensitivity.
For very thin sheets or films, nanoindentation at different loading rates was also
applied as an alternative but indirect way to measure the strain-rate sensitivity
[61]. As strain-rate sensitivity is a function of both strain and strain rate (see Eq.
(19.1)), caution needs to be exercised when comparing strain-rate sensitivity
from different tests. Since the (dislocation and grain-boundary) microstructures
of nanomaterials can change upon straining, one should be careful about dedu-
cing deformation mechanisms using the apparent m or V values obtained.

Recent experimental evidence suggests that the strain-rate sensitivity in na-
nostructured metals is a function of grain size. Cheng et al. [23] and Wei et al.
[60] have recently documented their observations in fcc and bcc nanostructured
materials processed through different routes. Their findings are shown in Fig.
19.5 and Fig. 19.6. According to these observations, an enhanced value of strain-
rate sensitivity is manifested in fcc nanostructured Cu and Ni as the grain size
decreases (Fig. 19.5) [39, 62, 63], in contrast to the decreasing trend seen in bcc
nanostructured metals such as Fe, Ta, Va (Fig. 19.6). These findings are corrobo-
rated by other research groups. At room temperature, elevated values of strain-
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Fig. 19.6 Strain-rate sensitivity as a function of grain size for
some bcc nanostructured metals, including Fe, Ta, and V.
These data are from Ref. [60].



rate sensitivity have been observed in Ni [63, 64], Au [66], electrodeposited Cu
[66], Al [67], and so forth. It appears that all the fcc nanostructured materials
show increasing strain-rate sensitivity with decreasing grain size. In contrast,
bcc nanostructured metals exhibit decreasing strain-rate sensitivity as the grain
size is reduced to the NS regime. This trend is believed to preserve at least in
the grain-size regime where the H–P relationship apparently holds.

For the strain-rate sensitivity of hcp nanostructured metals, Zhang et al. [51]
performed strain-rate jump tests on the ball-milled Zn samples and obtained an
m value of 0.15 at room temperature. This value is substantially higher than
those seen in nanostructured Cu and Ni. One plausible explanation is that Zn
has a low melting temperature (693 K), and therefore room temperature repre-
sents a high homologous temperature for Zn (0.43 Tm). In contrast, studies on
hcp ECAP Ti (�260 nm) revealed that the strain-rate sensitivity drops from
0.025 of the coarse-grained value to 0.009 when nanostructured [55]. A similar
reduction of the strain-rate sensitivity was also reported for an electrodeposited
hcp Co [47].

It is known that deformation conditions such as strain rate and temperature
have a strong influence on the strain-rate sensitivity of nanostructured materi-
als. As shown in Fig. 19.7, the strain-rate jump tests of an ECAP Cu (average
grain size �300 nm) indicate that it has a strain-rate sensitivity value of 0.026
when the strain rate is 6�107 s–1, in contrast with the 0.010 value when the
strain rate is 1�10–4 s–1 [52]. Much higher values of strain-rate sensitivity were
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Fig. 19.7 The strain-rate sensitivity as a function of strain rate
in an ECAP Cu. The strain rate range is 6�10–7 s–1 to
1�10–7 s–1. With the increasing strain rate, the m value
decreases from 0.026 to 0.010 [52].



observed during creep (extremely low strain rates) tests of nanocrystalline Cu
[66], Ni [4], and Au [65], where the grain-boundary deformation mechanism can
be dominant. These high values have no direct relevance in normal quasistatic
tensile tests where the strain rates are several orders of magnitude higher.

The effect of deformation temperature is stronger than the strain rate on the
strain-rate sensitivity of nanostructured materials; this has recently been docu-
mented in an electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni with an average grain size of
�30 nm [39]. These results are shown in Fig. 19.8. As the temperature in-
creases from 77 K to 363 K, the strain-rate sensitivity of the electrodeposited na-
nocrystalline Ni rises an order of magnitude, from 0.003 to 0.035. This observa-
tion is in stark contrast to conventional coarse-grained Ni, the strain-rate sensi-
tivity of which shows a weak temperature-dependent behavior (from 0.003 to
0.005). When other mechanisms come in at high temperatures, the m value in-
creases drastically as expected. An m value of 0.5 was seen in nanocrystalline Ni
when the temperature increased to 623 K [68].

19.6
Tensile Ductility

In conventional coarse-grained (1–100 �m) engineering materials, the tensile
ductility sometimes increases with decreasing grain size, due to the inhabitation
effects of small grain sizes on nucleation and propagation of cracks [7, 9]. In
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Fig. 19.8. The strain-rate sensitivity of an electrodeposited nano-
crystalline Ni (�30 nm) as a function of temperature, in compared
with that of conventional polycrystalline Ni. A strong increase of m
with increasing temperature is evident in nanocrystalline Ni.



contrast, as summarized in Fig. 19.9 using Cu as a model system, the tensile
elongation to failure of NS materials decreases monotonically with increased
strength (with the several exceptions to be discussed later in this section). Simi-
lar trends have also been observed in other nanostructured metals such as Ni,
Fe, and Ti. However, despite such a decrease of the tensile elongation, nanocrys-
talline or ultrafine-grained materials are intrinsically ductile, judging from the
often-seen ductile dimples from the fracture surface [57, 64, 69], Fig. 19.10.
These dimples have sizes significantly larger than the grain sizes. It has been
proposed that the dimples are formed through collectively shearing of a group
of nanograins during deformation [70].

Koch et al. [9] pointed out three major sources for the low tensile ductility ob-
served in nanostructured materials. They are (1) processing porosities and im-
perfections; (2) tensile instability; (3) crack nucleation or propagation instability,
where the imposed stress at an existing flaw exceeds the critical toughness of
the material. The first source is processing related and somewhat material-sys-
tem dependent; therefore it is not an intrinsic property of nanostructured mate-
rials. With the improvement of processing routes, porosity- and contamination-
free nanostructured samples have become available to avoid such problems.
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Fig. 19.9 Summary of tensile yield strength vs tensile elongation
to failure in various nanostructured copper from the open litera-
ture. In general, the tensile ductility of nanostructured metals
decreases with increasing strength. The few promising data
points with good combination of strength and ductility are from
Wang [74], Lu [48], Youssef [45], and Valiev [83].



The tensile instability is closely tied to the strain-hardening rate and strain-
rate sensitivity (strain-rate hardening), both of which are indicative of the intrin-
sic resistance of nanostructured materials to strain localization. According to
Hart’s criteria for a strain-rate sensitive material [71],

1
�

�
��

��

�
�
�
� m � 1 	 0 �19�3�

where the first term is the normalized strain-hardening rate, and the second
term is the strain-rate sensitivity as defined by Eqs. (19.1) and (19.2). The tensile
instability sets in when the condition in Eq. (19.3) is reached. According to this
criteria, higher values of strain-hardening rate and/or strain-rate sensitivity help
to stop early necking and prolong the tensile elongation to failure.

As discussed in Section 19.4, the majority of nanostructured materials exhibit
a low strain-hardening rate, i.e. the strain-hardening rate approaches zero as
soon as the yielding occurs. This is especially true for the nanostructured mate-
rials prepared through severe plastic deformation. These materials are saturated
with dense dislocations and dynamic recovery occurs as deformation progresses.
Such a low strain-hardening rate promotes tensile instability and is one of the
major obstacles to overcome before the tensile ductility of nanostructured mate-
rials can be improved.

Of equal importance, the strain-rate sensitivity of nanostructured materials
also has a direct impact on the tensile ductility. The enhanced strain-rate sensi-
tivity slows down early necking and prevents catastrophic failure. Due to the in-
creased strain-rate sensitivity (Section 19.5) seen in some fcc nanostructured
metals, it is anticipated that they would exhibit higher tensile ductility than
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Fig. 19.10 Ductile dimple features typically seen from the
fracture surface of electrodeposited nanocrystalline nickel,
suggesting the ductile nature of nanocrystalline materials.



those of bcc and hcp nanostructured materials [23]. The moderately enhanced
m value in fcc nanostructured metals at room temperature, however, is still too
small to prevent shear localization [23].

The decrease of grain size to the nanometer regime, on the other hand, is po-
tentially conducive to reduced flaw sizes (on the same order as grain sizes) and
subsequently helps suppress the crack nucleation and propagation instability. It
is known from conventional materials that both yield stress and fracture stress
increase as grain sizes decrease, with the fracture strength increasing faster.
Given the strong increase of the flow stress with decreasing grain size at the na-
noscale, the competition between plastic flow and fracture becomes difficult to
predict. By continuously refining the grain sizes and other microstructural fea-
tures in the nanoscale regime, a concurrent enhancement of tensile strength
and ductility was observed in cryorolled ECAP Cu [72]. The dimples from the
fracture surface were also found to be finer with decreasing grain sizes, Fig.
19.11.

As the tensile ductility of nanostructured materials is of crucial importance to
the structural applications, in the following we will discuss several approaches
developed in recent years to improve this critical mechanical property.
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Fig. 19.11 Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture sur-
faces of (a) ECAP-Cu, and (b) ECAP-Cu plus cryorolling to the
strain of 1340% and annealing at 100 �C for 2 h. The dimple
sizes are smaller after cryorolling.



19.6.1
Bimodal and/or Multimodal Microstructures

The distribution of grain size in NS metals has profound effects not only on
their strength but also on the tensile ductility [73]. It is our experience from
coarse-grained materials that large grains have relatively low yield strength, but
offer ample room for dislocation strain hardening and thus large uniform elon-
gation. A useful strategy is therefore to develop a bimodal or even multimodal
grain structure with the micrometer-sized large grains embedded in nano- or ul-
trafine-grained matrix. As such, the nanograins impart high strength, whereas
the micrometer-sized grains provide strain-hardening mechanisms and poten-
tially high tensile ductility.

Wang et al. [74] achieved such bimodal distributed grain structures in copper
through a combination of cryorolling (rolling of ECAE (equal channel angular
extrusion) samples at cryogenic temperatures) and controlled annealing. Such a
bimodal structure contains about 25% volume fraction of microsized grains
(�1.7 �m) and 75% percent of UFG grains (average �190 nm). The coarse
grains have been formed through an abnormal grain-growth mechanism. As ex-
pected, such a bimodal microstructure (see Fig. 19.12), though having a reduced
yield strength of 330 MPa compared with the �400 MPa of the ECAP Cu, exhi-
bits strong strain hardening and a large tensile elongation to failure almost
comparable to coarse-grained Cu. The strong strain-hardening mechanism origi-
nates from deformation twinning as well as dislocation mechanisms. Recently,
similar bimodal structures have been developed by other research groups [75–
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Fig. 19.12 The bimodal microstructure developed in a nano-
structured Cu through cryorolling and low-temperature an-
nealing. Such bimodal structure exhibits concomitant high
strength and high ductility.



77] to improve tensile ductility in nanostructured Al-Mg alloys. The bimodal
heterogeneous structure was achieved by mixing different volume fractions (15–
30 wt.%) of unmilled submicrometer-grained powder with cryomilled (ball
milling at 77 K) NC powder. After hot consolidation, the products were extruded
to eliminate porosity and poor bonding. An optical micrograph of such a bimo-
dal microstructure is shown in Fig. 19.13. The dark areas are cryomilled NS re-
gions and the gray areas are unmilled ones. The grain size in the nanostruc-
tured region and micrometer-sized region is 100–300 nm and 1 �m, respectively.
Figure 19.14 reveals an increased tensile ductility with increasing fraction of the
micrometer-grained material, disobeying the simple rule of mixture. A good
combination of tensile strength and ductility was achieved when the micro-
meter-grained regions reached 30% [75].

The use of bimodal or multimodal microstructures is likely to be a valuable
approach to develop useful materials based on nanostructures. By adjusting the
volume fraction, size, shape, and distributions of coarse grains, one has ample
room and opportunities to tailor the mechanical properties of nanostructured
materials, to optimize strength, ductility, or a combination of both. Note that a
porosity-free highly uniform nanocrystalline grain structure is not only extreme-
ly difficult to process but also not necessary or beneficial for properties and
structural applications. In fact, for most nanocrystalline metals that showed duc-
tility, the microstructures usually contained a certain fraction of larger grains.
Even though the number fraction of these large grains may be small, their vol-
ume fraction can be sufficiently high to influence the plastic deformation behav-
ior. In a more generic case, the large grains can also be ductile second phase,
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Fig. 19.13 The bimodal microstructure developed in Al-Mg
alloys, through mixing the unmilled powder with cryomilled
powder. The gray is the micrometer-sized grain area and the
dark is the nanograined region. An optimized strength and
ductility can be achieved when the gray area reaches 30%
volume fraction. The image is from Ref. [76].



particles, or dendrite structure, which will act as roadblocks for shear localiza-
tions or crack propagation [78]. The success of such an approach has recently
been documented in pure nanostructured metals [74], alloys [77, 78], and metal-
lic glasses [79].

19.6.2
Growth Twins

A twin boundary is a special kind of grain boundary that can effectively impede
the motion of dislocations and increase the strength of the material. A twin
boundary also allows nonglissile partial dislocations to deposit on its twin plane
and accommodates plastic strain. In addition, the twin lamellar structure may
be viewed as inherently bimodal (see discussion in Section 19.6.1), because the
length scale parallel to twin boundaries is significantly larger than the nanoscale
twin lamellar width (harder direction or the direction perpendicular to twin
boundaries). Dislocations can accumulate and form tangles, cutting the twin
ribbons into cells.

High-density growth twins can be produced using electrodeposition by in-
creasing the current density and lowering the temperature during the deposi-
tion. Figure 19.15 shows a transmission electron micrograph of nanotwinned
copper in the as-synthesized condition. Growth twins are visible in all grains.
Even though the grain sizes are �500 nm on average, the grains are further
subdivided into twin/matrix lamellar structures with nanoscale (a few to a few
hundred nm) twin-boundary spacing. The density of the twins is adjustable by
modifying the electrodeposition parameters. Figure 19.16 shows that the nano-
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Fig. 19.14 The tensile strength and ductility as a function of sub-
micrometer grain sizes for the bimodal structure shown in Fig. 19.13.
The ductility does not follow the simple rule of mixture.
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Fig. 19.15 Transmission electron micrograph of a nanotwin-
ning Cu, showing a high density of growth twins inside sub-
micrometer-sized grains. The material was prepared through
electrodeposition. By adjusting the deposition parameters,
different twin densities can be achieved.

Fig. 19.16 Tensile properties of nanotwinned Cu shown in
Fig. 19.15. The strong nanotwinned copper has a yield stress
of 900 MPa, and a tensile elongation to failure of 13.5% [48].



twinned Cu has a tensile strength of 1070 MPa and an elongation to failure of
13.5% [48]. The strong strain hardening persists to rather large strains. It is
further observed that both the tensile strength and tensile ductility increased
with increasing twin density. A similar hardness increase was reported in sput-
ter-deposited 330 stainless-steel thin films [80]. The twin spacing in these stain-
less steel films is as small as about 4 nm. However, there was no mention of
tensile ductility in these films.

19.6.3
Deformation at Low Temperature and/or High Strain Rates

It is known for conventional fcc polycrystalline materials that their yield
strength is not sensitive to temperature and strain rate, whereas their strain-
hardening rate is. When nanostructured, however, an elevated strain-rate sensi-
tivity and small activation volume are observed at room temperature in fcc me-
tals [38, 39]. This is indicative of a change of thermally activated deformation
processes in these nanostructured materials. By deforming nanostructured ma-
terials at low temperature and/or high strain rates [81], the dynamic recovery
can be suppressed. The material gains the ability to work harden and, as a re-
sult, uniform and overall tensile elongation is improved, together with an ele-
vated strength at cryogenic temperature. A high density of dislocations is accu-
mulated when an ECAP Cu is deformed at cryogenic temperatures [81], as
shown in Fig. 19.17. Some deformation twins are also observed.

The strategy of using low-temperature deformation to derive higher ductility
may be applicable mostly to ultrafine-grained materials. For truly nanocrystal-
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Fig. 19.17 High density of dislocations is observed to accu-
mulate in an ECAP Cu (�300 nm) after being deformed at
77 K. The deformation twins are also visible. Low-temperature
deformation helps to suppress dynamic recovery and thus im-
prove the tensile ductility of nanostructured metals.



line materials, a very high strength is observed at cryogenic temperatures (such
as 77 K). But the dislocation activities and its storage may not be sufficient to
give rise to a high enough strain rate in such small grains.

19.6.4
Taking Advantage of Elevated Strain-rate Sensitivity

To date, there have been only a limited number of experiments, all of which are
in nanostructured Cu, that take advantage of the elevated strain-rate sensitivity
to stabilize the nearly uniform tensile deformation and thus enhance the tensile
ductility. This strategy is based on Hart’s criterion that if a metal has a larger
value of m, necking can be delayed and thus near-uniform tensile elongation
can be extended to larger strains. As discussed in Section 19.5, the strain-rate sen-
sitivity of nanostructured materials is dependent on strain rate (Fig. 19.7). For ex-
ample, an ECAP Cu was observed to have an m value of 0.025 when deformed at
the strain rate of 6�10–7 s–1, and 0.010 when the strain rate is 1�10–4 s–1 [52]. A
near elastic-perfectly plastic behavior with a uniform tensile strain of �12% was
observed when this nanostructured Cu was tested at the strain rate of 6�10–7 s–1

[52]. Champion et al. [82] observed similar nearly uniform plastic strains in the
absence of work hardening, at a similarly low strain rate in another nanostruc-
tured Cu prepared through a powder metallurgy process, possibly due to the same
reason.

In one special case, an m value as large as 0.14 was reported at room tem-
perature in an ECAP Cu after 16 passes [83]. The average grain size of this ma-
terial was 100 nm. Tensile results revealed a very large tensile elongation to fail-
ure of over 50%. It is postulated that the unusually high strain-rate sensitivity
originated from the nonequilibrium grain-boundary structures that led to con-
siderable grain-boundary deformation processes.

Based on our previous discussions, a moderately enhanced value of strain-rate
sensitivity is commonly achieved in fcc nanostructured materials. This effect
may become more pronounced when the grain size is reduced to well below
30 nm. Computer simulations have indeed predicted that at grain sizes below
10 nm, grain-boundary sliding and diffusional mechanisms could take control
of the plastic deformation, leading to m values in the range of 0.5–1.0. Such
high values of m will obviously be useful in terms of achieving high tensile duc-
tility (or even superplasticity) in nanostructured materials. So far, this has not
materialized for NS metals at or near room temperature.

19.6.5
Other Possible Approaches

Some nanostructured materials, ECAP ones in particular, bear similarity to
heavily cold-worked samples; it is conceivable that annihilation and recovery of
stored dislocations through proper heat treatment could help to regain strain
hardening in these metals and thus achieve a higher value of tensile elongation.
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Thermal annealing could also help to optimize the nonequilibrium grain-
boundary structures and improve the mechanical properties. Note that high-
temperature annealing is not an option in this situation, as excessive grain
growth will occur. A concurrent increase of strength and ductility after low tem-
perature annealing has been indeed seen in several ECAP metals [59].

The high strength and high ductility have also been achieved in certain na-
nostructured aluminum alloys, through long-time aging treatments. For exam-
ple, the precipitation-hardened Al-Ag nanostructured alloys can achieve opti-
mized strength and high tensile ductility by introducing intermediate meta-
stable phases into ultrafine-grained microstructures [84].

Recently, several truly nanocrystalline metals also exhibited decent tensile duc-
tility [23, 45, 47, 85]. Li and Ebrahimi [85] reported that without using plating
additives, a nanocrystalline Ni-Fe (�9 nm) showed 8% tensile elongation to fail-
ure and 2.2 GPa strength. In another report by Erb et al. [47], nanocrystalline
cobalt (�12 nm) was shown to exhibit �9% tensile strain and 2.2 GPa fracture
strength. Perhaps more impressive are the results of Youssef et al. [45] in an in-
situ consolidated nanocrystalline pure Cu (23 nm), showing tensile ductility of
14% and a fracture strength as high as 1.1 GPa. One common feature of all
these nanocrystalline materials is the high quality of the samples. Currently, the
strain-hardening mechanisms of these truly nanocrystalline materials are not
well understood but clearly worth further investigations. Nonetheless, these ex-
amples suggest that there are practical paths to simultaneously achieve high
strength and high ductility in truly nanocrystalline materials.

19.7
Temperature Dependence

The mechanical strength and ductility of nanostructured materials, as already
discussed above, depend strongly on temperature. The rapid increase of the
strain-rate sensitivity (discussed in Section 19.5) with increasing temperatures
opens new opportunities for (superplastic) forming of nanostructured materials
at relatively low temperatures or high strain rates. It is known that superplastic
materials typically require an m value of 0.3 or larger and that grain-boundary
sliding is an important deformation mechanism during superplasticity. The
large volume fraction of grain boundaries in nanostructured materials is condu-
cive to such superplastic formability. To date, a large number of nanostructured
metals and alloys have been found to exhibit superplastic behavior at moder-
ately elevated temperatures (low homologous temperatures) [86, 87].

In addition, the mechanical properties of ECAP Cu, Ti, and Fe at cryogenic
temperature (77 K) were investigated [88]. These findings are summarized in
Fig. 19.18. At 77 K, all three crystal structures show ultrahigh strength that is
not expected from the simple extrapolation of the coarse-grained materials. In
particular, the ratios of the yield strength for nanostructured Cu (and Ti) at 77
K and RT are much higher than those of the coarse-grained counterpart. This
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temperature dependence of the yield strength is believed to be associated with
the small activation volume measured in these materials. A similar elevation of
strength was also observed in electrodeposited NC Ni [34, 38] and IGC Cu [89].
For bcc nanostructured Fe, a much larger tensile elongation to failure was ob-
served at 77 K, in contrast to that bordering brittle behavior for the coarse-
grained counterparts [88]. The ultrahigh strength and high ductility at cryogenic
temperature suggest that some NS materials could be useful for low-tempera-
ture processing and load-bearing applications.

19.8
Deformation Modes

The unique mechanical behavior of nanostructured materials arises from their
unusual deformation mechanisms that often differ from the coarse-grained
counterparts. The research on deformation mechanisms of bulk NS metals has
been primarily focused on the materials with the grain size below �30 nm.
This is motivated by the conviction that a mechanism change would occur in
the regime of such small grain sizes. Because of the difficulties in producing
quality samples with such small grain sizes, molecular dynamic simulations
have far outpaced the experiments in the search for mechanism changes [90].
The subject of molecular dynamic simulations of NC metals has recently been
reviewed by Wolf et al. [90]. A number of deformation mechanisms have been
proposed from such simulations. Some are verified by experimental investiga-
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Fig. 19.18 Summary of tensile strength and
ductility observed in ECAP Cu (full square,
half square), Ti (circle), and Fe (open square,
crossed square, triangle). The data of room
temperature are the crossed square and open
circle. The others are of 77 K. For reference,

the tensile data of a coarse-grained Fe de-
formed 77 K is also included (triangle). The
excellent combination of strength and ductil-
ity of nanostructured materials is evident at
cryogenic temperatures.



tions, while others remain debatable. In the following, we will make a brief sur-
vey on experimental findings pertaining to deformation modes and mechanisms
of NC metals.

Twinning is a viable deformation mode in conventional materials. Since the
critical stress for twinning is higher than for slip at small grain sizes, twinning
is not expected to be a major deformation mode in nanocrystalline materials.
Therefore, the discovery of deformation twinning [91–93] in high stacking-fault
energy (�160 mJ/m2 [94]) nanocrystalline aluminum has triggered a consider-
able debate over the applicability of the traditional twinning model in the NS re-
gime [88]. The deformation twinning has also been revealed in a variety of other
nanocrystalline metals, including Cu [95], Ni [96], Pd [97], Ta [21], and Al-Mg al-
loys [98]. In addition to the grain-size effect, it is now more or less accepted that
deformation conditions have a strong impact on the twinning mechanism [96].
As twinning requires high nucleation stress, a high strain rate and/or a low de-
formation temperature are the deformation conditions that favor the formation
of mechanical twins. One point to be emphasized here, however, is that the acti-
vation of twinning by no means excludes the dislocation mechanisms, which
may well be active down to the grain size of 10 nm [45].

Because of low strain-hardening capacity and reduced strain-rate sensitivity,
shear banding has been documented as one of the important deformation
modes, especially in some bcc nanostructured metals. Following the earlier
work of Carsley et al. [99], Jia et al. [56] reported shear banding in consolidated
nanostructured Fe with an average grain size of 80–300 nm. Careful transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) examinations revealed that the grains in the
shear localization zone are highly elongated and decorated with dislocations
[100], Fig. 19.19. The shear localization has also been observed in an in-situ con-
solidated nanocrystalline Cu [23] and an ECAP W [101].

As the grain size approaches 10 nm, it is believed that the dislocation mecha-
nism becomes increasingly difficult and the grain-boundary-based processes
could take over for the plastic deformation in nanocrystalline metals [36, 40].
In-situ TEM experiments on thin foils of NC Ni with an average grain size of
10 nm showed that grain rotation and/or grain-boundary sliding became an im-
portant mode of deformation [41]. However, the question remains as to whether
these in-situ TEM observations are representative of bulk behavior.

In some cases, the deformation of nanocrystalline metals is accompanied by
stress-assisted concomitant grain growth. This could become a concern when
nanocrystalline metals are deformed under highly localized stresses and/or high
strains. The indentation-induced grain growth has been seen in nanocrystalline
Cu and Al [102, 103]. In another observation, electrodeposited Ni subjected to
high pressure torsion also showed grain-growth behavior [104]. The stress-as-
sisted grain growth in nanocrystalline metals has only been documented very
recently. It is not clear yet when and how this process is coupled with stresses
and plastic deformation in nanocrystalline metals.

The wide spectrum of deformation behavior documented so far suggests that
the deformation mechanism of nanocrystalline materials is not yet fully under-
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stood. This situation is in part due to the various preparation procedures ap-
plied to produce nanocrystalline materials, which lead to variations in internal
structures such as grain-size distribution (albeit perhaps the same average grain
size), impurities (batch dependent) [63], nanovoids (difficult to detect) [105], and
so forth. Accurate determination of the average grain size and its distribution
represents a significant experimental challenge in the analysis of the H–P rela-
tionship. Comparisons of grain-size distributions obtained from TEM and X-ray
line-profiling measurements indicate that the difference can be substantial
[106]. In addition, the grain-boundary structures can be vastly different in the
nanostructured materials prepared by different methods [59]. Further experi-
mental studies on well-characterized model systems are needed to paint a
clearer and more complete picture than the one we have so far. Computer mod-
eling capable of handling less-idealized microstructures (e.g., with flaws and im-
purities) will also bring us a step closer to a better understanding of the experi-
mental observations.

19.9
Concluding Remarks

The macroscopic deformation behavior of bulk nanostructured materials (in-
cluding nanocrystalline and ultrafine-grained materials) are briefly surveyed,
with emphasis on their principal mechanical properties, including tensile/com-
pressive strength, strain hardening, strain rate and temperature dependence,
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Fig. 19.19 Shear banding observed in nanostructured Fe from
Ref. [100]. The grains are elongated and decorated with dis-
locations inside shear bands.



and tensile ductility. Our focus is on the effect of the grain size on the intrinsic
and general mechanical response of nanostructured metals, without paying de-
tailed attention to subtle microstructural differences in these materials.

In line with expectations, the strength of nanostructured materials is observed
to be very high. Their relatively low ductility is due in part to the lack of suffi-
cient strain hardening and strain-rate hardening. There are cases, however,
where the tensile ductility is surprisingly high. Contrasting behavior has been
observed with regard to strain-rate sensitivity in fcc and bcc NS metals. Defor-
mation temperature has been found to be an important parameter affecting
strength and ductility. To improve tensile ductility, a number of strategies have
been proposed in the literature. The applications of these approaches to differ-
ent material systems have generated some fruitful results.

To obtain the benefit of the high strength of nanostructured materials, a thor-
ough understanding of their deformation modes is imperative but also challeng-
ing. The divergence of experimental evidence on deformation behavior suggests
that despite years of research, a consensus on the deformation mechanisms of
nanostructured materials has not yet been reached. However, recent progress
on several different fronts has begun to paint a unifying picture of the deforma-
tion physics of NS metals. Advances in characterization tools and computational
simulations are needed to aid future progress in this field.
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Terence G. Langdon

20.1
Principles of Superplasticity

When metallic specimens are pulled in tension, they generally fracture after rel-
atively small amounts of ductility. However, some materials are capable of exhi-
biting superplastic behavior in which the samples pull out uniformly without
failure and ultimately break at very high tensile elongations. This phenomenon
of superplasticity is the basis for the superplastic forming industry in which
complex shapes are formed from sheet metals for use in applications ranging
from aerospace and transportation to architectural decorations.

It is now recognized that two requirements must be fulfilled in order to
achieve superplastic ductilities [1]. First, the grain size of the material must be
very small and typically less than �10 �m. Second, since superplastic flow is a
diffusion-controlled process, the temperature of deformation must be suffi-
ciently high that diffusion rates are reasonably rapid. This means in practice
that the temperatures associated with superplasticity are at and above �0.5 Tm

where Tm is the absolute melting temperature of the material.
It is standard practice in the superplastic forming industry to achieve a super-

plastic-forming capability in sheet metals by using appropriate thermomechani-
cal treatments in which the materials are subjected to predetermined schedules
of annealing, ageing and mechanical processing. However, this treatment leads
to average grain sizes lying typically within the range of �1–10 �m and it is
generally not feasible to achieve grain refinement to the submicrometer level.
Accordingly, the processing of metals by severe plastic deformation (SPD) and
the consequent refining of grain sizes to the submicrometer range provides a
unique opportunity for attaining ultrafine grain sizes that are approximately
one order of magnitude smaller than those achieved in conventional practice. It
is important to first examine the implication of this reduction in grain size.

When materials deform under conditions of high-temperature creep, the
steady-state strain rate, ��, varies both with the applied stress, �, through a
power-law relationship in which the stress is raised to a stress exponent of n
and inversely with the grain size raised to a power of p. For conventional creep
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by dislocation processes within the grains, termed dislocation creep, the value
of n is typically �5 and there is no dependence on grain size so that p�0 [2],
whereas in the superplastic regime it is well established, both experimentally [3]
and theoretically [4], that the strain rate varies with stress raised to a power of 2
and inversely with grain size raised to a power of 2 [4]. Figure 20.1 shows a
schematic illustration of the variation of strain rate with stress in a double-loga-
rithmic plot. Thus, at high stresses flow occurs by dislocation creep with n�5
but at lower stresses the flow falls within the superplastic regime and n�2 and
at even lower stresses there is usually an impurity effect where n again is close
to ~5: this latter region (termed region I in superplasticity) is associated with
grain-boundary impurities that inhibit the movement of dislocations in grain-
boundary sliding and the region may be removed by using samples of excep-
tionally high purity [5, 6]. The lower line delineates the behavior of a material
with a grain size of d1 and the upper line shows the effect of decreasing the
grain size to a smaller value of d2. Thus, in the superplastic region where p�2,
and also in region I where there is a similar dependence on grain size, the
curve moves upwards to higher strain rates, whereas the region of dislocation
creep remains unaffected because p�0. This means in practice that the super-
plastic regime is displaced to higher strain rates when the grain size is de-
creased.

The effect of this displacement on the elongation to failure is depicted sche-
matically in the semilogarithmic plot in Fig. 20.2 where the elongation to failure
is plotted against the strain rate for the two grain sizes of d1 and d2. Thus, de-
creasing the strain rate displaces the peak ductility to higher strain rates and, in
addition, the anticipated elongations to failure are now higher because less time
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Fig. 20.1 Schematic illustration of
strain rate versus stress on a double-
logarithmic plot showing the effect of
decreasing the grain size from d1 to d2.



is available for the diffusive growth of internal cavities and the consequent
breaking of the material through cavitation failure.

The ability to achieve superplastic ductilities at higher strain rates has impor-
tant implications for the superplastic forming industry. Currently, superplastic
metals are formed industrially within the strain-rate range of �10–3 to 10–2 s–1

so that the forming time for each separate component is of the order of �20–
30 min; but if the grain size is reduced by one order of magnitude through
SPD processing, it follows that, since the strain rate is proportional to (1/d)2,
the optimum strain-rate range will increase to �10–1–1 s–1 and the individual
forming times will be reduced to < 60 s. Formally, superplasticity occurring at
strain rates at and above 10–2 s–1 is termed high strain-rate superplasticity [7] and
it is apparent that SPD processing and the production of bulk nanostructured
metals has the potential of achieving very rapid superplastic flow and thereby
substantially reducing the forming times in industrial operations. This reduc-
tion in forming time implies also a potential for expanding the industrial use of
the superplastic forming technology into high-volume applications as in the
automotive and consumer-product industries. Accordingly, the purpose of this
chapter is to examine recent progress in achieving these objectives.

20.2
Achieving Superplasticity after SPD Processing

The possibility of achieving high strain-rate superplasticity after SPD proces-
sing, and thus rapid industrial superplastic forming, was first proposed in 1996
in a report noting that equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) and high-pres-
sure torsion (HPT) should both have the capability of producing ultrafine-
grained materials capable of exceptionally rapid superplastic flow [8]. This pro-
posal was followed in 1997 by the first report documenting the occurrence of
high strain-rate superplasticity in two commercial aluminum-based alloys
where, after processing by ECAP, elongations of up to > 1000% were achieved
without failure within the regime of high strain-rate superplasticity [9]. Follow-
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Fig. 20.2 Elongation to failure versus
strain rate showing the peak elonga-
tions within the superplastic regime
and the displacement to higher strain
rates when the grain size is reduced.



ing this early report, there have been several subsequent demonstrations of both
the occurrence of superplastic flow at very rapid strain rates after SPD proces-
sing and the potential for achieving remarkably high elongations to failure in
these ultrafine-grained materials. For example, there are numerous reports de-
scribing the use of ECAP to achieve tensile elongations of >2000% in several
aluminum alloys [10–18], in the ZK60 magnesium alloy [19, 20] and in the Zn-
22% Al eutectoid alloy [21]. These results confirm the potential for utilizing
SPD processing in achieving exceptional superplastic ductilities with the as-pro-
cessed ultrafine microstructures.

To examine this potential in more detail, it is worthwhile considering some of
the experimental results reported when testing an Al-3% Mg-0.2% Sc alloy that
was fabricated in the laboratory by casting and solution treated to give an initial
grain size of ~200 �m [10–13]. Samples were processed by ECAP at room tempera-
ture using a die with an angle of ��90� between the two parts of the channel and
a pressing speed of �19 mm s–1. Each sample was processed through a total of 8
passes to give an imposed strain of � 8 [22] and the samples were rotated by 90� in
the same sense between each pass in the procedure known as processing route BC

[23]. This processing gave a grain size of �0.2 �m.
Following SPD processing, tensile specimens were machined parallel to the

pressing direction and Fig. 20.3 shows the variation of the maximum flow stress
with the imposed strain rate at a testing temperature of 673 K [10]. These re-
sults show that the strain-rate sensitivity, m, is close to �0.5 in the intermediate
range of strain rates, where this is equivalent to a stress exponent of n�1/
m�2, which suggests the occurrence of superplastic flow at strain rates in the
vicinity of ~10–2–10–1 s–1. This is confirmed in Fig. 20.4, which shows the speci-
mens after testing to failure over strain rates from 1.0�10–4 to 3.3 s–1 where the
upper specimen is untested. The remarkably high elongation of 2280% at an
imposed strain rate of 3.3�10–2 s–1 confirms the occurrence of high strain-rate
superplasticity in this alloy.
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Fig. 20.3 Flow stress versus
strain rate for the Al-3% Mg-
0.2% Sc alloy at 673 K showing
the occurrence of an intermediate
region where the strain-rate sen-
sitivity is � 0.5 [10].



In practice, the superplastic elongations achieved after processing by ECAP
are dependent upon the precise nature of the pressing operation. This is illu-
strated in Fig. 20.5 where experimental results are shown for a commercial Al-
1420 Al-5.5% Mg-2.2% Li-0.12% Zr alloy with an initial grain size of �400 �m.
This alloy was processed by ECAP under two different conditions: (a) using
route BC for a total of 4 passes at 673 K to give a grain size of �1.3 �m and (b)
using route BC for a total of 8 passes at 673 K and, in order to minimize grain
growth during pressing, an additional 4 passes at 473 K to give a grain size of
�0.8 �m [24]. In Fig. 20.5, the upper open points show results obtained at tem-
peratures from 573 to 723 K using the as-pressed samples for these two press-
ing conditions and the lower closed points show the results obtained for the un-
pressed alloy when testing at 603 K. Thus, this commercial alloy exhibits re-
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Fig. 20.4 Tensile specimens of the Al-3% Mg-0.2% Sc alloy
after pulling to failure over a range of strain rates at 673 K:
the upper specimen is untested [10].



markable superplastic properties after processing by ECAP including elonga-
tions to failure of > 1000% and, in Fig. 20.5 (b), exceptionally high elongations
even at strain rates of 10–1 and 1 s–1. The displacement of the curves to higher
strain rates in Fig. 20.5 (b) is due in a minor way to the smaller grain size
achieved after 12 passes of ECAP but primarily it arises because of the evolution
of the microstructure with increasing numbers of passes through the die. It is
well established in materials such as pure aluminum that the fraction of high-
angle grain boundaries introduced by ECAP increases with increasing strain
[25]. Since high-angle boundaries are a necessary prerequisite for grain-bound-
ary sliding, and sliding and the relative displacements of adjacent grains repre-
sent the flow mechanism in superplasticity [26], it follows that the pressing of
materials through a larger numbers of passes in ECAP leads to microstructures
that are more conducive to the occurrence of grain-boundary sliding and thus
to the advent of superplastic flow.

Although the pressing of face-centered cubic metals is generally relatively
easy, the successful pressing, and especially the attainment of superplastic elon-
gations, becomes more difficult in hexagonal close-packed systems where there
are only a limited number of slip systems. In cast pure magnesium, for exam-
ple, early experiments showed a reduction in the grain size only from �400 �m
to �120 �m when pressing through 3 passes of ECAP at 673 K [27]. However,
it is possible to obtain good grain refinement and superplastic properties in
magnesium-based alloys by making use of a two-step process of extrusion
followed by ECAP [28]. This two-step procedure, designated by the acronym
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Fig. 20.5 Elongation to failure versus strain
rate for an Al-5.5% Mg-2.2% Li-0.12% Zr
alloy over temperatures from 573 to 723 K
after (a) 4 passes of ECAP at 673 K and

(b) 8 passes of ECAP at 673 K and an addi-
tional 4 passes at 473 K: the lower closed
points are for the unpressed alloy at 603 K
[24].



EX-ECAP, was used successfully with several Mg-based alloys and Fig. 20.6
shows an example of the superplastic behavior achieved in a Mg-9% Al alloy
where results are shown for the cast alloy, the cast and extruded alloy and the
alloy in the cast and EX-ECAP condition [29]. Thus, the latter procedure leads to
superplastic flow that is otherwise absent, with a maximum elongation of up to
> 800% under optimum conditions. A similar result was achieved also using
EX-ECAP with a Mg-7.5% Al-0.2% Zr alloy [30].

20.3
Achieving a Superplastic-forming Capability

The results described in the preceding section show that SPD processing can be
used to achieve superplastic elongations in tensile testing in the laboratory but
it does not provide a direct confirmation that it is possible also to achieve a
superplastic-forming capability. Accordingly, the potential for using this
approach for forming operations was addressed using two different but comple-
mentary procedures.

First, it was shown in Fig. 20.4 that the Al-3% Mg-0.2% Sc alloy exhibits ex-
cellent superplastic behavior at strain rates of the order of 10–1 s–1 when testing
at a temperature of 673 K. This suggests, therefore, that the as-pressed material
should be capable of easy and rapid forming when heated to this temperature.
To check this hypothesis, small disks were cut from an as-pressed billet and
they were inserted into a biaxial gas-pressure forming facility, heated to 673 K
and then subjected to a constant pressure of argon gas for short but controlled
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Fig. 20.6 Elongation to failure versus strain rate for a Mg-9%
Al alloy in the cast condition, after casting and extrusion and
after casting and EX-ECAP [29].



periods of time. The result is shown in Fig. 20.7 where the disk marked (a) is
untested and the disks marked (b) and (c) were subjected to a gas pressure of
10 atm, equivalent to 1 MPa, for periods of (b) 30 s and (c) 60 s [10]. Thus, it is
apparent that the as-pressed material blows out readily under this relatively low
pressure and thus the forming capability of the alloy is excellent.

Secondly, and noting that the industrial superplastic forming industry uses
sheet metals for their forming operations, it is necessary to take as-pressed bil-
lets and cold roll these into sheets to determine whether the superplastic cap-
abilities are retained after the rolling operation. The result from this type of pro-
cedure is shown in Fig. 20.8 where the elongations to failure are plotted against
the number of passes through the die for samples of the Al-Mg-Sc alloy tested
at a strain rate of 3.3�10–2 s–1 at 673 K after ECAP and after ECAP plus cold
rolling (CR) [31]. These results confirm that there is no loss in the superplastic
characteristics if the as-pressed samples are rolled into sheets after pressing,
thereby suggesting that the grain boundaries retain their high angles of mis-
orientation during the subsequent rolling operation. Very recent results suggest
that a better procedure may be to press the samples to strains that are below
the optimum superplastic condition and then to cold roll these into a sheet
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Fig. 20.7 Domes formed in an Al-
3% Mg-0.2% Sc alloy by imposing
an argon gas pressure after ECAP:
the disk at (a) is untested and the
other disks were subjected to a
pressure for periods of (b) 30 s
and (c) 60 s [10].

Fig. 20.8 Elongation to failure
versus number of passes in
ECAP for an Al-3% Mg-0.2% Sc
alloy at 673 K after ECAP and
after ECAP plus cold rolling
(CR) [31].



[32, 33]. Using this approach, increased elongations to failure were achieved in
a modified Al-5154 alloy containing 0.13% Sc when the rolling reductions were
> 70%. All of these results confirm, therefore, the potential for producing super-
plastic sheet metals using appropriate combinations of ECAP and cold rolling.

20.4
Cavitation in Superplasticity after SPD Processing

It was demonstrated in very early experiments on superplastic alloys that inter-
nal cavities develop when materials pull out to very high elongations [34] and
this led to numerous investigations of the role of cavitation in superplastic flow
[35]. However, there is only one detailed report to date describing quantitative
measurements of the cavity shapes and sizes occurring in the tensile testing of
samples after processing by ECAP [36]. In this work, a commercial Al-7034 alloy
containing Al-11.5% Zn-2.5% Mg-0.9% Cu-0.20% Zr was fabricated by spray
casting to produce an alloy with a grain size of �2.1 �m and the alloy was
pressed in ECAP for different numbers of passes using route BC at 473 K to
give a grain size of �0.3 �m after 6 and 8 passes [37, 38]. This alloy is attractive
for investigations of superplasticity because the ultrafine grains are reasonably
stable at elevated temperatures due to the presence of MgZn2 and Al3Zr preci-
pitates [39].

Figure 20.9 shows the variation of the elongation to failure with the imposed
strain rate for specimens tested in tension at 673 K where the closed points de-
note the as-received alloy and the open points are for the samples pressed
through 1, 2, 6 and 8 passes at 473 K [39]. It is apparent that elongations of
> 1000% are achieved after ECAP through 6 and 8 passes and, as shown earlier
in Fig. 20.5 for the Al-Mg-Li-Zr alloy, the peak elongation is displaced to a high-
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Fig. 20.9 Elongation to fail-
ure versus strain rate for an
Al-7034 alloy at 673 K after
pressing through 1, 2, 6 and
8 passes of ECAP: the closed
points show data for the as-
received unpressed alloy [39].



er strain rate when the samples are pressed through larger numbers of passes.
There is an important difference in the macroscopic failure behavior of the as-
received and the as-pressed material and this difference is visible from inspec-
tion of the fracture tips in Fig. 20.10 where both specimens were tested at
673 K at an initial strain rate of 1.0�10–2 s–1 but the sample in (a) is for the as-
received condition where the specimen failed at an elongation of �550% and
the sample in (b) is for the as-pressed condition after 6 passes of ECAP where
the sample failed at an elongation of �1085% [36]. Thus, both specimens reveal
the development of internal cavitation during the tensile testing with the forma-
tion of stringers of cavities aligned approximately along the tensile axes but the
as-received material fails prematurely by necking, whereas the sample processed
by ECAP exhibits typical cavity interlinkage where failure occurs without any
macroscopic necking: it is well known that the latter behavior is characteristic
of many conventional superplastic alloys [40].

When cavities form in superplastic nanostructured materials, they may grow
either by the diffusion of vacancies into the cavities in the superplastic diffusion
growth process [41] or by deformation in the surrounding crystalline lattice
through the plasticity-controlled growth process [42]. These two mechanisms
lead to different cavity shapes because superplastic diffusion growth gives cav-
ities that are essentially spherical, whereas in plasticity-controlled growth the
cavities pull out and become elongated along the tensile axis. This difference
can be measured quantitatively by recording the values of the roundness coeffi-
cient for each individual cavity, where a roundness coefficient equal to 1.0 corre-
sponds to a circular cavity and the values become increasingly lower than 1 as
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Fig. 20.10 The appearance of the fracture
tips of specimens of the Al-7034 alloy after
pulling to failure at 673 K at a strain rate of
1.0�10–2 s–1: the specimen at (a) is in the

as-received unpressed condition and the
specimen at (b) was pressed in ECAP for 6
passes at 473 K [36].



the cavity further deviates from a circular shape. To obtain a reasonable analysis
of quantitative measurements, it is convenient to divide the cavity population
into two separate groups. Thus, Fig. 20.11 shows data for the 20% of smallest
cavities in (a) and for the 20% of largest cavities in (b), where information is
given for three specimens of the Al-7034 alloy processed by ECAP through 6
passes at 473 K and then tested to failure at 673 K at strain rates of 10–1, 10–2

and 10–3 s–1, respectively. It is readily apparent from inspection of Fig. 20.11
that in (a) the smallest cavities tend to have a rounded appearance with peak
values of the roundness coefficient > 0.8 whereas in (b) the largest cavities are
elongated and this elongation is especially visible when testing at the fastest
strain rate of 10–1 s–1. These results provide a direct confirmation for a change
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Fig. 20.11 Values of the roundness coeffi-
cient in samples of the Al-7034 alloy pro-
cessed by ECAP for 6 passes at 473 K and
then pulled to failure at 673 K at strain

rates from 10–3 to 10–2 s–1: (a) data for the
20% smallest cavities and (b) data for the
20% largest cavities [36].



in the cavity growth process from superplastic diffusion growth at the smaller
cavity radii to plasticity-controlled growth at the larger radii [36].

20.5
Future Prospects for Superplasticity in Nanostructured Materials

The early prediction that the ultrafine grains introduced by SPD processing
would lead to excellent superplastic properties [8], including the occurrence of
superplastic flow at very rapid strain rates, has been fulfilled by the very exten-
sive experimental data now available documenting the occurrence of superplasti-
city in a number of different alloy systems. Furthermore, there are numerous
clear demonstrations that the superplastic effect is achieved in these nanostruc-
tured materials at strain rates that are significantly faster than those in conven-
tional micrometer-grained materials. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize
that superplasticity can be achieved only in those materials where the ultrafine
grain sizes introduced through processing remain small and reasonably stable
at the temperatures needed to attain diffusion-controlled plastic flow. This
means in practice that superplastic flow is not easily achieved in pure metals or
solid solution alloys where the grains grow rapidly when heated to high tem-
peratures. All of the examples of superplasticity given in this chapter refer
either to alloys where precipitates are available to inhibit grain-boundary move-
ment (as in the Al-3% Mg-0.2% Sc alloy) or two phases are present to prevent
easy grain growth (as in the Zn-22% Al eutectoid alloy). With favorable materi-
als, the extent of superplastic deformation is often remarkable: for example,
elongations of up to > 2300% without failure were achieved at a strain rate of
1 s–1 in the Zn-22% Al alloy [21]. All of these results suggest, therefore, that
SPD processing can play a very significant role in providing useful materials for
superplastic forming operations.

More work is now needed to obtain a thorough understanding of the super-
plastic process in bulk nanostructured materials. For example, there are only
two experimental reports to date describing measurements taken using surface
marker lines in order to estimate the importance of grain-boundary sliding
within the superplastic regime [43, 44] and both of these experiments confirm
the importance of sliding as the dominant flow process. There is also only a
single recent report where any attempt was made to correlate the experimental
data directly with a theoretical model for superplasticity [45]. Undoubtedly,
much more work will now develop along these lines to provide a reasonably
complete understanding of the factors influencing the superplastic flow pro-
cesses in these bulk nanostructured solids.
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Ruth Schwaiger, Benedikt Moser, and Timothy Hanlon

21.1
Introduction

Bulk forms of nanostructured metals and alloys exhibit extraordinarily high
strength and their mechanical properties have been studied extensively for a
few decades. Many attractive features of nanostructured metals, such as high
strength, high hardness, and improved wear and corrosion resistance compared
to conventional coarse-grained metals, will likely be rendered futile if the dam-
age tolerance of these materials does not meet a certain level that is acceptable
for a particular application. Most studies, though, focused on the high yield
strength and the Hall–Petch behavior, whereas experimental investigations on
the evolution of damage and the fracture behavior of nanostructured materials
have been limited in scope and quantity. This is due to the fact that efforts to
synthesize nanostructured materials into sizable bulk forms have had limited
success so far. Due to the paucity of experimental data, the validity of trends ex-
tracted from larger-grained materials to bulk nanostructured materials is largely
unknown.

The difficulties associated with characterizing the fracture properties of bulk
nanostructured materials of relatively uniform purity and grain size mainly
stem from current limitations in the processing of specimens of good quality
with sufficient dimensions for “valid” testing. This pertains to fracture under
monotonic loads as well as to crack growth under the application of cyclic loads.
Processing methods such as electrodeposition or electron-beam deposition,
which are used to produce fully dense nanostructured materials with uniform
purity and of small grain size (< 100 nm), typically yield thin foils of only a few
hundred micrometers in thickness. Experimental difficulties related to the me-
chanical testing of such small thickness specimens are not only problems in
gripping the test specimen but also imposing controlled loads and stress states
without experimental artifacts such as out-of-plane bending or buckling of the
specimen. Also, due to the small thickness of the specimens, the applied load-
ing may represent plane stress states since the plastic zone size at the tip of the
crack is comparable to or larger than the specimen thickness. These problems
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can be overcome by severe plastic deformation (SPD) methods, such as equal-
channel angular pressing (ECAP) techniques and high-pressure torsion (HPT).
These methods provide materials of sufficient volume but a main drawback is
that they produce microstructures with pronounced variations in grain size
(ranging from 50 nm to 500 nm) and grain structure as well as high density of
crystal lattice defects. This makes it difficult to use such materials for studying
fundamental fracture mechanisms and the correlation between structure and
damage tolerance.

In this chapter, we will focus on the fracture behavior of bulk nanostructured
metals and alloys and review findings from investigations on fracture and crack
growth behavior in recent years. We will critically discuss the available data and
elaborate on the problems that are related with fracture experiments in BNMs.
This includes free-standing nanocrystalline foils of several hundreds of micro-
meters thickness but not thin films, which are also often considered to behave
like bulk material as long as their thickness is significantly larger than the grain
size. In general, “nanoscale” is defined as being of dimensions of less than
100 nm. We will use the term “nanostructured” or “nanocrystalline” for metals
and alloys with an average grain size and also a range of grain sizes smaller
than 100 nm, since the properties of nanostructured metals are very sensitive
not only to the average grain size but also to the distribution of grain sizes. In
some places, we will also describe results obtained on larger-grained samples,
that is ultrafine crystalline, with grain sizes in the range of 100–1000 nm. The
results highlighted primarily deal with face-centered cubic (fcc) materials be-
cause the majority of available results on this topic pertain to this class of me-
tals; however, references to other crystal structures are included, wherever avail-
able. This article is broadly divided into three major sections: (1) fracture tough-
ness, (2) fracture mechanisms, (3) crack growth.

21.2
Fracture Toughness

Fracture-toughness measurements are critical to assess the potential of BNMs
as structural materials but are difficult to perform due to the limited availability
of high-quality nanostructured materials. Hence, the specimen geometry re-
quired by the testing standards often cannot be fulfilled. To the best of our
knowledge, no plane strain fracture-toughness values from truly nanocrystalline
and dense pure metals are available in the open literature. This is related to the
fact that no truly nanocrystalline and dense material with sufficient size in all
three dimensions is available to perform standardized tests, such as single edge
notched beam tests, compact tension tests, or chevron notch tests and to com-
pare the results with conventional metals.

Mirshams et al. [1] studied the fracture behavior of electrodeposited pure
nanocrystalline Ni and electrodeposited carbon-doped nanocrystalline Ni. Thin
sheets (220–350 �m) in the shape of small compact tension specimens were
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tested with a special antibuckling fixture. The crack-opening displacement was
measured using a clip-on extensometer. Crack-mouth opening displacement
curves and crack-growth resistance curves have been given for the as-deposited
material as well as annealed Ni sheets. However, the validity of the fracture-
toughness values is difficult to judge as no information on total crack length is
given in the paper. Further, given the small thickness of the specimens, it is evi-
dent that large-scale yielding was present in these experiments. This certainly
precludes the use of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for the extraction
of fracture-toughness values, which may exhibit thickness-dependent behavior.
As no plane strain conditions are found at the crack front, the crack-growth re-
sistance values that are presented cannot be seen and compared with conven-
tional fracture-toughness values, KIc. It can, however, be said from the available
data presented by Mirshams et al. [1] that annealing reduces the toughness of
the electrodeposits significantly.

Materials produced with methods other than electrodeposition often suffer
from some deficiencies. Either the density is significantly smaller than 100%
and the material contains pores, or the grain size is not uniform and the mate-
rial contains a few larger grains (> 100 nm) that dominate the deformation be-
havior, or the defect density (the dislocation density, for instance) is extremely
high. Morris-Munoz et al. [2] produced nanocrystalline FeAl by ball milling and
hot compacting a mixture of the elemental powders. Below 40 nm grain size,
they found both the fracture toughness and the hardness to decrease signifi-
cantly with decreasing grain size; the fracture toughness decreased from more
than 12 MPa m1/2 for 40 nm grain size to about 5 MPa m1/2 for 20 nm grain
size, while the hardness decreased from HV�650 to HV�490 in the same
grain size range as determined from Vickers hardness testing with a 300 g load.
It is not clear whether the reduction in fracture toughness is due to poor pow-
der consolidation or related to strain localization and/or lack of work hardening.
However, the samples tested exhibited flaws on the order of 300 �m in size,
which makes it very likely that strength and toughness were controlled by the
quality of the specimens.

Another binary alloy with grain sizes in the ultrafine crystalline and micro-
crystalline range has been investigated by Morris and Leboeuf [3]. They pro-
duced TiAl alloys by compaction of atomized and ball-milled powders. Grain
sizes ranged from 80 �m to 200 nm. Fracture-toughness tests were done using
a three-point bend test. The values for KIc decreased monotonically with (grain
size)–1/2, whereas hardness and yield stress were found to increase with (grain
size)–1/2. Tensile fracture was transgranular for conventionally hot isostatically
pressed specimens with grain sizes between 40 and 80 �m, but was intergranu-
lar for grain sizes below 10 �m.

Han et al. [4] produced an Al-7.5%Mg alloy by cryomilling commercially pure
Al powders and high-Mg Al alloy powders. The cryomilled powders were conso-
lidated by hot isostatic pressing; the remaining porosity was removed by extru-
sion. The average grain size of this material was approximately 260 nm with
some small dispersoid particles of 5 to 10 nm in size. Fracture toughness was
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measured using notched 3-point bend specimens and KIc was around 8 MPa
m1/2 for the as-extruded material. Annealing the material for 2.5 h at 773 K in-
creased the size of some grains to 550 nm, while large areas remained fine
grained. In this case, the fracture-toughness values more than doubled to about
17 MPa m1/2. Annealing for 23 h resulted in a fully recrystallized microstructure
with a grain size of 550 nm, but KIc remained at 17 MPa m1/2. The increase in
fracture toughness was accompanied by a slight decrease in yield strength and
an almost three-fold increase in elongation at failure (14%).

With respect to density and grain size, nanocrystalline metals produced by
crystallization of amorphous metals are comparable to electrodeposited nano-
crystalline metals. Gan and Zhou [5, 6] annealed amorphous (Fe0.99Mo0.01)78

Si9B13 ribbons to produce a fully dense and fully crystallized metal with a grain
size of the �-Fe phase between 11 and 35 nm. The dimensions of the ribbon
were 8 mm � 30 mm � 25 �m. A hole was then laser drilled in the center of the
specimen; several radial cracks were produced around the hole by this process.
These cracks were then propagated by tensile testing. The plastic zone size has
been estimated by the authors and they concluded that, despite the small speci-
men thickness, conditions were fulfilled for plane strain fracture-toughness test-
ing. The measured KIc was generally low (< 4.6 MPa m1/2) and decreased with
decreasing grain size. The yield strength was also found to decrease in the same
grain size range (< 50 nm). It seems that intergranular decohesion was the
dominant failure process and that the material tested in general showed brittle
behavior.

In contrast to some of the experimental results described above [2, 3, 5, 6],
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations showed an opposite trend: the fracture
toughness of nanostructured �-Fe (bcc) increased with decreasing grain size [7].
However, the grain size range investigated in the MD simulations by Latapie
and Farkas was 6 to 12 nm, which is much smaller than the grains in the ex-
perimental studies.

At this point, we also want to describe the few studies on SPD materials.
Although often the reported average grain size is below 100 nm, SPD materials
cannot directly be compared with nanocrystalline materials produced by other
methods such as electrodeposition. Bansal et al. [8] studied SPD Cu and Ni with
an average grain size of 60 nm. However, typical microstructures contain high
dislocation densities as well as steps and facets at the grain boundaries. Grain
size was determined by X-ray diffraction peak broadening, but as peak broaden-
ing is influenced by the defect density, the grain size was very likely underesti-
mated. However, the authors did not provide micrographs of the materials stud-
ied. Despite the possibly high defect density, the SPD Cu and Ni tested by Ban-
sal et al. behaved in a rather ductile way with considerable necking and elonga-
tions at failure between 10% and 20% for Ni and Cu, respectively. Fracture
toughness has been determined using a single-edge-notch beam test. Jc values
of 12 kJ m–2 and 22 kJ m–2 for Ni and Cu, respectively, have been reported.

As shown above, it is very difficult to conclude on the overall trend of fracture
toughness as a function of grain size on the basis of the currently available
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data. Trends are partially contradictory and more systematic studies on model
material systems are necessary. Recently, a method has been suggested for the
microfabrication of fracture-toughness specimens [9]. The proposed method is
based on the UV-LIGA process and could potentially be applied for any nano-
crystalline material that can be produced by electrodeposition.

21.3
Fracture Mechanisms

An example of a fracture surface obtained from a tensile specimen of electrode-
posited nanocrystalline Ni with a grain size of about 25–30 nm is shown in Fig.
21.1. Typically, dimple diameters as well as dimple depths were found to be sig-
nificantly larger than the average grain size. These dimples, as shown in Fig.
21.1, are indicative of local plasticity during the failure event and point towards
a microvoid coalescence mechanism, similar as in conventional ductile metals.

Similar findings have been reported for electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni
[10–13], Al-Fe [14], Ni-Fe [15], Ni-W [16], and Cu [17]. When the grain size is re-
duced to �10 nm or less, as in the case of electrodeposited Ni-W [16] and Ni-Fe
[15] alloys, the resulting fracture surfaces from tensile specimens still show
dimpled rupture with the dimples being larger than the grain size, but shal-
lower and smaller in diameter compared to the 30 nm grain size materials.
Whether these observations are a consequence of the smaller grain size or
whether they are related to the presence of W and Fe, respectively, is unclear. It
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Fig. 21.1 Fracture surface of a �30 nm grain size electrode-
posited Ni tensile specimen: dimpled rupture with a range of
dimple sizes that are larger in diameter (100–200 nm) than
the grain size.



is interesting to note that, in general, the fracture surfaces of nanocrystalline Ni
under monotonic tensile stresses showed indications for ductile fracture, such
as dimples, whereas under cyclic loading of nanocrystalline Ni fracture surfaces
consisting of rough areas and fast fracture zones have been reported [18, 19].

Besides dimpled rupture, specimens often show necking before the actual
fracture, both of which being typical of a ductile material. However, there is also
a lack of substantial macroscopic ductility in nanocrystalline fcc metals. Most
nanocrystalline materials with an average grain size of about 30 nm show little
ductility in tension, typically less than 5% elongation to failure (for example [10,
12, 13, 17, 20–22]). This might not be an intrinsic property of these materials,
though, but rather is expected to be related to failure caused by existing flaws.
However, most nanocrystalline materials made by electrodeposition, which are
expected to be fully dense and to have almost no flaws, have also exhibited very
poor ductility. It has been argued that this may be due to additives often needed
in the electrodeposition bath in order to attain a nanoscale grain structure [10,
23]. The additives are typically organic materials, which can leave a residue of
impurity atoms such as sulfur trapped at the grain boundaries presumably lead-
ing to embrittlement resulting in the low ductilities. This assumption is sup-
ported by Li and Ebrahimi [15] who investigated nanocrystalline fcc Ni-15% Fe
and pure Ni both produced by electrodeposition without the use of additives; in
both materials, they found a surprisingly high tensile elongation, that is 9%
and 7% in pure Ni of 44 nm grain size and Ni-15%Fe alloy of 9 nm grain size,
respectively. This is a significant improvement compared to other reports [10,
12, 13]. However, Stauss et al. [24] investigated commercially produced nano-
crystalline Ni produced with additives and observed strains at failure of about
10% in the as-received material. After annealing, though, the samples showed
brittle behavior presumably due to sulfur segregation to the grain boundaries.
Also, a lack of strain hardening that has been observed in some fine-grained
metals may limit the ductility and result in shear instability and premature fail-
ure [25].

In several tensile tests on pure Ni, extensive necking was observed [10, 12,
15, 21]. In Ni-Fe [15], however, no reduction in area was observed, which is
characteristic of a brittle material. Surprisingly, the stress–strain curve indicated
that shear instability preceded fracture. The fracture surface showed shallow
voids inside which the fracture was intergranular. Furthermore, deformation
bands within the region close to the fracture surface were found, with micro-
cracks inside the bands. The elongation observed in this material was believed
to be associated with the stable propagation of the microcracks. Porosity was
also seen to influence the fracture behavior: nanocrystalline Ni with high porosi-
ty along grain boundaries behaved in a brittle manner. At the grain boundaries,
voids formed secondary cracks that coalesced into a primary crack that finally
led to failure [26].

Improved ductility with decreasing grain size was observed in SPD Cu [27].
Again, a direct comparison with true nanocrystalline materials is difficult since
the grain size and the defect structures are very different. Wang et al. [27] stud-
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ied SPD Cu with an average grain size of 300 nm, an inhomogeneous micro-
structure, and a large fraction of low-angle grain boundaries. Further refine-
ment of the microstructure to grain sizes of 190 nm was achieved by cold roll-
ing at liquid-nitrogen temperature and low-temperature annealing also resulting
in a more uniform grain structure. This procedure was found to increase the
strength as well as the tensile elongation significantly.

As becomes evident from the preceding discussion, the fracture process in
bulk nanostructured metals and alloys is only at the beginning of being under-
stood. Kumar et al. [10] describe the fracture process in nanocrystalline metals
as a combination of dislocation motion, void formation and growth at grain
boundaries and triple junctions, and the formation of partially unconstrained
ligaments that deform plastically (see Fig. 21.2).

This description has been supported not only by their own in-situ and ex-situ
electron microscopy studies on nanocrystalline Ni [10], but also by other groups:
Dislocation activity ahead of a crack tip was observed in-situ in nanocrystalline
Cu in grains with a size of 100 nm [28] and in grains in nanocrystalline Ni as
small as 10 nm [26]. In-situ TEM studies on Au with grain sizes of 8 and 25 nm
showed nanopores at grain boundaries and evidence for plastically deformed li-
gaments [29]. There is admittedly uncertainty about the validity of extending
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Fig. 21.2 A schematic illustrating how defor-
mation evolves in the nanocrystalline Ni:
Dislocation motion, void formation/growth
at grain boundaries and triple junctions, for-

mation of ligaments that deform plastically.
The interaction of these features may pro-
duce the fracture morphology as described
above [10].



TEM observations to bulk behavior, but analyses of fracture surfaces support
the suggested mechanisms.

For materials with grains in the nanoregime, a large fraction of atoms can be
considered as grain-boundary atoms; therefore intergranular deformation mech-
anisms are expected to become relevant, in contrast to intragranular mecha-
nisms based on dislocation activity. This was shown in a number of computer
simulations of plastic deformation in nanocrystalline fcc materials (for example
[30–33]). Atomistic simulations also showed that a small grain size affects the
crack propagation [34]; the crack propagates via an intergranular mechanism
creating nanovoids ahead of the crack tip which gradually coalesce. These obser-
vations also support the fracture mechanisms proposed by Kumar et al. [10].

21.4
Fatigue Crack Growth

It is well established that the resistance to fatigue crack initiation and propaga-
tion in most metals and alloys is significantly influenced by grain size (for ex-
ample [35]). On the basis of experimental results obtained in microcrystalline
metals with grain sizes typically well above 1 �m, it is widely recognized that an
increase in grain size generally results in a reduction in the fatigue endurance
limit. Here, with all other structural factors approximately held fixed, the endur-
ance limit of initially smooth-surfaced specimens generally scales with the
strength of the material, which increases with decreasing grain size. On the
other hand, a coarse grain structure can lead to an increase in the fatigue crack
growth threshold stress intensity factor range and a decrease in the rate of crack
growth owing to such mechanisms as periodic deflections in the path of the fa-
tigue crack at grain boundaries during crystallographic crack propagation [36],
especially in the near-threshold regime of fatigue crack growth (for example
[37]). The relevance of such broad trends extracted from conventional microcrys-
talline alloys to ultrafine crystalline and nanocrystalline metals is largely un-
known at this time.

Typically, two stages of microscopic fatigue crack growth can be identified
[38]. Stage I growth takes place when the crack and its associated plastic zone
are confined within a few grains. Here, crack growth occurs primarily by single
slip along the primary slip system. Considering a crack must propagate (on
average) in a direction perpendicular to the tensile axis during Mode I loading,
Stage I crack growth leads to a relatively tortuous crack path. As the level of ap-
plied stress increases, the crack tip plastic zone size becomes large, relative to
the characteristic grain dimension, and crack growth occurs via duplex slip
(Stage II). In this case, the crack propagates in a planar fashion between slip
bands, normal to the tensile axis. Grain refinement to the nanocrystalline re-
gime can therefore have a significant effect on the level of crack-path tortuosity,
independent of whether a crack grows in a transgranular or intergranular fash-
ion. This is illustrated in Fig. 21.3, which shows that the crack paths emerging
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in microcrystalline and ultrafine crystalline Ni are crystallographic with the ex-
tent of crack-face roughness significantly diminishing from the larger to the
smaller grain size. Nanocrystalline Ni shows a straighter fracture path than the
ultrafine crystalline and microcrystalline materials.

To date, only few studies of fatigue crack growth behavior in nanocrystalline
and ultrafine crystalline metals and alloys exists [39, 40]. Hanlon et al. [39] stud-
ied a variety of grain sizes and materials; in this study, the grain size of fully
dense electrodeposited Ni was systematically varied from the nanocrystalline to
the ultrafine crystalline regime. While the inplane dimensions of the electrode-
posited Ni were relatively large (80 mm � 80 mm), the thickness was limited to
�150 �m. Single-edge notched crack growth specimens were extracted from the
Ni foils via electrodischarge machining. Additional crack-growth experiments
were conducted in a cryomilled ultrafine crystalline Al-Mg alloy and an ECAP
Grade 2 ultrafine crystalline pure Ti, for which sizeable quantities of bulk speci-
mens were available such that conventional fatigue testing could be employed.
The fatigue crack growth behavior in each material system was assessed over a
broad range of load ratios, from threshold to final failure. In order to enforce
the assumptions inherent to LEFM, all data collection was truncated to incorpo-
rate only those data points corresponding to an uncracked ligament length of at
least 20 times the plastic zone size at the tip of the crack during fatigue crack
growth experiments.

In each material system investigated, grain refinement resulted in a marked
reduction in the resistance to fatigue crack propagation. As described above,
grain refinement to the nanocrystalline regime considerably reduces the extent
of crack path tortuosity during Stage I propagation (compare Fig. 21.3). It is
well known that crack-path deflection can lead to a reduction in effective �K, as
a result of the mixed mode loading conditions that exist at the tip of a deflected
crack [36]. In addition, increased levels of crack deflection typically exacerbate
partial crack-closure effects. Such phenomena can be used to interpret the ob-
served increased resistance to subcritical fatigue crack growth in coarse grain
materials, relative to their finer-grain counterparts. Crack propagation rates at
elevated �K were found to be independent of grain size, as a result of the tran-
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Fig. 21.3 Scanning electron micrographs of
(a) microcrystalline, (b) ultrafine crystalline,
and (c) nanocrystalline Ni subjected to sinu-
soidal fatigue loading at initial �K values of
10, 6.2, and 8.5 MPa m1/2, respectively. A

cyclic frequency of 10 Hz and load ratio,
R�0.3 were used in all cases. Crack-path
tortuosity clearly decreases with grain refine-
ment [35].



sition from a tortuous Stage I-type mechanism in coarse-grain materials, to that
of a more planar crack growth observed during Stage II propagation.

Similar findings have been reported by Pao et al. [40], who studied bulk Al-
7.5%Mg with an average grain size of about 250 nm. The material was pro-
duced by ball milling followed by hot isostatic pressing, extrusion and anneal-
ing. The crack growth rate was significantly higher in the ultrafine crystalline
Al-7.5Mg alloy than the rate in coarse grain Al 7050-T74 with grains in the
range of 20 �m, which was tested for comparison. Furthermore, the threshold
stress for crack growth decreased to half the value of that of the coarse-grained
alloy. The increased fatigue crack growth rates and reduced thresholds were ac-
companied by a much smoother fracture surface morphology and, thus, lower
roughness-induced crack closure.

21.5
Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be said that fracture of bulk nanocrystalline materials is
not well understood and has not yet been extensively investigated. Contradictory
observations, such as brittle behavior on a global scale and indicators for ductili-
ty on a local scale, that is reduced ductility and dimples on the fracture surface,
respectively, make this a wide open field for additional studies. Also, the differ-
ences between experimental and simulated fracture-toughness values are impor-
tant issues to be investigated. In the future, progress in the development of
new experimental techniques including the processing of high quality materials
in large quantities as well as theoretical advancements may help to better de-
scribe and understand fracture mechanisms with the goal to improve and tailor
bulk nanostructured materials for application in structural components.
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Heinz-Werner Höppel, Hael Mughrabi, and Alexey Vinogradov

22.1
Introduction and Motivation

For many potential technological applications of bulk nanostructured materials,
the fatigue properties are key features for a successful use of this new class of ma-
terials. Strictly speaking, the expression “bulk nanostructured materials” refers to
materials with grain sizes below 100 nm. However, since there are only very few
publications on the fatigue behavior of “truly” nanocrystalline materials available,
see [1–6], this chapter will deal mainly with ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials with
grain sizes up to one micrometer. As UFG metals rather than “truly” nanocrystal-
line materials became available in technologically relevant dimensions and quan-
tities, there is an increasing scientific as well as technological interest in these ma-
terials. This development is mainly due to the progress in the field of severe plas-
tic-deformation (SPD) techniques, like, for example, Equal-Channel Angular
Pressing (ECAP) or accumulative roll bonding (ARB), producing UFG microstruc-
tures with grain sizes in the range of some hundred nanometers up to the micro-
meter range. Current research on continuous SPD techniques, like ECAP-Con-
form [7] or Continuous Confined Strip Shearing (C2S2) [8], show also the great
technological potential of these materials. Hence, fundamental investigations
and, derived therefrom, a detailed understanding of the fatigue mechanisms of
UFG materials are indispensable. In general, UFG metals exhibit very promising
mechanical properties under monotonic loads: High specific strength is paired
with a relatively high ductility, which is sometimes found to be higher than for
cold worked conventional grain size (CG) materials. Some authors reported a
strongly increased ductility (elongation to failure), depending on the strain rate,
while others observed a reduced ductility compared to the CG counterparts. The
enhanced ductility has been found so far for ECAP-processed Cu and Al [9, 10]
as well as for ARB-processed UFG Al [11] and the aluminium alloy AA6016 [11]
and just recently also for the ARB-processed aluminium alloy AA8011 [12]. In
all these cases, the ductility increases as the strain rate decreases [10, 13].

The paradox of strength and ductility [9, 11] provides a great technological po-
tential for the use of UFG materials for metal-forming processes, like deep
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drawing. In practical applications, not only the performance under monotonic
loads is of technological relevance. In addition, the cyclic deformation behavior
and fatigue life play a very significant role for many prospective engineering ap-
plications. CG materials will only be replaced by UFG materials for cyclically
loaded parts if their fatigue properties also meet the requirements. Beside the
technological view, the cyclic deformation behavior and fatigue lives of UFG ma-
terials are also of high scientific interest, as the grain size now becomes the
dominating microstructural length scale. This change in the dominating micro-
structural feature will strongly affect the deformation mechanisms, as will be
discussed later. Understanding fatigue phenomena is always strongly related to
the question of the dominating cyclic deformation mechanisms. As these mech-
anisms change due to the UFG microstructure, (cyclic) deformation behavior or,
more generally, the mechanical properties of UFG materials cannot simply be
explained by the well-known Hall–Petch [14, 15] relationship. In particular, the
following key features must be regarded carefully for UFG materials:
� Microstructural stability under cyclic and/or thermal loads;
� Strain rate dependence of the deformation behavior and the mechanical prop-

erties;
� Effect of the grain size on the cyclic deformation behavior and the fatigue

life;
� Potential changes in the mechanisms of localization of plastic deformation

compared to CG materials.

In this context, modeling approaches can help to understand more clearly the
dominating mechanisms during cyclic loading. Only when the dominating de-
formation mechanisms are identified, and attempts for a further improvement
of the cyclic deformation behavior and consequently of the fatigue lives can be
made with foresight.

The first investigations on the cyclic deformation behavior of UFG materials
were performed on copper, by Vinogradov et al. [16] and Agnew and Weertman
[17] almost one decade ago. Until now, only a few systematic investigations on
the fatigue behavior were performed by several groups on UFG copper [18–30]
and UFG nickel [31–33] as the most prominent model materials, but also on
UFG aluminum and UFG �-brass [26, 28, 34]. Although these investigations were
mainly confined to single-phase (model) materials, the fatigue properties of multi-
phase materials also came into the focus of research. Due to the progress in the
SPD processes, UFG multiphase materials, like Al alloys [35, 36], Mg alloys
[37, 38], FeCr alloy [39] and titanium alloys [40–42], can nowadays be processed
successfully by ECAP and their fatigue properties have been investigated.

Although there are some interesting investigations on the fatigue properties
of multiphase materials, this chapter will focus mainly on the fatigue properties
of single-phase materials, as the effects of the UFG microstructure on the domi-
nating fatigue mechanisms can be understood more easily. Nevertheless, it will
also provide a small outlook on multiphase materials. The main objective of this
chapter will be, based on the current understanding of the fatigue phenomena
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in UFG-materials, to provide a more generalized framework for understanding
the fatigue behavior of UFG materials.

22.2
Fatigue Life of UFG Materials

Discussing fatigue life, the classical Wöhler (S–N)-plot is used most commonly,
in which the fatigue life is plotted with regard to the stress amplitude. As UFG
materials generally show a significantly higher monotonic strength, which is
due to a much higher athermal stress component �G, the fatigue lives are also
superior compared to that of the CG counterparts. This statement holds for the
low cycle-fatigue (LCF) regime as well as for the high cycle-fatigue (HCF) re-
gime and for all UFG materials investigated so far. Most recently, it was found
for UFG copper that in the very high cycle-fatigue (VHCF) regime [27] the fa-
tigue lives are also superior to that of the CG counterpart. Fig. 22.1 shows, as
examples, the S–N diagrams for copper, aluminum and �-brass.
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Fig. 22.1 Wöhler S–N diagrams for (a) copper, (b) commer-
cial purity (CP) aluminum, (c) �-brass for different grain sizes
and (d) schematic view. Data from [17, 20, 24, 34, 43, 63, 73].



Fig. 22.1 (d) shows schematically the changes in the S–N plot when changing
the microstructure from conventional to ultrafine grain size. Due to the signifi-
cantly enhanced ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of UFG materials compared to
the CG counterparts, the sustainable stress level at a given fatigue life is mark-
edly increased in the LCF regime. As the stress amplitude decreases, the plastic-
strain amplitude decreases and work hardening as an additional hardening
mechanism is reduced. Hence, in the HCF regime the sustainable stress levels
of the UFG materials at a given fatigue life are still superior to those of the CG
condition, but the differences are not as high as in the LCF regime. The differ-
ence between UFG and CG materials is due to their significantly different
microyielding behavior, see [22, 26, 44], which is schematically indicated in
Fig. 22.1 (d) by ��MYS. In particular, these explanations are supported by the fa-
tigue-life diagrams obtained for UFG Cu and Al, by the increased stresses for
the onset of microyielding and also by the work-hardening behavior of UFG
materials under monotonic loading, see for example [11, 13]. The cyclic stress–
strain curves (CSS) for UFG Ni and UFG Cu also reflect the enhanced proper-
ties of UFG materials, see Fig. 22.2. As can be seen for copper, data from
[45, 46], and also nickel, data from [31, 47], the UFG microstructures lead, in
both materials, to a significantly improved cyclic saturation stress and, with in-
creasing plastic-strain amplitude, to a more than proportional increase in the
cyclic saturation stress, compared to the CG counterparts.

According to [48, 54] the dependence between the cyclic saturation stress and
the plastic-strain amplitude can be described as follows:
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Fig. 22.2 Cyclic stress–strain
curves (cyclic saturation stress
�s vs. plastic-strain amplitude
at cyclic saturation ��pl,s) for
copper and nickel in the CG
and UFG condition. Data from
[20, 45, 46, 47].



As can be seen from Table 22.1, both the cyclic hardening exponents as well as
the cyclic hardening coefficients are significantly higher for UFG than for CG
material. This behavior can be interpreted as follows: In UFG materials, the on-
set of microplastic flow takes place at markedly higher stresses and the cyclic
hardening coefficients are enlarged. Moreover, UFG microstructures show an
enhanced sensitivity to the plastic strain amplitude, which is reflected by the
cyclic hardening exponent.

In this context, the influence of the grain size on the S–N fatigue-life diagram
must be discussed in more detail. Based on investigations on CG materials
from Thompson and Backofen [43] and Lukáš and Kunz [49], the influence of
the grain size, (in the range from some micrometers up to some millimeters)
on the fatigue lives is strongly related to the glide character of the material. If
the material exhibits a wavy glide character (which is supposed to be mainly in-
fluenced by the ease of cross-slip) as in the case of aluminum and copper, only
a small influence of the grain size is detectable in the lower LCF regime (inter-
mediate to short fatigue lives), while in the upper LCF and the HCF regime no
grain-size effect is found. When the glide character is planar, as for example in
�-brass, a pronounced grain-size effect on the fatigue lives is found throughout
the complete fatigue life range. Regarding the UFG materials, this situation
changes drastically. From the LCF regime to the HCF regime there is a strong
grain-size dependence of the fatigue lives irrespective of the glide character.
This behavior can only be explained by the change in the dominating micro-
structural length scale. In UFG materials, the grain size is in the range of the
slip distances of the dislocations. Hence, the probability of an individual gliding
dislocation interacting with the grain boundary or grain-boundary dislocations
is much higher than in CG materials. In this context, it should be stated that
the term grain size is used irrespective of the angle of misorientation between
the adjacent (sub)grains. Although the characters of the boundaries are differ-
ent, the hardening effects of subgrains or grains are supposed to be qualitatively
similar. According to the Hall–Petch relationship the hardening effect is inverse-
ly proportional to the square root of the grain size while for subgrains the hard-
ening effect is inversely proportional to the grain size. Under cyclic loading, the
plastic-strain amplitudes are normally far beyond the macroscopic yielding
point. Hence, in CG materials, the gliding distance of dislocations is much
smaller than the grain size for intermediate to low plastic-strain amplitudes.
Only pile-up effects of dislocations moving on a particular glide plane, like in
planar glide materials, will lead to a grain-size effect on the fatigue properties.
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Table 22.1 Cyclic-hardening coefficients and exponents for CG and UFG copper and nickel.

Material CG Cu UFG Cu CG Ni UFG Ni

log k 2.59 3.51 2.75 3.26
n� 0.175 0.364 0.145 0.166



At high plastic strain amplitudes, the fatigue properties of wavy slip materials
can also be affected by the grain size. This situation changes completely when
UFG materials are considered. Due to the small grain size, the back stresses of
the boundaries can either affect the source stress for emitting a gliding disloca-
tion or the gliding stress itself. With this assumption a grain or even a subgrain
boundary will affect the fatigue behavior due to either a direct interaction of a
moving dislocation with the boundaries or an interaction between the stress
field of the boundary and the dislocation source. Hence, the cyclic saturation
state should be affected by the grain size, as discussed by Thiele et al. [4, 32,
33] and Klemm [31]. According to the authors, the cyclic saturation stress of
nickel is affected by the grain size, if the grain size is smaller than about 4 �m.
With decreasing grain size the grain-boundary contribution to the cyclic satura-
tion stress increases further, following a Hall–Petch type relationship as shown
in Fig. 22.3, for a plastic-strain amplitude of 2�10–3.

When fatigue lives are considered in terms of strain amplitudes (rather than
stress amplitudes), the situation is quite different. In the regime of low to inter-
mediate total strain amplitudes, i.e. in the HCF regime, the fatigue lives of
UFG materials are much higher than those of the CG counterparts, while in
the LCF regime of intermediate to high total strain amplitudes, the fatigue lives
are distinctively shorter. Based on earlier considerations of Mughrabi and Höp-
pel [20], a cross-over of the fatigue-life graphs for the CG and UFG condition
was predicted, see Fig. 22.4. In the meanwhile, it has been shown that all avail-
able experimental data with the exception of UFG titanium verify this predic-
tion. Fig. 22.4 (b)–(e) show the data for UFG aluminum and UFG �-brass. This
cross-over can easily be explained by using the well-known laws of Coffin [51]
and Manson [52] and Basquin [53], as in the form first proposed by Morrow [54]
and Landgraf [55]:

��t�2 � ��el�2 � ��pl�2 � ��f
E
�2Nf �b � ��f �2Nf �c �22�2�
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Fig. 23.3 Cyclic saturation stress �s, GB

(grain-boundary contribution) vs. the inverse
square root of the grain size D (Hall–Petch
plot) for nickel deformed cyclically at

��pl/2= 2�10–3. FG: fine-grained, MC: mi-
crocrystalline, RT-ECAP and ET-ECAP refer
to ECAP at room and at elevated tempera-
ture. After [31, 32, 50], as modified in [26].
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Fig. 22.4 (a) Schematic total strain fatigue-
life diagram for UFG and CG materials,
from [20]. (b) Total strain fatigue-life dia-
gram for UFG Al and CG Al, (c) Correspond-
ing fatigue-life diagram according to Coffin–
Manson and Basquin laws for CG and UFG
Al, (d) Total strain fatigue-life diagram for
UFG �-brass and CG �-brass, (e) Corre-

sponding fatigue-life diagram according to
Coffin–Manson and Basquin laws for CG
and UFG �-brass. Both materials were fati-
gued in symmetrical fully reversed total
strain control with limitation of the plastic
strain, or, respectively, under stress control.
Data of (b), (c), (d) and (e) from [34], see
also [59, 60].



According to Eq. (22.2), the fatigue life for a given total strain amplitude ��t/2
can be calculated from the combination of the Coffin–Manson and Basquin
laws. With the exception of UFG titanium, it was found for all other UFG mate-
rials that the fatigue ductility coefficient ��f of the Coffin–Manson law is drasti-
cally reduced compared to the CG condition while the fatigue strength coeffi-
cient ��f of the Basquin law is increased significantly. The exponents for both
laws remain more or less unchanged, see [56–58]. Consequently, in the HCF re-
gime, i.e. in the regime of small plastic strain amplitudes that is usually studied
in stress-controlled tests, and that is primarily governed by the Basquin law, the
increased fatigue strength coefficient ��f accounts for the enhancement in fa-
tigue life. On the other hand, in the LCF regime, i.e. in the regime of inter-
mediate to high plastic strain amplitudes, in which usually strain-controlled ex-
periments are performed and that is primarily governed by the Coffin–Manson
law, the decreased fatigue ductility coefficient ��f will lead to a deterioration of
the fatigue life, see [59, 60].

Based on the above considerations concerning the interaction of dislocations
with the grain boundaries, the observed cross-over in the total strain fatigue-life
diagram can be easily understood. According to Orowan’s equation, the slip
length can be calculated by a simple estimate. At the point of crossover, the slip
length is rather close to the measured grain size, see [28, 60]. Hence, it is sup-
posed that the reduced fatigue lives in the regime of intermediate to high plas-
tic-strain amplitudes are due to a limitation of the possible slip length of the
dislocations by the UFG grain structure.

In this context, it should be noted that, in the case of �-brass, the fatigue duc-
tility exponent c from the Coffin–Manson law differs significantly for the CG
and UFG materials, while the exponents are nearly identical for aluminum and
also copper. This change in the slope of the fatigue life plot probably indicates a
change in the deformation mechanism.

22.3
Cyclic Deformation Behavior and Damage Mechanisms

When discussing the cyclic deformation behavior and, in particular, the phe-
nomenon of cyclic softening in combination with the microstructural stability
of UFG materials produced by SPD techniques such as ECAP, it is important
to note the following differences with respect to the related cyclic softening be-
havior in CG materials that have been predeformed. In the latter case, as has
been well documented in the classical work of Feltner and Laird [61], it is the
dislocation cell/subgrain structure that readjusts itself and undergoes coarsen-
ing during cyclic softening. On the other hand, in UFG materials, it is the re-
fined grain structure that contains a large fraction of high-angle grain bound-
aries and that is inherited from the ECAP process that coarsens during cyclic
softening. In this case, a deformation-induced dislocation substructure that is
strikingly absent in the grains of the original UFG microstructure can develop
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in the coarsened grains, once they have become larger than the characteristic
spacings of the dislocation substructure.

In this context, it can be stated that cyclic deformation behavior of UFG mate-
rials is significantly different from the behavior of the CG counterparts. Beside
the different levels of the materials response (stress or strain amplitude), pro-
nounced cyclic softening is often observed for rather pure single-phase UFG
materials, see [17, 18, 21, 23] and Fig. 22.5 (a). In this context, systematic investi-
gations on UFG Cu [23] reveal that the microstructural stability plays a key role
in the cyclic deformation behavior. From such studies on pure and less pure
UFG copper and of other materials of different purity it can be concluded that
UFG materials of commercial purity frequently are cyclically stable, whereas
high-purity UFG materials usually undergo severe cyclic softening. This behav-
ior can be attributed to the stable grain-boundary structure in the former case,
as compared to the much less stable grain structure in the latter case. Thus, it
was found for high-purity UFG copper in the LCF regime, dynamic grain
growth occurs at a low homologous temperature of 0.22, see Fig. 22.6 (a) and
[20, 23]. More specifically, the grain growth was found to be time and tempera-
ture dependent and to also depend in a particular way on the plastic-strain am-
plitude. All these effects were related to the strong cyclic softening observed.
Moreover, dynamic grain coarsening has been considered as a crucial micro-
structural event for the formation of macroscopic shear bands, see [23]. In the
case of less-pure single-phase materials, like less-pure copper [27, 62] and com-
mercial-purity UFG Al [22, 34, 73], the reduced purity leads to a drastically re-
duced dynamic grain-coarsening effect, which is also reflected in a significantly
different cyclic deformation behavior, see Fig. 22.5 (b). For commercial-purity
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Fig. 22.5 Cyclic deformation curves for (a)
UFG Cu fatigued at different constant plas-
tic-strain amplitudes. If not indicated other-
wise, the experiments were performed at
room temperature at a strain rate of
1�10–3 s–1. From [23]. (b) Cyclic deforma-
tion curves of UFG Al and swaged CG Al,
respectively, fatigued at different constant

total strain amplitudes and at two different
strain rates: solid lines: 5�10–3 s–1 and
dotted lines: 5�10–4 s–1. For an amplitude
of ��tot/2= 3.8�10–3 an additional test at a
strain rate of 5�10–5 s–1 was also performed
(indicated by an asterisk. Courtesy of D.
Amberger [63]).



UFG Al with a grain size of 350 nm cyclic hardening was found for all ampli-
tudes applied due to the absence of intense dynamic grain coarsening. In con-
trast, the swaged CG reference material shows pronounced cyclic softening. For
UFG Al with the grain size of 350 nm no macroscopic shear bands were found.
On the other hand, in the case of UFG Al with a grain size of 850 nm and with
a slightly lower amount and different kind of impurities only few but severe
and extended macroscopic shear bands do form during cyclic loading, see
Fig. 22.7 (a) and [22, 26, 28, 34]. Only within these shear bands did the grain
structure markedly coarsen. The strength within the shear band determined by
nanoindentation tests is reduced by almost 30% compared to the hardness of
the vicinity. Switching to single-phase materials with a high amount of solution-
hardening elements, like �-brass, a very pronounced microstructural stability is
found, which leads to a marked cyclic saturation level. Macroscopic shear bands
are absent in these materials. Furthermore, in the case of �-brass, it can be con-
cluded that the planar type of deformation typical for the CG condition becomes
less dominating in the case of an ultrafine-grained microstructure. In the UFG
�-brass, the slip lines are less planar and shorter than in the CG counterpart.
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Fig. 22.6 (a) Markedly coarsened patch in
UFG Cu fatigued at ��pl/2= 1�10–3. Please
note the dislocation substructure formed in

the coarsened patch. (b) Intersecting shear
bands in UFG Cu fatigued at ��pl/2=
1�10–3. Stress axis horizontal. From [23].

Fig. 22.7 Macroscopic shear band
formed in UFG Al fatigued at ��pl/
2 = 1�10–3. Within the shear band a
possibly noncrystallographic grain rota-
tion and slight grain coarsening can be
detected. Stress axis horizontal. From
[44].



Many individual microcracks starting mainly at the remaining but comparably
small slip bands appear. For the coarser microstructures introduced by a post-
ECAP annealing heat treatment, the character of deformation switches to the
planar type back again. Hence, the slip mode obviously varies with the grain
size.

Evaluating the above-mentioned results in combination with other investiga-
tions on multiphase materials like the alloy AA6061, it can be concluded that
the boundary mobility in UFG microstructures is one of the relevant features
for the stability of the microstructure. Hence, an enhanced microstructural sta-
bility of the UFG grain structure, accompanied by an improved fatigue resis-
tance, can be expected when the grain-boundary mobility is reduced. Moreover,
it can be stated that as long as the grain size is small enough, typical substruc-
tures such as di-/multipolar dislocation veins/walls, which are commonly ob-
served in fatigued wavy-slip CG material, cannot form and are hence absent
[19, 32, 64]. Thus, variations in the dislocation density and arrangements in
UFG materials during cycling must also be considered.

In UFG materials, gliding dislocations can interact much more easily either
with the grain boundaries or with the so-called grain-boundary-affected zone
(GBAZ) [65] than in the CG counterparts, as the grain size is in the range of
the slip distance. This enhanced probability for the interaction with the grain
boundaries or the GBAZ plays a significant role in understanding the deforma-
tion behavior of UFG materials. As mentioned above, UFG materials show en-
hanced strain-rate sensitivity under monotonic loading [11, 13, 66]. The reasons
for the enhanced SRS are until now under discussion. Grain-boundary sliding
and Coble creep are mainly used to explain this behavior. As suggested earlier
[11, 13] and also proposed by Li et al. [67] thermally activated annihilation of
dislocations at the grain boundaries or in the GBAZ in UFG materials are also
brought into the discussion. The influence of the increased SRS on the fatigue
lives and the deformation behavior fatigue tests on UFG Al at two different
strain rates of 5�10–3 s–1 and 5�10–4 s–1 were investigated recently in total
strain-controlled tests [60, 63, 68]. There is a clear influence of the strain rate
on the fatigue lives as well as on the cyclic deformation behavior, Fig. 22.5 (b).
At the lower strain rate, the UFG material is softer for the first approximately
hundred cycles and the fatigue life is reduced by approximately a factor of two.
After the first hundred cycles, pronounced hardening takes place and for all am-
plitudes applied the corresponding stress amplitudes for the tests performed at
the lower strain rate slightly exceed the levels of the experiments at the higher
strain rate. Such an influence was not found for the swaged CG condition.
Hence, it can be concluded that dislocation-annihilation mechanisms rather
than grain-boundary sliding or Coble creep play an important role.

According to Essmann and Mughrabi [69] the differential change of disloca-
tion density d� occurring in a particular glide system in an interval of shear
strain d� can be written as:
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with:
b: modulus of the Burgers vector,
L: dislocation glide path, usually a function of the shear strain �,
y: annihilation distance within which two dislocations of opposite sign on

neighboring glide planes can annihilate spontaneously.

Equation (22.3) combines a term for the rate of production of dislocations and a
term for the rate of annihilation. The annihilation distance y depends, of
course, on the dislocation character and on the temperature. The spontaneous
annihilation distance y becomes larger with increasing temperature. If addition-
ally, high-temperature processes, like dislocation climb, must be taken into ac-
count, the annihilation distance becomes also time dependent. Considering
ECAP-processed UFG materials, usually high (local) dislocation densities of
1014–1016 m–2 are obtained by X-ray peak broadening analysis. In addition, as
known from TEM observations, the dislocations are mainly stored at the grain
boundaries. Cyclic deformation of SPD-processed materials will, very likely, lead
to a change in the activated slip planes due to the change in the deformation
mode. Hence, only those dislocations introduced by SPD that belong to an
active glide system can be annihilated. Based on these fundamental considera-
tions, the cyclic deformation behavior of UFG materials can be understood
more easily.

The following sequence of events is visualized: Dislocations are gliding into
the grain boundaries or GBAZ and annihilate spontaneously with those disloca-
tions of opposite sign that are spaced at the annihilation distance or closer. Sub-
sequently, dislocations of opposite signs spaced further apart can only annihilate
by thermally activated (time-dependent) climb. Hence, annihilation processes of
gliding dislocations with grain-boundary dislocations or dislocations stored in
the GBAZ will occur much more easily at the beginning of the cyclic deforma-
tion test. During further cycling, the appropriate annihilation partners are
spaced further apart, and hence the annihilation rate decreases. This proposed
scenario is also strongly supported by the found strain-rate-dependent deforma-
tion behavior, see Fig. 22.5 (b). The slight cyclic softening and the consecutive
strain-rate-dependent cyclic hardening of the material at the beginning of the
deformation can easily be explained by the influence of thermally activated pro-
cesses on the annihilation distance, as described above. In this context, it should
be mentioned, that also a significantly increased amount of vacancies found in
the UFG materials may contribute to the time- and temperature-dependent de-
formation behavior, see [70]. It is worth mentioning that a similar strain-rate-de-
pendent cyclic deformation behavior for truly nanocrystalline nickel was re-
ported very recently by Moser et al. [2].

As mentioned above, localization of deformation in macroscopic shear bands
occurs frequently in UFG materials, see Fig. 22.6 (b) and Fig. 22.7. As localiza-
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tion of plastic deformation is always a prerequisite for fatigue crack nucleation
and propagation, the formation mechanisms responsible for these shear bands
deserve special attention. Up to now, there is an ongoing discussion whether
the shear bands are inherently formed during the ECAP process, whether they
form due to a strain-path change from ECAP shear deformation to symmetrical
push-pull deformation, or whether they form as a consequence to the local on-
set of grain coarsening, see [20, 25, 71]. Shear bands that are inherently formed
during ECAP will of course seriously affect the cyclic deformation behavior. Ac-
cording to Iwahashi et al. [72] and to a recent investigation [73], they are ex-
pected to occur if improper ECAP parameters are applied or if the material is
strongly solid-solution hardened. In the mean time it is well known that the
UFG microstructure obtained depends strongly on the individual ECAP routes,
the number of ECAP passes and also the materials used. The formation of
shear bands during fatigue is supposed to be related also to the fraction of
boundaries that are high-angle grain boundaries. If there are, on the one hand,
many elongated grains with manifold low-angle grain boundaries as a substruc-
ture in between, the formation of shear bands during cycling will be rather easy.
On the other hand, the situation for UFG materials produced by more appropri-
ate ECAP processes, like route C, route Bc or related routes, leading to a more
equiaxed microstructure with about 60–70% high-angle grain boundaries is not
so clear. For these kinds of materials, macroscopic shear banding can be more
easily attributed to a strain-path change or to grain coarsening and grain rota-
tion than to inherently formed shear bands, see [20, 28]. Alternatively, there is
also the possibility that the shear deformation during ECAP leads to nonhomo-
geneous band-like shaped grains, which will then be easily detectable by a thor-
ough microstructural investigation. As proposed earlier by two of the authors
[20], the following two mechanisms are supposed to govern the shear-banding
mechanism, Fig. 22.8:
(a) The shear band starts at a locally coarsened grain/subgrain or at a patch,

which is much more easily deformed. Triggered by the localized plastic de-
formation, the coarsened/weakened patch spreads out and the macroscopic
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Fig. 22.8 Alternative scenarios of formation
of large-scale fatigue shear bands with coar-
sened microstructure. Stress axis vertical.
(a) Local grain/subgrain coarsening spread-
ing out, forming a shear band.

(b) Catastrophic extended shear band,
caused by “strain-path change”, with sub-
sequent formation of coarsened microstruc-
ture in the shear band. From [20].



shear band forms. As pointed out earlier, grain coarsening was found to be
also dependent on the plastic-strain amplitude. Hence, localized plastic de-
formation will be the starting point for these kinds of shear banding.

(b) The extended shear band is caused by a strain-path change (from simple
shear by ECAP to push-pull deformation in the fatigue test). Catastrophic
shear instability will be the consequence. Depending on the grain-boundary
mobility, the microstructure in the so-formed shear band will coarsen. In
this context, it should be pointed out that the grain coarsening for that
mechanism can be more or less marked and can also be completely absent,
if the grain-boundary mobility is small enough, as in impure or solid-solu-
tion-strengthened materials.

For both cases, the shear bands should be oriented more or less at 45� to the
stress axis, which is also clearly visible in Fig. 22.6 (b) and Fig. 22.7. For shear
bands formed inherently during the ECAP process, the shear bands should be,
from a theoretical point of view, inclined under approximately 26� [74]. As re-
ported in [27, 39], for less-pure Invar and copper it was found that the shear
bands after fatigue exposure form along the last shear plane of the ECAP pro-
cess. These observations are not contradictory to the scenarios proposed above,
but are in fact compatible with the scenario of the strain-path change.

In this context, it should also be noted that a post-ECAP recovery heat treat-
ment was shown to increase the microstructural stability and to have the poten-
tial to increase the fatigue life in the LCF regime of the total strain fatigue-life
diagram, see [20–23, 26, 34, 75]. Triggered by recovery processes, where some-
times a bimodal grain-size distribution is obtained (see next section for details),
under cyclic loading the microstructure is much more stable, dynamic grain
coarsening will be diminished, shear banding will be significantly reduced and
the fatigue life in the LCF regime of the total strain fatigue-life diagram is en-
hanced. However, the corresponding stress amplitude at a given strain ampli-
tude is significantly reduced. Consequently, compared to the as-ECAP-processed
counterparts, a deteriorated fatigue life in the Wöhler (S–N) plot is obtained.
Nevertheless, compared to the CG counterparts, the fatigue life is still (slightly)
increased.

22.4
Modeling

The attempts to model the fatigue behavior of UFG metals are still scarce. Despite
the complexity and thermal and mechanical instability of UFG structures dis-
cussed above, their fatigue behavior in many ways can be visualized more simply
than that of ordinary poly- and single crystals due to lacking of dislocation pattern-
ing. Patlan et al. [76] and Vinogradov et al. [77] have suggested that the shape of a
stable hysteresis loop and the cyclic stress–strain curve can be described, at least
semiquantitatively, by considering only the kinetics of the average dislocation den-
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sity within the framework of a simplified one-parameter model based on the Eq.
(22.3). Assuming the annihilation parameter y and the slip length L do not vary
with straining after some elementary transformations one obtains the stress–
strain relation approximating roughly the cyclic hysteresis loop

� � �0 � ��b

����������������������������������
1 � exp��2y��b�

Ly

�
�22�4�

As an example, a typical ascending part of the stable hysteresis loop of the 5056
Al alloy is plotted in Fig. 22.1 in the so-called relative coordinates �r–�pl r, where
the tip of the compressive half-loop is set at the origin coordinates and both
half-loops are considered identical. The nonlinear curve fit of experimental
points by the function (22.4) with two fitting parameters – L and y – provides a
reasonable agreement between the experimental and calculated loops with L
and y of 1.4�10–7 m and 2.3�10–8 m, respectively, Fig. 22.1. It is worth noticing
that the mean free pass of dislocations L appears to be of the order of the half-
grain diameter d being typically 200–300 nm, which is a quite plausible assump-
tion as discussed above. Similarly, one can calculate peak stresses, ��/2, at dif-
ferent plastic-strain amplitudes, giving an approximation of the cyclic stress–
strain curve such as shown in Fig. 22.2, see Fig. 22.9 (b) [76, 77]. Furthermore,
in the low-strain limit, the formulae (22.4) can be rewritten as

� � �0 � ��b

�����
2�
bL

�
� �0 � 2����b�1�2d�1�2 �22�5�

which agrees with the Ashby expression of the Hall–Petch work-hardening
stress ���0 + kd–1/2 (�0 and k�k(�) materials properties) if L�d/2. In other
words, from Eq. (22.5) the d–1/2 dependence of the flow stress agrees with the
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Fig. 22.9 (a) ascending part of the hysteresis
loop in relative coordinates at the beginning
of saturation during cycling of ECAP Ti at
��pl/2 of 5�10–3 – the solid line corre-
sponds to the linear fit of the experimental

data by function (22.4); (b) fragment of the
cyclic stress–strain curve for the same mate-
rial the solid line corresponds to the linear
fit of experimental data by function (22.5).
From [77].



experimentally observed Hall–Petch behavior of the cyclic stress–strain curve
and the fatigue limit. Due to the model simplicity, the qualitative agreement be-
tween experimental results and calculations is surprising. Although this model-
ing does not pretend to be a complete description, it emphasizes the signifi-
cance of two factors in the fatigue behavior of UFG materials – dislocation accu-
mulation and annihilation of a general kind, which are most essential and com-
mon processes in plasticity and fatigue of metals, both UFG and CG. Thus,
despite oversimplification, this approach is capable to explain qualitatively such
experimental results as

i) saturation of the cyclic stress amplitude,
ii) high saturation stress,

iii) rapid hardening/softening in the early stage of cycling (softening is natu-
rally explained if one assume the initial dislocation density for differential
equation (3) to be high enough),

iv) shape of the cyclic stress–strain curve and
v) Hall–Petch behavior of the fatigue limit.

Comprehensive modeling of fatigue in UFG materials should (a) be microstruc-
turally based and (b) be able to account for the features of the cyclic behavior
discussed above and (c) give reasonable estimates of cyclic life parameters, �f� ,
�f� , b and c, entering in Eq. (22.2) for fatigue-life prediction. When successful,
such modeling could serve as a theoretical ground for optimizing the fatigue
performance from the stand point of materials physics, in particular with re-
spect to the relevant deformation mechanisms.

22.5
Criteria for Optimizing the Cyclic Deformation Behavior

Based on the fundamental aspects of the fatigue properties described above, at-
tempts to enhance the fatigue properties of UFG materials must therefore aim
at enhancing the microstructural stability of the UFG microstructures under cy-
clic loading and at the same time, improve the ductility. In detail, the following
points are considered to play an important role, compare [20]:

� Microstructural stability: The microstructural stability is strongly affected by the
ECAP process parameters, in particular by the route and number of passes and
the amount and the kind of impurities of the materials used. Although these
are very important factors, a fundamental knowledge of the influence of the
individual microstructures on the fatigue behavior is still lacking.

� Post-ECAP recovery heat treatment: Suitable annealing treatments after ECAP
have a positive effect on the fatigue lives in the LCF regime in the total strain
fatigue-life diagram. The increase in fatigue ductility can be explained by a re-
duction of the dislocation density, which will on the one hand also affect the
driving force for cyclically induced grain coarsening. On the other hand, due
to the high density of dislocations introduced during the ECAP process, a
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heat treatment will rearrange the dislocations lying at the grain boundaries or
in the GBAZ. Rearranging the dislocations in the grain-boundary-affected
zone may also affect the maximum possible slip distance positively.

� Positive effect of a bimodal microstructure: In some cases, bimodal grain-size
distributions, consisting of large grains in the micrometer range embedded in
an ultrafine-grained matrix, form during annealing and have a positive effect
on the LCF fatigue behavior, see [20, 21]. For heat-treated UFG Cu with a bi-
modal microstructure, a significantly increased fatigue life reaching the value
of the CG counterpart but at a higher stress level is obtained. In general how-
ever, the introduction of a bimodal microstructure by heat treatment is not al-
ways possible [22, 75]. Also, as emphasized elsewhere [22, 26, 59], a bimodal
grain distribution does not always enhance the fatigue performance markedly.
Hence, further attempts to introduce bimodal grain-size distributions in dif-
ferent UFG materials and to study and optimize their effect on the fatigue
performance are desirable.

� Effect of grain size: From a more general point of view, the grain size itself
should also be considered as an essential microstructural design feature influ-
encing the fatigue life in the LCF regime, as is visible in Fig. 22.1 (b) and
Fig. 22.3. As discussed above, in UFG materials the slip distance of the
mobile dislocations is of the order of the grain size. Consequently, a moderate
increase of the grain size is supposed to shift the intersection point in
Fig. 22.4 (b) and Fig. 22.4 (d) towards higher plastic strain amplitudes. The
strong influence of the grain size on the fatigue life for wavy slip UFG mate-
rials, like Cu and Al, is in contrast to the classical behavior of the CG counter-
parts, where a slight grain-size effect is reported only at rather high strain
amplitudes, see Fig. 22.1. As described above, the grain-size dependence of
the cyclic deformation behavior can be easily explained as long as the slip dis-
tance of gliding dislocations is of the order of the grain size. On the other
hand, the increase of the fatigue life of UFG materials in the HCF regime
cannot be explained easily by a pile-up effect of gliding dislocations at the
grain boundaries as the slip distances of the gliding dislocations become sig-
nificantly smaller than the grain size. For the HCF regime, it is supposed that
the strongly increased stresses for the onset of microyielding in UFG materi-
als, see [22, 44], will play a key role in enhanced fatigue lives. To conclude, a
few words on the role of crack propagation are relevant. The total fatigue life
results from the sum of the cycles consumed during the crack initiation peri-
od and cycles consumed in the crack propagation period. In this context, it
should be noted that the reduction of the grain size from CG to UFG has a
small but negative effect on the rate of fatigue-crack propagation. Thus, in
the work of Kim et al. [78] on a low carbon steel, of Hanlon et al. [6] on elec-
trodeposited Ni, of Vinogradov et al. [79] on a CuCrZr alloy or on an Al-Mg
alloy [80], and of Hübner et al. [81] on Cu, Ti and Al-1.5MgScZr it has been
shown that the fatigue threshold value is decreased and the fatigue crack
growth rate is increased as the grain size diminishes. Further investigations
should also clarify this point in more detail.
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Wolfgang Sprengel and Roland Würschum

23.1
Introduction

Since the pioneering research work on nanocrystalline materials by Gleiter and
coworkers in 1984 [1], diffusion processes in these novel types of materials have
attracted considerable interest, largely because material transport belongs to the
group of physical properties differing most in nanocrystalline materials in com-
parison to their coarse-grained or single-crystalline counterparts. In nanocrystal-
line specimens, rapid mass transport can occur because of the high number
density of crystallite interfaces and the fact that diffusion along interfaces is
usually much faster than in crystals.

Diffusion is a determining feature of a number of application-oriented proper-
ties of nanocrystalline materials, such as enhanced ductility, diffusion-induced
magnetic anisotropy, enhanced ionic mass transport, and improved catalytic ac-
tivity [2, 3]. Moreover, diffusion in nanocrystalline materials is also relevant for
the understanding of the basic physics of interfaces. Since interface diffusion is
highly structure sensitive, diffusion studies can provide valuable insight into the
question of the extent to which interfaces in nanocrystalline materials differ
from conventional grain boundaries (GBs).

This chapter is an updated version of our review on diffusion in nanocrystal-
line metals and alloys [4]. Following a brief description of GB diffusion models
(Section 23.2) and an introductory overview of experimental results (Section
23.3.1), focus is laid on the effects of structural relaxation and grain growth
(Section 23.3.2), different types of interfaces (Section 23.3.3), intergranular
amorphous phases (Section 23.3.4) and intergranular melting (Section 23.3.5).
Specific aspects of atomistic simulations of GB structures related to diffusion
are briefly summarized in Section 23.4. An assessment of the diffusion-
mediated processes of deformation and induced magnetic anisotropy is given in
Section 23.5 on the basis of the available diffusion data.

For a summary of diffusion data on hydrogen diffusion in nanocrystalline
metals as well as diffusion in nanocrystalline ceramics, the reader is referred to
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Ref. [5]. Furthermore, reviews of GB diffusion in coarse-grained materials and
bicrystals have been published by Mishin and Herzig [6, 7].

23.2
Modelling

Diffusion coefficients in solids are most precisely determined from concentra-
tion-penetration profiles obtained from long-range diffusion experiments with
radioactive tracer atoms. In the general case of interface diffusion in polycrystal-
line materials, two simultaneous diffusion processes have to be taken into ac-
count: rapid diffusion in the crystallite interfaces (GB diffusion coefficient DGB),
and diffusion from the interfaces and the specimen surface into the volume of
the crystallites (diffusion coefficient DV). According to Harrison’s classification
scheme, three different diffusion regimes denoted by A, B, and C can be ob-
served in polycrystalline materials. In regime A, the diffusion length in the
grains is significantly longer than the average grain size d, i.e. diffusion inside
the grains is dominating. The regime denoted as diffusion regime C describes
the situation where diffusion occurs in grain boundaries exclusively or, in other
words, where diffusion inside the grains can be neglected. The diffusion regime
B falls between these two extreme cases. Here, diffusion from the grain bound-
ary into the grains occurs but the penetration length inside the grains is smaller
than the grain size. The diffusion regimes are thus characterized by appropriate
ratios between the diffusion length LV in the crystallites (� (DVt)0.5, with diffu-
sion time t) and the crystallite diameter d or the interface thickness �. In each
of these regimes, the evaluation of the diffusion penetration profile is relatively
straightforward (see, e.g., Ref. [8]).

In the case of type A (LV > d) and type C (LV <�) diffusion regimes the diffu-
sion profiles can be described by a Gaussian distribution from which DGB (type
C) or an average value of DGB and DV (type A) are directly determined. In the
type-B regime (d > LV >�), in addition to the Gaussian contribution characteriz-
ing the volume diffusion, a second, deep penetrating part is observed, from
which DGB can only indirectly be determined, if the value of DV is known, be-
cause only the product s�DGBDV

–0.5 (s denotes a segregation factor) is analytically
accessible. Transitions between the regimes A and B or B and C can be treated
numerically [9–11]. Moreover, an immobilization of diffusing atoms from fast
interfacial diffusion paths in the crystallites that arise from the migration of
GBs in the wake of grain growth can be taken into account quantitatively [12].

For fine-grained materials, Mishin and Herzig proposed an extension of the
aforementioned scheme, based on different ratios of the diffusion length along
the interfaces and the crystallite diameter (see Ref. [8]). For a number of recent
measurements of diffusion in nanocrystalline materials, it turned out to be use-
ful to extend the GB diffusion model to include two types of interfaces mani-
festing low and high diffusivity (see Section 23.3.3). Between fast and slow in-
terface diffusion, relationships can be derived that are analogous to those valid
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for the case of type-B kinetics of GB diffusion [11, 13, 14]. In another extension,
Peteline and coworkers [15] considered the possibility of diffusion along the tri-
ple-line intersections of interfaces in addition to diffusion within the interfaces
and crystallites.

23.3 Diffusion Measurements

23.3.1
Overview

An overview of diffusion measurements that have been performed on nanocrys-
talline metals and alloys is given in Table 23.1. The first diffusion study in this
field was published by Horváth et al. in 1987 [16], in which self-diffusivities in
nanocrystalline Cu were measured to be about three orders of magnitude high-
er than in grain boundaries. Subsequently, further findings of extraordinarily
high diffusivities were reported in nanocrystalline metals (Table 23.1), such as
the diffusivity of Ag in nanocrystalline Cu [17]. In the period following this ini-
tial era, however, it was realized that factors like structural relaxation, grain
growth and residual porosity must be taken into account in order to obtain an
unambiguous assessment of the diffusion in nanocrystalline metals. As a conse-
quence of experimental advances in preparing porosity-free nanocrystalline me-
tals of high purity, grain growth became even more prevalent during the diffu-
sion annealing performed in subsequent studies, because of the absence of pin-
ning centers for interfaces [18–21]. However, thermally stable nanostructures
could be achieved for alloys, which permitted the study of diffusion without
grain-boundary migration in a number of cases [11, 14, 22–26]. As outlined in
the following, most of the studies taking these factors into consideration (Sec-
tions 23.3.2 and 23.3.3) have concluded that the diffusivities in relaxed inter-
faces of nanocrystalline materials are similar to or only slightly higher than dif-
fusivities in conventional grain boundaries. However, a particular situation ap-
pears to apply to nanocrystalline alloys prepared by crystallization, in which low-
er interfacial diffusivities are observed, presumably as a result of the presence
of residual intergranular phases (Section 23.3.4).

A wide spectrum of well-established experimental techniques has been ap-
plied to the measurement of diffusion in nanocrystalline materials, including
the radiotracer method with sputter or mechanical sectioning, electron-beam
microanalysis, Auger electron or secondary ion mass spectroscopy with depth
profiling, Rutherford backscattering and nuclear magnetic resonance. These
techniques are described in textbooks on diffusion (see, e.g., Ref. [8]) or in the
respective references quoted in Table 23.1.
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23.3.2
Structural Relaxation and Grain Growth

Since the conditions prevalent during the synthesis of nanocrystalline materials
are far from thermodynamic equilibrium, the initial structure of interfaces in
such samples may depend sensitively on the time–temperature history. For na-
nocrystalline metals prepared by crystallite condensation in an inert-gas atmo-
sphere with subsequent crystallite compaction, extensive experimental evidence
exists that structural relaxation occurs at slightly elevated temperatures. That
this structural relaxation exerts an influence on the diffusion behavior can be
concluded from the decrease in the self-diffusion coefficient with increasing
time of diffusion annealing, as measured, for instance, in nanocrystalline Fe
prepared by the cluster condensation and compaction route and by severe plas-
tic deformation [20]. Similar observations were made by Kolobov et al. [27] on
nanostructured Ni prepared by severe plastic deformation. In that case, the dif-
fusivity of Cu at 423 K was found to decrease by more than three orders of
magnitude upon preannealing of the sample at 523 K prior to the onset of grain
growth [27]. Both in nanocrystalline Fe [20] and in nanocrystalline Ni [27], the
interfacial diffusion coefficients in the relaxed state appear to be similar to or
only slightly higher than the values expected for conventional GBs in coarse-
grained materials from an extrapolation of high-temperature data.

The enhanced diffusivity observed in nanocrystalline metals prior to relaxa-
tion may indicate a nonequilibrium structure of the interfaces. Nonequilibrium
GBs are known in the case of cold-worked metals, where they exhibit a gradual
relaxation behavior or a metastable character [28]. The enhanced diffusivities
found in such samples are ascribed to the absorption of lattice dislocations at
GBs [28, 29]. In the case of nanocrystalline metals, in which dislocation activity
ceases due to the small crystallite size [30], enhanced diffusivities may arise
from local excess free volume, which, in the case of inert-gas-condensed sam-
ples, may remain following the high-pressure compaction step. Evidence for the
existence of vacancy-type interfacial free volumes and their variation upon an-
nealing at slightly elevated temperatures could be derived from positron annihi-
lation studies [31]. This situation resembles the well-known structural relaxation
in amorphous alloys, where the annealing out of excess volume gives rise to a
decrease in diffusivity (see, e.g., Ref. [32]). Unlike the case of amorphous alloys,
the microstructure of which remains stable over a relatively wide temperature
range below the onset of crystallization, the relaxed structure of nanocrystalline
metals is highly prone to interface migration and grain growth. This is particu-
larly true for pore-free nanocrystalline metals of high purity, in which pinning
centers for interfaces have largely been eliminated [18]. In that case, the assess-
ment of the diffusion behavior is affected by the concomitant GB migration.

The occurrence of crystallite growth during diffusion gives rise to a decrease
in the fraction of interfaces and, as a consequence of growth-induced interface
migration, to a slowing down of tracer diffusion, since the tracer atoms are im-
mobilized by incorporation at lattice sites of the crystallites. Although this leads
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to deviations from Gaussian diffusion profiles, the diffusivities derived from fits
of Gaussians to the diffusion tails according to type-C kinetics (see Section 23.2)
may still lie fairly close to the actual values of DGB. This follows from the fact
that the tails of the diffusion profiles are least affected by grain growth, because
the tails are governed by those GBs that migrate at the lowest rate [21]. Here, it
is useful to note that regions with low or negligible GB migration are com-
monly observed during inhomogeneous grain growth, which frequently prevails
in nanocrystalline samples [5, 21].

The complications introduced by grain growth in nanocrystalline metals are
even more serious when attempting to ascribe a physical interpretation to ex-
perimental values for the activation energies of diffusion, because grain growth
seriously limits the temperature range of such studies. For this reason, only
characteristic diffusion coefficients are quoted for nanocrystalline metals in Ta-
ble 23.1, rather than activation energies.

An enhanced stability of nanocrystalline metals with respect to grain growth
may be obtained in the case of thin films, as studied by Erdélyi et al. [33]. In na-
nocrystalline Cu films, the diffusion of Ag in the low-temperature regime of type-
C kinetics was found to be consistent with the GB diffusion and segregation data
obtained for conventional GBs in the type-B regime (see Section 23.2) [33].

23.3.3
Different Types of Interfaces

In a number of nanocrystalline alloys, it has been possible to carry out diffusion
studies over a wide temperature range without complications arising from grain
growth (Section 23.3.2). Despite the stable microstructure, the diffusion charac-
teristics of such nanocrystalline alloys may be quite complex, owing to the pres-
ence of various types of interfaces (this section), intergranular amorphous
phases (Section 23.3.4), or the occurrence of intergranular phase melting (Sec-
tion 23.3.5).

Different types of interfaces even in the same material may be a characteristic
feature of nanocrystalline materials, particularly in those cases in which bulk
materials are prepared from powders consisting of agglomerates of nanocrystal-
lites. The interfaces between these �m-sized agglomerates (i.e. interagglomerate
boundaries) as well as residual porosity between the agglomerates provide path-
ways of higher diffusivity, whereas a lower diffusivity occurs along the interfaces
between the nanocrystallites located within the agglomerates (so-called intra-ag-
glomerate boundaries). A first diffusion study taking these two types of inter-
faces into account was performed by Bokstein et al. [13] on cluster-assembled
nanocrystalline Ni with a density of 92–93% of the bulk density. This approach
was generalized in a model for diffusion in two-scale interface materials by Di-
vinski et al. [11] by employing relationships analogous to those of type-B GB dif-
fusion kinetics (see Section 23.2). A fast diffusion process is ascribed to diffu-
sion in the interagglomerate boundaries compared to a second process of slower
diffusion fluxes from the interagglomerate into the intra-agglomerate bound-
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aries. The much lower diffusion fluxes from the intra-agglomerate boundaries
into the volume are negligible in this case. The analysis method was applied to
Fe [11] and Ni [34] self-diffusion and Ag [35] impurity diffusion studies in 98%-
dense nanocrystalline �-Fe–40wt%Ni prepared by mechanical alloying and hot
compaction. In all cases of diffusion in nanocrystalline Ni [13] and �-Fe61.2Ni38.8

[11, 34–36], the diffusion in the interagglomerate boundaries occurs at rates that
are several orders of magnitudes higher than diffusion in the intra-agglomerate
boundaries. On the other hand, the diffusion in the intra-agglomerate bound-
aries, that is in the boundaries between the nanocrystals, was found to be of the
same order and with similar Arrhenius-type temperature characteristics as for
conventional GBs.

Evidence for the presence of various types of interfaces has also been obtained
in nanocrystalline Fe-based alloys prepared by crystallization [14, 37]. In these
highly dense alloys, residual intergranular amorphous phases rather than inter-
agglomerate boundaries give rise to additional interfacial diffusion paths, as out-
lined in the following section.

23.3.4
Intergranular Amorphous Phases

Nanocrystalline Fe-based alloys prepared by crystallization are of high technical
relevance due to their superior soft-magnetic properties [38]. The two basic
types of alloys are Fe73.5Fe13.5B9Nb3Cu1 (VITROPERMTM) and Fe90Zr7B3

(NANOPERMTM), consisting of D03-Fe3Si or �-Fe nanocrystallites, respectively,
with sizes of 10 to 15 nm embedded in a residual amorphous matrix. Larger
crystallite sizes of ca. 30 nm with a two-phase structure of �-Fe and Fe-Zr nano-
crystallites are formed upon crystallization of Fe90Zr10 [14].

As these materials are highly dense, pore free, and thermally stable, interface
diffusion can be studied without any influence of porosity, relaxation, or grain
growth. Each of the three Fe-based alloys manifests Fe-tracer diffusivities that
are substantially lower than those of GBs in �-Fe (Fig. 23.1, [14, 22, 23]). This
particular feature strongly differs from the diffusion behavior observed in other
nanocrystalline metals and alloys (see above). The reduced interfacial diffusiv-
ities, which are similar to (Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1) or even lower (Fe90Zr7B3,
Fe90Zr10) than those of the initial amorphous phases, are considered to arise
from the residual intergranular amorphous phases (interface type I).

In addition to the slow interface diffusivity, indications for a second fast diffu-
sion process have been deduced from the tails of the diffusion profiles mea-
sured in nanocrystalline Fe90Zr7B3 [23] and Fe90Zr10 [14, 39]. Adopting the sim-
ple picture of the existence of two types of interfaces with high and low inter-
face diffusivities – which can be described with diffusion kinetics analogous to
those of type B – we find the fast process to be characteristic of diffusion along
conventional GBs (interface type II; Figs. 23.1 and 23.2, [23, 39]). Although the
description in the framework of a two-interface type model is conceptually the
same as in the case of powder-compacted nanocrystalline materials (see Section
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23.3.3), the character of the various types of interfaces is quite different. In the
alloy obtained from crystallization, the major diffusion path with the lower dif-
fusivity (interface type I) is given by the interfaces with the intergranular amor-
phous phase, whereas in the metals obtained from the compaction of agglomer-
ates the intra-agglomerate boundaries represent the major diffusion path with
the lower diffusivity [35].

In the case of Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1, a rather detailed picture of diffusion char-
acteristics is obtained from data on the Fe- [22] and Ge-tracer diffusivities [40]
as well as on the thermal formation of lattice vacancies as deduced from posi-
tron annihilation [22]. Ge diffusion is considered to characterize Si self-diffu-
sion. Like the Fe interface diffusion, the interface diffusion of Ge is rather simi-
lar to the Fe diffusion in the amorphous state, i.e. both the Ge and the Fe inter-
face diffusivities are therefore determined by the amorphous intergranular
phase. In contrast to the interfacial diffusivities, the diffusivities of Ge and Fe
in the nanocrystallites differ substantially, reflecting the peculiar diffusion be-
havior of Fe and Ge in crystalline D03-type Fe3Si. The Fe diffusion in D03-type
Fe3Si is extraordinarily fast [41] owing to a high concentration of thermal vacan-
cies [43]. The Ge diffusion in D03-type Fe3Si, on the other hand, is orders of
magnitude lower [41] presumably because of a much lower thermal vacancy
concentration and a longer vacancy jump distance on the Si sublattice [43]. A
similar situation is considered to prevail in the Fe3Si nanocrystallites of
Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1, as deduced from the Fe- and Ge-tracer diffusion data in
combination with the high-temperature positron lifetime data [40]. Owing to the
strongly differing diffusivities of Fe and Ge in the nanocrystallites but the simi-
lar diffusivities in the amorphous intergranular layers, the particular situation
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Fig. 23.1 Temperature dependence of Ge
and Fe diffusivities in Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1:
71Ge diffusion in nanocrystallites (�, DV)
and in interfaces (�, DB) [40]; 59Fe diffusion
in the nanocrystalline state (�) and in the
initial amorphous state (�) [22]. The data
are compared to diffusion in coarse-grained

polycrystalline D03-Fe82Si18 and D03-Fe79Si21

[41] and in grain boundaries (GBs) of �-Fe
[42], the diffusing element is given in paren-
theses, dashed lines indicate extrapolation
of the literature data. (Adopted from Ref.
[40], http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals).



arises that the Fe diffusion in the nanocrystallites is faster than in the inter-
faces, whereas the opposite is true for the Ge diffusion [40].

23.3.5
Intergranular Melting

Diffusion studies of nanocrystalline alloys and compounds have also been per-
formed on Nd2Fe14B-based materials, which manifest an intergranular melting
transition of Nd-enriched grain boundaries [45]. These studies are motivated by
the important role played by intergranular melting in the technological applica-
tion of this permanent magnetic material. The powder-metallurgical processing
of Nd2Fe14B takes advantage of intergranular melting in order to induce crystal-
lographic and thus magnetic texture [45].

The diffusion studies performed on nanocrystalline Nd2Fe14B shed light on a
novel type of diffusion behavior in nanocrystalline materials. Radiotracer mea-
surements carried out with the isotopes 59Fe and 147Nd show a substantial in-
crease of the interface diffusion coefficient DB for temperatures above the inter-
granular melting transition [23–26]. The increase of DB reaching high values
characteristic of diffusivities in bulk melts occurs over a distinct temperature
range, rather than abruptly. Such a gradual change could result either from con-
finement effects or from an initially local melting. Both effects give rise to re-
duced long-range diffusivities compared to bulk melts, as long as the dimen-
sions of the molten region are small or an interconnected network of liquid re-
gions has not yet been formed during the initial stage of melting. Below the inter-
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Fig. 23.2 Model for the microstructure of a
nanocrystalline alloy obtained from crystalli-
zation of an amorphous precursor with two
different types of interfaces. Nanocrystallites
(white circles) embedded in an amorphous

intergranular phase (interface type I). Black
lines indicate interfaces without an amor-
phous phase (interface type II) with proper-
ties similar to grain boundaries in crystals.
(Adopted from Ref. [37]).



granular melting transition, the grain-boundary diffusivities in nanocrystalline
Nd2Fe14B are found to be similar to those of �-Fe, within a framework of grain-
boundary diffusion kinetics of type B with an assumed volume self-diffusivity as
in �-Fe (see Fig. 23.3). This assumption is supported by a quantitative con-
sideration of the different regimes of interface diffusion [25]. In the case of Nd-
diffusion experiments the diffusivities were directly determined from experi-
ments in the kinetic regime of type C and are similar to the ones reported for
Fe diffusion [26]. It turned out that neither the Nd nor the Fe diffusion is rate
controlling for the thermodynamically induced generation of the texture ob-
served for magnetic Nd2Fe14B compounds. For a more detailed analysis of the
diffusion characteristics of ultrafine-grained Nd2Fe14B measurements of bulk
diffusion coefficients in single-crystalline or coarse-grained Nd2Fe14B would be
desirable.
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Fig. 23.3 Arrhenius plots of 59Fe-tracer dif-
fusivities in nanocrystalline Fe [20] and the
Fe-rich nanocrystalline alloys
Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 [40], Fe90Zr7B3 [37] and
Nd12.2Fe81.8B6 [23] (interface thickness
��1 nm). For Fe90Zr7B3 the diffusivities in
the two types of interfaces (� and �) are

shown. The data of n-Fe refer to relaxed
GBs. Data of Fe diffusion in the ferromag-
netic phase of crystalline �-Fe (c-Fe, [46])
and in grain boundaries of Fe (g-Fe, [42])
are shown for comparison (extrapolations
are dotted). (Adopted from Ref. [4]).



23.4
Atomistic Simulations

Atomistic simulations have become a valuable tool for gaining additional in-
sights into interfacial diffusion processes in bicrystals (for reviews see, e.g.,
Refs. [6, 47]) and nanocrystalline materials [30].

In coincidence site GBs of metals, which represent special GBs, diffusion is
found to be mediated by point defects with reduced activation energies of for-
mation and migration compared to the lattice. In contrast to lattice diffusion in
metals, where vacancy-mediated diffusion prevails, computer simulations show
that GB diffusion can be dominated either by vacancy- or by interstitial-related
mechanisms, depending on the GB structure [48, 49]. The picture of single
point defects in ordered GBs appears to be restricted to low and moderate tem-
peratures, where the thermal motion of atoms induces only limited distortions
of the GB structure. At high temperatures according to molecular dynamics si-
mulations performed by Keblinski et al. [50] – high-energy GBs may undergo a
transition from a solid to a confined liquid state, accompanied by a decrease in
the activation energy for diffusion.

Nanocrystalline structures were also studied by Wolf and coworkers [30, 51,
52] in a number of computer simulations. They find that low-angle and special
boundaries are absent in nanocrystalline materials; according to these studies,
nanocrystalline materials contain only high-energy GBs, with atomic structures
like those of high-energy GBs in bicrystals. Therefore, nanocrystalline materials
are characterized by a narrow distribution of interfacial widths and energy den-
sities. As far as diffusion is concerned, simulations of GB diffusion creep in a
nanocrystalline Pd model structure at high temperatures of 900 K and above re-
veal a Coble-creep-type behavior, with a fast liquid-like self-diffusivity as found
in high-energy GBs at high temperatures [30]. So far, an unambiguous compari-
son with experimental diffusion data is hampered by the drastically different
temperature regimes accessible in computer simulations (T > 900 K) and experi-
mental studies (T < 600 K, see Table 23.1).

23.5
Comparison with Diffusion-mediated Processes of Deformation
and Induced Magnetic Anisotropy

Diffusion is particularly relevant for the deformation behavior of nanocrystalline
metals and alloys, as, with small crystallite sizes, conventional dislocation mech-
anisms may be suppressed and grain-boundary-mediated deformation processes
may dominate [30]. From a comparison of the diffusion and deformation char-
acteristics of nanocrystalline metals and alloys a basic understanding of the de-
formation mechanisms may be obtained.

In molecular-dynamics simulations of high-temperature deformation of nano-
crystalline Pd, Yamakov et al. [30] observed the steady-state strain rate to obey
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Coble-creep behavior, as characteristic of a GB-diffusion-mediated deformation.
Grain-boundary sliding was found to be an accommodation mechanism for the
Coble creep, with the entire deformation process being controlled by GB diffu-
sion [30].

The occurrence of a GB-diffusion-mediated deformation process is also the
conclusion reached by room-temperature creep experiments performed by Wang
et al. [53] on electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni. At small grain sizes of 6 nm,
the strain rate d�/dt��n is found to be related to the stress � by a stress expo-
nent n of 1.2 – a value lying between that of Coble creep (n�1) and GB-diffu-
sion-controlled GB sliding (n�2) [53]. At grain sizes between 20 nm and
40 nm, higher values of n up to 5.3 indicate a transition to dislocation creep
with increasing crystallite size [53]. Creep studies carried out on electrodeposited
n-Cu by Cai et al. [54] also revealed a linear relation between strain rate and
stress (i.e. n�1), as characteristic of GB-diffusion-controlled Coble creep. This
is further supported by the observed increase of the strain rate of n-Cu with
temperature, from which an activation energy for diffusion creep of 0.72 eV [54]
– rather similar to the activation energy for GB self-diffusion in coarse-grained
Cu [55] – is derived. For nanostructured Ni prepared by severe plastic deforma-
tion Kolobov et al. [56] deduced an apparent creep activation energy of 1.2 eV.
Although this value again nearly equals the activation energy for GB self-diffu-
sion in coarse-grained Ni [8], in this case other creep mechanisms in addition
to GB diffusion may be operative, owing to the larger grain size of 300 nm. In
combined diffusion and plasticity studies of submicrocrystalline Ni, Ti, Cu, and
Al-base alloys [57] and Ti and Ti-base alloys [58] Kolobov et al. found an increased
GB diffusivity of up to 5 orders of magnitude higher for ultrafine-grained materi-
als prepared by severe plastic deformation if compared to coarse-grained materi-
als. The activation energy for Co diffusion in the grain boundaries of ultrafine-
grained Ti is much lower than for the coarse grained counterpart [58].

An important application-relevant issue concerning the high-temperature de-
formation of nanocrystalline materials is the processing and magnetic aniso-
tropy of soft-magnetic and hard-magnetic nanocrystalline alloys. A high-tem-
perature treatment of magnetic alloys placed under mechanical load or in an ex-
ternal magnetic field may give rise to diffusion-mediated magnetic anisotropy
or texture, which may be desirable for tailoring the hysteresis loop [44, 45, 59].
Recently obtained diffusion data and their comparison with deformation charac-
teristics may offer insight into the microscopic processes underlying the mag-
netic anisotropy induced during the processing of magnetic nanocrystalline al-
loys.

Based on a model developed by Néel, the induced anisotropy in the soft-mag-
netic nanocrystalline alloy Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 can be considered to arise from
atomic pair ordering [44]. According to Emura et al. [60], the activation energy
of 2.9 eV measured for the formation of magnetic anisotropy in the nanocrystal-
line state of Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 is higher than the corresponding value –
1.92 eV – of the amorphous state [60]. In addition, the magnetic anisotropy was
found to be induced more efficiently during crystallization (so-called one-step
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annealing) than by a two-step annealing procedure of crystallization followed by
anisotropy formation [61]. A comparison of both results with the diffusion data
of nanocrystalline Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 (Table 23.1) shows that, for the following
reasons, the diffusivity of Fe can be excluded as the controlling factor for aniso-
tropy formation [22]: (i) The Fe diffusivity increases upon crystallization, in con-
trast to the efficiency of anisotropy formation. (ii) The activation energy of
1.9 eV for Fe diffusion in the nanocrystalline state is substantially lower than
the activation energy of 2.9 eV for anisotropy formation. (iii) On the time scale
of anisotropy formation, the Fe diffusion length substantially exceeds the crys-
tallite diameter, which is considered to be an upper bound for the characteristic
diffusion length required for anisotropy formation by atomic pair ordering. In-
stead of Fe diffusion, the anisotropy formation appears to be controlled by diffu-
sion of Si. Indeed, the diffusion of Ge in Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1, which is consid-
ered to resemble Si diffusion, is found to be much slower than Fe diffusion,
with an activation energy similar to that of anisotropy formation [40]. From a
detailed analysis of Ge diffusion profiles, it can be concluded that the limiting
factor for anisotropy formation in n-Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 is Si diffusion in the
nanocrystallites, rather than through the intergranular amorphous matrix, indi-
cating that the development of magnetic anisotropy requires diffusion-mediated
Fe-Si pair ordering to occur within the nanocrystallites. This view is also sup-
ported by the observation that the induced magnetic anisotropy sensitively de-
pends on the Si content of the D03-type Fe3Si compound [62]. The smaller the
deviation from the stoichiometric composition, the smaller is the anisotropy
constant, which indicates that with decreasing deviation from stochiometry it
becomes more difficult to disturb the cubic symmetry, which is necessary for
magnetic anisotropy. Unlike field-induced anisotropy, the anisotropy induced by
mechanical stress is considered to arise mainly due to distortions in the inter-
granular amorphous and the crystalline phase by internal stress [63]. Similarly,
diffusion creep appears also to be governed by GB diffusion rather than by dif-
fusion in the nanocrystallites. In fact, in nanocrystalline Fe-Si-B – prepared by
crystallization with a composition similar to that of Fe73.5Si13.5B9Nb3Cu1 – a low
activation energy of 1.5 eV is found for diffusion creep [64], which is characteris-
tic of Fe diffusion in Fe-rich amorphous alloys.

During the processing of nanocrystalline Nd2Fe14B permanent magnets, hot
deformation is applied in order to induce a magnetic texture. Although the de-
formation of these materials is promoted by the presence of a liquid grain-
boundary phase, which forms as a consequence of an excess content of Nd, the
stress exponent n of the strain rate and the activation energy of deformation
does not depend on the structure of the grain-boundary phase, that is whether
it is liquid or solid [45]. This contrasts with the aforementioned Fe self-diffusion
studies of nanocrystalline Nd2Fe14B (Section 23.3.5, Table 23.1), which show a
pronounced increase of DGB upon intergranular melting. Moreover, the activa-
tion energy of 2.9 eV for deformation [45] is higher than the value of 1.74 eV
for grain-boundary diffusivity (Table 23.1). These discrepancies between the
characteristics of deformation and Fe diffusion confirm prior conclusions that,
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in this case, the deformation process is controlled by a solution-precipitation
process occurring at GBs, rather than by GB diffusion [45] – a notion further
supported by Nd self-diffusion studies [26].
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Wolfgang Blum, Philip Eisenlohr, and Vaclav Sklenička

24.1
Introduction

At low homologous temperatures Thom a decrease in grain size d generally leads
to an increase in flow stress � in proportion to d –0,5; this is the well-known
Hall–Petch strengthening resulting from interaction of dislocations with grain
boundaries. At high Thom and low strain rates �� thermally activated grain-
boundary processes come into play. The rate �� of creep due to grain-boundary
sliding and diffusive flow via grain boundaries (Coble creep) varies with grain
size as 1/d p with 1 � p � 3 at a given stress � and temperature T [1]. Therefore
ultrafine-grained (ufg, 100 nm < d < 1 �m) and nanocrystalline (d < 100 nm) ma-
terials may creep faster than materials with conventional grain size (cg) [2–6].

Whether or not grain boundary effects become significant in crystalline mate-
rials, can be seen from the microstructure by comparing the grain and disloca-
tion structures [7]. In cg materials the dislocations form subgrains of size
w�d, which approaches a stress-dependent steady-state value

w� � kwbG�� �24�1�

within limited strain intervals; b is the length of the Burgers vector, G the shear
modulus and kw a material-dependent numerical factor of the order of 20 [8, 9].
The significance of w� lies in the fact that it represents a rough measure of the
mean-free path of dislocations; according to the data in [10, 11] the mean-free
path is about four times w�. When w� approaches d, dislocations are no longer
stored predominantly in the subgrain interior, but at the grain boundaries. This
is an important change that allows the special properties of grain boundaries to
become dominant. The ratio

fhb � cd

cw

w
d
� 1 �24�2�

is the areal fraction of high-angle grain boundaries within a given subgrain
structure. This follows directly from the fact that cx�x is the boundary area per
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volume for a granular structure with spacing (linear intercept) x of boundaries;
the factor cx depends weakly on grain geometry and equals 2 for equiaxed (sub-)
grains [12]; in the following we will neglect the deviation cd�cw from 1. According
to the above, grain boundary effects will dominate when fhb approaches 1 and
flb � 1 � fhb goes to zero. In the following we will therefore not restrict our atten-
tion to nanostructured materials only, but look at cases where the condition flb � 0
is fulfilled.

Bulk ufg materials are often produced by severe plastic deformation (SPD) up
to large prestrains �pre � 10 [13]. Figure 24.1(a) shows the flow stress � of cg Cu
under conditions equal or similar to those of predeformation as a function of
cumulative prestrain �pre imposed at room temperature by multiple compres-
sion and equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP). The lower intervals and rates
of predeformation may be the causes of the slightly lower � values found after
compression compared to ECAP. The increase in flow stress with �pre � 1 is
consistent with the work-hardening behavior in torsion (Fig. 24.1( a)). For
�pre � 2 there is little change in flow stress with �pre in Fig. 24.1(a), even though
d decreases significantly (see e.g. [14, 15]). Yet the changes of the grain structure
do affect the flow stress as is seen from the significant increase in sensitivity of
flow stress to strain rate with �pre; it occurs at elevated temperature (Fig.
24.1(b)) as well as room temperature [16] and means that ufg material softens
faster with decreasing strain rate �� than cg material.

In the following, we will demonstrate that the decrease in flb towards zero
has a profound influence on the creep behavior of Al and Cu. Then, tests with
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Fig. 24.1 (a) Flow stresses during prestrain-
ing at 298 K measured at ends of steps of
multiple compression in three alternating
orthogonal directions at 10–3 s–1 [49] and as
ultimate tensile stresses at 1.6�10–3s–1 after
ECAP on route BC (rotation by 90� between
passes, �pre � 1�15 per pass) [14]; �–� curve

from torsion at room temperature [50]
shown for comparison. (b) Strain-rate jumps
demonstrating strong increase in strain-rate
sensitivity of compressive flow stress at
318 K with �pre of multiply compressed Cu
(after [49, 40]).



changes of stress � or temperature T will be presented to display the special
properties of materials with low flb in contrast to conventional materials with
low fhb. It will be shown that the strengthening by grain boundaries observed at
low Thom continuously diminishes as T increases and �� decreases and may even
switch to softening. This trend of diminishing grain-boundary strengthening
corresponds directly to the increase in strain-rate sensitivity of flow stress. The
microstructural mechanisms causing this trend will be briefly discussed. The
creep data will be used to estimate the creep life of ufg Cu at elevated tempera-
ture.

24.2
Deformation Resistance in Creep

24.2.1
Nanocrystalline Ni

In the search for grain-boundary-controlled creep in nanocrystalline materials,
the traditional approach is to determine the (absolute) minimum of creep rate,
��min , from the progress of strain � with time t at constant � and T, mostly in
tension. Wang et al. [17] reported the ��min data for electrodeposited Ni with
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Fig. 24.2 Creep behavior of electrodeposited
nanocrystalline Ni at room temperature:
(a) tensile ��� � curves derived from
smoothed �–t data of Wang et al. [17] for
reported d�20 nm; (b) ��min reported in [17]
and from (c) as a function of normalized
stress (G from [33]); (c) compressive ��� �

curve for 1.8 GPa; the dashed field was de-
rived with two estimates of n [23] from the
dashed curve measured at constant load by
Kottada and Chokshi [20] for the reported
d�40 nm; curve for 1.2 GPa from (a) for
comparison. Dotted lines connect data from
same test.



20 nm grain size shown in Fig. 24.2 (b). It is seen that the stress exponent of
��min (slope of the log ��min–log � curve) declines to values of about 3 as expected
for grain-boundary sliding (see [18]).

However, this analysis is valid only, if ��min represents the steady-state creep
rate. In order to check this important condition, the measured �� t curves from
[17] were converted to ��� � curves by smoothing and differentiating. Figure
24.2 (a) clearly shows that all the ��� � curves end within the primary stage of
creep where �� is still decreasing with �. The ��min data derived from Fig. 24.2 (a)
agree well to the ones reported in [17] for high stresses; for low stresses there is
some disagreement, probably due to uncertainties in differentiation. The dis-
tance of the measured ��min to the steady-state creep rate appears to increase
with decreasing stress. This causes a systematic error resulting in reduction of
the stress exponent of the creep rate as demonstrated, for example, in [19, 20].
A similar error was found in literature data claiming the existence of Coble
creep by stress directed diffusion via grain boundaries in ufg Cu [21] and nano-
crystalline Ni [22].

Our analysis of the data of [17] is consistent with recent measurements of
Kottada and Chokshi [20]. This follows from comparison of the two curves dis-
played in Fig. 24.2 (c). The uncertainty of the curve for 1.8 MPa results from the
uncertainty of the value of the stress exponent n [23] in the power law �� 	 �n

used for converting the reported ��� � curve in compression at constant load to
a curve at constant stress. It is seen that the primary stage of creep extends over
a strain interval of about 0.07. This is in the order of the range of work harden-
ing at constant deformation rate [23]. This range is small due to the high rate
of work hardening in fine-grained structures.

It should be noted that our description is in conflict with the statement of
Kottada and Chokshi who reported that there is no steady-state creep, but only
primary creep, in their tests on nanocrystalline Ni, extending beyond a strain of
0.27 [20]. However, this statement was based on the assumption n < 22 that ap-
pears to be invalid, if the strong dependence of on stress and grain size is taken
into account [23].

We conclude that (i) the measured ��min do not correspond to the steady-state
creep rates, (ii) the low n-values discussed by Wang et al. [17] do not give infor-
mation on the steady-state creep mechanism and (iii) there is no indication of
creep being solely due to grain-boundary activity like Coble creep in nanocrystal-
line Ni at Thom � 0.2. The high stress exponents 
4 [20, 23] rather suggest that
nanocrystalline Ni with d � 40 nm creeps via dislocation mechanisms.

24.2.2
Fine-grained Al

Pure Al was predeformed by ECAP on route A at room temperature to different
values of �pre [24, 25]. Due to deformation-induced heating the temperature Tpre

during local shearing in ECAP lies somewhat above room temperature. After
� 2 passes of ECAP (�pre � 2.1) the subgrain size w0�Tpre� was 1.0 �m [26]. Ac-
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cording to Eq. (24.1) this value corresponds to a flow stress of 145 MPa building
up in ECAP; it is consistent with the steady-state flow stress of Al near room
temperature [11, 27]. During heating a specimen with �pre �4 to the tempera-
ture T�473 K (Thom�0.51) of creep testing and subsequent annealing for 2 h,
the subgrains coarsened to w0(T)�7 �m. TEM observations indicate that
fhb > 0.5 in this state, so that the grain size can be estimated from Eq. (24.2) as
d0 � w0�T��fhb � 14 �m. At the given conditions of creep (Fig. 24.3) the steady-
state subgrain size in cg Al is found from Eq. (24.1) to be w��14 �m. The fact
that w� > d0 for �pre � 4 means that new low-angle boundaries will not be gen-
erated during creep of Al with �pre � 4; rather, still existing low-angle bound-
aries will leave the crystal by migration and recombination with other bound-
aries, bringing flb down to zero. The significant changes of flb and subgrain size
w associated with deformation before and during creep suggest strong changes
of creep resistance. These are in fact seen in Fig. 24.3.

The cg Al (�pre �0) in Fig. 24.3 displays normal transient creep at a rate de-
clining towards the steady-state rate of about 1.5�10–6 s–1 within a strain inter-
val of about 0.4 due to formation and refinement of the steady-state subgrain
structure with low-angle boundaries (d ��/dw > 0).

Predeformation by �pre �1 introduces an initial subgrain structure at the be-
ginning of creep with a subgrain size w0 lying between w0(Tpre) and w0(T). The
steady-state subgrain size w� exceeds w0(T) by a significant factor > 2. Due to
the initially present subgrain hardening �� drops to a (relative) minimum ��min

within a strain interval of about 0.05, where the existing dislocation structure in-
herited from pretreatment by ECAP plus heating to the test temperature adjusts
to the conditions of compressive creep. Beyond ��0.05 the creep rate increases
with creep strain �, as the coarsening of subgrains towards w� by migration of
the low-angle boundaries now is the dominating process. This tertiary stage of
creep constitutes normal transient-creep behavior with d ��/dw > 0 as in the pre-
vious case �pre �0.
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Fig. 24.3 Compressive creep-rate–
strain curves of pure Al with initial grain
size d0�5 mm at Thom�0.51 after
predeformation by 0 � �pre � 12�6 at
room temperature by ECAP-A (pre-
strain/pass �1.05). Initial aspect ratio
of specimens is 2.



With increasing �pre > 1 the ��� � curves shift continuously upward. There is
indication of a crossover of the curves for �pre �0 and �2 at ��0.3, meaning
that the material with �pre �2 may have a lower steady-state creep resistance
than Al with �pre �1.

These creep results from compression tests on fine-grained Al produced by
ECAP-A are confirmed by the results of tests in compression as well as tension
performed on Al subjected to various routes of ECAP. Figure 24.4 displays the
fields of ��min and �� at ��0.2; this strain was chosen to minimize the distance
from steady state on the one hand and possible influences of non-axial deforma-
tion in compression and tensile instability on the other hand. One sees that
��min quickly increases with �pre > 1 by a factor of about 50. The increase of �� with
� beyond the minimum, in the � interval from 0.05 to 0.2, becomes relatively
small for �pre �8. The spread between the different ECAP routes is largest for
�pre �4 where the sequence in direction of increasing softening is A, C, BC.

Our interpretation of results can be summarized as follows: The softening
that is apparent from the upward shift of ��min with ��pre in Fig. 24.3 is related to
the decrease of the spacing of high-angle boundaries d at approximately con-
stant subgrain size (due to flow stress saturation in ECAP) with predeformation
�pre, leading flb to decrease from about 1 to < 0.5. The increase of �� with � during
creep is related to the increase of subgrain size w at approximately constant
grain size d0 ��pre�, resulting in a further decrease of flb in each test to values
that may come close to 0 for �pre > 4.
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Fig. 24.4 Creep rates at minimum (lower hatched area) and
at ��0.2 (upper hatched area) for Al99.99 with initial grain
size d0�5 mm after predeformation by �pre at room tempera-
ture on different routes of ECAP.



24.2.3
Ultrafine-grained Cu

Predeformation influences the mechanical behavior of pure Cu in a similar
manner as reported above for pure Al. Results obtained at Thom�0.275 for pre-
deformation by multiple compression at room temperature have been reported
in [28]. Figure 24.5 shows additional results for Cu predeformed by ECAP-BC.
For cg Cu (�pre � 0) it needs a strain interval of 0.30 of work hardening to in-
crease the flow stress to 250 MPa at ���10–4 s–1. Work hardening goes on dur-
ing creep and is far from finished when the test ends at ��0.5. Predeformation
by �pre�1 significantly reduces the range of work hardening (the difference to
the curve for �pre�1 reported in [28] is attributed to the extraordinarily large ini-
tial grain size d0 of the present material, see caption of Fig. 24.5); while the
steady-state creep rate ��min at ��0.45 is not accessible to direct observation at
250 MPa due to its low value outside the experimental window, it can be esti-
mated from the stress-corrected data (open symbols) with acceptable accuracy to
lie near 10–10 s–1. The strain hardening related with �pre �2 is sufficient to raise
the yield stress to a value above the creep stress so that rapid work hardening at
the beginning of creep results in analogy to the case of Al with �pre �1 (Fig.
24.3), driving �� again out of the experimental window. For �pre �4 and 8, on the
other hand, relative minima ��min of creep rate are found that increase with �pre

and exceed by far the steady-state creep rate ��� determined in the test with
�pre �1. The steady-state values of �� for �pre > 4 lie about 5±1 orders of magni-
tude above this value of ���. This is a much stronger effect of �pre on steady
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Fig. 24.5 Creep-rate–strain curves for pure
Cu99.98 with initial grain size d0�4 mm for
�pre > 0 and Cu99.99 with d0�60 �m for
�pre �0 at Thom�0.27 and 250 MPa after
predeformation by 0� �pre �12.6 at room
temperature by ECAP-BC (prestrain/pass
�1.05) from measurements at

�� f·250 MPa with 0.94� f�1.28. Filled sym-
bols: f�1, open symbols: corrected by mul-
tiplication with (1/f )n with n�120, 90, 40,
23, 15 in sequence of increasing �pre.
Shaded areas mark estimated uncertainty of
correction. Based on unpublished results of
Y. J. Li.



state as observed in the case of Al (see Section 24.2.2). The difference can be at-
tributed to the distinctly lower value of Thom used for Cu, causing higher levels
of stress and higher stress exponents of creep rate and a higher difference be-
tween lattice and grain boundary diffusivity.

The fraction flb of low-angle grain boundaries after predeformation by �pre �8
and 12 is known to be �0.5 [14, 15]. This is confirmed by the following consid-
eration: The initial subgrain size w0 after ECAP is (280±40) nm [29]. According
to Eq. (24.1) with kw�14 for Cu [10] this value corresponds to a flow stress of
(500±75) MPa for ECAP, consistent with the data from Fig. 24.1. A thermome-
chanical treatment of the ECAPed material with stepwise deformation at in-
creasing temperature, ending at 245 MPa, 403 K, 10–5 s–1 after a total compres-
sive strain of 0.08, raises the subgrain size to w1� (500±70) nm [30]. This value
is slightly below the steady-state subgrain size of 591 nm calculated from Eq.
(24.1) for the conditions at the end of the thermomechanical treatment. It is
plausible to assume that the low-angle boundaries have left the ECAPed materi-
al during thermomechanical treatment by migration and recombination with
other boundaries in the move towards steady state. Then, w1 corresponds to the
grain size d0. This leads to a fraction of high-angle grain boundaries in the
structure after �pre �8 by ECAP-BC of fhb�w0/w1�0.56, in agreement with the
literature data cited above.

On the basis of the low values of flb established by ECAP the results obtained
for Cu can be explained in a similar manner as the Al results: The refinement
of the dislocation structure during predeformation increases the creep resis-
tance and leads to a minimum of creep rate, once the subgrain size established
during predeformation becomes smaller than the steady-state subgrain size of
cg material in creep at 250 MPa that is calculated from Eq. (24.1) as
w�586 nm. The minimum creep rate as well as the steady-state creep rate in-
crease as the spacing d of high-angle boundaries decreases with �pre > 2 at ap-
proximately constant subgrain size w (due to approximately constant flow stress,
see Fig. 24.1 (a)) and flb decreases correspondingly down to < 0.5 for �pre �8,
where a significant influence of grain boundaries on deformation resistance
may well be expected. When �pre is large enough to make the subgrain size
smaller than the steady-state value w� under subsequent creep conditions, the
resulting increase of w with strain at approximately constant d0 during creep
causes the softening manifested in the increase in creep rate beyond the mini-
mum for �pre > 2.

24.3
Creep Response to Changes in Deformation Conditions

Abrupt stress changes in conditions of creep are a valuable tool to investigate
the dynamics of and the structural changes during deformation. In the follow-
ing, we describe the information gained from changes in stress and tempera-
ture.
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24.3.1
Stress Changes

Figure 24.6 compares the transient responses to stress reductions during creep
of ufg Cu produced by severe predeformation and cg Cu. In order to achieve
similar starting values of �� and � at the points of stress reduction and similar
magnitudes of �� change, the test temperatures and magnitudes of stress reduc-
tions were chosen accordingly. The cg Cu (�pre �0) is still work hardening as
seen from the continuous decrease of �� at constant �. The ufg Cu, on the other
hand, is work softening in the manner known qualitatively from Fig. 24.5. The
response to the stress reduction is normal for cg Cu with an increase in �� due
to subgrain coarsening superimposed to the general hardening trend. Such nor-
mal type of transient creep is absent in the ufg Cu. This is a clear indication
that low-angle subgrain boundaries are virtually absent in this material.

Interestingly, a transient response to stress reduction is not completely absent
in ufg Cu. Rather, there is a small initial transient extending over a strain inter-
val of about 0.01 that is similar in character to that found in cg materials, with
softening upon small and hardening upon larger reductions in � [31]; an indica-
tion of the latter is seen in Fig. 24.6 (see [29] for more pronounced examples).
These reactions point to changes in the defect structure of the ufg material that,
due to their similarity to those of cg material, are probably related to disloca-
tions. In analogy to the interpretation of the behavior of the cg material, it has
been proposed in [29] that there is a certain defect content including disloca-
tions in the deformed ufg material, e.g. at grain boundaries, which produces a
thermal stress component opposing the glide of dislocations. This explains the
normal transient behavior observed after stress increases and small stress reduc-
tions. The decrease in creep rate found after larger stress reductions is at least
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Fig. 24.6 Transient creep after stress reduction; (a) coarse-
grained Cu (�pre �0) at Thom�0.290, (b) ufg Cu (�pre �8.4 by
ECAP-BC) at Thom�0.275. After [29].



partly due to the strain contribution associated with the recovery of the disloca-
tion structure; an additional contribution will be due to the decrease in density
of mechanical vacancies [32] following the decrease of �� and leading to reduc-
tion in the rate of annihilation/absorption of edge dislocations.

The transients after stress increases are distinctly more pronounced in ufg
Cu than those due to stress reductions, but still distinctly weaker than those of
cg Cu, given the strong difference in relative change in stress in Figs. 24.6 (a)
and (b). The apparent asymmetry of the transients in ufg Cu has been dis-
cussed in [29] in terms of the high rate of recovery of defects with time, making
it more difficult to increase the defect level than to let it fall; this asymmetry ar-
gument does not apply to the transients in cg material as the changes in sub-
grain size are coupled to strain, not to time.

24.3.2
Temperature Changes

Temperature-change tests allow one to determine the operational activation en-
ergy Q � �R� ln �����T�1� of creep at constant stress (R: general gas constant).
Figures 24.7 and 24.8 display two tests on cg and ufg Cu showing that introduc-
tion of the ufg structure leads to lower Q at similar T. In comparing the data it
must be noted that the activation energies are not constant, but depend on
stress, as displayed in Fig. 24.9. However, even at equal stress a significant dif-
ference between the activation energies for cg and ufg Cu remains. As Q is
commonly not significantly dependent on � in pure metals, one may argue that
the high fraction of high-angle grain boundaries in ufg material reduces the op-
erational activation energy of deformation to values in the direction of those of
thermally activated grain boundary processes like grain boundary diffusion
(104 kJ mol–1 [33] and 78 kJ mol–1 [34]).
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Fig. 24.7 Test on coarse-grained
Cu99.98 (�pre �0) with simultaneous
changes of �� and T chosen such as
to keep flow stress constant. Unpub-
lished result of Y. J. Li.



The test on ufg Al99.5 (Fig. 24.10) comprises a number of T changes near
Thom�0.41 in an extended strain interval. In contrast to pure ufg Cu (Fig. 24.8)
there is distinct strain hardening as is evident from the decrease of �� with � that
is accompanied by a significant increase in the activation energies determined
from the T-changes by about 20%. A tentative, consistent explanation of these
effects can be given in terms of diffusion. If diffusion is (i) controlling the rate
of creep and (ii) shifting with strain from grain boundary towards lattice diffu-
sion, the effective diffusion coefficient Deff will develop from a high value for
diffusion in nonequilibrium grain boundaries with low activation energy to-
wards a low value for lattice diffusion with a high activation energy. Proportion-
ality between �� and Deff qualitatively explains the observed behavior of Al99.5.

The postulated shift in Deff with strain may be explained in two ways. One is by
invoking a decrease in rate of dislocation annihilation at grain boundaries due to a
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Fig. 24.8 Temperature changes dur-
ing creep of ufg Cu99.99
(w0� (250±50) nm) produced by 12
passes of ECAP-C with T changes.
From [7].

Fig. 24.9 Activation energy of creep
of Cu as function of stress �. With
data for cg Cu from [51] and ufg Cu
from [7]; Q1: activation energy for
lattice diffusion in Cu.



change in grain-boundary structure from nonequilibrium grain boundaries [35] to
more relaxed grain boundaries with lower defect concentration [35]. Another,
more probable way is to invoke dynamic strain aging, which has been reported
to occur also in ufg metals [36–38]. The accumulation of solute atoms around dis-
locations in ufg Al99.5 may slow down dislocation glide in the grain interior. The
necessity of dragging a cloud of solute atoms with the gliding dislocations may
shift the overall activation energy of deformation towards lattice diffusion.

24.4
Creep Resistance at Saturation

Figure 24.11 shows the minimum creep rates ��min (large open circles) of ufg Cu
produced by ECAP and multiple compression at room temperature as a func-
tion of �. The data from different T have been normalized according to the pro-
posal of Kocks and Mecking [39] for the saturation stress of stage III work hard-
ening. The ��min � � data fall into the data band of maximum flow stress at con-
stant �� (small open circles). There is no significant difference between the differ-
ent paths of predeformation. The fact that the band of normalized data is
independent of T and �� means that the operational activation energy Q (defined
for constant �/G) of the maximum deformation resistance of ufg Cu varies with
T and �� as Q � RT�ln ��0 � ln ����1 � d ln G�d ln T�, that is, from 64 kJ mol–1 at
300 K and 10–3s–1 to 141 kJ mol–1 at 473 K and 10–6 s–1. Note that the value of
��0 �107 s–1 chosen for Fig. 24.11 is in good agreement with the value following
from the temperature change test of Fig. 24.8.

There are several possible explanations for the increase in activation energy of
the maximum deformation resistance of ufg Cu with increasing T, for instance:
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Fig. 24.10 Temperature changes during creep of ufg Al99.5
produced by 8 passes of ECAP-BC at room temperature
(w0� (350±50) nm).



(i) the T dependence may reflect the �-dependence of the activation energy
shown in Fig. 24.9, (ii) Qgb may increase from the level for nonequilibrium
boundaries to that of relaxed boundaries, (iii) the contribution of lattice diffu-
sion to the effective diffusion coefficient combining lattice and grain boundary
diffusion may increase.

Due to the observed strain softening (Fig. 24.5) the deformation resistance of
ufg Cu at mechanical saturation differs slightly from the maximum deforma-
tion resistance. The two lines for mechanical saturation for (initially) cg and ufg
Cu in Fig. 24.11 clearly demonstrate that ufg Cu is softer than cg Cu in me-
chanical saturation at sufficiently high Thom and low ��. As texture has been re-
ported [7, 40] to have limited influence only, the difference is most probably
due to the grain size. The softening in saturation under creep conditions con-
trasts the well-established strengthening by grain refinement at low homologous
temperatures that holds not only for the yield stress, but extends into the satu-
ration stage (see e.g. [41]).

Figure 24.11 contains a band (hatched) for diffusive flow by Coble creep. In-
terestingly, the measured data approach this band [42]. This may indicate that
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Fig. 24.11 Normalized ��� � relation for ufg
(�pre �8) and cg (�pre �0) Cu in uniaxial
compression in the interval 298�T/K�473
corresponding to 0.22�Thom�0.35 for satu-
ration and maximum deformation resis-
tance. Large symbols from creep tests (���,
��min), small symbols from tests at constant

rate, lines through data points indicate
slopes from change tests. With data from
[7, 40]. Hatched area: Coble creep at 400 K
for two grain sizes. Right ordinate axis: nor-
malized creep rupture time tf ; ��0 �107 s–1,
t0�2.5�10–8 s, b�0.256 nm.



diffusive flow and related processes like grain-boundary sliding become more
prominent as temperature increases. The observation that the fraction of strain
due to grain-boundary sliding equals as much as 33% in the case of severely
plastically predeformed Al [26], underlines the importance of direct contribu-
tions of high-angle grain boundaries to strain, in addition to the indirect ones
caused by dislocation–grain boundary interactions.

In principle, ufg and nc materials have the potential of superplasticity at suffi-
ciently high temperatures due to grain-boundary sliding supported by grain-ac-
commodation processes. The extremely small grain sizes will shift the range of
superplasticity to lower temperatures. However, instability of the grain structure
limits the T range where ufg and nc materials may be applied, so that the range
of superplastic behavior with n near 2 may not be achieved in pure materials.
However, grain refinement in more-stable two-phase superplastic materials like
Zn-22%Al leads to shift of optimum superplasticity to higher �� and lower T [43,
44].

24.5
Creep Life

The creep rupture time can be estimated as tf � cMG���min from the minimum
creep rate ��min, if cMG is a constant (Monkman–Grant relation [45]). Figure
24.12 shows that this is the case for the fine-grained Al treated in Section
24.2.2, with cMG�0.25.

Using the same value for Cu, the T-normalized �� scale can be transformed
into a T-normalized tf scale given on the right ordinate axis of Fig. 24.11, from
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Fig. 24.12 Relation between minimum creep rate and creep
lifetime (to fracture in tension and ��0.35 in compression)
for Al99.99 without and with predeformation by ECAP.



which tf can be determined. It is seen that the creep resistance of ufg Cu is very
high within the T limits of grain stability of ufg Cu. In spite of the softening ac-
tion of grain boundaries in the steady state of ufg Cu at elevated temperatures,
cg Cu has distinctly lower creep resistance than ufg and nanocrystalline Cu due
to its much lower yield stress and extended range of work hardening.

24.6
Microstructural Interpretation of Grain-size Effects

The common explanation of the Hall–Petch relation is based on the assumption
that slip must be transferred via the grain boundaries into fine grains. This im-
plies that easy dislocation sources are not generally available in those grains.

The considerations in the last section have indicated that the direct contribu-
tion of high-angle grain boundaries to deformation is significant only at relative-
ly high Thom and does not cover 100% of strain. Therefore, an indirect influence
of the boundaries needs to be invoked to explain the reduction of the creep re-
sistance of ufg compared to cg material.

The reported increase of ��min with �pre and fhb (Fig. 24.4) is inconsistent with
a shortage of dislocation sources in fine grains. It can be explained in terms of
strengthening by low-angle subgrain boundaries (see, e.g., [46]). Replacement of
low-angle boundaries by high-angle ones increases the spacing of low-angle
boundaries. This will diminish the subgrain strengthening caused by low-angle
boundaries. It appears that the high-angle grain boundaries do not compensate
this diminution. Probably, the high-angle grain boundaries not only contribute
to deformation in a direct manner, but also act as easy sinks for lattice disloca-
tions under these conditions as frequently proposed (for instance in [7, 47]).

In order to quantitatively assess the softening for the case fhb�1 a model was
developed [48] that extends the picture proposed in the appendix of [7]. In this
model the dislocation structure is simplified to a scalar dislocation density with-
in grains and at grain boundaries, which in general are impenetrable. Produc-
tion terms for both densities are formulated, which account for the reduction of
storage rate of interior dislocations with decreasing grain size and the increase
in the rate of dislocation storage at boundaries. The main difference in the an-
nihilation terms of both dislocation populations is the accelerated dislocation di-
pole dissolution at grain boundaries due to locally enhanced diffusivity (see [48]
for details). When such structure evolution is linked to an expression for the
flow stress, set (approximately) proportional to the square root of the total (volu-
metric) dislocation density, a significant softening with increasing temperature
results in the ufg case, qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 24.11. The
minimum stress exponent n�8 resulting from the model agrees well with the
experimental data for low stresses; it is twice as large as that previously pre-
dicted (see Chuvil’deev [35]). The model also predicts that �� will vary with grain
size as d 4 at elevated temperature in contrast to [35], where �� is formulated to
be independent of d. At low Thom, where annihilation is athermal (spontaneous
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annihilation), the Hall–Petch hardening of grain boundaries due to an enhanced
rate of dislocation generation prevails. In spite of its simplicity the model may
catch the essential features of the influence of grain boundaries on the deforma-
tion behavior.

24.7
Conclusions

Plastic predeformation generates a material in which the fraction fhb of high-an-
gle grain boundaries increases with increasing prestrain �pre within the strain-
induced subgrain structure. During creep at elevated temperatures predeformed
pure metals exhibit a primary stage with decreasing creep rate ��, a secondary
stage with a relative minimum ��min of creep rate and a tertiary stage with in-
creasing �� due to subgrain coarsening by migration of low-angle boundaries. In
ufg and nanocrystalline materials that have not undergone severe plastic defor-
mation this type of tertiary creep is missing. ��min increases distinctly with in-
creasing �pre, i.e. with increasing initial fraction of high-angle boundaries in the
initial subgrain structure of predeformed material, when fhb rises to about 0.5.
This indicates that high-angle grain boundaries have lower strengthening effect
under creep conditions than low-angle ones. In pure Cu at a homologous
temperature Thom�0.3 there is evidence that even the steady-state creep rate
increases with decreasing grain size d > 350 nm due to an increase of fhb. This
softening by high-angle grain boundaries is explained in terms of the indirect
effect that grain boundaries exert on the creep resistance by influencing the evo-
lution of the dislocation structure in modifying the rates of generation and an-
nihilation of dislocations. This modification results in a lowering of stress expo-
nents of creep rate and enhancement of strain-rate sensitivities of the flow
stress.

At sufficiently high Thom the direct contributions of grain boundaries to strain
gain in importance and add to the softening.
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Alla V. Sergueeva, Dongtao T. Jiang, Katherine E. Thomson, Dustin M. Hulbert,
and Amiya K. Mukherjee

25.1
Introduction

Advanced ceramic materials are attractive because of their low density, chemical
inertness, high strength, high hardness and high-temperature capability. Nano-
crystalline ceramics are commonly defined as having a grain size of 100 nm or
less. While this definition is rather arbitrary, nanocrystalline ceramics are
known to possess unique mechanical properties, including enhanced superplas-
ticity and superior strength. Pilot-scale facilities for nanopowder synthesis and
the commercialization of sizable quantities of certain types of nanosize powders
have been achieved. The fabrication of nanopowders into fully dense compo-
nents that retain a nanocrystalline grain size has lagged behind powder synthe-
sis and characterization. In part, the gap between powder synthesis and bulk
fabrication is related to an incomplete theoretical understanding of the mecha-
nisms associated with densification and sintering when grain-interfacial regions
comprise a large volume fraction of the material. Equally relevant is the incom-
plete understanding of the particular experimental conditions that yield high-
density compacts without microstructural coarsening. The available experimen-
tal work in this area clearly demonstrates that the conditions for densification
and sinterability of nanocrystalline ceramics is system specific and is not readily
deduced from theory alone at the present time.

25.2
Highly Creep Resistant Ceramics

Covalent ceramics such as silicon nitride and silicon carbide require liquid-
phase sintering to reach high density [1–3]. This is usually realized by addition
(either singularly or in combination) of sintering aids such as Al2O3, MgO,
AlN, SiO2, Y2O3, and rare earth oxides, to the starting powder [4–7]. At the tem-
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perature of sintering, the sintering additives react with the silicon oxide layer,
which is always present at the surface of silicon nitride particles, and form a si-
licate liquid phase to promote sintering. The liquid phase then forms a glassy
phase with a thickness of about 0.5–2 nm at the grain boundaries upon cooling
[3, 6, 8]. It is now well established that the superplasticity and creep deforma-
tion of silicon-nitride ceramics is dictated by the behavior of this glassy grain-
boundary phase [9–14].

Marked improvement in creep resistance of nanocomposite ceramics has
been achieved by dispersing hard secondary-phase nanoparticles such as SiC
into the intergranular glassy phase in the matrix [15–17], in so-called micro-na-
nocomposites (nanosized SiC included in submicrometer Si3N4). For the sili-
con-nitride-based ceramics, it is not possible to establish a deformation mecha-
nism under general conditions because it is a very complex system that gener-
ally contains more than one phase and their intrinsic properties are greatly in-
fluenced by external factors [14]. Also, the deformation mechanisms for tensile
and compressive creep are different. Thus, it has been necessary to explain the
creep of silicon-nitride ceramics by a series of mechanisms occurring simulta-
neously [14]. Generally, it has been realized that compressive creep takes place
through grain-boundary sliding, mainly accommodated by a solution-precipita-
tion process [14, 18–23]. The intergranular glassy phase plays a role in high dif-
fusivity paths for atomic diffusion. The structural change in the intergranular
film leads to a greater resistance to creep under compressive force [24]. Tensile
creep is largely affected by the nucleation and growth of cavities when the ten-
sion-stress field favors the formation of cavitation [14].

In most cases, the solution-precipitation process associated with the deforma-
tion mechanism for steady-state compressive creep of silicon nitride involves
three distinct processes. The first step is the dissolution of the crystalline grains
into the glassy phase followed by diffusion of the dissolved atoms through the
glassy phase, and, finally, the reprecipitation of these atoms onto some other
crystalline grains [25, 26]. This multistep process can be controlled by the inter-
face reaction or the diffusion through glassy phases. Therefore, the focus of ef-
forts in enhancing the creep property has been on controlling the chemistry
and amount of the glassy phase, which is determined by the amount/species of
additive as well as the oxygen content at particle surface of the starting powders.
A number of approaches have been attempted for this purpose [27–30]. How-
ever, owing to the thermodynamically stable nature of the glassy phases, and
the fact that it is impractical to prevent surface oxidation of the powders, these
efforts have led to only limited success. Even in the case where no oxide addi-
tive was used in sintering, glassy phases were still found at grain boundaries
[31].
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25.2.1
Nano-nano Ceramic Composites

A formation of a nano-nano structure (nanosized SiC and Si3N4 in dual-phase
mixture) by a novel synthesis method [32] resulted in an exceptional creep resis-
tance of the material [33]. Starting from an amorphous Si-C-N powder derived
from the pyrolysis of a liquid-polymer precursor, nanocrystalline silicon nitride/
silicon carbide ceramic composites with a grain size of 30–50 nm were synthe-
sized without using sintering additive (Fig. 25.1). The grain-size distribution in
such nanocomposites was fairly narrow. EELS analysis was conducted to examine
the elemental distribution of the nano-nano composites. For the composite sin-
tered without additive (Fig. 25.1), the EELS mapping of Si, C, N and O is shown
in Fig. 25.2. It is quite clear that the two phases in this material, Si3N4 and SiC were
randomly mixed with roughly equal grain size. The most important information
from these maps is that, oxygen, which is the main element responsible for form-
ing glassy grain-boundary phases in the absence of metal-oxide sintering additives,
was found to exist at almost all the intergranular regions, including triple junction
pockets and dual-grain boundaries. This is an explicit indication that the oxygen
that originally exists mainly at the particle surface of the starting amorphous pow-
der (in the form of either silica or silicon oxynitride) has diffused into the interior
of the particles during sintering, and is distributed along the grain boundaries.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of the grain-
boundary regions of the synthesized material revealed that a significant popula-
tion of grain boundaries do not have an apparent amorphous layer (as the ex-
ample in Fig. 25.3 (a) demonstrates), although EELS reveals that oxygen exists at
almost all grain-boundary regions (Fig. 25.2). Shinoda’s research [34] on SiC
polycrystalline ceramics also reported that no glassy film was formed even
though some oxygen had segregated into the grain boundary. This is because
the amount of segregated oxygen is not sufficient to form an intergranular
glassy phase [34]. However, some of the dual-grain junctions (grain boundaries)
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Fig. 25.1 Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) observations of nanocomposites of
Si3N4-SiC sintered without additive at
1600 �C for 30 min, nano-nanostructure.
(From Ref. [33]).



do contain an amorphous layer (Fig. 25.3 (b)). In this particular example, the
thickness of the amorphous layer is about 1 nm, in accordance with the glassy-
layer thickness in silicon nitride that contains silica as the only oxide species. It
seems that the oxygen elements are not homogeneously distributed in grain-
boundary regions, some grain boundaries having more oxygen and some others
having less. As in microcrystalline silicon nitride or silicon carbide, most of the
glassy grain-boundary phase exists at multigrain junctions.
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Fig. 25.2 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis of
the component elements in the Si3N4-SiC nanocomposite sin-
tered at 1600 �C for 30 min without additive. (From Ref. [33]).

Fig. 25.3 High-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis of
the grain boundary of the nano-nanocom-
posite (no additive, 1600 �C/30 min sin-
tered). (a) Glass-free grain boundary, (b)
Grain boundary containing glassy layer.
(From Ref. [33]).



25.2.2
Creep Resistance

The comparison between the creep property of nano-nano composites and that
of microcrystalline silicon-nitride ceramics from literature data is given in Fig.
25.4. The data can be divided into four groups. The first group is composed of con-
ventional silicon-nitride ceramics (including silicon nitride/silicon carbide micro-
crystalline composites) with a high level of additive amount (various additives are
used by different researchers, as indicated in the legend of this plot [19–23, 33, 35–
41]), most were sintered by hot pressing. This group has the lowest creep resis-
tance of the silicon-nitride ceramics. For example, the steady-state creep rate at
the reference test condition 1400 �C/100 MPa ranges from about 3�10–8 to
3�10–6 s–1. Using high-purity silicon nitride powder, incorporation of less additive
(e.g., less than 4 wt% Y2O3), and applying hot-isostatic pressing or gas-pressure
sintering generates silicon-nitride ceramics of higher creep property, which are in-
cluded in the group of new generation ceramics with reduced additive. These cera-
mics show a secondary creep rate of about 1�10–9 to 3�10–8 s–1, roughly two or
three orders of magnitude lower than ceramics in the first group. The micro-na-
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Fig. 25.4 Comparison of the compression-creep property of
nanocomposites with those of existing silicon-nitride ceramics
(additive in weight percentage unless specified, molecular for-
mula simplified for clarity. For instance, “6YO” in figure leg-
end stands for “6wt% Y2O3”).



nocomposites have approximately similar levels of additives as conventional
ceramics but exhibit higher creep resistance. However, their creep rate is faster
than that of ceramics with reduced additive. The nano-nano composites demon-
strate the highest creep resistance of all, as shown in Fig. 25.4. At the reference
testing condition of 1400 �C/100 MPa, the steady-state creep rate of the nano-
composite sintered with 1 wt% Y2O3 is about 1.67�10–10 s–1, while the nano-
composite sintered without additive shows a creep rate as low as 6.3�10–11 s–1

at 50 MPa stress. At this creep rate, most creep-testing equipment is at the limit
of transducer resolution.

The steady-state creep deformation of crystalline materials can usually be de-
scribed phenomenologically by the following equation:
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in which �
�

is the strain rate, A is a constant, � the applied stress, n the stress
exponent, d the grain size, p the grain-size dependence coefficient, Q the activa-
tion energy, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. Experimentally
acquired creep data are usually compared with the established theoretical mod-
els for their n, p and Q value, in order to determine the creep deformation
mechanism. Owing to the widely varied chemistry, microstructure, for compres-
sion-creep tests alone (where cavitation does not complicate issues), the experi-
mentally determined stress exponent n for various silicon-nitride system cera-
mics can be as low as < 1 to as high as > 3; and the activation energy Q can be
as low as 300 kJ/mol to as high as 1200 kJ/mol [42–44]. This discrepancy in n
and Q values becomes even larger for tensile data where the strain rate and
stress data are affected by intergranular cavitation. In spite of these discrepan-
cies, it is generally agreed that the steady-state creep for silicon nitride (and sili-
con carbide) with a grain-boundary glassy phase proceeds by a solution-precipi-
tation mechanism through the amorphous (liquid) grain-boundary phase, which
has been modeled by Raj [25] and by Wakai [26]. Grain-size dependence p takes
a value of about 1–3 [45–47]. This means a strong dependence of creep rate on
grain size: the creep rate is supposed to increase at least for 1–3 orders of mag-
nitude with the grain-size decrease from micrometer size (500–1000 nm or larg-
er), as in most of the microcrystalline silicon nitride studies, to nanometer size
[33]. The extraordinary high creep resistance found in the nanocomposites
strongly suggests a fundamental change in creep mechanism. Another indica-
tion that the creep mechanism may be different in nano-nano composites is the
low activation energy found in these materials. For example, the apparent activa-
tion energy for the 1 wt% Y2O3 nanocomposite was determined to be about
205 kJ/mol, significantly lower than that of microcrystalline silicon nitride.

Owing to the strong covalent bonds and high Peierls forces, which rule out
the possibility of dislocation-based creep mechanisms in silicon nitride and sili-
con carbide at the test temperatures of this work, the only alternative to the liq-
uid-phase-based mechanisms is solid-state-diffusion-based mechanisms, includ-
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ing lattice (Nabarro–Herring) diffusion or grain boundary (Coble) diffusion. The
known activation values for various diffusion processes that may be involved are
shown in Table 25.1 [2, 48–52].

It can be seen that the measured apparent activation energy in the nanocom-
posites is much lower than any value other than the lattice diffusion of N or Si
in �-Si3N4. However, X-ray diffraction revealed that the silicon nitride in the sin-
tered nanocomposites is �-Si3N4. Comparison of the measured activation energy
in the nano-nano composites suggests that, the creep is controlled neither by
diffusion processes in silicon carbide, nor by the lattice diffusion in �-Si3N4.
The only option left is the grain-boundary diffusion in �-Si3N4, for which unfor-
tunately there is no established diffusion data. Considering that N is the slower-
diffusing species in Si3N4, and that the activation energy for grain-boundary dif-
fusion is lower than that for lattice diffusion, N diffusion through (oxygen-en-
riched) grain boundaries might be the controlling mechanism in the creep of
the nano-nano composites. It should be noted that the final grain size in the
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Table 25.1 Activation energy for diffusion processes in the Si3N4/SiC system.

Medium Diffusing
particle

Temperature
range (�C)

Activation
energy
(kJ/mol)

Note Reference

�-Si3N4 Si 1400–1600 199 Self-diffusion Kunz [48]
N 1200–1410 233 Lattice diffusion Kijima and

Shirasaki [49]
Si NA NA Grain-boundary

diffusion
NA

N NA NA Grain-boundary
diffusion

NA

�-Si3N4 Si 1490–1750 390 Lattice diffusion
(� with some �)

Batha and
Whitney [50]

N 1200–1410 777 Lattice diffusion Kijima and
Shirasaki [49]

Si NA NA Grain-boundary
diffusion

NA

N NA NA Grain-boundary
diffusion

NA

�-SiC Si 1960–2260 911 Lattice diffusion Ziegler et al. [2]
Si 2010–2270 612 Grain-boundary

diffusion
Hon et al. [51]

C 1860–2230 841 Lattice diffusion Ziegler et al. [2]
C 1855–2100 564 Grain-boundary

diffusion
Hon and Davis
[52]

In GB of
HPSN
(10 wt%Y2O3)

Si/N 1450–1550 448 Grain-boundary
diffusion

Ziegler et al. [2]

Si/N 1550–1760 695 Grain-boundary
diffusion

Ziegler et al. [2]



nano-nano composites is much smaller than the particle size of the starting
powder. Normally, silicon-nitride ceramics start with a fine powder (several tens
or hundreds of nanometers), the grain size of the sintered materials is larger
than, or at least close to, the particle size (or crystallite size in the case of ag-
glomerated powder) of the starting powder. The oxygen content at grain bound-
aries, therefore, would very likely be greater than, or at least close to, the oxygen
content at the particle surfaces. In contrast, the grain size of the nano-nano mi-
crostructure is determined by the concurrent crystallization process during sin-
tering from an amorphous powder, and there the sintered materials can have a
grain size much smaller than the original particle size. If, as in silicon nitride
powders, oxygen also mainly exists at particle surfaces of the amorphous Si-C-N
powder (it should be pointed out that there might be a small amount of net-
work oxygen in the amorphous powder), and that the oxygen diffuse from the
original particle surfaces into the interior regions (the grain boundaries), as the
EELS mapping confirmed, the oxygen content at each individual grain boundary
can be much lower than that at the particle surface. This “diluting” effect is pos-
sibly reducing the oxygen content to the extent that in some of the grain bound-
aries no effective glassy grain-boundary layer can be formed. Thus, diffusion-
based mechanisms other than solution-precipitation become the dominant
mechanisms. This transition in creep mechanism has such a strong effect that
it produces a lower creep rate in the nanostructure with no effective glassy
phase in the intergranular region other than that observed with the microcrys-
talline matrix with a significant amount of glassy phase having a much larger
grain size. It is apparent that in order to further establish this concept, quantita-
tive (and statistically valid) examination of the grain-boundary chemistry and
structure is called for. Nonetheless, the low creep rate observed in the nano-
nano composites brings us one step closer to the extremely high creep resis-
tance that is promised by the strong covalent bonds and low diffusivity in sili-
con nitride and silicon carbide.

25.3
Superplasticity in Ceramics

Superplasticity was first widely studied in metals and alloys. The constitutive re-
lation for superplastic deformation (SPD) usually takes the form of Mukherjee–
Bird–Dorn equation [45]:
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in which G is the elastic shear modulus, b is the Burger’s vector, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, T is absolute temperature, d is grain size, p is a grain-size-de-
pendent coefficient, n is the stress exponent, Q is activation energy, D is the dif-
fusion coefficient and R is the gas constant. The inverse of n is the strain-rate
sensitivity, m. Grain-boundary sliding is generally the predominant mode of de-
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formation during the superplastic flow. Plastic deformation by grain-boundary
sliding is generally characterized by n�2 (m�0.5) and an activation energy that
is either equal to the activation for lattice diffusion or to the activation energy
for grain-boundary diffusion.

From Eq. (25.2) it is clear that for elevated temperature deformation at a con-
stant temperature, a high strain rate is more easily realized in specimens with
smaller grains. Generally, superplasticity of ceramics requires a microstructure
with a fine grain size (< 1 �m) that is stable against coarsening during sintering
and deformation [13]. A low sintering temperature is not enough to obtain the
required fine-grain structure. In most cases, sintering aids and grain-growth in-
hibitors are used to achieve such structure [13]. Second-phase particles are espe-
cially effective in inducing superplasticity in ceramics [10–14, 34, 46]. With the
development of ceramic processing, the particle sizes are now made smaller
and smaller into the nanometer range and, therefore, so are the grain sizes in
dense compacts. Superplasticity in ceramics has been studied since the first ob-
servation of the phenomena in yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia (YTZP) by
Wakai in 1986 [47]. A number of fine-grained polycrystalline ceramics have
demonstrated superplasticity, such as YTZP [53], magnesia-doped alumina [54],
and alumina-reinforced YTZP [11]. Unfortunately, the superplastic temperatures
were typically above 1450 �C and the strain rates were relatively low (10–4 s–1 or
lower). Recently, Kim, et al. [46] realized a high strain rate of 0.1 s–1 in a zirco-
nia-alumina-spinel triphase composite (volume ratio 4 : 3 : 3), but at a rather high
temperature of 1650 �C.

25.3.1
Low-temperature Superplasticity

More recently, superplasticity of the zirconia-alumina-spinel triphase ceramic
composite at temperatures as low as 1350 �C was demonstrated in samples pro-
cessed by spark-plasma sintering (SPS) [55]. The system of nano Al2O3-based
composites is one of the most difficult to produce, since Al2O3 possesses one of
the highest homologous temperatures for full-density sintering. These high sin-
tering temperatures lead to aggressive grain growth as the compacts reach full
density. The realization of nano-Al2O3-based nanocomposites, e.g., successful
suppression of Al2O3 grain growth, depends on the application of lower sinter-
ing temperature and/or shorter sintering time. Conventional processing routes
such as hot pressing or pressureless sintering will not serve this purpose. Utili-
zation of spark-plasma sintering (SPS) significantly reduced sintering tempera-
tures and sintering times, and has achieved remarkable success in producing
nanocomposites [56]. SPS is the third and newest generation of a sintering pro-
cess based on the theory of high-temperature plasma momentarily generated in
the gaps between powder materials by electrical discharge during DC pulsing
[57]. Unlike the first-generation spark sintering and the second-generation plas-
ma-activated sintering (PAS), SPS has gained a reputation as a new industrial
process for the processing of a broad variety of materials including metals,
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intermetallics, ceramics, composites and polymers. It has been suggested [57]
that the ON-OFF DC pulse energizing method could generate: (1) spark plasma,
(2) spark impact pressure, (3) Joule heating, and (4) an electrical-field-diffusion
effect. SPS can rapidly consolidate powders to near theoretical density through
the combined actions of a rapid heating rate, pressure application, and proposed
powder-surface cleaning. In nanocrystalline materials, which are difficult to sin-
ter by conventional methods, the advantages of SPS are more directly evident.
With low sintering temperatures and short sintering times, SPS can result in
better control of the microstructure and final properties of materials.

Because of the rather low sintering temperatures (1100–1200 �C) and the very
short sintering time (a few minutes), the grain sizes in the synthesized zirco-
nia-alumina-spinel triphase ceramic composite were about 50 nm to 100 nm
(Fig. 25.5) [55, 56]. This material was fully dense after SPS and revealed super-
plasticity at relatively low temperature of 1350 �C (vs. Japanese researchers
1650 �C) and at a strain rate of 10–2 s–1. A typical stress–strain curve for these
testing conditions is shown in Fig. 25.6 (a). Figure 25.6 (b) represents an exam-
ple of the sample view before and after testing. The stress–strain rate relation-
ship and strain-rate–temperature relationship revealed a strain-rate sensitivity of
0.5 and activation energy of around 622 kJ/mol, pointing to dislocation-accom-
modated grain-boundary sliding as the deformation mechanism. However, the
complicated grain boundaries and phase interfaces in the triphase composite
make it difficult to study the rate-controlling mechanisms during the high-tem-
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Fig. 25.5 Triphasic nanocomposite:
(a) SEM image of the synthesized materi-
al; (b) phase composition determined by
X-ray analysis.



perature deformation. In the triphase ceramic composite, there are three grain
boundaries (zirconia-zirconia, alumina-alumina, and spinel-spinel), and three in-
terphases (zirconia-alumina, zirconia-spinel and spinel-alumina) in the triphase
ceramic. In order to deconvolute the rate-controlling mechanisms in the tri-
phase ceramic composite, three biphase composites (zirconia-alumina, alumina-
spinel and zirconia-spinel) of the zirconia-alumina-spinel ceramic were pro-
cessed separately from nanosized alumina, zirconia and magnesia powders by
Zhou et al. [58]. The samples became nearly fully dense after spark-plasma sin-
tering at 1050–1100 �C, with the grain sizes between 50 nm and a few hundred
nanometers. It was concluded that in the triphase ceramic composite, zirconia-
alumina and zirconia-spinel contributed more to the grain-boundary sliding dur-
ing superplastic flow (with the activation energies of 597 and 522 kJ/mol, re-
spectively) [58]. Although alumina-spinel was not superplastic, spinel played a
role in hindering the grain growth of the other two phases. It is interesting to
notice that the activation energy of zirconia-spinel is lower than that of zirconia-
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Fig. 25.6 (a) True-stress–true-strain curve of superplastic flow
of zirconia-alumina-spinel triphase ceramic composite;
(b) a sample view before and after the test.



alumina, although the spinel grain size is larger than that of the alumina
grains, while the zirconia grains are of similar sizes in both cases. The interface
microstructures might play an important role.

25.3.2
Effect of the Processing Route

The above ceramic composites were processed by mechanically mixing nanoparti-
cles and subsequent sintering. A new parallel process to make monolithic nano-
ceramic composites is plasma spraying [59] of spray-dried aggregates of a mixture
of different ceramic particles, followed by sintering of the plasma-sprayed pow-
ders. The advantage of this method is that the nanophases in plasma-sprayed pow-
ders are more uniformly distributed. This is due to high nucleation rates and lim-
ited grain growth of each phase from the liquid state in the unique plasma melt-
ing and fast quenching process [60]. Another advantage is that starting materials
are not necessarily nanoparticles. Typical spray-dried particles are composed in an
aggregate of micrometer-sized primary particles consisting of all components of
the composite. In most cases, the plasma-sprayed particles have large strain ener-
gies and usually contain metastable and even amorphous phases [60], which have
a considerable driving force to form an equilibrium state and thus can help in con-
solidation. Duan et al. [61] studied the phase transformations in the consolidation
by SPS of plasma-sprayed metastable Al2TiO5 powder and of mixtures of nano-
Al2O3, TiO2 powder with and without MgO additive. SPS of plasma-sprayed par-
ticles with and without preliminary high-energy ball milling (HEBM) led to a the-
oretical density over 99% in all sintered compacts [62]. The absence of HEBM in
the processing route resulted in larger hard agglomerates with strong bonding be-
tween the nanograins inside these agglomerates. The difference in the superplas-
tic behavior, especially in activation energy, implies different energetics of grain-
boundary sliding. The grains in the specimen processed from nanopowder mix-
tures are more random in orientation and the grain boundaries are more prone
to have high angles and high energies. As a result, grain-boundary sliding should
be easier [63]. For plasma-sprayed powders, the strong low-angle grain boundaries
between primary grains inside the particle formed by nucleation and growth from
the metastable phase at elevated temperatures did not change during deformation.
This suggests that the whole hard agglomerate acts as one entity during SPS and
high-temperature deformation. Therefore, the sliding unit is not individual grains,
but the whole particle or hard agglomerate. This could explain the lack of super-
plasticity in specimens from plasma-sprayed particles synthesized by SPS, i.e. the
microstructure behaved as a course-grained sample. The application of HEBM of
plasma-sprayed particles made the synthesized specimens superplastic because of
smaller effective grain sizes. However, the apparent activation energy of superplas-
tic flow in these materials was much higher than that of the specimens synthe-
sized by SPS from nanopowder mixtures [62]. Low impurity (e.g. W, Co from
HEBM) segregation may be responsible for the significant increase in the appar-
ent activation energy for the grain-boundary diffusion.
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25.3.3
SPS Accelerated Superplasticity

SPS has been demonstrated not only to be an effective sintering process to fab-
ricate fully dense nanocrystalline ceramics and composites but also to be a new
forming method to enhance ceramic ductility [64, 65]. The first attempt to apply
the SPS approach to speed up superplastic forming was by Shen et al. [65] who
started with fully dense ceramics that sinter via either transient or permanent
liquid-phase modes. The observed enhanced ductility is thought to be associated
with the enhanced grain sliding at the boundary of the glassy/liquid phase re-
sulting from the electric-field-induced motion of charged species. Despite re-
markable success (rapid superplastic deformation with high strain rates in the
range 10–2 to 10–3 s–1), the deformation temperatures were still extremely high
(1500 �C is typical). A completely different strategy of using a porous preform
instead of fully dense blanks and simultaneously consolidated and superplasti-
cally formed the specimens in the SPS equipment had been shown to be an
effective way of utilization of low-temperature superplasticity of ceramics. The
use of concurrent deformation and consolidation provides nanoceramic super-
plasticity with many advantages [66]. First, porous preforms are easy to produce
(75–90% TD) by different methods such as pressureless sintering, plasma spray,
SPS, etc. Secondly, by the presence of an open porosity network in the materials
at densities below 90% TD was found to seriously inhibit static grain growth
during the sintering. However, at densities over 90% TD density, as the porosity
network closes, the pores become less effective at pinning grain boundaries,
thus, beyond this point the grain size begins to increase dramatically. It has
been found that the open porosity can also limit dynamic grain growth during
the deformation. Finally, a microstructure with a nanocrystalline grain size can
lead to much lower deformation temperatures and higher strain rates. As a re-
sult, the near net shape forming of a nearly dense (98%) nanoceramic was dem-
onstrated at a temperature as low as 1150 �C (Fig. 25.7). This temperature is re-
markably lower than those found for conventional superplastic ceramics. These
record low temperatures are comparable to that of Ni-based superalloys (typical-
ly, 950 �C), suggesting that an existing metallic superplastic shape tooling might
be applied to nanoceramic composites. The strain rate of the deformation pro-
cess was about 10–2 s–1 and the final density was 100%. The same composites
did not exhibit superplasticity by conventional deformation methods since both
static grain growth during the slow heating and dynamic grain growth during
high-temperature deformation occur. It can be noted that nearly nanosized mi-
crostructure has been obtained in the SPS-deformed composites whereas exten-
sive grain growth was observed in the nondeformed samples even at the same
SPS temperature.

It is generally accepted that application of mechanical pressure is helpful in
removing pores from compacts. The increasing applied pressure during defor-
mation is expected to promote rapid densification and grain-boundary sliding.
Therefore, applying a high pressure at low temperature that allows the grain-
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boundary sliding to become kinetically favorable can enhance deformation rates.
This is consistent with our findings where the strain rate increases with increas-
ing loading rate. When a constant load instead of a constant stress is applied,
the strain rates are significantly decreased. The latter is similar to the observa-
tions of Shen et al.’s [65] work where they applied a constant load during the
deformation, indicating a decreasing applied stress. It can also be noted that the
strain rates are significantly increased when a slightly higher deformation tem-
perature is applied [66] even though the loading rates are slightly lower, suggest-
ing the temperature has a profound effect on deformation.

In conclusion, this new SPS-forming approach provides a new route for low
temperature and high strain-rate superplasticity for nanostructured materials
and should impact and interest a broad range of scientists in materials research
and superplastic forming technology.

25.4
Nanocomposites with Enhanced Fracture Toughness

Nanocrystalline ceramics do not appear to possess higher fracture toughness
than conventional microcrystalline ceramics. Therefore, it is very likely that, in
spite of the significant advantage in other properties, toughness is likely to be
the bottleneck that controls the application of nanocrystalline ceramics in both
structural and functional applications. In the last two decades significant ad-
vancements have been made in the understanding of toughening mechanisms
in microcrystalline ceramics. Unfortunately, many of the microcrystalline mate-
rial systems with improved fracture toughness have shown significant degrada-
tion of strength and hardness. This has led to interest in nanocrystalline cera-
mic composites where the possibility exists to offset this property degradation
through the increases in strength and hardness typically seen in nanocrystalline
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Fig. 25.7 A sectioned quadrant of the zirconia-alumina-spinel
triphase ceramic sample superplastically deformed by SPS at
1150 �C.



materials. Production of nanoceramic composites provides a promising route to
enhance toughness. Most “nanocomposites” currently investigated are actually
composites with microcrystalline matrixes and nanoscale second phases, very
few composites with truly nanocrystalline matrix have been produced. Toughen-
ing mechanisms in ceramic composites, which have been reasonably well inves-
tigated in microcrystalline ceramics, need to be reinvestigated in their applica-
bility to nanoceramics. Advanced consolidation techniques, such as SPS, can be
used to produce nanocrystalline ceramic composites from nanopowders (see
Section 25.2). These composites can then be analyzed for a comparison of
toughening data and microstructural details versus material-system variables to
develop analytical models for toughening mechanisms in ceramic composites
with nanocrystalline matrices.

In the effort to produce ceramic nanocomposites, the introduction of a second
phase is helpful in two ways; one is that the second phase will prevent grain
growth of the matrix to some extent; the other is that toughening of the materi-
al can be made possible if the second phase is chosen with appropriate proper-
ties. Depending on the matrix grain size and second-phase particle size, Niihara
et al. [67] have classified the nanocomposites in four groups. The first three
types of nanocomposite fall into the micro-nano category, i.e. with nanosized
second phase dispersed in a microcrystalline matrix. With only very few excep-
tions, the large majority of so-called “nanocomposites” developed to-date are
micro-nanocomposites, rather than nano-nano composites (where both the ma-
trix and inclusion grain size are in the nanometer range). Advances in the syn-
thesis of nanocrystalline ceramics call for a reclassification that has been pro-
posed by Kuntz et al. [68]. In this new classification the matrix phase is continu-
ously nanocrystalline while the second phase varies, leading to four nanocompo-
site types: the nano-nano type, the nano-micro type, the nano-fiber type, and
the nano-nanolayer type.

The enthusiasm in developing “nanocomposites” was triggered by Niihara’s
pioneering work in the late 1980s, who reported a significant increase in flexure
strength from 350 MPa to 1–1.5 GPa accompanied by increase in fracture tough-
ness from 3.5 MPa·m1/2 to 4.8 MPa·m1/2, by introducing 5% SiC nanoparticles
into microcrystalline Al2O3 [69, 70]. Since then the research activity in this topic
has been very intense, the new concept of adding nanometric particles has been
introduced into various material systems. An extensive review has been made
by Sternitzke [71] and by Awaji [72]. Some of the more recent results [75–85]
are listed in Table 25.2. The selected examples are on alumina-based “nanocom-
posites.”

Most of the work on ceramic/ceramic “nanocomposites” is concentrated on
SiC-nanoparticle-strengthened materials. The large majority of the work has
found obvious enhancement in strength or toughness or both. The increase in
strength is usually more remarkable than that in toughness. A number of
mechanisms were proposed to account for the toughening in Al2O3/SiC micro-
nano composites, e.g., switch from intergranular to transgranular fracture be-
cause of the intergranular SiC particles, crack deflection by the internal stress
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Table 25.2 Strength and fracture toughness of alumina-based “nanocomposites”.

Material system Microstructural
description
(grain size)

Strength
(MPa)

Fracture
toughness
(MPam1/2)

Reference

Micro-nanocomposites
Al2O3

Al2O3/5%Cr
3.5 �m monolith
Al2O3-0.68 �m,
Cr-124 nm

475
736

3.6
4.0

Ji and
Yeomans,
2002 [75]

Al2O3

Al2O3/15%Ni
1.2 �m monolith
Al2O3-1 �m, Ni-180 nm

683
1090

3.5
4.2

Sekino et al.
1997 [76]

Al2O3

Al2O3/5%Cu
0.89 �m monolith
Al2O3-0.63 �m, Cu-200 nm

536
707

3.57
4.28

Oh et al. 1997
[77]

Al2O3

Al2O3/5%W
N/A
W< 100 nm intragranular
1 �m intergranular

528
645–1105

3.2
3.6–3.8

Sekino and
Niihara, 1995
[78]

Al2O3

Al2O3/10%MWCN a)
N/A
Al2O3-0.5 �m

–
–

3.5
4.2

Siegel et al.,
2001 [79]

Al2O3

Al2O3/8.5%SWCN b)-
4.3%Fe
Al2O3/10%SWCN b)-
4.3%Fe

�1 �m monolith
Al2O3-0.5 �m
Al2O3-0.5 �m

335
400
296

4.4
5.0
3.1

Flahaut et al.,
2000 [80]

Al2O3

Al2O3/1%SiC
Al2O3/2.5%SiC
Al2O3/5%SiC

4.1 �m monolith
Al2O3-6.85 �m, SiC-200 nm
Al2O3-6.66 �m, SiC-200 nm
Al2O3-2.82 �m, SiC-200 nm

371
369
409
417

2.6
2.3
2.2
2.6

Maensiri and
Roberts, 2002
[81]

Al2O3

Al2O3/5%SiC
Al2O3/10%SiC
Al2O3/15%SiC

3.5 �m monolith
Al2O3-4.0 �m, SiC-200 nm
Al2O3-2.9 �m, SiC-200 nm
Al2O3-2.6 �m, SiC-200 nm

430
646
560
549

3.2
4.6
5.2
5.5

Anya, 1999
[82]

Al2O3

Al2O3/5-10%SiC
2�3 �m monolith
Al2O3-2�3 �m, SiC-200 nm

460
760–800

3.1
3.3–3.6

Davidge et al.
1997 [83]

Al2O3

Al2O3/15%Si3N4

�1 �m monolith
Al2O3� �m
Si3N4-200�300 nm inter-
granular
80 nm intragranular

380
820

3.91
6.00 Zhu et al.

1997 [84]

Nano-nanocomposites
Al2O3-10%ZrO2 Al2O3-35–44 nm

ZrO2-20–30 nm
–- 8.38 Bhaduri and

Bhaduri, 1997
[85]

a) MWCN: multiwalled carbon nanotubes
b) SWCN; single-wall carbon nanotubes



around the intragranular particles (also resulting in intergranular to transgranu-
lar fracture), crack bridging by SiC particles, or clinched rough crack surfaces,
etc. [73, 74]. Reduction in critical flaw size in the “nanocomposites” is com-
monly accepted as an important reason for the strength increase.

Adding a small amount of metallic phases to alumina can also effectively in-
crease both the strength and toughness of the material, as shown by the exam-
ples in Table 25.2. The metallic phases in these “nanocomposites” are all in the
form of particles, either intergranular or intragranular, with the alumina form-
ing the continuous phase. The enhancement is attributable to metal plasticity,
or to crack-deflection due to residue stress, or to crack bridging.

In the sole example of a nano-nano composite shown in Table 25.2, remark-
able toughness was achieved. The authors [85] did not attribute the high tough-
ness to phase transformation, they declared that only 5% of the total zirconia
undergoes t–m transformation under stress. The toughening might be due to
ferroelastic-domain switching or crushing of well-distributed pores under the in-
denter.

Certain toughening mechanisms in microcrystalline ceramic systems have
been reasonably well developed and investigated. It has yet to be determined
whether these same mechanisms will be germane to the corresponding nano-
crystalline systems.

25.4.1
Fiber Toughening

The most common toughening mechanism that is associated with the incor-
poration of fibers into a ceramic matrix is fiber bridging. This toughening
mechanism involves the bridging of the crack wake by the second-phase fibers
(Fig. 25.8). The toughening effect is achieved when the fibers either shed load
from the crack tip while remaining intact (Fig. 25.8 (c)), the interface debonds
between the fiber and the matrix followed by pull out (Fig. 25.8 (b)), and/or the
individual fibers fracture followed by energy adsorption through pull out of the
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Fig. 25.8 Schematic of the fiber-tough-
ening mechanism in a ceramic matrix
composite: (a) fiber rupture followed
by pull-out, (b) debonding and fiber
pull-out, (c) fiber bridging in the crack
wake, and (d) crack deflection along
fiber–matrix boundary (From Ref.
[86]).



broken fiber (Fig. 25.8 (a)). These effects lead to increased extrinsic toughness.
Another possible toughening mechanism as seen in fiber-reinforced ceramic
composites, is crack deflection. When the fiber is of a particular orientation
(Fig. 25.8 (d)), the crack-propagation direction can be deflected away from the
axis of highest stress to a less-efficient orientation directed by the longitudinal
orientation of the fiber. This leads to increased fracture energy through in-
creased fracture surface area and lower driving forces due to the reduced re-
solved normal stresses at the crack tip. This phenomenon will enhance the in-
trinsic toughness. Both crack deflection and fiber bridging should be pertinent
to nanoceramic composites, since neither method is inherently dependent on
the matrix grain size.

For example, addition of SiC whiskers to an alumina nanocrystalline matrix
has been able to produce toughness values as high as 6.17 MPa · m1/2, while im-
proving the hardness to 26 GPa [87]. A more detailed investigation on fiber
toughening of nanocomposites was conducted by introducing single-walled car-
bon nanotubes (SWCN) into nanocrystalline alumina [88].

Carbon nanotubes (CNT), originally discovered as a byproduct of fullerene re-
search, are attracting increasing interest as constituents of novel nanostructured
materials for a wide range of applications [89–91]. There are two main types of
carbon nanotubes, single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCN) and multiwall carbon
nanotubes (MWCN). Both of these types can have high structural perfection,
however, SWCN have a particularly desirable combination of mechanical proper-
ties. Specifically, they have an elastic stiffness comparable to that of diamond
�1.5 TPa, and they are several times as strong (yield strength 52 GPa) [89]. The
size, shape, and properties of SWCN make them prime candidates for use in
the development of potentially revolutionary composite materials. Attempts have
been made to develop advanced engineering materials with improved mechani-
cal properties through the incorporation of CNT in various matrices (polymers,
metals, and ceramics) by taking advantage of the exceptional strength of the na-
notubes [79, 89, 92–95]. Most of the investigations on carbon-nanotube-contain-
ing composites have so far focused on polymer-based composites with improved
electrical and mechanical properties. For example, their addition to a polymer
matrix leads to a very low electrical percolation threshold and improved electri-
cal conductivity. Work on carbon nanotubes in metals and ceramics has been
much less focused.

SWCN tend to self-organize into “ropes” that consist in many (typically, 10–
100) tubes running together along their length in van der Waals bonding with
one another. Due to their high surface area and high aspect ratio, the ability to
homogeneously disperse the nanotubes into the matrix is a processing chal-
lenge. In the open literature [79, 92], all the other carbon-nanotubes-reinforced
ceramic composites have been consolidated by hot-pressing methods that re-
quire higher temperatures and longer duration. These sintering parameters
damage the carbon nanotubes in the composites, leading to decreases in, or to-
tal loss in, reinforcing effects. For example, in carbon nanotubes-metal-ceramic
composite systems some of the hot-pressing temperatures were as high as
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1600 �C. This damaged most of carbon nanotubes and decreased the quantity
and quality of carbon nanotubes in the sintered composites. No reinforcing ef-
fect was noted in the in-situ carbon-nanotubes-Fe-Al2O3 nanocomposites in the
investigation of Peigney et al. [92, 93]. The best reported result by Siegel et al.
[79] was a 24% increase in toughness in 10 vol.% MWCN/Al2O3 nanocompo-
sites produced by the hot-pressing method at 1300 �C/1 h. Full density of alumi-
na-based nanocomposites with incorporated multiwall carbon nanotubes was
achieved but the matrix grain size was in the submicrometer range.

The SPS technique, as it was shown earlier (Section 25.2) allows much lower
sintering temperatures and shorter times for obtaining dense nanocrystalline
ceramics as compared to conventional sintering techniques. As a result, in the
alumina/SWCN system the best results to date have a toughness value of
9.7 MPa·m1/2 (nearly three times pure alumina) with only 10 vol.% SWCN
added [88]. This remarkable toughening stands out as the only ceramic compo-
site to realize the promise of significant toughening through the addition of car-
bon nanotubes into a nanocrystalline matrix (Fig. 25.9, solid squares). Structural
investigation of the nanocomposites have shown that carbon nanotubes are
fairly homogeneously distributed along grain boundaries to develop an inter-
twining network microstructure (Fig. 25.10 (a)) and are entangled with alumina
grains when some of them encapsulated alumina nanoscale grains with good
bonding (Fig. 25.10 (b)). This microstructure simultaneously provides stiffness,
toughness, and strength to the ceramic. A strong toughening effect in these na-
nocomposites may likely be related to the number of factors. First, it is due to
the extraordinary mechanical properties and the more perfect structure of
SWCN. MWCN are similar to SWCN, but contain more defects, which limit
their properties. Furthermore, there are differences in the ability to transfer load
from the matrix to the nanotubes between SWCNT and MWCN. Secondly, the
crack deflection along the continuous interface between carbon nanotubes and
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Fig. 25.9 Fracture toughness versus carbon-nanotube volume
content in alumina-based composites [86].



nanocrystalline matrix grains might significantly contribute to the toughening
effect (Fig. 25.6 (d), Fig. 25.11 (a)). Such toughening mechanisms as fiber brid-
ging (Fig. 25.6 (c)) and fiber pull-outs (Figs. 25.6 (a) and (b)) were also experi-
mentally observed in alumina/SWCN nanocomposites (Figs. 25.11 (b) and (c),
respectively). Thirdly, it is related to a fast-sintering technique that allows lower
sintering temperatures and shorter durations. Therefore, the high-quality ropes
of single-wall carbon nanotubes can be retained in the sintered compacts. Ra-
man spectroscopy of the sintered Al2O3/SWCN composites have shown that
both composite and raw SWCN spectra have a sharp peak at �1595 cm–1 and a
shoulder in the 1550–1575 cm–1 region (Fig. 25.12). No graphite peak in Al2O3/
SWCN composite spectra was revealed.

This is also consistent with the results by Flahaut et al. [80] where the in-
crease in the quality and quantity of SWCN may result in an easier transfer of
the stress and, thus, can account for the increase in the toughness in the in-situ
SWCN/Fe/Al2O3 nanocomposites. In order to be effective as reinforcing ele-
ments, high-quality carbon nanotubes, without damage during consolidation,
must be effectively bonded to the matrix so that they can actually carry the
loads. The dependence of toughness on density directly supports this statement.

These studies give a promising future for application of carbon nanotubes in
reinforcing structural ceramic composites and other materials systems as well.
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Fig. 25.10 (a) Bright-field TEM image
and (b) high-resolution TEM image of
the 5.7 vol.% SWCNT/Al2O3 compo-
site. The arrows indicate the SWCNT.
(From Ref. [88].)
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Fig. 25.11 (a) Indentation-induced intergranular
crack; (b) SWCNT bridging and (c) SWCNT pull-out
in the 5.7 vol.% SWCNT/Al2O3 nanocomposite.

Fig. 25.12 Raman spectroscopy at 522–488 nm, 60-s scan.



25.4.2
Ductile-phase Toughening

The addition of certain ductile phases (metals) to ceramic matrixes has proven
to be an effective toughening mechanism. The ductile phase can lead to the
toughening of the composite through two distinct mechanisms. The first is
through ductile yielding in the process zone of a propagating crack to increase
intrinsic toughness. The stress field around the crack tip can be relieved
through adsorption of energy through the deformation of the ductile phase or
blunting of the crack tip at a ductile particle. The second manner a ductile
phase can lead to toughening of a ceramic composite is by ductile bridging liga-
ments in the crack wake, increasing extrinsic toughness. This occurs when the
crack tip propagates past a ductile phase grain that then bridges the crack wake
and must be pulled to failure or debond from the surrounding matrix. These
toughening effects should be applicable in nanocrystalline ceramic matrix com-
posites as long as the ductile-phase grain size is large enough to support plastic
deformation.

The addition of a ductile phase to examine the effect of ductile-phase tough-
ening in a nanocomposite has been investigated through the addition of nio-
bium to an alumina matrix. Nb was added through high-energy ball milling
(HEBM) with the nano-Al2O3 powder and sintered by SPS at only 1100 �C for
3 min [86]. The product was a nano-nano type composite combined with nano-
nano layer type. The 10-vol.% Nb nanocomposite has a fracture toughness value
of 7 MPa·m1/2 without a decrease in hardness [96]. This is twice as tough as a
pressureless sintered composite of the same composition reported in work by
Garcia et al. [97]. This increase in toughness may be attributed to the novel mi-
crostructure in the nanocomposite where the Nb phase distributed as particles
of �20 nm along with a continuous 3–4 nm layer at boundaries between Al2O3

grains (Fig. 25.13). This microstructure should lead to toughening by increasing
ductility at the crack tip instead of the traditional ligament bridging in the crack
wake that is typical of micrometer-scaled metallic-phase toughened ceramics.
An addition of Nb to the alumina/SWCN system resulted in an exceptional
value of the fracture toughness of 13.5 MPa · m1/2 (Fig. 25.9, solid circle).

25.4.3
Transformation Toughening

Transformation toughening has been investigated in ceramics containing zirco-
nia as a second phase. This relies on the transformation of zirconia from the
tetragonal to the monoclinic phase under applied stress. This transformation oc-
curs in the stress field around the crack tip and the resultant strain involved in
the transformation locally relieves the stress field and adsorbs fracture energy.
The resultant zone of transformed particles left in the crack wake. This will in-
crease intrinsic toughness. The transformation toughening mechanism is direct-
ly affected by the stability of the tetragonal phase of the zirconia. The phase sta-
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bility is dependent on dopant concentration, the grain size of the zirconia phase
and the testing temperature. Due to the fine balance of dopants and grain size,
it is not clear whether transformation toughening will be a feasible toughening
mechanism in nanoceramic composites.

The transformation that is being taken advantage of in ZrO2 is the tetragonal
to monoclinic phase transformation that has been investigated extensively in
microcrystalline alumina-ZrO2 composites [98]. In the alumina-based compo-
sites with BaTiO3 as a second phase, a domain-switching effect that occurs dur-
ing applied stress is believed to be a possible toughening mechanism [99]. The
material systems we used for the investigation of transformation toughening in
nanoceramic composites are alumina-ZrO2 and alumina-BaTiO3. Both of these
systems were nano-nano type composites. The initial results from both of these
composites have been very promising. The alumina-BaTiO3 composite has al-
ready produced a fracture toughness of 5.26 MPa·m1/2 and the alumina-ZrO2
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Fig. 25.13 Dark-field STEM and HRTEM images of 10 vol.%
Nb-alumina composite.



composite has been measured at an impressive 8.9 MPa·m1/2 with a nanocrys-
talline matrix grain size of 96 nm. It is also interesting to note that in spite of
the improved toughness in this composite the dilatational tetragonal to mono-
clinic phase transformation has not occurred during fracture. Virkar and Matsu-
moto [100] have proposed ferroelastic domain switching as a toughening mecha-
nism in tetragonal zirconia ceramics that do not undergo a phase transforma-
tion.

25.4.4
Microcrack Toughening

Analogous to the tetragonal to monoclinic transformation behavior of zirconia,
stress-induced microcrack formation represents an irreversible deformation phe-
nomenon that is associated with energy dissipation and stress shielding. Micro-
cracking is induced by the combined action of the thermal residual stress and
the applied stress field at the crack tips. This can be observed in single-phase
material (with anisotropic thermal expansion coefficient) as well as multiphase
material (with different thermal expansion coefficients between the phases)
[101, 102]. The presence of microcracks deflects or branches out the main crack
as well as shield stress at the crack tip, increasing the intrinsic toughness.
When it is effective, microcrack toughening can increase the fracture energy of
ceramics by 20–40%. Pure alumina, alumina reinforced with monoclinic zirco-
nia [103] and SiC reinforced with TiB2 [104] have shown toughening due to this
mechanism. The ability to apply the mechanism of microcrack toughening to
composites with nanocrystalline ceramic matrices is still uncertain because of
the dependence of the toughening on microcrack length, which is undoubtedly
grain-size dependent since microcracks are typically generated at grain bound-
aries.

25.4.5
Future Perspectives

Carbon nanotubes are usually synthesized by carbon arc discharge, laser ablation
of carbon, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), or high-pressure carbon monoxide
carrier gas (HiPco) process [105–107]. Because of the morphological integrity of
carbon nanotubes, which spatially confine the reaction, carbon nanotubes have
been used as templates to synthesize other one-dimensional nanomaterials with
diameters, lengths, and orientations close, or similar, to those of the carbon nano-
tube [108]. By filling the inside of the hollow space of CNT with other elements or
through decorating the outside surfaces, different kinds of one-dimensional nano-
materials with heterostructures have been fabricated. For example, silicon-carbide
nanotubes, nanorods or nanowires [108–112], gallium-nitride nanowires [113],
Si-B-C-N nanocables [114], titanium carbide and niobium-nitride nanotubes or na-
norods [115], heterostructural carbon nanotubes and carbide nanorods [116], and
SiC-SiOx biaxial nanowires [117] have recently been synthesized using carbon na-
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notubes as templates. Another important method to synthesize one-dimensional
nanomaterials is laser-assisted catalytic growth (LCG) where a laser was used to
ablate the target materials to produce the nanocluster catalyst particles within a
reactor, and then one-dimensional nanomaterials were grown as the reactant, such
as single-crystalline silicon and germanium nanowires [118, 119] single-crystalline
indium phosphide (InP) nanowires [120–122] single crystalline gallium nitride
(GaN) nanowires [123, 124] and single-crystalline gallium phosphide (GaP)
[125], etc. Recently, a novel and simple method of heat treatment of the polymer
functionalized SWCNs has been successfully used in this investigation to synthe-
size the multielemental Si3CxOy�zN4–(x+y+z) nanoscrews and nanowires [126].
These one-dimensional nanomaterials possess a diameter from a few nanometers
to around 100 nm and a length up to a few tens of micrometers, with a structure
like �-Si3N4 crystal. These novel Si3CxOy�zN4–(x+y+z) nanoscrews and nanowires
may exhibit unique properties with potential for utilization in nanotechnology,
for example, for fiber toughening of nanoceramics.

Moreover, a number of studies have shown that sintering at high pressures
can yield full densification of nanocrystalline powders with minimal grain
growth. One such example is given by Hahn [127] who sintered n-TiO2 to its
theoretical density with no grain growth at 450–550 �C (�0.35 Tm) and 1 GPa.
Mayo et al. [128] found that for the same final density (91%), sinter-forging n-
TiO2 retained a grain size of 87 nm, while pressureless sintering resulted in a
grain size of 400 nm. Pechenik et al. [129, 130] and Gallas et al. [131] have been
successful in suppressing grain coarsening in the fabrication of transparent na-
nocrystalline silicon nitride and alumina by applying pressures up to 5 GPa and
modest temperatures.

25.5 Concluding Remarks

Advances in synthesis and processing of ceramic nanocomposites have opened
up new vistas for practical utilization of such materials. A ceramic nanocompo-
site based on silicon nitride and silicon carbide has been produced by pyrolysis
of a liquid-polymer precursor. It has demonstrated one of the lowest creep rates
(greatest creep strength) as compared to all other results on silicon-nitride-based
materials at a common reference temperature. This was achieved by either elim-
inating or minimizing the amount of oxynitride glassy phase in the intergrain
and interphase boundaries of the microstructure.

Superplasticity has been demonstrated at a low temperature in an alumina/
zirconia/magnesia spinel nanocomposite when the grain size was significantly
lowered by using spark-plasma sintering (SPS) process. Furthermore, by using
the SPS chamber as a forming environment, superplasticity was obtained at an
astonishingly low temperature (1150 �C) with an extremely fast forming time
(3 to 4 min).

Single-wall carbon-nanotube- (SWCN) reinforced alumina-based nanocompo-
sites consolidated by an SPS process yielded a very significant increase in frac-
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ture toughness that has not been attained before. Incorporating a nanocrystal-
line layer of niobium between the alumina grains in such alumina/SWCN na-
nocomposites yielded a fracture toughness value equal to that for metallic
materials.

These studies do point to an attractive processing methodology where using
SPS as a processing tool, one can engineer microstructures that have either
much improved creep resistance or significantly enhanced superplastic form-
ability or much improved fracture toughness.
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26.1
Introduction

The mechanisms of microstructural evolution during severe plastic deformation
(SPD) and the specific features of these structures are already well described
both for pure metals and for alloys [1–6]. Alloys processed by SPD are of special
interest because of the variety of structural changes and phase transformations
that may occur during deformation or post-processing annealing. Both the ini-
tial state (composition, microstructure) and the processing parameters affect the
final microstructure and properties of SPD-processed alloys. For example,
further grain refinement might be obtained thanks to phase transformations, or
a higher thermal stability could be achieved thanks to second-phase particles. In
this chapter, SPD processing of multiphase alloys is reviewed with a special em-
phasis on mechanical and functional properties. The first part deals exclusively
with bulk nanostructured materials from ferrous alloys, e.g. mostly steels, while
the second part deals with nonferrous multiphase materials, e.g. light alloys, in-
termetallics, copper alloys and composite materials.

26.2
Bulk Nanostructured Multiphase Ferrous Alloys

26.2.1
Introduction

Among all alloys, steels occupy a special position due to their diversity in chem-
ical compositions, structures, and phase states. It was shown that, upon SPD,
steels undergo carbide precipitation and dissolution, decomposition of supersa-
turated solid solutions, pearlite spheroidization, martensitic transformation, etc.
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) in combination with possible pre- and post-
SPD heat treatments allows for the desired control of the final steel structure.

In this chapter, the steels are classified based on their chemical composition
and initial microstructure: low-carbon ferritic–pearlitic steels, low-carbon mar-
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tensitic steels, low-carbon ferritic–martensitic steels, high-carbon pearlitic steels,
austenitic steels, and austenitic–ferritic steels.

It should be noted that such classification is rather arbitrary, especially be-
cause dramatic modifications of microstructures might occur during SPD. For
example, the ferritic–pearlitic, pearlitic, and martensitic steels remain in such
states only at the initial SPD stages. After significant degrees of deformation
and upon subsequent heat treatment they exhibit ferrite–carbide structure with
a uniform distribution of fine particles. The initially austenitic steels become
austenitic–martensitic upon deformation and austenitic–ferritic upon subse-
quent heat treatment. In other words, the classification here corresponds to the
initial phase state. The ferrite–martensite structure corresponds to the final state
of the steel after heating and quenching of the ferritic–pearlitic steel.

26.2.2
Low-carbon Ferritic–Pearlitic Steels

26.2.2.1 Cold SPD Processing of Low-carbon Steels

In this section, cold SPD is referred to deformation at temperatures below
350 �C where the carbon diffusion rate and recovery mechanisms might be sig-
nificant but recrystallization usually does not occur.

Low-carbon ferritic–pearlitic steels are generally used for building construc-
tions, gas- and oil-pipeline, and machinery parts. A submicrocrystalline struc-
ture in bulk low-carbon steels can be produced by equal-channel angular press-
ing (ECAP) [7, 8]. Upon ECAP at room temperature, low-carbon steels can
usually be subjected to three-four ECAP passes at the most efficient angle of
channel intersection (90�) without failure. This deformation imparts only an ac-
cumulated strain of �4 [7, 9], and for effective grain refinement, an accumu-
lated strain over �4–7 is generally needed [10]. The lower the deformation tem-
perature, the higher the strain is required for the formation of high-angle
boundaries, i.e. new grains [11]. Simultaneous deformation of ferrite and pear-
lite (usually < 20 vol.%) in low-carbon steels by ECAP leads to elongation of
both phases. At large strain the new submicrometer grains of ferrite are formed
[12–14].

Structure Formation in Ferrites
Structure formation inside initial ferritic grains depends on ECAP route. In
[15–17] structural evolution in BCC commercial low carbon (0.15%C–0.52%Mn)
ferritic–pearlitic (15 vol.%) steel during ECAP at room temperature was investi-
gated for routes C and BC . It is found that an equiaxed grain structure with the
grain size of ferrite at �0.2 �m and high-angle grain boundaries dominate the
microstructure after 4 ECAP passes via route BC at an channel intersection an-
gle 90� [16] (Fig. 26.1), while nearly parallel bands of elongated substructures
dominate after up to 11 ECAP passes via route C [15, 16]. An essentially
equiaxed microstructure with high-angle grain boundaries and an average grain
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size of �0.2 �m was achieved after 3 passes of ECAP of a 0.08%C–0.18%Si–
0.42%Mn steel at room temperature using route BC [18]. These results confirm
that route BC , in which the sample rotates 90� around its axis after each pass,
is more efficient for the formation of an equiaxed-grained structure in bcc low-car-
bon steels at room temperature than route C, in which the sample rotates 180�.

Carbide Transformations
During ECAP, the morphology of cementite lamellae is significantly changed:
they become wavy and fragmented [12, 19, 20]. The spheroidization of cemen-
tite in ECAPed low-carbon steel accelerated with annealing temperature and
time [20, 21]. For example, after ECAP of 0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn steel the
spheroidization occurred during annealing at 480 �C for 72 h and at 510 �C for
1 h (Fig. 26.2) [20]. The spheroidized cementite (0.06 �m in diameter) is signifi-
cantly smaller than that obtained through conventional spheroidization treat-
ment (0.1–1 �m). Increasing accumulated ECAP strain leads to a decrease in
spheroidization temperature and time. It is interesting to note that spheroidiza-
tion is observed during the ECAP processing of 0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn steel
at 450 �C up to 12 passes [20]. Shin and coworkers [20, 22] observed that cemen-
tite spheroidization occurred in former pearlite colonies but also inside ferrite
grains at the boundaries of submicrometer grains when the annealing tempera-
ture was increased to �700 �C. Surprisingly, the ferrite grain size remains close
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Fig. 26.1 Typical TEM microstructures of the low-carbon
Fe–0.15%C–0.52%Mn steel after different ECAP passes via
route BC (number on each photo indicating ECAP passes).
(Courtesy of J.T. Wang et al. [16]).



to only 0.3 �m, which is attributed to a pinning effect of grain boundary by ce-
mentite particles.

For practical applications, it is essential to ensure thermal stability of UFG
structures. Shin and coworkers [23] successfully improved the thermal stability
of low-carbon steels processed by ECAP thanks to the increase of ECAP strain
(a) and microalloying (b). The first concept (a) is related to carbon atoms result-
ing from cementite decomposition that would slow down recovery, recrystalliza-
tion and grain growth. The dissolution of carbides during large-strain deforma-
tion is indeed widely reported in the literature [24–31]. Shin and coworkers [23]
also observed that the larger the strain, the higher the decomposition rate. The
second concept (b) relies on dilute addition of carbide- and/or nitride-forming
elements to increase the recrystallization temperature and to impede grain
growth.

The mechanical properties of low-carbon steels depend on strain during
ECAP at room temperature. Increase in the number of ECAP passes has a very
substantial effect in increasing the strength and the increase of the yield stress
can really be significant, up to 1200 MPa [13, 15, 18, 19]. Figure 26.3 (a) shows
the evolution of yield stress with the number of ECAP passes, together with the
evolution of the elongation to failure [15]. After an initial decrease in elongation,
there is a subsequent increase when ECAP is continued to more than 4 passes.
Ultrafine-grained materials fabricated by ECAP exhibit a very low strain harden-
ing. Strain hardening is very important for structural applications. Shin and co-
workers [32] suggested using second-phase particles to improve this property.
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Fig. 26.2 TEM micrographs of pearlite in
Fe–0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn steel after
ECAP (N�4, T�350 �C) and annealing at
480 �C for various annealing time: (a) 1 h;
(b) 24 h; (c) 72 h. (Courtesy of D.H. Shin
et al. [20]).



Fukuda and coworkers [18] demonstrated that ECAP processing route BC gives
a large region of strain hardening, whereas there is essentially no strain harden-
ing in the samples processed by routes A [33] and C [19]. The reason for this
difference is probably the greater degree of homogeneity, and the more equi-
axed nature of the microstructure.

The variation of the room-temperature tensile properties of low-carbon
0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn (in wt.%) (hereafter, CS steel) and low carbon with V
addition 0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn–0.06%V–0.008%N (in wt.%) (hereafter, CSV
steel) steels after 4 passes at 350 �C with annealing temperature is plotted in
Fig. 26.3 (b) [23]. The extension of the mechanical stability in the CSV steel to
higher temperatures in comparison with CS steel resulted mainly from the pre-
servation of a UFG ferrite grains associated with homogeneously distributed na-
nosized cementite particles.
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Fig. 26.3 Dependence of mechanical proper-
ties of low-carbon steels on number of ECAP
passes [15] and annealing temperature after
ECAP (b) [33]: (a) Fe–0.15%C–0.17%Si–
0.52%Mn steel; ECAP at 25 �C; (b) (CS) –

Fe–0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn steel (CSV) –
Fe–0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn–0.06%V–
0.008%N steel, ECAP at 350 �C, N�4.
(Courtesy of J. Wang et al. [15] and
D.H. Shin and coworkers [33]).



26.2.2.2 Warm SPD of Low-carbon Steels
In the previous section, only cold deformation (20–350 �C) was considered, but
some low-carbon steels (for example low-alloyed steels), can be processed by
ECAP only at higher temperatures. That is why in this section, warm SPD is
considered, e.g. deformation in the temperature range of 400 to 600 �C. One
should note also that warm SPD has some significant advantages comparing to
cold SPD: the deformation load is much lower and post-SPD annealing treat-
ments could be suppressed.

Shin and coworkers [34] investigated two grades of low-carbon steels, one con-
taining vanadium (0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn–0.06%V–0.008%N) and the other
without vanadium (0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.1%Mn), after ECAP processing in the
temperature range of 350–600 �C. At higher pressing temperatures, coarser
grains with low-angle boundaries were formed, which indicates significant re-
covery occurs during SPD. Addition of vanadium preserved the high dislocation
density up to a pressing temperature of 600 �C. In the steel pressed at 600 �C,
pearlite colonies completely dissolved and a reprecipitation of nanosized cemen-
tite particles distributed uniformly was observed, while the grain size in the fer-
ritic matrix was less than 1 �m. The yield stress of the steel without V pressed
at 350 �C was up to 937 MPa, significantly higher than that of the as-received
material (310 MPa). When the pressing temperature was increased, the yield
stress significantly decreased, down to 600 MPa at 480 �C and down to 480 MPa
at 600 �C. Concerning the steel with vanadium, the yield stress of the sample
pressed at 350�C was similar to that of the plain low-carbon steel. However, the
drastic drop in the yield stress was not observed with increasing the pressing
temperature – 800 MPa at 480 �C with an elongation to failure of 16% and
640 MPa at 600 �C.

Three low-carbon 0.17%C–0.21%C–0.89%Mn–0.78%Si–0.16%V and 0.23%C–
1.24%Mn–0.75%Si steels were studied after warm ECA pressing at 500–550 �C
[35–38]. A TEM study revealed both ferrite subgrains, which were formed within
ferrite grains and are separated by low-angle boundaries, and a submicrocrystal-
line structure characterized by high-angle grain boundaries [35, 37, 38]. Sub-
grain and grain structures featured structural elements 0.3–0.5 �m in size.
The steels differ in the fractions of low- and high-angle grain misorientations.
The partially submicrocrystalline structure led to substantial hardening of the
steels: YS�840, 1000 and 1110 MPa for 0.17%C–0.23%C–1.24%Mn–0.75%Si
and 0.21%C–0.89%Mn–0.78%Si–0.16%V steels, respectively [35–38]. In all cases,
the elongation to failure was about �10%. Unfortunately, the steels with the
partially submicrocrystalline structure had low impact toughness. It was shown
that impact toughness could be improved by subsequent heating or using the
hot ECAP at 750 �C [37, 38].

Up to now we have considered the structure and properties of low-carbon
steels after ECAP – one of the advanced schemes of SPD. Note that there are
also reports of formation of submicrocrystalline (grain size less than 1 �m)
structure by conventional large-strain deformation processes.
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26.2.2.3 Formation of Submicrocrystalline Structure by Conventional Processes
Ultrafine-grained steel bars were produced through a multipass warm caliber
rolling to large cumulated strains of 2 or 3 for a SM490 (wt% 0.15%C–0.30%Si–
1.50%Mn–0.01%P–0.002%S) steel [39]. Average ferrite grain sizes of 0.43 �m,
0.70 �m and 1.2 �m were obtained in the isothermal warm caliber rolling pro-
cesses at 500 �C, 550 �C and 600 �C, respectively. Mechanical testing revealed a
dramatic improvement in yield strength and a reduction in the ductile–brittle
transition temperature by refinement of ferrite structure. In [40], ultrafine fer-
rite (sub)grains (0.60–0.85 �m) and uniformly distributed cementite particles
(20–350 nm) were produced in two steels with 0.2% carbon and different Mn
contents (0.7% and 1.5%) by using heavy warm deformation by multistep plain-
strain compression at 550 �C (��1.6). This processing can be readily applied in
the industry. The ultimate tensile strength increased from 590 MPa to 680 MPa
with increasing Mn content, while the total elongation of 18% was the same for
both materials [40]. Low-carbon microalloyed steels (C < 0.1%, 0.5% < Mn< 1.5%,
Si< 0.4%, 0.024–0.067%V) were intensively warm rolled in the ferritic region
(400–700 �C) after austenitic hot rolling on a laboratory rolling mill (��1.9) [41].
This study shows that warm deformation in the ferritic region is indeed able to
induce fragmentation of grains. The EBSD analyses suggest that warm rolling
induces continuous dynamic recrystallization, albeit heterogeneous. In [42],
low-carbon low-alloy (0.07%C–0.22%Si–1.48%Mn–0.2%Ni–0.23%Cu–0.04%Nb–
0.02%Ti) submicrocrystalline steel sheet was developed successfully by severe
warm rolling at 500 �C through a single pass (reduction: 80%). Such steel
revealed grain sizes of 300–600 nm and a large amount of nanoprecipitates
(10–30 nm) that leads to enhanced thermal stability. Submicrocrystalline struc-
ture gives rise to a yield stress of 915 MPa and an elongation to failure of 18%.

26.2.3
Low-carbon Martensitic and Ferritic–Martensitic Steels

26.2.3.1
Low-carbon Martensitic Steels

Low-carbon 0.1%C–1.12%Mn–0.08%V–0.07%Ti steel was deformed by high-
pressure torsion (HPT) at T�20–500 �C to the strain ��6.3. The steel used had
two initial states: martensitic (as-quenched) and ferritic–pearlitic (as hot forged)
[43]. TEM examination of martensitic steel after HPT at 20 �C revealed a cellu-
lar-like oriented fragmented structure with isolated equiaxed grains of �65 nm
in size. With increasing deformation temperature up to 500 �C, the fraction of
nanograins and the average grain size increased to up to 85 nm. After HPT, the
0.1%C–1.12%Mn–0.08%V–0.07%Ti steel with initial ferritic–pearlitic microstruc-
ture had average grain sizes of 95 and 120 nm at T�20 and 500 �C, respectively,
which are larger than those observed in the quenched and deformed state. TEM
study of a 0.1%C–1.12%Mn–0.08%V–0.07%Ti steel subjected to torsion and
heated to 500 �C showed that the quenched initial state led to smaller grain
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sizes than the hot-forged state. The average grain size of the 0.1%C–1.12%Mn–
0.08%V–0.07%Ti steel with initial martensitic state after HPT and heating to
500 �C is 450 nm, which is smaller by a factor of two than that with the initial
ferritic–pearlitic state – 860 nm. This observation can be explained by smaller
grain size after HPT in the steel with initial quenched state, a higher total dislo-
cation density resulting in a larger area of interfaces, probably, by a higher car-
bon content in the solid solution, and the presence of fine carbides suppressing
the grain growth upon heating.

As reported in [44], the carbide phase in the 0.2%C–Mn–B low-carbon steel is
completely dissolved upon SPD only in the initially quenched steel, while in the
steel deformed after quenching and high-temperature tempering the carbide
phase is not dissolved. ECAP was used to process low-carbon 0.1%C–1.6%Mn–
0.1%V–0.08% Ti steel samples with two initial states: the ferritic–pearlitic and
the martensitic (bainitic) state [45]. The cold ECAP at 20–400 �C resulted pre-
dominantly in a cellular and subgrain structure with separated grains of 150–
350 nm. The sample with initial martensitic structure exhibited finer micro-
structure after ECAP than the sample with initial ferritic–pearlitic structure,
possibly due to the initially higher dislocation density in the former. In addition,
the former was also found to have much higher thermal stability after ECAP.
This is attributed to (1) the higher homogeneity of the initial martensite (bai-
nite) structure, (2) the higher initial dislocation density, and (3) the precipitation
of fine uniformly distributed carbides upon heating. The ECAP-processed
0.1%C–1.6%Mn–0.1%V–0.08%Ti steel had high strength (ultimate tensile stress
> 1000 MPa) and ductility (elongation > 20%). Specifically, the yield stress in-
creased by about 100% from 510 to 1000 MPa for the initial ferritic–pearlitic
steel and from 600 to 1110 MPa for the initial martensitic steel [45]. Note also
that the strength of the steel with initial martensitic structure is higher upon
heating to 700 �C, and its yield stress remains above 1015 MPa even after heat-
ing at 600 �C, along with a significant ductility of 28%.

26.2.3.2
Low-carbon Ferritic–Martensitic Steels

Ultrafine-grained (UFG) ferritic–martensitic dual-phase 0.15%C–0.25%Si–
1.06%Mn (hereafter, DP0), 0.15%C–0.25%Si–1.11%Mn–0.06%V (hereafter, DP1)
and 0.15%C–0.24%Si–1.12%Mn–0.12%V (hereafter, DP2) steels were fabricated
by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) with an effective strain of �4 at
500 �C and subsequent annealing of 730 �C for 10 min in the a–� region [46,
47]. Under these processing conditions, the microstructure of dual-phase steels
consisted of UFG ferrite with uniformly distributed blocky martensite islands of
�1 �m. Their room-temperature tensile properties were examined and com-
pared to those of a coarse-grained (CG) counterpart (Table 26.1) [46, 47]. The
strength of UFG dual-phase steels was much higher than that of their coarse-
grained counterparts, but uniform and total elongations were not degraded. The
present UFG dual-phase steels exhibited extensive rapid strain hardening unlike
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most UFG materials. The addition of vanadium slightly increased the strength
and elongation (Table 26.1) [46, 47].

26.2.4
High-carbon Pearlitic Steels

In this section, the structural evolution during SPD by ECAP and HPT in high-
carbon steels containing 0.6–0.8%C is reviewed. Steels were used in the normal-
ized state with fully lamellar structure before SPD. These steels are generally
used as tool steels, rails, cables or springs.

A high-carbon steel (0.65%C–0.90%Mn) with a fully pearlitic structure was
successfully processed by ECAP at 650 �C via route C for up to 5 passes [48].
The lamellar structure transformed into a homogeneous ultrafine-grained ferrite
matrix (average grain size of �0.3 �m) with dispersed spheroidized cementite
particles (average diameter of �0.2 �m) (Fig. 26.4 (f)). The pearlitic structure re-
acted through mild to sharp shear regular banding, irregular bending and dis-
tortion, and even planar shear breaking of cementite plates, to accommodate
the strong shear strain of ECAP in the first pass (Figs. 26.4 (a)–(e)). Wetscher
and coworkers [49] also observed a decrease in lamellae spacing, a heavy frag-
mentation of the lamellae and increasing misorientation both in the cementite
lamellae and the ferrite in the pearlitic rail steel UIC 900A during HPT at room
temperature. The nanocrystalline structure of a eutectoid steel UIC 860 (0.6–
0.8%C, 0.8–1.3%Mn, 0.1–0.5%Si, 0.04%P(max), 0.04%S(max)) after SPD by
HPT was studied using TEM, HRTEM, energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) and 3D
atom probe (3DAP) analyses [29, 50–53]. According to [54, 55], the formation of
nanostructure during SPD consists of three stages. The first stage corresponds
to the formation of cell structure. Further increase of strain leads to an increase
in dislocations in cell walls and rearrangements and annihilation of dislocations
in cell boundaries, which results in high-angle grain boundary formation in the
third stage. Ivanisenko and coworkers [29] showed that structure formation and
decomposition of cementite in high-carbon steel UIC 860V during HPT also
proceeds in three stages. In the shear-strain range of �< 100 (n�1–1.5 turns)
dissolution of �50% of cementite phase occurred. This was accompanied by
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Table 26.1 The microstructural and tensile characteristics of
the dual-phase steels [48]. Vm, martensite volume fraction;
dm, martensite island size; df, ferrite grain size; �YS, yield
strength; �TS, ultimate tensile strength; �u, true uniform strain;
�f, engineering total elongation.

Designation Vm (%) dm (�m) df (�m) �YS (MPa) �TS (MPa) �u (%) �f (%)

CG-DP0 22 9.8 19.4 510 843 9.8 13.5
UFG-DP0 28 0.8 0.8 581 978 9.3 17.6
UFG-DP1 35 1.1 0.9 540 1044 11.5 18.1
UFG-DP2 32 1.1 1.2 565 1015 10.4 16.6



the formation of a cellular structure in the ferrite phase, alignment of cementite
colonies in the shear direction and thinning and elongation of cementite plate-
lets. Even at first stage of deformation (1 turn by HPT), cementite lamellae were
uniformly nanocrystalline with crystals in the size range of 5–20 nm [53].

During the second stage, corresponding to 100<�< 200 (n�1.5–3 turns), the
rate of cementite dissolution decreases [29]. In this strain range a nanostructure
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Fig. 26.4 Typical deformation accommoda-
tions in Fe–0.65%C–0.9%Mn commercial
steel during ECAP at 650 �C (a) evenly inter-
spaced regular necking, (b) irregular bending
and twisting, (c) regular bending forming

shear bands, (d) concentrated sharp shear
band, (e) planar shear breaking of the ce-
mentite in pearlite lamellae of during ECAP,
(f) typical microstructure after 5 passes of
ECAP. (Courtesy of J.T. Wang et al. [48]).



forms in cementite colonies oriented parallel to the shear plane with a fibrous
appearance that can be observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
rate of cementite dissolution increases again in the third stage, in the strain
range 200<�< 300 (n�3–5), where the material has a nanocrystalline structure
with a grain size of �10 nm. The question of the distribution of the carbon in
the structure of severely deformed steel has been widely discussed in the litera-
ture. It was proposed that carbon atoms concentrate in microcracks, or form
graphite clusters [24], or that they segregate at grain boundaries and dislocation
cores [25, 56], the concept of nanomartensite formation was even suggested [57].
It was shown [29, 58] that the flow of carbon in the ferrite phase (i.e. mecha-
nism of dissolution) can be considered as a mechanically driven mass-transport
process. It was suggested also [31] that the dissolution of cementite by heavy de-
formation at high strain rates might be attributed to a thermal effect. For the first
time, a stress-induced a–� transformation in nanocrystalline ferrite as a conse-
quence of HPT at room temperature of an initially pearlitic eutectoid steel UIC
860 has been experimentally demonstrated [53, 59]. Nanocrystalline grains of aus-
tenite 10–20 nm in diameter are formed, having a Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation
relationship with the neighboring ferrite. This was concluded to have occurred
due to a stress-induced reverse martensitic transformation, and this additionally
confirms earlier predictions of such transformations by molecular dynamics simu-
lations. The stress-induced phase transformation represents a new deformation
mode that can be activated when alternative deformation mechanisms, such as
slip of lattice dislocations, are blocked by the nanostructure.

Ultrahigh-carbon steel wire can achieve very high strength after SPD, because
of the fine substructure produced [26–28, 57, 60, 61]. Typically, these steels are
eutectoid and hypereutectoid steels and drawing strains up to 4 are used during
processing. SPD during wire drawing leads to an alignment of cementite plates
and the development of a substructure that resists dynamic recovery [61]. In this
way, nanoscaled substructures (e.g. interlamellar spacing < 10 nm) are com-
monly achieved thanks to industrial processes. Very high strengths are possible
in hypereutectoid steel wire. At 1.8%C, hypereutectoid steel wires are projected
to have a strength approaching 6000 MPa.

26.2.5
Austenitic and Austenitic–Ferritic Stainless Steels

Austenitic and austenitic–ferritic steels are widely used in chemical industry
and power engineering as corrosion-resistant materials and in medicine for
tools and implants.

26.2.5.1 Austenitic Stainless Steels
Room-temperature deformation of 0.08%C–18.3%Cr–9.8%Ni–0.6%Ti austenitic
steel by HPT (P�6 GPa) with e�5.8 (5 revolutions) leads to the formation of a
nanocrystalline structure with a grain size of 50 nm [62, 63] (Fig. 26.5).
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SPD induces a martensitic transformation in austenitic steels [62–65]. For ex-
ample, the martensite content in the 0.08%C–18.3%Cr–9.8%Ni–0.6%Ti steel is
50% after one revolution and up to about 60% after five revolutions [62]. Not
only ���, but also �� ��� transformation was reported [62, 64]. Efros and
coworkers [66] also showed that HPT can result in a considerable destabil-
ization of stable austenitic steels (Fe85.8Mn13C1.2, Fe79.55Mn17Al3C0.45 and
Fe61.2Cr18Mn20N0.7C0.1). In [67], the complete ��� transformation during cold
rolling (true strain 2.3) and partial �� � transformation during subsequent
HPT at room temperature are reported. In any case, HPT led to the formation
of a two-phase austenitic–martensitic structure, which should increase the ther-
mal stability of the material. Upon heating of the nanocrystalline 0.08%C–
18.3%Cr–9.8%Ni–0.6%Ti steel after HPT, the initial grain size of 50 nm re-
mained virtually unchanged up to 400 �C. The grain size slightly increased at
500 �C (250 nm) and started to grow intensively at temperatures above 600 �C
(Figs. 26.5 (b) and (c)) [63]. One should note that in [68], the grain growth in
austenitic 0.05%C–15%Cr–25.3%Ni–0.3%V steel (size of structural elements
80 nm) after HPT started only at 700 �C. The martensite (ferrite) fraction begins
to decrease upon heating above 400 �C. After heating to 550 �C, the phase com-
position corresponds to a ratio 50% : 50%. This still suppressed an intense grain
growth, which begun at 600 �C, when the austenite content is �80%.

Even the imperfect and oriented submicrocrystalline structure of 0.07%C–
17.3%Cr–9.2%Ni–0.7%Ti steel after ECAP provides a good combination of me-
chanical properties: yield stress�1315 MPa and elongation to failure�11% [63].
The high level of deformation and the high pressure used in [64] give rise to a
more homogenous structure with a grain size of �100 nm and, therefore a
higher ductility (elongation of 27.5%) along with a somewhat higher yield stress
(1340 MPa). Strain-induced fine-grain evolution taking place in a 304-type auste-
nitic stainless steel (0.058%C–0.7%Si–0.95%Mn–0.029%P–0.008%S–8.35%Ni–
18.09%Cr–0.15%Cu–0.13%Mo) under severe warm deformation was studied in
multipass compression at 600 �C [69]. The microstructural changes are charac-
terized by evolution of subgrains. These subgrains became more equiaxed and
the misorientations between them gradually increased with increasing cumula-
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Fig. 26.5 Structure of austenitic Cr–Ni–Ti steel after severe
plastic deformation (SPD) by HPT [64]: (a) ��6.3 (5 turns),
(b) ��6.3; heating 500 �C (1 h), (c) ��6.3 heating 700 �C (1 h).



tive strain, finally leading to the fine grains with an average size of about
0.3 �m.

The deformation behavior of a 304-type stainless steel with a grain size of
0.3 �m was studied in uniaxial compression at temperatures of 600–800 �C and
under strain rates of 10–4 to 10–2 s–1 [70]. At high temperatures, the resulting
fine-grained steel has a low dislocation density and steady-state flow stresses
lower than those of an annealed coarse-grained steel. Moreover, the strain-rate
sensitivity of the fine-grained material reaches high values, up to 0.3, which
clearly differs from that of 0.1–0.2 for the coarse-grained steel. At room tem-
perature, the initially fine-grained steel has higher hardness after warm defor-
mation than the conventional steel.

The initial grain-size effect on submicrocrystalline structure evolution was
studied in multiple compressions of a 304 stainless steel at 600 �C (0.5 Tm) [71].
The final microstructure with a grain size of about 0.25 �m that developed at
large strains does not depend on the initial one. A decrease in the initial grain
size can accelerate the kinetics of grain refinement significantly under a large-
strain deformation. For instance, the fraction of the strain-induced high-angle
boundaries in samples with initial grain sizes of D0�3.5 �m increases rapidly
to above 60% with multiple working to a cumulative strain of 1.5. On the other
hand, the same fraction of high-angle boundaries of 60% in the samples with
D0�15 �m needs much more straining of about �6.

The effect of a large amount of dispersed particles on the grain-size evolution
in an austenitic stainless steel (0.07%C–18%Cr–10%Ni–0.56%Nb) processed by
multidirectional forging (MDF) was investigated in [72, 73]. Austenitic stainless
steels with about one volume per cent of second-phase particles (diameter in
the range of 8 to 140 nm), were MDFed at 400 �C and 600 �C to strains up to
��6. During the MDF process, the particles become incoherent. However, com-
paring to the plain Fe–Ni austenitic steel, the grain-size reduction seems to sa-
turate due to the presence of the particles.

ECAP processing (one pass) of AISI 316L (0.019%C–16.9%Cr–10.3%Ni–
2.14%Mo–0.08%N) austenitic stainless steel was successfully carried out in the
temperature range of 450–800 �C [74]. ECAP leads to deformation twinning as
an effective deformation mechanism in AISI 316L at relatively high tempera-
tures (0.4–0.65 Tm). Higher tensile and compressive strengths are obtained after
ECAP compared to as-received values in relation to the microstructural refine-
ment and deformation twinning. The highest yield stress of 1010 MPa with an
elongation of 30% is observed after ECAP at 700 �C. It is shown [75] that twin-
ning plays a critical role in the initiation of nanostructures within adiabatic
shear bands formed in SS 316L (0.019%C–16.82%Cr–1.72%Mn–2.07%Mo–
10.04%Ni–0.028%P–0.01%S–0.4%Si) stainless-steel samples deformed by high-
strain-rate forced shear. Secondary twins directly led to the formation of elon-
gated subgrains. Microtwins inside shear bands promoted division and break-
down of the subgrains, which further refined the microstructures.
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26.2.5.2 Austenitic–Ferritic Stainless Steels

Deformation structures were studied in a two-phase austenitic (40%)–ferritic
(60%) 27%Cr–9%Ni stainless steel. Severe plastic working was carried out by
rolling followed by swaging at room temperature, providing a total strain of 6.9
[76, 77]. The severe deformation resulted in highly elongated (sub)grains with
the final transverse (sub)grain size of about 0.1 �m. However, the kinetics of
microstructure evolution in the two phases was different. The transverse (sub)-
grain size decreased gradually during processing in the ferrite phase and rapidly
in the austenite phase. Such a structural response in the austenite was asso-
ciated with deformation twinning and microshearing. The number fraction of
high-angle boundaries increased to a saturation of about 50–70%. After a rapid
increase in the hardness at an early deformation, the rate of the strain harden-
ing gradually decreased to almost zero at large strains above 4. In other words,
the hardness approached a saturation level, leading to an apparent steady-state
deformation behavior during cold working [77].

26.2.6
Summary

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) of steels results in grain refinement down to
the nanoscale. Structure is characterized by a low density of internal dislocation
and the nonequilibrium state of grain boundaries. Bulk nano- and submicro-
crystalline steels in the equilibrium state could be obtained by SPD and subse-
quent low-temperature heating or by warm large-strain deformation. Such struc-
ture leads to high strength and sufficient ductility. In spite of the high mechani-
cal properties of bulk nanostructured materials, the whole set of mechanical
and service properties of these materials is poorly understood, which makes
their possible application difficult [78]. Moreover, it is difficult to widely apply
severe plastic deformation in industry. Nevertheless, it is important to study the
structural states of commercial steels and a combination of their mechanical
and service properties.

26.3
Bulk Nanostructured Multiphase Nonferrous Alloys

26.3.1
Introduction

Many different kinds of multiphase nonferrous alloys have been processed by
SPD to achieve BNM. Through grain-size reduction, it is possible to get an ex-
cellent combination of high strength and a good level of ductility, or to obtain
some superplastic ductility in Al- and Mg-based alloys or to improve the room-
temperature ductility like in magnesium alloys. Due to the tremendous number
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of multiphase nonferrous alloys that have been processed by SPD a standard
classification based on their composition (e.g. Al alloys, Mg alloys, Cu alloys, . . . )
cannot give a clear overview of SPD-induced features. Therefore, in this section,
the following classification was chosen: cast and wrought alloys, age-hardenable
alloys, eutectic and eutectoid alloys, intermetallics and composite materials.

26.3.2
Cast and Wrought Alloys

There are several motivations for processing cast and wrought alloys by SPD.
The first one is to reduce the grain size to improve the mechanical strength
and eventually to obtain some superplastic ductility. But the main motivation is
to homogenize the structure. Thanks to SPD, it is possible to get smaller sec-
ond-phase particles with a homogeneous distribution or to modify significantly
the crystallographic texture.

26.3.2.1 Cast and Wrought Magnesium Alloys
Mg alloys are very attractive because of their low density and they have recently
becoming more popular for structural applications in the automotive or aero-
space industry. However, these alloys usually exhibit a low cold workability that
is a strong limitation for further applications. This low-level ductility is inherent
to the HCP structure of the �-Mg phase [79] but is also due to the strong crys-
tallographic texture of wrought magnesium alloys [80]. Addition of Li as an al-
loying element [81], reduction of the grain size [73, 82] or modification of the
crystallographic texture [80] of magnesium alloys could significantly improve
their ductility. And it has been shown in various wrought magnesium alloys
that SPD processing and particularly ECAP can be successfully applied [80, 83–
91]. However, magnesium alloys cannot be processed by ECAP at low tempera-
tures because of cracking. Therefore, they are usually processed in the tempera-
ture range of 127 �C to 327 �C but smaller grain sizes are achieved at lower tem-
peratures [80, 83].

Cast magnesium alloys from the Mg–Al system are the most widely used and
therefore investigated. For aluminum contents in the range of 2 to 10 wt.%,
these alloys contain two phases: �-Mg (HCP) and �-Mg17Al12 [79]. The discon-
tinuous precipitation of this latter phase without the formation of intermediate
metastable phases gives rise to a low age-hardening response of these alloys
and moderate tensile properties. In this system, several commercial alloys pro-
cessed by ECAP have been investigated: AZ31 [80, 84–87], AZ61 [87, 88], AZ70
[89] and AZ91 [91–94] (a small amount of zinc is usually added to improve the
tensile properties [79]). For all these alloys, it has been demonstrated that the
grain size could be significantly reduced through ECAP processing (Fig. 26.6).
This usually leads to a strong improvement of ductility [80, 89, 91]. However,
even if magnesium alloys follow the Hall–Petch rule, Yoshida and coauthors
have shown that the crystallographic texture is the main factor controlling the
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tensile properties [80]. The ECAP process dramatically changed the extrusion
texture, and as shown by Mukai and coauthors, post-annealing treatment could
give rise to an excellent combination of strain hardening and ductility at room
temperature [84].

The combination of extrusion and ECAP (designated EX-ECAP) was first in-
troduced by Matsubara and coauthors with a model Mg–9%Al alloy [83]. These
authors have shown that at a low ECAP temperature (200 �C), �-Mg17Al12 sec-
ond-phase particles are strongly fragmented, preventing grain growth and lead-
ing to a final �-Mg grain size of only 0.7 �m. The role of the �-Mg17Al12 phase
has also been discussed by Mussi and coauthors for an AZ91 commercial alloy
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Fig. 26.6 Microstructure of AZ31 Mg alloy as-received and
after ECAE processing at 200 �C (a), 250�C (b) and 300 �C (c).
(Courtesy of Y. Yoshida et al. [80]).



[94]. Such material exhibits very attractive low-temperature superplasticity
(800% elongation at 150 �C at 10–4 s–1) and high-strain-rate superplasticity
(360% elongation at 225 �C at 10–2 s–1).

In a commercial alloy containing a similar amount of aluminum (AZ91) and
processed by a combination of extrusion and ECAP, Mabuchi and coauthors ob-
tained a similar grain size (0.5 �m) but much lower superplastic elongations
(approx. 150% at 150 �C at 10–4 s–1) [92]. This feature may indicate that a small
amount of Zn (less than 1%) could dramatically affect the superplastic proper-
ties of magnesium alloys processed by ECAP. However, Mussi and coauthor
seem to overcome this problem with an original method consisting of progres-
sively decreasing the ECAP temperature, starting at 265 �C down to 150 �C for
the 8th pass [94]. In this way, the final grain size is only 0.3 �m, which gives rise
to an increase of the yield stress and improved superplastic properties.

Addition of Li to magnesium alloys is known to improve the ductility but to
lower the yield stress [81]. Liu and coauthors have applied ECAP processing to
an extruded LA81 commercial alloy (Mg–8%Li–1%Al) [95]. This alloy has a two-
phase structure with �-Mg (HCP) and � (BCC) phase grains. They have demon-
strated that ECAP processing (4 passes) leads to a strong refinement of the
grain size of both phases: 0.5 �m for the � phase and 0.2 �m for the � phase,
but the phase dispersion is not affected by the severe plastic deformation. This
grain-size reduction leads to an important increase of the yield stress along with
a good level of ductility if the material is subjected to at least three ECAP passes
at 130 �C.

Watanabe and coauthors have investigated the properties of a commercial
magnesium alloy from the Mg–Zn system (ZK60) [96]. Superplastic properties
were also achieved, but the main difference with alloys from the Mg–Al system
is the fairly constant strain-rate sensitivity during superplastic flow. This feature
was attributed to the formation of equilibrium grain boundaries during ECAP
processing.

Lamark and coauthors have applied the EX-ECAP process to a high-pressure
die cast AS21X magnesium alloy [97]. Experimental data show that EX-ECAP
improves the yield stress and elastic properties of the original material.

26.3.2.2 Cast and Wrought Aluminum Alloys
In cast aluminum alloys, the grain size and second-phase particles are usually
large. SPD processing seems to be a promising technique to refine the structure
and to obtain a fine distribution of second-phase particles. In this way, both
ECAP [98] and ARB [99] have been successfully applied to a commercial
AA8079 alloy containing 1.3%Fe and 0.09%Si. It has been indeed demonstrated
that Fe-rich second-phase particles significantly improve the grain refinement
compared to commercial-purity aluminum. This is attributed to a fastest genera-
tion of HAGBs in deformation zones surrounding second-phase particles that
stabilize GBs as well. An extremely fine grain size in a range of 0.1 to 0.3 �m
was also obtained by Homola and coauthors in a commercial twin-roll cast
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AA8006 alloy with a similar Fe content [100]. In the Al–Fe system, Stolyarov
and coauthors have investigated the microstructure of a model alloy containing
5 wt.% Fe processed ECAP [101]. Coarse Al13Fe4 particles of the as-cast structure
are fragmented during ECAP and the grain size is only 0.3 �m, which gives rise
to a strong increase of the hardness up to about 70 HV. Moreover, some parti-
cles are dissolved during SPD, forming a supersaturated solid solution with up
to 0.6 wt.% Fe in solid solution. This feature allows post-ECAP age-hardening
treatment in this conventionally nonhardenable alloy and an additional increase
of the hardness up to about 80 HV. It is, however, interesting to note that in a
recycled cast alloy containing Al8Fe2Si coarse particles, Korchef and coauthors
did not observed a significant fragmentation of these second-phase particles
[102]. The ECAP processing was, however, slightly different: route A without
backpressure instead of route BC with a backpressure used by Stolyarov and co-
authors [101]. Thus, these parameters seem to play an important role in the par-
ticle-fragmentation mechanisms.

Xu and coauthors have investigated the precipitate distribution in a spray-cast
aluminum 7034 alloy [103–106]. Before ECAP, this alloy from the Al–Zn sys-
tem, contains an array of rod-like �-phase (MgZn2) precipitates, but also nanos-
caled metastable ��-phase and Al3Zr particles. The yield stress of this alloy is
quite high due to all these second-phase particles, and ECAP processing was
therefore performed at 200 �C. After 8 passes, the material exhibits a grain size
of only 0.3 �m (Fig. 26.7) leading to superplastic properties (elongation > 1000%
at 400 �C and 10–2 s–1). �-phase (MgZn2) precipitates are fragmented and most
of them are no longer needle-shaped but almost spherical. Due to the signifi-
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Fig. 26.7 (a) Microstructure after 8 passes of ECAP at 200 �C
of a spray-cast aluminum alloy. (b) Elongation to failure ver-
sus strain rate at 400 �C for the as-received spray-cast alumi-
num alloy and after ECAP processing through 1, 2, 6 and 8
passes at 200 �C. (Courtesy of C. Xu et al. [103]).



cant processing temperature (200 �C), metastable ��-phase particles have been
transformed into stable �-phase with subsequent coarsening. This feature gives
rise to a significant decrease of the tensile strength. It is, however, interesting to
note that nanoscaled Al3Zr stable particles remain mostly unchanged.

Actually, the microstructures induced by ECAP processing of aluminum al-
loys containing Sc and/or Zr have been widely investigated [107–120]. Depend-
ing on the nominal composition, these alloys exhibit a fine dispersion of nano-
scaled Al3Sc, Al3Zr or Al3(ZrxScx–1) ordered precipitates. They are usually pro-
cessed by ECAP at room temperature via the route Bc up to 8 passes. After such
processing the grain size is in the range of 0.2 to 0.3 �m and superplastic duc-
tility is observed (typically > 2000% at 400 �C and 3.3�10–2 s–1 [107]). Such prop-
erties result from the excellent thermal stability of the microstructure due to
Al3Sc, Al3Zr or Al3(ZrxScx–1) precipitates that inhibit recrystallization and grain
growth. Lee and coauthors have extensively investigated the influence of the
alloy composition on the thermal stability of the microstructure [108]. In a
AlMgZr alloy, the grain-growth onset was observed at only 300 �C, and super-
plasticity was not achieved. However, in a AlMgSc alloy the grain growth starts
at 500 �C and superplastic ductility was recorded in the vicinity of 10–2 s–1 at
300 �C and 400 �C. This behavior is attributed to Al3Sc precipitates that are more
stable than Al3Zr. Finally, the AlMgScZr alloy is shown to exhibit the better
thermal stability (up to 550 �C) because of the higher stability of Al3(ZrxScx–1)
precipitates. This allows superplastic ductility at high strain rate (10–1 s–1) up to
730% at 500 �C, which seems very promising for industrial applications.

26.3.2.3 Cast and Wrought Copper Alloys
Only few data are reported about cast copper alloys processed by SPD. Such al-
loys are designed to produce a good combination of electrical conductivity and
high strength. Joo and coauthors have investigated a Cu–9Fe–1.2Cr cast alloy
processed by ECAP [121]. They have shown that routes C and BC lead to the
fragmentation of Fe–Cr dendrites, while they are elongated via route A. After 8
passes, the average grain size is about 0.2 �m, which gives rise to a significant
increase of the hardness. However, the authors argue that drawing or extrusion
is more efficient to increase the strength of such alloys thanks to the formation
of an elongated nanoscaled structure.

26.3.3
Age-hardenable Alloys

26.3.3.1 Age-hardenable Magnesium Alloys
Magnesium alloys containing rare-earth elements (RE), like Y, Nd, Th, Sm or
Gd usually exhibit high strength at elevated temperatures and good creep resis-
tance [79]. These alloys are age hardenable, and their improved properties com-
pared to other Mg alloys result from the precipitation of metastable phases like
Guinier-Preston (GP) zones [122]. SPD processes have been successfully applied
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on various Mg–RE alloys, leading to significant increase of strength and ductili-
ty thanks to grain refinement [123–125]. However, Cizek and coauthors revealed
that in a Mg–10Nd alloy processed by HPT at room temperature, metastable ���
and �� phases do not precipitate and the stable FCC � phase directly precipitates
at only 260 �C instead of 400 �C in the coarse-grain alloy [126]. On the other
hand, Rohklin and coauthors observed that SPD intensifies the decomposition
of Mg supersaturated solid solution upon ageing in MgSm alloys processed by
HPT [127]. Thus, SPD could significantly affect the age-hardening properties of
Mg–RE alloys. It is also important to mention that Yoshimoto and coauthors
have shown that a Mg–Zn1–Y2 alloy with long-period stacking ordered structure
(LPSO phase – Mg12ZnY) exhibits higher strength and elongation after ECAP
than non-LPSO-type Mg–Zn1–La2 and Mg–Zn1–Yb2 alloys processed under the
same conditions [125].

26.3.3.2 Age-hardenable Aluminum Alloys
Aluminum alloys from the Al–Mg–Si (6xxx), AlCuZn (2xxx), AlZnMg (7xxx) and
AlMgLi systems are widely used as structural materials in the automotive or
aerospace industry. All these alloys are age hardenable, e.g. the yield stress is
significantly improved by a high density of nanoscaled precipitates resulting
from appropriate ageing treatments. The main motivation for the application of
SPD to these alloys is to reduce the grain size to obtain a further increase of
the yield stress.

6xxx alloys processed by SPD have been widely investigated [128–137]. The re-
sulting microstructures and related properties strongly depend on the thermal
treatment applied before SPD (annealed and quenched [129, 133, 135–137],
aged [136, 137], as-extruded [130, 136, 137], fully annealed [131, 132]). ECAP
processing of the annealed and quenched state gave the most promising results
and, for example, a significant improvement of the mechanical strength com-
paring to the T6 state was obtained by Kim and coauthors [129] in an ECAPed
6061 alloy (Fig. 26.8). It is interesting to note that post-ECAP ageing treatments
lead to further increase of strength. This could be attributed to SPD-induced
precipitation and to a modification of the precipitation sequence and of the age-
ing kinetics [133]. Similar phenomena have been observed in 2xxx [106, 115,
117], 7xxx [106, 138] and Al–Ag [139, 140] alloys. On the other hand, as observed
by Muruyama and coauthors, SPD processing could also lead to the dissolution
of second-phase particles in an Al–Cu model alloy [141]. Improved hot forgeabil-
ity of a 6061 alloy [53] and superplastic properties [115, 142–145] have also been
obtained thanks to ECAP in several age-hardenable aluminum alloys.

26.3.3.3 Age-hardenable Copper Alloys
Age-hardenable copper alloys exhibit a unique combination of high strength,
low electrical resistivity and high thermal conductivity that gives rise to numer-
ous industrial applications. The best combination of properties is obtained in
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the Cu–Cr system thanks to the extremely low solubility of Cr in copper at room
temperature. The processing of these alloys by SPD was motivated by grain-size
refinement that could bring further strength increase. It has been shown that a
better combination of properties could be obtained if the material is aged after
ECAP processing of the homogenized state (homogenization treatment followed
by water quenching) [146–150]. Since the distribution and the size of precipi-
tates directly influence the yield stress, a different precipitation kinetics induced
by SPD could explain this feature. Actually, Vinogradov and coauthors have
shown by DSC that in a Cu–0.44%Cr–0.21%Zr alloy, the precipitation sequence
is reversed in the ECAPed material: Cu3Zr precipitates start to nucleate at
370 �C instead of 520 �C in the nondeformed samples and Cr precipitates appear
secondly at a slightly lower temperature (425 �C instead of 440 �C in the nonde-
formed state) [149]. Such a decrease of the precipitation temperatures may indi-
cate that SPD-induced defects (dislocations, dislocation cells, vacancies) could
enhance atomic mobility and act as nucleation site. Otherwise, it is interesting
to note that substantial improvement of fatigue life was also reported for var-
ious ECAPed alloys from the Cu–Cr system [147–150].

Dilute alloys from the Cu–Co system are also age hardenable. During ageing,
small ferromagnetic Co-rich precipitates are formed in the nonmagnetic copper
matrix. Fukita and coauthors have shown that one pass of ECAP could signifi-
cantly increase the coercivity of these precipitates [176]. This effect is attributed
to the anisotropic shape of precipitates resulting from the deformation during
ECAP. At higher level of deformation (4 passes), theses authors report, however,
that precipitates are partly dissolved in the Cu matrix.
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Fig. 26.8 Engineering stress–strain curves of a (a) furnace-
cooled (FC) and water-quenched (WQ) ECAPed 6061 alloy
without ageing treatment, and (b) with post-ECAP ageing
treatments. (Courtesy of J.K. Kim et al. [129]).



26.3.4
Eutectic and Eutectoid Alloys

Eutectic and eutectoid alloys exhibit a lamellar structure in the as-transformed
state. The behavior of such particular microstructures during SPD has been
especially investigated by Wang and coauthors for the eutectic Al–33%Cu alloy
[147–152]. Due to the low ductility of this alloy at room temperature, ECAP pro-
cessing was performed at 400 �C, leading to a progressive spheroidization of the
lamellar structure during processing along with a strong grain-size refinement.
After 8 passes of ECAP, a homogeneous equiaxed duplex structure with an aver-
age grain size of about 1 �m was obtained. These authors have also investigated
the deformation mechanisms of the lamellar structure: periodical bending, peri-
odical shear banding, parallel shear and periodical shear cutting was reported
(Fig. 26.9). However, shear banding is the dominant lamellae accommodation
mode under ECAP.

Furukawa and coauthors have investigated the microstructure and the proper-
ties of a eutectoid Al–22%Zn alloy processed by ECAP [153]. However, the starting
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Fig. 26.9 Typical deformation mode accommodation modes:
(a) periodical bending, (b) periodical shearing, (c) parallel shear and
(d) periodical cutting in lamellae Al–33%Cu eutectics during equal
channel angular processing.(Courtesy of J. Wang et al. [152]).



microstructure was not a lamellar structure but a homogeneous equiaxed grain
structure obtained in superplastic conditions. After ECAP processing, a large
grain-size distribution in a range of 0.1 to 0.5 �m was reported for this alloy. This
gives rise to a superplastic elongation of 1540% at 200 �C at 3.3�10–1 s–1. It is
worth noting that after HPT processing, evidence of Al–Zn mixing and formation
of supersaturated solid solutions was also reported [138].

26.3.5
Intermetallics

26.3.5.1 Ni–Ti Alloys
Shape-memory alloys (SMA) from the Ni–Ti system exhibit a unique combina-
tion of properties such as strength, biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and
shape recovery. These functional materials are, therefore, very attractive for var-
ious applications like actuators, heat-sensitive elements or in medical field as
implants or instruments. The physical properties of Ni–Ti based SMA are re-
lated to the inverse martensitic transformation that is controlled by microstruc-
tural features and composition. As shown by several authors, SPD could induce
significant modifications of the microstructure, and thus improve the properties
of NiTi alloys, especially through grain-size reduction [154–163].

HPT is the more efficient process to reduce the grain size of Ni–Ti-based
SMA. A fully amorphous structure is indeed usually obtained, and post-defor-
mation annealing treatments lead to the nucleation of new grains that could
give rise to a homogeneous nanocrystalline structure with a grain size smaller
than 50 nm (Fig. 26.10) [155–161]. Prokoshikin and coauthors have investigated
the effect of the alloy composition and of processing parameters (temperature
and pressure) on the amorphization induced by HPT [155]. Higher transforma-
tion rates were observed for alloys with a higher martensite start temperature
(Ms). This easier amorphization of martensite or premartensitic structures in
comparison with the austenite is attributed to crystal defects like distortions and
boundaries. Thus, a full amorphization could be obtained only if the processing
temperature was lower than the Ms temperature. The influence of the pressure
during HPT is also important: the higher the pressure, the lower the transfor-
mation rate. This feature could be attributed to a pronounced decrease of the
Ms temperature under compression strains and to the lower density of the
amorphous phase compared to the crystal [155].

After post-deformation annealing, an excellent combination of strength and
ductility is usually obtained (UTS > 2 GPa, and elongation to failure > 40%
[156, 160]). Full shape recovery and superplastic properties were also reported
(1200% elongation at 500 �C at 10–3 s–1). However, the size of HPT samples is
quite small and usually not suitable for application, there is therefore a strong
motivation for the production of nanocrystalline Ni–Ti-based SMA by ECAP.
Due to the high strength of Ni–Ti alloys, ECAP has to be performed in the
temperature range of 400–500 �C [154, 157, 161, 163] and in such conditions
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amorphization does not occur. After ECAP, the grain size is typically in a range
of 200–300 nm, which gives rise to a significant increase of the strength, while
the ductility is kept. Functional properties are also improved [154]. Moreover,
Pushin and coauthors have shown that a combination of ECAP and cold rolling
leads to a further increase of the ultimate tensile stress up to 2 GPa [161].
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Fig. 26.10 Structures and electron diffraction patterns of
Ti-50.0at.%Ni alloy after HPT at room temperature followed by
annealing at 300 �C (a), 350�C (b), 400�C (c). (Courtesy of S.D.
Prokoshkin et al. [155]).



26.3.5.2 Ni–Al, Ti–Al and Cu–Au Ordered Alloys
The microstructure evolution of ordered intermetallic alloys subjected to HPT as
been investigated for L12 phases: Ni3Al [164–166], Cu3Au [165] and L10 phases:
NiAl [167], TiAl [168]. Although these alloys exhibit a very limited ductility at
room temperature, they were successfully processed by SPD and a crystallite
size as small as 25 nm was even obtained for Ni3Al [164, 166] and TiAl [168].
The propagation of deformation twins is reported as the main mechanism of
plastic deformation of L12 and L10 phases. SPD-induced disordering was also
observed. This phenomena is more pronounced in Ni3Al than in TiAl, but is
not reported for Cu3Au. In TiAl, the disordering gives rise to the transformation
of the L10 phase into the hcp (A3) phase. It is interesting to note that a small
amount of boron in the Ni3Al alloy does not promote the grain-size reduction
and does not affect the disordering process, however, it seems to improve the
thermal stability of the nanostructure [166].

26.3.6
Composite Materials

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are usually made of a ductile metallic matrix
reinforced with oxide or ceramic particles. These materials are very attractive for
industrial applications because of their high specific mechanical properties.
However, their mechanical properties are strongly linked to the distribution of
particles, and a homogeneous distribution of particles is required for optimal
properties. Since it is very difficult to achieve a homogeneous particle distribu-
tion in Al–MMCs, attempts have been made to improve this distribution
through SPD [169–171]. Chang and coauthors have shown that coarse SiC parti-
cles (> 30 m) are fragmented during ECAP and their distribution in the Al ma-
trix is improved [169]. However, they demonstrate that the smaller the initial
grain size, the more uniform was the distribution of the reinforcement. Low
ECAP temperatures and more ECAP passes improve the distribution as well.
Similar features are reported for a 6061 aluminum alloy reinforced with Al2O3

or SiC particles and processed by HPT [171].
A large volume fraction (10%) of coarse Al2O3 particles (10 �m) in an alumi-

num alloy does not significantly affect the grain-size reduction during ECAP
[170]. However, as reported by Islamgaliev and coauthors [172], a low volume
fraction (0.5 wt.%) of small Al2O3 particles in copper leads to a stronger grain
refinement of the matrix by HPT (down to 80 nm, instead of 150 nm in pure
copper). Moreover, the fine distribution of nanoscaled Al2O3 particles leads to a
better thermal stability and better creep properties. Similar improvement of
grain refinement in multiphase composite materials processed by HPT was also
reported for W–Cu [171, 173, 174] and Cu–Fe [175] composites. In this latter
case, it is interesting to note that SPD leads to room-temperature interdiffusion
of Cu and Fe and to the formation of supersaturated solid solutions, like in
ball-milled powders.
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26.3.7
Final Remarks

In the wide variety of bulk nanostructured nonferrous multiphase alloys, it
seems clear that the most promising materials are among light alloys. As re-
ported in the present review, SPD processes could give rise to some significant
improvement of the ductility (critical issue for Mg alloys), superplastic proper-
ties (promising for metal forming applications) and the thermal stability (key
point for nanostructured materials). Although they are used for some specific
applications, bulk nanostructured shape-memory alloys (for instance, interme-
tallic NiTi alloys) also exhibit some unique functional properties. Finally, it is in-
teresting to note that SPD processes could be applied to optimize the structure
and the related mechanical properties of metal matrix composites.

26.4
Summary

The microstructure of multiphase metals processed by SPD exhibit some specif-
ic features related to deformation mechanisms of phases differing in hardness
and morphology and also because of phase transformations occurring under
nonequilibrium conditions (high level of stresses, high dislocation density and
high vacancy concentration). SPD-induced phase transformations may indeed
promote the grain-size refinement and also provide enhanced thermal stability
of bulk nanostructured materials. These specific features give rise to unique
properties, however, application of bulk nanostructured multiphase materials is
still limited for the following reasons: i) the whole set of mechanical and service
properties (including fracture toughness, impact toughness, fatigue strength,
corrosion resistance, etc.) of most bulk nanostructured multiphase materials is
poorly known, ii) the size of prepared billets is usually small, iii) the production
cost is high, iv) industrial continuous technologies to make massive products
with a homogeneous structure does not exist today. Anyway, there are some spe-
cific applications where bulk nanostructured multiphase alloys are used. For ex-
ample, in medicine, some tools and implants are made with bulk nanostruc-
tured titanium alloys, shape-memory Ni–Ti base alloys or austenitic stainless
steels. In machine building, fasteners such as bolts or pins are made of bulk
nanostructured titanium alloys and steels, and thermomechanical clutches are
made of bulk nanostructured shape-memory Ni–Ti alloys. The fast development
and design of new SPD schemes will undoubtedly widen the field of bulk na-
nostructured applications in our everyday life if the challenge of large-scale bulk
nanostructured production could be successfully overcome. It should be noted
that a significant jump in BNM applications is soon expected thanks to the
manufacture of bulk nanostructured sheets for applications based on the low-
temperature and high-rate superplasticity established for light alloys.
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Roland Grössinger and Reiko Sato Turtelli

27.1
Introduction

There exist nowadays different families of magnetic materials that are suited for
technical applications, e.g.: soft magnetic materials, hard magnetic materials, mag-
netostrictive materials and magnetoelectric materials, as a new multifunctional
type. In many cases the “amorphous” or “nanocrystalline” state brought an en-
hancement of the magnetic properties mainly based on a changed type of cou-
pling. It is the aim of this work to explain the physical background and to summar-
ize the most interesting materials in this area. Additionally, this work is focused on
bulk materials, but primarily on cast samples, ribbons, powders, and covers single-
phase nanocrystalline and two-phase nanocomposite magnetic materials.

All these materials are characterized by their magnetic properties that can be
subdivided into intrinsic and extrinsic properties. Intrinsic properties are mainly
defined by the chemical composition as well as by the crystal structure. These
are: Curie temperature, saturation magnetization, magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
magnetostriction, etc. Extrinsic properties are mainly defined by the microstruc-
ture (such as: grain size, grain boundaries, crystallographical phases). These
are: hysteresis loop, domain structure, losses, etc. These properties are impor-
tant for all kinds of technical applications. The appearance of an amorphous or
nanocrystalline state influences both types of properties.

For differentiating the magnetic behavior with respect to soft or hard mag-
netic properties the magnetization as function of the applied field, i.e. the hys-
teresis loop is best suited, see Fig. 27.1.

In both cases the saturation magnetization should be as high as possible but
for soft magnetic materials the coercivity is small (typically between 1 and
1000 A/m), whereas for permanent magnets, coercivity values of 1 MA/m or
more are achieved. The area of the loop describes for soft magnetic materials
the losses and, for hard magnetic materials it is proportional to the stored en-
ergy (B· H)max < Br

2/4. (Br is the remanence). The shape and the area of the loop
depend on the microstructure, which depends on the amorphous or nanocrys-
talline state of soft and hard magnetic materials.
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27.2
Soft Magnetic Materials

New soft magnetic materials can be subdivided into: crystalline rapidly solidified
materials, amorphous rapidly solidified materials and nanocrystalline materials.
In the crystalline state the grain growth can be influenced by the quenching
rate – if the quenching rate is very high nanocrystals (grains size between few
nm and approximately 100 nm) or even an amorphous state can be achieved.
The boundaries are not sharp because if a material is “truly” amorphous or
nanocrystalline depends on the sensitivity of the method used for the character-
ization. Most of these materials are produced by a rapidly solidifying method.

Rapid solidification starts from the melt leading to a new state that can be
amorphous, crystalline, nanocrystalline, metastable crystalline depending on the
quenching rate and on the crystallization process. Applying a high quenching
rate to a molten magnetic alloy can result into a material that presents generally
new and interesting physical properties. Such materials are called “rapidly soli-
dified”. There exist different methods for producing metallic rapidly solidified
materials. To form an amorphous state, the material must be cooled from the
melting temperature Tm, to the glass-transition temperature Tg, without any
crystallization. The cooling process must proceed fast enough from Tm down
below Tg. Thus, the cooling time and the temperature range between Tm and Tg

are the two most important factors for obtaining amorphous or nanocrystalline
materials [1].

27.2.1
Rapidly Solidified Crystalline Materials

The main interesting crystalline rapidly solidified materials are Fe-Si with
6.5 wt% Si and Fe-Al-Si with Al (5–7 wt%) and Si (9–10 wt%), which is known
as Sendust alloy. These compositions are chosen because the anisotropy and the
magnetostriction of these materials are close to zero, which leads to very soft
magnetic behavior. Therefore, the coercivity shows a minimum at this composi-
tion. These materials also have a high electrical resistivity. The disadvantageous
is that the material becomes very brittle. This problem is partly overcome by
rapidly quenching from the melt, where a small quantity of amorphous phase
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Fig. 27.1 Typical schematic hysteresis loop of a soft in comparison
with a hard magnetic material.



can form among grains [2]. After a high-temperature annealing (above 1000 �C)
one obtains large grains with a texture. In Table 27.1 the physical properties of
Fe-Si with 6.5 wt% Si are summarized [3].

On the other hand, although Sendust alloy exhibits a low magnetostriction
and the first-order anisotropy constant K1 becomes nearly zero, a very high per-
meability, �max up to 130000 and a rather low saturation polarization is ob-
tained (Bs�0.89 T) [4].

27.2.2
Amorphous Materials or Rapidly Quenched Glasses

Much progress in developing new soft magnetic materials was achieved in the
last 20 years [see, e.g., 5]. Besides the well-known Fe-Si and the Fe-Ni alloys a
new family of soft magnetic materials was discovered. These materials are based
on amorphous alloys. Amorphous alloys are good candidates for soft magnetic
materials because of the lack of crystal anisotropy and grain boundaries. The
only sources of undesired anisotropies are shape anisotropy due to surface
roughness and stress-induced anisotropy produced during the rapid quenching
process. This is why amorphous materials became an established class of soft
magnetic materials [6].

The general formula of amorphous alloys is (3d-metal)80(metalloid)20, where
3d-metal = Fe, Co,Ni and metalloid = B, Si,C, etc. The metalloid is necessary for
lowering the melting point of the alloy, thus stabilizing the amorphous state.
The absence of grains and grain boundaries lead to excellent soft magnetic
properties [see, e.g., 7]. The easy substitution over a broad concentration range
make these materials interesting from a basic point of view, but the excellent
magnetic properties are also interesting for many applications [8]. The most
promising systems here are Fe-Co-based amorphous alloys. Therefore many
studies were already performed on these materials, describing the basic mag-
netic properties such as the concentration and temperature dependence of the
magnetization, magnetic relaxation, the Curie temperatures, etc. [9–14], the
crystallization behavior [15], the magnetostriction in these systems [13–16], the
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Table 27.1 Physical properties of rapidly quenched Fe-6.5 wt%Si.

Property Value

Density 7480 kg/m3

Thermal conductivity (31 �C) 4.5 cal/m �C s
Specific heat (31 �C) 128 cal/�C kg
Thermal expansion coefficient (150 �C) 11.6�10–6/�C
Electrical resistivity 82�10–8 �m
Tensile strength (ribbon 60 �m thick) 630 MPa
Saturation induction 1.8 T
Curie temperature 700 �C
Saturation magnetostriction 0.6�10–6



induced anisotropy [13, 17] etc. These amorphous materials, which are also
known as “rapidly quenched glasses” are generally obtained as thin ribbons
(thickness 20–50 �m) by a melt-spinning technique [18, 19] or as wires (thick-
ness 80–120 �m) by the in-water-quenching technique [20].

27.2.3
Bulk Amorphous Alloys

Bulk amorphous alloys or bulk metallic glasses are a subclass of metallic
glasses, which can be prepared at relatively slow cooling rates, less than
103 K s–1. Amorphous materials with a wide supercooled-liquid region, which is
defined by the difference between the glass-transition temperature Tg and the
crystallization temperature Tx , allowing the production of rods and plates with
minimum dimensions of at least a few mm in an amorphous state [21]. In
these materials cast to larger dimensions, the influence of the surface is re-
duced [22], and the existence of a wide supercooled-liquid region allows anneal-
ing at or above the glass-transition temperature in the supercooled liquid state,
and nearly complete stress relief can be achieved [23].

There is great interest in the preparation of the bulk metallic glasses by con-
solidating amorphous powder precursors by virtue of their ability to be formed
by injection molding. The main advantage of this technique is that it poses no
limit on the size and shape of the amorphous product. The findings of several
bulk amorphous alloys have enabled the derivation of three empirical rules for
the achievement of large glass-forming ability [24–27]: i) multicomponent alloy
systems consisting of more than three elements; ii) significantly different atom-
ic size ratios above 12% among the constituent elements, and iii) large negative
heats of mixing among the elements.

Prior to 1993 there were no bulk amorphous alloys developed that exhibit fer-
romagnetism at room temperature. In 1995 Inoue and coworkers reported the
first results on ferromagnetic bulk metallic glasses: alloys containing a large
number of elements such as: Fe–(Al, Ga)–(P, C,B,Si) [24] and Co–Cr–(Al, Ga)–
(P, B,Si) [25].

Fe-based amorphous alloys in the system Fe-(Al, Ga)-(P, C, B) were found to
exhibit a large glass-forming ability enabling the production of bulk materials
up to a diameter of 2 mm by copper-mold casting [28], as well as of thick
amorphous ribbons of more than 50 �m thickness by melt spinning [28].
Mizushima et al. [29] have reported that the replacement of P by 1–2 at% Si in
Fe72Al5Ga2P11–xC6B4Six causes an enlargement of the supercooled-liquid region,
thereby increasing the thermal stability and leading to improved soft magnetic
properties. They found that the soft magnetic properties at a ribbon thickness larg-
er than 70 �m are improved as well by replacement of 1–2 at% Si, although the
optimum magnetic properties occur for ribbons of a thickness of only around
40–50 �m. Heat treatment of amorphous ribbons of the Fe-(Al, Ga)-(P, C, B,Si) sys-
tem leads to an obvious decrease of the coercive field, but this type of ribbons is
characterized by some brittleness even in the as-cast state. Therefore, Sato Turtelli
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et al. [30, 31] investigated the effect of annealing on magnetic and structural prop-
erties in amorphous Fe 73Al5Ga2P11–xC5B4Six (x�1, 3) ribbons, with a thickness
about 40 �m, using a Joule-heating technique. Annealing generally reduces local
stresses causing a reduction of the coercivity in soft magnetic amorphous materi-
als. Figure 27.2 shows the current-density dependence of the coercivity measured
at room temperature in these amorphous alloys.

Fe65.5Cr4Mo4Ga4P12C5B5.5 shows, together with excellent soft magnetic behav-
ior, a very high mechanical strength and a high resistance against corrosion that
may be important for application as magnetic parts in valves, clutches, or relays
[e.g., 32].

It is possible to cast such bulk amorphous alloys directly to use them as com-
ponents of magnetic cores or to make dense powder compacts at a moderate
pressing temperature between the glass-transition temperature and the crystalli-
zation temperature [33, 34]. Additionally, the low processing temperature allows
the preparation of composites with temperature-sensitive additives such as
SmFe2 [35].

27.2.4
Nanocrystalline Soft Magnetic Materials

Nanocrystalline soft magnetic materials have attracted considerable interest in
the last 20 years because of their excellent magnetic properties [36, 37]. These
properties are different from those in amorphous and bulk soft magnetic mate-
rials because of grain sizes and surface/interface effects in the nanocrystalline
state.

Soft magnetic nanocrystalline materials are produced by annealing amor-
phous ribbons at an optimum temperature for an optimum annealing time
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Fig. 27.2 Coercive field of Fe73Al5Ga2P11–xC5B4Six (x�1, 3)
as a function of current density (Joule-heating process)
measured at room temperature [30].



thus forming nanoparticles embedded in an amorphous matrix. These nano-
crystalline materials exhibit excellent soft magnetic properties due to the ex-
change coupling between nanoparticles by means of the magnetic amorphous
phase. The softening occurs because the grain size is smaller than the magnetic
exchange length, leading to an averaging of the magnetic anisotropy of the
nanocrystals, consequently to a low value of the effective anisotropy [36, 37].
Macroscopically this exchange coupling causes a strong reduction of the coerciv-
ity and an increase of the permeability as described in the following formulas:

Hc � pc
K4

1 � D6

JSA3
�27�1�

�i � p�
J2

SA3

�0K4
1 D6

�27�2�

JS is the average saturation polarisation, K1 the anisotropy constant; D the grain
size, A the exchange stiffness constant, pc and p� are dimensionless prefactors
close to unity. The grain-size dependence of the coercivity of soft magnetic ma-
terials is shown in Figure 27.3.

The first soft magnetic nanocrystalline alloy that appears in literature is
Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9, which was developed by the Hitachi Metals Company [38].
The composition is mainly Fe73.5(Si,B)22.5 where the addition of Cu and Nb
nucleates and hinders the grain growth, respectively, thus leading to crystals
with grain sizes of about 10–20 nm [39]. This alloy and similar compositions
were studied intensively by several groups (e.g. see [40–45]).The material con-
sists of small �-Fe-Si grains that are embedded in an amorphous matrix, as
shown in Fig. 27.4.
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Fig. 27.3 Coercivity Hc versus grain size d for various soft magnetic alloys [36, 37].



At elevated temperatures (above the magnetic-ordering temperature of the
amorphous phase), where the amorphous phase becomes magnetically disor-
dered, the decoupling between the grains finishes, leading to a magnetic harden-
ing [44, 46]. Here especially interesting is a variation of the Si or Nb concentration.
By varying these concentrations one can influence the Curie temperature, magne-
tization and the magnetostriction of the nanocrystalline alloy [47–50].

This kind of nanocrystalline material is already industrially available, such as
in Japan under the name FINEMET and in Germany under the Trade name
VITROPERM, which is used for tape wound cores or for magnetic amplifiers.

The second nanocrystalline system that was investigated is based on Fe-rich
Fe-Zr-Cu-B alloys [51–53]. The magnetic-ordering temperature of the amorphous
phase is between 50 and 100 �C and nanocrystals are formed of �-Fe. As in
FINEMET, the exchange coupling between the nanocrystals leads to excellent
soft magnetic properties. The Fe-Zr-Cu-B system is more difficult to produce
(e.g. oxidation) which is technically disadvantageous. During the production a
protective gas is necessary because of the highly reactive Zr. However, it exhibits
a higher saturation magnetization in the nanocrystalline state than that of
FINEMET and, from the experimental point of view, it is a simpler system due
to the nanocrystals being only �-Fe. The existence and amount of nanocrystal-
line pure �-Fe is much easier to determine, e.g. with the Mössbauer effect, than
the Fe-Si in FINEMET [54]. Due to the low ordering temperature (close to room
temperature) of the amorphous phase, interesting investigations on a system of
(partly) decoupled nanocrystals above this temperature are possible.

A recent review on soft magnetic nanocrystalline alloys gives the following as
a general chemical composition for these materials [55]:

Fe
Co
Ni

�
�

�
�

a

Ti�V�Cr
Zr�Nb�Mo
Hf �Ta�W

�
�

�
�

b

B�C
Al�Si�P
Ga�Ge

�
�

�
�

c

Cu
Ag
Au

�
�

�
�

d

with a�60–90; b�2–8; c�8–31 and d�0–1. This expression allows us to ex-
plore possibilities for new nanocrystalline alloys.
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Fig. 27.4 Sketch of nanocrystalline FINEMET microstructure [40].



27.3
Hard Magnetic Materials

In the last 30 years dramatic improvements of the quality of permanent
magnets were achieved. The reason is that intermetallic compounds between
3d–4f elements (Fe, Co-Sm,Nd) allows us to combine a high saturation magne-
tization at room temperature and a high Curie temperature with the unique
high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the 4 f-metals. Modern permanent mag-
nets are based on compounds such as: SmCo5, Sm2Co17 and Nd2Fe14B. These
materials were long time only produced using a standard sintering technique
(combined with a sophisticated heat treatment). However, later, applying the
melt-spinning technique, high remanence values together with reasonable large
Hc values on melt-spun Pr–Fe–B(Si) and Nd–Fe–B alloys with nanoscale grain
sizes after melt spinning, or after crystallization were obtained [e.g., 56–59].
Thus, this discovery opened new horizons for permanent magnetic materials re-
search and production. It is well known that the coercivity Hc, of permanent
magnets increases with decreasing particle size, reaching a maximum at the
single domain size, and then decreases again for ultrafine particles due to the
thermal effect becoming zero at the superparamagnetic state.

Generally, the single-domain particle size is a fraction of a micrometer for
hard magnetic materials with high anisotropy fields and reasonably high mag-
netization. For uncoupled single-domain particles the coercivity will reach its
maximum value. However, for grain sizes in the nanometer range a rather low
coercivity has to be expected. It was found that the remanence of isotropic hard
magnetic materials with nanosized grains, becomes larger than that of uniaxial,
uncoupled grains for which 50% of the saturation magnetization is expected.
Later, nanocrystalline hard magnets have been prepared by a rapidly solidified
method using other techniques, such as, e.g., by a mechanical alloying method
with subsequent annealing. In late 1996, new bulk amorphous magnets or bulk
metallic glasses were announced. In particular, a bulk metallic glass rod with a
diameter between 1 and 12 mm of the composition Nd-(Fe,Co)-Al with appreci-
able coercivity at room temperature was found [e.g., 60–63].

27.3.1
Nanocrystalline Hard Magnetic Materials

Similar to amorphous materials various production techniques were established
to produce nanocrystalline hard magnets, such as rapid solidification with dif-
ferent techniques: melt spinning, vapor deposition [e.g., 64–67], atomization
[68], and mechanical alloying with subsequent annealing [69–73] and also direct
powder production such as spark erosion. By melt spinning or rapid quenching,
the nanocrystalline state can be obtained directly or after a heat treatment of an
over-quenched material [74]. Additionally, sputtering techniques have also been
used to prepare nanosized Sm-Co alloys [75, 76] and Co-Pt and Fe-Pt alloys for
high-density recording media [77, 78].
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The usual processing techniques to synthesize bulk nanocomposite magnets
are melt spinning and mechanical alloying. Recently, some bulk nanocrystalline
materials were also produced by severe mechanical deformation [79–81].

In contrast to soft magnetic materials, in hard magnetic nanocrystalline mate-
rials the magnetic exchange length is smaller than the grain size but still com-
parable. This leads to a remanence enhancement, which makes these materials
interesting for applications. The remanence enhancement results in an increase
of the maximum energy product (BH)max without a magnetic alignment of the
grains. In relatively low fields and in any direction these materials can be mag-
netized, because they are crystallographically isotropic.

For nanocrystalline material the way in which the small grains couple is of
great importance for the understanding of the exchange enhancement. For mag-
netic nanosized grains, three different exchange lengths have to be considered:
i) exchange length due to an external field:

lH �
�����������������������

2A
H � �0 � MS

�
�27�3�

ii) exchange length due to the crystal energy:

lC �
����
A
K

�
�27�4�

iii) exchange length due to stray fields:

ls �
���������������������

2�0A

��0 � MS�2

�
�27�5�

MS is the average saturation magnetisation, K the anisotropy constant; A the ex-
change stiffness constant, �0 the vacuum permeability. It depends on the con-
sidered material as to which exchange length is more important, however, for
hard magnetic material the second type is the most important one, whereas for
soft magnetic materials the stray-field contribution is more relevant. It turns
out that the ratio between the mean grain diameter �D�grain and the range of
the exchange interaction given by the exchange length lC mainly controls the
magnetization distribution.

Most investigations were performed on R-Fe-B (R�Nd, Pr) based samples.
This isotropic nanocrystalline material can be classified into three different
ranges of compositions:

i) low R content: in this case nanocrystalline R2Fe14B grains are mixed with
nanocrystalline soft magnetic �-Fe grains or Fe3B, if the amount of B is
high enough. Here, an even higher remanence enhancement than for sto-
chiometric R-Fe-B occurs due to polarization of the soft magnetic phase
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with a higher magnetic moment. These nanocrystalline materials are called
nanocomposite magnets.

ii) stochiometric R-Fe-B: in this case, the pure exchange coupling between the
nanocrystalline R2Fe14B grains can be studied.

iii) high R content: the nanocrystalline R2Fe14B grains are isolated by a R-rich,
at room temperature non-magnetic, phase. This material exhibits a higher
coercivity.

Davies et al. [82] carefully investigated the effect of varying the Nd content on the
magnetic properties of nanocrystalline Nd-Fe-B magnets, as shown in Fig. 27.5.

27.3.1.1 Nanocomposite Magnets
The nanocomposite materials have a lower amount of the expensive rare-earth
part than the single-phase hard magnetic materials. The reduction of the rare-
earth-containing phase can be down to 40%. Therefore, from a commercial
point of view the nanocomposites are an interesting competitor to the conven-
tional rare-earth magnets.

In nanocomposites the magnetization of the soft magnetic phase should be
higher than that of the hard magnetic phase in order to be attractive for techni-
cal applications. In this case, the magnetic moment of the soft magnetic grains
will be polarized in the average direction of the surrounding magnetic moment
of the hard magnetic grains, leading to a further enhancement of the rema-
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Fig. 27.5 Dependence of the coercivity jHc, the remanence
Jr and the energy product (BH)max on the Nd content in a
Nd-Fe-B alloy, after Davies et al. [82].



nence. Therefore, a higher (BH)max would be expected in exchange-coupled
magnets as compared to the conventional isotropic uncoupled magnets.

It should be noted that for �-Fe with cubic structure, the ratio of remanence
to saturation polarization is, for isotropic noninteracting grains [83]:
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Taking into account the stray field between �-Fe grains, the remanence to satu-
ration ratio becomes smaller and can approach 0.5. Therefore, to examine if an
enhanced remanence is due to interaction between the hard magnetic grains
with uniaxial symmetry (hexagonal or tetragonal) and soft magnetic �-Fe grains
with cubic structure, the ratio remanence to saturation has to exceed as an
upper limit the theoretical one based on a simple addition of the two contribu-
tions of noninteracting grains as shown in the following equation:
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where Jtot
r is the total value of remanence, Jtot

s the total value of saturation polar-
isation and, �H is the volume fraction of the hard magnetic grains, JH

s is the sat-
uration polarization of the hard magnetic grains and JS

s is saturation polariza-
tion of the soft magnetic grains.

To examine from the micromagnetic point of view how the polarization of the
soft magnetic grains occurs, the different energy contributions have to be stud-
ied. If the soft magnetic grains are of several hundred nanometers in size, then
the magnetic state would be determined by a competition between the stray
field energy and the exchange energy �K4�0 �J2

s is much smaller than 1). But
when the grains become smaller (less than 50 nm) the stray-field energy seems
to be negligible. In this case even exchange coupling between the nanocrystal-
line soft magnetic grains has to be assumed. One example of this behavior are
nanocrystalline soft magnetic materials. Their excellent soft magnetic properties
are understood from an averaging of their anisotropy constant due to an ex-
change coupling of several grains. Here, the stray-field energy has more influ-
ence and exchange coupling is given by ls. lc is in this case much smaller than
ls. This can also be understood by the fact that stray field energy is a long-range
interaction with a classical dipolar character, whereas exchange coupling is a
short-range interaction.

The exchange hardening of the soft magnetic phase by the hard magnetic
phase can be understood if the exchange coupling between the soft and hard
magnetic grains acts as an exchange stiffness of the soft magnetic spins. Knel-
ler and Hawig [84] developed a 1D model to describe how the exchange harden-
ing occurs. The soft phase is effectively hardened by the magnetocrystalline an-
isotropy of the hard phase, because the large magnetocrystalline anisotropy re-
sults in a large domain-wall energy density for the hard phase.
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Essentially the same process is described in a numerical model [85] for soft
magnetic grains embedded in a hard magnetic matrix. Figure 27.6 shows here
as an example the results of such a FEM-simulation of the microstructure
(FEM� finite element method; numerical method to solve electromagnetic prob-
lems) performed for a nanocomposite consisting of Nd2Fe14B grains together
with soft magnetic �-Fe, which delivers as a result the demagnetizing curve, in-
dicating remanence enhancement.

Several nanocomposite magnet systems such as: R2Fe14B/Fe, R2Fe14C/Fe
(R�Nd, Pr), Sm2Fe17CX/Fe have been extensively studied by Hadjipanayis and
coworkers [86]; Nd2Fe14B/Fe3B by Coehoorn et al. [87]; Pr2Fe14B/Fe and
Nd2Fe14B/Fe by our group [88–90], where a significant enhancement of the ab-
solute remanence was found.

An interesting behavior of exchange-coupled magnets is the enhancement of
Curie temperature of the hard phase due to the exchange-coupling effect. Lewis
et al. [91] and Dahlgren et al. [88] have observed an enhancement in the Curie
temperature of the R2Fe14B phase in R2Fe14B/Fe nanocomposite magnets. The
enhancement in Curie temperature can result from the penetration of the ex-
change field of the higher Curie temperature (soft magnetic) phase into the ad-
jacent lower Curie temperature (hard magnetic) phase.

The exchange coupling is strongly temperature dependent, and because of
this, in some systems the two phases become coupled or decoupled at low tem-
peratures depending on the composition and the magnetic properties of the na-
nocomposite magnets [e.g., 90].
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Fig. 27.6 FEM-simulation for a nanocomposite consisting of
10-nm-sized Nd2Fe14B grains (50%) together with soft mag-
netic �-Fe (50%) [85].



27.3.1.1.1 Temperature Dependence of Anisotropy Field
of Pr-Fe-B Nanocomposite Magnets

The anisotropy field HA is an intrinsic property of a magnetic material and de-
fined as the field necessary to rotate the magnetization vector from a hard crys-
tallographic direction to an easy direction. A high uniaxial anisotropy is neces-
sary for a material with a high coercivity. It is not an easy task to determine the
anisotropy field in these intrinsic isotropic samples. In addition, the strong
magnetic exchange interaction among nanocrystallites makes the measurements
even more difficult. In this respect, the singular point detection (SPD) tech-
nique [90] provides a unique method in determining directly the anisotropy
field of isotropic samples. The magnetic easy axes of the grains of a polycrystal-
line material are distributed over all possible directions. Now that grains where
the easy axis is perpendicular to the external field causes a (nearly) linear
increasing M(H) curve up to the field where the anisotropy field HA is achieved.
There a kink becomes visible which can be measured as a singularity in
d2M/dH2 exactly at H�HA. This method allows to determine the anisotropy
field. In Fig. 27.7 the temperature dependencies of the anisotropy field mea-
sured for Pr9Fe85B6, Pr11.76Fe82.36B5.88 and Pr18Fe76B6 are shown [90].

It is worthwhile to note that the anisotropy field measured by using the SPD
technique corresponds only to that of the hard magnetic phase. In the case of
Pr9Fe85B6, in which Pr2Fe14B and �-Fe phases are formed, only the Pr2Fe14B
phase is responsible for the measured anisotropy field values HA.

The reduction of the anisotropy field in the nanocrystalline Pr12Fe14B grains
is a strong indication of the presence of magnetic exchange interactions. From
Fig. 27.7, the systematic decrease of HA(T) with increasing coupling between
the grains, going from a too high Pr content (18% Pr) to stoichiometric sample
(12% Pr), then to a low Pr content material (9% Pr), becomes clearly visible for
higher temperatures. For lower temperatures a decoupling of the grains occurs
due to the increase of anisotropy with decreasing temperature, causing equal
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Fig. 27.7 Temperature dependence of the anisotropy field for
hot-pressed mechanically alloyed Pr-Fe-B [90].



values of HA for all three samples. This is also a proof that the differences in
HA as measured at room temperature are not a result of a disturbed surface but
really due to exchange coupling.

27.3.1.1.2 Temperature Dependence of Magnetization
and Remanence of Nanocomposites R-Fe-B (R�Pr, Nd)

From the measurements of the hysteresis loops, the coercivity and the rema-
nence Jr are obtained. The saturation polarization JS is determined by applying
the law of approach to saturation. Figure 27.8 shows the temperature depen-
dence of the saturation polarization, the remanence and the ratio Jr/Js of the
samples Pr9Fe85B6, Pr11.76Fe82.36B5.88 and Pr18Fe76B6. Except for the sample with
the highest Pr concentration, a decrease of Jr/JS with decreasing temperature
was found. This decrease indicates a decoupling due to the increase of the
anisotropy at low temperatures (see Fig. 27.8). It is worth noting that for the
Pr18Fe76B6 sample, a Jr/Js of about 0.5 was found for the whole temperature
range, indicating that the grains should be decoupled due to the existence of a
nonmagnetic Pr-rich phase.
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Fig. 27.8 Temperature dependence of the saturation polariza-
tion Js, the remanence Jr and the ratio Jr/Jsfor nanocrystalline
mechanically alloyed: (a) Pr18Fe76B6, (b) Pr11.76Fe82.36B5.88 and
(c) Pr9Fe85B6 [90].



In order to show a comparison, in Figs. 27.9 and 27.10 the same dependen-
cies for rapidly solidified Nd11.76Fe82.36B6 and Nd9Fe85B6, in a nanocrystalline
state, are shown. In understochiometric material, as in Pr9Fe85B6, the measured
ratio remanence to saturation polarization at room temperature clearly exceeds
0.5, showing also exchange-coupled grains. However, large ratio values were
found for temperatures lower than 135 K. These large values are related to the
spin reorientation (c-axis to easy cone) that occurs in Nd2Fe14B. For tempera-
tures lower than 135 K, an easy cone is formed due to a reduction and change
of sign of the first-order anisotropy constant.
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Fig. 27.9 Temperature dependence of the saturation polariza-
tion Js, the remanence Jr and the ratio Jr/Js for rapidly
quenched nanocrystalline Nd11.76Fe82.36B6 [90].

Fig. 27.10 Temperature dependence of the saturation polari-
zation J�s the remanence Jr and the ratio Jr/Jsfor rapidly
quenched nanocrystalline Nd9Fe85B6 [90].



27.3.1.1.3 Temperature Dependence of the Coercivity
Generally, the character of the temperature dependence of the coercivity in ex-
change coupled material is not significant (see Fig. 27.11). However, plotting
the temperature dependence of the ratio between the coercivity and the aniso-
tropy field, as shown in Fig. 27.12, the uncoupled sample (18% Pr) shows an
usual high ratio for microcrystalline magnets of about 0.3. Due to the real mi-
crostructure only a part of the anisotropy field of a uniaxial material can be
used for the coercivity. On the other hand, the exchange-coupled samples exhib-
it a significantly lower ratio, suggesting that the reduction of coercivity is due to
the interaction between nanograins.
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Fig. 27.11 Temperature dependence of the coercivity mea-
sured on mechanically alloyed Pr-Fe-B samples [90].

Fig. 27.12 Temperature dependence of the ratio coercivity to aniso-
tropy field for mechanically alloyed nanocrystalline Pr-Fe-B [90].



27.3.1.2 Single-phase Nanocrystalline Magnets
In the 1980s, rapidly quenched single-phase rare-earth intermetallic compounds
were used (initially Nd2Fe14B compound) to obtain new anisotropic phases for
permanent magnets by simply crystallizing the amorphous precursor. In fact,
the coercivity of Nd2Fe14B single-phase magnets produced by rapid quenching,
which allows one to vary the grain size, can exhibit a higher coercivity than that
of corresponding bulk magnets, especially sintered magnets. For example, melt-
spun Nd2Fe14B samples can easily attain coercivities beyond 15 kOe, while the
coercivity of corresponding sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets is below 10 kOe [86]. Gen-
erally, the higher anisotropic material corresponds to a larger coercivity. In
Tb2Fe14B and DyFe14B with HA�220 and 150 kOe, respectively, coercivities in
excess of 60 kOe have been reported [92]. Later, high-performance nanograined
Sm2Co17, PrCo5-based, YCo5-based powders have been obtained by mechanical
milling [93–96].

It is worth mentioning that although bulk YCo5 exhibits a strong c-axis uni-
axial anisotropy (HA�130 kOe), only rather low coercivity values could be ob-
tained by traditional production methods [97]. The reported maximum value is
only 2 kOe [98]. However, in powders with nanograins, produced by mechanical
milling and subsequent convenient annealing, an improvement of the coercive
field of a factor 8 could be achieved [95, 96]. Generally, in nanocrystalline single-
phase magnets exchange coupling between grains enhancing the remanence
can be expected.

27.3.2
Nd-(Fe,Co)-Al – a Hard Magnetic Amorphous System?

In 1996 Inoue and coworkers [60] announced the development of rods of bulk
metallic glasses (1–12 mm diameter) of a Nd30Fe60Al10 alloy with an appreciable
coercive field at room temperature. This and related alloys modified by Co, have
subsequently generated considerable interest of both applied and fundamental
nature for other researchers including ourselves [63, 99–106], because the mag-
nitude of this reported coercivity, up to 0.4 T at room temperature is an appar-
ent contradiction of the conventional understanding of the relationship between
structure and coercivity in amorphous materials. Both a very large anisotropy
field and a very strong domain wall-pinning mechanism are required to account
for the observed high coercivity. While the random anisotropy model [107] may
account for the anisotropy field, the nature of the pinning sites in an amor-
phous material was unclear. Inoue et al. [108] have speculated that these bulk
metallic glasses possess short-range order that confers coercivity. Other re-
searchers [e.g., 61] have postulated the idea that ferromagnetic single-domain
clusters are formed and they are responsible for the large coercivity [e.g., 62].
According to our point of view, the strong pinning model (a general coercivity
model that describes the interaction of domain walls with pinning centers quan-
titatively) can be used to explain the coercivity mechanism of rapidly quenched
ribbons and bulk Nd-(Fe,Co)-Al glasses. In these systems this model can de-
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scribe the temperature dependence of the observed coercivity very well [63].
Electron microscopy investigations on rapidly quenched Nd60Fe30Al10 ribbons
showed precipitation of small crystalline nanoparticles of Nd-rich phases [103],
which can act as pinning centers.

27.3.2.1 Magnetic Properties of Melt-spun Nd60Fe30Al10

and Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 Alloys at 300 K

Due to the existence of precipitation of Nd-rich nanoparticles embedded in
amorphous Nd-(Fe,Co)-Al, we can consider melt-spun Nd-Fe,Co-Al as a “quasi-
amorphous” system. In the as-cast state, the microstructure, the coercive field
(Hc) and the Curie temperature (TC) are strongly dependent on the quenching
rate (QR) and/or the production method. Typical hysteresis loops measured on
as-cast ribbons and bulk materials (prepared by copper-mold casting) are shown
in Fig. 27.13. The coercive field of ribbons and bulk alloys are 0.038 and 0.29 T,
respectively. However, the magnetization at 2 T is very small. Generally at room
temperature, the coercive field of melt-spun ribbons increases with the thick-
ness, becoming comparable to that of bulk material. Additionally, the magneti-
zation, M, and Hc show a strong time dependence [100], which is a conse-
quence of domain-wall pinning. Figure 27.14 shows the hysteresis loops of
melt-spun Nd60Fe30Al10 measured at different field sweep rates of the applied
field dH/dt.

The existence of the Nd-rich fine grains also becomes visible in the tempera-
ture dependence of various magnetic properties such as: coercive field [63], ac–
susceptibility [104, 105], magnetostriction [106], where close to the magnetic-or-
dering temperature of the Nd-rich phase an anomaly was found. Additionally,
the shape of the hysteresis loop below this temperature is typical of the exis-
tence of two magnetic phases [e.g., 63].
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Fig. 27.13 Hysteresis loops of melt-spun ribbon and copper-
mold bulk of Nd60Fe30Al10 measured at 300 K.



27.3.2.2 Temperature Dependence of Magnetic Properties
of Melt-spun Nd60Fe30Al10 and Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 Alloys

The temperature dependence of the coercive field, Hc(T), for all samples investi-
gated increases with decreasing temperature. Close to 70 K a maximum ap-
pears, where the coercive fields reach values between 2.5 and 5 T, depending on
the preparation method and annealing procedure. Below this temperature, a
Nd-rich crystalline phase becomes magnetically ordered. Then this phase be-
haves magnetically soft, which causes this maximum in Hc(T) and then a de-
crease of the coercive field at low temperatures (see Fig. 27.15).

Assuming a region where the intrinsic magnetic properties can be considered
constant, the strong-pinning model describes the coercive field Hc as given by
[63]:
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where H0 is the critical field in the absence of thermal activation, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, � is the time duration of mea-
surement �0 is a time constant of order 10–7–10–13 s and f is the maximum
restoring pinning force from a single pin and 4b is the wall width. Plotting
(�0Hc)

1/2 as a function of (T)2/3 obtained for bulk Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 samples
(Fig. 27.16), shows a very good agreement between the above equation and ex-
perimental data.
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Fig. 27.14 Hysteresis loops of melt-spun Nd60Fe30Al10 measured
at dH/dt�0.005 and 1700 T/s [100].
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Fig. 27.15 Temperature dependence of the coercive field
measured on ribbons and bulk materials [63].

Fig. 27.16 (�0Hc)
1/2 as a function of (T)2/3 obtained for bulk

Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 samples. The symbols are the experimental
data and the lines are the fitting of theoretical curve to the
experimental data [63].



27.3.2.3 Temperature Dependence of the Magnetic After-effect
The magnetic after-effect becomes visible in a strong time dependence of the
magnetization [100], susceptibility [104] and coercivity that was observed for
temperatures between 4.2 and 300 K. Here, the coercivity as function of tem-
perature is shown for bulk Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 in the as-cast state and after an-
nealing at 773 K for 1 h, measured with different dH/dt (see Fig. 27.17). The
coercivity increases with increasing field sweep rate, which manifests again a
strong magnetic after-effect.

27.3.3
Industrial Nanocrystalline Hard Magnetic Material

Whereas soft magnetic nanocrystalline material is widely produced and used
by industry, the situation for hard magnetic nanocrystalline materials is
different. Only MAGNEQUENCH really offers commercial powder of nanosized
Nd-Fe-B alloys, known as MQPTM powders. MQPTM powders are based upon
MAGNEQUENCH’s patented RE-Fe-B alloy compositions, the powders of which
are obtained by rapidly solidification from the molten state at extremely high
cooling rates (�1 000000 degrees per second) resulting in a material constituted
of extremely fine powders, with grain sizes typically of 30–50 nm. Because this
grain size is smaller than that of the critical size for single magnetic domains,
these materials are magnetically isotropic. Further, in contrast to the fine, aniso-
tropic powders, which are used to manufacture sintered RE-Fe-B magnets,
MQPTM powder is relatively stable against oxidation and induced demagnetiza-
tion. These characteristics make MQPTM powders ideally suited for the produc-
tion of bonded permanent magnets (see: http://www.magnequench.com/).
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Fig. 27.17 Temperature dependence of the coercivity measured
on bulk Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 in the as-cast, and annealed at 773 K
measured with different dH/dt.



27.4
Magnetostrictive Materials

Applying a magnetic field to a magnetic material a change of length is exhib-
ited, which lies between a few ppm and 2000 ppm. This property is generally
called magnetostriction. For sensors, actuators and other applications, materials
with a high magnetostriction are needed. At room temperature, the amorphous
Fe-based alloys exhibit magnetostriction values of up to 46 ppm [14] together
with excellent soft magnetic properties, which makes them very interesting for
various stress–strain sensors. Rare-earth substitution does not enhance the mag-
netostriction in amorphous systems, even at low temperatures [109]. This might
be due to the fact that the RKKY interaction is heavily disturbed in the amor-
phous state.

On the other hand, crystalline materials like TbFe2 [110] or SmFe2 [111] exhib-
it the highest magnetostriction values at room temperature. TbFe2 exhibits the
largest positive (+2600 ppm at room temperature) whereas SmFe2 exhibits the
largest negative magnetostriction (–2000 ppm). However, due to the rare earths
involved these materials show a very high magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The
high intrinsic rare-earth-based anisotropy can be overcome in the nanocrystal-
line state by the effect of exchange coupling, which reduces the “effective” aniso-
tropy. Exchange coupling decreases the external field for saturation but it should
not reduce the magnetostriction value. The effect of nanocrystallization was
studied already by investigating the magnetostriction as a function of the ap-
plied field on rapidly quenched Tb-Dy-Fe-B alloys [112], however combined with
high intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. In order to overcome the “aniso-
tropy problem” materials, such as “Terfenol-D” (Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe2) were invented
[113] – the anisotropies of Tb and Dy have reciprocal sign, which cancel in Ter-
fenol. It is worth noting that, very recently, the effect of magnetic softening in a
high-magnetostriction material was nicely demonstrated for a multilayer system
consisting of TbFeCo (high magnetostrictive) +Y-Fe-Co (soft magnetic) nanocrys-
talline layers. The coupling between the soft magnetic and the magnetostrictive
layers combined with a nanocrystalline state (which also reduces the effective
anisotropy and supports the coupling) leads to a soft magnetic material with a
high magnetostriction. The total magnetostriction found in this system was
about 400 ppm [114].

However, the search for new and economic bulk materials with high magne-
tostriction is ongoing, e.g., rapidly quenched Fe-Ga [115–118], Fe-Ga-X (X�Co,
Ni, Al) [119], Fe-Al [120, 121] crystalline alloys. Among these alloys, the largest
magnetostriction in the (100) direction of about 350 ppm was found for a single
crystal with a composition of Fe81Ga19 [115]. Investigation of the magnetostric-
tion in these alloys containing nanosized grains is in progress. The materials
are being prepared by different techniques: melt spinning, splat cooling and
severe plastic deformation (SPD).
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27.5
Magnetoelectric Materials

Materials that are piezoelectric and magnetostrictive at the same time are gener-
ally called “magnetoelectric” or “multiferroic” materials. Magnetoelectric (ME)
materials become magnetized when placed in an electric field and electrically
polarized when placed in a magnetic field. These multifunctional materials ex-
hibit a large potential for industrial applications. The nanocrystalline state with
a high surface to volume ratio supports the coupling between the two phases,
thus enhancing the magnetoelectric coefficient.

The first experimental observation of the ME effect was in 1960, when Astrov
found the electric-field-induced magnetoelectric effect in Cr2O3 [122, 123]. One
year later, the reverse effect in the same system was observed by Rado and co-
workers [124, 125]. ME materials can be divided into two classes: single-phase
compounds and composites.

27.5.1
Single-phase Materials

All single-phase multiferroic materials found up to now show this effect at low
temperatures [126, 127]. Examples of single-phase multiferroic materials are:
Cr2O3, which exhibits magnetoelectric behavior applying a rather high external
magnetic field (H> 10 T) [128]. Materials such as RMnO3 (R�Eu, Gd, Tb) [129],
BiMnO3 [127], BiFeO3 [130]; and also other structure types such as GdFe3(BO3)4

[131], all these materials exhibit magnetoelectric behavior, however, at low tem-
peratures and sometimes even at high external field. A semitheoretical investi-
gation tries to explain why only very few materials exist that are at the same
time ferroelectric and magnetically ordered [132].

27.5.2
Magnetoelectric Composites

Only composites between a magnetostrictive and a piezoelectric material have
shown up to now a magnetoelectric effect at room temperature [133, 134]. Mate-
rials with good magnetic properties (high magnetostriction, high saturation
magnetization) can be combined with materials with piezoelectric properties
leading to magnetoelectric composites even at room temperature. To achieve a
high magnetoelectric coefficient, the magnetic phase should exhibit a high mag-
netostrictive coefficient and high electric resistance to avoid a discharging pro-
cess, the piezoelectric coefficient (ratio between applied pressure and resulting
electric charge) should be large too. The coupling between the phases should be
optimized, which depends on the microstructure. It was recently shown that a
nanocrystalline core-shell structure give the highest achieved magnetoelectric
coefficient at room temperature. There exist hints that the magnetoelectric cou-
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pling has also a direct component that acts between the magnetization and the
electric polarization vector [135, 136].

The ME effect in composites started in 1972 when Van Suchetelene intro-
duced the concept of “product properties” and used it to grow successfully the
first magnetoelectric composite by unidirectional solidification of a BaTiO3 –
CoFe2O4 eutectic liquid [133]. The product properties refer to ME composites,
that is, the combination of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials causing
the ME effect, but this effect does not exist in either magnetostrictive or in the
piezoelectric phase alone. The ME effect is originated by applying a magnetic
field; the magnetostrictive constituent will change its length (volume) causing a
local stress, which will be passed into the piezoelectric phase, thus producing
electric polarization (charge). Roughly, the ME effect in composites can be writ-
ten as [137–139]:

ME �effect� � magnetostriction
mecheanical stress

� mechanical stress
electrical charge

Possible components of composites are based on magnetostrictive materials
such as ferrites or manganates, which should be insulators, combined with
piezoelectric materials such as BaTiO3, PZT, Rochellesalt, LiNbO3, PbTiO3.

A wet chemically produced 50%CoFe2O4–50%BaTiO3 (in mass) nanocompo-
site in a core-shell structure has been investigated magnetically. Magnetostric-
tion measurements revealed the strong mechanical coupling between the two
constituents. The ME coefficient was approximately 18 times higher than that
of the mixed structure with the same composition [140]. The microstructure
plays a very important role here. Nanosized particles gave the highest values of
the ME coefficient. The main driving mechanism is the magnetomechanical
coupling through magnetostriction of the magnetostrictive phase. The ME coef-
ficient is found to be proportional to a coupling coefficient k, defined as
k��·��/�H where � is the linear magnetostriction [136].

27.6
Summary

The microstructure determines, in all kinds of magnetic materials, technically
useful properties such as: energy product, losses, permeability, etc. This means
that an amorphous or a nanocrystalline state is an additionally very important
possibility for influencing material parameters. In nanocrystalline materials the
grain size becomes comparable to or even smaller than the exchange length.
This causes, in soft magnetic materials, a significant decrease of the coercivity
that is accompanied by an increase of the permeability.

On the other hand, in hard magnetic nanocrystalline materials a remanence
enhancement (Mr > 1/2·MS) occurs even for isotropic materials. The coercivity
is reduced because of a reduction of the effective anisotropy. This effect can be
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used for nanocrystalline magnetostrictive materials where due to a reduction of
the effective anisotropy the for applications important d�/dH increases, which
means that high magnetostriction values even at low external fields can be
achieved. Also in composites (e.g. magnetoelectric composites) the nanocrystal-
line state enhances the coupling between the gains that causes a higher ME ef-
fect. There exist nowadays many different production routes leading to a nano-
crystalline state. Here, the rather new method of severe plastic deformation
should be mentioned for achieving nanocrystalline bulk materials.
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Yuri Estrin and Michael J. Zehetbauer

28.1
Introduction

The main focus of research in the area of severe plastic deformation (SPD),
which has experienced a period of rapid growth in the last decade, has been on
improving mechanical properties of structural materials by extreme grain refine-
ment (see [1, 2] and Chapter 20 of this book). Significant enhancement of me-
chanical performance achieved with bulk ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials has
resulted in a strong drive for upscaling of the SPD processing techniques for
their implementation in industry to become technologically and commercially
viable. Other uses of UFG materials for niche applications, either based on
downscaled processes or capitalizing, focusing on unusual properties of UFG
materials other than the mechanical ones, have often been overlooked. In this
chapter we address such niche applications and give an outlook for possible fu-
ture directions of research in the area of nanomaterials produced by SPD.

28.2
Downscaling of Severe Plastic Deformation

For applications in miniaturized devices, such as micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tems (MEMS), structural materials with a grain size much smaller than the
smallest dimension of a structural component (cross-sectional size of a wire or
thickness of a thin foil-connect between electronic chips, the tooth size of cog
wheels in MEMS, etc.) are required. This requirement is dictated by the need to
ensure reproducibility of properties and reliability of performance. Besides, a
small grain size provides the component with increased strength and fatigue
life [1, 2]. The SPD technique of equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) is cap-
able of imparting the desired level of grain refinement to satisfy all these condi-
tions. In a recent paper [3], it was proposed to use ECAP-processed magnesium
alloy AZ31 for producing cog-wheel profiled parts by extruding the material
through a millimeter-scale extrusion die. A drawback of this process that may
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hinder its industrial use is its multistep character. Estrin et al. [4] suggested
combining ECAP with an extrusion step in an integrated process illustrated by
Fig. 28.1.

Through introducing a two-step ECAP die, the process proposed by Estrin et
al. [4] also takes into account that a single ECAP step may not be sufficient to
produce a well-established ultrafine grain structure [1, 2], at least as far as pure
metals and dilute solid solutions are concerned. However, as long as grain re-
finement down to about 1 �m is required, single-pass 90� dies seem to be suffi-
cient, as preliminary results obtained with a 3-mm thick die have demonstrated
convincingly even for 99.99% purity aluminum. A characteristic micrometer-
scale microstructure is obtained as shown in Fig. 28.2. These promising results,
along with finite-element simulations supporting the viability of the miniatur-
ized ECAP and/or ECAP+extrusion processing [4] give further motivation for
studies into downscaling of SPD techniques.
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Fig. 28.1 Combined ECAP/extrusion process: (a) schematic
die design and (b) Al alloy specimen that underwent inte-
grated two-step ECAP + extrusion processing (a match is
shown to indicate the size scale; from [4]).

Fig. 28.2 Representative grain structure after a single pass
through the miniaturized ECAP die (from [4]).



A somewhat nonconventional application of the general idea of ECAP process-
ing was considered in [5]. The process – called solid-state infiltration – utilizes
penetration of solid aluminum in a porous iron preform under a high imposed
pressure in a way similar to the forcefill process used for via filling in micro-
electronics [6]. During the plastic flow of Al through tortuous “channels” within
the porous preform, the material repeatedly encounters configurations where
significant shear deformation occurs in much the same way as under ECAP
(Fig. 28.3, [5]). Technical viability of solid-state infiltration was demonstrated in
a proof-of-concept study [5]. Several micrometer-deep penetration of Al in the
porous steel preform measured in the cited article is illustrated in Fig. 28.4 [7].
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Fig. 28.3 ECAP-like principle of forcefill as applied to solid-state
infiltration. The magnification on the right shows the shear zones
formed in the kinks (from [5]).

Fig. 28.4 Al and Fe concentration profiles across the interface measured
by EDS along the line shown in blue in the left picture (after [7]).



28.3
Enhanced Reaction Kinetics

Extreme grain refinement produced by severe plastic deformation, as well as
the concomitant increase in the dislocation density [8, 9] and/or in the deforma-
tion-induced vacancy concentration [10] can generally be expected to accelerate
various kinetic processes involving “short-circuit” diffusion along grain bound-
aries and/or dislocation lines. Several metallurgical processes strongly affected
by SPD will be discussed below.

28.3.1
Plasma Nitriding of Steels

The effect of severe plastic deformation by high-pressure torsion (HPT) [1, 2] on
nitriding was investigated for pure iron and two steels (St2K50 and X5CrNi1810)
[11]. Radio frequency (RF) plasma nitriding was conducted on virgin specimens
and the HPT-processed ones. The results demonstrated that the thickness of the
nitrided layer produced and its cohesion were improved by HPT preprocessing
quite significantly. Figure 28.5, which shows scanning electron micrographs for
specimens with different treatment histories, illustrates the favorable effect of
SPD for the case of the steel X5CrNi1810. The upper pair of micrographs shows
a through-thickness cut of the specimens in the as-received condition (left) and
after HPT (right). The middle and lower pairs of pictures show the results of
RF nitriding at 350 �C and 400 �C, respectively. The black horizontal lines seen
in the pictures are not a signature of delamination, but rather come from the em-
bedding medium. Increased thickness of the nitrided layers owing to HPT is
clearly seen in the pictures in the middle and lower rows (e.g., 3–4 �m in the
HPT-processed materials vs. 1–2 �m for that not pretreated by HPT in the case
of 400 �C nitriding). A close nitride layer with good cohesion was produced in
the HPT-treated material. Furthermore, element depth profile analysis showed
that the nitrogen uptake in the HPT-processed material was enhanced.

Fig. 28.6 shows that the enhanced diffusion and thus nitriding in HPT-treated
CrNi steel leads to an increase of the hardness at least by a factor of 1.4 with
the same annealing time, or to the same hardness in half the annealing time
[11]. The results of this investigation strongly suggest utilization by industry
since pretreatment of CrNi steel by an SPD method before nitriding may mark-
edly reduce time and cost of nitriding.

28.3.2
Accelerated Hydrogenation Kinetics of Magnesium Alloys

Despite the outstanding hydrogen-storage capacity (up to 7.6 wt.%) of magne-
sium alloys, their slow hydriding and dehydriding kinetics and low desorption
pressures at the temperatures of interest (373–473 K) is a huge handicap to
their application in automotive hydrogen-storage systems. One of the avenues
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for accelerating the hydrogenation kinetics is a refinement of microstructure
[12, 13]. A commonly used technique leading to grain refinement is high-energy
ball milling (HEBM) [14]. Recent studies [15–17] have demonstrated that grain
refinement by severe plastic deformation may provide a more economical way
of enhancing the hydrogen absorption/desorption kinetics of Mg alloys, not only
in terms of the throughput of the material, but also due to the possibility of its
production in bulk form, avoiding contamination by impurities or health and
environment hazards [18].
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Fig. 28.5 SEM micrographs of sections through near-surface
layers of steel X5CrNi1810 with different processing histories
(see text for details, after [11]).



The first hydrogenation experiments on SPD-processed materials were done
on Mg alloy ZK60 [15, 16]. It was shown that preprocessing by ECAP provides
absorption/desorption kinetics that are in no way inferior (and in some respects
are superior) to those obtained by HEBM. A combination of ECAP and HEBM
was also shown to eliminate undesirable pressure hysteresis in the absorption/
desorption cycle. The hydrogenation curves for HEBM, ECAP and combined
HEBM/ECAP-processed materials illustrating the excellent performance of the
ECAP processed variants are presented in Fig. 28.7.

A striking effect of ECAP on the microstructure has been demonstrated re-
cently for a eutectic Mg-Ni alloy (Mg89Ni11) [17]. As seen in Fig. 28.8, after 10
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Fig. 28.6 Enhancement in hardness profiles due to accelerated
diffusion of N2 in CrNi steels due to HPT pretreatment (from [11]).

Fig. 28.7 Hydrogenation kinetics of Mg-alloy ZK60 after high-
energy ball milling (HEBM), equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP), and a combination of both methods (from [15, 16]).
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Fig. 28.8 Bright-field TEM micrographs of an as-cast Mg89Ni11 sample
(a, b), a sample processed by a single ECAP pass (c, d) and one
processed by ten ECAP passes (e, f). The dashed lines in (f) serve
as a guide to the eye for recognizing the individual Mg grains and
Mg2Ni particles (after [17]).



ECAP passes (Route Bc with 90� rotations around the workpiece axis between
the passes [1, 2], starting at 300 �C during the first pass and going down in tem-
perature to 230 �C at the final 10th pass), the initial microstructure gets refined
down to the nanometer scale.

As in the case of ZK60 Mg alloy, the structural refinement allows for acceler-
ated hydrogen-absorption/desorption kinetics [17]. The desorption curves for dif-
ferent structural states are shown in Fig. 28.9 (upper diagram). It is seen that
for the sample processed by 10 ECAP passes it takes only about 6 min to desorb
5.5 wt.% of hydrogen compared to 10 min for the as-cast sample.

The pressures of hydrogen achieved during desorption in an initially evacu-
ated volume are higher for the ECAP processed sample than for the as-cast one
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Fig. 28.9 The desorption kinetics in the as-cast and ECAP
processed alloy Mg89Ni11 (upper diagram) and the concomi-
tant variation of hydrogen pressure (lower diagram) in initially
evacuated volume (after [17]).



for all desorption times (Fig. 28.9, lower diagram). Acceleration of hydrogena-
tion kinetics in the Mg-Ni eutectic by ECAP was also found by the investigation
of Fursikov et al. [19].

For both Mg alloys tested with regard to the effect of ECAP on the hydrogen-
storage kinetics so far, the ECAP route and the number of billet passes through
the die have been shown to have a strong effect on the parameters of the micro-
structure obtained and the resulting process rate. Hence, further progress with
SPD processing as a means of boosting the hydrogen-absorption/desorption ki-
netics can be anticipated.

28.4
Biomedical Applications of Ultrafine-grained Materials

In an excellent review on the commercialization potential of bulk UFG materi-
als [20], Lowe has identified the medical implant and prostheses market as a
potential niche for commercialization of SPD-processed titanium. In 2001, Zhu
et al. were granted a U.S. patent [21] utilizing the enhanced mechanical proper-
ties of ECAP-processed commercially pure titanium (see also the papers by
Stolyarov et al. [22, 23], which suggests it for substitution of mostly applied
Ti-6Al-4V for implant surgery, thus eliminating any concerns regarding toxicity
of this alloy [24, 25]. Besides this advantage, it has been demonstrated [26] that
nanocrystallization also has the potential for controlling initial cell responses.
Recent studies have shown that attachment and proliferation of fibroblast [27]
and preosteoblast [28] cells on ultrafine-grained titanium substrates processed
by SPD are enhanced appreciably. Figure 28.10 provides a demonstration of this
effect. In sum, it is believed that significant progress in the application of SPD-
processed Ti and Ti alloys in medical implants can be expected in the near
future.

While Ti-based alloys, along with stainless steel or NiTi (NITINOL), are pre-
ferably used for permanent implants and prostheses, there is often a need for
temporary ones. Indeed, permanent implants may cause physical irritation and
chronical inflammatory reaction. Sometimes, a repeat operation is needed for
the implant to be removed. As the human body is able to regenerate damaged
tissue, it would be ideal to have temporary, bioresorbable implants that would
provide support during tissue recovery and get resorbed by the body once their
function has been fulfilled. This alternative paradigm of implant surgery would
be of particular interest for applications in vascular stents. The possibility of
using Mg alloys for vascular stents has already been considered [29], and first
clinical tests [30] have demonstrated the viability of this approach. However, the
knowledge of the effect of the processing history and the resulting microstruc-
ture of the Mg alloys used on their performance is very scarce. This is why
Wang et al. [31] undertook a study of the effect of mechanical processing, that
is of achieving UFG microstructures, on both properties, which are of para-
mount importance for implant applications, viz. the fatigue life and the biocor-
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rosion rate, for the case of a common structural Mg alloy AZ31 that was pro-
posed for implant applications [29].

Three material states were investigated in [31]: squeeze-cast material (desig-
nated SC), SC subsequently hot rolled at 370 �C to a thickness reduction of 75%
(designated HR) and, finally, a UFG one produced by additional ECAP proces-
sing of the HR material. 4 passes of ECAP (route Bc) through a 90� die at a die
temperature of 200 �C. The grain structure in the three states was strongly dif-
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Fig. 28.10 Proliferation of preosteoblastic
MC3T3-E1 cells extracted from mice em-
bryos as expressed by light absorbance in
MTT assays. The data on E570 – E630 repre-
sented by the columns correspond to the
mean values, which are also shown in the

table below the diagrams. The light columns
represent the as-received commercial purity
Ti as a reference and the dark ones the
ECAP-processed material. Error bars are also
indicated (after Estrin et al. [28], (2008)).

Fig. 28.11 Stress-amplitude dependence
of the fatigue life for AZ31 with three
different processing histories (from [31]).
Arrows indicate run-outs.



ferent, the average grain size of the SC, HR and ECAP materials being, respec-
tively, 450 �m, 20 �m, and 2.5 �m. The fatigue properties of the three materials
are shown in Fig. 28.11. As is obvious from the curves, hot rolling produces a
significant improvement of the fatigue response. However, further grain refine-
ment of the HR alloy by ECAP did not lead to any further improvement – a re-
sult that is somewhat unexpected in the light of the literature on the effect of
ECAP on fatigue resistance of alloys [1, 2].

28.5
Corrosion/Biocorrosion in SPD-processed Materials

As concerns the corrosion and biocorrosion resistance of UFG and nanocrystal-
line materials, these seem to be enhanced in comparison to their coarse-grained
counterparts, although the extent of the improvement clearly depends on the
material and the processing method considered, and in some cases is even not
quantitatively reproduced by different research groups. For example, in the case
of UFG Cu, Vinogradov et al. [32] found that the ultrafine-grained surface aris-
ing from ECAP rather contributes to the homogeneity of corrosion than to the
corrosion resistance, while Hadzima et al. [33] found an improved corrosion re-
sistance, too. The same beneficial effect has been observed by Hadzima et al. in
UFG IF steel [34], and by Schneider et al. in nanocrystalline FeCr [35]. Accord-
ing to the investigations by the group of Rofagha [36, 37], nanocrystalline Ni
from electrodeposition does not exhibit any increase in corrosion resistance but
electrodeposited nano-Ni-P does. Consolidated ball-milled Ni, however, shows a
marked increase of corrosion resistance [38]. As concerns hexagonal metals pro-
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Fig. 28.12 The effect of the processing history on biodegradation
rate of AZ31 in Hank’s solution (after [31]). The acronyms SC, HR
and ECAP stand for the squeeze cast, squeezed cast + hot rolled,
and squeeze cast + hot rolled + ECAP-processed conditions.



cessed by SPD, Balyanov et al. [39] found that UFG Ti shows a much better cor-
rosion resistance than coarse-grained (CG) Ti in both HCl and H2SO4 solutions
as long as the concentration of the solutions were not too high. The improved
corrosion resistance seems to arise from rapid formation of passive films due to
an increase in the surface crystalline defects in the UFG material such as grain
boundaries and dislocations, but not impurities segregated to grain boundaries.
Also in Mg alloys grain refinement by hot rolling (HR) was shown to have a fa-
vorable effect, reducing the rate of biocorrosion. This is clearly seen from Fig.
28.12 [31] where specimens were immersed in Hank’s solution, which simulates
bodily fluids. However, as with the fatigue properties, ECAP did not give rise to
a further biocorrosion retardation effect. While it is surprising that ECAP pro-
cessing did not lead to the desired outcomes, there are further indications that
grain refinement leads to enhanced corrosion resistance in Mg and Mg alloys
[40, 41]. In their recent paper, Ben Hamu et al. [41] argue that deformation by
ECAP not only reduces the grain size but also leaves a high dislocation density
in the grain interior and in the wake of grain boundaries, whereas in hot-rolled
Mg and Mg alloys no such dislocations have been observed. These defects are
thus believed to be responsible for a marked enhancement of the corrosion
and/or biodegradation rate, which suggests some thermal treatment of the as-
deformed ECAP material should be carried out. It appears that more systematic
studies are needed to tailor the ECAP-processing conditions for obtaining mi-
crostructures favorably affecting fatigue and biocorrosion resistance, and we de-
finitely see some scope for SPD processing in producing novel biodegradable
implants.

28.6
Summary

By several examples, it was shown that niche applications for alloys with
extremely fine grain structure produced by severe plastic deformation exist in
such high-tech areas as MEMS and force filling in electronics, hydrogen-storage
systems, medical implants and prostheses, and corrosion-resistant tools. While
the enhancement of mechanical properties by SPD is an important aspect of
such technologies, it is often other improved properties achieved by SPD, such
as hydrogen-storage kinetics or the rate of biodegradation, that make the materi-
als attractive candidates for novel, marketable applications.
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Ke Lu and Leon Shaw

29.1
Introduction

Refining grains of polycrystalline materials into the nanometer regime provides
a unique approach to significantly enhance mechanical properties of conven-
tional materials without changing their chemical compositions. Previous studies
indicated that bulk nanostructured materials (with grain sizes below 100 nm)
possess some novel properties and performances that differ fundamentally from
those of their coarse-grained counterparts, such as high hardness and strength
[1–3], enhanced chemical reactivity [4], improved tribological properties [5], and
superplasticity at low temperatures [6, 7]. Nevertheless, technological applica-
tions of bulk nanostructured materials are restricted by the serious technical dif-
ficulties in their synthesis processes.

As most material failures occur on surfaces such as fatigue fracture, fretting
fatigue, wear, corrosion, etc., a gradient structure of a nanostructured surface
layer with a bulk coarse-grained interior is expected to be effective in improving
the global properties and performance of the materials. Conventionally, a nanos-
tructured surface layer can be made on a bulk material by means of various
coating and deposition technologies such as PVD, CVD, sputtering, electrodepo-
sition, etc. The predominant factors in this process are bonding of the coated
layer with the matrix and bonding between particles inside the surface layer
while maintaining nanostructures.

An alternative approach is to transform coarse grains in the surface layer of a
conventional bulk material into nanosized grains while keeping the overall com-
position and/or phases unchanged [8]. Such an approach (referred to as surface
self-nanocrystallization of bulk materials) can be realized by means of substan-
tial grain refinement induced by plastic deformation in the surface layer. Its
principle is similar to that in severe plastic deformation of bulk metals and al-
loys in which submicro-sized or nanosized grains are obtained [9]. Recently, pio-
neered by Lu and Lu [8, 10], a number of surface plastic-deformation processes
have been developed aiming to create bulk materials with a nanostructured sur-
face layer and a coarse-grained interior. These processes, which are generally re-
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ferred to as surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT), rely on surface plastic
deformation induced by impacts of high-velocity balls, hammer peening, surface
rolling, laser shock treatment, or machining. The techniques have been success-
fully applied in various kinds of materials including pure metals, steels, and
alloys [10–21], on which nanostructured surface layers up to about 50 �m thick
have been obtained.

A common feature of these SMAT processes is surface severe plastic deforma-
tion (S2PD). High-velocity ball-impact processes have received most of the atten-
tion because of their versatility in processing complex-shaped parts [10–25]. The
high velocity of balls is generated through collision between balls and a vibrat-
ing chamber driven by an ultrasonic generator (previously termed ultrasonic
shot peening (USSP) [10, 13, 15]) or by an electric motor (previously termed
high-energy shot peening (HESP) [22] or SMAT [14, 15] or surface nanocrystalli-
zation and hardening (SNH) [17, 25]). The high velocity of balls can also be gen-
erated through a high-pressure light-gas gun that accelerates particles to a de-
sired impact speed, named as the particle impact processing (PIP) [20, 21]. For
these processes, different devices invented for generating high-speed balls offer
a wide range of kinetic energies to produce various degrees of surface plastic
deformation.

Table 29.1 lists typical values for the sizes and speeds of balls and their corre-
sponding kinetic energies reported in the literature. For comparison, conven-
tional shot peening (SP) is also included. It can be seen that PIP has the high-
est kinetic energy, followed by SNH and SMAT, and then HESP. SP has the
lowest kinetic energy, which may overlap with the kinetic energy of USSP, de-
pending on the diameter and velocity of balls and shots used. The kinetic ener-
gies of balls and shots are an important parameter in determining the degree of
surface severe plastic deformation. As described in the following sections, many
studies, both experiments and modeling, show unambiguously that the depth of
plastic deformation zone is directly proportional to the kinetic energy of impact-
ing balls and shots [26–29].
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Table 29.1 Typical parameters of balls and shots used in SP and various SMAT processes.

Process Diameter of balls
or shots (mm)

Impact velocity
(m/s)

Kinetic energy of balls
or shots a) (J)

SP [26] 0.25–1.0 20–150 9.2�10–6–0.01
USSP [10, 13] 0.4–3.0 < 20 0.0001–0.02
SMAT [14, 15] 2.0–10.0 2–5 < 0.2
HESP [22] 4.0–8.0 2–3 < 0.018
SNH [17, 25] 4.0–8.0 5–15 0.0063–0.43
PIP [20, 21] 4 120 1.88

a) Kinetic energy is also dependent of the density of the ball
and shot used, which is not listed here.



29.2
Processing and Structure Characterization

29.2.1
Deformation Field

Quantification of the deformation field within the workpiece upon impact of
high-energy balls is essential for understanding the structural evolution, residu-
al stresses, and property improvements induced by S2PD. The deformation field
can be estimated using the analytical approach based on the Hertz theory of
elastic contact [30]. The analysis of the elastic contact can be extended to de-
scribe the plastic deformation zone for an elastic, perfectly plastic solid [26, 31].
One of the most important parameters of the deformation zone in the work-
piece is the depth of plastic zone, h, which determines the thickness of the
work-hardened layer as well as the thickness of the surface layer within which
residual compressive stresses are present. For an elastic, perfectly plastic solid
the depth of plastic zone can be related to the processing parameters of S2PD
through the following equation [26]

h
R
� 3

�
2
3

�1�4�
��b

�P

�1�4

�29�1�

where R, � and �b are the radius, density and velocity of the impacting ball, re-
spectively, and �P is the mean normal pressure in the circle of contact between
the impacting ball and the workpiece. The depth of plastic zone estimated from
Eq. (29.1) does not include work hardening, strain-rate sensitivity, and thermal
effects. Nevertheless, Eq. (29.1) has provided the correct trend for the relation-
ship between the depth of plastic zone and the parameters of shot peening [26,
31]. Since the mean normal pressure is proportional to the hardness of the
workpiece, Eq. (29.1) reveals that the depth of plastic zone increases with the
ball size, density and velocity, and decreases with an increase in the hardness of
the workpiece. Based on these relationships, it can be concluded that the depth
of the plastic zone increases with the kinetic energy of balls.

Numerical approaches such as finite-element analysis provide better evalua-
tion of the deformation zone than the approximation of elastic contact or elas-
tic-and-perfectly plastic contact. Based on a three-dimensional (3D) dynamic fi-
nite-element model (FEM) established in a recent study [32], the depth and the
evolution of the plastic zone under a single and multiple impact conditions
have been evaluated. Shown in Fig. 29.1 is the FEM that contains a high-velo-
city, rigid ball impacting the center of a plate made of an elastoplastic material
with piecewise linear isotropic hardening behavior. By varying the input data
the differences between shot-peening (SP) and S2PD processes can be evaluated.
Table 29.2 lists the depth of plastic zone and the maximum effective plastic
strain within a nickel-based alloy induced by dynamic impact of a WC ball or
shot with different processing parameters. SNH is assumed to have a WC ball
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7.86 mm in diameter and traveling at a speed of 5 m/s, whereas SP is assumed
to have a WC shot 0.3 mm in diameter with an impact velocity of 50 m/s. These
assumptions are consistent with the typical processing parameters of SP, SMAT,
HESP, and SNH [17, 22, 25, 26]. A hypothetic case, which has a shot size equal
to that in SP but with a very large impact velocity so that the shot has the same
kinetic energy as the ball in S2PD, has also been included in Table 29.2 to eval-
uate the effect of S2PD processing parameters.

Table 29.2 clearly reveals that the depth of the plastic zone increases with the
kinetic energy of balls or shots. Furthermore, the depth of the plastic zone in-
creases with shot size for a given kinetic energy. Since the kinetic energy of
S2PD is typically 50 to 500 times greater than that in SP, S2PD processes pro-
duce a thicker plastically deformed layer than conventional shot peening. For
the particular cases considered in Table 29.2, the kinetic energy of SNH is 180
times that of SP, which results in a plastic zone about 10 times deeper than
that achieved from SP. Therefore, the SNH-processed workpiece will have a
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Fig. 29.1 Finite-element model describing single and multiple
impacts at the same location on an elastoplastic plate by a
high-velocity ball.

Table 29.2 Results of finite-element simulation of SNH and SP processes.

Process Input data Output data

Ball
diameter
(mm)

Ball
density
(g/cm3)

Impact
velocity
(m/s)

Kinetic
energy (J)

Depth of
plastic zone
(mm)

Maximum
effective
plastic strain

SNH 7.86 15 5 0.0476 1.6 0.18
SP 0.3 15 50 0.000265 0.15 0.0017
Hypo a) 0.3 15 670 0.0476 1.2 0.315

a) A hypothetical case that has the same kinetic energy as
SNH, but with an extremely high impact velocity and a shot
size equal to that in SP.



thicker work-hardened layer than the shot-peened ones. Furthermore, since the
thickness of the surface layer with residual compressive stresses coincides with
the depth of the plastic zone [27], the SNH-processed workpiece also has a
thicker surface layer with residual compressive stresses than the shot-peened
workpiece. An additional important message from Table 29.2 is that each im-
pact in SNH generates a larger maximum effective plastic strain than each im-
pact in SP. As such, SNH is much more efficient in inducing the surface nano-
crystallization than SP because a certain amount of plastic deformation is re-
quired for the formation of nanograins [23]. Finally, it is interesting to note that
when the kinetic energy is kept constant, a larger ball produces a deeper plastic
zone, whereas a smaller ball is more efficient in inducing the surface nanocrys-
tallization.

These theoretical analyses explain why S2PD processes induce the surface
nanocrystallization, whereas SP usually does not. These analyses also predict
better performance of the S2PD-processed workpiece than the shot-peened
workpiece because of the presence of a nanocrystalline surface layer, a thicker
work-hardened layer, and a thicker surface region with residual compressive
stresses in the S2PD-processed workpiece.

29.2.2
Residual Stresses

Plastic deformation on the impacted surface not only causes the local property
and microstructural changes, but also results in the formation of residual com-
pressive stresses. Plastic deformation causes stretching of the top layer of the
workpiece. Upon unloading, the elastically stressed subsurface layers tend to re-
cover their original dimensions, but the continuity of the material in both
zones, the elastic and the plastic, does not allow this to occur. As a result, a re-
sidual compressive stress field followed by a tensile field is formed in the im-
pacted workpiece. Figure 29.2 shows the typical residual stress profile generated
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Fig. 29.2 The typical inplane residual stress profile produced by shot peening.



via shot peening. The inplane residual compressive stress normally increases as
the position moves away from the shot-peened surface, reaches a maximum,
then decreases continuously, and finally becomes tensile. Such a profile has
been widely confirmed by both experiments and finite-element modeling [27,
28, 33]. However, when the workpiece to be processed is very soft, the maxi-
mum compressive stress can appear at the impacted surface rather than be-
neath it [33]. Thus, the details of the value and profile of the residual compres-
sive stress depend on the mechanical properties of the workpiece and proces-
sing conditions (e.g., the shot size and velocity) of the shot-peening process [27,
28, 33, 34].

Figure 29.3 shows the residual stress profile just beneath the impact center
within a nickel-based alloy after a single impact by a WC ball 7.86 mm in diam-
eter and a speed of 5 m/s (i.e. a typical SNH condition as shown in Table 29.2),
calculated using the FEM shown in Fig. 29.1. It is noted that the profile of the
inplane residual compressive stresses (i.e. X-stress) is slightly more complicated
than what is shown in Fig. 29.2. However, the overall conclusion remains the
same; that is, there is a surface region that contains inplane residual compres-
sive stresses for the S2PD-processed workpiece. Thus, both shot-peening and
S2PD processes generate a surface region with residual compressive stresses,
but the thickness of this compressive region is much thicker for the S2PD-pro-
cessed workpiece than for the SP workpiece.
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Fig. 29.3 The inplane residual X-stress profile beneath the im-
pact center within a nickel-based alloy after a single impact by
a WC ball, calculated from the FEM shown in Fig. 29.1.



29.2.3
Surface Roughness

Surface roughness typically increases after S2PD [17, 35, 36]. Detailed studies
[17, 35] indicated that surface roughening in S2PD processes can be explained
by the indentation process of impacting balls, and the surface-roughness evolu-
tion can be divided into three stages: the roughness-increase stage, the rough-
ness-decrease stage, and finally the steady-state stage. These three stages are re-
lated to different stages of the surface coverage by indents generated by impact-
ing balls. The steady-state stage corresponds to the impact coverage of the entire
surface multiple times, and the surface roughness at the steady state increases
with the ball size [35].

The dependence of the surface roughness on the S2PD processing parameters
has been investigated through experiments and numerical simulation [35, 36].
Analytical models have also been proposed and confirmed by experiments and
numerical simulation [17]. The following equation shows how the peak-to-valley
(PV) value of the workpiece surface, Zpv, varies with the S2PD processing pa-
rameters [17].

Zpv � R� Zpv � �
4

n�4

b � Zpv � �
2

n�4� Zpv � k�
2

n�4 �29�2�

where n and k are the strain-hardening exponent and the strength coefficient of
the workpiece, respectively. R, vb and � have been defined previously. Eq. (29.2)
shows that the surface roughness increases linearly with the radius of the ball,
whereas the effects of the ball velocity and density on surface roughness are de-
scribed by power laws. Furthermore, the surface roughness is inversely propor-
tional to the strength coefficient of the workpiece, i.e. increasing the strength
coefficient of the workpiece reduces the surface roughness. The effect of the
strain-hardening exponent cannot be expressed explicitly, but can be evaluated
through curves with n as a variable. The analysis indicates that the surface
roughness decreases as the resistance of the workpiece to plastic deformation
increases [17]. Such a result is consistent with intuition.

It should be noted that in many cases the surface roughness is preferably
characterized using the root-mean-square average (RMS) or arithmetic-mean
value (AMV) rather than the PV value. In spite of this general practice, Eq.
(29.2) still offers the guideline on how to minimize the surface roughness be-
cause a previous study [35] has established that RMS and AMV exhibit the same
dependence on processing conditions as the PV value.

29.2.4
Grain Size and Grain-refinement Mechanism

As discussed in the previous sections, grain sizes and thickness of the nanos-
tructured layer in the SMAT samples are strongly dependent upon the proces-
sing conditions (such as ball size, velocity of balls, etc.), and on the materials
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processed as well. Table 29.3 lists the minimum grain size in the top surface
layer and thickness of nanostructured layer for some typical materials pro-
cessed. Differences in the grain size and the thickness originate mainly from
the different grain-refinement mechanisms involved, as will be discussed later
in this section.

Figure 29.4 shows a measurement result of the variation of grain/cell size
with the depth from the treated top surface in pure Fe processed by means of
SMAT for 60 min [10]. From Fig. 29.4, one may see the surface layer after
SMAT processing can be subdivided into four sections along the depth in terms
of grain size: (i) nanostructured regime (0–15 �m), (ii) submicro-sized regime
(15–40 �m), (iii) micro-sized regime (40–60 �m), and (iv) plastically deformed
matrix (60–110 �m). Such a gradient variation of grain size along the depth re-
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Table 29.3 A list of minimum grain sizes (Dmin) in the top surface
layer and thickness of nanostructured layer (grain size D< 100 nm)
for some typical materials processed by means of SMAT.

Material Process Dmin (nm) Thickness (�m) Reference

Fe SMA T (60 min) 7 nm 15 [10]
Cu SMAT (30 min) 10 nm 25 [37]
7075 Al alloy USSP (15 min) 20 nm 22 [13]
AISI 304 stainless steel SMAT (15 min) 8 nm 30 [38]

Fig. 29.4 Variations of the grain/cell size and
the mean microstrain with the depth from the
treated surface of a SMAT Fe sample deter-
mined by using XRD analysis, TEM and SEM

observations. In TEM observations, the sizes
of the equiaxed cells and the lamellar cells
(along the short axis and long axis) are mea-
sured.



sults from the gradient variation of strain and strain rate from the treated top
surface (both are very large) to the deep matrix (essentially zero) during SMAT.
The underlying mechanism for deformation-induced grain refinement in the
micrometer and nanometer regimes can be identified by examining the micro-
structure characteristics at different levels of strain and strain rate (at different
depths from the top surface), which is crucial for development of the SMAT
techniques [39].

Analogous to the grain-refinement mechanism during plastic deformation of
bulk metals, formation of nanostructures from the coarse-grained polycrystals
in the surface layer upon SMAT involves various dislocation activities and devel-
opment of grain boundaries. Plastic deformation behaviors and dislocation activ-
ities in metals depend strongly on the lattice structure and the stacking-fault en-
ergy (SFE) of the materials treated, and the processing conditions (such as tem-
perature, strain rate, and the kinetic energy of balls) as well. For example, in
those materials with high SFEs, dislocation walls and cells will be formed to
accumulate strains and subboundaries are developed to subdivide coarse grains.
While for those with low SFEs, the plastic-deformation mode may change from
dislocation slip to mechanical twinning (especially under a high strain rate and/
or low temperatures). Here, three typical examples with different lattice struc-
tures and SFEs are taken to demonstrate the SMAT-induced grain-refinement
processes.

Pure Fe: Fe is a typical bcc metal with a high SFE of about 200 mJ/m2. Grain
refinement was observed in the surface layer of a bulk Fe sample after SMAT
and the top layer consists of crystallites of as small as about 10 nm in size, as
indicated in Fig. 29.4. The grain/cell size increases gradually from 10 nm to sev-
eral micrometers at about 60 �m deep. Detailed cross-sectional TEM observa-
tions of the as-treated Fe sample revealed the grain-refinement process, which
involves the following elemental processes [10]:

(1) Development of dense dislocation walls (DDWs) and dislocation tangles (DTs).
In order to accommodate plastic strains, dislocation activities are motivated
in the original coarse grains, forming DDWs along (110) slip planes and
random DTs in some grains (depending on the grain orientations). Devel-
opment of these dislocation configurations results in subdivision of original
grains by forming individual dislocation cells primarily separated by DDWs
and DTs. The repeated multidirectional impacts on the sample surface may
lead to a change of slip systems with the strain path even inside the same
grain. The dislocations not only interact with other dislocations in the cur-
rent active slip systems, but also interact with inactive dislocations gener-
ated in previous deformation. Therefore, the grains can be subdivided effi-
ciently by the DDWs and DTs in the treatment.

(2) Transformation of DDWs and DTs into subboundaries with small misorienta-
tions. Formation of subgrain boundaries subdividing the original grains re-
sults from development of DDWs and DTs by accumulation of more and
more dislocations with increasing strains. At a certain strain level, for mini-
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mizing the total system energy, dislocation annihilation and rearrangement
occur in DDWs and DTs, which will transform into subboundaries (with larg-
er misorientations across relative to the DDWs) separating individual cells.
The subgrain boundaries are actually formed by recombination of a high den-
sity of dislocations and usually have small misorientations of a few degrees,
i.e. small-angle grain boundaries, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 29.5.

(3) Evolution of subboundaries to highly misoriented grain boundaries. With further
increasing strains, more dislocations are generated and annihilated at sub-
boundaries, raising the energy of the subboundary and progressively in-
creasing its misorientations. The orientations of grains with respect to their
neighboring grains become completely random, forming highly misor-
iented grain boundaries. The increment of misorientations between neigh-
boring grains can be realized by accumulating more dislocations with dif-
ferent Burgers vectors in grain boundaries, or alternatively, by rotation of
grains (or grain-boundary sliding) with respect to each other when strains
are large enough. The grain rotation process would be facilitated when the
size of grains is reduced due to the obvious size dependence [18].
With further straining, DDWs and DTs could form inside the inner of the
refined subgrains or grains, and these refined grains could be further sub-
divided following the similar mechanism. With increasing strain in the top
surface layer, the subdivision takes place on a finer and finer scale. When
dislocation multiplication rate is balanced by the annihilation rate, the in-
crease of strains could not reduce the subgrain size any longer, and a stabi-
lized grain size results.
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Fig. 29.5 Cross-sectional TEM images at 37 �m deep from the top
surface of the SMAT Fe sample. Submicro-sized lamellar cells sepa-
rated by DDWs (dotted lines) and subboundaries (solid lines) are
seen. Numbers in (b) indicate misorientations across adjacent cells.



In an Al alloy with a high SFE subjected to the SMAT, a similar grain-refine-
ment mechanism was observed [13].

Pure Cu: Cu is an fcc metal with a medium SFE (about 78 mJ/m2). After
SMAT to a bulk Cu specimen, a nanostructured surface layer of about 25 �m
thick was formed. Microstructure examination by means of cross-sectional TEM
observations revealed a different grain-refinement mechanism [37]:

(1) Development of equiaxed dislocation cells (DCs). For the fcc structure, more
dislocation slip planes exist compared with that in bcc Fe. The strain-in-
duced dislocation activities lead to formation of equiaxed DCs (instead of
DDWs or DTs as in Fe) where a high density of dislocations locate at the
cell boundary with few dislocations inside the cell. The cell size observed
ranges from a few micrometers to several tens of nanometer, depending
upon the strain and strain rate. With increasing strains, the DC size de-
creases and forming a DC network that subdivides the original coarse
grains.

(2) Formation of twins and subboundaries with small misorientations. At a certain
strain and strain-rate level, mechanical twinning is activated in some grains
with favorable orientations. Twins appear at depth from 10 to 100 �m from
the top surface, implying the strains and strain rate within this depth re-
gime is appropriate for formation of twins in Cu with the medium SFE. At
the same time, in other grains, DCs transform into subboundaries with
small misorientations with further straining, which is analogous to the
transformation from DDWs as in Fe. These twin boundaries and subbound-
aries divide the original coarse grains into ultrafine (sub)grains.

(3) Evolution of subboundaries to highly misoriented grain boundaries. Increasing
strains will drive the transformation from subgrain boundaries into conven-
tional grain boundaries with large misorientations, similar to the process as
in Fe.

AISI 304 stainless steel: AISI 304 stainless steel is a widely used engineering ma-
terial with an fcc austenite structure and a very low SFE (about 17 mJ/m2). Due
to the low SFE, dislocation activities in plastic deformation are very different
from the above two cases. The grain-refinement mechanism was found as fol-
lows [38]:

(1) Formation of planar dislocation arrays and twins. The strain-induced disloca-
tions in the austenite phase slip mainly on their respective {111} planes,
forming regular dislocation grids, instead of irregular DCs (as in fcc Al-al-
loy, Cu) or DDWs (as in bcc Fe). Such a difference originates from the low
SFE that makes it difficult for partial dislocations to cross-slip for forming
DCs, rather it favors formation of dislocation arrays and twins in {111}
planes.

(2) Grain subdivision by twins and martensite transformation. With increasing
strains, twins in different {111} planes intersect with each other and subdi-
vide the original austenite grains into refined blocks. A strain-induced mar-
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tensite transformation is the prevailing phenomenon in the plastic-de-
formed AISI 304 stainless steel. In the SMA-treated sample, we observed
formation of martensite phase at intersections of the twins, of which the
size ranges from several nm to submicrometers. Such a phase transforma-
tion is a unique process that facilitates grain-refinement procedures.

(3) Formation of nanocrystallites. In the top surface layer, nm-sized martensite
crystallites are formed by means of further twin–twin intersection and mar-
tensite phase transformation under high strains and strain rates. Analogous
to other systems, randomly oriented nanocrystallites are formed via grain
rotation or other grain-boundary activities (motion or sliding) to accommo-
date the high strains.

29.3 Properties and Performance

29.3.1
Hardness and Strength

Plastic deformation during SMAT processes will alter the surface property of
the workpiece dramatically. Shown in Fig. 29.6 are Vickers microhardness pro-
files of a nickel-based C-2000® Hastelloy plate (a single-phase, face-centered-
cubic alloy with a nominal chemical composition of 23Cr, 16Mo, 1.6Cu, 0.01C,
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Fig. 29.6 Vickers hardness profiles of nickel C-2000® specimens
treated with the SNH process for various periods of time.



0.08Si, and the balance Ni in weight per cent) treated with the SNH process.
Corresponding to the largest plastic deformation and thus the highest work
hardening, the region near the impacted surface exhibits the highest hardness.
This high hardness (�150% increase over the interior of the plate) derives
mainly from work hardening because the nc surface layer is too thin (�50 �m
for the sample processed for 180 min) to be measured with a Vickers indenter
[40]. The hardness decreases gradually as the location moves away from the im-
pacted surface due to the reduced plastic deformation. Commercially pure Ti
produced using SP and HESP also exhibits similar phenomena [22, 24]. An in-
teresting phenomenon to be noted in Fig. 29.6 is the surface-hardening satura-
tion, i.e. no additional hardening is obtained beyond 30 min of processing. Such
a phenomenon has also been observed with an Al-5052 alloy (not shown here).
The surface-hardening saturation has important implications in process optimi-
zation because prolonged processing could result in surface contamination of
the workpiece by impacting balls [36].

The surface hardening and the surface-hardening saturation have been pre-
dicted by finite-element modeling based on work hardening alone [32]. Shown
in Fig. 29.7 are effective plastic-strain profiles directly beneath the center of im-
pact as a function of the number of impacts, obtained through numerical simu-
lation using the FEM shown in Fig. 29.1. It is noted that the curves of the effec-
tive plastic strain are very similar to the hardness profile observed in Fig. 29.6.
Since work hardening is proportional to the effective plastic strain, Fig. 29.7 in-
dicates that the surface hardening observed in Fig. 29.6 is mainly due to work
hardening. Furthermore, the simulation reveals that a substantial amount of
hardening is achieved in the early stage of impacting, whereas prolonged im-
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Fig. 29.7 Evolution of the effective plastic strain profile mea-
sured from the impacted surface as a function of the number
of impacts. The data are generated via numerical simulation
using the FEM shown in Fig. 29.1.



pacting provides little strengthening. Thus, the strengthening saturation pre-
dicted from the numerical simulation is consistent with the experimental obser-
vation.

In order to find out the hardness of the nc surface layer formed from SMAT
processes, nanoindentation has been utilized by several groups [20, 25, 41].
Shown in Fig. 29.8 are hardness values of the nickel-based C-2000® Hastelloy
after the SNH process, measured using a Berkovich indenter conducted in a
displacement-controlled mode employing a computer-controlled Nano Inden-
ter® XP system. Two displacement-controlled conditions have been used in na-
noindentation measurements; one gives the indent size of 13 �m along one of
the Berkovich triangle edge and 2 �m depth, whereas the corresponding values
for the second loading condition are 2.0 and 0.26 �m, respectively. Note that the
nanoindentation with smaller indent sizes gives higher hardness values than
that with larger indent sizes. This phenomenon is consistent with the size effect
established by many investigators [42, 43]. It is also noted that the hardness
curve moves up and down more or less parallel regardless of the hardness val-
ue. Thus, both the Vickers indentation and nanoindentation reveal the same
trend of increasing hardness as the location moves closer to the impacted sur-
face. However, the advantage of nanoindentation is that the nanoindentation
with the indent size of 2.0�0.26 �m has provided the valid hardness for loca-
tions that are only 10 �m away from the impacted surface.
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Fig. 29.8 Nanoindentation hardness profiles of nickel
C-2000® specimens as a function of the distance from the
impacted surface. The specimen has been processed with
SNH for 180 min. The microhardness measured using a
Vickers indenter is also included for comparison.



One most interesting phenomenon revealed in Fig. 29.8 is the gradual in-
crease in hardness from the work-hardened layer to the nc surface layer.
Through detailed microstructural analysis using TEM, it has been established
that the nickel-based alloy sample shown in Fig. 29.8 has a nc surface layer with
grain sizes ranging from 10 to 50 nm and a thickness of 50 �m [40]. Thus, the
nanoindentation measurement indicates that there is no sudden jump in the
hardness value from the work-hardened layer to the nc surface layer for the
nickel-based C-2000® Hastelloy. This is different from that in steels treated by
means of a ball-drop technique in which a sudden jump in the hardness value
was noticed [41].

The SMAT processes not only alter surface properties, but also change the
tensile strength of bulk materials significantly. For a plate sample (or a rod
geometry), a 35% improvement in the tensile yield strength of mild steels with
minimum degradation in ductility and toughness has been demonstrated [12].
A recent study [44] indicates that about 100% improvements in the tensile yield
strength of the nickel C-2000® Hastelloy can be achieved by SNH. Furthermore,
it is noted that the ultimate tensile strength of the nickel C-2000® Hastelloy is
also increased by SNH, suggesting that the improvement in tensile strength is
not due to work hardening alone, but also due to the contribution from the nc
surface layer.

To identify the effect of the nc layer on the tensile properties of SMAT sam-
ples, uniaxial tensile tests were performed on a thin-film specimen removed
from the surface of a 316L austenitic stainless steel sheet processed by means
of SMAT [45]. The nc 316L film sample (with a thickness of 15 �m and an aver-
age grain size of about 40 nm) exhibits a yield strength as high as 1450 MPa,
which is about 6 times higher than that of the coarse-grained (CG) sample. This
ultrahigh strength of the nc sample still follows the Hall–Petch relation extrapo-
lated from CG structures. The result clearly indicated that formation of nanos-
tructures in the top surface layer contributes significantly to the enhancement
in surface hardness and strength.

29.3.2
Fatigue Resistance

Shot peening improves fatigue resistance [46–50], so do SMAT processes [25].
Figure 29.9 shows the applied stress versus fatigue-cycle–life (S–N) curves for
the nickel C-2000® Hastelloy with and without 30 min of SNH processing. The
SNH process has improved the fatigue endurance limit by as much as 50%.
The improvement in the case of shot peening is generally attributed to the pres-
ence of residual compressive stresses at the surface region. Furthermore, many
studies [46, 48, 50] seem to support the notion that improvements in fatigue
resistance are mainly due to the ability of residual compressive stresses in
stopping the microcrack propagation and not in preventing fatigue crack initia-
tion. This notion is consistent with the fact that a thicker surface layer with
residual compressive stresses is more effective in improving the fatigue strength
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[49], and larger shots, keeping other parameters constant, leads to better fatigue
life [51]. Based on these results, it can be predicted that SMAT processes are
likely to improve fatigue resistance more than shot peening because larger balls
are used and a thicker surface layer with residual compressive stresses is cre-
ated (Table 29.2).

The roles of the nc surface layer and work-hardened region in improving fa-
tigue resistance have not been well quantified yet. Nevertheless, a recent study
[25] using finite-element modeling to analyze the fatigue-resistance improve-
ment via the SNH process has shown that the work-hardened layer makes more
contribution to the fatigue-resistance improvement than residual compressive
stresses. However, this may not be the case for shot peeing because SMAT pro-
cesses create a thicker work-hardened layer than shot peening. Clearly, more de-
tailed studies are needed to define the individual contributions of residual com-
pressive stresses, work-hardened layer, and nanograins at the surface.

An additional factor to consider for the fatigue resistance of the SMAT-pro-
cessed workpiece is the increased surface roughness and the possible surface
contamination due to the material transfer between the workpiece and balls.
The latter has been found when balls and the workpiece are not chemically in-
ert and prolonged processing time has been employed [36]. Both increased sur-
face roughness and surface contamination could be harmful to fatigue resis-
tance. As such, fatigue-resistance improvements may not be observed if SMAT
processes are not performed properly. “Overprocessing” has been observed on
the nickel C-2000® Hastelloy treated with the SNH process [44].

In short, SMAT processes induce many changes to the workpiece. Many of
these changes are expected to alter the fatigue properties of the workpiece. Such
changes include (a) the formation of a nanocrystalline surface layer, (b) surface
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Fig. 29.9 Four-point-bend fatigue tests of the C-2000® alloy,
showing improvements in the fatigue endurance limit by 50%
after the SNH process.



work hardening, (c) the presence of residual inplane compressive stresses at the
surface layer, (d) the increased surface roughness, and (e) the material transfer
between balls and the workpiece if the balls and the workpiece are not chemi-
cally inert. Changes (a) to (c) are beneficial for fatigue properties, whereas
changes (d) and (e) are detrimental. Process optimization is needed to enhance
changes (a) to (c) and minimize (d) and (e).

29.3.3
Wear and Friction

Wear and friction properties of metallic materials with a nanostructured surface
layer are obviously improved compared with their coarse-grained bulk counter-
parts [52–54]. The tribological behaviors of a SMAT pure Cu sample, in which
the top layer of about 15 �m thick is nanostructured, were investigated under
dry conditions. Experimental results showed that the load-bearing ability is
markedly enhanced relative to the coarse-grained form. The friction coefficient
and the wear-volume loss of the nanocrystalline layer are much smaller than
those of the coarse-grained copper with a low applied load, as shown in Fig.
29.10. The wear-volume loss of SMAT Cu is less than half of that for the un-
treated sample for an applied load below 40 N. When the applied load exceeds a
critical value, there occurs a transition of the wear regime from abrasion wear
to adhesion wear, leading to an abrupt increase of the wear volume, which cor-
responds to the wear of the nanocrystalline layer in the SMAT Cu sample [54].

A similar observation was reported for a SMAT-processed low-carbon steel
sheet of which the friction coefficient and the wear-volume loss are evidently
smaller than those for the coarse-grained steel sheet [53]. The improved wear
and friction properties can be attributed to the hard surface layer with nano-
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Fig. 29.10 Variation of wear volume with the applied load for
the SMAT Cu and the annealed Cu samples.



grains and a gradient variation in the microstructure and properties along the
depth from the top surface.

29.3.4
Diffusion and Surface Chemical Reaction

Atomic diffusivity in the nanocrystalline surface layer is expected to be consider-
ably enhanced relative to the conventional coarse-grained polycrystals, as grain
boundaries may act as fast-diffusion channels. Wang et al. [55] measured Cr dif-
fusion kinetics in a nanocrystalline layer on a SMAT Fe sample within a tem-
perature range of 573–653 K. They found that diffusivity of Cr in the nanocrys-
talline Fe is 7–9 orders of magnitude higher than that in Fe lattice and 4–5 or-
ders of magnitude higher than that in the conventional grain boundaries (GBs)
of �-Fe. The activation energy for Cr diffusion in the Fe nanophase is compar-
able to that of the GB diffusion, but the pre-exponential factor is much higher.
The enhanced diffusivity of Cr may originate from a large volume fraction of
nonequilibrium GBs and a considerable amount of triple junctions in the nano-
crystalline Fe sample induced by plastic deformation.

The enhanced diffusivity in the nanostructures is very useful for advancing
the traditional surface-modification techniques that are based on various chemi-
cal reactions, such as surface nitriding of steel. Surface nitriding of steels is ex-
tensively applied in industry to elevate the global performance of the materials
especially the wear and/or corrosion resistance, owing to formation of a unique
composite structure with a hard surface (a layer of Fe-nitride compounds) and a
tough interior. However, widespread uses of the technique are frequently hin-
dered by the reaction kinetics involved. Nitriding processes are performed at
high temperatures (> 500 �C) for a long duration (�20 to 80 h) [56] and may in-
duce serious deterioration of the substrate in many families of materials.

With the nanocrystalline surface layer induced by SMAT, the nitriding ki-
netics can be significantly enhanced. Tong et al. [4] reported an investigation on
nitriding behaviors of a SMAT pure Fe sample in comparison with the un-
treated coarse-grained Fe. Both samples were nitrided in flowing, high-purity
ammonia gas (NH3) at 300 �C for 9 h. After nitriding, a continuous dark gray
surface layer about 10 �m thick was observed on the SMAT Fe sample (Fig.
29.11 (b)). This layer was not seen on the original (Fig. 29.11 (a)). Measurements
of nitrogen-concentration profiles (Fig. 29.11 (c)) and phase identification by
using TEM and XRD indicated that the dark gray layer consists of ultrafine
polycrystalline �-Fe2 ~ 3N and ��-Fe4N compounds, as well as a small amount of
�-Fe phase. Underneath the compound layer was a mixture of nitrides and �-Fe
solid solution. The constitution was identical to that of the compound layer
formed during the conventional nitriding of coarse-grained Fe at high tempera-
tures. The results clearly demonstrated that the surface chemical reaction oc-
curred in the SMAT Fe with a nanostructured surface layer at 300 �C, whereas
no reaction was detected in the original coarse-grained sample under the same
conditions. The obviously increased formation kinetics of nitrides in a nanocrys-
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talline �-Fe relative to that in the coarse-grained form can be attributed to the
much-enhanced heterogeneous nucleation rate at numerous grain boundaries
in the nanocrystalline �-Fe [57].

For an AISI 304 stainless steel, a nanostructured surface layer was produced
after SMAT. Low-temperature plasma nitriding of the SMAT sample at 400 �C
for 5 h resulted in formation of a much thicker nitrided layer compared to that
in the coarse-grained counterpart nitrided under the same condition. The ni-
trided layer on the SMAT sample is composed of nanostructured austenite ex-
pansion and martensite expansion, both having much higher supersaturations
of nitrogen relative to that in the nitrided coarse-grained sample [58].

The substantial reduction of the nitriding temperature by means of surface
nanocrystallization is a marked advancement for materials processing. The re-
duced nitriding temperature may allow for the nitriding of materials families
(such as alloys and steels) and workpieces that cannot be treated by conven-
tional nitriding. In addition, this provides new alternative approaches to form
functional surface structure by means of the nanostructure-selective reaction or
diffusion.

Similarly, other surface chemical treatments controlled by diffusion of foreign
atoms (such as chromium or aluminum) can be modified by means of surface
nanocrystallization induced by SMAT. Chromizing behaviors of a SMAT low-car-
bon steel plate with a 20-�m thick nanostructured surface layer were investi-
gated [59]. Experimental results showed that a much thicker Cr-diffusion layer
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Fig. 29.11 Cross-sectional observations of
the (a) original coarse-grained and the (b)
SMAT Fe samples after nitriding at 300 �C
for 9 h. (c) and (d) are measured nitrogen
concentration (by using electron probe) and

microhardness (using nanoindentation)
along the depth from the top surface layer
for the original Fe sample (dashed lines)
and the treated one (solid lines), respec-
tively.



was obtained in the SMAT sample than that in the coarse-grained one after the
same chromizing treatment, especially at low temperatures, as shown in Fig.
29.12. The Cr-diffusion depth into the SMAT sample at 400 �C is about 5 �m,
comparable to that into the coarse-grained sample at 860 �C. In the SMAT sam-
ple, the formation temperature of chromium compounds was found to be much
lower and the amount of chromium carbides was higher than those in the
coarse-grained counterpart. The enhanced chromizing kinetics originates from
numerous grain boundaries with a high excess stored energy in the nanostruc-
tured surface layer due to severe plastic deformation during the SMAT.

29.4
Perspectives

The processing of nanostructured surface layer with a coarse-grained interior by
means of SMAT techniques in metallic materials provides several unique oppor-
tunities for advancing both the basic understanding of nanostructured materials
and their technological applications. It greatly facilitates the investigations on
the strain-induced grain-refinement process in a rather wide grain-size scale
from micrometer to nanometer. The studies on the structure–property relation-
ship of solid, especially the grain-size dependence of various properties in me-
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Fig. 29.12 Measured Cr-diffusion depth in
the SMAT low-C steel sample (�) and the
coarse-grained low-C steel sample (�) after
chromizing at various temperatures, in com-
parison with the calculation results in terms

of the lattice diffusion [24], and grain-bound-
ary diffusions in the equilibrium state (GB)
[25] and in the nonequilibrium state (NE-GB)
[9], respectively.



tals and alloys in the micro-nanometer regime will be enhanced as well. By
means of the much-enhanced atomic diffusivity and chemical reactivity of the
nanostructured surface layer, several conventional surface-modification tech-
niques such as nitriding and chromizing of steels will be improved and their
applications will be expanded. In addition, novel alternative approaches to func-
tional surface structures by means of nanostructure-selective reaction will be
feasible.

Enhancements in mechanical properties such as wear resistance, tensile
strength and fatigue properties via SMAT are equally exciting, as demonstrated
in multiple metals and alloys. In the engineering applications where wear, ero-
sion and fatigue resistances are required simultaneously, SMAT is expected to
provide its best values. This is the case because many current technologies,
such as hard coatings, improve wear and erosion resistances at the expense of
the fatigue resistance. In contrast, SMAT is expected to offer a unique solution
to such problems because of the simultaneous improvement in wear, erosion
and fatigue resistances.

Flexibility and low-cost SMAT procedures will greatly facilitate the widespread
application of this technique to various industry areas. The process is also feasi-
ble to obtain a localized nanostructured surface layer in bulk materials and to
realize surface nanocrystallization of components with complex shapes.

Other advantages of this technique include the fact that many existing pro-
cesses can be used to obtain the nanostructured surface layer with a high pro-
ductivity. Surface nanocrystallization of metallic materials will certainly provide
a complementary process to the nanocrystallization process for bulk materials.
With increasing investigations on the processing and properties of the nano-
structured surface layer, industrial applications of this new technique to upgrade
the traditional engineering materials and technologies in the near future can be
anticipated.
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Terry C. Lowe

30.1
The Innovation Process

The emergence of new technologies involves the interrelated processes of tech-
nological innovation and technology commercialization. These are distinct pro-
cesses, the interleaving of which is important to the ultimate objective of intro-
ducing new products based upon new technologies. Though there is no single
path that all innovation follows or that commercialization follows, one linear
view of the innovation process and its connection to commercialization can be
seen in Fig. 30.1.

The first step of innovation is sometimes discovery of new knowledge or of
new capabilities. For the case of bulk nanostructured metals, there is not a clear
single point of discovery. The virtues of ultrafine structure and grain refinement
had been well known long before the notion of “nanostructure” developed [1–4].
Rather, the confluence of the availability of new instruments for characterizing
nanoscale structure and the parallel emergence of multiple synthesis and pro-
cessing technologies led to an awareness that ultrafine-grained materials with
distinct desirable characteristics could be obtained solely by imposing large de-
formations. In essence, the second innovation step in Fig. 30.1, scientific ex-
ploration of the synthesis techniques and the resulting material properties is
what has led to the emergence of bulk nanostructured materials as a distinct
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Fig. 30.1 Illustration of the steps in the process of innovation
that precede commercialization.



material class. Applied research on synthesis and processing methods increased
the availability of homogeneous, high-quality material for scientific investiga-
tion. With this exploration came the third and fourth innovation steps, the
awareness of special functionalities of these materials associated with their nov-
el mechanical, physical, electronic, magnetic, and other properties. For example,
the recognition that many ultrafine-grained alloys deform superplastically
spawned special emphasis on alloy development to stabilize ultrafine grains
against growth at elevated temperatures so that they retain their ability to sus-
tain extraordinarily large strains. The unfolding of these earlier stages of innova-
tion has been summarized in periodic overviews of the published body of
knowledge of severe plastic-deformation processing by Lowe [5–7].

Once a technology is developed to the point of consistently exploiting one or
more of its unique characteristics, then the prospect of creating prototype prod-
ucts emerges. This is the fifth step in Fig. 30.1. Whereas applications employing
nanostructured materials have been envisioned for over 15 years, only most re-
cently have these reached the prototype stage. Bulk nanostructured-metals pro-
totypes that exploit the high intrinsic strength have appeared most prominently
for specialty applications such as medical devices [8, 9]. Prototyping sometimes
unveils the need for additional development of the underlying technology, and
in some cases, even the need for additional scientific exploration. Successful
prototyping is the basis for the sixth innovation step, product demonstrations.
This stage is achieved only after the technological uncertainties and risks have
been understood and mitigated to an extent to justify pilot-scale or even full-
scale manufacturing evaluations. It is only at this point that the last step, com-
mercialization, begins.

The steps in Fig. 30.1 portray innovation as a linear sequential process. This
is rarely the case. Some steps may occur in parallel, in reverse order, or may be
skipped entirely. Thus, innovation can follow a chaotic or seemingly random set
of emergent pathways that defy the model portrayed in Fig. 30.1. The introduc-
tion of new materials is particularly prone to chaotic innovation, largely because
of the complexity of the materials themselves. Only in the case of the simplest
materials, such as pure metals, is the progression from scientific exploration to
product demonstration relatively linear. For more complex materials like most
bulk nanostructured materials the iterative interplay between scientific inquiry
and subsequent phases of innovation may persist for many years. For example,
in the earliest stages of investigating bulk nanostructured metals, hardness mea-
surements were commonly used to contrast the mechanical properties with
those of conventional metals. Microhardness was among the most widely mea-
sured properties, largely because the limited availability samples with sufficient
geometric volume for other mechanical tests. Working with the limited insights
into mechanical behavior provided by microhardness, researchers were able to
evolve bulk nanostructured materials synthesis techniques to be able to produce
materials with improved properties and with larger dimensions. This enabled a
wider range of mechanical testing techniques to be employed, leading to further
evolution of synthesis techniques and optimization of microstructures.
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The endpoint of the innovation process illustrated in Fig. 30.1 is the begin-
ning of true commercialization. Figure 30.2 shows schematically the significant
contrast between the level of effort involved in discovery and development of
technology as compared to commercialization. In general, the costs of moving
from discovery to commercialization increase at each stage of innovation. Figure
30.2 portrays the notion that the commercialization stage is typically an order of
magnitude more costly than the sum of efforts involved in all preceding stages.

The activities contained under the heading commercialization include the ele-
ments that are prevalent in any technological business initiative: analyzing tech-
nical feasibility and market opportunities, establishing intellectual property pro-
tection, developing differentiated products, optimizing manufacturing processes,
building distribution channels, and building an experienced sales team. One
particularly important facet of commercializing bulk nanostructured materials
is to consider where they fit in the product-value chain. Figure 30.3 illustrates
the product-value chain for nanomaterials. At the beginning of the chain are
the raw materials from which nanomaterials are made. The first addition of val-
ue in the chain is by creating particles, in particular nanoparticles. The term
particle is a generic reference to the creation of desired nanoscale characteristics
in raw materials. Thus, both nanosize powders, nanoscale films, ultrafine grains
in metals are all examples of generic particles. Composites of nanoscale entities
appear next in the value chain. Again, the use of the word composite is a refer-
ence to increasing value by combining nanoscale features into useful materials.
Nanoscale composites engage the notion of engineered materials and materials
design at the nanoscale. Next in the value chain are components. At this level
one integrates nanomaterials, composite or otherwise, into larger scale subsys-
tems that have specific functions. These subsystems then may be assembled
function within devices. Devices may in turn function within assembled sys-
tems that incorporate multiple devices.
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Fig. 30.2 Illustration of the relative magnitude of effort required
in the early stages of innovation as compared to the later stages
of commercialization.

Fig. 30.3 The nanomaterials value chain.



The multiple levels of hierarchy of systems within systems may seem exces-
sively redundant. However, the distinctions between different levels of integra-
tion of nanomaterials becomes important when one attempts to understand the
economic value and impact of bulk nanostructured metals. Consider the need
to differentiate the economic value of nanomaterial foils used in microelectro-
mechanical devices that are in turn used in electric motors. These motors may
in turn be used in a variety of applications including household appliances, in-
dustrial machinery, and motor vehicles. The motor vehicle may also incorporate
nanostructured metals separately in the suspension system and the structural
frame. Each use occurs at a different level of integration. While one might as-
sociate the benefits of bulk nanomaterials used in an automobile with the large
volume of material used in the frame, the greater value of nanomaterials may
be found in their use in critical subsystems such as motors or actuators. The
smaller the scale of integration of nanomaterials, the greater their potential to
impact a diverse number of applications and markets.

The promise of superior value of bulk nanostructured metals raises the ques-
tion about how this technology will enter the markets for metals and advanced
materials. In the remainder of this chapter we will examine the prospects for
commercializing bulk nanostructured metals technology, including some discus-
sion of the impacts it may have on metals markets.

30.2
The Technology: Nanostructured Metals

The benefits of nanostructured metals have been the subject of multiple over-
views and are illustrated throughout this book [6, 10–15]. Among the methods
for nanostructuring metals, the only focus of this chapter is on those produced
via severe plastic deformation (SPD) processing. SPD processing in particular
has been applied to many commercially available metals and alloys [7]. From
the perspective of commercialization it is most helpful to appreciate that the
properties achieved by SPD processing result largely from the refinement of
grain size during deformation. Whereas the mechanisms of grain refinement
vary for different metals, virtually all metals undergo significant grain refine-
ment and associated improvement in mechanical properties as the average
grain size is reduced [16–21]. However, the degree of enhancement of properties
varies for different metals.

It is also helpful to understand that SPD processing encompasses a family of
processing methods that can impose extraordinarily large strains (�> 4), for ex-
ample high pressure torsion (HPT) [22–24], equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) [5], twist extrusion (TE) [25], accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [26–28].
Among SPD methods, ECAP remains the most extensively studied [5]. This is
due largely to the fact that it was the earliest method to be systematically devel-
oped for the purpose of producing bulk nanostructured materials. Other meth-
ods such as HPT were derived from predecessor techniques such as diamond-
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anvil apparatus that are appropriate for research-scale materials synthesis but
not well suited for scale up to commercial production. Aluminum and its alloys
are the most extensively studied family of metals.

Among the advantages of nanostructured metals, the enhancement of me-
chanical properties is the principal driver for their commercialization. Nano-
structuring metals via SPD increases their tensile strength on the order of 25–
150% over their conventional coarse-grain equivalents. Other properties such as
hardness [29], fatigue strength [30, 31] also increase as grain size decreases. Cor-
rosion resistance [32], electrical conductivity [33], and most physical properties
are only mildly changed by nanostructuring. Overall, the suite of enhancements
that bulk nanostructured-metals provide make them attractive for commerciali-
zation. However, enhanced properties alone are not sufficient to justify wide-
spread commercialization without strong market drivers that capitalize on these
properties.

30.3
Market drivers

Nanostructured metals possess characteristics that make them attractive in a di-
verse range of markets. Many product applications for which metallic materials
are essential can benefit from the increment in mechanical and other properties
that nanostructured-metals produced by SPD can provide. Some key markets
are listed in Table 30.1. Distinct markets for nanomaterials are now being exten-
sively researched, documented and frequently updated. Organizations such as the
Freedonia Group (www.Fredoniagroup.com), SmallTimes (www.smalltimes.com),
Business Communications Company (www.bccresearch.com), Mindbranch Inc.
(www.mindbranch.com), Dedalus Consulting Inc. (www.dedalusconsulting.com),
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Table 30.1 Markets for bulk nanostructured metals.

Aerospace structure
Archery products
Automobile components
Bicycle frames and component
Electrical contacts
Fishing equipment
Foils
Food and beverage packaging
Golf clubs
Heavy machinery and equipment
Medical devices
Petroleum exploration and recovery
Scuba-diving tanks and accessories
Sputtering targets
Wire



Lux Research Inc. (www.luxresearchinc.com), and others diligently analyzing mar-
kets for nanomaterials and providing frequently updated summaries. The market
horizons are evolving rapidly as an increasing number of companies are recogniz-
ing the prospective benefits of nanomaterials in their products.

However, there are also distinct markets for which bulk nanostructured me-
tals are not appropriate. The principal limitation of SPD-produced metals is that
their strengthening is not necessarily stable at elevated temperatures. Thus ap-
plications and associated markets for high-temperature materials are not readily
addressed. Similarly, applications where fusion welding or other very high tem-
perature processing steps are involved in product manufacture are generally not
viable. Furthermore, since large-volume production of nanostructured metals
has yet to be implemented anywhere in the world, small-volume niche markets
are the initial targets for commercialization efforts.

There are only a few markets that are being addressed at the time this vol-
ume is being published. One of these is the supply of ultrafine-grained copper
and aluminum sputtering targets. These targets are used to produce thin films,
particularly for electronic device applications. The driver for introducing bulk
nanostructured metal targets is that SPD processing imparts finer grain sizes to
the target material. The finer grain size allows sputtering of more uniform coat-
ings. The market impact of this benefit is a result of using bulk nanostructured
metals in material processing rather than being a direct result of their superior
mechanical properties.

Specialty metals markets are attractive because drivers already exist that sup-
port the higher prices of specialty metals. These markets differ substantially
from markets for more common metals such as steel and aluminum. Specialty
metals possess particular combinations of engineering properties that justify
the high cost of low-volume production. For example, titanium offers a combi-
nation of high strength, low density and corrosion resistance that makes it
superior for many applications. Titanium is also highly biocompatible, making
its use inside the human body for medical implants attractive. An emerging
niche market sector is materials for medical devices. This market sector uses
specialty metals such as titanium and its alloys, mainly in the form of mill
products that are then machined or forged into final form. The market drivers
for nanostructured titanium in medical devices vary depending upon the specif-
ic device type and market subsegment. However, in general, the global medical
device market is highly competitive and highly innovative. Consequently, cur-
rent and prospective manufacturers of medical implants compete for market
share and create new markets based upon their ability to innovate. A significant
enhancement of metal or alloy properties can be sufficient to provide a competi-
tive edge in this market sector. Another driver in the medical device market is
reduction of invasiveness of implants. Because nanostructured metals are stron-
ger, it is possible to reduce their size in comparison to implants made from
conventional metals.

The ultrafine grain sizes of bulk nanostructured metals offer additional bene-
fits, for example in providing a more homogeneous and isotropic material. This
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can be important in small-scale applications, for example, in microelectro-
mechanical devices (MEMS) or miniscule structures such as the fine lattice
structures of cardiovascular stents.

Once market drivers are established, it is important to consider an array of
factors that can impede or augment commercialization. We will consider four
of these, continuing to use the medical-implant markets as an example. The
four factors we will consider are competition from other materials, appropriabil-
ity, maturity of design paradigm, and distribution of complementary assets.

30.4
Competition from Other Materials

Commercialization of bulk nanostructured metals depends as much on the de-
velopment and market position of competing materials as it does on characteris-
tics of nanostructured materials themselves. It is important to recognize that
other material technologies are evolving that can possibly eclipse the advantages
of bulk nanostructured metals. For example, in the specialty-metals market
novel alloys produced by new processing methods such as laser sintering of
microalloyed powders, functionally graded alloys, and other advanced processing
techniques appear promising. In the medical-metals market beta-phase titanium
alloys, though heavier than workhorse alloys like Ti-6Al-4V, have strength that
may in principle exceed the levels of nanostructured titanium. High-perfor-
mance composite materials (e.g., reinforcing fibers in either a polymeric, metal-
lic, or ceramic matrix) could be potential substitutes if fabrication costs can be
reduced. Irrespective of progress that is being made developing bulk nanostruc-
tured metal technology, the parallel development of alternative materials is a
constant threat.

30.4.1
Appropriability: Ability of Innovators to Capture Profit

For innovations in materials technology to be successful it is helpful if the inno-
vators are able to profit from their inventions. This characteristic is formally de-
scribed as appropriability, the regime of environmental factors, excluding com-
pany and market structure, that govern an innovator’s ability to capture the
profits generated by an innovation. The most important dimensions of such a
regime are the nature of the technology and the virtues of the legal mecha-
nisms to protect it [34].

Patenting is one means by which inventors increase appropriability. Research
institutions and companies worldwide that have developed bulk nanostructured
metals technology are protecting their intellectual property assets through
patenting. A recent analysis of intellectual property related to bulk nanostruc-
tured-metals produced by severe plastic deformation found a total of 82 patents
or other actions to protect intellectual property pertaining to SPD processing [5].
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Another analysis of SPD intellectual property differentiated three categories of
patents, those pertaining to: 1) processing methods, 2) processing apparatus, or
3) specific products [6]. This analysis showed that most SPD-related patents pro-
tect processing methods. Yet processing method patents are among the most
difficult to enforce and are most readily “invented around.” This liability is a re-
sult of the fact that it is nearly impossible to ascertain the methods by which
materials were processed. Furthermore, SPD-technology development activities
are truly global, including research and development in countries where the
protection afforded by patents is weak. Most methods of nanostructuring bulk
metals for which the early development has been globalized have the same chal-
lenge.

Trade secrets are a viable alternative to protecting innovations. However, prior
publication in the open literature of bulk nanostructured metal innovations lim-
its the value of this mechanism of protection. Since bulk nanostructured metals
are the topic of extensive research, the open archival literature is replete with
knowledge about methods of synthesis and the associated properties. There is
an additional liability in that much research and development of bulk nanos-
tructured metals involves collaborations that span multiple institutions, includ-
ing industry–university partnerships. This makes trade secrets difficult to keep
in-house. Furthermore, some large companies that would use nanostructured
metals in their products engage multiple industrial manufacturing partners
with facilities throughout the world. This exacerbates the challenge of maintain-
ing trade secrets. A single tour of a manufacturing facility given to a visitor
may be enough to compromise a secret of the trade.

From the perspective of legal protection, bulk nanostructured metals technol-
ogy clearly falls into a weak appropriability regime. The preponderance of pro-
cess patents and extensive international collaborations make the technology rela-
tively difficult to protect. The process patents that already exist may readily
make the technology of synthesis/fabrication apparent to those skilled in the
art. Imitators could potentially invent around and add extensions at modest
cost. Furthermore, small companies that tend to be stronger innovators do not
often have the resources to participate in a patent dispute. Enforcement of a
patent might require a court injunction to inspect the imitator’s manufacturing
facility. This would be especially difficult in view of the globally distributed de-
velopment of bulk nanostructured-metals technology.

SPD methods for producing bulk nanostructured metals exist in a particularly
weak appropriability regime. First, most of the existing patented SPD technol-
ogy is associated with modifications to conventional metal-forming methods.
For example, equal channel angular pressing is a variant of forging, twist extru-
sion is a variant of extrusion. Accumulative roll bonding is a variant of rolling.
These variations require little in terms of specialized manufacturing assets.
Conventional presses, extrusion apparatus, and rolling mills that are found in a
standard mill-type environment do not require significant capitalization cost or
unusual equipment modifications. Therefore, potential imitators do not have to
invest heavily to have the hardware capacity to compete.
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Next, the design of SPD technology may not be complex enough to prevent
an engineer from understanding the overall process. With over 2500 publica-
tions on SPD in the open literature since 1990 there are a substantial number
of researchers and engineers who have experience with the technology [5].
Furthermore, should even a single engineer or technician leave a company seek-
ing to implement the technology, there could be a diffusion of the tacit knowl-
edge associated with processing details into competing enterprises. Noncompete
employment contracts only offer some marginal intellectual property protection
of processing technology. They are particularly difficult to enforce across inter-
national borders.

Given the weak appropriability regime for SPD processing and the dominance
of this method for nanostructuring bulk materials, there is a clear need to look
to other factors to support the early commercialization of the technology.

30.5
Maturity of the Bulk Nanostructuring Metals Process Design Paradigm

Technology evolution is widely recognized to occur in at least two stages, a pre-
paradigmatic and a paradigmatic phase [34]. In the preparadigmatic stage the
body of knowledge is immature. There is not general agreement on the con-
cepts and the body of theory upon which the technology is based. Standards of
scientific understanding and engineering practice are not yet developed. In the
paradigmatic phase a general understanding is established and standards
emerge. From the viewpoint of commercialization, competition between com-
panies during the preparadigmatic stage amount to contests amongst designs.
For bulk nanostructured metals, these contests are between alternative process-
ing methods. A dominant bulk nanostructured-metals process design that has
differentiated itself as being advantageous or setting an industry standard
doesn’t yet exist. Whereas SPD is among the most widely studied processing
methods, powder compaction, multilayer deposition, electrochemical forming,
and microalloying are emerging as rival methods to economically manufacture
bulk nanostructured metals. The foundations for all bulk nanometals synthesis
are still evolving, as evidenced by the range of topics and debate at international
conferences. It will remain unclear as to when a dominant nanostructured
metal synthesis process may emerge until the economics of production are
more fully understood.

Most recently there have been explicit efforts to contrast alternative SPD-pro-
cessing methods, for example by Cherikuri et al. [28] or by Dutkiewicz et al.
[35]. The work by Dutkiewicz et al. compares microstructures, microhardness,
and basic tensile properties of titanium processed by ECAP, HPT, and hydro-
static extrusion. Consistent with the observations of others, they found that
HPT creates the greatest grain-size refinement. However, because the levels of
deformation imposed for each method were not the same, meaningful compari-
sons of mechanical properties could not be made. Additional work of this type,
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but with attention to factors that influence manufacturability, uniformity of
product, and the economics of production is needed before a dominant SPD
process can become clear. In addition, though prototype facilities exist in re-
search institutions, issues of scale and operation in an industrial environment
remain to be addressed.

30.6
The Need for Complementary Assets

Once a dominant bulk nanostructured-metals processing technology emerges, is
refined, and proven for widespread use, capitalizing on these innovations de-
mands establishing a host of complementary assets to successfully commercia-
lize the advancements. For SPD technology the principal complementary assets
that are necessary to ensure the success of the innovations are manufacturing
capability, robust distribution channels, sales and customer-service presence,
and to a lesser extent a marketing organization.

Given the weak appropriability of the bulk nanostructured-metals technology,
manufacturing capability will be among the most important for successful com-
mercialization. Once a single bulk nanostructured-metals fabrication technology
receives some publicity, it is almost certain that the current players in the me-
tals markets will put tremendous effort towards duplicating the innovations of
initial intellectual property generators and other early entrants into the field.
They will also accelerate the development of alternative technologies that can be
more quickly deployed on the largest possible scale. In essence, the success of
just one early company in developing nanostructured metals will serve as a
proof of capability to the metals industry. Once this occurs, there will be a race
for the first firm to produce nanostructured materials in significant quantity to
meet market demand. Unless significant effort is expended to develop the cap-
abilities to meet this market demand, early innovators will find themselves in
the precarious position of having superior technical capability but lacking the
capability to address the market. Furthermore, early corporate innovators will
find that their firm’s technical advantage will be slowly whittled away as other
firms increase their investment researching the production of nanostructured
metals. It may be the access or control of complementary assets that is the most
significant factor in determining who profits from bulk nanostructured metals
innovations.

In view of the importance of complementary assets, there are three likely
paths for commercialization of bulk nanostructured metals: 1) a large existing
metal supplier develops and markets the technology into its existing markets
and distribution channels, 2) a small new entrant acquires complementary as-
sets, or 3) an end-product manufacturer introduces bulk nanostructured metals
into a niche market.

The first path engages large metals industry producers. To date it appears that
this path is not unfolding. There is little evidence of metals industry contribu-
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tion to the technical literature or patent literature. This is to be expected since a
dominant production paradigm has yet to unfold. Furthermore, since bulk
nanostructured metal products would compete with existing products, the in-
centive is not yet large enough for the metals industry to invest in bulk nano-
structured metals technology. In fact, there is greater incentive for existing
metals suppliers to evolve the properties of existing products through enhanced
process controls and optimization of existing alloy chemistries.

The second path involves one or more new entrants to the metals business,
but only by acquiring complementary assets, potentially through strategic alli-
ances. Several options exist to obtain complementary assets. Chief among these
options is to build assets and capabilities internally. However, this requires sig-
nificant financial resources and is likely the slowest option. Other options for
new entrants include developing a contractual relationship with established
firms to strengthen their market position. However, given the weak appropria-
biltity of any entrant’s technical capabilities, contractual relationships such as
this are unlikely to provide a long-term path to success. The development of
contractual relationships could also result in the uncontrolled diffusion of the
firm’s processes to the firm’s partners and likely competitors.

A third option to building the portfolio of complementary assets to meet the
firm’s needs is to purchase an ownership position in firms that have already de-
veloped the necessary complementary assets. The success of this option relies
heavily on the entrant’s ability to gather enough capital to make such a strategic
investment. The differential advantage of bulk nanostructured metals over com-
peting technologies needs to be large and sustainable for a significant period of
time to attract investment funds. For the venture capital markets that thrive
largely in the US, and to a lesser extent in Europe, double to ten-fold product
superiority for more than two years would be needed to justify multimillion-dol-
lar capital investment.

The final option for building the necessary complementary assets would be
for the entrant to be acquired by a firm that has demonstrated successful utili-
zation of the aforementioned assets. Such an acquisition with the right firm
would place the entrant in the position to gain significant market share by com-
bining its intellectual property with access to the complementary assets of a par-
ent company. More importantly, however, such an arrangement would better
position the firm to defend itself against other competitors once the diffusion of
knowledge occurs in the industry.

30.7
Impact on the Metals Industry

The significant players in the metals industry will respond to the developments
that are emerging in bulk nanostructured metals technology when the process-
ing methods become economically viable and that sufficient market demand is
apparent. Since the first products are likely to appear in high-cost applications
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within small-volume specialty-metal markets, the economics of production will
become known in these areas first. Cost models for capitalization, capacity de-
velopment, and product diversification will evolve based on these early experi-
ences. Suppliers of more common metals, such as steel and aluminum are
more likely to adopt the technology as the cost-benefit tradeoffs for large-scale
production are better known.

There will be collateral benefits for the metals industry overall as nanoscale
materials characterization tools that are essential for nanomaterials development
emerge. These same tools serve to improve the characterization of conventional
metals and alloys, further enabling their development and optimization. For ex-
ample, the current strong research interest in ultrafine-grain metals certainly
benefits the long-standing market for superplastically deformable alloys. Super-
plasticity depends on producing and maintaining fine grain sizes during their
shaping and forming. Thus, the tools for examining the behavior of bulk nano-
structured metals directly benefit the study and optimization of superplastic
alloys. Furthermore, since superplastic forming offers the prospect of reducing
manufacturing cost for some applications, interest in superplastically formable
aluminum, magnesium, and titanium could lead to entry of bulk nanostruc-
tured metals into large-scale production.

Assuming that the economics for large-scale bulk nanostructured-metals pro-
cessing become favorable, one can anticipate that the overall range of applica-
tions for which metals are selected over nonmetals could expand. Bulk nano-
structured metals technology could expand the frontiers in which the metals in-
dustry competes successfully with nonmetals. Needless to say, this will trigger a
competitive response from developers and suppliers of competing materials.

Even if the impact of bulk nanostructured metals is not broad, it is still prob-
able that metal suppliers will eventually adopt bulk nanostructured metal prod-
ucts as a complementary higher-cost, higher-margin addition to their product
lines.

30.8
Conclusions

The commercialization of bulk nanostructured metals technology is at an early
stage. One can expect ongoing enhancement of bulk nanostructured-metals pro-
cessing to achieve higher levels of strength, greater cost-effectiveness, and larger
production volumes. Competition between alternative processing technologies
and companies is inevitable and will eventually drive dramatic improvements in
processed material performance as firms seek to establish a dominant design.
Once key choices are made and a dominant design starts to appear progress
will likely accelerate rapidly. As the technology matures and gains in perfor-
mance become less, industry competitors may start to consolidate. Later, as the
physical limits of the technology are approached, additional progress becomes
much more expensive.
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Early entrants into bulk nanostructured-metals processing may face these
phases of competition and consolidation as they further develop bulk nanostruc-
tured-metals technology. The timeframe for this to occur is not yet clear.

As the metals industry becomes more aware of what bulk nanostructured-
metals processing offers, assuming that the technology is developed to a level
where reliable production is possible, it may view this as a technological discon-
tinuity and, more specifically, a major product improvement. Such an improve-
ment falls in a category of product competition known as competency enhanc-
ing. “Competency-enhancing discontinuities are order-of-magnitude improve-
ments in price/performance that build on existing know-how within a product
class. Such innovations substitute for older technologies, yet do not render obso-
lete skills required to master the older technologies” [36]. Generally, compe-
tency-enhancing discontinuities are initiated and exploited by existing firms and
not by new, start-up firms. Thus, commercialization by larger firms with exist-
ing complementary assets may be a more probable avenue for bulk nanostruc-
tured metals technology to enter the markets for advanced materials if the im-
provements over competing technologies are great enough.
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Abalone shell 293
ABAQUS package 141 f, 158
absorbance 59, 64 f
absorption coefficients 56
absorption/desorption 639
accelerated hydrogenation kinetics 638 f
accommodation mechanism 182
accumulative roll bonding (ARB) 22 f, 235
– aluminum alloys 587
– commercialization 676
– deformation 90
– dual-phase alloys 219
– fatigue properties 481
– FEM 137
– hardening 127
– transmission electron microscopy 334
activation energy
– amorphous solids 297
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 545
– creep behavior 528
– diffusion 504
– molecular dynamic simulation 181
activation volume 431
adiabatic demagnetization 74
adiabatic heating 304
adiabatic shear bands 264, 583
Aerosil 53
age-hardenable alloys 589 f
agglomerate interfaces 507
Aharoni relationship 71
Al2TiO5 powder 550
alloys 426
– diffusion 504
– ferrous 571
– friction stir processing 267
– intermetallics 343 ff
– marginal glass formers 299

see also individual types
AlMg3, Hall–Petch plot 124

alumina
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 550
– nanocomposites 53, 553 f
– photoluminescence spectra 61
aluminum
– accumulative roll bonding 238 f, 244 ff
– concentration profiles 637
– conshearing/C2S2 process 315
– creep behavior 520 ff
– deformation 91, 489
– fatigue properties 481
– friction 150
– hardening 119
– marginal glass formers 299 ff, 307
– matrix composites 276
– microstructures 207 ff
– molecular dynamic simulation 167
– plastic strain 189
– SMAT 656
– stacking faults 103, 191
– stress–strain characteristics 115
– superplasticity 256
– surface modification 267
– textures 393
– transmission electron micro-

scopy 330 ff
– twinning 95
– Wöhler diagram 483
– X-ray line-profile analysis 370 ff
aluminum alloys, -1100/-3004 212
– age-hardenable 590 f
– cast/wrought 584, 587 f
– microstructures 261
– niche applications 635
– powder-metallurgy 267
– recrystallization 263
– stress drop 287
– superplasticity 457–466
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
aluminum-copper alloys 415
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aluminum-magnesium alloys 441, 477
aluminum–MMCs 595
aluminum oxides 539
amorphization 296–310
– accumulative roll bonding 238
– intermetallics 347, 352 f, 593
– severe plastic deformation 37
amorphous layers 542
amorphous magnetic materials 605–634
amorphous matrix 353
amorphous metals 472
amorphous solids 293–310
analytical dislocation models 97 ff
analytical flow models 390 f
angles �/� 203
angular drawing 313
angular pressing route 227
angular resolutions 338
angular-channel extrusion tech-

niques 175
anisotropic strain 362
anisotropy
– magnetic 66
– magnetocrystalline 606
– nanocomposite magnets 617
– temperature dependence 617 f
annealing
– accumulative roll bonding 244
– amorphous magnetics 609
– amorphous solids 307
– bulk nanostructured metals 446
– diffusion 504, 514
– ECAP 212, 318
– fatigue properties 496
– ferrous alloys 571 ff
– fracture toughness 472
– intermetallics 352, 593
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 625
– Ti-Ni alloys 35
annihilation 274, 492

see also dislocation annihilation
anomalous dislocation multiplication 188
antiphase boundary faults 350
anvils 220–226
applications 42, 119 f, 569–686
appropriability 679
Arrhenius plots 508–511
Ashby expression 495
aspect ratio 312, 337, 556
association model 303
atomic force microscopy (AFM) 104
atomistic simulations 501, 512 f
atom-probe field-ion microscopy 301

attrition 275, 650
see also surface mechanical attrition

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 503
austenite phases 244, 351
austenitic–ferritic steels 572, 584 f
austenitic steels 222, 572, 581 f
axial homogeneity 224 f
AZ series alloys 585, 645

b
backpressure effect 151 f
backscattered electron (BSE) micro-

graphs 230
see also electron backscatter diffraction

ball milling 8, 12
– amorphous solids 299
– bulk nanostructured metals 273–292
– deformation 89
– fracture toughness 471
– metal matrix composites 277 f
– molecular dynamic simulation 175
– NS surface/CG interior 650
bandgap energy 56
basics
– magnetic refrigeration 75
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361–386
Basquin law 486
benchmark testing 144 f
bending
– ECAP 203
– eutectic/eutectoid alloys 592
– high-carbon pearlitic steels 580
– intermetallics 345
beryllium 404, 408
billets
– continuous SPD 312
– ECAE 414
– ECAP+TMT 322
– textures 389
bimodal microstructures 440 f
binder metals 273
biocompatibility 306
biocorrosion 645 f
biomedical applications 643 f
Bloch wall 3
blocking temperature 66 ff, 73
blue shift 57, 63
body centered cubic (bcc) materials
– bulk nanocrystalline metals 426
– ductility 439
– Hall–Petch slopes 98
– metals/alloys 91
– orientations/fibers 398
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– textures 393
– transmission electron microscopy struc-

tures 333
Bohr radius 56
Boltzmann constant
– amorphous solids 297
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 546
– bulk nanostructured metals 432
– friction stir processing 265
– hardening 120
– superparamagnetic nanocomposites 66
Boltzmann–Matano technique 504
bottom-up methods 6, 89
boundary misorientation/spacing
– accumulative roll bonding 237 ff
– intermetallics 346
– transmission electron microscopy 336
Bragg reflection 353, 361, 381
brass 482, 490
breadth methods 365 f, 381
breakdown (Hall–Petch) 427
brick-layer model 504
brittle materials 226, 273, 608
buckling 312, 469
bulk nanostructured materials
– accumulative roll bonding 235–254
– amorphous magnetics/alloys 605–634
– amorphous solids 293–310
– ball milling/consolidation 273–292
– ceramics 539–570
– creep behavior 519–539
– fatigue properties 481–501
– fracture/crack growth 469–480
– friction stir processing 255–268
– intermetallics 343–360
– mechanical properties 425–454
– metallic glasses 608
– metals/alloys 571–604, 673
– nonmetallic 49–88
– NS surface/CG interior 649–672
– plastic deformation 304 f, 635–649
– severe plastic deformation 21–48
– superplasticity 455–468
Burgers vector
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 546
– bulk nanostructured metals 428
– creep behavior 519
– cyclic deformation 492
– dislocation models 97
– FEM 156
– friction stir processing 265
– severe plastic deformation 39
– titanium 375

– transmission electron microscopy 329
– X-ray line-profile analysis 364, 370, 382

c
capability 461 f
capture profit 679
carbide nanorods 562
carbide phases 573, 578
carbon arc discharge 562
carbon interstitial free steel 245
carbon nanotubes 82, 556
cast alloys 585 f, 609
catalysts 300, 501
catastrophic shear band instability 493
Cauchy-type functions 381
cavitation
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 544
– high-pressure torsion 220
– superplasticity 457, 463 f
CdSe/CdS/CdTe systems 60 ff
cell walls 114, 127, 156
cementite 573, 579
ceramics 49 f
– amorphous solids 299
– ceramic composites 49
– metal-matrix composites 266
– polymer nanocomposites 52 ff
– structural properties 539
channel parameters 203 ff, 313
characterization 11 ff, 89, 325–422
– coarse-grained bulk materials 651 ff
– dislocation structures 369 f
– ECAP 139 ff
chemical composition
– amorphous magnetics 606, 611
– ferrous alloys 571
– glass temperature 297
– intermetallics 352
– SMAT 660
chemical heterogeneities 361
chemical inertness 539
chemical properties 327
chemical reactions 276
chemical synthesis 7
chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
– carbon nanotubes 562
– deformation 89
– NS surface/CG interior 649
chromium–nickel steel 638
chromizing 667
clockwise rotation textures 392
clusters 6, 507, 621
coalescence 274
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coarse-grained materials
– deformation 92
– GB diffusion creep 182
– intermetallics 269, 347
– molecular dynamic simulation 187
– nanostructured surfaces 649–672
– SPD metals 33
– textures 402
coarsening
– amorphous solids 295, 299
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539
– friction stir processing 257
coating 54, 649
cobalt/alloys 15, 612
Coble creep 519, 531
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 545
– bulk nanostructured metals 427
– cyclic deformation 491
– diffusion 512
– hardening 110
– molecular dynamic simulation 167,

178 ff
– transmission electron microscopy 328
coercivity
– amorphous magnetics 606, 609
– amorphous solids 307
– exchanged-coupled materials 77
– grain size 4
– nanocomposite magnets 617 ff
– Nd-Fe-B alloy 614
– superparamagnetic nanocomposites 68
– temperature dependence 619
Coffin–Manson law 486
coherent scattering 362, 368
cold deformation/extrusion 316 f
cold isostatic pressing (CIP) 280
cold rolling
– austenitic stainless steels 582
– ECAP 316 ff
– intermetallics 346
– superplasticity 462
– X-ray line-profile analysis 378
cold SPD processing 572 f
cold welding 274
colored glasses 62, 293
columnar simulation model 168 f, 186,

192
combined SPD processing 31 f
commercial purity Ti alloy 119
commercializing bulk nanostructured

metals/alloys 673–686
complementary assets 682
composite materials 595 f

– amorphous solids 299
– ball milling 277
– bulk nonmetallics 49
– ferrous alloys 571
– hardening 115
composition see chemical composition
compression stress 217, 663
compressive creep 523, 540 ff
compressive loading 221
compressive strength 283, 428, 583
condensation/compaction 504
conform extrusion 29, 312 f
conshearing process 314 f
Considére criterion 248 f
consolidation 5 ff, 12
– amorphous solids 294
– ball-milled powders 279 f
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 551
– bulk nanostructured metals 273–292,

425
– fracture toughness 471
– severe plastic deformation 33 f
constitutive strain hardening 114 f
contamination
– amorphous solids 295
– ball milling 280, 287
– bulk nanostructured metals 428
– Mg alloys hydrogenation 639
continuous confined strip shearing

(C2S2) 29, 315 f, 481
continuous dynamic recrystallization

(CDRX) 263
continuous ECA pressing 28 f
continuous shearing deformation see con-

shearing
continuous SPD techniques 311–326
contrast factors 344, 364, 369
conventional dislocation models 97 f
convergent-beam electron diffraction

(CBED) 349
convergent-beam Kikuchi electron diffrac-

tion 337
convolutional multiple whole-profile

(CMWP) fitting 367
cooling
– ball milling 276
– friction stir processing 260
– magnetic 74
copper
– accumulative roll bonding 238, 244
– ball milling 283
– bulk nanostructured metals 440
– consolidation 16
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– creep behavior 520 f
– deformation 91, 159, 489
– differential scanning calorimetry 373
– diffusion 503, 508
– ECAP+TMT 322
– ELETTRA synchrotron 378
– fatigue properties 481
– fracture toughness 472
– glass colorants 62
– Hall–Petch diagram 112
– HRTEM micrograph 93
– mold casting 608
– pole figures 401
– SMAT 656, 665 f
– stacking fault energy 191
– strain-rate sensitivity 435 ff
– stress–strain characteristics 115
– textures 393
– transmission electron microscopy 328,

332
– twins 406
– twist hydroextrusion 321
– Williamson–Hall plot 365
– Wöhler diagram 483
– X-ray line-profile analysis 370
– yield stress 177, 429
copper alloys
– age-hardenable 590 f
– cast/wrought 589 f
– Cu–AU ordered 595 f
– ECAE 415
– ferrous 571
– iron composites 595
core-shell structure 627
corner angle 147 f, 387
correlation volume 76
corrosion 645 ff
corrosion resistance 19, 425, 469 f
coshearing process 29
coupling coefficient 416, 628
cracks
– accumulative roll bonding 239
– bridging/deflection 553 ff
– bulk nanostructured metals 428
– deformation 102
– FEM 151
– growth 281, 469–480
– high-pressure torsion 225
– nucleation 12
– opening displacement 471
– path deflection 477
– strain-rate sensitivity 436 ff
creep/resistance

– ball milling 280
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 540 ff
– bulk nanostructured materials 519–540
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– copper 525, 533
– diffusion 512
– friction stir processing 266
– hardening 110
– life 532 f
– molecular dynamic simulation 166, 178
– rupture time 532
– saturation 530 f
– superplasticity 455
critical grain size 176 ff, 191 f
critical stress 98, 330, 381
crossover regime 185 f
cryomilling 14, 276
– deformation 90 f
– fracture toughness 471
cryorolling 440
crystal lattice defects 470
crystal structure
– amorphous magnetics 606
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– ECAE 393 f
– ECAP 206
– high-pressure torsion 231
– Ni–Al 344
crystallites
– diffusion 502
– ECAP plus forging 319
– interfaces 501
– nucleation/growth 7
– SMAT 660
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361, 367 f
crystallization
– amorphous magnetics 606 f
– amorphous solids 297
– fracture toughness 472
– intermetallics 352
crystallographic texture
– continuous SPD 311
– multiphase nonferrous alloys 585
– SAED, HRTEM/dark-field images 355 f

see also texture
cubic nanomaterials 369 ff
cubic textures 400 f
Curie temperatures 606–622
cutting 592
cyclic deformation 482, 488 f, 496 f
cyclic extrusion/compression (CEC) 22, 25,

410
cyclic hardening coefficients 484 f
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cyclic loads 469, 482
cyclic stress–strain curves (CSS) 484 f, 495

d
damage 469 ff, 488 f

see also fracture, failure
damascene swords 293
dark-field images 11, 355 f
DC pulse energizing method 548
de Broglie relationship 57
dead zone 151
decomposition 431, 574
deep drawing 314
deep etching 238
defects
– dislocation structure 8
– fracture/crack 470 f
– intermetallics 344
– severe plastic deformation 39
– X-ray line-profile analysis 381

see also twinning, stacking faults
DEFORM package 141, 149
deformation 89–108
– coarse-grained bulk materials 651 f
– creep behavior 519–528
– diffusion-induced 512
– ECAE hcp materials 407 f
– fatigue properties 482
– fcc metals 5, 9 f
– ferrous alloys 571, 576
– fracture toughness 471
– high-pressure torsion 217–225
– modes 447 f
– molecular dynamic simulation 165–200
– strain-rate sensitivity 436, 444 f
– superplastic 265, 455
– textures 387
– transmission electron microscopy 327
– twinning 93 f, 171 ff

see also severe/plastic deformation
delaminating 286
demagnetization 74
dendritic Fe–Cr alloys 589
dense dislocation walls 657
densification 539, 607
deposition technologies 299, 649

see also electrodeposition, CVD, PVD etc.
depth profiling 503
design paradigm 681
desorption kinetics 642
detrimental phases 266
devitrification 296 ff, 352
diamond 370, 374

dies/-angles
– continuous SPD 311
– ECAE 400 f
– ECAP 139, 635
– plastic deformation 147 f
– textures 387, 391 f
differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) 361, 373, 382
diffraction patterns 207, 346
diffuse background scattering 378
diffusion
– ball milling 280
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 540
– creep behavior 519
– deformation mediation 512 f
– friction stir processing 265
– measurements 503 f
– molecular dynamic creep simulation

166, 180 ff
– nanocrystalline metallics 501–518
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 49
– reaction kinetics 638 f
– severe plastic deformation 40
– SMAT 665 f
– superplasticity 455, 464
– surface 8
– transmission electron microscopy 328
dilution 546
dimensionality 3
dipolar dislocation walls 367
dipoles 58, 70, 363
disclinations 39
discontinuous dynamic recrystallization

(DDRX) 263
dislocation annihilation
– ball milling 274
– creep behavior 529
– cyclic deformation 492
– hardening 120
dislocation climb 115, 125
dislocation density
– accumulative roll bonding 245
– enhanced reaction kinetics 638 f
– FEM 156
– fracture toughness 471
dislocation emission 90, 98 f
dislocation gliding 167, 381
dislocation multiplication 188
dislocation plasticity 167 f
dislocation slip systems 92 ff, 187, 370
dislocation tangles (DTs) 657
dislocations 11
– amorphous solids 306
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– ball milling 274
– bulk nanostructured metals 327, 431,

442
– creep behavior 519, 527
– cyclic deformation 488
– diffusion 512
– ECAP plus forging 317
– fatigue properties 494
– fracture 475
– grain boundaries 4
– hardening 110 f
– intermetallics 345
– modeling 156 ff
– molecular dynamic simulation 165, 171,

196
– partial 93 f
– severe plastic deformation 39
– SMAT 659
– superplasticity 456
– X-ray line-profile analysis 362–372
dispersion 540, 583
dispersion strengthening 281, 286
displacement fields 369
dissimilar associated glasses 303
dissimilar channel angular pressing

(DCAP) 315
dissociation 330
dissolution 257, 581
distortion profiles 363
domain structure 606
domain wall-pinning mechanism 621
doublets 73
downscaling 635 f
dual-grain junctions 541
dual-phase materials 219, 231
ductile–brittle transition temperature 577
ductile-phase toughening 560 f
ductility 12, 436 f
– accumulative roll bonding 239
– ball milling 273
– bulk nanostructured metals 327, 425
– deformation 90
– ECAP plus forging 318
– fatigue properties 481
– friction stir processing 267
– nanocrystalline metallics 501
– severe plastic deformation 40
– SMAT 663
– superplasticity 455
duplex structure 351
dynamic compaction 283
dynamic equilibrium state 372
dynamic grain coarsening 489

dynamic recovery 251, 438
dynamically recrystallized zone (DXZ) 260,

410

e
economical effectiveness 312
edge dislocations 97, 125, 370 ff
effective diffusion coefficient 529
effective strain hardening 128
elastic properties 12, 426 f
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 546
– friction stir processing 266
– severe plastic deformation 40
– X-ray line-profile analysis 364, 370
electrical conductivity 49, 81 f
electrical field diffusion effect 548
electrical resistivity 377, 607
electrodeposition 7, 12
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– creep behavior 521
– diffusion 504
– fracture/crack 469
– NS surface/CG interior 649
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
– ECAP 206 f
– FEM 157
– ferrous alloys 577
– intermetallics 594
– transmission electron microscopy 334,

337
electron-beam deposition 469
electron energy-loss spectroscopy

(EELS) 541
electronic properties 387
electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) 503 f
electropolishing 343
elevated strain-rate sensitivity 445 f
elongation (to failure)
– accumulative roll bonding 246
– ball milling 277
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– ECAD 313
– ECAP 208
– fatigue properties 481
– ferrous alloys 576
– fracture 475
– severe plastic deformation 41
– superplasticity 455 ff
– tension failure 13
– transmission electron microscopy 334
embrittlement effects 8
energy bands 57
energy consumption 312
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energy-filtered transmission electron micro-
scopy (EFTEM) 579

enhanced diffusivity 425
enhanced ductility 501
enhanced dynamic recovery 251
enhanced fracture toughness 552 f
enhanced grain-boundary diffusion 328
enhanced hydrostatic pressure 125 f, 377
enhanced properties 37 f
enhanced reaction kinetics 638 f
enthalpy reduction 74
entry texture 406 ff
equal-channel angular drawing

(ECAD) 313 f
equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE)
– accumulative roll bonding 235, 243
– continuous SPD 311
– texture evolution 387–422
equal-channel angular pressing

(ECAP) 10, 22 ff, 203–216
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– commercialization 676
– conform process 29 ff, 312 f
– continuous SPD 311 ff
– creep behavior 520
– cyclic deformation 493
– deformation 90
– fatigue properties 481, 496
– FEM 137
– ferrous alloys 572
– fracture/crack 470
– hardening 130
– niche applications 635
– plus annealing 496
– plus forging/cold rolling 316 f
– plus thermomechanical treatment 321 f
– superplasticity 457
– temperature 210 f
– X-ray line-profile analysis 365, 372
equiaxed bulk solids 89
equiaxed structures 277, 334
equilibrated nanostructures 110 ff
equilibrium conditions 296
equilibrium Herring angles 185
equivalent strain 204, 217 f, 236
Eshelby-type inclusion 113
etching 238, 346
Euler angles 394
eutectic alloys 592 f, 640
eutectic phase diagram 296
eutectoid alloys 458, 579, 592 f
exchange coupling 75 f, 610 ff
excimers 58

excitons 56
exhaustion 431
experimentals 93 f, 504
– ECAE 414 f
– molecular dynamic simulation 174 f
external cooling 260
extrinsic grain-boundary dislocations

(EGBDs) 37
extrinsic properties 606
extrusion 9, 14
– ball milling 281
– ECAP 140, 312 ff, 359
– high-pressure torsion 228
– niche applications 635
– textures 390

f
fabrication 235–254
face-centered cubic (fcc) crystals
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– textures 393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 381
– fracture/crack 470
– orientations/fibers 395, 399
– strain-rate sensitivity 435
– Wigner–Seitz cell 185
face-centered cubic (fcc) metals/alloys
– Hall–Petch slopes 98
– molecular dynamic simulation 175
– superplasticity 459
– deformation 91
– transmission electron microscopy 332
failure
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– ECAD process 313
– fracture 473
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– severe plastic deformation 41
– strain-hardening behavior 430
– superplasticity 456
Faraday effect 55
fast quenching 550
fatigue
– AZ31 644
– bulk nanostructured materials 481–501
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– coarse-grained bulk materials 663 f
– crack growth 476 ff
– friction stir processing 266
– nickel C-2000 Hastelloy 663
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– severe plastic deformation 42
– UFG materials 483 f
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fault energy 102 f
Fe58Pt42/Fe3O4 structure 78
ferrimagnetic materials 66, 72
ferrite–silica nanocomposites 55
ferritic magnetoelectric composites 628
ferritic–martensitic steels 572, 577 f
ferritic–pearlitic steels 572 ff
ferritic steel 229, 244
ferromagnetic materials 55, 74
– amorphous 306, 608
– nanocomposites 18
ferrous alloys, multiphase 571–604
fiber bridging/toughening 555 f
fiber textures 394 f, 398 f
filamentary structures 3
fine-grained structures 206, 522 f

see also ultrafine grained
FINEMET microstructure 18, 609
finite-element method (FEM)
– Nd2Fe14B 616
– NS surface/CG interior 651
– plastic deformation 137–164
– textures 389 f
finite-volume method (FVM) 141
first-pass cubic textures 402
flow mechanisms 459, 520
focused iron beam micrographs 231
Fokker–Planck equation 120
forging
– ball milling 275, 281
– ECAP 140, 316 f
Fourier transformation 330, 363
four-point-bend fatigue tests 664
fractionation 273, 475
fracture behavior 15, 473 ff
– accumulative roll bonding 246
– aluminum 532
– bulk nanostructured materials 469–480
– fiber toughening 555
– high-pressure torsion 217, 227
– molecular dynamic simulation 165
– superplasticity 455, 464
fracture surfaces 304, 438
fracture toughness 470 ff
– ceramics 552 f
– textures 387
fragmentation
– amorphous solids 306
– ECAP plus forging 318
– Fe–Cr dendrites 589
– hardening 117, 125
– intermetallics 346
Frank vectors 118

Frank–Read sources 92
– bulk nanostructured metals 327
– molecular dynamic simulation 167, 187
free volume 304
freezing 296
fretting fatigue 649
friction 258
– ECAP 204, 312
– FEM 143
– high-pressure torsion 219
– plastic deformation 149 f
– SMAT 665 f
– textures 388
friction stir processing (FSP) 255–268
friction stir welding (FSW) 255
fringes 345
full-constraints Taylor model 399, 411
full dislocation slip 92 ff
full-width at half maximum (FWHM) 365,

381
functional particles embedding 267
functional properties, ferrous alloys 571
fundamentals 87–200
furnace cooling 591

g
gallium arsenide 60
gallium-nitride 60, 562
�-Fe2O3 50, 67
Gaussian distribution 502, 507
generalized planar fault energy

(GPFE) 102, 332
geometric dynamic recrystallization

(GDRX) 263
geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs)
– creep/sliding 182 f
– FEM 157
– hardening 116
– severe plastic deformation 38
geometrically necessary dislocations

(GNDs) 131
germanium tracers 509
glass
– amorphous magnetics 608
– amorphous solids 295 ff
– ceramics 306, 540
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 51
– transition temperature 296, 608
gliding
– dislocations 39, 167, 381
– fatigue properties 485
– molecular dynamic simulation 169
gold 293, 393
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gold ruby glass 49, 62
grain boundaries
– amorphous magnetics 606
– ball milling 274
– creep behavior 519 ff
– diffusion creep 180 ff
– dislocation emission 98 f
– dislocation sources 185 f
– dislocations 4. 169 f
– ECAP 205, 318 ff
– fracture 474 f
– migration 507
– nanocrystalline metallics 501
– severe plastic deformation 37
– sliding 16, 173, 177
– SMAT 658
– X-ray line-profile analysis 362, 379
grain-boundary affected zone (GBAZ) 491,

497
grain-boundary based deformation 176 f
grain-boundary dislocations 431
grain-boundary molecular dynamic simula-

tion 165
grain-boundary segregation 11
grain-boundary sliding 104 f
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 540,

546 ff
– bulk nanostructured metals 428
– creep behavior 519 ff
– deformation 92, 182 f
– hardening 110
– severe plastic deformation 41
– superplasticity 459
– transmission electron microscopy 328
grain-boundary splitting/migration 94
grain-boundary structures 488
grain coarsening 489
grain fragmentation 117, 346
grain growth 501, 506 f
grain orientations 387
grain refinement 8
– accumulative roll bonding 243
– austenitic stainless steels 583
– ball milling 273 ff
– commercialization 673
– deformation 90
– ECAE 416 f
– enhanced reaction kinetics 638 f
– fatigue crack 476
– FEM 137
– multiphase magnesium alloys 587
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– severe plastic deformation 21 ff

– SMAT 655 f
– strengthening 246
– superplasticity 455
– textures 388
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
grain rotations 92, 104 f
grain size 3, 8
– amorphous magnetics 606 ff
– amorphous solids 295
– austenitic stainless steels 582
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– creep behavior 519, 533
– ECAP temperature 211
– fatigue properties 482, 497
– fracture/crack 470
– friction stir processing 260
– GB-based deformation 176 ff
– hardening 109 f, 121
– molecular dynamic simulation 167 ff,

191
– SMAT 655 f
grain structure 9, 89
– accumulative roll bonding 237
– biomedical applications 644
– fracture/crack 470
– high-pressure torsion 230
– miniaturized ECAP die 363
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361
grain subdivision 336, 346
grids 225
grinder 236

h
Hahn–Padmanabhan model 111
Hall–Petch behavior 15
– ball milling 286
– bulk nanostructured metals 427 f
– creep behavior 519, 533
– dislocation models 97
– fatigue properties 482, 485, 495
– fracture/crack 469
– GB-based deformation 176 f, 180 f
– hardening 110, 122
– molecular dynamic simulation 165,

185 f
– multiphase magnesium alloys 585
– SMAT 663
– strengthening 519
– transmission electron microscopy 329
hammer peening 650
Hank’s solution 645
hard ferromagnetic nanocomposites 18
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hard magnetic materials 18, 76, 606–627
hard magnetic nanocrystalline alloys 513
hardening
– ball milling 286
– cyclic deformation 490
– ECAE 413
– equilibrated nanostructures 109–136
– fatigue properties 484
– ferrous alloys 574
– Hall–Petch behavior 185 f
– nanocomposite magnets 615
hardness 12
– amorphous solids 307
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539, 552
– bulk nanostructured metals 427 f
– CrNi steels 640
– fracture toughness 471
– NS surface/CG interior 651
– SMAT 660 f

see also Vickers hardness
Harrison’s diffusion classification 502
Hart’s criterion 251, 438, 445
Hastelloy 660
heat-affected zone (HAZ) 259
heat-flow model 258
heat generation 204
heat transfer 143
heat treatments 255, 445 f, 608
Herring angles 185
heterogeneity 414 f
heterogeneous nucleation 302
heterogeneous twinning 330
hexagonal close packed (hcp)

materials 426
– deformation 91, 407
– dislocations 375 f
– ductility 439
– ECAE 403 f
– Hall–Petch slopes 98
– slip modes 399
– superplasticity 459
– textures 393, 399
– X-ray line-profile analysis 364, 370
high-angle grain boundaries
– austenitic stainless steels 583 f
– creep behavior 519 f, 533
– cyclic deformation 488
– ECAE 410
– ECAP 205
– superplasticity 459
high-angle grain misorientations 274, 576
high-carbon pearlitic steels 572, 579 f
high-cycle-fatigue (HCF) 483

high-energy ball milling (HEBM) 8, 12
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 550, 560
– deformation 89
– magnesium alloys 639
high-energy shot peening (HESP) 650
highly creep resistant ceramics 539 ff
high-pressure carbon monoxide carrier gas

(HiPco) process 562
high-pressure torsion (HPT) 22 f, 33 f
– accumulative roll bonding 235
– advantages/disadvantages 226 f
– applications 217–234
– austenitic stainless steels 581
– commercialization 676
– copper 328
– deformation 90
– FEM 137, 158 ff
– fracture/crack 470
– hardening 121 ff
– intermetallics 343, 593
– low-carbon martensitic steels 577
– nitriding steels 638
– superplasticity 457
– transmission electron microscopy 334
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
high-pressure–high-temperature (HPHT)

compaction 374
high-resolution transmission electron micro-

scopy (HRTEM) 330, 344 ff
– aluminum 330
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 541
– deformation 93
– local texture analysis 355 f

see also transmission electron microscopy
high-strain rate deformation 444
high-strain rate superplasticity

(HSRS) 264, 457
high-temperature creep 455
high-velocity balls 650
HITPERM 18
Holt-type scaling law 118
homogeneity 222 f
homogeneous bulk nanostructured

materials 312
homogeneous effective medium

(HEM) 399
homogeneous stacking faults overlap-

ping 331
host metals 273
host phases 49
hot compaction 504
hot extrusion 90, 283
hot isostatic pressing (HIP) 9
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– ball milling 280
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 543
– deformation 90
– fiber toughening 556
– fracture toughness 471
hot rolling 644
hydrogen storage materials 19
hydrogenation kinetics 501, 638 f
hydrostatic pressure 125 f, 217
hypereutectic compositions 299
hysteresis loops
– amorphous magnetics 606
– nanocomposite magnets 618
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622
– stress–strain relation 495

i
ideal ECAE orientations 395
ideal plasticity 218
idealized high-pressure torsion 219 f
impacting balls/shots 650
implants (NITINOL) 643
impurities 300, 428, 639
incident dislocation boundaries

(IDBs) 116, 157
inclusions 362
indentation curves 131
indentation-induced intergranular

crack 559
Indian wootz steel 293
induced magnetic anisotropy 512 f
industrial applications, high-pressure

torsion 217
industrial nanocrystalline hard magnetic

material 625 f
inert gas condensation (IGC)
– amorphous solids 299
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– compaction 6, 12
– deformation 89
– diffusion 506
infiltration 637
inhomogeneity 267
initial texture 405 ff
injection molding 608
innovation processes 673
insertion depth 257
interagglomerates 507
intercept 365, 520
interconnecting boundary spacing 337
interfaces 140, 286–297, 501–508
intergranular amorphous matrix 514
intergranular amorphous phases 507 ff

intergranular cavitation 544
intergranular dislocation processes 166
intergranular fracture 474
intergranular glassy phase 540
intergranular melting 501–512
interior dislocation density 340
intermetallics 593 f
– Al matrix 269
– alloys 343–360, 571
– compounds 273
– phases 299
internal angle 203
internal stress distributions 361, 387
interparticle decohesion 283
interrupted lattice fringes 345
interstitial free steel 240
intraagglomerate boundaries 507
intragranular interaction 171
intrinsic deformation 90
intrinsic properties, amorphous mag-

netics 606
intrinsic superparamagnetism 70
inverse Hall–Petch behavior 165–188
ionic mass transport see diffusion
iron/-alloys 508, 607–612, 626
– accumulative roll bonding 238, 245
– ball milling 283
– concentration profiles 637
– marginal glass formers 299
– second-phase particles 587
– SMAT 656, 666
– strain-rate sensitivity 434
– textures 393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 370

see also steel
iron–aluminum
– fracture toughness 471
– intermetallics 346
– magnetostrictive materials 626
– SAED, HRTEM/dark-field images 355 f
iron–chromium alloys
– biocorrosion 645
– fatigue properties 482
– fragmentation 589

j
Joule heating 548, 609
junctions 542

k
Kerr effect 55
Kikuchi-line method 240, 337
kinematic scattering theory 361
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kinetic energy 650
kinks 637
Kurdjumov–Sachs orientation 581

l
lamellar structures 3
– accumulative roll bonding 240, 337
– eutectic/eutectoid alloys 592
– transmission electron microscopy

334 ff
Lamor frequency 73
Landgraf law 486
Langevin formula 67
Lankford value 314
large-scale industrial production 228 f
large-strain hardening 114 f
laser ablation 562
laser-assisted catalytic growth (LCG) 563
laser shock treatment 650
lattice defects 344, 363, 470
lattice fringes 345
lattice image shifting 340
lattice parameters 362
lattice vectors 370
Laue orientation 353
layers 540, 649, 666
length-scale effects 169 f
less shear zone (LSZ) 147
Lifshitz sliding 182
ligaments 475, 560
light emission/scattering 53 ff
light ferrous alloys 571
linear elastic fracture mechanics 471, 477
linear intercept 520
liquid-nitrogen cooling 175, 261
liquid phase sintering 539
load varation 212 f
local deformation see necking
local phase analysis 349 f
local texture analysis 355 f
localized surface modification 266
Lomer–Cottrell lock formation 196
long-range ordered intermetallic alloys 349
long-range translational periodicity 296
Lorentzian-type functions 381
low-carbon steels
– accumulative roll bonding 238
– ferritic–martensitic 577 f
– ferritic–pearlitic 572 ff
– martensitic 577 f
– textures 393
low cycle-fatigue (LCF) 483, 497

low-energy dislocation structure
(LEDS) 287

low hydrostatic pressure hardening 119 f
low temperature deformation 444
low-temperature superplasticity 547 f
LS-DYNA package 141
lubricants 149
luminescent materials 51, 66

m
macrocracks 29
macroimages 259, 263
macroscale 411 f
macroscopic deformation 388 ff
magnesium/alloys
– age-hardenable 589 f
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539, 550
– cast/wrought 584 ff
– deformation mechanisms 408
– fatigue properties 482
– high-pressure torsion 225
– hydrogenation kinetics 638
– marginal glass formers 299
– niche applications 635
– superplasticity 458
– textures 393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 375
magnetic after-effect 625
magnetic anisotropy 501
magnetic properties 18 f, 66 f, 606 ff
– amorphous solids 307
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622 f
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 49
magnetic refrigeration 74 f
magnetic relaxation 607
magnetization 66, 618
magnetocrystalline anisotropy 606
magnetoelectric materials 606 f, 627 ff
magnetooptical materials 55
magnetostrictive materials 606 f, 622–628
main deforming zone (MDZ) 139, 147
manganates 628
Manson–Coffin law 486
marginal glass formers 299, 307
market drivers 677
markets see applicatons
martensite phases 249
martensite transformation 35, 351, 659
martensitic steels 571–580
material properties 153 ff

see also chemical, mechanical, physical,
tensile etc.

material transport see diffusion
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matrix
– amorphous solids 302
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– X-ray line-profile analysis 379
mechanical alloying
– ball milling 275
– diffusion 504
– hard magnetic materials 612
mechanical attrition 8 ff
mechanical properties 12 ff
– accumulative roll bonding-processed

materials 243
– amorphous solids 306
– ball milling 273, 282 f
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539
– bulk nanostructured materials 469 ff
– bulk nanostructured metals 282 f, 327,

425–454
– commercialization 677
– continuous SPD 311
– ECAE 416 f
– ECAP 317, 322
– ferrous alloys 571
– friction stir processing 255
– low-carbon steels 574
– molecular dynamic simulation 188 f
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 49
– textures 388
– titanium 32
mechanical sectioning 503
medical applications 43, 320
melt spinning
– amorphous magnetics 606 f
– crystallization/hot compaction 504
– hard magnetic materials 612
– magnetostrictive materials 626
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622 f
melting 510 f
– amorphous magnetics 607
– amorphous solids 298
– friction stir processing 266
mesh-size sensitivity 146 f
mesoscale 412 f
metal matrix composites (MMCs) 266,

277 f, 595 f
metallic glasses 303 f, 608, 621
metallic materials 238, 295 ff
metallic nanoparticles 62 f
metallurgy 267
metal-oxide sintering additives 541
metastable phase equilibria 296
Metglas 306
microcracking 184, 286, 562 f

microdischarges 282
micro-electro-mechanical systems

(MEMS) 635
microgrids 225
microhardness 33, 317

see also hardness, Vickers hardness
micronanocomposites 540
microroughness 220
microscale 413 f
microstresses 361
microstructures 387, 539
– accumulative roll bonding 240, 244
– aluminum 186, 207
– amorphous magnetics 606, 611
– austenitic steel 223
– AZ31 Mg alloy 586
– bimodal/multimodal 440 f
– dual-phase steels 579
– ECAE 405 f
– ECAP 205 f, 317, 322
– eutectoid Al–Zn alloys 592
– fatigue properties 482, 497
– ferrous alloys 571 f
– fracture/crack 470
– friction stir processing 259
– grain-size effects 533 f
– high-pressure torsion 217, 229 f
– homogenization 266
– metallic glasses 305
– nickel 335
– refinement 255, 317
– severe plastic deformation 21–48
– spray-cast aluminum alloy 588
– strain-rate sensitivity 434
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361–386
migration
– creep behavior 526
– deformation 94
– diffusion 507
– transmission electron microscopy 330
Miller indices 395
miniaturization 636
minimum grain size 121
misorientation
– ball milling 274
– columnar aluminum 168
– ECAE 413
– FEM 158
– ferrous alloys 576
– hardening 117 ff
– SMAT 657
modeling
– diffusion 502 f
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– ECAE 411 f
– fatigue properties 494
– strength/strain hardening 109–136
– textures 393
Moiré-effect 340, 344
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

93 ff
– bulk nanostructured metals 327
– deformation mechanisms 165–200
– diffusion 512
– fracture toughness 472
molecular liquids 295
momentums 57
monoclinic symmetry 401
Monte-Carlo procedure 185
Morrow law 486
Mössbauer effect 72, 611
MQP powders 625
MSC/MARC package, ECAP 141
Mukherjee–Bird–Dorn equation 546
multicomponent alloys 303
multidirectional forging (MDF) 22, 25, 583
multiferroic materials 627
multigrain junctions 542
multilayers 89
multimodal microstructures 440 f
multiphase materials
– composites 595
– fatigue properties 482
– ferrous/nonferrous alloys 571–604
– high-pressure torsion 231
– UFG structures 249
multiple compression 434, 520
multiple directional forging 334
multiple synthesis 673
multiple twins 96
multiple-pass deformation 392–399
multiple whole-profile (MWP) fitting 367
multiscale modeling 156 ff
multiwalled carbon nanotubes

(MWCN) 554

n
Nabarro–Herring creep 110, 182, 545
nanoclusters 89
nanocomposites 552 f, 613 f

see also composites
nanocrystalline materials
– ceramics 501
– grain size 89
– hard magnetic 612 f, 625 f
– hardening 109–136
– intermetallics 346

– metallic 187, 501–518
– nickel creep 521 ff
– severe plastic deformation 33 f
– SMAT 660
– soft magnetic 609 f
nanograined layers 89
nano-nanoceramic composites 541 f
nanoparticles 3
NANOPERM 18, 508
NANOSPD3 package 144
nanostructured materials 3–20
– deformation mechanisms 89–108
– grain size 89
– metals 42 f, 334
– NS surface/coarse-grained interior

649–672
– plastic deformation 114 ff
– severe plastic deformation 346
nanotwins 329
necking 13
– accumulative roll bonding 246
– ball milling 280, 286
– ductility 438
Néel model 513
Néel superparamagnetism 70
neodynium-(Fe,Co)-aluminum 621 f
neodynium–iron alloys 510
neodynium–iron–boron alloys 614
neutron diffraction 394
niche applications, bulk nanostructured

materials 635–649
nickel
– accumulative roll bonding 238, 244
– creep behavior 521 ff
– deformation 91
– diffusion 506, 513
– ECAE 409
– electrodeposition 15
– fatigue properties 482
– fracture toughness 470 ff
– stacking faults 102
– steel 244
– stress-relaxation 432, 436
– stress–strain relation 125
– textures 393
– transmission electron microscopy 328,

333
– X-ray line-profile analysis 370
nickel–aluminum
– HRTEM image 344, 355 f
– ordered alloys 595 f
– SAED, dark-field images 355 f
nickel-based C-2000 Hastelloy 660
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nickel-based ODS superalloys 273
nickel–titanium (NITINOL)
– biomedical applications 643
– intermetallics 347, 593 f
– SAED, HRTEM/dark-field images 355 f
niobium-nitride nanotubes 562
nitriding 638 f, 666
nonferrous multiphase alloys 571–604
nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 49–88
nucleation
– amorphous solids 297
– friction stir processing 263
– molecular dynamic simulation 187, 194
– twinning 95, 99
nugget zone 260

o
one-step annealing 513
ON-OFF DC pulse energizing method 548
optical micrographs
– accumulative roll bonding steel 239
– aluminum 209
– austenitic steel 223
– gold–silver alloys 63
– SiC particles/A356 matrix 268
optical properties 51 ff
order–disorder transition 349
ordered nanocomposite structures 49
organic lumophores 58
orientation imaging microscopy

(OIM) 394, 414
orientations 168, 364–416
Orowan equation 194, 488
osteosynthesis 43
Ostwald’s step rule 297
outer angle 203
overlapping grains 343 f
oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) super-

alloys 273
oxide glasses 295

p
palladium 192
partial dislocations 93 f, 329, 333
particle flattening 274
particle-size distribution 50 ff, 62
pass number 401 f
Pauli principle 57
PbS/polystyrene 60, 65
peak shift/broadening 361, 370
peak-to-valley (PV) value 655
pearlitic steels 572
Peierls forces 544

penetration depth 258, 502, 637
percolation 81
permanent magnetic materials 612

see also hard/soft magnetics
permeability 610
Petch slope 97
phase transformations
– Al-Sm 300
– amorphous solids 295 ff
– friction stir processing 255
– glasses 302 ff
– intermetallics 352 f
– Ti-Ni alloys 36
– X-ray line-profile analysis 368
� effect 207 f
photocatalytically active materials 54
photoluminescence spectra 60, 65
photon emission 58
physical properties 18 f
– amorphous magnetics 606
– ball milling 273
– bulk nanostructured metals 327
– continuous SPD 311
– nanocrystalline metallics 501
– Ni–Ti based shape memory alloys 593
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 49
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361
physical vapor deposition (PVD)
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– deformation 89
– NS surface/CG interior 649
piezoelectric materials 627 f
pigmentary nanomaterials 51, 54, 62
pinning model 503, 621
planar faults 102 f, 361
plane strain conditions 157
Plank’s constant 56
plasma nitriding 638 f
plasma spraying 550
plasma-activated sintering (PAS) 90, 282
plastic deformation 8
– accumulative roll bonding 240, 247
– amorphous solids 295
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 546
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– CMWP 367
– ECAP 139 ff
– fatigue properties 482
– hardening 114 ff
– low-temperature 176 f
– niche applications 635–649
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– transmission electron microscopy 334
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plastic deformation zone (PDZ)
– ECAE 416
– fracture toughness 472
– NS surface/CG interior 651
– textures 389
plastic materials 218
plastic strain molecular dynamic simula-

tions 171, 189
plasticity 4
– calculation theories 141 f
– fracture 473
– textures 392
– ultrafine/nanocrystalline metallics 109
platinum glass colorants 62
PMMA 52, 84
point defects 362, 512
Poisson’s ratio 99
polarization 55, 613 f, 628
pole figures 327, 394–400
polycrystal modeling 393 f, 399 f
polymer blends 295
polymers 51–61
porosity 12
– ball milling 282
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– deformation 90
– fracture 474
– friction stir processing 267
– severe plastic deformation 33
post-SPD processing 311–326
powder ball milling 8, 275 ff
powder ceramics 539
powder compaction 508
powder consolidation 294
powder-diffraction patterns 366
powder metallurgy processes 267, 280
praseodymium-iron-boron nano-

composites 617
precipitation
– aluminum–silver alloys 446
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 540
– ferrous alloys 576
– friction stir processing 257
– high-pressure torsion 231
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622
– strengthening 286
– X-ray line-profile analysis 362
precursors 509, 608
predecessor techniques 676
preosteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells 644
pressing speed 209 f
principles
– accumulative roll bonding 235

– ECAP 203 ff
– magnetic refrigeration 75
– SPD techniques 22 ff
– superplasticity 455 f
processing 6 ff, 201–324
– ball milling 274
– ceramics 550 f
– coarse-grained bulk materials 651 ff
– commercialization 673
– ECAP 140
– textures 388

see also basics
proof stress 211 ff
propagation instability 12
properties 12 ff, 423–686
– amorphous precursors 306 ff
– friction stir processing 255–268
– severe plastic deformation 21–48
– SMAT 660 f

see also chemical –, mechanical –,
physical – etc.

pseudo-heat index 259
pseudo-Voigt functions 366
� effect 208 f
pulsed laser deposition 425
punch travel 144, 312

q
QFORM package 141 f, 151
quality factor 80
quantum confinement 56, 63
quasi-isostatic forging 282
quenching
– age hardened alloys 591
– amorphous magnetics 606
– amorphous solids 296, 304
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 550
– glasses 607 f
– low-carbon martensitic steels 577
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622
– single-phase nanocrystalline

magnets 621

r
radio frequency plasma nitriding 638
radiotracer method 504
Raman spectroscopy 559
random orientations 274
rapid hot forging 90
rapid quenching 296, 607 f
rapid solidification 606, 618, 625
rare-earth elements
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539
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– magnesium alloys 589
– magnetostrictive materials 626
– paramagnetic salts 74
rate-dependent polycrystal model 399
reaction kinetics 638 f
Read–Shockley relation 122
real high-pressure torsion 219 f
recombination 274, 526
recrystallization
– ECAE 410
– ECAP plus rolling 320
– friction stir processing 260 ff
– severe plastic deformation 38
reduced magnetic field 67
refined ferrite structures 577
reflectance 56
refraction index 51
refractories 273, 299
reinforcement 266, 277
relative coordinates 495
relaxation 70, 501
relaxed constraints Taylor model 399, 412
remanence 19, 606–618
remnant porosity 267
reorientation 387
repetitive corrugation/straightening

(RCS) 22, 26 ff, 90
repetitive pressing 204
residual electrical resistivity (RER) 361,

382
residual stresses 653 f
resolutions (TEM) 338
reverse martensitic transformation 581
rewelding 273
Rietveld whole-profile fitting 366
RKKY interaction 626
roll bonding see accumulative roll bonding
rolling mill 236
room-temperature behavior 79, 175, 427
rotation
– ECAE 411
– friction stir processing 255
– high-pressure torsion 219–226
– textures 392, 401
roughness 477
roundness coefficient 465
routes
– ECAE 401 f
– strain-rate sensitivity 434
– textures 392
rupture 473, 532
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) 503

s
samarium–cobalt alloys 612
saturation creep 530 f
saturation induction/magnetostriction

607
saturation magnetization 67, 606, 612
saturation polarization 307, 615, 618
saturation strain 231
saturation stress 484
saturation values
– C2S2 process 316
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
scanning electron microscope (SEM)

334, 361
– accumulative roll bonding 241
– fatigued nickel 477
– X5CrNi1810 639
schematics
– accumulative roll bonding 236
– C2S2 process 315
– conform process 312
– conshearing process 314
– ECAP 203
– exchanged-coupled materials 77
– extrusion process 636
– fiber-toughening 555
– friction stir welding process 256
– high-pressure torsion 220, 226
– nanoglass 303
– nickel deformation 475
– severe torsional straining process 228
– torsional extrusion process 229
– transmission electron microscopy 334
– UFG strain fatigue life 487
Scherrer method 11
Schrödinger’s equation 56
screw dislocations 328, 370 ff
secondary ion mass spectroscopy

(SIMS) 503
second-phase addition 255
second-phase fibers 555
second-phase particles
– aluminum alloys 587
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 540, 547
– ferrous alloys 571 ff
selected area electron diffraction (SAD)

243, 337, 347
selected area electron diffraction (SAED)

207, 355 f
self-diffusion activation energy 276
self-diffusion coefficient 120
semiconducting materials 49 f, 62 f
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severe plastic deformation (SPD) 10,
21–48

– accumulative roll bonding 235
– aluminum alloys 587
– amorphous solids 299
– austenitic stainless steels 582
– ball milling 274
– commercialization 676
– continuous311–326
– deformation 90
– diffusion 504
– dislocations 101
– ECAP 201–234
– fatigue properties 481
– FEM 137
– ferrous alloys 571
– fracture/crack 470
– hardening 114 ff
– intermetallics 343–349
– magnetostrictive materials 626
– niche applications 635–649
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– order–disorder transitions 349 f
– superplasticity 455–459
– transmission electron microscopy 334
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
severe torsion process 228

see also high-pressure torsion
shape asymmetries 362
shape-memory alloys 34, 349, 593
shear bands
– amorphous solids 304
– austenitic stainless steels 583
– ball milling 274
– bulk nanostructured metals 426, 449
– cyclic deformation 489
– ECAP 204 f
– eutectic/eutectoid alloys 592
– friction stir processing 264
– hardening 110
– high-carbon pearlitic steels 580
– intermetallics 346
– molecular dynamic simulation 166
– severe plastic deformation 40
shear flow stress 227
shear models 166, 218, 388 f
shear modulus 519, 546
shear plastic deformation 139
shear strain 203
shear stress 9, 169, 187, 227
shear textures 316, 394 f, 400
shock consolidation 282
Shockley partials 94, 169–186

short-circuit diffusion enhanced reaction
kinetics 638 f

shot peening 650, 654
silica 53, 539
silicon-boron-carbon-nitrogen nanocables/

nanotubes 562
silicon carbides
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539, 544
– ceramic composites 541
– nanoparticle-strengthened 553
– nanotubes 562
– surface addition 267
– whiskers 556
silicon creep 166
silicon nitrides 539–544
silver
– diffusion 503, 508
– glass colorants 62
– pole figures 406 f
– textures 393
simple shear model 388–398, 411
simulation
– grain-boundary diffusion creep 180 ff
– low-temperature deformation 176 f
– plastic deformation 143 ff

see also molecular dynamics simulation
simultaneous consolidation 551
single crystals 409 f
single-domain particles 612
single-pass deformation 392 ff, 397 ff
single-phase materials
– cyclic deformation 489
– fatigue properties 482
– multiferroic 627 f
– nanocrystalline magnets 621 f
single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCN) 267,

554
sintering
– ball milling 279
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539, 547
– forging 9
– hard magnetic materials 612
sliding wear 89, 219
slip systems
– fatigue properties 476, 488
– fcc metals 169
– textures 387, 393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 364
slip-line-field (SLF) method 141
slip-stick phenomena 68
soft magnetic materials 66, 76, 606 f
– diffusion 508
– ferromagnetic 18
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– nanocrystalline alloys 513
softening
– creep behavior 533
– cyclic deformation 488
– Hall–Petch behavior 185 f
sol-gel process 89
solid-solution hardening 286
solid-state dielectrics 294
solid-state friction stir processing 255
solid-state infiltration 637
solid-state mixing 296
solution-hardening 490
solution-precipitation 540
spacing 520
spark erosion 612
spark-plasma sintering (SPS) 282, 547–553
spatial resolutions 338
specific heat 607
sphalerite structures 63
spheroidization 573
spin-canting phenomena 73
spinel-alumina 549
splat cooling 626
splitting
– deformation 94
– high-pressure torsion 224
– molecular dynamic simulation 167
– nonmetallic bulk nanomaterials 57
– superparamagnetic nanocomposites 73
spray conversion processing/forming 89
spray-dried aggregates 550
sputtering 89, 503, 649
squeeze-cast material 644
stability 482, 488
stacking-fault energy (SFE)
– accumulative roll bonding 244
– dislocation emission 98 f
– ECAE cubic materials 406 f
– friction stir processing 263
– high-pressure torsion 231
– molecular dynamic simulation 169, 175,

192 f
– SMAT 657
– textures 393
– transmission electron microscopy 333
stacking faults 102 f
– CMWP 367
– deformation 91
– molecular dynamic simulation 187
– transmission electron microscopy 329
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361, 381 f
stainless steel 581 f, 656–667
steady-state creep 522, 544

steels
– accumulative roll bonding 238 ff
– conshearing process 315
– low-carbon ferritic–pearlitic 572 ff
– SMAT 656
– textures 393, 400
strain
– accumulative roll bonding 236
– bulk nanostructured metals 442
– creep behavior 519 f
– ECAP 139, 204
– elevated 445 f
– FEM 144 153 f
– fracture toughness 472
– high-pressure torsion 217 f, 226
– molecular dynamic simulation 182 ff
– sensitivity 431 f
– superplasticity 455
– temperature dependence 548
– textures 387
– transmission electron microscopy 330
– X-ray line-profile analysis 362–377
strain hardening 13, 130, 430 f
– accumulative roll bonding 246 ff
– aluminum 172
– amorphous solids 304
– austenitic–ferritic stainless steels 584
– ball milling 276, 286
– creep behavior 525
– FEM 153 ff
– ferrous alloys 574
– path changes 127
– S2PD 655
– textures 389
– UFG/NC materials 109–136
– X-ray line-profile analysis 377
strain softening 531
stray field energy 615
strength 12
– amorphous solids 307
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539,

552
– bulk nanostructured metals 327, 427 f
– copper 5
– fatigue properties 481
– Ni–Ti alloys 593
– severe plastic deformation 40
– SMAT 660 f
– textures 400, 415
strengthening 109–136
– accumulative roll bonding 246
– ball milling 286
– creep behavior 521
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stress
– AZ31 644
– ball milling 287
– bulk nanostructured metals 426
– creep behavior 527 f
– deformation 96
– GB diffusion 177
– high-pressure torsion 217
– superplasticity 455
– textures 387
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361
stress–strain curves 14
– 1100-Al 246
– accumulative roll bonding 243
– Al-Zn-Mg-Sc alloy 265
– ECAE 152 ff
– ECAPed 6061 alloy 591
– fatigue properties 495
– high-pressure torsion 217
– SS400 low-carbon steel 248
stress–strain rate relationship 548
structures
– austenitic stainless steels 582
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539–570
– coarse-grained bulk materials 651 ff
– ECAP plus forging 316
– ferrites 572
– intermetallics 594
– low-carbon steels 577 f
– ordered nanocomposites 49
– relaxation 501, 506 f
– severe plastic deformation 37 f
– textures 393
– transmission electron microscopy 334
subboundaries 658
subgrains 274, 361, 367 f
substructures 89, 577 f
supercapacitors 294
superconductors 4
supercooled-liquid region 608
superferromagnetism 75
SUPERFORGE/SUPERFORM

packages 141
superparamagnetic nanocomposites 66 f
superparamagnetic states 612
superplasticity 12, 546
– ball milling 282
– bulk nanostructured ceramics 539, 546 f
– bulk nanostructured materials 455–468
– bulk nanostructured metals 45, 446
– creep behavior 532
– friction stir processing 256
– FSP ultrafine grained materials 264

– low-temperature 547 ff
– severe plastic deformation 34
surface chemical reaction 666 f
surface composite fabrication 266
surface diffusion 8
surface layers 73, 649
surface mechanical attrition treatment

(SMAT) 650
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– deformation 100
– transmission electron microscopy 334
surface nanocrystallization/hardening

(SNH) 649 ff
surface nanostructuring 90
surface plasmons 293
surface plastic deformation 649
surface properties 19, 655 f
surface severe plastic deformation

(S2PD) 650 ff
surface–interface effects 609
susceptibility
– exchanged-coupled materials 79
– Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 622
– superparamagnetic nanocomposites 67,

72
symmetry 394, 615
synchrotron measurements 394
synthesis techniques 427, 504

t
tantalum 434
target depth 257
Taylor model 22
– high-pressure torsion 218
– textures 395, 399 f
Taylor–Lin homogenization 113
temperature
– amorphous magnetics 608
– amorphous solids 295
– anisotropy field 617 f
– creep behavior 528 f
– diffusion 504–508
– ECAE 410 f
– ECAP 210 ff
– friction stir processing 257
– �-Fe2O3-magnetization 67
– high-pressure torsion 231
– magnetic after-effect 625 f
– mechanical properties 446 f
– melt-spun Nd–(Fe,Co)–Al alloys 623 f
– nucleation rate 298
– superplasticity 455
tensile ductility 436 f
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tensile elongation 277
see also elongation

tensile fracture 471
tensile properties 13
– dual-phase steels 579
– ECAP 313–318
– ferrous alloys 575
– molecular dynamic simulation 175
– nanotwinned copper 443
– Ti-Ni alloys 36
tensile strength
– amorphous magnetics 607
– amorphous solids 307
– austenitic stainless steels 583
– bulk nanostructured metals 428
– ECAD process 313
– ECAP 30
– ferrous alloys 577
tensile stress
– aluminum 284
– high-pressure torsion 217
– intermetallics 594
– molecular dynamic simulation 180
tensile yield strength 282
terbium–dysprosium–iron–boron

alloys 626
Terfenol-D 626
terminal solution phase 299
textures
– equal-channel angular extrusion

387–422
– SAED, HRTEM/dark-field images 355 f
– X-ray line-profile analysis 364
thermal activation 183
thermal annealing 446
thermal attenuation 295
thermal behavior, nanostructured me-

tals 334
thermal conductivity 260, 607
thermal energy 66
thermal expansion coefficient 279, 562,

607
thermal fluctuations 71
thermal recovery 276
thermal stability
– ball milling 281
– deformation 90
– ECAP plus forging 317
– ferrous alloys 574
– glasses 302
– intermetallics 595
– ultrafine-grained titanium 376
– X-ray line-profile analysis 373

thermally induced nanocrystallization
299 ff

thermally induced phase transforma-
tions 351 f

thermodynamics 297
thermomechanical treatment (TMT)

321 f, 455, 526
thermomechanically affected zone

(TMAZ) 259
three-dimensional heat-flow model 258
time-dependent deformation 519 ff
titania 550
titania–polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composite

52
titanium
– accumulative roll bonding 238
– atomic force micrograph 105
– deformation 92, 408
– ECAP plus forging 316
– fatigue crack 477
– hardening 119
– pole figures 404
– textures 393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 375
titanium–aluminum alloys 471, 595 f
titanium-based alloys 643
titanium carbide nanotubes 562
titanium-nickel alloys 34
top-down methods 6, 90
torsion extrusion process 228
torsion straining see high-pressure torsion
torsion textures 394
toughness 552 ff, 663
�–� transformation 581
transformation toughening 560 f
transient creep behavior 527
transitions 58, 349
translations 255
transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) 11, 361
– Al88Y7Fe5 305
– aluminum 31
– bulk nanostructured metals 327–342
– copper twins 443
– ECAP 205
– grain rotation 104
– intermetallics 344–360
– Kikuchi-line method 240
– Mg89Ni11 641
– NiTi 347
– Si3N4-SiC 541
– SMAT Fe sample 658
– Ti-Ni alloys 34
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transparent matrices 62 f
transparent UV absorbers 51, 54
Tresca criterion 22, 219
triphasic nanocomposites 548
triple junctions 428, 475
true-stress–true-strain curves 246, 549
twinning 92, 442 f
– aluminum 171 f
– bulk nanostructured metals 327, 428
– CMWP 367
– ECAE cubic materials 406 f
– fault energies 91
– hardening 122
– intermetallics 352
– molecular dynamic simulation 167–173
– SMAT 659
– textures 387–393
– X-ray line-profile analysis 361, 381 f
twist extrusion 22, 27, 90, 676
twist hydroextrusion (THE) 321
twisting 580
two/three-dimensional simulation 143 f
two-phase mixtures 81
two-phase structures 587

u
ultimate tensile properties 484 f, 594
ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials
– accumulative roll bonding 235, 240 f
– biomedical applications 643 f
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– continuous SPD 311
– creep behavior 520–527
– cyclic deformation 488
– deformation 91
– ECAP+TMT 322
– fatigue properties 481
– FEM 137
– ferrous alloys 574
– friction stir processing 257 ff
– hardening 123
– niche applications 635
– severe plastic deformation 21–42, 316
– strength hardening 109–136
– superplasticity 264, 455
– X-ray line-profile analysis 372
ultrafine lamellar boundary structure 237
ultrafine structure, commercialization

673
ultrahigh pressing 282
ultrahigh vacuum instrumentation 295
ultrasoft magnetic materials 77
ultrasonic shot peening 650

undercooling levels 299
uniaxial cold pressing 280
uniaxial hot pressing 9
upper-bound technique (UBT) 141
upscaling 228 f
UV absorbers 51
UV-LIGA process 473

v
vacancies
– diffusion 512
– enhanced reaction kinetics 638 f
– hardening 119
– X-ray line-profile analysis 377 f
vacuum hot pressing 280
van der Waals bonding 556
vanadium 283, 434, 576
vapor deposition 612

see also chemical –, physical –
vapor-grown carbon fibers 82 f
very high cycle-fatigue regime 483
Vickers hardness 214, 471, 660
viscoplastic self-consistent model 39, 399,

411
vitreous material 294
VITROPERM 508, 611
voids 428, 474
Voigt functions 366
von Mises criterion 22, 219, 370
von Mises strain 117, 236, 337

w
warm severe plastic deformation 576 f
Warren–Averbach equation 11, 363
water quenching 591
wavelengths 53
wear/resistance
– bulk nanostructured materials 469 f
– bulk nanostructured metals 425
– friction stir processing 266
– NS surface/CG interior 649
– SMAT 665 f
welding 258 f
whiskers 556
whole-profile fitting methods 366 f
wide stacking faults 102 f
Wigner–Seitz cell 185
Wilkens function 363 f
Williamson–Hall plot 11, 365
Wöhler plots 483
wootz steel 293
work-hardening 247
workpiece heating 255
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workpiece properties 140
wrought alloys 585 f
wurtzite structure 63

x
X-ray diffraction 11
– ball milling 275
– textures 394
– Ti-Ni alloys 35
X-ray line-profile analysis (XLPA) 119,

361–386

y
yield strength 31, 282, 427 f
yield stress
– continuous SPD 312
– ferrous alloys 576
– GB-based deformation 177
– low-carbon martensitic steels 578
– molecular dynamic simulation 187

Young’s modulus 265, 425 f
yttria 539
yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia

(YTZP) 547
yttrium–iron–cobalt alloys 626

z
Zener pinning 14
zigzag boundary 95
zirconia 53, 64, 560
zirconia–alumina–spinel triphase ceramic

composite 548, 552
zirconium/-alloys
– accumulative roll bonding 238
– deformation 408
– superplasticity 459
– textures 393
ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles–silica 55
ZnO 59
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